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Objective
The Neo-Gramscian perspective first pioneered by Robert W. Cox has made some
important contributions to expanding traditional IR theory, offering a useful array of
tools and concepts to better comprehend and analyze the world order. Nevertheless, it is
argued here, the ontological and epistemological positions Neo-Gramscians adopted led
them to misread Gramsci, effectively stripping him of his Marxist vestiges and
inadvertently dressing him up in liberal clothing, expressed in their ontological dualism
and erroneous empirical conclusions with regards the contemporary world order.

Drawing on a more materialist reading of Gramsci, as well as the work of other key
scholars, the Neo-Neo Gramscian approach forwarded here seeks to elaborate a more
convincing theoretical framework to study the evolution and changing nature of world
hegemony – specifically American hegemony – since its ‘establishment’ in the mid1940s. Globalisation, the rise of a transnational elite, the emergence of competing
powers (notably China) have all been offered as evidence to support the claim that we
are witnessing the demise of American hegemony, and as such are entering a new posthegemonic phase in world order. The evidence presented in this thesis seems to indicate
that such affirmations are premature.
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Introduction
This thesis is principally concerned with world order – often referred to as international
relations (IR) international political economy (IPE), in traditional academic circles – but
from an historical materialist standpoint, inspired by the ideas of Karl Marx.1

Though implicit in his theoretical framework, the international system was not the main
focus of Marx’s work. As such Marxian scholars have been forced to elaborate their
own perspectives on the dynamics and structure of the global capitalist system reflected
in a rather heterogeneous field of research.

Taking the work of Antonio Gramsci as the starting point for a study of the dynamics of
the world order may appear, at first sight, a rather arbitrary decision; the
intellectual/activist, after all, was largely concerned with the ebb and flow of Italian
politics and history, or at least that is what it is claimed.

One of the commonest criticisms of Marxist thought is that it fails to offer a convincing
explanation of the realm of ideas; that its absolute dread of drifting into liberal idealism
often means its approach to language, culture and ideology strays little from a
deterministic reading of the base-structure paradigm.

Imprisoned under Mussolini’s fascist regime in the 1920s, Gramsci, however,
paradoxically, was permitted far more intellectual freedom than most of his left-wing
contemporaries. Isolated from the distorting influence of Stalinist orthodoxy, Gramsci
was able to draw on concepts from non-Marxist thinkers such as Machiavelli, Vico,
Croce, Cuoco and Sorel etc. in order to theorise on the ‘bourgeois’ theme of culture –
albeit always set within a materialist context – and assess its relevance for working class
consciousness and subsequent political organisation. Orthodox Marxists, after all, could
not explain why many Italian workers would choose to support liberalism and even
fascism over their ‘objective’ class interests.

1

Marx himself never used the term “historical materialism”, instead referring to the “materialist
conception of history”.
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Sadly, Gramsci produced no single, integrated theoretical treatise. Rather his intellectual
legacy has been transmitted via his most important work, the Prison Notebooks – a
complex, 2,000-page, disordered, unsystematised, compendium of notes and essays on
political theory, economics, philosophy, history, and literary criticisms – produced
during his years of captivity (largely written 1929-1935).

Despite the huge institution limitations placed on his writing – heavy censorship and
being denied the ability to systematise and properly edit his work – Gramsci’s
contribution to political discourse would be immense, introducing a range of largely
new (or at least reconceptualised) categories (e.g. hegemony, historical bloc, integral
State, passive revolution, common sense, good sense and organic intellectual) to update
and expand Marx’s notion of ideology and with it, it is argued here, supply vital tools
for the comprehension of the dynamics of the global system.

Gramsci’s essential research project revolved around the key question as to why
attempts to provoke working class revolution in the West had failed, hitherto. There
appeared to be a serious theoretical flaw in orthodox Marxist analysis which ‘predicted’
that revolution and the transition to socialism would occur in the most advanced
capitalist societies. Instead, historical experience contradicted that fact: economic
backward Russia took the plunge, while Britain, Germany and France, resiliently stood
firm. Gramsci ridiculed the naivety of Stalinist inspired determinism auguring the
inevitable and terminal collapse of capitalism that began to circulate within the
Comintern in the 1920s. Indeed, one of the principal focuses of Gramsci’s research
project during captivity was trying to account for the structural vigour of capitalism.
And at the heart of this debate lay the concept of hegemony.
Gramsci is commonly categorised as an historicist2 deriving much of his historicist
method from Giambattista Vico and his New Science (1725). On one hand Vico rejected
2

Defining historicism is not without polemic. There are two common definitions. The first is Popper’s
classification as any belief in over-arching laws of historical development (e.g. Hegel or Marxism). The
second, which is the one adopted in this thesis, is the view that historical events are governed by natural
laws, which in turn determine social and cultural developments, beliefs and values specific to each period
of history, and that any society or period of history must be seen in terms of ideas contemporary to it.
Furthermore, within the latter definition is traditional to differentiate between two types of historicism:
austere and absolute. According to Morton ‘austere historicism’ draw a line under the past, asserting that
all past forms have to be set within their particular historical context and are therefore meaningless
outside this, including Gramsci’s ideas. ‘Absolute historicism’, on the hand, associated with Gramsci and
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ahistorical/transhistoric claims that the human man (thoughts) and human institutions
(such as the state and the state system) were unchangeable or universal, but instead
contingent, constantly adopting new forms, fashioned by human agency (e.g. class
struggle) inspired by ideas. Neither human nature and nor the state, therefore, had any
essential entity a priori, outside of its specific historical parameters. On the other hand
Vico admitted that it was possible to detect similarities between different societies
regardless of where/when/how lived, thereby enabling the elaboration of general,
though historically specific, theories, concepts and principles to help explain the
development of human history.3

‘Austere’ historicists may insist that Gramsci’s ideas only make sense, if at all, when
applied to 1930s Italy. Yet following Vico, Gramsci’s own method adhered to an
“absolute historicist” lines:4 considering it possible that ideas may transcend their
original socio-historical context if they remain relevant to the real world, but he was no
idealist. Indeed, he adhered to the line established by Marx and Engels in Theses on
Feuerbach: “[T]he question of whether objective truth can be attributed to human
thinking is not a question of theory but is a practical question. Man must prove the truth
– i.e. the reality and power, the this-sidedness of his thinking in practice”.5

This document along with Marx’s Preface to the Contribution of the Critique of
Political Economy, would be the first works Gramsci translated once incarcerated and
were constantly cited throughout his Prison Notebooks. They, together with the key
debates circulating the Second and Third Internationals, would form the basis of
Gramsci’s particular historical dialectical materialist perspective – philosophy of praxis
– which constituted dialectical relationship between structure/vulgar materialism and
agency/idealism, compatible with the critical realist philosophy in Chapter I.
which Neo-Gramscians adhere to, looks at “the peculiarities of history, to pay consistent attention to the
specificities of historical and cultural conditions” (i.e. it is not transhistorical) while at the same time
“adopting and adapting Gramsci’s insights” (i.e. recognizing that ideas/values etc may remain relevant
beyond their initial historical context). See Morton, A: “Historicising Gramsci: Situating Ideas in and
Beyond their Context,”, Review of International Political Economy, 10, nº.1, 2003, pp.120-133
3
Vico, G.: The New Science of Giambattista Vico, trans. T.G. Bergin and M.H. Fisch from the third
edition (1744) with the addition of ‘Practice of the New Science” Ithaca Press, Cornell University Press
4
Gramsci, A: Selections from the Prison Notebooks of Antonio Gramsci, edited and translated by Quintin
Hoare and Geoffrey Nowell Smith, Lawrence and Wishart, London, 1971, p.465
5
Marx, K & Engels, F.: “Theses on Feuerbach”, Selected Works, Vol.1, p.13-15,
http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1845/theses/theses.htm. Indeed, along with Marx’s “Preface
to the Contribution of the Critique of Political Economy”, “Theses on Feuerbach” remains a pivotal
influence over Gramsci’s prison research project, as seen below.
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While undoubtedly, Gramsci’s theories and concepts need updating/qualifying to better
explain the contemporary reality, it is argued here that they still retain their essential
utility given the fact that fundamental dynamics of capitalism as a mode of production,
have not fundamentally altered, and the ‘present’ necessarily incorporates social forces,
relations and practise, not to mention ideas, derived from the past.

As Marx affirmed, “(T)he tradition of all dead generations weighs like a nightmare on
the brain of the living.”6 All thinkers, in keeping with Thomas Kuhn’s “dominant
paradigm” model (see Chapter 1), are forced to conceptualise their social environment
using a particular, accepted temporal-spatial analytical framework and vocabulary
inherited from the past. “Every historical phase”, Gramsci insisted, “leaves traces of
itself in succeeding phases, which then become in a sense the best document of its
existence. The process of historical development is a unity in time through which the
present contains the whole of the past and in the present is realised that part of the past
which is ‘essential’”.7 To understand the present, therefore, it was vital to study the past.

With regards to a suitable historicist methodology to follow, Gramsci himself set out a
set of guidelines in his prison-written essay, Some Problems in the Study of the
Philosophy of Praxis. Under a section entitled “Questions of Method” Gramsci urged
scholars interested in studying the “birth of a conception of the world which has never
been systematically expounded by its founder” to “reconstruct the process of intellectual
development of the thinker in question in order to identify those elements which were to
become stable and ‘permanent’”.8

In the case of Gramsci himself this assertion is especially pertinent given the abstract,
unsystematised and seemingly random nature of the Prison Notebooks. The true
significance of these writings along with his prison letters, therefore, can only be fully
appreciated if read against the backdrop of Gramsci’s prior political activities in, and
reflections on, class struggle in Turin, the establishment of the Partito Comunista
Italiano (PCI), the rise of fascism and the strategic debates this promoted within the PCI

6

Marx. K: “The Eighteenth Brumaire” in Marx & Engels: Collected Works, p.
Gramsci 1971: p.409
8
Gramsci 1971: p.382
7
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and Comintern. It is for this reason that the following section seeks to analyse the
evolution of Gramsci’s pre-prison political life: to historicise Gramsci.

Though Gramsci serves as the key source of intellectual inspiration of this paper this
does not mean turning him into a prophet, or a “shepherd wielding a crook”/“Messiah”,9
as Gramsci once described the Marxists’ treatment of Marx. Instead, the Gramscianinspired methodology underpinning the perspective forwarded here consists of three
steps: i) the “reconstruction of the author’s biography”; ii) a review of all his various
works (“even those mostly easily overlooked”), and in the case of Gramsci direct
political involvement, in order to identify his “Leitmotiv”, the essence or “the rhythm”
of the thought as it develops” rather than just a compilation of key quotations;10 and iii)
to go beyond Gramsci; utilising those key concepts and ideas in a modified form to help
illuminate ongoing processes in the contemporary historical conjuncture.

In this context much of the third section of Chapter II is dedicated to analysing the
work of Robert W. Cox, who, beginning with a couple of seminal article in the early
1980s, was one of the first thinkers to update systemise and extend Gramsci’s
conceptual methodology in order to analyse the late 20th century world order.11

Top of Cox’s agenda was to critique mainstream IR theory (understood as comprising
neo-realists and neo-liberal institutionalists), considered implicitly incapable of
explaining structural transformation due to its mistaken ontological suppositions and
positivist epistemological underpinnings. As an antidote Cox favoured a critical theory
of IR; one that “does not take institutions and social and power relations for granted but
calls them into question by concerning itself with their origins and whether they might
be in the process of changing”.12 Cox historicist approach set out to analyse how
existing world orders emerged and how dominant norms, institutions and practices were
established. The ultimate aim of Cox in identifying these forces was to develop an

9

Gramsci, A.: Pre-Prison Writings, ed. R. Bellamy, trans. V. Cox, Cambridge, Cambridge University
Press, 1994, pp.54-8.
10
Gramsci 1971: p.383
11
See Cox, R.W.: “Social Forces, States & World Orders: Beyond International Relations Theory” (1981)
and Cox, R.W.: “Gramsci, Hegemony and International Relations: An Essay in Method” (1983), in Cox,
R. W & Sinclair, J. T. (eds): Approaches to World Order; Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 1996
12
Cox, R.W 1981: p.129??
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emancipatory project for a new and more just world order – the objective which binds
together all critical theory, regardless of epistemological approach.

Unquestionably, Cox has pioneered a highly original Neo-Gramscian perspective to
world order, developing concepts of great utility. Unfortunately, intrinsic weaknesses
within his theoretical framework, stemming from erroneous ontological and
epistemological positions not to mention a misreading of Gramsci, meant that many
subsequent Neo-Gramscians have drifted far from the Sardinian’s original historical
materialist outlook and set up camp in unchartered liberal territory and arriving,
therefore rather ‘un-Gramscian’ conclusions.

The time is ripe to re-analyse the works of Gramsci – to strip him of all vestiges of
liberalism – as a way to identify which elements of the Neo-Gramscian framework
retain their utility as tools to better understand the dynamics of the world order. This,
underpinned by the materialist critical realist philosophy of science set out in Chapter I,
together with further insights on the “logic” of capital and hegemonic transitions
offered by Karl Marx, David Harvey and Giovanni Arrighi, amongst others, forms the
basis of the Neo-Neo-Gramscian perspective on world order forward here.

In order to so, however, it is considered important clarify the thesis’ ontological,
epistemological and associated methodology, such internal philosophical contradictions
(along with a general misreading of Antonio Gramsci himself) which so undermines the
Neo-Gramscian perspective of international political economy (IPE) which this thesis
seeks to avoid via a more convincing Neo-Neo-Gramscian version.

The objective of Chapter I is to set out an all encompassing critical realist philosophy
of science, which plays an essential under-labouring13 role in conceptualising key
phenomena (e.g. ontology, epistemology, causality, structure-agency etc) and with it
enable the construction of a complex theoretical framework, and associated ‘empirical’
research programme embarked on in this thesis.

13

Bhaskar uses this term under-labour, first introduced by John Locke, to refer to the accessory role
played by philosophy, particularly ontology, in scientific development. Bhaskar (2008): p. xxxvi.
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The Neo-neo-Gramscian theoretical perspective adopted in this thesis as indicated
evolves out of the Marxist materialist conception of history. Marxism has always
claimed to span three levels: philosophical, theoretical and practical; where dialectical
materialism is generally understood as Marx’s philosophy of science, grounding
theoretical pronouncements which are used to inform political practise.

Critical realism in no way seeks to replace dialectical materialism but rather to enrich its
interpretation, to help compensate for a philosophical vacuum arguably afflicting not
just Marxist theory but social theory in general.

Importantly though, and to reiterate the basic point, critical realism is located only at the
level of philosophy (i.e. at the trans-historical level) – performing, as ascertained, a
philosophical under-labourer role for theory – and hence does not favour any particular
political programme or particular theory (witness its recent application in a broad range
of traditional disciplinary fields, such as economics, politics, geography, law and
sociology).

In order to comprehend the nature of the critical realist philosophy of science and
specifically the strategic relational approach, which in a modified overtly materialist
form, underpins the Neo-Neo Gramscian perspective forwarded here, Chapter I will
begin briefly assessing the positions of the two mainstream epistemological traditions:
foundationalism and the anti-foundationalism. Only then it, is held, can the particular
retroductive methodology adopted in this thesis be appreciated and with it, implicitly,
the inadequacies of positivism, interpretism and constructivism

Periodically, economists, military strategists political pundits etc like to pose the
question as to whether we were witnessing an historic power shift towards the
developing countries, noticeably China, to the detriment of the two-century Westerndominated system.14 Goldman Sachs revised their earlier figure and estimated that

14

See for example Jacques, M.: When China Rules the World: The End of the Western World and the
Birth of a New Global Order, p.97, The Penguin Press, New York, New York 2009
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China would overtake the US to become the world’s largest economy in 2027 instead of
2035 with the BRIC countries as a group overtaking the G7 by 203215

Neo-Gramscian inspired world-systems theory, Giovanni Arrighi, offered a more
complex world-historical approach to analysing the contemporary situation. In his
books The Long Twentieth Century and Chaos an Governance (with Beverly Silver) the
world capitalist system had evolved though successive cycles of development under the
wing of a hegemonic state to provide both international leadership and offer a
sufficiently large “container” to meet global capital’s accumulation requirements.16
In his most recent volume, Adam Smith in Beijing17 Arrighi reiterated the previous line
but focused expressly on hegemonic transition – the period in which he believed we
now find ourselves. Arrighi suggested that the demise of a hegemon – in this case the
US (see Chapter V) – would normally usher in a period of systemic chaos, unless, that
is, another leading capitalist state (or group of states) was able to step into its shoes.

Arrighi made two further claim: i)

that China possessed the most convincing

credentials to become the new hegemon; and, even more polemic, ii) that China was
pioneering a new progressive model of economic organisation by fusing together
market-based, non-capitalist development with Western-style capitalism in a neoSmithian (from Adam Smith) Marxism.

For, unlike the traditional Western capitalist model where a capitalist class expropriates
surplus capital from the direct producers, Arrighi defined the Chinese model as market
social relations based on horizontal exchange transaction a la Adam Smith. Such
market social relations, he held, were deeply embedded in Chinese culture and in
keeping with the traditional Asian non-capitalist market economy.

The essence of the Chinese economy therefore, Arrighi asserted, remained egalitarian
and decentralised: a legacy of the Maoist Cultural Revolution. Its SROP were embedded
15

Goldman Sachs Global Economics Paper 153: “The N-11: More Than an Acronym” –, Dominic
Wilson & Anne Stupnytska, March 28th 2007,
http://www.chicagobooth.edu/alumni/clubs/pakistan/docs/next11dream-march%20%2707goldmansachs.pdf
16
Arrighi, G.: The Long Twentieth Century: Money Power and the Origins of our Times, Verso, London,
[1994]2010; Arrighi, G. & Silver, B.J: Chaos and Governance in the Modern World System, University
of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1999
17
Arrighi, G.: Adam Smith in Beijing: Lineages of the Twenty-First Century, Verso, London 2008
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in small townships and villages enterprises (TVEs) supported by a specially built rural
infrastructure, egalitarian land distribution plan and education system.

The ongoing health of these TVEs, Arrighi claimed meant China had avoided the
dispossessing of the peasantry (the tradition Western route to modernity) and had been
able to carry out its industrious revolution within a non-capitalist model. Indeed, a good
part of China’s global economic success, it was argued, was due to the competence of
the countries’ communist universal health and education system (as in contrast to India).

Thanks to the broad, distinctly Marxist-Leninist ideology adhered to by the Communist
Party of China (CPC), which was democratic, deliberative and peasant-based, Arrighi
held, dogmatic neoliberalism and Russian-style ‘shock therapy’ was rejected in favour
of pragmatic reform emphasising the importance of guaranteeing social stability at all
costs.

Furthermore, though somewhat ambiguous, Arrighi seemed to suggest that thus far the
Chinese state had yet to convert itself into a fully capitalist state, what Marx classified
as “a committee for managing the national affairs of the bourgeoisie”, as in the West.
Enjoying certain autonomy from the economy, he maintains, the state is promoting an
Adam Smith agenda of encouraging a system of market exchange and greater
competition amongst capitalists, be it at the national, provincial or village level, as the
lynchpin of its modernity strategy, while at all times keeping large capital.

As indicated in the title Arrighi believed this Chinese model (localised, egalitarian and
ecological) was unique in harnessing a Adam Smith market model to serve the national
interest and might provide a new development path attractive to other nations,
tantamount to a “new Bandung”, which could “mobilize and use the global market as an
instrument of equalization of South-North power relations” thereby creating a
“commonwealth of civilisations”.18

Given its very different SROP and FOS, therefore, the WO world order under Chinese
hegemony promised to be very different. The traditional Western-dominated

18

Arrighi, G. (2008): p.384
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hierarchical WO would be shattered, replaced by a more egalitarian, ecologically viable
and peaceful international system.

The thesis will attempt to shed some light on this supposition.

The question may be raised as to why the thesis chooses to focus on China at all: what
about the EU or Japan, have not they the capacity to replace the US as the global
hegemon?

As hopefully will become clear in this thesis, these options appear highly likely, at least
in the short to medium term. At this stage two key observations will suffice:

1) both are firmly ensconced in US-sponsored security arrangements: the EU with
NATO and Japan its Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security. This severely restricts
foreign policy independence, even if, as in the case of the EU, major internal divisions
between the members states (e.g. Atlanticists versus Europeanists) could be overcome.

2) both are well enmeshed into US economic hegemony. The EU’s on-going euro/debt
crisis is a testimony to: a) its deep integration into, and subordinate role within,
American finance hegemony (see Chapter V); and b) the internal economic and political
fragmentation within the EU/eurozone which can be periodically exploited by the
predatory power of Wall Street working in tandem with American ratings agencies.
Japan, for its part, has never really recovered from the dismantling of its development
model forced upon it by the US in the 1990s and subsequent financialisation project.

Furthermore, it remains largely an export-driven economy and despite its own massive
sovereign debt – now over double its $5trn GDP – Tokyo feels obliged to keep buying
US Treasury bonds to stabilise the price of the yen against the dollar and keep
Washington happy. Its relatively small internal market – 126 million – and high
savings/low consumption rate means it is unlikely that Japan will be able to offer global
capital the sufficiently large container to bury its surplus and thereby establish
hegemony.
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Alternatively, one might suggest the present thesis should contemplate the possibility of
a new hegemonic order (and hence “container” arrangement) based upon a broader
multipolar arrangements.

But historically such an arrangement has proved impossible to maintain with interstate
rivalry (underpinned by their respective state-civil society complexes) tending to
undermine attempts at deeper cooperation.

With regards China given the space and recourse available it has proven impossible to
set out an extensive study of the challenges it faces and poses, so the present work has
concentrated on its socio-economic model, the geopolitical significance of its resource
hunger, and security tensions in the Asia Pacific (especially during arguable its most
fraught period to date around 2010) and specifically how there have repercussions for
Sino-American relations.

Rather than set out an extensive Introduction I have preferred to head Chapters III-IV
with their introductions in order to guide the reader
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SECTION 1:

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

1. A MATERIALIST CRITICAL REALIST
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE
1. Epistemological Context: Mainstream Tradition
1.1 Foundationalism
Traditionally in the philosophy of science two questions – “what is there?” (ontology)
and “how can you claim to know it?” (epistemology), referring to a set of criteria to
evaluate competing truth claims – have been implicitly linked together. Since Plato
much of Western philosophy has been concerned with the search for a meta-theory
(above any particular theory): objective, self-evident first principles against which all
truth claims can be validated – the foundation.

All foundationalists, therefore, see the world as external to the theories they develop to
explain it – acknowledging a subject-object separation – and seek to elaborate causal
statements between particular phenomena. Epistemologically-speaking foundationalists
can be divided into two broad traditions: i) the rationalists; and ii) the scientists,
empiricists and positivists.

Early Western thought was dominated by the rationalists who believed true knowledge
could be deduced logically from: i) abstract forms, syllogistic logic, sacred texts or
beliefs (Plato, Aristotle, Scholastics, St. Thomas Aquinas etc); or ii) a priori, clear, self-
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evident, incontestable ‘distinct’ ideas derived in human, especially mathematical reason
(René Descartes19, Baruch Spinoza, Gottfried Leibnitz).

From the Renaissance onwards, however, the rationalist epistemology and its stress on
“self-evident” truths came under heavy attack from the scientists (e.g. Nicolaus
Copernicus, Johann Kepler and Galileo Galilei); the empiricists (e.g. Francis Bacon,20
John Locke21, David Hume, John Stuart Mill) – who stressed the importance of
experience, derived from our senses – and the positivists (e.g. Henri de Saint-Simon,
Auguste Comte22).

Differences aside these scientists, empiricists, positivists and logical positivists all
agreed that knowledge had to be induced from observing the mechanical material
universe which would generate hypothesis which could be subject to measurement,
mathematical quantification and scientific experimentation. In this way objective,
factual data and causality – or at least tendency law – could be established (with the
relationship between cause and effect being taken as an external one: each regarded as
separate and independent of the other for its constitution).23 Furthermore, thanks to the
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The need to fix objective certainty (and indirectly conformity with the Church) led Descartes replicate
the classic Greek dualist distinction between the immortal soul (human mind) and the material body
(extended in physical, measurable dimension and motion). The Cartesian dualism would haunt Western
philosophy for centuries. For Descartes the universe consisted of mechanical, physical entities interacting
in accordance with (God ordained) laws of motion, which could be deduced rationally. See Discourse on
the Method (1637) and Meditations on First Philosophy (1641)
20
Bacon set out his new scientific investigative method in Novum Organum (1605). What stood in the
way of gaining empowering knowledge, Bacon claimed, was people’s tendency to cling to mistaken false
beliefs – Idols of the Mind.
21
In An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1689) John Locke argued that the mind was a tabula
rasa (or ‘white paper’ in his own words) on which experiences – via our sensations and reflections –
leave their mark. The implication that there could be no knowledge without reference to experience, led
Bishop George Berkeley to develop a more God-friendly subjective empiricism in his Treatise
Concerning Human Knowledge (1710).
22
Comte claimed to have successfully applied scientific methods to society (thereby creating ‘scientific
sociology’) by addressing (positing) what actually exists, and is observable. The Course in Positive
Philosophy (1830-42).
23
Causality, as far as Hume was concerned, was a matter of empirical regularities: observing how a
certain event was followed by another certain event, enabling generalisations, the formulation of a theory
on the relationships between said phenomena, and a hypothesis to be tested. True knowledge required the
elaboration causal statements which specified that, under a given set of circumstances, there would be
regular and predictable outcomes. Nevertheless, Hume objected to causal inferences being drawn too
readily. He recognised that causality is itself not directly observable but merely a construct used by
human beings to make what they observe around them understandable or predictable. (See Hume’s A
Treatise of Human Nature, edited L.A. Selby-Bigge, 2nd edition reviewed by P.H. Nidditch, Clarendon
Press, Oxford, (1739/1978) and Enquiries Concerning Human Understanding and Concerning the
Principle of Morals, edited L.A. Selby-Bigge, 3rdedition reviewed by P.H. Nidditch, Clarendon Press,
Oxford, (1777/1975)
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publication of Isaac Newton’s Philosopiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica (1687)
new ‘social scientists’ were convinced that the same scientific methodology used to
comprehend the natural world could be applied to uncover the laws of motion that
governed the social world – such methodological unity termed naturalism.24

Despite scepticism amongst many early empiricists about the validity of induction –
notably expressed by David Hume25 and J.S. Mill26 – the methodology came to
dominate enquiry in both the natural and social sciences questions. Research carried out
by empiricists/positivists claimed to be value-free: normative judgements or talk of the
‘good life’ or similar metaphysical, theological or aesthetical reflections had no place in
social science.

This drive for ‘scientific’ objectivity/certainty reached its zenith in the 1930s with the
emergence of logical positivism27 and its associated verification principle (the validity
of any sentence would ultimately depend on whether it could be corroborated
scientifically or not) which involved replacing methodology of induction with the more
scientific hypothetico-deductive (the formation of hypothesis based upon empirical
observation from which deductions are derived and tested).
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Newton’s scientific ‘experimental method’ actually amounted to a synthesis of the inductive and
deductive methodology. Newton himself was keen to stress the limits of scientific enquiry, however.
Natural philosophy science could only demonstrate that a force acts; it could not explain how or why such
a force operates.
25
From the very first pages of A Treatise of Human Nature Hume expresses his scepticism doubts about
induction due to the limits of human understanding. Drawing on Berkeley’s subjective empiricism and
Bacon’s Idols of the Mind, Hume doubted the likelihood of researchers exercising genuine objectivity –
being forced to rely on custom and human nature as his ‘foundations’. Furthermore, Hume openly
admitted: i) that certain metaphysical ideas, such as power, force and energy seriously complicated the
identification of causality virtually impossible; and ii) that it was unlikely that past empirical regularities
would be repeated in the future. So powerful were Hume’s sceptical arguments that they actually
undermined the scientific coherence of his own methodology, triggering wide philosophical debate both
within and outside epistemic empiricism itself and inspiring Kant’s transcendental idealism (see below)
26
To try and address Hume’s aforementioned sceptical arguments Mill, outlined his five basic principles
of induction – known as Mill’s Method – to aid both natural and social scientists to arrive at causal truth.
See A System of Logic (1843). Aware of the lack of regularity at the ‘phenomenal’ (actual) level in the
social sciences, however, Mill favoured the concept of a tendency law: one phenomenon is causally
dependent upon others, but only if certain conditions were met. Chiming with Marxist thought,
somewhat, Mill declared: “They must not assert that something will always, or certainly, happen; but only
that such and such will be the effect of a given cause, so far as it operates uncounteracted”. Mill, J.S: A
System of Logic, Ratiocinative and Inductive, Being a Connected View of the Principles of the Evidence
and the Methods of Scientific Investigation. Mill (1960-1991) p 870
27
An attempt by the so-called “Vienna Circle”, drawing upon the philosophy of language (Ludwig
Wittgenstein) and mathematics (Gottlob Frege and Bertrand Russell) develop more logical, scientific
concepts in order to rid empiricism of the metaphysical doubts hanging over it since Hume.
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As far as social science was concerned, however, logical positivism remained too
abstract to be of any real use. Though agreeing with general appropriateness of the
logical positivist’s hypothetico-deductive methodology, self-styled critical rationalist
Karl Popper denounced the verification principle as unscientific. Far better, Popper
held, was the technique of ‘conjecture and refutation’. Unless the possibility existed to
subject a given hypothesis to empirical testing and actually be disproved – the
falsification test28 – such a claim to knowledge claims was mere metaphysical
speculation.

No doubt Popper’s epistemological position termed did digress somewhat from
orthodox positivist foundationalism in formally rejecting the existence of objective,
ahistoric universally applicable scientific laws. Instead of such ‘holistic’ explanatory
theories (such as Marxism and psychoanalysis), Popper insisted, the best way to
understand and resolve problems within in a complex social world was via ‘piecemeal’
engineering. Popper’s epistemological position (and basis of his foundationalism) was
methodological individualism (or social atomism), where all social phenomena had to
be explained by extracting facts about the individual via the deductive-nomological
model. 29

Popper’s hyper-liberal epistemological position coincided with, and helped reinforce the
behavioural revolution in American political science during the 1950s and 1960s in
which its proponents sought to apply empiricist/positivist epistemology to social theory.
Behaviouralists claimed it was possible to observe and analysis scientifically the
conduct of a vast range of agents from individuals, domestic groups, nation states,
international organisation to multinational corporations.30

It would from within this behaviourist revolution that rational choice theory would
spring – constituting arguably the dominant mainstream approach to political science,
especially in the US. Unlike behaviourists, however, rational choice methodological
individualism was based upon economics rather than sociology and psychology – i.e.
28

Popper, K.: The Logic of Scientific Discovery, Basic Books, New York, 1959
Derived from work by Carl Hempel it classifies scientific explanations as deductive arguments base
around natural law
30
With regards methodology, and unlike traditional empiricism, the behaviourism did not rely exclusively
prioritise quantitative over qualitative research. What mattered, whether it be empirical study or theory
evaluation was that Popper’s falsifiability criterion be applied to differentiate between good/bad science
29
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individual self-interest was rational and guides all human action – which, it claimed,
enabled predictive models to be built for individual political action (e.g. voting
behaviour, political party manoeuvres etc).31

Rational choice theory was the political version of neo-classical economics – human
nature effectively meant all attempts to engineer collective action was at best useless
and at worst extremely dangerous32 – would spawn numerous approaches such as game
theory (rationalise optimum choice strategy in the presence of others), social choice
theory (attempt by economists to aggregate the preference of individual citizens to
maximise general welfare) and public choice theory (government intervention to repair
market failures was counter-productive).

The ideological underpinnings of behaviourism and rational choice theory (especially in
its public-choice manifestation) were all too evident. Even foundationalists such as
‘objective pluralist’ Isaiah Berlin questioned logical positivism’s value-free scientific
claims and whether it was really possible to eradicate the normative (the ‘what should
be’) from social enquiry (the ‘what is’).33 It was left to utilitarian John Rawls to
‘reconcile the irreconcilable’ by attempting to fuse Berlin’s value-pluralism and
normative concerns with rational choice epistemology in order to develop a rational, fair
redistributive conception of social justice.34.

1.2 Anti-Foundationalism
Up until the 1980s most mainstream social scientists working in IR/IPE tended to
adhere to broad empiricist/positivist epistemological positions. Nevertheless their
claims to produce objective, scientifically quantifiable truth about the external world
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Most famously pioneered by the work of Anthony Downs in his An Economic Theory of Democracy,
Harper & Row, New York, 1957
32
See Olson, M: The Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups, Harvard
University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts; and Hardin, G: “The Tragedy of the Commons”, Science,
16: 1243-8
33
Berlin, I.: Concepts and Categories : Philosophical Essays, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1980
34
See Rawls, J.: A Theory of Justice , Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1972 and Rawls, J.: Political Liberalism,
Columbia University Press, New York, 1996
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were never accepted by all thinkers, nor were the naturalist assertions that metanarratives/structures were equally prevalent in the social world.

The anti- or non-foundationalists line drew heavily on quasi-foundationalist Immanuel
Kant. Kant had attempted to establish a secure foundation for modern science by
reconciling the differences between continental Cartesian rationalism (knowledge
through a priori ideas) and British empiricism (knowledge through experience). Both
schools, Kant asserted, were based on unfounded presuppositions, either involving
unwarranted metaphysical speculation and/or unjustified, inconsistent foundationalist
views about human psychology. Practical pure reason was the crucial instrument
through which we gained knowledge of the world and thus freed ourselves of dogma.35

Influenced by Hume’s sceptical arguments (see above footnotes), Kant renounced true
objectivity: it was simply impossible for knowledge to gain direct access to reality, or
the “thing-in-itself” (Ding an sich) – which occupied the noumental realm – but rather
as it appeared to us via our experiences mediated by the very "categories of the
understanding” we used to describe them – the phenomenal realm.

Empiricists, therefore, were incorrect in assuming that one could gain perfect
knowledge of reality. The human mind (reason) was active and creative, having an
organising capacity to impose order on an otherwise chaotic world via the elaboration of
concepts, categories and universal laws. Incoming data necessarily were only
intelligible once it had been structured and processed by our minds. It was the properties
of our minds which determined what we can know. Kant termed this phenomenon
transcendental idealism.

In asserting that reality (being) was unconnected to our understanding (knowledge) of it
Kant was severing ontology from epistemology, and with it launching his very own
‘critical philosophy’. Kant did not forgo the possibility of generating truthful knowledge
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Kant, I: The Critique of Pure Reason, trans, and ed. by Guyer, P and Wood, A.W. Cambridge
University Press, 1988 (originally published 1781)
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but the methodology adopted – transcendental deduction – relied on less deterministic
basis for causality than empiricists.36
Writers as diverse as G.W.F. Hegel, Arthur Schopenhauer, Friedrich Nietzsche37,
Ferdinand de Saussure38, the American Pragmatists39, Edmund Husserl40, Sigmund
Freud, Max Weber and anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss, have all derived some of
their epistemological perspective from Kant and his attack on the subject-object split
which underpinned foundationalist theories.

American analytic philosopher Willard Van Orman Quine, for example, attacked
positivism for misunderstanding how science actually proceeded. Agreeing with Kant’s
epistemic relativism, Quine held that any knowledge we derive from our senses from
scientific study would always be mediated by the very concepts, categories and theories
we use to carry it out, deciding effectively what was relevant or irrelevant data.
Furthermore, Quine ventured, any variance between theory and observable facts would
most likely result in the rejection of the facts as erroneous, rather than the theory itself.
There could no investigation of reality without interpretation. Theories actually helped
construct reality – they were constitutive rather than explanatory.41

One of the most powerful epistemological critiques of logical positivism came from
physicist Thomas Kuhn following his publication of The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions in 1962. Here Kuhn dismissed the classic Baconian/Hegelian notion of
science as a technical accumulative process, stating that scientific knowledge
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Lawson defines transcendental deduction as: “a mode of explanation which involves deducing the
explanandum from a set of initial conditions plus regularities that take the form of ‘whenever this event or
state of affairs then that event or state of affairs’” Lawson. T: “Critical Issues in Economics as Realist
Social Theory” (1999) in S. Fleetwood (ed.) Critical Realism in Economics: Development and Debate
Routledge, London, 1999 p.224
37
Nietzsche’s perspectivism in many ways is the precursor for postmodernism in its highly subjectivist
rejection of absolute truth: all interpretations of the reality were equally valid.
38
Though he himself was a foundationalist he would have a big influence on later deconstructionists and
postmodernists who reduced all reality to a function of language.
39
Ironically these thinkers (e.g. C.S. Pierce, William James and John Dewey) were self-confessed
empiricists but the extreme sceptical epistemological positions adopted led them to question the existence
of objective truth. Instead, Dewey founded instrumentalism, a problem-solving technique for assessing
truth claims based on life experience.
40
Phenomenology philosopher Edmund Husserl focused on Kant’s phenomenal realm, interested in
analysing the ‘structures of consciousnesses’. We did not learn about the outside world through objective
experiences but rather via subjective perceptual phenomena or sensory stimuli phenomenology.
41
See Quine, W.V.O.: “Two Dogmas of Empiricism” included in his volume From a Logical point of
View, Harvard University Press, 1953
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‘advanced’ via ‘conjunctions’ which reflecting social struggle between contending
interpretation of essentially ambiguous evidence.

Reflecting on the various empirical revolutions – Aristotelian, Copernican, Newtonian
and Einsteinium – Kuhn noted that in any historic period, science tended to be
dominated by a particular ‘hegemonic’ paradigm which in turn conditioned the type of
investigation carried out and the way the results were interpreted. Indeed, the role of
scientific work (which he termed ‘problem-solving’) was to “force nature into the
performed and relatively inflexible box that the paradigm supplies”.42 In line with
Quine, Kuhn asserted that any data generated which does not conform to the paradigm
was rejected as irrelevant.

Knowledge for Kuhn, therefore, was only ever partial and non-transferable; strictly
limited to particular temporal and spatial paradigms. The incommensurability of these
paradigms meant no generally agreed principles or universal criteria for truth appraisal
existed.43

Eventually Kuhn notes there was a paradigm ´breakdown’ or ‘shift’ caused by the
accumulation of empirical evidence (carried out by avante garde scientists) which
directly contradicted the traditional theoretical framework, making problem-solving
impossible. A new hegemonic paradigm then arises. Quine was not proposing an
abandonment of the Enlightenment project per se, but rather proposing a more
sociological/historical view of science.

From the 1960s onwards a new strain of neo-Kantian influenced anti-foundationalist
philosophers began to challenge positivism’s dominance within social sciences. Though
heterogeneous in regards their academic backgrounds and ideological commitments
these thinkers did concurred on two basic points: i) the social and natural world
occupied different epistemological positions (i.e. anti-naturalism); and ii) there could be
no universal truth claim in the social world; the truth-value of any statement was always
relative to some particular perspective.
42

Kuhn T: The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1962 , p.24
According to Kuhn: “Though each may hope to convert the other to his way of seeing science and its
problems neither may hope to prove his case. The competition between paradigms is not the sort of battle
that can be resolved by proof”. Ibid, p.148
43
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While some anti-foundationalists could accept the subject-object separation with respect
to the natural world, all agreed that social structures could not exist independently of the
activities they helped shape, on the contrary their very nature depended on the agents’
understanding of what they were doing. This relationship is customarily referred to as
the double hermeneutic: 1) the world is interpreted by the actors (one hermeneutic
level), and then 2) their interpretation in turn is interpreted by the observer (a second
hermeneutic level).44

Truth was essentially inter-subjective – necessarily dependent on the meaning which the
actors attached to their actions, and in the case of researchers, the very theories and
concepts they used in studying the social world. People were reflective, and could
change their actions accordingly. It is this inter-subjectivity of agents, and the
possibility for transformation which distinguishes social structures from natural
structures. Society was socially constructed. Differences between individuals, groups
and institutions were due to prevailing power structures, which themselves were
spatially, temporally and culturally limited. It was such spatial, temporal and cultural
contingency which made objective knowledge impossible: epistemic relativism was thus
preferred over positivism.45

The diversity of epistemological positions was necessarily reflected at the
methodological level. Since the world was deemed to be socially/discursively
constructed, epistemic relativists prioritised understanding the meaning people attach to
social behaviour (rather than explaining the objective truth). To do so, borrowing
heavily from anthropology, interpretists opted for qualitative (rather than quantative)
methods involving ethnographic techniques (participant observation, transcribing texts,
keeping diaries), interviews, focus groups vignettes etc. The aim was to identify and
interpret the relevant discourses or traditions within which said behaviour/social
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Hermeneutics derives from the Greek hermêneuô, to interpret or translate and grew out of the early
concern to interpret religious text. The double hermeneutic was first developed by Anthony Giddens in
his A: The Constitution of Society: Outline of the Theory of Structuration, Cambridge, Polity, 1984,
p.284, p374
45
Anti-foundationalist heterogeneous tradition may be referred to in a number of ways including postpositivism, constructivism, hermeneutics and reflectivism. For simplicity sake this thesis opts for antifoundationalism, epistemic relativism and interpretism.
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constructions took place; to produce what anthropologist Clifford Geertz46 called ‘thick
description’ which, it was hoped, would offer a reading of how people understand their
world.

Empiricist concerns to establish universal causal relationships between phenomena
across time and space were shunned as is the Popperian falsification criteria.47 The soft
data collection limited itself to a deep analysis of a few cases and the results they
generated were unapologetically partial and provisional. Unlike positivists, furthermore,
interpretists were usually overtly normative in subscribing to, and arguing for, particular
social action or policy change.

At the very extreme of this neo-Kantianism relativist tradition lay the so-called
postmodernists. Whether one could actually refer to postmodernism as a single tradition
given the vast theoretical heterogeneity of approaches it encapsulates remained
uncertain. Indeed, to avoid unnecessary pigeon-holing it became common among social
scientists to focus on individual writers (e.g. Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Jean
François Lyotard, Alasdair MacIntyre and Richard Rorty48). Nevertheless, what these
academics did have in common was a vehement anti-foundationalism, anti-positivism
and a general mistrust of the Enlightenment modernity project of progress and cult of
scientific rationality.

Possibly the most complex and most extreme example of epistemic relativism, was
forwarded by Jacques Derrida. Many considered the publication of three collections of
his work in 1967 – Of Grammatology; Writing and Difference; Speech and Phenomena
– as marking the birth of postmodernism (or post-structuralism as it is often termed) via
his deconstructivist movement.
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Geertz, C: The Interpretation of Culture, Basic Books, New York, 1973
According to Imre Lakatos most theories in the natural and social sciences contained a non-falsifiable
set of ‘core’ propositions, often abstract assumptions that simply cannot be tested empirically
“Falsification and the Methodology of Scientific Research Programmes”, in I. Lakatos and A. Musgrave
(eds), Criticism and Growth of Knowledge, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1971
48
A self-defined modern pragmatist, Rorty extends Kuhn’s views on science to all social life, particularly
politics. Debates over truth or rationality claims were redundant, Rorty claims, far better is to rely on a
‘justification’ test: whether a given society accepts a particular assertion or not. See Rorty, R: Objectivity,
Relativism and Truth: Philosophical Papers, Volume I, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1991
p.23.
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According to Derrida since Plato Western philosophy (especially Christian doctrine)
had been logocentric49– set on a journey to uncover the truth (logos), convinced that
everything has an origin, a deeper reality, which can be uncovered, whether it be Divine
eternal origin (God, Christ, Trinity), “I think” (Descartes), Natural Laws (Locke), Ideas
(Hegel), Materialism (Marx), or even inside us (Kant’s transcendent ego, or Freud’s
subconscious).

Thanks to this logocentricism, Western thought has been guilty of ‘dualism’,
establishing systems of knowledge that classify concepts, statements and events in
binary all-encompassing, mutually exclusive ‘truth’ categories, (e.g. true/false,
form/imitation, soul/body, body/mind, rational/emotional, fact/opinion etc) which has
traditionally occupied the very centre of intellectual enquiry.

Drawing on Kuhn, Nietzsche, Freud, the Frankfurt School, Wittgenstein’s later work
and the Phenomenologists (particularly Heidegger), Derrida’s principal project was to
deconstruct (and effectively eradicate) this centre – there was no foundation on which
to construct such a system of knowledge – and replace them the full free play of
meaning. This was to be done by deconstructing text, whose significance depended
more on its appropriation and reading than any ‘true’ meaning. With a predilection for
written language games (as opposed to spoken communication) Derrida claimed the
research project involved identify differance – difference over similitude, offering
humanity to free itself from old fixed truths and associated feelings of religious guilt.

Influenced by Derrida, Michel Foucault claimed all knowledge and experience was all
acquired within a prior discourse and that only through language did such institutions
and actions acquire a wider web of meaning. To understand an object or action, it was
necessary to interpret it in the wider discourse of which it is part. Human life was
understandable only in a framework of meaning, and this meaning could not be reduced
to an objective process or structure.

Of all the postmodernist writers Foucault was perhaps the most overtly political. Like
Kuhn, Foucault prioritised historical research – revealed in his major works: Madness

49

Logos is attributed to Plato, who claimed that earthly forms reflected those perfect forms up in Heaven.
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and Civilization, The Order of Things, and Discipline and Punish – in order to show
that what we call ‘reason’, science’, knowledge’, and ‘truth’ were socially and
historically constituted discourses, shaped by particular political forces, and directly
influenced by dominant power structures. Nevertheless, Foucault insisted, discourse
was not just a passive reflection of social or economic forces via the means and
relations of production.
While strictly speaking an anti-foundationalist Foucault always harboured structuralist
tendencies. Individual beliefs of particular actors, for example, were somewhat
disregarding when set against the dominant social discourse whose identity and effect
on structuring meaning was Foucault’s principal concern. Nevertheless, and akin to
other postmodernists, Foucault deemed the objective of the social science the
development of narratives not theories, and refuted the possibility of generating
absolute knowledge. Indeed, such was the extent of Foucault’s highly subjective
epistemic relativism that he reputedly refused to acknowledge the existence of AIDS –
dismissing it as an ideology created by some hostile power structure – despite the fact
that it was slowly killing him.

Needless to say positivists remained unconvinced by epistemological relativism.
Interpretism merely offered improvable, often context-dependent subjective hypothesis.
There were simply no criteria (e.g. Popper falsification model) on which to judge the
utility of their knowledge claims: one person’s view of reality, and of the relationship
between social phenomena within it, is as good as another’s view. As such, positivists
remained sceptical that interpretist research projects could produce any knowledge of
genuine utility, particularly those working at the postmodern extremes.

Many epistemic relativists countered that theirs was a different ontology, and that
satisfying the positivist ‘serious research’ criteria which would require, ipso facto, the
abandonment of ontological relativism (see below). Furthermore, and contrary to
positivist accusations, interpretists always insisted they did possess a criterion for
assessing knowledge claims in the collective form of practice, social traditions and
narrative. Even within a limited anti-foundationalist notion of objectivity, therefore, it
was possible to produce quasi-explanations, albeit conditioned by the subjective
interpretation of the meanings the actors themselves gave to their own actions, and set
within a particular spatio-temporal context.
32

Unfortunately, while one sympathise with epistemic relativism quite another thing is to
accept ontological relativism: that the real world consists of little more than specifically
situated perspectives. One of the major problems progressive ani-foundationalists have
always had with positivism is the latter’s tendency to prioritise the ‘what is’ over the
‘what should (i.e. normative politics). The implication here is that interpretists believe
some sort of political action is required to tackle social ills such as poverty, inequality,
human rights abuses, environmental damage etc.

But if the world is composed of multiple subjective realities, truth is paradigmdependent thereby undermining the ability to theorise on general causation, how can
interpretists hope to engage in rational discourse/social research and hence mobilize a
coherent political programme to tackle said problems? This is especially true in
interpretism’s most extreme postmodernism form, where ontological nihilism and
anarchy reign, embodied in Derrida’s quote: “Therefore we will systematically
resigning ourselves to incoherence”.50 Yet, as John R. Searle notes: “we live in exactly
one world, not two or three or seventeen”.51

Commenting on the utility of postmodernism (in its radical social constructivist form)
as a project for social change, Bourdieu asserts:

it is not sufficient to change language or theory to change reality…While it
never does any harm to point out that gender, nation, or ethnicity or race are
social constructions, it is naïve, even dangerous, to suppose that one only has to
‘deconstruct’ these social artifacts, in a purely performative performance of
resistance, in order to destroy them…One may…doubt the reality of a resistance
which ignores the resistance of reality.52

Bob Jessop wryly noted, in a similar vein, that if the only properties which entities
possess were those described in discourse then one would surely be able discursively
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turn base metal into gold, or else convince those laughing at the emperor’s new clothes
that he really was wearing them. 53

In short, neither positivism nor interpretism serve as a convincing philosophy of social
science. Both are guilty of reductionism. Positivism is content to offer descriptions of
surface structures rather than explanations from deep structure. Interpretism, on the
other hand can only produce a superficial explanation of individual action because it
ignores the constraining and enabling social structures and mechanism.

Ironically, this foundationalist versus anti-foundationalist debate conforms to the very
dualist tradition Derrida criticised. Fortunately, there does exist a third more credible
philosophy of science to break this binary model – scientific realism.

1.2 Critical Realism
1.2.1 Transcendental Realism, Ontological Stratification & the
Epistemic Fallacy
Scientific realism shares a realist ontology with positivism – there is a real world
(object) ‘out there´ independent of our interpretation/theorisation of it (subject) – as
opposed to the interpretists’ metaphysical idealism (reality was definable in terms of our
ideas of it). “All philosophy”, Gaston Bachelard observed, “explicitly or tacitly,
honestly or surreptitiously…deposits, projects or presupposes a reality”. 54

Though the term realism has multiple interpretations in the arts, social science and
philosophy it is generally understood to refer to something ‘authentic’ or ‘real’, capable
of being detected or proven; a reality which other approaches either disguise, distort, or
fail to recognise. As indicated above, the idea that ‘reality’ may be far more complex
than appeared to our senses complicating the identification of causality, was recognised
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by Hume and has haunted empiricism ever since, sparking Kant’s anti-foundationalist
shift.

But it was Karl Marx’s ontological work on the functioning of capitalist societies – the
difference between the surface appearance and the core materialist structure of society –
which had the biggest influence on the formation of the scientific realism
epistemological position.55 Marx’s entire research project was largely geared to
uncovering and investigating those hidden generative mechanisms (i.e. power/class
relations) which helped shape social life, manifested in a variety of complex ways.56 But
as Marx never overtly set out his epistemological position it would not be until Roy
Bhaskar that the systematisation of scientific realism would take place.

Drawing upon Hume, Kant, Marx and Althusser, Bhaskar’s aim was to reconstruct the
philosophies of natural and social science to form a more coherent and satisfactory
analytical framework of human activity than that offered by the dominant positivist
perspective. In three key books Bhaskar57 set out his ideas on transcendental realism
and critical naturalism, which were later fused together under the term critical
realism.58 Critical realism represented a synthesis of the aforementioned positions:
simultaneously holding social explanation to be both causal (empiricism) and
interpretive (transcendental idealism).59
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Fittingly, Marx began his analysis of capitalism in Capital Volume I not with a study of the individual,
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Bhaskar, as an ontological realist, believed that real objects did exist independently of
the theorist’s conception of it, but in a nuanced form. Drawing on Kant and Althusser he
made a clear epistemological distinction between intransitive and transitive dimensions
of science. ‘Intransitive’ entities were “objects of knowledge…invariant to our
knowledge of them: they are the real things and structures, mechanisms and processes,
events and possibilities of the world; and for the most part they are quite independent of
us”60. They produced non-observable generative causal mechanisms: with a
‘mechanism’ understood a as referring to the ensemble of structures, powers, processes
and relations.

Unfortunately, noted Bhaskar, our knowledge of said intransitive entities was only
‘transitive' (epistemological relativism), since the categories and concepts we use are
socially and historically determined. Knowledge was produced through a continuing
process of interaction between retroductive theoretical hypotheses (see below) about
‘intransitive’ objects and evidential statements generated in and through ‘transitive’
inquiry. This transitive phenomena, according to Bhaskar, consisted of the “the
antecedently established facts and theories, paradigms and models, methods and
techniques of enquiry available to a particular scientific school or worker”.61

But in contrast to subject-centred or metaphysically speculative epistemologies
Bhaskar’s transcendental realism started from ‘where we are’ (ontological materialism).
Ontology (the ‘intransitive’ dimension) rather than epistemology (the ‘transitive’
dimension), he insisted, should occupy the centre of the philosophical debate. This took
the form of ontological stratification.

Reality (the ‘intransitive’ dimension), Bhaskar maintained, was vertically stratified into
three overlapping ontological layers: the real (generative structures or causal
mechanisms); the actual (objective, subject-independent events, existing in time and
space, resulting from the various real tendencies and counter-tendencies); and the
empirical (experiences involving subjective observations or measurements of actual
events and in some cases, underlying structures/mechanisms).
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It was exactly this triple levelled world, Bhaskar argued following Marx’s realist line,
which made science possible in the first place. For although these three domains interrelated, neither level was synchronised with, nor reducible to, one another.62Dynamics
(or causal laws) of the ‘real’ world unperceivable at the ‘empirical’ level, the
‘empirical’ level did not perfectly reflect the ‘actual’ layer, nor in turn did the ‘actual’
layer constitute a clear manifestation of the ‘real’ level. Applying his transcendental
realist critique Bhaskar stated: “it is the nature of objects that determines their cognitive
possibilities for us”.63

Bhaskar did concur with interpretists that how an event (actual) appears would depend
on the observer’s subjective perspective (empirical). Hence knowledge, though broadly
accumulative, was as Kuhn insisted, periodically subject to alteration – classified as
‘scientific progress’ – as scholars sought to readjust the ‘transitive’ dimension to better
reflect the ‘intransitive’ reality.

The existence of an unperceivable third, ‘real’ (intransitive), strata of structures and
mechanisms lying beneath surface ‘phenomena’ directly clashed with positivist
epistemology.

However unintentionally, Bhaskar claimed, Hume had initiated a grave ‘wrong turn’ in
philosophy by asserting that all knowledge derived from ‘experience’, thereby limiting
ontology to the observable. This led to a definition of causal laws as observable
constants and conjunctions, and depended upon a methodology which presumed the
existence of such constant regularities. The result was that “three domains of reality are
collapsed into one”.64

Archer clarifies: “The Humean model of seeking constant conjunctions was
quintessentially non-explanatory, since it could only adduce associations and not the
mechanisms accounting for them, and necessary incomplete, because non-observable
properties could never figure it out”.65
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The empiricism/positivism tradition, Bhaskar charged, was guilty of epistemic fallacy:
failing to distinguish between ‘reality’ and ‘our conception of that reality’. This
translated into framing ontological issues within epistemological terms i.e. reducing
ontology to epistemology. It was simply erroneous to conclude that every statement
about being (what exists) can be transposed into a statement about knowledge of being
(how it can be known), or that what we know (reality) is merely part of what we can
know (theory).66

Archer concurs, insisting on the primacy of ontology and its direct connection with
methodology and practical theorising: “the nature of what exists cannot be unrelated to
how it is studied…what social relativity is deemed to consist of does affect how the
explanation is approached”. Ontology, Archer notes, foments the development of
concepts which subsequently condition the process of description and explanations of
social phenomena. Conversely, the knowledge obtained about the social world affects
our perception of it and hence our ontology. The relationship between ontology and
methodology was therefore reciprocal.67

Significantly, positivism was not alone in committing the epistemic fallacy, so too was
interpretism.

For, although interpretism rejected empiricism and its notion of observed regularities,
Bhaskar likewise accused it of collapsing ontology into epistemology, but this time by
defining the ‘knowable reality’ in terms of a subjective philosophy of the mind: the
double hermeneutic. If multiple realities and perspectives were ‘equally true’
(ontological relativism) then any truth claim was essentially meaningless.68

oversimplifying Hume’s position somewhat. As noted above, the Scotsman was certainly no dogmatic
empiricist, well aware that appearances often did not coincide with reality and that observation alone was
insufficient to establish cause and effect. In fact, Hume’s philosophy of science was more similar to the
critical realist position than some might recognise: “almost every part of nature there is contain’d a vast
variety of springs and principles, which are hid, by reason of their minuteness and remoteness”…‘tis at
least possible the contrariety of events may not proceed from any contingency in the cause, but from the
secret operation of contrary causes”. Hume (1978): pp.131-2.
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Paradoxically, of course, by stating ‘all truth is relative’, interpretists themselves are actually making an
absolute truth claim, with ‘general relativity’ a universal condition.
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Even the most ‘realist’ of the interpretists, Thomas Kuhn and Imre Lakatos69, refer to
realms of knowledge (epistemology) rather than the object of that knowledge
(ontology). Because Kuhn’s study remains at the epistemological level (hegemonic
paradigm) he is unable to shed light on why such scientific revolutions take place in the
first place. If he adopted an ontological stratification model (reality is layered in
successive emergent strata), critical realists argue, Kuhn would realise that a paradigm
shift was due to the uncovering of a new layer of reality (i.e. an ontological rather than
an epistemological question).

Critical realists reiterate their ontological realist position, even with regards the social
world, which, they hold “consists of more than the sum of people’s beliefs, hopes and
expectations”.70 Even if “our access to the social world is necessarily via our
understanding of these interpretative processes”, Outhwaite concludes, “it does not
follow that this is all that exists, or can be known to exist”.71

1.2.2 Generative Mechanisms Operating in Open Systems
The critical realist’s rejection of positivism, did not, however, imply the jettisoning of
causality and explanation. Despite opposition from some interpretists, causality was, as
Kant had insisted, a universal principle, a necessary a priori truth shaping all our
experiences: “all abstract generalisations in the social sciences are, explicitly or
implicitly, causal statements”.72

In adopting a vertically stratified ontology model critical realists had effectively ruled
out the possibility of engendering truthful causal statements based solely on an
empirical study of events. Instead, the occurrence of such events, including those that
could not be observed, had their origins in the interaction of a number of diverse, and
often conflicting, generative mechanisms emerging from the ‘deeper’ (real) level. The
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resultant emergent properties in turn provoked causal powers in their own right (e.g.
water is an emergent property of hydrogen and water) and could be operable across
various physical, chemical, biological, psychological and social ontological layers.73

Any account of a particular generative mechanism was inevitably incomplete –
containing ‘gaps’ or ‘black boxes’. ‘Genuine’ explanation required the detection and
analysis of additional underlying mechanisms – bearing in mind, however, that some
mechanisms were not perhaps easily empirically detectable.

Causality, for critical realists, therefore was essentially related to the activation of
mechanisms embedded in the structures of the objects (the intransitive dimension). In
other words, and in the context of this stratified ontological domain, the higher-level
structures, mechanisms and phenomena – including human behaviours and interactions
– were emergent from, but not reducible to lower-level ones. Assuming the presence of
‘fixed essential properties’ – as positivists tended to do – was, therefore, considered a
major flaw. Conversely, the role of science for critical realists was to identify “the
structures and mechanisms…that govern or facilitate the course of events”.74

These ontological and epistemological positions logically had a bearing on
methodology.

Since the world was an open system (see below) causal laws could be out of phase with
patterns of events and experiences the empirical level only partially reflected the
underlying reality. Accordingly, the traditional inductive-deductive methods favoured
by empiricists and positivists, with their reliance on quantative and statistical analysis
geared towards uncovering constant conjunctions of atomistic events or economic laws,
was dismissed by critical realists as woefully inadequate as a way to identify underlying
generative mechanisms, especially when it came to the social world.75
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Instead, critical realists opt for retroduction. This methodology consists firstly of
identifying an event at the ‘actual’ level (transitive realm) before hypothesising on the
necessary and internal properties of the underlying structures/mechanism, located at the
‘non-actual’ level (intransitive realm) expressed in its causal powers (the shift from
‘effect’ to ‘cause’).76

The newly discovered generative mechanism is then re-examined at the ‘actual’ level
before being brought back again to the abstract/theoretical level for refinement utilising
the concepts, models and other cognitive resources we have at our disposal (which may
never quite match the object). This dialectical interplay between the hypo-deductive and
experimental phases leads to a continued transformation. Sayer describes this dialectical
retroduction process as a movement from: Concrete to Abstract, Abstract to Concrete.77

The criterion for ‘testing’ the ‘truthfulness’ of any given generative mechanism
uncovered via this retroduction methodology ultimately depends on its superior
‘explanatory power’ with respect to competing hypotheses.78 This is done firstly by
investigating their observable effects79, and following a reconstruction of the relevant
social, temporal and special context of the phenomenon, working out, guided by
concepts and theories, what the additional phenomena which should be prevalent are as
consequence of the said postulated model in order to eliminate alternative hypotheses
about its nature.80

This reliance on thinking rather than experiencing as a basis for explanation that led
Bhaskar to use the term transcendental realism in the first place – the ‘crossing of the
divide’ between the empirical (concrete) and speculative (abstract) activities of
scientific work.81
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Aware that this stress on the importance of cognitive processes would leave him open to
accusations of drifting onto metaphysical speculation Bhaskar countered that his
retroductive methodology coincided with the way scientific progress actually came
about.82 All scientific work , he insisted, necessarily engaged in a process of abstraction
– a complex interaction between conceptualisation, theory construction and contextdependent data – to link together the various ‘empirical’ and ‘actual’ domains to the
transfactual mechanisms of the ‘real’ world so as to uncover those ‘hidden’ causal
mechanisms and structures responsible for generating observable phenomenon and
events.83

In a broad sense, thus, Bhaskar remained a naturalist, arguing for “an essential unity of
method”84 between the natural and social sciences to study the stratified ontology of
emergent properties (i.e. causal efficacious generative mechanisms) in open systems
(see below). Where Bhaskar’s critical naturalism differentiated itself from the
traditional naturalist position (and associated positivist epistemology), however, was in
recognising that the study of the social realm demanded slightly different ‘procedures’
to its natural realm counterpart.85

Firstly, Bhaskar claimed that there was an ontological difference between our relatively
enduring ‘species being’ (biological) and our ‘social being’. Thanks to their ‘social
being’ humans were granted a degree of relative autonomy from their physical and
social environments which they had the capacity to shape, in line with prevalent cultural
values. Unlike the natural realm, the social world was, as interpretists argued, affected
by a ‘subject-to-subject’ dynamic (as opposed to ‘subject-to-object’).
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Critical realists, like interpretists, hence, were epistemic relativists. This inter-subjective
dynamic, especially active in the social realm (and forming a central pillar of Bhaskar’s
‘transitive dimension’) implicitly recognised that our perception and understanding of
the reality was necessarily filtered through the concepts, categories and theories
adopted.

Recognition of the existence of his double hermeneutic in the social world would have
important methodological consequences.

According to Tony Lawson it would mean retroductive research carried out by social
scientists was “likely to operate under a logic of analogy or metaphor and to draw
heavily on the investigator’s beliefs and experience,” producing results that actually
transform the social world and the direction of future enquiry.86 This acknowledgement
that research carried out in the social sciences was implicitly or explicitly connected to
some political position has forced most positivists to modify their naturalist stance, to
incorporate the double hermeneutic.87

Secondly, critical realists dismiss positivist methods as ‘unscientific’. To produce valid
results positivist researchers must be able to empirically ‘test’ their determinate
hypothesis in a closed system i.e. where one or more generative mechanisms are
effectively isolated or screened off from extraneous influences. Unfortunately, Bhaskar
lamented, the real world consisted of an ontology of emergent properties in open
systems.

While scientific techniques may be able to produce predictable results by isolating the
object within a laboratory, once outside the artificial enclosure of the experiment in the
natural world, however, an array of factors derived from different causal mechanisms
(both observable and unobservable) could interact in unforeseeable ways. In an open
system there was no way of knowing with any certainty just which mechanisms or
countervailing mechanisms would be operable and/or directly manifested in any given
circumstances.88.
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And more complicated still was trying to make predictions in the social world. Here
there was no possibility of replicating the kind of initial ‘closure’ achieved within the
laboratories of natural science, subject as it was to double hermeneutics, with human
agency shaped by highly complex inter-related social structures.89

In summary, generative mechanisms operating in open systems ruled out the possibility
of perfect explanation, not least in the social world, since it was impossible to know
which underlying mechanism(s) (at the level of the ‘real’) will be operable at any given
time or how it/they would interact with other mechanisms and hence just how they
would manifest themselves in events (at the ‘actual’ level) or how be perceived by
social scientists (the at the ‘empirical’ level).

Given the fallibility of knowledge (transitive dimension) and the ontological complexity
of social structures and associated lack of constant conjunctions (intransitive
dimension), critical realists remained highly sceptical of positivist claims: i) to have
uncovered universal laws applicable to the social world capable of standing up to
Popper-style falsification test; or ii) to be able to elaborate causal predictions on such
incomplete, spatio-temporally specific data.

Less ambitiously, critical realists maintained their retroductive methods could generate
convincing explanations enunciated in context-dependent evidential statements with
regards to particular tendencies (e.g. to expect certain phenomena to happen or not
happen).

Indeed, even these tendencies were considered tendential since their operation depended
on the overall reproduction of the social relations and processes that generated them as
well as being opposed by counter-tendencies.90 Lawson has introduced the term demiregularities (or demi-regs) to refer to partial event regularities, “the occasional, but less
than universal, actualisation of a mechanism or tendency over a definite region of timespace”.91 In a world without constant conjunctions the search for and identification of
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demi-regs (what we expect to find in a semi-predictable manner in a particular spatiotemporal context) is the most many critical realists dare aspire to.

1.2.3 Structure-Agency & A Materialist Conceptualisation of Social
Change
One particular ontological debate has haunted Western social theory: the nature of the
relationship between agency (or intentionalism/individualism/atomism) and structure
(or holism). That is; the extent to which individuals and collectives have the ability to
affect and transform their environment, and hence shape their future, or whether, on the
contrary, it is the context, the material conditions and external forces that condition
destinies, respectively.

According to Colin Hay: “Every time we construct, however tentatively, a notion of
social, political or economic causality we appeal, whether explicitly or (more likely)
implicitly, to ideas about structure and agency”.92 Indeed, whether acknowledged or not
the structure-agency dilemma underpins much of the Western philosophical dualist
tradition

(e.g.

subjectivism-objectivism;

voluntarism-determinism;

macro-micro;

individualism-collectivism; ideational-material).

Postmodernists such as Derrida, as shown above, were especially critical of this
bipolarity for the way it arbitrary narrowed the choices available in social theory down
to two options (one dominant over its ‘other’), with the associated epistemological
effects. But while one may be sympathetic to the postmodernist epistemological
scepticism simply ignoring the structure-agency issue does not help it disappear.

Most mainstream social scientists choose to side-step this meta-theory polemic either
because they regard the question as too abstract and of little consequence or, conversely,
as constituting little more than a truism and best addressed pragmatically. Leading
social constructivist scholar Alexander Wendt, for example, when analysing the debate
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in IR theory recommended resolving the problem empirically on a case-by-case basis,93
which as far as critical realists were concerned, was yet another case of epistemic
fallacy: trying to resolve an ontological question (i.e. structure-agency) with
epistemological tools.

Consciously or not orthodox social theorists have instinctively tended to conduct their
research adhering to an agency-based94 intentionalist epistemology – commonly
expressed in the form of methodological individualism – with the aforementioned
rational choice theory, social choice theory, public choice theory and pluralism
constituting the most popular approaches. Mainstream International Relations (IR)
theory – with the arguable exception of varieties of neorealism – likewise conforms to
this predisposition, with methodological primacy being granted to the state (considered
unified, rational and utility-maximising) within the structural limits (provided by the
system of states).

One scholar who has attempted to transcend traditional structure-agency dualism is
Anthony Giddens. According to his dialectic structuration theory, it was impossible to
consider structure and agency as separate social phenomena enjoying any kind of
autonomy from the other. They were, in fact, mutually constitutive, representing two
sides of the same coin.95 Social structures, or institutions, (understood as deeply
sedimented rules and resources) not only served to hinder but also to facilitate
determined actions by reflexive agents (within a given spatio-temporal context); actions
which in turn fed back to either reproduce or reconstitute the structure, thereby
constraining future action, ad finitum.96

While critical realists have acknowledged the important contribution structuration
theory has made to the structure-agency debate they judge it to be beset by serious
flaws. Margaret Archer, for example, highlights the problems of considering structure
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and agency as mutually constitutive. By failing to distinguish ontologically between
these two elements, Archer insists, Giddens is guilty of ‘central conflation’ (merging
them together into one single entity) therein ruling out any real dialectic interaction
between the two and hence making practical research very difficult.97 The same error
was committed by other elisionist perspectives such as social constructivism and poststructuralism.

Archer, furthermore, complains there is a clear ontological (i.e. liberal) bias in Giddens’
work: a) in granting primacy to agency over structure; b) and within agency, being
concerned more with individuals (and their identities) than collective agents (and
organisation identities); and c) largely omitting the issue of power and resources. Do
structures, one could ask Giddens, really have no existence independent of human
subjects’ knowledge of them?

Critical realist Colin Hay identifies another weakness of structuration theory’s which
derives from its lack of ‘ontological depth’: erroneously dealing with structure and
agency at the same level of the ‘actual’ rather than in terms of the ‘real’ mechanisms,
emergent properties, tendencies and material effects.

Instead of considering the different spatio-temporal dimensions of structure and agency,
Hay notes, Giddens chooses to work in the same time-frame, forced herein to
momentary isolate one of the two elements while carrying out a study the other. Such
methodological bracketing is problematic because while isolating structure it must
assume said structure constrains or enables actors and actions to the same extent.
Conversely, while isolating agency it must assume all actors have the same capacity to
change structure. The net result of this bracketing, according to Hay, is to deny the very
dialectic structure-agency interaction it purports to encourage.98

All critical realists insist the relationship between structure and agency has to be
conceptualised as a dialectic process, necessarily steering a passage between ‘central
97
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conflation’ and philosophical dualism (or ‘methodological bracketing’ version). The
solution is to consider structure and agency as ‘analytically distinct’ phenomenon,
operable over different temporal horizons (see below), while simultaneously considered
inseparable, intricately related, interdependent and intertwined phenomenon.99

But though all critical realists do share a general perspective on the structure-agency
relationship, compatible with their common realist ontological positions (stratified
ontology of emergent properties in open systems), diverse opinion does exist with
regards to its exact conceptualisation. Three approaches stand out: 1) Bhaskar’
transformational model of social activity;100 2) Archer’s morphogenetic approach101
and 3) Jessop’s strategic-relational approach.

Of these approaches, it is the latter which is most commonly cited as the philosophy of
science underpinning (serving as an under-labourer to) Neo-Gramscian theory and its
vision of the state. The final section therefore seeks to give a brief overview of the
strategic-relational approach (hereafter SRA) as well as indicating some areas in need
of clarification.
The SRA was originally developed by Bob Jessop102 (later joined by Colin Hay103) in
order to try and resolve in one of the key on-going structure-agency debates within
Marxist circles: how to conceptualise the capitalist state. A serious cleavage had
developed between those that focused on structure – the logic of capital (e.g. Louis
99
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Althusser) – and those that prioritised agency – the dynamics of social class (e.g. E.P.
Thompson).
Drawing on the work of Nicos Poulantzas104 Jessop defines the capitalist state as a
“complex ensemble of social relations within given social formations”105, albeit one
which enjoys “overall responsibility for maintaining the cohesion of the social
formation of which it is merely a part”.106 It was this social relational view of the
capitalist state and its particular class-based ‘strategic selectivity’ which would
constitute the nucleus of the SRA’s perspective on structure-agency. A perspective
Jessop defines as “a dialectical approach to the material and discursive interdependence
of structure and strategy and their coevolution;”107 with special attention being paid to
the particular spatio-temporal characteristics of structures and agents.

Although Jessop stressed structure should be examined in relation to agency and vice
versa108 they remain, as noted above, analytically different phenomenon.

Taking agency first; agents are conceptualised as conscious and intentional social
beings – capable of formulating, orientating, and executing particular strategies
purposely designed to achieve their diverse goals within the limits of a particular
structurally-constrained context (see below), of which they are assumed to have at least
partial knowledge. Furthermore, as reflexive beings, it is assumed that agents are able to
analyse the consequences of their past actions and thereby adapt strategies to overcome
the obstacles identified in said strategically-selective contexts. It is via this heuristic
process of strategic learning – or ‘strategically-orientated strategic calculation’ –
therefore, that agents can potentially reorganise and transform social structures and
emergent properties.109
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Significantly, SRA theorists deem agents to be self-reflexive but not rational in the
sense forwarded by rational choice theorists and other adherents to methodological
individualism.

Further elucidation of the meaning of ‘actors’ is thus required. Firstly, they are defined
in a broad sense as encompassing not just individuals, but also collective entities.
Secondly, they are not considered to be automatons, driven to maximise their utility
based on their access to perfect information of dominant structural condition. Thirdly,
despite having the capacity for ‘strategic learning’ actors were equally likely to act
intuitively, out of habit and routine. And fourthly, of critical importance, actions always
take place within particular pre-established unobservable structures (or structural
configurations) – the result of previous generations’ agency.110

Turning to structures, Jessop defines them as “the structurally-inscribed spatio-temporal
strategic selectivities inherent in particular patterns of social relations”.111 All of the
above agents’ actions, thus, take place within a specific political, economic and social
context. Structures are held to be strategically-selective, to the extent that they enable,
privilege and recompense those actions, actors, identities, and spatial and temporal
horizons compatible (and likewise discourage/constrain those that are not) with the
recursive reproduction of the structures in question.112
Specific structures help guide social debate (i.e. discourse selectivity) and therein shape
actors’ conduct and strategies which promote a relatively durable degree of structural
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stability (or structural coherence) in a given institutional complex.113 Whether
consciously or not, thus, there exists every possibility that agents acting within
strategic-selective structures will work to reproduce said structures.

Here the importance of ideas for the dialectical relationship between structure and
agency becomes evident: the reproduction of the former, at least in part, depends on the
latter’s understanding (i.e. rooted in inter-subjectivity and double hermeneutics) of their
reality. Nevertheless, though strategic selectivity is heavily reliant on discourse
selectivity, Jessop is quick to stress that in order for particular hegemonic paradigms,
narratives or ideas to be historically operable they must bear some resemblance to the
basic reality (underlying generative mechanisms).

Social structures are necessarily material in nature as well as ideational/discursive.
SRA theorists recognise the importance of power: the capacity of some actors (whether
intentionally exercise or not) to shape contexts within which other less powerful agents
are forced to formulate their strategies. Yet this is not crude materialism which
automatically dictates strategies. Class struggle was complex. Exposure to divergent
ideational influences meant ‘class-in-itself’ did not necessarily transform into ‘class-foritself’. Actors located within very similar material circumstances may elaborate a very
different set of preferences, intentions and hence strategies.

The SRA shares a critical realist philosophy of science, which as explained above, is
based on stratified ontological view of emergent properties operating in an open system.
In the social realm the dynamic of social and political interaction is by definition
unpredictable: agents can never be sure their particular strategies will be applied, or in
the desired manner, let alone be successful and less still be aware of the possible
unintended or unwanted consequences generated. Similarly, Jessop emphasizes that
structural coherence is only ever tendential. Underlying systemic contradictions and
unforeseen interactions (or emergence of new) generative mechanisms means structures
do remain vulnerable to change.
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In making an assessment of the SRA one its major strengths is its ability to contemplate
and conceptualise change.

Much of this stems from Jessop’s ‘relational’ (as opposed to unitary) view of the state.
Though Jessop recognised the state maintained a degree of material independence it was
not to be reified. The state along with political systems form part of a “broader
ensemble of social relations” and remain a focus of political activity.114

The state apparatus, like all social institutions, is inherently strategically selective:
asymmetrically favouring certain strategies pursued by certain social forces over others,
within a given spatio-temporal context. Not all states are the same – the exact form
depended largely on internal class dynamics. Indeed, according to Hay, it was vital treat
the “essential dynamism and complexity of the state as integral to its very nature”.115

The SRA proves especially useful at illuminating processes of political mobilisation:
how certain forms of states privilege the consolidation of particular strategies and
interests promoted by a coalition of forces, for example, but constrain others.116

Likewise a shift in the identity of political forces, pursing different interests,
consolidated in different organisational/institutional structures and involving different
spatio-temporally defined horizons of action, could alter the internal structure of the
state and hence alter its strategic selectivities. Any type of state, state form, or political
regime was susceptible to change. A better understanding of said political entities’
respective vulnerabilities, capacities and tendencies, therefore, could constitute the first
step in a process of political mobilisation.

In summary, SRA claims to resolve the classic structure-agency dualism dilemma,
managing to avoid either the reductionist temptation of focusing on one side of the
bipolar debate (e.g. intentionalism/atomism or structuralism/holism) or collapsing them
into one (e.g. structuration theory) while shedding light on the spatio-temporal
ontological dynamism of the dialectic. In doing so, Jessop and Hay argue they
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conceptualise social change more convincingly than their competitors because the SRA
recognises the implicit complexity of structurally-inscribed selective social systems
interacting with reflexive structurally-orientated strategic actors, within a specific
spatio-temporal context.

No doubt the SRA provides theoretical resources to analyse the dynamics of class
struggle and thus explain institutional, political and variations between capitalist states
without resorting to traditional state-civil society dualism.

Furthermore, SRA theorists have also carried out some very important work in IR/IPE,
demystify the hyper-globalisation thesis so prevalent amongst academics, policy-makers
and in popular discourse, which reduces the nation-state to a passive observer in an
otherwise inevitable structural process. To counter such functional determinism Jessop
(and to a lesser extent Hay) has sought to uncover the deeper causes, the driving social
forces, behind the said process. This inevitably has meant recovering agency: analysing
the role played by global actors, notably the state, reflected in his call to ‘bring the state
back in’.

Nevertheless, the SRA’s strong point – in analysing and empowering strategic actors
and hence being able to conceptualise change – comes, some critics claim, at the cost of
weakening structure.
Adrian Budd, for example, accuses Jessop’s work on the state of underplaying the
crucial position of capitalism as a mode of production which, he maintains, heavily
constrains both state policy and choices of strategic actors, for “whatever their
differences, in a capitalist world order the world’s states are all capitalist”. This failure
to recognise the significance of the mode of production in determining the unique nature
of the capitalist state, Budd argues, leads Jessop to develop an “over-politicised” view
of the state – reducing forms and actions of the state to internal political struggles
(similar to Weberian pluralism) and which tends to exaggerate the options available to
strategic actors seeking political change (reminiscent of reformist social democracy).117
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To be fair both Jessop and Hay have reiterated their historical materialist credentials and
have stressed that deeper levels of structuration have a greater effect over strategy.
Nevertheless, to bolster the SRA perspective and critical realism in general it is fitting,
in the final pages of this chapter, to emphasize the materialist basis of the realist
ontologically stratified model.
Reiterating Budd’s basic point Sean Creaven118 claims that only by recognising that
‘mind’ is always embodied and necessarily anchored in ‘matter’ can one hope to avoid
the type of residual idealism (cultural elements are considered autonomous of social and
material structures) and empiricist pluralism (the neo-Weberian or post-modernist view
which breaks society broken down into multiple autonomous institutional spheres or
modes of social power without relation amongst them) which haunts much of social
theory.

In the elaboration of his own realist social theory Creaven returned to Bhaskar’s
stratified ontological model to develop a hierarchical model of emergent structures. The
social world, like its natural counter-part, had a stratified configuration and was
vertically determined, running from low (‘deep’) to higher order emergent social
structures. The ‘direction’ of this vertical ‘emergence’ process was driven by dialectical
materialism. This merging of Engel’s anti-reductive socio-historical dialectical
materialism with Bhaskar’s transcendental/depth realism Craven has termed emergentist
Marxism.

Emergentist Marxism insists that socio-cultural emergents are hierarchically structured
with regards their explanatory power.119 Mirroring Marx’s base-superstructure model as
set out in the Critique of Political Economy, ideas and other ‘superstructural properties’
of social structures had to be seen as emergent from, and anchored in, underlying
material structures (the forces and relations of production and deeper structures).
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Thus, the production and reproduction of ‘higher order’ (e.g. more superficial) cultural
and ideational structures of human society were never autonomous of ‘deeper’ social
and material circumstances (forces and relations of production). Chiming with the SRA
critique, therefore material social structures (the position actors occupy in the social
relations) ‘determine’ (or at least delimit) the life experiences and political options
available to them.

Again, Creaven stresses the anti-reductive nature of this dialectical process. Though
elements of superstructures (e.g. legal and political-military structures) do broadly arise
from, and enjoy a dialectical relationship with, the economic structures of material
production and class exploitation (thanks to the interest-governed social agency of the
contending classes), socio-cultural structures and ideological forms are notoriously
complex and contradictory (often having their origins in previous socio-economic
systems) and are never mere passive reflections of material elements.120

As such these superstructural elements not only serve to legitimise, and hence
reproduce, certain social relations of production, but may inspire social agency (via
class struggle) to mobilise in order to transform said economic structures (especially
where productive forces clash with limits imposed by existing relations of production).

Nevertheless, the explanatory primacy of the economic base remains: the mode of
production and class exploitation remain determinant in shaping those superstructual
forms which help legitimise and stabilise an existing system of social relation. Or, put
another way, and arguably compatible with the SRA, class positions within emergent
relations of production strategically limit access to resources and the possible actions
taken by agents in any given society.

In summary, the SRA remains a valid tool for explaining the changing political
dynamics of the forms of states under capitalism. Nevertheless, and this is where the
approach of this thesis differs from other Neo-Gramscian perspectives: possible
structural changes in nature of those states are constrained by the forces and relations of
120
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production. Each state may be constructed on its own historical bloc but it remains, for
the present, capitalist. Failure to adopt a materialistic application of critical realism
risks drifting into idealism or neo-Weberian pluralism, which, as will be argued in
Chapter II, has been one of the key weaknesses of mainstream Neo-Gramscian
perspectives.
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2. A NEO-NEO-GRAMSCIAN APPROACH
TO WORLD ORDER
2.1 The Political Evolution of Antonio Gramsci.121
2.1.1 Early Political Formation
Antonio Gramsci was born on January 22, 1891 in a small town called Ales in the rural
province of Cagliari, Sardinia. Despite suffering series health122 and economic
problems123 he was able to win a scholarship (for needy students) to study Modern
Philology in the Faculty of Letter at the University of Turin in 1911 where he came into
contact with the work of renown Italian political and cultural figures notably liberal
idealists Benedetto Croce and Giovanni Gentile, the socialist Antonio Labriola, and the
playwright Luigi Pirandello.

Though introduced to socialist thinking by his elder brother, Gennaro, young Gramsci
harboured strong idealist-inspired nationalist (i.e. Sardinian) views; eager to sever what
he considered to be the South’s harmful subservient relationship with the colonising,
exploitative North. This consciousness of the uneven and combined development of
capitalism – and an underlying sympathy for regionalism and problems faced by the
peasantry – would stay with him throughout his life.
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It was on his arrival in Turin, the industrial heartland, and ‘red capital’ of Italy,
however, that Gramsci’s political tendencies shifted notably leftward. He arrived at the
conclusion that behind the simplistic ‘industrial North versus the agrarian South’ lay a
more complex inter-regional dialectic based upon social class. Though the urban
proletariat lined up with large capital in support of government protectionist trade
policies designed to shield national industries from foreign competition, the former
social class, Gramsci observed, was just as exploited and repressed as the Southern
peasantry.
He also witnessed how the burgeoning urban working classes in Turin, many connected
to the developing automobile/vehicle industry around FIAT, were beginning to organise
themselves into more of an effective political force, setting up militant work councils
and trade unions. This, together with other contrasting experiences of labour militancy
in 1913 – a widely supported metal workers’ strike in Turin and the violent suppression
of rural miners’ strike in his native Sardinia – drew him towards Marxist thought and
impressed on him the need for political organisation. That same year he joined the
Partito Socialista Italiano (PSI). Following his enforced abandonment of university in
1915 Gramsci stepped up his political activitism, especially linked to the Turin’s
workers movement and participating in various left-wing study groups.

To earn his living Gramsci began started working as a journalist; writing regular
political columns in the PSI weekly Il Grido del Popolo and the Turin edition of Avanti!
(co-editor 1916).124 Still influenced by Croce, Gramsci became convinced that culture
held the key for social change. Within the on-going debate surrounding Italy’s entrance
into the First World War (WWI),125 Gramsci saw as an opportunity to direct nationalist
sentiment towards revolutionary action. But, digressing from then-Marxist orthodoxy,
Gramsci maintained any future political programme had to incorporate cultural
concerns.

Thus, in 1917 Gramsci helped to set up a short lived Il Club di Vita Morale (the Moral
Life Club) dedicated to the political education, and sponsorship of proletarian culture
124
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amongst young socialists between 16-17 years. In the same year, pressurised by the
Piedmont Federazione Giovanile Socialista (Socialist Youth Federation), Gramsci
founded the newspaper La Cittá Futura (The Future City) where he wrote articles
covering issues such as the nature of state formation in Italy, the reorganisation of
society and capitalism through periods of crisis, production techniques, the Russian
Revolution and how to build socialism in Italy.

The launching of WWI and subsequent Bolshevik Revolution led to a definitive split
within the Left; an ideological battle that had raged throughout the Second International
(1889-1916).

On the right, revisionists led by German Social Democrat leader, Eduard Bernstein –
and later, though to a lesser extent, Karl Kautsky – claimed that counter to the orthodox
reading of Marx the ‘inevitable’ crisis of capitalism was not about to occur in the West,
nor revolution likely. Instead, these reformists counselled, capitalism could be slowly
transformed into socialism by the organisation of mass political parties winning support
in parliamentary elections.

Meanwhile, left-wing adventurists, such as Rosa Luxembourg and Georg Lukács urged
the working class to seize power by force in a rapid ‘strategy of overthrow’.
Furthermore, by actual engaging in this offensive, it was hoped, the proletariat would
gain consciousness of itself as a class ‘for itself’ (not just ‘in itself’) and therefore
finally realise its true historic destiny.126

Such revolutionary talk infiltrated the working class sectors of Turin where opposition
to WWI had always been vocal. As spontaneous proletarian insurrections broke out in
Turin in August 1917 anarchy reigned, while the PSI leaders, social democrats and
unionists were largely reduced to spectator status. After military intervention, leaving
many dead and hundreds arrested, the PSI experienced significant internal polarisation,
with the Left, led by Amadeo Bordiga, calling for immediate action.
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This period of proletarian militancy continued for the next two years following the end
of WWI in 1918. Across mainland Europe talk of revolution and its avoidance
dominated political discourse amongst the different social classes. The production boom
of WWI now nose-dived into an economic crisis as currency values declined, budget
deficits ballooned and balance of payments worsened.

Now it seemed perhaps Marx’s intuition would prove correct as Germany tottered on
the brink of revolution with the spontaneous springing up of workers’ and soldiers’
councils aspiring to the Soviet political model. Back in Turin Gramsci would dedicate
the next three years theorising and publishing propaganda to that end. Following the
launching of the Third International127 in March 1919 the PSI shifted to the Left seeing
its membership (and that of the unions) surge.

What most impressed Gramsci about the Russian Revolution was the human capacity to
engineer social change. In an article entitled “The Revolution Against ‘Capital’”,
published in Il Grido del Popolo, 5th January 1918, Gramsci defended the Bolsheviks
against attacks not only from revisionists but also from Mensheviks such as Georgi
Plekhanov, who charged the revolutionaries with not adhering to the ‘historical laws’ of
capitalist development as laid down by Marx’s Capital.

The Bolshevik victory, Gramsci insisted, had shown human society did not necessary
have to pass through pre-ordained Darwinian stages of economic development (i.e. first
bourgeoisie capitalism and then socialism and communism). Contrary to Menshevik
theory “the canons of historical materialism were not so rigid as might have been and
has been thought”. Gramsci even went as far as to assert that the Bolshevik Revolution
represented “the revolution against Karl Marx’s Capital”. Nevertheless, he continued,
“if the Bolsheviks reject some of the statements of Capital, they do not reject its
invigorating, immanent thought”, remaining true to the spirit of Marx’s thinking in
urging political action over intellectual musings. The Bolsheviks, he maintained, “have
not used the works of the Master to compile a rigid doctrine of dogmatic utterances”,
but rather “live Marxism thought – that thought which is eternal, which represents the
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continuation of German and Italian idealism, and which in the case of Marx was
contaminated by positivist and naturalist encrustations”.128

Such references, amongst other reasons, have led to Gramsci being erroneously being
categorised by some orthodox Marxists as an idealist thinker (see below). But, as will
be shown, far from dismissing Marx’s ideas thought, this young Gramsci (who later he
himself would define as “voluntaristic”) was actually seeking to rid it of vulgar
materialist interpretations as promoted by the Mensheviks. The Bolsheviks, he declared,
should be praised for recognising the implicitly political nature of the economy:

This thought sees as the dominant factor in history, not raw economic facts, but
man, men in societies, men in relations to one another, reaching agreements
with one another, developing through these contacts (civilisation) a collective
social will; men coming to understand economic facts, judging them and
adapting them to their will until this becomes the driving force of the economy
and moulds objective reality.129

Gramsci would draw many lessons from the Russian Revolution. Perhaps the most
important one was in convincing him of the validity of Marxist thinking, not in an
abstract metaphysical, ahistoric, or economic determinist sense, but as supplying a
coherent set of powerful concepts, categories and ideological tools to analyse an everchanging social world.

Essentially Marxism was, as Antonio Labriola noted, the “philosophy of praxis”.
Though Greek in origin the term owes its contemporary usage to Spinoza who claimed
history was made via action. In the hands of Marx and Lenin – “the greatest modern
theoretician”130 – the philosophy of praxis came to signify the union of theory and
practise, between thought and deed. This required mobilising the working class into a
‘collective will’.
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2.1.2 Il Bienno Rosso: Coming of Age
As already noted Italy was in the midst of a profound social crisis between 1919 and
1920, dominated by rural and industrial unrest known as the bienno rosso (the “two red
years”). Lenin’s call for a United Front between workers and peasants around the world
following the failure of the Germany and Hungarian revolutions was interpreted by
Gramsci as a strategy with direct application in Italy between the Northern based
industrial workers and the Mezzogiorno peasants. ‘Revolution from below’ could occur
by forming a ‘collective will’ á la the Soviets, based around the various Factory
Councils. This would require raising the critical and active consciousness amongst the
exploited working classes.131

To that end, and to fuse theory and practise, in April 1919 Gramsci co-founded with
Angelo Tasca, Palmiro Togliatti and Umberto Terracini a weekly Crocean-inspired
“review of socialist culture” the pro-revolutionary and highly influential left-wing
journal L'Ordine Nuovo: Rassegna Settimanale di Cultura Socialista (“The New Order:
A Weekly Review of Socialist Culture”) and would become the ideological motor of
proletarian struggle in Turin, the most advanced at the time in Italy. 132

This platform, very popular with workers, would be used by Gramsci to attack
traditional trade unions such as the national trade union federation, the Confederazione
Generale del Lavoro (CGL), and the metalworkers’ union, the Federazione Impiegati
Operai Metallurgica (FIOM). Nevertheless, and contrary to the reformist social
democratic line, Gramsci always remained very critical of trade unions for two
interconnected reasons: i) the structure of trade unions was usually both highly
bureaucratic and undemocratic, which left workers feeling alienated and hence
depoliticised; and ii) due to their conservative function – i.e. junior partners dedicated to
the regulation of capitalist-labour relations within the capitalist system – union leaders
were content merely to achieve limited economic-corporatist goals for their members.
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Given its intrinsic capitalist nature and determined institutional role, Gramsci lamented,
it was clear that the trade union “cannot be the instrument for radical renovation of
society”.133 Instead Gramsci proposed Factory Councils based around shop committees,
on the other hand, could form part of a broader programme to rejuvenate the Left: an
inclusive mass workers movement, supported by new institutional forms and enjoying
autonomy from traditional proletarian political parties and unions. Gramsci’s
determination to raise consciousness amongst the masses to encourage spontaneous
revolution action was too anarchic for the social democrats, while his dedication to
Factory Councils was considered too reformist by the radicals.134

Throughout that year numerous workers’ uprisings broke out, culminating in a high
profile stand-off between the FIOM and FIAT. When the FIOM ‘general’ strike finally
broke down in April it would mark, though no one suspected, the beginning of the end
for the revolutionary mass struggle. Gramsci and his fellow L'Ordine Nuovo members
began to contemplate the veracity of Antonio Bordiga’s assertions and that radical
change was required.

In mid-1920 Gramsci sent a report to the Communist International reflecting on the
prospects of the Turin Factory Councils (published in the Russian, German and French
in the Communist International journal) in which he complained about their political
vulnerability and national isolation, despite the fact that they controlled production,
armaments and the rebellious masses. Lenin having read the report supported L'Ordine
Nuovo’s proposal to set up an Italian section of the International i.e. Communist
Party.135 Between June-July of 1920 the journal took to promoting educational projects
as a way of consolidating ‘factory communist groups’.
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Rising political tensions throughout the summer of 1920 led factory owners to threaten
lock-outs. Workers responded by calling for a general strike which was not supported
by the PSI or the CGL who, despite belligerent rhetoric, adhered to a social democratic
line of incremental wage increases. Isolated, the Turin workers decided to occupy the
Romeo assembly plant between on 1st September 1920. Other industries in the region
followed suit (e.g. steelworks, foundries etc) but the industrial action was short-lived.
Prime Minister Giovanni Giolitti diffused the situation by promising to improve the
conditions of industrial workers’ nationally via an industrial co-partnership – a form of
corporatism – which was sufficiently tempting to buy off the PSI and CGL and
undermine the factory councils, but which greatly angered large capital.136

The failure of the September industrial action had been a bitter educating experience for
Gramsci. He ascribed it to a number of causal factors: i) the reformist nature of the
unions, especially CGL; ii) the incapacity of the PSI to supply the necessary leadership;
and iii) the poor organisation of the Turin workers and their political isolation from the
rest of the country, notably the agricultural workers.

Under pressure from Bordiga (fresh from Comintern’s Second Congress) Gramsci was
forced to concede that the Factory Councils were still embedded in the existing state
apparatus.

Any remnants of his earlier idealism were now tempered with the stark realisation of the
structural power of capitalist hegemony. The only feasible response was the formation
of a broad political coalition led by an effective nation-wide hegemonic working class
party: a “cohesive and highly disciplined Communist Party with factory, trade union
and cooperative cells, that can coordinate and centralise in its central executive
committee the whole of the revolutionary action”.137 Gramsci would never abandon the
principles/tactics outlined in L'Ordine Nuovo regarding mass mobilization, Factory
Councils and ‘revolution from below’ in general.
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However, discrepancies over strategy still remained between Gramsci and Bordiga.
None was greater than the debate over how to deal with the arrival of a new political
party on the spectrum – the Italian National Fascist Party, led by ex-socialist militant
and director of Avanti!, Benito Mussolini.

As an acute political analyst, Gramsci was one of the first on the Left to comprehend
and warn others of the dangers fascism posed for freedom, democracy, socialism and all
forms of working class organisation. Despite its ideologically confused discursive
mixture of anti-bourgeois conservatism, extreme nationalism and appeal to a ‘corporate
state’ between unions and businessmen, Gramsci noted that fascism was galvanising
huge cross-class support amongst large capital, landed interests, the lower middle
classes and even sections of the unemployed. He therefore supported mobilising a broad
left-wing anti-fascist movement to first restore social democracy from which, he hoped,
a proletarian revolution could be achieved.138

Bordiga’s ultra-leftism blinded him to such possibilities. As far as he was concerned
fascism was just a reactionary strain of bourgeois politics/capitalism (along with
liberalism and social democracy) so any talk of cooperating with the social democrats to
form a broad-based United Front was firmly out of the question. Sadly, all too soon
Gramsci’s fears would be borne out in practise, with the Fascist Party stepping up its
violent attack offensive from November 1920 onwards, targeting especially the
agricultural labourer unions of north east and central Italy.

2.1.3 Rethinking Revolution
Frustrated with the PSI’s vacillation and reformist policies Bordiga and Gramsci
published the first manifesto of the Partito Comunista Italiano (PCI) in October 1920
which held its First National Conference at Livorno on 15th January 1921. Officially the
PCI was to emerge out of a dialectical process between the revolutionary masses and the
political leadership, but Bordiga was adamant that the party had to be homogenous,
centralised and disciplined and avoid alliances with other groups. Nevertheless, certain
138
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ideological heterogeneity even within the PCI’s elite always remained, spanning from
Bordiga (Left), Gramsci (Centre) to Tasca (Right).

But the launching of the PCI in Italy coincided with a devastating blow for the
international Left. In the so-called “March Action” (March 1921) adherents to the
aforementioned Lukács-inspired adventurist strategy of enforced working-class seizure
of power and instalment of a communist system saw their hopes dashed in Central
Germany as the German Communist Party (KPD), unaided by the masses, was
unmercifully crushed by the state.

This unmitigated disaster not only left the KPD demoralised and eliminated as a
political force in Germany, it forced a major rethink by the European Left regarding
political strategy. Above all it reiterated the structural resilience of capitalism in the
West. The failed “March Action”, Lenin’s proclamation of the NEP, and the increasing
popularity of Italian fascism, made it clear that revolution and the installation of a
socialist state in the West would require patient strategic political activity to win over
the majority of the working class and exploited population rather than foolhardy
opportunist adventurism.

Accordingly, at the Third Congress of the Communist International (June-July, 1921)
Lenin announced the Left’s new strategy. Under the slogan “to the masses” communist
parties everywhere were encouraged to engage in coalition building with other rival left
parties (e.g. social democrats), trade unions and working class associations to form a
mass movement (though not necessarily a mass party) in a United Front ‘from below’ in
the struggle against capital.139

Drawing on Trotsky’s revision of “current tactical methods” at the Fourth World
Congress (1922) – which itself built on Marx and Engels’ call for a permanent
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revolution140 – Gramsci would later refer to this shift in the official strategy sponsored
by the Comintern in the West as a “war of position”, led by a vanguard group, in
contrast to the KPD’s failed “war of manoeuvre”.141

Predictably, the announcement of the United Front strategy generated much political
debate within the PCI: welcomed by Gramsci and Tasca (to combat fascism) but
fiercely opposed by Bordiga (to preserve the supremacy and ‘purism’ of the PCI).

Tasca’s tactical reliance on the cultural renovation of the working classes was dismissed
as ‘idealist’ by Bordiga, whose priorities lay in the analysis of production and economic
structures. Gramsci, for his part, sympathised with Tasca, recognising the importance
culture played in the class struggle and believed it fundamental to actively construct a
wider working class culture as a base for political organisation.142 Nevertheless, and
despite criticising him for his political passivity and dogmatic faith in the inevitable
crisis and collapse of capitalism, Gramsci’s own materialist perspective led him to
support Bordiga, to whom he would remain loyal for the next three years.

As a result under Bordiga’s leadership (1921-4) the official PCI line was to ignore the
Comintern’s centrist demands, though accepting, in principle, the need to mobilise a
United Front ‘from below’.

Sadly for them, this was becoming increasingly unlikely. Working class support for the
Left started to wane amidst a severe economic crisis (1921-22) which saw wages fall
and unemployment rise. The result was a massive decline in the membership of the PSI,
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PCI and CGL143 and, incredulously for Gramsci, a proportional rise in support for
fascism. The successful execution of a military-backed lock-out by FIAT in spring 1921
brought the Turin factory councils experiments, and with it effectively post-WWI Italian
proletarian militancy, to an end.

Throughout 1922 relations between the International and the PCI worsened. Pressure
mounted from Moscow for the PCI to merge with the PSI after the latter’s expulsion of
reformists and adhesion to the Third International. At the PCI’s Second Congress at
Rome in March 1922 Bordiga’s intransigent exceptionalism was attacked by Trotsky
but loyally defended by Gramsci who claimed that the PSI was in fact now more of a
peasant party than a proletarian party. It was in this turbulent context that Gramsci
headed off to Moscow in May 1922 (staying till November 1923)144 as the PCI delegate
to the Communist International.

While he was away Fascist violence against opposition forces was stepped up
dramatically. With the PSI and the CGL determined to avoid conflict with Mussolini
and the non-aligned Far-Left holding out for revolution, the PCI remained isolated and
saw its call for a general strike in July and October go unheeded, with working class
morale at an all-time low. Worse was to come with the installation of the Fascist Party
in government and the naming of Mussolini as Prime Minister on October 29th
following his fabled ‘March on Rome’. Violent state repression of opposition groups
took place throughout 1922-3 as political parties, organisations, unions and the free
press (e.g. L’Ordine Nuovo) were crushed and its leaders arrested (including later
Bordiga).

At the Comintern’s Fourth World Congress in November 1922 Gramsci participated in
debates regarding the relevance of Mussolini’s seizure of power and counter-strategies
available to Western European working class parties (under the slogan of “workers
governments”). How was a socialist republic to be founded? Trotsky and others in the
Congress once again insisted on Gramsci the need to mobilise broad working class
support as part of a common United Front. Though participating in distinct fusion
143
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committees – and again critical of Bordiga’s strategic intransigence and theoretical
ignorance on the significance of fascism – Gramsci and other key communists still
refused to sanction a change in the PCI leadership, well aware that Comintern was eager
to install their man Tasca at the head.

Finally, Gramsci decided to take advantage of Bordiga’s jailing and subsequent political
disillusionment, to launch a strategy of renovation for the PCI from his exiled base in
Vienna (November 1923). Ultimately this involved finally acting on Lenin and
Trotsky’s United Front recommendations, drawing on ideas developed in the L’Ordine
Nuovo (actually revived in the spring of 1924) to try and build bridges with other leftwing/progressive groups. He founded a new daily newspaper in February 1924, entitled
L’Unità, with the aim of incorporating the Southern peasantry into a class alliance with
the Northern working class movement – a reoccurring topic theme on Gramsci’s
political agenda, and one which would resurface again in the “Southern Question”.

Gramsci’s exile lasted until May 1924 when he considered it safe to return to Italy
having been elected to the Italian Chamber of Deputies as the PCI deputy for Veneto
(an area of Venice) and thus supposedly guaranteed political immunity. After much
internal fighting and external pressure from the Comintern, Gramsci now assumed the
PCI leadership, until his imprisonment two years later.145

The widespread public outcry following the assassination of the social democratic
parliamentarian Giacomo Matteotti in June 1924 appeared to reveal tensions within the
regime. This together with increased state-sponsored violent attacks on liberal, centre
and left-wing critics intensified Gramsci’s efforts to mobilise a United Front. He began
to organise labour into factory groups, worker and peasant committees and generating
party propaganda,146which did manage to boost PCI membership considerably during
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1925.147 And while retaining his opposition to reformism, he also began actively
participating in parliamentary opposition group meetings.148

Heightened intimidation, violence and arrests against the PCI continued throughout
1925, which was forced to go underground, and the leadership to rethink its strategy
presented at their Third Congress in Lyons (France), January 1926.

The different debates that circulated at this Congress – dominated by Bordiga and
Gramsci factions – became known as the “Lyons Theses”. Gramsci’s contribution to
these debates would constitute his last published work as a free man. In his intervention
(though Togliatti receives co-credit) entitled “The Italian Situation and Tasks of the
PCI”, Gramsci gave an historical account of the rise of fascism, with its roots in 19th
Italian unification (Il Risorgimento), the assent of Mussolini, the role of AngloAmerican capitalism, and introducing for the first time the concept of hegemony.

Significantly, Gramsci uses the Lyons Theses to set out his views on the construction,
organisation, functioning and ideological basis of the PCI.

The PCI, Gramsci insisted, had to offer leadership: organising and unifying the
proletarian vanguard, working class and peasantry. Rejecting Bordiga’s ‘purism’,
Gramsci recognised that revolution would require the PCI reaching out to other antiFascist and anti-imperial forces in order to form the United Front. This proposal did not
amount to liberal pluralism, Gramsci emphasized, pre-empting the latter’s criticism:
such coalition partners had to share the revolutionary objectives of the PCI and support
the establishment of a new socialist state. Nor was Gramsci recommending a reformist
solution. In fact he reiterated the need to unmask the social democrats and reveal them
for what they really were: the left-wing of the bourgeoisie.

The central debates arising out of this Congress regarding class, hegemony, power
structures, regionalism and uneven development in Italy would form the basis of
Gramsci’s final (though unfinished) essay in autumn 1926, Some Aspects of the
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Southern Question (see below) – later constituting the first piece in the Prison
Notebooks. In this work Gramsci’s identified serious internal class/economic
contradictions at the heart of the fascist corporatist bloc which, he claimed, a
revolutionary alliance between the peasantry and the proletariat, in dialectical relation
with the vanguard party could exploit.
On the 8th November 1926 Gramsci was arrested in Rome in accordance with a series of
"Exceptional Laws", effectively suspending parliamentary immunity, and enacted by
the fascist-dominated Italian legislature. After almost eighteen months of captivity
Gramsci took part in a short show-trial beginning on 28th May 1928, and sentenced to
20 years, 4 months and 5 days imprisonment on June 4, 1928.149

Deprived the right of active political participation, Gramsci would have little choice but
to channel his energies into intellectual theorising. After a long process of appeal to the
authorities, Gramsci was finally granted permission to begin writing in February 1929.
His intention, as he explained to his sister-in-law Tatiana, was to find something to
occupy his time and “give a focus to (his) inner life” which he hoped nevertheless
would have value “forever”.150

It was during the next eight years of incarceration that Gramsci set out his political
ideas. This was no easy task, subject as he was to dreadful physical and psychological
health problems and limited basic writing materials, few books and bad lighting.
Moreover, to avoid heavy prison censorship Gramsci would adopt a necessary opaque
style, conveying intended meanings via spaces, allusions and hidden meanings while
modifying radical terminology (e.g. “the philosophy of praxis” for historical
materialism), and using pseudonyms for Marxist writers (e.g. Marx and Engels were
“the founders of philosophy of praxis”, Lenin and Trotsky were Ilich and Bronstein,
respectively) and works (e.g. Capital was the “Critique of Political Economy”),
amongst other strategies.
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To these logistic and institutional obstacles if one then adds the breadth and complexity
of the material covered, and the fact that Gramsci was denied the normal privilege of
being able to re-edit and systematise his writings into a single coherent corpus, it makes
analysing his prison writings an extremely challenging exercise and inevitably open to
various interpretation.

Despite such apparent disorder, however, it is possible to identify a leitmotif within the
Prison Notebooks, especially if one takes into consideration the many letters Gramsci
sent to friends and family and places it against the backdrop of his pre-prison political
activities and writings. An ‘authentic’ reading of Gramsci, in order words, does manage
to delimit the boundaries within which the aforementioned possible ‘interpretations’ of
his work can manoeuvre.

Taking on board the last strategic recommendation of Lenin to Western communist
parties before his death, Gramsci’s primary concern was, as set out in his Lyons Theses,
the problematic of constructing the United Front. This entailed rebuilding the Italian
working class movement as a revolutionary force following its collapse under
Mussolini.

Throughout his confinement Gramsci would reflect on the period 1919-20 – the
‘revolution that failed’ – to try to elaborate a more detailed general theory of revolution.
It is in this context, drawing on the debates circulating in the Third and Fourth
Comintern Congresses that Gramsci’s subsequent theories on hegemony, political
organisations and intellectuals should be understood.

Readdressing his earlier thinking, Gramsci would temper his earlier self-acknowledged
voluntarist position with a deeper understanding of historical materialism: an approach
that would reach its most sophisticated level from 1932 onwards. This meant
recognising how the structural power exercised by global capitalism, the capitalist state
and the dominant culture, helped shape/delimit political mobilisation and the
possibilities of class formation.
On the 27th April 1937, shortly after being released from prison (though remaining
under guard), Gramsci’s internal organs finally collapsed at the Quisisana clinic in
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Rome. The writing he did while in prison, which would amount to some 33 books, was
smuggled out by his sister-in-law and sent to Moscow for publication. It was these
volumes (and around 500 letters) which would constitute his opus magnus, termed
Prison Notebooks, and accessible to the West after WWII that would form the
touchstone of Western Marxism and the Left per se.

Much of the analysis in the Prison Notebooks is concerned with a specific national
society (Italy) set in a particular moment of history (the inter-war period). Nevertheless,
and adopting Gramsci’s own ‘absolute historicist’ perspective, it is argued here that the
conceptual framework he tried to develop, while not universal and ahistoric, may be
applicable to other spatio-temporally located societies. As Marx indicated above, the
litmus test ultimately remains one of practise: just how adequately Gramsci’s ideas and
concepts coincide with the reality they seek to illuminate.

2.2 Key Gramscian Themes
2.2.1 Hegemony & the Integral State
As indicated above, Gramsci dedicated much of the Prison Notebooks to analysing the
significance and lessons learnt from the numerous political and social struggles he had
engaged in between 1918-1929 – the debates on political organisation promoted by
L’Ordine Nuovo, the collapse of the Factory Council movement in 1919-20; accounting
for the rise and consolidation of Fascism, its relationship with Americanisation and the
Left’s incapacity to deal with it collectively (much of which would be set out in the
Lyons Theses); participation in the Third and Fourth Comintern Congresses, (notably
with regard the United Front); and ideological fragmentation within the PCI – and
ultimately the possibilities of establishing a workers’ state and with it he hoped, a free,
democratic and equitable society.

The single greatest obstacle impeding the latter, Gramsci recognised, reflecting on the
failure of the German revolution and the coming to power of Mussolini, was the
structural strength of the modern capitalist state. Indeed, just what guaranteed the
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modern capitalist state’s on-going stability and resilience to working class insurrection
would remain the very nucleus of Gramsci’s prison research project.

The dynamics of state formation, especially the Italian state (set within the wider
international systems) occupied pride of place in both Gramsci’s political activism and
writings. The first line of his “Notes on Italy History”, for example, begins: “[t]he
historical unity of the ruling classes is realised in the state, and their history is
essentially the history of states and of groups of states”. Sadly, he lamented, “[t]he
subaltern classes, by definition, are not unified and cannot unite until they are able to
become a ‘state’”.151

Marx himself never really developed a comprehensive theory of the modern capitalist
state, which he had planned to outline in a later volume, but what he did say was of
paramount importance for Gramsci.

Primarily, Marx noted that capitalism, unlike prior modes of production (e.g. feudalism
or slave-based system) involved the extraction (by the capitalist) of surplus value
generated (by labour) in an apparent non-political manner. Yet this appropriation
process appeared merely a contractual/exchange relationship between ‘consenting
adults’. Marx ridiculed the liberal conceptualisation of the market as an opportunity (as
opposed to compulsion). The new proletariat had little choice but to sell their labour to
capitalists (owners of the means of production) since the latter had stripped them of
their means of subsistence via a process of primitive accumulation. Thus, in a wellestablished capitalist system it would be no longer necessary to resort to excessive
‘extra-economic’ compulsion (e.g. violence) to appropriate surplus value: the ‘logic of
the market’ would largely suffice.152

In parallel with this fictitious separation of the economic from the political social
structures within capitalism went institutional separation between state and civil society.
This mystifying of the state – differentiating between the public (state/politics) and
private (civil society/economic) spheres – was one of Marx’s principal disagreements
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with Hegel’s liberal conception of politics.153 Liberal democracy, Marx observed,
supplied the nucleus of the ideological apparatuses of capitalism: isolating political
society (state sovereignty) from civil society (the market/individual rights). In the state,
citizens were recognised as judicially free and equal political persons, while in civil
society, on the other hand, they clearly remained unequal economic citizens. The depoliticising effect of prioritising abstract citizenship above class identity was not lost on
either Marx or Gramsci.

The classic Marxist view, which both the Comintern and the PCI adhered to, therefore,
was that the ‘bourgeois democratic republic’ was essentially capitalist in nature: the
fusion of state and economic monopolies into a single mechanism of economic
exploitation. The idea that genuine socialism could be achieved via the bourgeois
parliamentary system, as advocated by European social democratic parties and trade
unions, were dismissed as simply naïve by Gramsci along with most communists.

But while the capitalist state’s defence of private property and on-going capital
accumulation process made perfect sense for the bourgeoisie, Gramsci was left to
ponder why on earth working class people would offer up their support for such a
political system – and, in extreme circumstances, even support fascism – when it clearly
went against their ‘objective’ class interests.

In trying to shed light on this fundamental question Gramsci elaborated his own,
extremely novel, conceptualisation of hegemony – arguable his greatest contribution to
Western social thought.

As Benito Fontana indicates the concept of hegemony derives from the Ancient Greek
terms “egemon” (guide, ruler, leader) or “egemonia” (rule, leadership) used by thinkers
such as Herodotus and Thucydides, to refer to the “pre-eminence or supremacy that a
state, social group or even individual may exercise over other”, often in the context of
voluntary political or military alliances under the leadership of the hegemon. Isocrates
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and Aristotle, Fontana continues, used the term ‘hegemony’ to distinguish between
“imperial and despotic” and “hegemonic” rule.154

The term was first entered introduced into modern social science discourse
(gegemoniya) by Russian Social-Democrat leaders Georgi Plekhanov (1856-1918) and
Pavel Axelrod (1850-1928), becoming increasingly used in late nineteenth century
Russia.155

Nevertheless, it was Lenin, according to Gramsci, “gave new weight…to the front of
cultural struggle”, and “constructed the doctrine led’ of hegemony as a complement to
the theory of the state-as-force” (“has revalued the front of cultural struggle and
continued a doctrine of hegemony as a complement to the theory of the State as
force”.156 Writing in What is to be Done? (1902) and Two Tactics of Social Democracy
(1905), Lenin urged the proletariat to exercise hegemony (with its necessary cultural
attributes) – implying the leadership with consent – over allied opposition classes such
as the peasantry, to form a broad-based United Front in the bid to overthrow the Tsarist
regime.157

Debates surrounding the utility of hegemony as a strategy for ethico-politico
organisation began to flow through leftist circles in the early 20th Century, gaining
special prominence during the first four World Congresses of the Third International.
Indeed, as asserted, it was participation in the Third and Fourth Comintern Congresses
together with his own political experience within the national arena which actually
finally convinced Gramsci of the necessity of a forming a Leninist-inspired United
Front in Italy, and with it the first theorising on the dynamics of hegemony.

But the focus of Gramsci’s version of hegemony (first elaborated, as noted, in the
Theses of Lyons) differed significantly from that of Lenin’s.
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Lenin’s concerns were how to construct working class hegemony (leadership) over the
peasantry and other subordinate classes to promote revolution in Russia. Gramsci
shared Lenin’s revolutionary objectives but held establishing working class hegemony
in advanced capitalist countries was a far more difficult task. It necessarily required the
prior examination of the underlying dynamics, structural stability and self-reproduction
tendencies of bourgeois hegemony over the proletariat. This divergence in focus meant
Gramsci’s conceptualisation of hegemony was far more complex than Lenin’s, and
drew upon sources from well outside the classic Marxist tradition.

Since hegemony was ultimately about the exercising and maintenance of power, this
inspired Gramsci to re-read “the most classic master of the art of politics for the Italian
ruling classes”, renaissance political philosopher, Niccolò Machiavelli (1469-1527).158

Studying The Prince, Gramsci became fascinated by Machiavelli’s observations
regarding the founding of a new state; seeing uncanny parallels between their apparently
very different research projects. Both, he noted, were concerned with social construction
– a leadership and accompanying social basis – to bring about their desired objective in
the form of either a united Italy (Machiavelli), or an anti-fascist and eventual working
class socialist power bloc (Gramsci).

But responsible for leading this new political project in Gramsci’s model would not be
an elitist cabal (as in Machiavelli’s Prince) but a vanguard party supported by the mass
public consistent with the Leninist United Front line: a Modern Prince.159

Apart from his novel identification and examination of the different “forms of states”
(see

below),

what

most

grabbed

Gramsci’s

attention

was

Machiavelli’s

conceptualisation of power. Famously drawing on an analogy of the centaur – the
mythical Greek “half beast and half man” character – Machiavelli held that the
exercising of power relied on a combination of consent and coercion.160
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For a state to be successful, he theorised, it was fundamental that the ruler not only
maintained the prestige that the said office demanded, but that he worked to gain the
active consent of his subjects. This usually meant setting up a ‘fair’ legal/institutional
framework, for “when a prince has the goodwill of the people he must not worry about
conspiracies”.161 Where compliance of the dominated could not be guaranteed solely by
consent, however, Machiavelli recommended coercion (along with fear, deception,
fraud and bribery). Nevertheless, Machiavelli only considered the rulings class truly
hegemonic to the extent to which they were able to control subordinate groups via the
consensual aspect of power.162

From this Gramsci interpreted that both “domination” and “hegemony” were ways
social groups manifested their supremacy, but while the former involved the liquidation
or subjugation of the opposition elements “even by armed forces”, the latter saw the
elites exercise “intellectual and moral leadership” over “kindred and allied groups”.163
At least on first reading, therefore, it appeared that coercion (domination) was generally
reserved for enemy classes while consent (hegemony) was favoured for allies.164
Gramsci would draw heavily on Machiavelli’s conceptualisation of power to explain
19th state formation in Italy (Il Risorgimento)

Comparing Italy with revolutionary France, Gramsci claimed the lack of a dominant
class – or “Jacobin” force – capable of awakening and organising “the national-popular
collective will” under its hegemony – represented by the Partito d’Azione (Action Party)
of Giuseppe Mazzini and Giuseppe Garibaldi – had condemned Italy to a permanent
dialectic of internal “revolution-restoration”.165 In the resulting stalemate neither the
new (e.g. Northern industrial bourgeoisie) nor old forces (e.g. large Southern
landowners) were able to assert their will. Unable to draw upon broad-based support,
the process of national unification would be carried out by a right-wing coalition,
reunited under the Partito Moderato (Moderates Party) of Camillo Benso, Conte di
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Cavour, and politically centred on Piedmont as a state and its army.166 But this
represented a situation of “domination without that of ‘leadership’; dictatorship without
hegemony”.167

Gramsci also shared Machiavelli’s assertion that not all forms of state were the same,
which, for the Sardinian, held serious strategic implications for any future revolutionary
activity. This idea had always been widely accepted in Marxist circles since the collapse
of the Paris Commune (1870) and, as noted above, it came to constitute a pivotal
theoretical issue from the Second International onwards (1896), separating Mensheviks
from Bolsheviks and social democrats from communists. It was necessary to adapt the
revolutionary strategy, Gramsci concluded, to the exact form of state. This lesson had
been driven home with the aforementioned failure of the adventurists to provoke a
Bolshevik-type seizure of state power in Germany during the “March Action”.

Such a war of movement could never prosper in advanced capital countries such as
Germany, Gramsci reflected from his prison cell. The underlying reason was the
embeddedness of ruling class power across the “two major superstructural ‘levels’”: i)
“civil society”, referring to the “ensemble of organisms” commonly termed “private”;
and ii) “political society” or “the State”.168

Gramsci contrasted the East where “the State was everything, civil society was
primordial and gelatinous”, with the West where “there was a proper relationship
between state and civil society”, hence, “when the State trembled a sturdy structure of
civil society was at once revealed”. So even if the advanced capitalist state was breached
it represented merely “an outer ditch” behind which “a powerful system of fortresses
and earthworks,” constituting civil society, would repel revolutionary action.169 Gramsci
summaries, thus:

The massive structure of the modern democracies, both as state organisations
and as complexes of associations in civil society, constitute for the art of politics
as it were the “trenches” and permanent fortifications of the front are for the
166
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war of position: they render merely “partial” the elements of the movement
which before used to be the “whole” of the war, etc.170

Gramsci’s observations are very much in line with the strategic visions of Marx,
Trotsky, and above all Lenin.171 Proletarian take-over in advanced capital states would
necessarily require the vanguard launching a prolonged political/cultural struggle – war
of position – to overcome resistance and build working class hegemony (United Front)
within ‘civil society’ before take over the state, probably involving violent means.172

Undoubtedly, the fragmentary unsystematic nature and opaque style of the Prison Notes
alluded to earlier, has generated certain confusion regarding the correct interpretation of
his concepts/ideas.

A misunderstanding of Gramsci’s theoretical framework has led to him being
wrongfully accused by leftists of drifting into liberal idealism. Gramsci’s stress on the
‘war of position’ and commitment to United Front strategy, some argued, smacked of
class collaboration, reformism and pluralism. It is in this context that Eurocommunists
in the 1970s mistakenly took the former PCI leader as one of their own and subsequent
Neo-Gramscians drifted into idealism.

Perhaps the most celebrated Anglo-Saxon critique of Gramsci’s view on the State and
hegemony comes from Perry Anderson, whose seminal article in New Left Review –
“The Antinomies of Antonio Gramsci” – is often cited as laying bare the Sardinian’s
many contradictions.173
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Given the huge prestige this article enjoys within left-wing Anglo-Saxon circles is
worth briefly tackling some of its key accusations, not least because it will actually
serve to clarify some common assumptions and misinterpretations about Gramsci’s
theoretical framework.

As part of a general tendency towards conceptual “slippage”, Anderson accuses
Gramsci of holding three contradictory conceptualisation of the modern capitalist state.
In two of the versions civil society and the state are separate entities: the former
surrounding the latter in one characterisation; the latter surrounding the former in the
second conceptualisation. In the third version, on the other hand, there is no real
distinction between civil society and the state, as they are fused together into one single
entity.174

Underpinning the former definitions, considered the predominant version in the Prison
Notebooks, Anderson identifies what he considers to be the principle source of
Gramsci’s theoretical inconsistencies: too close adherence to philosophical dualism,
reflected in what he discerns in the state-civil society, hegemony-domination,
consensus-coercion and national-international categorisations.

By identifying two ‘separate’ political spheres, Anderson claims– 1) a state structure,
imposing its will by coercion and domination, and 2) a civil society relying on
consensus and governed by hegemony, Gramsci was inadvertently slipping back into
liberal/revisionist territory which both he, Marx and other Marxists had most
vehemently attacked. The logical outcome of classifying civil society (govern by
consensus) as dominant over, though separate from, the State (reliant on coercion),
Anderson warned, was that it gave the impression that the ruling class’ hegemony (and
with it the power of capital) was purely cultural; based on their ideological
subordination of the working class within civil society (e.g. by the media).

The implication was that once this ‘cultural domination’ was overcome (“war of
position”) a socialist system could be established, without the actual need for seizure of
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the State (“war of movement”). This reading assumed an ideologically neutral State,
unaffected by class power; a liberal vision, Anderson later admitted, was probably not
Gramsci’s intention.175

Anderson’s interpretation of Gramsci, however, is fundamentally flawed.

Firstly, on one hand, Gramsci criticised Aristotle, Croce and other liberals for falling
into dualist categorization, accusing them of committing the “theoretical error” of
separating ‘civil society’ from the ‘State’: a “methodological distinction” being made
but “presented as organic distinction” whereas in “effectual reality”, “civil society and
the state identify themselves.”176

By locating power solely in the administrative, executive and coercive machinery of
government, Gramsci noted, liberal theory was purposely depoliticising the ‘civil
society’ and downplaying the huge significance of socio-economic forces acting outside
the narrow parameters of the ‘State’. During the Risorgimento, for example, the Italian
bourgeoisie effectively dominated ‘civil society’ without actually occupying formal
governmental positions. But this did not mean, of course, they wielded no power. ‘Civil
society’, he asserted, was implicitly both coercive and political.

Secondly, on the other hand, it would be equally erroneous to consider ‘civil society’ as
merely constituting part of an all-encompassing ‘State’, where “hegemony and
dictatorship are indistinguishable, force and consent are simply equivalent; one cannot
distinguish political society from civil society; only the State, and of course the Stateas-government, exists etc.”177

Since this amounted to totalitarianism it was especially problematic for the
revolutionary Gramsci since it left no political ‘spaces’ within the framework of the
existing bourgeois hegemony through which a progressive counter-hegemonic ‘United
Front’ movement could be mobilised within– “Everything within the State, nothing
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outside the State, nothing against the State.”178 Indeed, as noted above, one of
Gramsci’s principal disagreements with Bordiga and other ultra-leftists within the PCI
was the latter’s inability to differentiate between hegemony and dictatorship, between
liberal democracy and fascism, which, he argued, served to weaken the Left’s response
to Mussolini.

Both of these conceptualisations of the state were equally unacceptable for Gramsci – it
was necessary to steer a course between them.

Compatible with the critical/scientific realist philosophy of science’ view of the
structure-agency debate set out in Chapter I, Gramsci makes it clear throughout his
writings that although there is a analytical (or methodological) distinction between
hegemony-domination,

consensus-coercion,

state-civil

society

and

structure-

superstructure, respectively; the separation was more conceptual than real, engaged as
they were in a dialectical relationship, forming, as it were, a dialectical organic unity.

Contrary to liberal state theory (“statolatry”) – which reduced the state to a “night
watchman” safeguarding public order, a “government by functionaries”, a “perpetual
entity”179 – the modern capitalist state, as set out in the Lyons remained a vehicle of
bourgeois class power and as such: i) extended beyond the public sphere (“the
governmental apparatus”) into the private sector (“the ‘private’ apparatus of hegemony
or civil society”) 180; and ii) retained its essentially coercive nature – the persecution of
fellow PCI activists and his own imprisonment must surely have driven that point home.

Gramsci made an analytical distinction between “two major superstructural ‘levels’”
due to the different “functions” they carried out. To “civil society” corresponded the
“function of ‘hegemony’ which the dominant group exercised throughout society”;
‘political society’, on the other hand, referred to “‘direct domination’ or command
exercised through the State and ‘judicial’ government”.181
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But while Gramsci referred to the respective functions of “political society” and “civil
society” he did not consider that occupy separate political spaces, purposely choosing to
bracket each term within quotation marks to underscore the highly qualified nature of
their separation. “Political society” and “civil society”, in short, were engaged in a
dialectical and non-exclusionary relationship, distinguishable methodologically but not
organically.182

To complicate matters Gramsci enlarged the state to encompass both ‘political society’
and ‘civil society’, each one intricately interconnected and mutually penetrating the
other, as part of an organic whole. It was this complex dialectical conceptualization of
the state which many consider Gramsci’s most sophisticated contribution to Marxist
thought and which Anderson and other leftist critics of Gramsci failed to
acknowledge.183

This integral State was composed of “the entire complex of practical and theoretical
activities with which the ruling class not only justifies and maintains its dominance, but
manages to win the active consent of those over whom it rules,”184 referred to on
separate occasions as “hegemony protected by the armour of coercion” or alternatively
as “dictatorship + hegemony”.185 Any attempt at separating social forces within ‘civil
society’ from power in ‘political society’ was futile. It is in this context that Gramsci’s
affirmation that “in actual reality civil society and the State are one and the same” can
be better understood.186

Once the State is comprehended in its integral State form it likewise becomes
impossible to locate hegemony solely in just one of the two superstructural “levels”. As
Peter D. Thomas asserts, Gramsci’s conceptualisation of hegemony should be
182
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conceived “as a practice ‘traversing’ the boundaries between them…a particular practise
of consolidating social forces and condensing them into political power on a mass basis
– the mode of production of the modern ‘political’”. 187

With regards to just how hegemony is actually implemented, Thomas summarises thus:
“hegemony elaborated within civil society, also impacts upon that other superstructural
‘level’ of the integral state, ‘political society or State.” Indeed, it must necessarily do so,
Thomas continued, “because political society itself and the power concentrated in it are
integrally related to civil society and its social forces, as their mediated, ‘higher’
forms”.188

Hegemony tends therefore to reproduce itself. Working as it does across both
‘superstructural levels’, it can bolster certain social forces within ‘civil society’ and
their subsequent consolidation into a coherent ‘political force’, which, in turn, would
then help reinforce (often by coercion) the position of said social forces within ‘civil
society’, ad infinitum.

Furthermore, the scope of application of hegemony was not just confined to the two
superstructural levels. Contrary to Anderson’s accusation of idealism, Gramsci was
clear that hegemony was not just cultural or political; it had to have a material basis
(see below). Gramsci explains: “though hegemony is ethico-political, it must also be
economic, must necessarily be based on the decisive function exercised by the leading
group in the decisive nucleus of economic activity.”189

A genuine dialectic relationship (as opposed to one-way determinism) existed between
structure and superstructure. This can be seen in Gramsci’s definition of “determined
market”: a “determined relation of social forces in a determined structure of the
apparatus of production, this relationship being guaranteed (that is, rendered permanent)
by a determined political, moral and juridical superstructure”.190 The very stability of
‘political society’ in advanced capitalist states relied on the hegemonic class generating
consensus within civil society via the “hegemonic apparatus”: an intricately web of
187
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opinion-forming and artistic institutions, such as media groups, publishing houses,
education organisations, clubs and societies, religious groups, theatres, music halls and
art galleries.191 Gramsci was quick to stress its importance: “The realisation of a
hegemonic apparatus, in so far as it creates a new ideological terrain determines a
reform of consciousness and methods of knowledge:
fact”.

it is a fact, a philosophical

192

This hegemonic apparatus is inseparable from a particular dominant social class (and its
allies) which establishes it and is in turn whose class identity and hegemonic project are
consolidated by it. For Thomas the hegemonic apparatus is the “‘class focused’
complement to Gramsci’s new notion of the State (“integral State”)” such that if the
latter “seeks to delineate the forms and modalities by which a given class stabilises and
makes more or less enduring its institutional-political power in political society, the
concept of ‘hegemonic apparatus’ attempts to chart the ways in which it ascends to
power through the intricate network of social relationships of civil society”193; in other
words it constitutes “the means by which a class’s forces in civil society are translated
into political power”.194 The social power (hegemony) in ‘civil society’ was, therefore,
of an intangible nature and took a “diffused and capillary form”, mediated through
various organisations.195

The expansion of the bourgeois hegemony was therefore not left to civil society alone.
Gramsci noted that as a class the bourgeoisie was “an organism in continuous
movement” with both the will and capacity to assimilate the whole of the society under
its cultural and economic programme. In this endeavour the State itself was transformed
into an “educator”.196 In its role as educator the State was responsible for adjusting the
‘civil society’ to the ‘structure’ in the interests of the dominant classes. This meant
“creating new and higher types of civilisation”, “to adequate ‘civilisation’ and morality
of vast masses to the necessities of the continuous developments of the economic
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apparatus of production”.197 To that end the State must enjoy a “domination of civil
society that operates without ‘sanctions’ and without compulsory ‘obligations’,
nevertheless exercising a collective pressure and obtain objective results in the
elaboration of customs, in the ways of thinking and operating, in morality etc.”198

In contrast to Anderson’s simplified dualist depiction of Gramsci, it was not a question
of hegemony (consensus) or domination (force). Coercion also formed a vital part of
hegemony, not as the former quotes might suggest, only reserved for enemies. Coercion
was necessary not just to discipline opponents – “those groups which do not ‘consent’
neither actively nor passively” – but it also applied to society as whole, even for allies,
especially when “spontaneous consent fades away”.199 Indeed, it was only in this
context of consent that one can comprehend the class-focused “hegemonic apparatus”.

Once again Gramsci considered consensus and coercion as being dialectically integrated
within an organic whole: hegemony depended on the exercise of political power and
domination.200 The result is that Gramsci applies the term hegemony to two separate
moments, each with a slightly different meaning, summarised thus:201

Hegemony
=
Domination
+
Hegemony
(understood as ‘political hegemony’,
‘hegemonic activity’ or ‘intellectual
and moral leadership’)

Such a conceptualisation of hegemony had major strategic corollaries, most notably
with regarding the sequencing of political praxis. Gramsci leaves no room for doubt that
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hegemony must be exercised before the assumption of power and seizure of ‘State’
control:

A social group can, and indeed must, already exercise ‘leadership’ before
winning governmental power (this indeed is one of the principal conditions for
the winning of such power); it subsequently becomes dominant when it exercises
power, but even if it holds it firmly in its grasp, it must continue to ‘lead’ as
well.202

Given the huge structures of economic, political, ideological and military power
underpinning modern liberal democratic integral States, Gramsci (not to mention
Tasca), was never under any illusions as regard the multiple complex challenges of
launching a progressive counter-hegemonic project. Hegemony over the whole society
was absolutely impossible at the initial state; only a ‘coalition’ between the proletariat
and other allied classes (i.e. other exploited groups) – “a new, homogenous, politicoeconomic historical bloc, without internal contradictions”203 – within the realms of
‘civil society’, was feasible in the short term.

Years of political activism and theoretical reflection had demonstrated to Gramsci that
the “exercising” of hegemony was not just limited to ‘civil society’: consensus and
coercion interacted dialectically across the whole of the integral State. This was best
exemplified, Gramsci maintained, in “the now classical terrain of a parliamentary
regime”.204

Gramsci was one of the first Marxian thinkers to stress the key ideological importance
of representative parliamentary democracy in legitimising, and thereby upholding,
bourgeois hegemony in the West. Being allowed to vote in periodic elections and
having certain key civil and political rights formally recognised was often sufficient to
guarantee the public’s inferred support for the liberal democratic political system. After
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all, liberal democratic theory held that sovereignty ultimately rested in the people
themselves. 205

“The ‘normal’ exercise of hegemony on the now classical terrain of the parliamentary
régime”, Gramsci asserted, “is characterised by the combination of force and consent,
which balance each other reciprocally, without force predominating excessively over
consent”. “Indeed”, he continued, “the attempt is always made to ensure that force will
appear to be based on the consent of the majority, expressed by the so-called organs of
public opinion – newspapers and associations – which, therefore, in certain situations
are artificially multiplied. Between consent and force stands corruption”, he adds,
“(which is characteristic of certain situations when it is hard to exercise the hegemonic
function, and when the use of force is too risky”. 206

The use of coercion, hence, was inevitable. Gramsci, like all Marxist thinkers, was
acutely conscious of the inherently conflictual class relationship between the bourgeois
and proletariat within a capitalist mode of production. Market mechanisms, for
example, which liberals locate in ‘civil society’, were necessarily reliant on coercion
(which Marx referred to as the “dull compulsion of the marketplace”207) along with
corruption, bribery and fraud in order to extract the surplus value from workers.

Gramsci’s integral State conceptualisation, moreover, explicitly acknowledged that the
‘State’ was not limited to the ‘political sphere’ but played a vital active role in the
economy (‘civil society’). This involved not just performing its guardian duties
(protecting private property and regulating markets) as indicated, but actually as a
proactive agent, often directly intervening in the economy to restore profitability levels
(under threat from relations of production), stimulate growth and nurture businesses –
“manufacturing the manufacturers” – when the private sector was unable to do so by
itself – or transforming the existing social structure in order to permit the embedding of
a new industrial model (see, for example, the section on passive revolution below).
Even laissez-faire economics was “introduced and maintained by legislative and
205
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coercive means”.208 The ‘State’, in short, was constantly intervening in ‘civil society’,
often via coercive and violence means to defend and promote class interests.

Both consensus and coercion, in short, operated right across the integral State – be it in
the ‘State’ or ‘civil society’.

Contrary to Anderson’s reading, therefore, Gramsci never doubted that the capitalist
state was anything other than a vehicle of bourgeois class power. As shown in the above
section, Gramsci abandoned the PSI, set up the PCI, supported Bordiga, engaged in
radical political activism, expressed in his various academic publications (most notably
the Lyons Theses), specifically because he fervently rejected social democracy as a
possible route to revolution within the framework of the capitalist state.

In short, Gramsci was well aware of the importance of the State. But it was not to be
‘reified’, as a distinct institutional ‘thing in itself’: a mere coercive instrument,
functionally limited to the machinery of government. Instead, the integral State was a
complex, power-dependent social relation, albeit set within key structural limits (see
below).

2.2.2 Materialism, Philosophy of Praxis, Intellectuals, Relations of
Forces & the Modern Prince
In a section entitled “Analysis of Situations” Gramsci set out to address the issue of
hegemonic transition (composed of ‘realization’, ‘exercise’ and ‘crisis’). Beforehand,
however, he recognised it was necessary to clarify the relationship between structure
and agency.209

As already mentioned, prior to 1917 Gramsci’s views on political mobilisation were, by
his own admission, rather idealist; by the time of his incarceration, however, his views
on agency had acquired a more structural – i.e. materialist basis – consistent with
208
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Marx’s “Preface” the Contribution of the Critique of Political Economy (1859). Thus
text remained a key reference text for Gramsci’s prison writings,210 forming the
cornerstone not only of his materialist critical realist philosophy of science, but also
constituting, in his own words, “the most important authentic source for the
reconstruction of the Philosophy of Praxis” (see below).211

Drawing on Marx’s base-superstructure model Gramsci distinguished between, on one
hand, “the material transformation of the economic conditions of productions” –
“determined with the precision of natural science” – and, on the other hand, the “legal,
political, religious, artistic or philosophic – in short, ideological forms” – “ideological
forms in which men become conscious of this conflict and fight it out”.212 Contrary to
Anderson’s accusations, Gramsci never doubted the important role the economy played
in conditioning political life revealed in his criticisms of Aristotelian idealism or
Croce’s “ethico-political” account of history.213

Various sections of the Prison Notes are dedicated to political economy, whether it be
Italian or international economic developments, such as the significance of the arrival of
new modes of production (e.g. “Americanism and Fordism”214). Gramsci praised David
Ricardo for introducing “new methodological canons…developing the science of
economics”, notably the “discovery of the formal logical principle of the ‘law of
tendency’ which leads to the scientific definition of the fundamental economic concepts
of homo oeconomicus and of the ‘determined market’”.215 Gramsci even went as far as
to declare that: “the philosophy of praxis equals Hegel plus David Ricardo”.
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But though Gramsci did believe in certain foundational economic concepts and
principles (e.g. the determined market, homo oeconomicus and tendency for the profit
rate to fall216) he remained adamant that “the science of economics” had to be classified
as “a sui generis science, even unique in its type” since the laws it asserted were “not
laws in the naturalistic sense or that of speculative determinism, but in an ‘historicist’
sense”. ‘Tendential laws’, in other words, were not ‘absolute’ but had to be
‘historicised’; only possessing validity within certain ‘determined markets’ which, in
turn, were within in a particular historical and socio-political context and always subject
to counteracting tendencies, as part of a dialectical process.217 Accordingly any
comprehension of the ‘determined market’ necessarily requires, therefore, an analysis of
the power relations which underpin it.

Yet Gramsci’s was clear that his acknowledgement of the Marx’s base-structure
metaphor – compatible with the critical/scientific realist perspective as set out in
Chapter 1 – should not be interpreted as an adherence to the type of vulgar materialism
associated with Bukharin. Indeed, Gramsci accused the latter of failing to properly
understand Marx’s dialectics: shifts in the forces of production did affect the relations of
production, but this did not automatically manifest itself at the superstructural (ethicopolitical) level in a mechanical way. Thus while economic crises (e.g. caused by the
tendency of the rate of profit to fall) may “create a terrain more favourable to the
dissemination of certain modes of thought, and certain ways of posing and resolving
questions” it did, as Bukharin argued, mean that “immediate economic crises of
themselves produce fundamental historic events” (i.e. a political crisis). 218

Ideology was not a simple projection of objective economic condition. The reality was
that “mass ideological factors always lag behind mass economic phenomena”, Gramsci
held, so there was always a chance that “traditional ideological elements” would
successfully manage to undermine collective (working) class action, thereby
recognising the validity of Croce’s ethico-political analysis. It was exactly at this
216
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juncture that the revolutionary party had to act to execute an “appropriate political
initiative” to mobilise the masses, making them aware of their ‘objective’ class interests
and how these were not best served by “the dead weight of traditional policies”.219

As far as Gramsci was concerned Bukharin’s absolute hatred of idealism meant he had
reduced dialectical materialism to mechanical “metaphysical materialism”: the very
antithesis of historical materialism and as such was himself guilty of “speculative
idealism”.220

Instead Gramsci offered his own particular historical dialectical materialist philosophy
of praxis221 which he defined as being concerned with analysing “how the historical
movement is born out of the structure” in order to reveal just how “the formation of
active political groups” takes place and whether said groups are capable of engineering
dramatic societal change and establish their hegemony.222 Gramsci frequently reiterated
Marx’s assertion that “it is on the level of ideologies that men become conscious of
conflicts in the world of the economy.”223

Culture and how it informed political debate and mobilisation, as shown throughout this
chapter, remained one of Gramsci’s lifelong passions. Not just the writings of Marx,
Lenin and especially Croce ‘ethico-political theory of history but Gramsci’s own
political activism had taught him that all praxis was driven and legitimised by
ideas/subjective theories of the world. Ideas, Gramsci maintained, “are anything but
arbitrary; they are real historical facts which must be combated and their nature as
instruments of domination exposed…precisely for reasons of political struggle”.224

As asserted, the bourgeoisie were able to achieve and sustained their political
dominance over subaltern classes within modern capitalist societies, amongst other
reasons, by securing the latter’s consent to such arrangements which, though not
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exclusively, depended on ruling class cultural domination expressed in the form of
“intellectual and moral direction”.225

Ideas (along with ethics and values) could still enjoy a certain degree of autonomy
within the integral State. Some ideas may be of a rather speculative nature but to have
any genuine political relevance they had to have their basis in the object reality since
“ideologies would be individual fancies without the material forces”.226

Structures, therefore, set limits to, and engaged in on-going complex dialectical
interaction with, superstructural factors (e.g. ideas). Gramsci conceptualised this
mutually reinforcing and reciprocal relationship between socio-economic relations and
political, ethical and cultural practises/issues as the historical bloc (blocco storico),
concept Gramsci attributed to Sorel.

a

In this historical bloc (HB) “the complex, contradictory and

discordant ensemble of the superstructures is the reflection of the ensemble of the social
relations of production”.227 The HB helped a particular social order.

Contrary to Anderson’s insinuations Gramsci was adamant that ideas had to have a
material basis. Within the HB “material forces are the content and ideologies are the
form”, he explained, while at the same time reiterating that: “the distinctiveness
between force and consent has purely dialectic value, since the material forces would be
inconceivable historically without form and ideologies would be individual fancies
without the material force”.228 Gramsci’s historical dialectical materialist philosophy of
praxis, therefore sought to steer a course between the evils of idealism (Croce) or vulgar
materialism (Bukharin).

There was to be no radical abandonment of the Lyons Theses position or drift into
reformism. Hegemony was not purely intellectual. But it was precisely their pivotal role
in determining how/whether social classes engaged in political struggles that Gramsci
insisted they had to be “combated and their nature as an instrument of domination
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exposed.”229 The working classes thus had to undermine dominant class’ ideological
apparatus.

The key ‘institution’ responsible for the formulation and diffusion of ideas within any
society (and with it construction of ideological/hegemonic apparatus) were the
intellectuals.

Indeed, as explained above, it was Croce’s influential work on intellectuals which had
encouraged him to produce numerous press articles and launch various political journals
– most notably L’Ordine Nuovo, with the specific aim of promoting “certain forms of
new intellectualism” and determine “new concepts”

for the subaltern classes.230

Intellectuals came to occupy a central position in one of Gramsci’s earliest
conceptualisation of hegemony, derived from his research into 19th century Italian state
formation (e.g. “Some Aspects of the Southern Question”).

But it would not be until his incarceration, reflecting on the failure of the workers to
mobilise political forces and defend their ‘objective’ class interests231 during bienno
rosso thereby inadvertently permitting the installation of Mussolini’s fascist regime, that
Gramsci elaborated a more coherent theory on the structural importance of intellectuals
within the integral State.

But while strictly speaking “all men are intellectuals”, Gramsci observed, “not all men
in society have the function of intellectuals”.232 He sought fit to distinguish between
two types of intellectuals: organic and traditional.
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Organic intellectuals were those intellectuals “which every new class creates alongside
itself and elaborates in the course of its development”; Gramsci clarifies:

Every social group, coming into existence on the original terrain of an essential
function in the world of economic production, creates with itself, organically,
one or more strata of intellectuals which give it homogeneity and an awareness
of its own function not only in the economic but also in the social and political
fields.233

The function of the organic intellectuals was twofold: i) consolidate a genuine ‘class
consciousnesses’ amongst a dominant social group; and ii) galvanise support amongst
the subaltern classes for the former’s hegemonic project. The latter involved mediating
between the diverse social classes, absorbing, where necessary, subaltern interests, and
crucially, propagating the ideas, philosophy and ethico-political-cultural values of the
dominant group.

Hegemony, as shown below, was not built on mere economic-corporate class
bargaining, but the real shaping of inter-subjective forms of consciousness.234

In advanced capitalist societies the ideological battle was largely carried on through the
network of ‘autonomous’ institutions of ‘civil society’ (e.g. the media, education,
religious groups, and NGOs). Yet this ideological struggle was not confined to the
‘civil society’. The social forces generated by the organic intellectuals, like hegemony
itself (of which it formed a pivot part) implicitly operated transversely, moving across
both ‘civil society’ and ‘political society’ alike within the context of an integral State.

Traditional intellectuals, on the other hand, made up of “ecclesiastics…administrators,
scholars and scientists, theorists, non-ecclesiastical philosophers”, “think of themselves
as ‘independent’, autonomous, endowed with a character of their own”.235 Gramsci
ridiculed such ‘independent’ claims, insisting firstly, that every “‘essential’ social
group” has own intellectuals, and secondly, that all intellectuals were derived from, and
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maintained links with, previous or present “‘essential’ social groups”, something that
which was reflected in their ideology.236 “Croce in particular feels himself closely
linked to Aristotle and Plato”, Gramsci illustrated, “but he does not conceal, on the
other hand, his links with senators Agnelli and Benni, and it is precisely here that one
can discern the most significant character of Croce’s philosophy”.237 The latter was, in
effect “a kind of lay pope and an extremely efficient instrument of hegemony”.238

Gramsci observed that because traditional intellectuals enjoyed great prestige in society
the ruling classes were constantly seeking to incorporate them into their fold, aiming to
turn them into their “functionaries” or “deputies,”239 designated the specific function of
organising the latter’s “social hegemony” and “domination of the state”.240 Vitally, the
intellectuals’ speculative philosophy would help naturalise (i.e. fixing the image of
‘eternal’ truth) and thereby legitimate hegemonic power relations. Nurturing one’s own
organic intellectuals a crucial element of hegemonic ideological warfare:

One of the most important characteristics of any group that is developing
towards dominance in its struggle to assimilate and conquer ‘ideologically’ the
traditional academics, but this assimilation and conquest is made much quicker
and more efficacious the more the group in question succeeds in simultaneously
elaborating its own organic intellectuals..241

Despite appearances, therefore, all intellectuals – even traditional academics – were or
had been in the past, inseparable from class projects;242 each hegemonic bloc
necessarily nurturing its own set of organic intellectuals.

Envisaging just how this future philosophical struggle between competing hegemonies
would play itself out Gramsci recognise language was critical.
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Language was not just a collection of words “grammatically devoid of content” but “a
totality of determined notions and concept” which convey “a specific conception of the
world”243, and ultimately the medium through which class projects were consolidated
(“Every relations of ‘hegemony’ is an educational relationship”244). Because all organic
intellectuals emerged into history within a particular economic structure they tended to
use pre-existing social categories.245 Language, therefore, never completely kept up
with the transformation of society. In this sense, noted Gramsci, “present language is
metaphorical with respect to the meanings and the ideological content which the words
used had in preceding periods of civilisation”.246

The subaltern classes would therefore have to develop their very own concepts freed
from the historical baggage. Before the working class could do that they had to
overcome the single most important obstacle to their acquiring class consciousness
(Marx’s ‘class for itself’) – and the cause of their political inactivity – their uncritical
acceptance of “common sense”.

Like language (the vehicle of its expression) common sense was “a product of history”,
defined as “the traditional popular conception of the world”, and comprised of “beliefs,
superstitions, opinions, ways of seeing and acting” expressed in conservative popular
culture (e.g. customs, religious rituals etc). Gramsci continued: “the constitution of the
human subject is composed of very contradictory ideological formations with ‘common
sense’ standing between elements of folklore and modern philosophy, science and
economics”. Self-consciousness and political identity were the products of the historical
process “which deposited in (us) an infinity of traces, without leaving an inventory”,
reducing the individual to “walking anachronism, a fossil.” 247

Given the dominant classes’ superior intellectual and material resources, however, they
were able at least to condition the common sense circulating a particular temporallyspatially defined society so as to be at least compatible with their hegemonic project.
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The first step for the subaltern classes, therefore, was to establish a new relationship
between philosophy and common sense. In the first of two parts in the Prison Notes
dedicated to “The Study of Philosophy”, entitled “Some Preliminary Points Reference”,
Gramsci explains: “one cannot be a philosopher…have a critical coherent conception of
the world, without having a consciousness of its historicity, of the phase of development
which it represents and of the fact that it contradicts other conceptions or elements of
other conceptions.” 248

Unfortunately, he continues, “one’s conception of the world is not critical and coherent,
but disjointed and episodic”, our personality “is strangely composite”, containing at the
same time elements from the Stone Age mixed together with “principles of a more
advanced science, prejudices from all past phases of history” and “intuitions of a future
philosophy which will be that of a human race united the world over”. “The starting
point of critical elaboration”, Gramsci thus concludes, “is the consciousness of what one
really is, that is, ‘knowing thyself’ as a product of the historical process to date”.249

Gramsci, of course, was primarily concerned with cultivating new organic intellectuals
emanating from within the ranks of the working classes which would form the basis of a
new type of political organisation and oppositional culture (the reason for the
establishment of the factory council journal, L’Ordine Nuovo).

But before describing the exact form this would take Gramsci dedicates considerable
time to reviewing revolutionary syndicalist Georges Sorel’s work on “social myths” and
their role as tools for political mobilisation and revolutionary action.

Gramsci defined these social myths as “a creation of concrete fantasy which acts on
dispersed and shattered people to arouse and organise its collective will”. Gramsci
recognised that such collective subjectivity represented a powerful weapon for activists
engaging in revolution to overthrow the old order. But the utility of social myths, for
Gramsci, was not limited to instruments for political struggle but as a general analytical
device applicable to diverse political situations.250
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Drawing on Machiavelli, Sorel and Lenin, Gramsci then turns to reflect on the nature of
the “Modern Prince”:

The modern prince, the myth prince, cannot be a real person, a concrete
individual. It can only be an organism, a complex element of society in which a
collective will, which has already be recognised and has to some extent asserted
itself in action, begins to take concrete form.251

True to his Leninist ideas and own political activism “the proclaimer” of this working
class “intellectual and moral reform”, therefore, would be a new revolutionary party.
The events of the 1920s had shown Gramsci the ineffectiveness of relying on a
spontaneous and uncoordinated working class action (i.e. based on factory councils):
there could be “no organisation without intellectuals, that is without organisers and
leaders”. But the Modern Prince was not to be an elitist top-down vanguard communist
party (as favoured by Bordiga), but an organic organisation, a “democratic
philosopher”, based on dialogue and constant interaction, “a dialectic between the
intellectuals and the masses”.

Nor was this time for idealist theorising, but praxis: “[o]nly as a result of its activity
among the masses will the party get the latter to recognise it as their party (winning a
majority); and only when this condition has been realised, can it…draw the working
class behind it” and create “the terrain for a subsequent development of the nationalpopular collective will towards the realisation of a superior, total form of modern
civilisation”.252

The fulcrum of this dialectical-pedagogical revolution (continuing the work of L’Ordine
Nuovo) was helping the working classes evaluate how their own internally digested
251
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ideological values acted to reinforce hegemonic power relations to their actual
detriment. Only by ideological renewal would they overcome the ignorance of common
sense and develop true political self-awareness, class consciousness (“knowing
thyself”), or good sense, and come to form a genuine counter-hegemonic movement.
History was in the making:

For a mass of people to be led to think coherently and in the same coherent
fashion about the real present world, is a ‘philosophical’ event far more
important and ‘original’ that the discovery by some philosophical ‘genius’ of a
truth which remains the property of small groups of intellectuals.253

But once again, however, Gramsci emphasized that this process of intellectual and
moral reform was not about idle speculation, it had to be backed up materially: “indeed
the programme of economic reform is precisely the concrete form in which every
intellectual and moral reform presents itself”.254

In the second section of “The Study of Philosophy”, entitled “Problems of Philosophy
and History”, Gramsci feels the need to pose the question of “what should be
understood by philosophy”.

In his reply Gramsci seeks to clarify the difference between philosophy and ideology.
Both philosophy and ideology, Gramsci concluded, were driven by social forces
emanating out of the SROP. But while the latter operated in the short term supplying the
necessary theoretical framework to legitimate determined economic-corporative
arrangements, philosophy appealed to broader, universal, long term, cultural-political
interests. In this context the transition from ideology (the economic-corporative level) to
philosophy (the cultural-political level) represented the shift from class bargains to class
hegemony. Since philosophy was an historical, political achievement of a particular
social class one could assert that the “philosophy of an epoch” was in fact the “history
of that epoch”.255
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Next Gramsci turns the key question – the very nucleus of his research project – of how
to reconcile philosophy with praxis; indeed, he reflects: “every conception of the world
and every philosophy has been concerned with this problem.”256

A close reading of Machiavelli, Vico, Marx and Lenin, participation in numerous
international, national and regional congresses together with his own political
experience had impressed on Gramsci the absolute necessity of concrete actions. Rather
than engaging in mere metaphysical philosophizing and brilliant oratory the Modern
Prince would have to actively participate in political life, a hybrid of both “constructor”,
“organiser” and “permanent persuader”.257
Contrasting with Croce’s idealist metaphysics, the philosophy of praxis posited that
knowledge was acquired by man only by active involvement with the social world.
There was no such thing, for example, as abstract “human nature” (understood as “man
in general”), “fixed and immutable”, but rather it was “the totality of historically
determined social relations”: “‘human nature’”, Gramsci summarised, “cannot be
located in any particular man but in the entire history of the human species”.258

Gramsci’s definition of human nature as an historically determined “complex of social
relations”, with social (i.e. material) forces working to mould perspectives and hence
circumscribe subsequent political action was clearly inspired by Marx.

While

remaining

an

ontological

realist

Gramsci

criticised

Bukharin’s

positivist/structural sociology for forgetting history and minimizing the scope available
for agency.259 Bukharin was guilty of drifting into vulgar “metaphysical materialism”
and its insistence on an “extra-historical truth…an abstract universal outside of time and
space”.260 Instead, the goal of Gramsci’s philosophy of praxis was to provide a new
synthesis of materialism and ideas, dialectically connected, and underpinned by an
epistemic relativism best summarised in the second of Marx and Engels’ “Theses on
Feuerbach”:
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The question whether objective truth can be attributed to human thinking is not a
question of theory but is a practical question. Man must prove the truth – i.e. the
reality and power, the one-sidedness of his thinking in practise. The dispute over
the reality or non-reality of thinking that is isolated from practise is a purely
scholastic question.261

Interaction in the social world was necessarily a dialectical process. Under the
philosophy of praxis such philosophical/political awareness (theory) went hand in hand
with political struggle (practise):

Critical understanding of self takes place through a struggle of ‘political
hegemonies’ and of opposing directions, first in the ethical field and then in that
of politics proper, in order to arrive at the working out at a higher level of one’s
own conception of reality. Consciousness of being part of a hegemonic force
(that is to say, political consciousness) is the first stage towards a further
progressive self consciousness in which theory and will finally be one.262

The ultimate objective for Gramsci, like all Marxists, was emancipation. The success of
a ethico-politico-economic working class struggle being able to establish hegemony
within a modern capitalist society depended in the final instance on the various relations
of force that impacted on historically concrete situations. Gramsci identified three key
“moments” within these relations, corresponding to “the different moments of the
collective political consciousness, as they have manifested themselves so far in
history”.263

The first “moment” – the “relation of social forces” – refers to the economic
structure, those “objective” social forces which derive from “the level of
development of the material forces of production” which “provides a basis for
the emergence of the various social classes”. Showing his ontological realist
261
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colours, Gramsci insists this relation is “objective”, “independent of human
will”, for it is based on the particular position social groups occupy in the
production process. Here members of social groups develop certain
consciousness of solidarity; with “leading group” make “economic-corporative”
“sacrifices” to subordinate groups to guarantee the latter’s conformity regards a
particular economic model.

Nevertheless, this was not pluralist theory. Gramsci was clear that “such
sacrifices and such a compromise cannot touch the essential”; hegemon “must
necessarily be based on the decisive function exercised by the leading group in
the decisive nucleus of economic activity”.

The second “moment” – the “relation of political forces” – is of particular
importance. This mediating “moment” is where, given certain structural
preconditions, a group of people become aware of their common “objective”
interests and form a self-conscious social class”. Elsewhere Gramsci would refer
to the role of the intellectuals, those born “on the original basis of an essential
function in the world of economic production” who help to given a particular
class “homogeneity and awareness of its own function in the economic field”.

In this, the most political, stage the dominant class then seeks to “transcend the
corporate limits of the purely economic class, and can and must become the
interests of other subordinate groups too” so to ensure the expansion of their
activity. This is done not just by granting them economic-corporatist concessions
but on an ideological level via the development of the hegemonic apparatus (see
above).

This “marks the decisive passage from the structure to the sphere of the complex
superstructures” (“catarthis”) – by appealing to general interests thus “bringing
about not only a unison of economic and political aims, but also intellectual and
moral unity”, and thereby “creating the hegemony of a fundamental social group
over a series of subordinate groups” and placing all questions on the “universal
plane”. Hegemony becomes “ethico-political” when the fundamental group is
able to exercise hegemony over the whole society. Once again, therefore,
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Gramsci stresses the function of the intellectuals (the “deputies” of the
fundamental social group) not just in garnering the necessary consensus amongst
subordinate groups to bring about societal change but also in actually setting up
the apparatus of coercion.

The third “moment” – the relation of military forces” – consists of two different
forms of oppression (the “military” level” and the “politico-military” level) and
“which from time to time is directly decisive” in the struggle for hegemony since
historical development “oscillates continually between the first and the third
moment, with the mediation of the second”. The use of coercion clearly remains
fundamental to hegemony.”264 During this third stage Gramsci indicates three
likely outcomes: 1) systemic change; 2) “old society resists and secures itself a
breathing period, by physically exterminating the elite of the rival class and
terrorising its mass reserves”; and 3) “a reciprocal destruction of the conflicting
forces”.

A couple of points here are worth underscoring here:

Firstly, the construction of hegemony began at the national level but with a global
focus. Gramsci explained: “the line of development is towards internationalism, but the
point of departure is ‘national’ – and it from this point of departure that one must begin.
Yet the perspective is international and cannot be otherwise”.265 Here he was clearly
steering his ship between Stalin’s provincial ‘socialism in one country’ programme and
Trotsky’s abstract uprooted internationalism.

Secondly, “hegemony” was not analogous to “historical bloc”. An HB consisted of a
dialectic unity of structure and superstructure266 which manifests itself in a particular
social class configuration made up of a hegemonic social group and subordinate social
classes and groups.267 This is important with regards sequencing. Only when the
dominant social class had successfully established its hegemony across the integral
264
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State was it possible to speak of a consolidated HB and contemplate its possible
expansion abroad (see following section).

Since hegemony is a perennially contested social process and HBs depend on their
internal class dynamics, the hegemony-HB relationship is never static, always
undergoing a transformation and, in keeping with Jessop’s strategic relational approach
(see Chapter 1), in constant need of ‘political renovation work’. Once an HB is ‘formed’
social forces working across the integral State will have to constantly work to maintain
‘internal cohesion’, not just by offering economic concessions but sustaining/renewing
the common culture (via the organic intellectuals), although, as shown, use of
force/coercion remains a constant conditioning factor.

Such a situation of constant flux permits, in principal, space for a counter-hegemonic
HB: the “passage from the structure to the sphere of the complex superstructure” (e.g.
moving from the relations of social forces to the relations of political forces, involving
institution building under a universal ideological framework).

Perhaps the greatest challenge facing the Modern Prince was how to establish (and
crucially maintain) its ‘moral and intellectual leadership’ over the subaltern classes and
other associated groups (as part of a broader counter-hegemonic cultural revolution
within ‘civil society). It was imperative that the Modern Prince develop its own social
myths (see above), to overcome internal fragmentation amongst its heterogeneous
coalition (the United Front) and avoiding allied groups from being tempted away into
the hegemonic camp via trasformismo (see below). But since the means of production
and the key institutions of the integral State all remained under bourgeois control, it
would be no easy task.

Ultimately, even if the subaltern classes were able to achieve ‘political hegemony’
within ‘civil society’, the final success of such a power bid would depend on their
seizing control of the ‘political society’ and with it, necessarily, the coercive powers of
the ‘state’. The bourgeois state, after all, constituted the ultimate coercive guarantee of
bourgeois hegemony.
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The seizure of power by the masses and the dismantling of embedded power structures,
Gramsci recognised, would almost inevitably involve armed insurrection, coercion and
possibly violence (the aforementioned “decisive” third moment of hegemony). In a
conversation with fellow prison inmate, Athos Lisa, in 1933, Gramsci explained:

The violent conquest of power necessitates the creation by the party of the
working class of an organisation of the military type…capable of wounding and
inflicting grave blows on it at the decisive moment of struggle.268

There are few overt calls to insurgency within the Prison Notebook. Two possible
reasons for this can be identified. Firstly, as reiterated throughout this chapter, as a
closely monitored inmate, Gramsci was denied the luxury to openly express himself,
forced to write in an abstract style and rely on ambiguous terminology/language to
distract censors from his real radical purpose. Though he did make frequent references
to insurgency before his incarceration any call to arms from his prison cell was clearly
asking for trouble. Secondly, even if he were permitted greater liberty, Gramsci, as
shown above, was strongly opposed to any reckless Stalinist-inspired war of manoeuvre
armed uprising led by a few thousand party activists in an advanced capitalist country
until it had won over the support of the mass public; the very objective of the Modern
Prince’s war of movement.

Later commentators, reflecting on his prison writings and his mid-1920s drive to form a
Leninist United Front would criticise him for over-emphasising the role played by
consent in political organisation, giving the impression that under the PCI exterior
lurked a social democrat revisionist in disguise. Yet, as above and throughout this
chapter, such a reading is highly erroneous. Consent for Gramsci was only ever possible
within particular historic contexts, between allied social classes/groups, bound by
particular economic-corporative interests and underpinned by a shared (however
flawed) ethic-political vision, and, crucially backed up by coercion.
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In his final speech before the Italian Parliament, the “Sardinian hunchback” with “an
unquestionable powerful brain” as Mussolini once referred to him, addressed the Fascist
Party thus:

We are sure that we represent…the essential interests of the majority of the
Italian people. Proletarian violence is therefore progressive and cannot be
systematic. Your violence is systematic and systematically arbitrary because you
represent a minority destined to disappear. 269

2.2.3 Uneven Development, the Inter-State System & Passive
Revolutions
Growing up in Sardinia Gramsci was always acutely aware of the huge economic
differences which separated the regions of Italy. As noted, his early political life was
dedicated to defending ‘Sardinian interests’, which he considered to be in direct conflict
with the richer north, but it was not till his essay “Some Aspects of the Southern
Question”, that he began to analyse the structural nature of their relationship. Reflecting
further on the above question in prison Gramsci opined that the “relation between city
and countryside” represented the “necessary starting point for the study of the
fundamental motor forces of Italian history.”270

Sadly, national unity “had not taken place on a basis of equality, but as hegemony of the
North over the Mezzogiorno”; the North “was like an ‘octopus’ which enriched itself at
the expense of the South”“; indeed, the North’s “economic-industrial increment was in
direct proportion to the impoverishment of the economy and the agriculture of the
South”. As such the Mezzogiorno was “reduced to the status of a semi-colonial market,
a source of savings and taxes” 271.
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This process of surplus value extraction did not just occur by the magic of market
mechanisms alone. In true hegemonic fashion where the North was unable to guarantee
on-going exploitation of the South by consensus alone, coercion was applied in the form
of governmental bills (“political measures”) backed up by the “police measures” and
associated “pitiless repression”. Nor was the northern political class above granting
“personal favours” to “intellectual stratum” such as “jobs in the public administration”
or “licence to pillage the local administration with impunity” while “the most active
Southern elements” were incorporated into the State system or granted judicial and
bureaucratic privileges”. All this guaranteed that “the social stratum which could have
organised the endemic Southern discontent, instead became an instrument of Northern
policy, a kind of auxiliary private police”.272

Needless to say this structural exploitative nature of the North-South relationship
remained hidden from view for the “popular masses in the North” who found the
Mezzogiorno’s poverty “inexplicable”. The only feasible explanation for the regions
predicament had to be “innate in the population of the South”, the widespread and deeprooted belief in “the organic incapacity of the inhabitants, their barbarity, their
biological inferiority”.273

Although much of Gramsci’s own political and intellectual life was spent dedicated to
domestic affairs he fully understood that the same social forces at play in the national
sphere were also acting internationally. The bourgeoisie, after all, was an international
class and “must necessarily wield across national differences” and pursue its class
doctrine.274 In an early pre-prison article in Avanti! (26th June 1919) entitled “The
Return to Freedom”, Gramsci noted: “Capitalism is a world historical phenomenon and
its uneven development means that individual nations cannot be at the same level of
economic development at the same time”.275
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It was this uneven and combined development of capitalism,276 which made modern
Italian state formation implicitly, at once both a national and international phenomenon:
“the historical fact…cannot have strictly defined national boundaries, history is always
‘world history’ and particular histories only exist within the frame of world history”.277
This situation of economic-financial imperialism “does not apply only in Italy” Gramsci
lamented, “to a greater or minor extent it represents itself in all countries of Old
Europe” and is “even worse…in India and China, which explains the stagnation of
history in those counties and their politico military impotence.”278

Throughout the Prison Notebooks Gramsci continually differentiates between the
greater and lesser powers. The aforementioned processes of ‘uneven and combined
development’ had consolidated itself in exploitative international division of labour
whereby the “great” – or “hegemonic” – powers in the core (e.g. Britain, Germany,
France and the United States) were able to penetrate and appropriate the surplus value
produced in its subordinate periphery (e.g. Italy, Spain, Russia) (see below). This
conceptualisation of the global capitalist system as a hierarchical system of structural
exploitation would later be developed further by Lenin-inspired IR theories such as
dependency theory and world-systems theory.279

Gramsci then posed the question: “Do international relations precede or follow
(logically) fundamental social relations?” His response: “There can be no doubt that
they follow. Any organic innovation in the social structure, through its technicalmilitary expressions, modifies organically absolute and relative relations in the
international field too…international relations react both passively and actively on
political relations (of hegemony among the parties)”.280 The manner in which a given
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country inter-reacted at the international level – including militarily – appeared to
depend on developments at the domestic level. “Even the geographical position of a
national state does not precede but follows (logically) structural changes, although it
reacts back upon them to a certain extent (to the extent precisely to which
superstructures react upon the structure, politics upon economics, etc.)”.281

At the same time Gramsci recognised “one of the fundamental contradictions” of
capitalism was that “while economic life has as necessary premise internationalism or
even better cosmopolitanism, national (statale) life has always developed in the sense of
‘nationalism’ to ‘think about oneself’”; “English nationalism (inglesismo)”, he
explained, “has obstructed the fusion of the national groups, which necessarily were on
the way to be formed throughout the empire, into a unified imperial class.282 For this
reason Gramsci remained very sceptical with regards to the idea of a transnational
class: capitalism necessarily was cosmopolitan in character but limited by “national
life”.

The cosmopolitan, uneven development character of capitalism limited by “national
life” was expressed in a complex interplay between “the relation of internal forces,
international forces and the country’s geo-political position.” Class struggle, therefore,
was inherently part of the world system. Class relations within a hegemonic system at
the state level are inextricably linked to relations between international social forces that
“constitute the combinations of States in hegemonic systems”. After all “in the
international sphere, competition, the struggle to acquire private and national property,
creates the same hierarchies and system of slavery as in the national sphere.”283

Peripheral, non-hegemonic states enjoyed little political autonomy, not only because of
their intrinsic internal structural weaknesses but also the position they occupied in this
hierarchically-structured international capitalist system – both of which tended to
reinforce the other.284 And the more the peripheral states’ economic life was
subordinated to international relations, “the more a particular party will come to
represent this situation and to exploit it”, drawing support from international social
281
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forces to defeat domestic opposition group. But while this “foreigner’s party” sold itself
as “the most nationalistic party”, in fact, it did not represent “the vital forces of its own
country” but rather “the country’s subordination and economic enslavement to the
hegemonic nations or to a certain of their number.”285

The “great powers”, on the other hand, were all bourgeois hegemonies, having
undergone complete social revolutions consolidated in a new mode of production, social
relations and FOS. They became the “chief and guide of a system of alliances and of
greater and minor agreements” which promoted and reinforced their domestic interests.
A fundamental characteristic of a hegemonic power was “its ability to impress upon
state activity an autonomous direction, of which other states need to support the
influence and repercussions”. The outcome is that the hegemonic state manages to
shape the interests of other states so that they “concur in a decisive way to form a
system and an equilibrium”.286

Indeed, for someone who is commonly dismissed as being only interested in analysing
national politics, Gramsci does make incessant references to the international system.
To the untrained eye, in fact, he could even be mistaken for a realist/neorealist
perspective when he argues that the relative power a given state occupied within the
inter-state hierarchy could be “calculated” by taking into account: i) its “extension of
territory”( including population); ii) its “economic power” (differentiating between
“productive capacity” and “financial capacity”); iii) “military power” (and war-making
ability), and iv) “the ideological position a country has in the world, in being a
representative of progressive forces in history”. The significance of such “calculation”,
Gramsci held, was particularly important to analyse whether a potentially hegemonic
power was capacitated to threaten, wage and win war – the ultimate arbiter – and
impose its will on rival powers. Ideas also played an important role in this “hegemonic
transition” process. Great powers could often rely on their “prestige” and “diplomatic
pressure” and thus “obtain a part of the results of a victorious war without the need to
fight it”.287
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Gramsci drew on such “calculations”, for example, to analyse the changing fortunes of
the great powers following the First World War, more specifically the US’s rising GDP
and favourable BOP position compared to that Great Britain and how “tacitly” the latter
“had to acknowledge the supremacy of the United States”.288 What was occurring,
Gramsci insisted, was a international power shift; Europe had “lost its importance and
world politics depends upon London, Washington, Moscow, Tokyo rather than the
continent”289 Nevertheless, any route towards ‘hegemonic status’, let alone ‘world
hegemonic status’ depended, in the final analysis on the nature of structural changes
carried out within the country itself, as the US best exemplifies.

Analysing the “origins of wars” per se, Gramsci followed Lenin and Rosa Luxemburg
in affirming that the capitalist mode of production made war between states more rather
than less likely. The causes of war, he claimed, were largely domestic in origin: the
need to overcome the tendency of the rate of profit to decline in their state led dominant
classes to seek to spatially expand the area over which it was possible to “extract
surplus value” (and presumably bury it as well) ending in imperialism and ultimately
war with rival great powers.290 Drawing on Lenin, Gramsci affirmed that imperialism
was preferable to intensified surplus extraction “beyond certain limits” at home since
the latter risked augmenting class tensions and possibly conflicts between dominant and
subordinate classes.291

It is worth reiterating a few points with regards Gramsci’s conceptualisation of
hegemony at the international level:

Firstly, Gramsci’s made little conceptual differentiation between hegemony at the
international level and hegemony at the national level; in both cases it referred to
domination of an “hegemonic character” (a mixture of “direct domination and
hegemony”)292 as opposed to ‘direct domination’. Gramsci illustrated the difference by
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comparing the US’s relations with Central America (“domination”) with that with the
Caribbean Sea and the Antilles (“hegemony”).293

Secondly, Gramsci refers to hegemonic states in the plural – larger more powerful states
can exercise influence over relatively weaker states while in turn be subject to pressure
from even more powerful states. Furthermore, this hierarchical structure of the system
of states, Gramsci opined, meant that understanding the history of hegemonic states to
some extent explained the development of weaker states: “Just as, in a certain sense, in
a given state history is the history of the ruling classes, so, on a world scale, history is
the history of the hegemonic states. The history of the subaltern states is explained by
the history of hegemonic states”.294 Nevertheless, where he differed from
realists/neorealists was that his hierarchical system of states was part of a capitalist
world system, coming about as a result of the ‘uneven and combined development’ of
capitalism, and where the state itself was an integral state, built upon a class-based HB
designed to meets the need of capital accumulation.

Thirdly, there did exist the possibility of a country becoming a “world hegemonic state”
if the latter was able “to imprint upon its activities an absolutely autonomous direction
which all other powers, great and minor, have to feel the influence”.295 The “global
politico-economic system” of “Anglo-Saxon world hegemony”, Gramsci observed, was
bringing about the “colonial subjection of the whole world to Anglo-Saxon capitalism”.
Indeed, “colonial populations become the foundations on which the whole edifice of
capitalist exploitation is erected”.296

The very “impetus for progress”, Gramsci observed, was to be found at the international
level.297 Competition in the world economy, Trotsky claimed, forced “a backward
country” to assimilate “the material and intellectual conquests of the advanced
countries”.298 In a similar vein Gramsci referred to the way core countries transmitted
their “ideological currents to the periphery”; such “currents” being “born on the basis of
293
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the productive development of the more advanced countries”.299 This was not to say, as
Trotsky admitted, that a backward country would “slavishly” pass through the same
stages as their advanced counterparts;300 once again it depended on the dynamics of
internal social forces.

Gramsci illustrated the spatial form taken by the ‘uneven development of capitalism’
and just how international and national social forces inter-related by drawing on the
Italian Risorgimento, and with it the introduction of the one of his key concepts.

Unlike the French Revolution, the unification (and subsequent modernising) of Italy
was not led by a popular Jacobin-type political revolution. Instead it took place under
guidance of a narrow right-wing coalition – Cavour’s Partito Moderato – and amounted
to a “‘revolution’ without a ‘revolution’”, or a “passive revolution”.301 Such passive
revolutions generally occurred in peripheral countries, Gramsci observed, when the
State “led” the group (i.e. the capitalist class) which should have been “leading”,
utilizing the necessary power to set up specific institutions to transform SROP
(noticeably the subaltern classes) and make them compatible with “new economic
tendencies” (e.g. a new accumulation strategy) arriving from abroad.302

A passive revolution, therefore, was at once a national and international event. At the
national level it involved a state transition (or revolution) ‘from above’, carried out by a
narrow modernising elite. Yet this state formation project process was largely driven by
the world historic conditions of uneven and combined development and remained
reliant on the support from external support for its successful implementation.
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Passive revolutions, thus, represented an exercise in both continuity and change within
the context of a global capitalist order: a modification of social relations was to take
place without engineering a grand transformation in the old order (i.e. the
aristocracy/emperors continued to reign) or to take on board the interests of the
subordinate classes (i.e. as occurs in hegemony). It was, in essence, a policy of
“restoration”, in which “social struggles find sufficiently elastic frameworks to allow
the bourgeoisie to gain power without dramatic upheavals”303 and economic/political
‘modernisation’ could take place. Its elitist nature and lack of both popular support and,
crucially, a historic bloc, however, meant a passive revolution was always more
unstable than hegemony

Although such as strategy almost inevitably involved a processes of imitation each
passive revolution manifested itself in different states in a variety of ways, depending
on their internal class relations and their relationship with external forces.304 The
process therefore was highly political and the ‘recipient’ state should not be seen as
powerless “transmission belt” for transnational capital.

With regards the exact forms passive revolutions could take Gramsci identified two
non-exclusive salient features: i) caesarism and ii) transformism (or trasformismo).

In the former, coinciding with Marx’s analysis in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Napoleon, a charismatic figure intervenes to resolve a political stalemate – “a situation
in which the forces in conflict balance each other in a catastrophic manner” – could be
of a progressive or reactionary nature, with the latter normally developing out of the
former to consolidate existing power relations.305

Gramsci illustrated this by referring to post-WWI Italy. Here a political stand-off had
developed between large industrial/agrarian capital on one side and Bolshevik-inspired
labour militancy (which Gramsci himself tried so hard to ferment) on the other.
Transformation of SROP, therefore, could only take place via a passive revolution. This
time instead of Cavour’s progressive passive revolution, it now fell to Mussolini’s
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reactionary caesarism to preserve the power of the bourgeoisie, encouraging the
dominant class to participate in a centralised corporatist structure and thereby re-impose
capital’s control over labour.

In the interim period between Cavour and Mussolini the Italian regime exhibited the
second major characteristic of passive revolution – transformism. According to
Gramsci, “one might say that the entire State life of Italy from 1848 onwards has been
characterised by transformism – in other words by the formation of an ever extensive
ruling class”.306

Transformism involved coalition building amongst a wide range of social groups,
though necessarily including the co-option of opposition (working class) leaders,
exemplified by Giolitti’s attempt to consolidate a common front between Northern
industrialists and urban workers (e.g. the PSI, FIOM and the CGL) via state
protectionism in the pre-fascist 1920s.307 The strategic objective was clear. By
assimilating the working class into a broad coalition the dominant classes hoped to be
able to dilute revolutionary discourse, undermine class struggle and thereby shape
subaltern objectives in a way as to be compatible with their own interests.

Once again it was international social forces which interacted with these seemingly
purely domestic class struggles. Mussolini’s state corporativism – itself a perpetuation
of transformism – aimed “to develop the productive forces of history” in order to
compete “with the most advanced industrial formations of countries which monopolise
raw materials and have accumulated massive capital sums” (i.e. Fordism). Thanks to the
tendency of profit to fall there was the need to “widen the area of expansion of its
income-bearing investments.” After all what was fascism, asked Gramsci, if it was not
“the attempt to resolve the problems of production and exchange with machine guns and
pistol-shots.” 308
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As indicated above, Gramsci understood very clearly the significance of “the
intervention of Anglo-American capital in Italy”309, well aware how this new mode of
production and connected social class hegemony affected domestic social formation,
undermining nationally embedded HBs within state-civil society complexes and with it
the FOS.
In an extended essay entitled “Americanism and Fordism” in the Prison Notebooks310
Gramsci analysed the manner in which “organic innovation” in the US – revolutionary
mass production techniques (Fordism) and scientific management processes
(Taylorism). These expanded abroad from their original productive base in the
1920s/30s. Though admitting that it was “still in its initial phase” Gramsci stressed that
this process of “America rationalisation” was set to radically alter the SROP. Principally
this involved “the accelerated rhythm in the progress of production and labour methods
and the modification of the modern worker”;311 the creation “a new type of man suited
to the new type of work and productive process.”312

Clearly the effects of the rise of “Americanism” were not limited to Italy. Under the
“implacable weight of its economic production” Gramsci posed the question as to
whether the US would compel Europe “to overturn its excessively antiquated economic
and social basis”, to develop new forms of state and to “overthrow of the existing forms
of civilisation and the forced birth a new”.313

If Fordism represented structure, its superstructural counterpart was the “Fordist
ideology” or “Americanism”, referring to the way of life which underpinned that
particular production process. In this sense “Americanism” can be considered truly
hegemonic, involving the “tempering of compulsion (self-discipline) with persuasion”;
“coercion… ingeniously combined with persuasion and consent.” Though the worker
would be turned into the “trained gorilla” of mass production, and find his family life
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and sexuality heavily regulated, his recompense would come in the form of higher
wages and relative job security, thanks to the “monopoly profits” generated.314

Importantly, Fordism could not just appear anyway. “Americanisation” could only take
route nurtured within “a particular environment, a particular social structure” and a
certain”: a “liberal state” understood in its broadest sense encompassing not just laissez
faire governmental policies but vitally “free initiative and of economic individualism”,
which means “on the level of ‘civil society’”.315 To that end Gramsci noted how the US
– the “supreme arbiter of world finance” – was trying to “impose a network of
organisations and movements under its leadership,” an array of public and private
international organisation, from the League of Nations to the YMCA, and Rotary Club
to help nurture consensus within national state-civil society complexes and therefore
facilitate the expansion of American liberalism and hence establishment of American
global hegemony.316

Though apparently so different, Gramsci considered the introduction of Fordism and
fascism as seeking to resolve the same underlying structural problem afflicting
capitalism: how to resolve capitalism’s adopted as an answer to the “tendency of the
rare of profit to fall”. Neither solutions represented the abandonment of hegemony –
both were reliant on coercion and consensus to varying degrees – rather its
transformation. While one was pushed by the private sector (supported by the state) the
other sought “to restore economy by state planning, a public credit system etc.” 317

Mirroring Marx, Gramsci held that such solutions to restore capital’s profitability would
only ever function short term under pressure from competition: “the monopoly will be
necessarily firstly limited and then destroyed by the diffusion of the new methods (of
production) internally to the United States and abroad”. Despite appearances, thus, the
advent of Fordism did not constitute a new historical phase and the end to class
struggle, in fact “nothing has changed in the relation between the fundamental
groups.”318
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2.3. Towards a Neo-Neo Gramscian Approach
2.3.1 Robert Cox’s Neo-Gramscian Perspective
As the previous section revealed, despite being portrayed as a theorist largely concerned
with the state and national societies, Gramsci was eminently international in his
thinking: “the perspective is international and cannot be otherwise”.319

While it may be true to say Gramsci did not dedicate as much analysis to the global
process of capital accumulation, international relations, imperialism or war, as fellow
neo-Marxists, Lenin, Trotsky or Luxembourg, he did share much of their perspectives
and remained a life-long revolutionary internationalist. Indeed, none of his key concepts
– the integral state, hegemony, historical bloc, organic intellectuals, common sense,
passive revolution etc – can be understood outside a world-historic capitalist system of
uneven development. Social forces emanating out of the SROP and associated class
struggles, for example, were necessarily at once both a national and international events:
the bourgeoisie, after all, constituted a “concrete world class” within a “world
market”.320

It has also been noted that the same concepts Gramsci utilises to analyse the national
level – “relations within society” and “hegemonic systems within the state” – are
applied to address “relations between international forces” that constitute “the
combinations of states in hegemonic systems.” History, after all was always “worldhistory”, analogous with that of the hegemonic states. 321 Liberals , in short, committed a
grave error with their dualist conceptualisation of the ‘national’ and ‘international’
levels as two distinct dimensions: they were, in fact, dialectically inter-related

Nevertheless, and despite its obvious utility, Gramsci’s conceptual framework was
scarcely applied to international relations until the early 1980s by Robert W. Cox.
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Beginning with a couple of ground-breaking articles,322 Cox set out his own NeoGramscian perspective, which he considered offered a far more convincing explanation
for the functioning and changing nature of the international system than that forwarded
by mainstream IR theory famously expressed in the neorealist line promoted by
Kenneth Waltz.323

Cox ridiculed mainstream IR theory’s claim to scientific objectivity: “Theory is always
for someone and for some purpose”, he famously asserted. Adhering to his basic
historicist method Cox insisted that “[a]ll theories had a perspective” which related to a
particular socio-political temporal-spatial position. “The world is seen from a standpoint
definable in terms of nations or social class, of dominance or subordination, of rising or
declining power, of a sense of immobility or of present crisis, of past experience, and of
hopes and expectations for the future.” With any theory, Cox insisted, it was vital to
“examine it as ideology, and to lay bare it concealed perspective”.324

Cox then sought to differentiate between two types of theory: i) problem-solving theory
and ii) critical theory.325 The former, Cox held, was underpinned by a positivist
epistemology, and as a result was:

1) Implicitly conservative: these theories took the world as they found it taking
“the prevailing social and power relationships and institutions” as “the
framework for action”; content to resolve the polemics within said system,
the main aim is “to make these relationships and institutions works
smoothly”, without seeking to change them

2) Methodologically flawed: ‘solving the problem’ required them adhering to a
scientific methodology best suited to the natural rather than social world
(fixing limits, parameters and variables; sub-dividing the social world into
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distinct, separated analytical spheres; and adhering to a ‘subject-object’ split
between researcher and researched); as a consequence they were:

3) Liable to make dubious knowledge claims: researcher adhering to this
epistemological position argued they could produce objective (i.e. apolitical),
scientific, universally-applicable value-free truth

4) Unable to countenance/theorise change: adopting an ahistorical view of the
social world (e.g. international system) ipso facto meaning adopting a static
theory of politics in an unchanging present

Instead, Cox recommended critical theory; “critical”, in the sense that it: “stands apart
from the prevailing order of the world and asks how that order came about”. Unlike
“problem-solving” theory, therefore, critical theory:

1) “does not take institutional and social and power relations for granted but
calls them into question by concerning itself with their origins and how and
whether they might be in a process of changing”, and what forces have the
emancipation potential to transform the prevailing order, which, it was
openly acknowledged, remained the ultimate objective.

2) maintains the “social and political complex” must be studied as a “whole”,
and that individual ‘issues’ cannot be isolated and analysed separately

3) claims, therefore, that all truth is socially contingent, and all concepts must
be constantly adjusted to explain the “changing reality”, while all ‘neutral’
research, value-laden; proponents of critical theory are unashamedly
normative, favouring a particular social/political order, within the accepted
historically-limited possibilities.

4) “is theory of history in the sense of being concerned not just with the past but
with a continuing process of historical change”; no social phenomenon can
be understood outside spatio-temporal context
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Theories and concepts, therefore, had to be constantly adjusted to so as to better suit the
new underlying or emerging reality.

Turning to IR theory specifically, Cox did acknowledge the richness of classical realism
but lamented the way post-World War II American thinkers, such as Hans Morgenthau
and Kenneth Waltz, had converted the tradition into a “problem-solving theory”. This
new American realism (or later neorealism), may have served to legitimise the Cold
War framework but it was guilty, Cox held, of promoting a largely ahistorical/a-spatial
view of IR characterised by a triple reification:

1) reification of human nature (implicitly selfish and hunger for power)

2) reification of the state (a thing in itself, separated from ‘civil society’ but all
driven by the same concern to maximise its relative power)

3) reification of the inter-state system (both anarchic and constraining, via the
balance of power, the expansive tendency of the states).326

Though such “statolatry”, raison d’état, and associated debate on foreign policy
strategies had come to dominate IR academia and popular discourse, Cox held that
neorealism was undermined by its own epistemological inadequacies.

One of the Cox’s stated objectives in deconstructing IR theory was to recover the
concept of hegemony from the so-called American International Political Economy
(IPE) theorists, such as Charles Kindelberger, Stephen Krasner, Robert Gilpin and
above all Robert Keohane.327
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These IPE scholars who utilised the term in the context of their “hegemonic stability
theory” (HST) to describe a situation where a powerful dominant state is able to force
other states to join international regimes/institutions which, while seemingly forwarding
universal interests, are purposely designed to delimit the options of other states and
create/maintain the type of world order most beneficial to the hegemon.

Although it did recognise the important role of values, norms and institutions in the
international order, HST still effectively remained a sub-section of realist theory and
hence guilty of ‘statolatry’: hegemony, after all, was merely a function of state-power;
states enjoying domination over the states due to superior economic and military
capabilities.

The Neo-Gramscian conceptualisation proposed by Cox was quite different.

Firstly, hegemony was a form of class rule, as opposed to state rule, with class
understood as an historical relationship rather than static analytical category.328 Cox
ridiculed the idea that the raison d’état for a particular state (“the limits or parameters of
state purposes, and the modus operandi of state action”) could be reduced to some
abstract, reified mode of power-maximisation, as realist/neorealist theory ventured.
Rather than ‘a thing in itself’ the state was understood as a social relation: the
condensation of a hegemonic relationship between dominant classes and class fractions.
A country’s particular ‘foreign policy’ therefore emerged from on-going complex social
processes (i.e. class struggles) within its particular HB which itself was in constant
dialectical interaction with global social forces.329

Secondly, HST reduced hegemony to coercion, ignoring Gramsci’s emphasis on
consensus, with all that implied (see below). According to Cox “dominance by a
powerful state may be a necessary but not a sufficient condition of hegemony.”330
Thirdly, argued Cox, it was necessary to place “stability” (the ‘S’ in ‘HST’) within its
material, ideational and institutional context. Fourthly, and finally, as a static theory,
how could HST successfully conceptualise change?
328
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A critical theory of hegemony rooted in historical materialism, Cox maintained, offered
a far more convincing alternative to its mainstream counterparts. Drawing inspiration
from Vico, Marx and Gramsci, Cox proceeded to explain why a historical materialist
perspective was superior to mainstream IR theory:

1) it is dialectical, recognising that in any historical concrete situation
confrontation between opposed social forces creates the space for a change
in social organisation

2) by focusing on imperialism it “adds a vertical dimension of power to the
horizontal dimension of rivalry among the most powerful states” which
neorealists address

3) it has a more convincing conceptualisation of the ‘internal’ relationship
between the state and society which how this impinges on the world order

4) it considers the production process a crucial factor to explain the exact
historical form taken by an aforementioned state-society complex; historical
materialism, unlike neorealism, “examines the connection between power in
production, power in the state, and power in international relations”.331

Cox’s historical materialism was, hence, formally set within a production paradigm.
Changes within the production sphere arising from the aforementioned dialectical
interplay of social forces could be exploited by progressive political groups (he hoped)
as part of critical theory’s drive towards human emancipation. At the same time Cox
recognised that political action was “never absolutely free” but took place within a
particular historical framework.332

In a reconceptualisation of the perennial structure-agency debate Cox proposed a radical
ontological (not just epistemological) departure from mainstream IR theory. Cox’s
solution was both to historicise and pluralize structure. ‘Structure’ here was to be
331
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replaced by “historical structures” and defined as “persistent social practises, made by
collective human activity and transformed through collective human activity”. These
said historical structures were constituted by the non-determinist interaction between “a
particular combination of thought patterns, material conditions, and human institutions”,
and where any given ‘event’ was inseparable from its historical context.333

Historical structures, Cox asserted, constituted a “framework for action” without
determining actions “in any direct mechanical way”. Nevertheless, they imposed
pressures and constraints”, which social actors could work with or attempt to resist but
could not ignore. Indeed, he continued, even where agents do manage to “resist a
prevailing historical structure” they must ‘buttress’ their actions “with an alternative,
emerging configuration of forces, a rival structure.”334

Any given historical structure was constituted by the interaction of “three categories of
forces (expressed as potentials)”, namely:

1) material capabilities: considered “productive and destructive potentials”;
existing in both “dynamic form” as “technological and organisational
capabilities” and in “accumulated form” as “natural resources” transferable
by technology into “stocks of equipment” and thus “wealth”

2) ideas: which are divided in two types:
a) “intersubjective meanings”, defined as “those shared notions of the
nature of social relations which tend to perpetuate habits and expectation
of behaviour” (e.g. norms governing state sovereignty, diplomatic
relations etc) and
b) “collective images of social order held by different groups of people”
(e.g. with regards to the “legitimacy of prevailing power relations”)
Whereas the former “intersubjective meanings” are “broadly common
throughout a particular historical period” and “constitute common ground
of social discourse”, “collective images may be several and opposed” and
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thereby create the ‘space’ for thinking about the possible “material and
institutional basis” for the emergence of an alternative structure”.

3) institutions: represent “a means of stabilizing and perpetuating a particular
order; reflects the power relations prevailing at their point of origin and
tends, at least initially, to encourage collective images consistent with these
power relations”, yet they may in time they “take on their own life”,
becoming “a battleground of opposing tendencies”; considered as an
amalgam of 1) and 2). There was an intimate connection between this
institutionalisation and Gramsci’s aforementioned second “moment” of
“relations of forces”: providing as they do “ways of dealing with conflict so
as to minimize the use of force”.335

The interaction between these three levels was represented schematically, in a reciprocal
triangular format: each of the forces (“material capabilities”, “ideas” and “institutions”)
able to exert an influence on, and be affected by, either of the other two forces in a nondeterminist reciprocal manner.

True to his historicist perspective Cox admitted that his “method” was only apt for
“limited totalities”; a rather simplified representation of a particular area of spatiotemporal defined human activity reflected in a particular configuration of forces. 336

Cox then applied “the method of historical structures” to three particular levels or
spheres of activity. Similarly these three levels were engaged in a dialectical
relationship with each other and represented schematically, in a triangular format:337

1) social forces: similar to Gramsci’s relation of forces, these are the principal
collective actors “engendered by the production process”, or SROP,338 which
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encapsulate certain configurations of social class forces and operate within
and across all spheres of activity;

2) forms of states: derived from Gramsci’s integral State concept, these were
considered as historically contingent state-civil society complexes rested
upon certain configurations of social-class forces as a result of internal
political struggles The state was thus the condensation of hegemonic
relations between dominant classes and subordinate class fractions and
expressed in the establishment of a HB. A HB could not exist without a
hegemonic social class and therefore remained a national phenomenon. 339

3) world order: defined as “the particular configuration of forces which
successively define the problematic of war and peace for the ensemble of
states”, allowing critical theorists, such as Cox, to envision the possibility of
other alternative forms of world order. “Order” here meant “the way things
usually happen” (e.g. established practises), rather than the absence of
‘disorder’.340

In theory, therefore, each of the above spheres was constituted, by its own particular
configuration of ‘material’, ‘ideational’ and ‘institutional’ forces. In reality, however,
these spheres did not exist in isolation but rather impacted on, and were impacted by,
the other respective spheres as part of a genuine historical process. “Changes in the
organisation of production”, Cox explained, “generate new social forces which, in turn,
bring about changes in the structure of states; and the generalisation of changes in the
structure of states alters the problematic of world order”.341

With regards to just how a hegemonic world order is established, Cox reiterated
Gramsci’s position, noting that historically they “are founded by powerful states which
have undergone a thorough social and economic revolution”. “The revolution”, Cox
continues, “not only modifies the internal economic and political structures of the state
339
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in question but also unleashes energies which expand beyond the state’s boundaries.”
The origins of “world hegemony”, therefore, were always to be located at the national
level: “an outward expansion of the internal (national) hegemony established by a
dominant social class”. Social forces necessarily act internationally: “[t]he economic
and social institutions, the culture, the technology associated with this national
hegemony becomes patterns for emulation abroad”, causing a restructuring of domestic
SROP and associated HBs. Even countries in the ‘periphery’ are forced to ‘import’ the
“hegemonic model”, usually via a passive revolution (attempting “to incorporate
elements from the hegemonic model without disturbing old power structures).342

By promoting a particular mode of production through the world order, a would-be
hegemonic class was consciously consolidating its position at both the national and
international level. There could be no world hegemonic order without: i) a global
hegemonic class and ii) tacit support of key classes/fractions of classes within the
‘receiving’ nation states.

Drawing on the work of Braudel Annals School, Eric Hobsbawn and world-systems
scholars such as Immanuel Wallerstein343, Cox’s own empirical study breaks down the
post-Napoleonic epoch into four hegemonic and non-hegemonic periods as follows:

1) from 1845 to 1875 – ‘hegemonic’ (under Pax Britannica)
2) from 1875 to 1945 – ‘non-hegemonic’
3) from 1945 to 1965 – ‘hegemonic’ (under Pax Americana)
4) from 1965 to present – new ‘transnational hegemonic’ stage

To avoid being accused of drifting into HST Cox explained that hegemony at the
international level was “not merely an order among states” (i.e. at the inter-state level)
but rather “an order within a world economy and dominant mode of production which
penetrates all countries and links into the subordinate modes of production”. “World
hegemony” involved “a complex of international social relationships which connect the
social classes of the different countries”; the establishment of links and alliances
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between civil societies across national frontiers to form a “globally conceived civil
society”. “The historic bloc underpinning particular states”, Cox explained, “become
connected through the mutual interests and ideological perspectives of social classes in
different countries, and global classes begin to form”. World hegemony, thus, was
always more than just materialist in nature; it necessarily expressed “a social structure,
an economic structure, and a political structure”, at the same time. Reality cannot be
reduced to one of these things, “but must be all three”. 344

The ‘social structure’ of world hegemony, furthermore, not only consisted of “the
physical environment of human action but also the institutional, moral and ideological
context that shapes thoughts and actions,” filtered through the multiple socio-economic
and ethno-political structures and identities in society.345 Even where the hegemonic
order had been “externally imposed” it had to be “transformed into an intersubjectively
constituted reality” and give the “appearance of acquiescence…as if it were the natural
order of things”.346 Inter-subjective notions of social relations helped mould opinions,
manufacture consensus and hence shape reality.

It was imperative here that the would-be hegemonic state/class exercise “intellectual
and moral leadership”347 and frame its particular interests, emerging from its particular
FOS, “in terms of universal or general interests”348 The new world order established had
to be acceptable to a wide variety of very different states, or at least the most advanced
ones, who felt their interests were compatible to, and furthered by, said hegemonic
power, with whom they enjoyed an ‘equal’ (i.e. not vertical/imperial) relationship.349
As indicated, the key mechanism for “stabilizing and perpetuating a particular order”350
and to “encourage collective images consistent with these power relations” – in this case
hegemonic power relations in the core with regards to the dominant mode of production
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– and with it bringing about a modification of world order (analogous to Cox’s social
forces), was the founding of international organisations.

Institutionalisation, as Gramsci had insisted, constituted the second “moment” in the
construction of class hegemony, considered “the most purely political phase”.351 These,
Cox maintained operated at least formally on the basis of consensus, permitting the
dominant power “to minimize the use of force.” Cox considered international
organisations “the anchor” of the new hegemonic world order whose essential function
was to embody, promote, ideologically legitimate and socially embed those universal
rules, norms, practices and values most favoured by dominant economic and social
forces and with it expand said hegemonic world order. 352

Importantly, again following Gramsci, Cox emphasized how at the national level these
international organisations helped worked to legitimate certain state policies and
institutions while marginalising others, often managing to assimilate oppositional
tendencies by granting economic-corporate concessions, opt-outs and derogations from
the norm.353 Such a process was especially important in co-opting the political elite
from peripheral countries via a process of trasformismo. Despite their original
intentions to seek systemic change developing country leaders usually find that by
participating in these international organisations they end up being forced to “work
within the structures of passive revolution” and hence inadvertently help to reproduce
hegemonic relations. It was in this context that Cox compared hegemony to a pillow: “it
absorbs blows and sooner or later the would-be assailant will find it comfortable to rest
upon.”354

“World hegemony” in other words, constituted an historical fit: an expression of
broadly-based consent manifested in the acceptance of ideas (collective image of world
order and acceptance of associated norms) and participation in ‘universal’ international
organisations though underpinned by a configuration of material power. Though it may
351
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manifested itself in a hierarchical inter-state system, world hegemony it remained a
form of class rule: different nationally-based social classes linked together by the
dominant mode of production penetrating all countries in dialectical inter-relation with
subordinate modes of production (and their respective SROP).

Cox best illustrates how this process of institutionalisation takes place at the
international level by studying the establishment of American hegemony from the 1940s
onwards.

In what he termed the internationalisation of the state (IOS) Washington sponsored the
setting up of numerous institutions, such as the UN, the Bretton Woods institutions, the
OEEC/Marshall Plan, NATO and the OECD in order to “reconcile domestic social
pressures with the requirements of a world economy”. These institutions formed part of
a complex “machinery” designed to “supervise the application of the system’s norms”,
and promote the “harmonisation of national policies”.355

Later known as embedded liberalism (see Chapter III), the aim of these institutions was
to restructure Western forms of states in line with the interests of American hegemony,
taking them away from potentially insular-looking state-planned welfare states, in
favour of liberal, more informal corporativist, openly trading economies. To that end,
Cox affirms, the IOS facilitated the reconstruction of the formal state structure. Those
government agencies traditionally linked to war-time welfare nationalism/national
corporatist arrangements (i.e. the ministries of labour, industry and planning) were
subordinated to those entreated with the task of adjusting the national economy to the
demands of the international economy (i.e. the office of president and prime minister,
treasury departments and central banks).356

The huge expansion of foreign (largely US) direct investment from the early 1950s
onwards, facilitated by the above IOS, Cox claims, led to deep international economic
integration, which he termed the IOP. This IOP and finance reshaped the dominant
mode of production at the national level, mobilising social forces, which in turn
provoked a dramatic reconstitution in traditional systems of governance. The effects of
355
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this on-going process, therefore, were not only to undermine embedded liberalism
arrangements, and with it the very foundations of Pax Americana (including the Bretton
Woods exchange rate system), but also to change class relations.

As a result of these changes in the SROP new transnational social forces and associated
class struggles had emerged. It was becoming “increasingly pertinent to think in terms
of a global class structure alongside or superimposed upon national class structure”.
Furthermore, situated at “the apex” of this “emerging global class structure” was the
“transnational managerial class”, made up of transnational corporation heads,
international organisational chiefs and those nationally based economic, political and
bureaucratic elites linked to internationally orientated sectors within countries.

This new transnational class had developed “its own ideology, strategy, and institutions
of collective action” now constituted, in Marxist terms, “a class both in itself and for
itself”, pursuing its own transnational agenda and ideological indoctrination via its
chosen international institutional architecture (e.g. Trilateral Commission, World Bank,
IMF etc).357 Tensions were beginning to increase between transnational and national
capital. Cox would later assert that “states are becoming transmission belts from the
global into the national economic sphere”.358

This transnational-national split was also occurring at the other end of the class
spectrum where the IOP process had fragmented the subaltern classes. Two main
cleavages had emerged within industrial labour: 1) between “established” workers
(relatively skilled, employed by large corporations enjoying stable employment) and
“nonestablished” workers (non-stable unskilled jobs linked to decentralised production);
and 2) amongst “established workers”, between those employed “in the sector of
international production” (considered as being “potential allies of international capital”)
and those “in the sector of national capital (considered as “more susceptible to the
appeal of protectionism and national…corporatism”).359
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Despite his wariness of structuralism in the final analysis Cox does end up agreeing
with Gramsci, recognise that this globalisation process has helped consolidate the
hierarchical structure of the inter-state system, establishing a core-periphery and vertical
international division of labour reminiscent of dependency theory and world-systems
theory. Furthermore, he does accept that the business culture promoted by this
transnational managerial class is unashamedly American in nature.

Cox’s work inspired two broad schools of Neo-Gramscians working within the
international political economy.

One, led by Stephen R. Gill, extended Cox’s IOS thesis, analysing it as part of the
changing character of US-centred hegemony in the global political economy, famously
expressed in his work on the importance of the Trilateral Commission.360 Gill shares
much of Cox’s analysis up to the 1970s where he considers a structural change took
place: the shift from an international to a transnational HB. Unlike Cox, however Gill
does not equate an HB with hegemony. The current transnational HB, for example, does
not, at the present time enjoy a position of hegemony but rather of supremacy (i.e.
lacking in ‘intellectual and moral leadership’).361

Indeed, Gill’s line of academic research then leaves behind hegemony focusing on
processes of the politics of supremacy and how it is expressed via what he refers to as
new constitutionalism.362 This new constitutionalism defined as “a doctrine and
associated set of social forces which seeks to place restraints on the democratic control
of public and private economic organisations and institutions”, was an elite discourse
linked to further the interests of this emergent transnational HB. Continuing Cox’s work
on institutions, Gill held that key international organisations – most notably the
restructured versions of the IMF and the World Bank – had played a vital role in
embedding the hegemony of disciplinary neoliberalism.363
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The principal objective of this new constitutionalism was to facilitate the unhindered
transnational flow of global capital and reduce in effect to reduce the autonomy of
states, reducing their economic options to those neoliberal fiscal and monetary policies
afin to the interests of global finance and expressed in the Washington Consensus.
Perhaps the most successful way states accepted the “binding constraints” of this new
constitutionalist framework was participating in regional integration projects; a process
which began in earnest following Europe’s signing of the Single European Act (1986)
and subsequent launching of the European Union at Maastricht in 1991.

The second Neo-Gramscian strand, the Amsterdam School – made up of Bastian Van
Apeldoorn, Kees Van der Pijl, and Hank Overbeek – similarly sought to unearth the
dynamics of the increasingly transnationalised ‘international’ political economy and
especially the inter-relation between the state and transnational actors (e.g. social forces
and classes) drawing on Cox’s conceptualisation of global civil society.

Reviving Cox’s attack on realist IR theory Overbeek insisted states were “expressions
of particular configurations of social forces rather than ‘actors in their own right”,
therefore hegemony was exercised at the international level not by states but by social
forces or transnational classes. Hegemony in the global system” he stressed, “is
therefore seen as a form of class rule, and not primarily as a relationship between
states.”364 The process of transnational class formation, Apeldoorn argues: “takes place
through such organisation channels as corporate interlocks, but also through elite
socialisations in all kinds of transnational forums or ‘planning groups’”.365 Regulation
in this new transnational world is also adapted, “complemented by the establishment of
complex governance structures (among a group of states) with quasi-state features
serving as the world’s banker and providing the power (here relying on one or a few
states) to safeguard capitalist relations of production around the globe”.366

For Van der Pijl we are witnessing an organic crisis of the Hobbesian powermaximizing state. Increasingly the Western world was made up of “Lockian states”:
market-orientated state-civil society complexes with largely self-regulating civil
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societies. In a vision which at best resembles Kautsky’s ultra-imperialist thesis of
Kautsky, at worst Fukuyama’s “end of history” scenario, Van der Pijl believed the
international system, had passed from one based upon coercion – comprising individual
autonomous nation states engaged in an Hobbesian power-maximising struggle – to one
based upon consensus. “Lockian states” residing in the “Lockean heartland” could
engage in cooperation for mutual benefit.367

“It is within the Lockean heartland”, Van der Pijl asserts, “that we have to think of the
circulation of concepts of control. The struggle for hegemony between fractions of the
bourgeoisie, through which the general tendency of the transnational ruling class asserts
itself nationally and between the different states within and outside the Lockean
heartland, replaces the traditional forms of world politics ever more by ‘global domestic
politics’”. Exercising “hegemonic control” it appeared was reduced to “frameworks of
thought and practise”.368

The Amsterdam School therefore does not completely rule out political tensions. But
the main rivalry is amongst the different bourgeois factions of the ruling transnational
class – rather than between states – a manifestation of the different capitalist factions
(i.e. banking, commercial or industry).

2.3.2 The Coxian Model: A Critique
No doubt Robert W. Cox’s critical re-examination of world order structures constitutes
a huge contribution to IR/IPE: a ground-breaking attempt to study the establishment of
historically divergent regimes of regulation and accumulation within capitalist
modernity.

The perspective adopted in this paper, however, does digress from his thesis due to what
it is claimed are certain key inconsistencies and contradictions at the heart of his work.
The best way to comprehend this ‘wrong theoretical turn’ it is necessary to place Cox
367
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and the Neo-Gramscian perspective he inspired within its historical context – to
historicise Cox, as Gramsci himself was historicised.

The Neo-Gramscian approach arose in the 1980s, expanding in the 1990s, as part of a
broad post-structuralist paradigm shift in the wake of key socio-economic-politicocultural developments such as the expansion of neoliberal globalisation, the end of the
Cold War and the explosion of multiple millennium social movements, offering varying
visions of what this new world order could look like.

This period was particularly difficult for the Left – amongst them old Stalinists,
Keynesian social democrats and left-leaning liberals alike – who struggled to
conceptualise or contest the advent of globalisation and its supposed weakening of the
state. Wishful thinking replaced analysis. All too readily critics of neoliberalism seized
on the collapse of the WTO meeting at Seattle and the founding of global social forums
demanding social justice as indicative of a widespread dissatisfaction with the system
and even the beginning of a nascent counter-hegemonic force.

Such naive optimism was shared by many Neo-Gramscians, reflected in the flawed
nature of their theoretical framework and associated misreading of Gramsci.
Underpinning these theoretical inconsistencies lay deeper questions of ontology and
epistemology (as indicated in Chapter 1).

The following section is dedicated to laying bare the ontological, epistemological and
theoretical failings at the heart of Neo-Gramscian thought, and in doing so to replace it
with a Neo-neo-Gramscian perspective which is considered to offer a far more
convincing explanation of the dynamics at play in the functioning of world order.

Robert Cox’s principal objective, as a self-confessed ‘critical theorist’, was to elaborate
a structurally-grounded, yet non-determinist, explanation of social change with agency
at its epicentre. This required navigating between the sort of structural determinism
displayed by both mainstream IR/IPE (e.g. Kenneth Waltz and John Mearsheimer) and
‘scientific Marxism’ (Louis Althusser and Nicos Poulantzas) on one side, while avoid a
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drift into idealism, pluralism or empiricism, on the other side. Once again this hinged on
resolving that perennially tricky problem: the structure-agency riddle.

As noted above, Cox’s chosen solution was to historicise structure, conceptualised as
“historical structures”. Key corollaries follow from this particular decision with regards
ontology and epistemology and specifically historical materialism

Cox was at pains to stress that these historical structures are not ‘out there’, an objective
reality, but “intersubjective”; they “are socially constructed, i.e. they become part of the
objective world by virtue of their existence in the intersubjectivity of relevant groups of
people”. Cox continues, maintaining that the “the objective world of institutions is real
because we make it so by sharing a picture of it in our minds”.369

While admitting that structures “are in one sense prior to individuals” – therein
recognising the ontological difference between structure and agency – Cox confusingly
then asserts that “structures are not in any deeper sense prior to the human drama itself”
and “are not ‘givens’ (data), they are ‘mades’ (facts) – made by collective human
action”370– tantamount to a negation that such an ontological distinction does in fact
actually exist.

It is clear from the above that Cox and fellow Neo-Gramscians adhered to a very similar
epistemological line to that of Anthony Gidden’s structuration theory forwarded in
Chapter 1 – later reiterated by post-structuralists and constructivists – namely that the
structure-agency problem could be best resolved by merging them together, considering
them mutually constitutive. Structures, it appeared, were reduced to historicallyconditioned intersubjective relations (human consciousness and practise).

It is in this context that one is to understand Cox’s conceptualisation of both hegemony
and HB, as particular historically-defined structures which are internalised (though not
necessarily consciously) by social agents. Such an “intersubjective” conceptualisation,
Cox and fellow Neo-Gramscians hoped, would overcome the problems of structural
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determinism since practises of ideology and subjectivity were to be taken as causal
within the production and reproduction of world order:

I use “hegemony” to mean a structure of values and understandings about the
nature of order that permeates a whole system of states and non-state entities. In
a hegemonic order these values and understandings are relatively stable and
unquestioned…Hegemony derives from the way of doing and thinking of the
dominant strata of the dominant state or states.371

From the scientific/critical realist view forwarded in Chapter 1 (and adopted in this
paper) the Neo-Gramscian historical structures approach is fundamentally flawed in its
attempt to resolve the structure-agency question.

Firstly, as Roy Bhaskar and Margaret Archer have underscored, structure and agency
are ontologically distinct: the former enjoying a degree of independence from the latter,
which it necessarily chronologically predates. Secondly, reality is ontologically
stratified: social structures are real and have real causal effects.

According to scientific/critical realists, causal mechanisms emerge from underlying
structures and causal processes and interact with each other in an open system to
produce events. These events are experienced via agents’ consciousness, filtered
through their particular intersubjective cognitive framework. Importantly both
consciousness and any subsequent action taken occur at a different ontological level to
those events (and of course underlying causal mechanisms).

When addressing the question as to how one could identify said historical structure, Cox
responds that it is possible to “infer” them “from observable historical patterns of
conduct”.372 As reiterated in Chapter 1, such a conclusion is tantamount to committing
the epistemic fallacy: conflating the state of the real world (ontology) with the
knowledge we have of it (epistemology). Underlying causal mechanisms are
unobservable and therefore cannot be subject to empirical measurement.
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Furthermore, and importantly, though agents are never passive bearers of social
structures they do frequently reproduce (and occasionally transform) them
unintentionally or unconsciously. Again this is a result of the stratified nature of social
life. Agents’ actions – practise – take place at different ontological level than their
consciousness; the result is that seemingly conscious decisions bear unintended
consequences. (By deciding to marry, for example, a heterosexual couple are
inadvertently reproducing the nuclear familiar; likewise by accepting a job workers are
unconsciously reproducing the capital-labour relation).

The social structure model set out by Cox and fellow Neo-Gramscians hence lacks
ontological depth and is epistemologically incoherent: the production and reproduction
of the world order they envisage is determined by ideas, values and intersubjectivity;
social agents engage in conscious practises in reaction to how they perceive their world.
What are actually driving agents’ actions in the first place, however, is left unexplained.

One other important correlation of Cox’s ontological, epistemological and theoretical
failings is his inability to fully grasp Gramsci’s dialectical approach, and as a result
tends to drift into methodological dualism, as shown below, splitting the social world
into binary spheres – politics-economics, state-market, national-international and
consensus-coercion – which was exactly what Perry Anderson accused Gramsci of.

For his part, Gramsci shunned structuration-type theory. He recognised the fundamental
ontological difference between structure and agency, referring to “the reorganisation of
the structure and real relations between men on the one hand and the world of the
economy or of production on the other”.373 Gramsci, as noted above, also largely
accepted Marx’s assertions that capitalism, as a mode of production, displayed certain
structural properties, that is was “possible to isolate and study necessary laws of
regularity”. Such patterns of behaviour did not constitute “laws”, in any “naturalistic” or
“speculative” determinist sense, but rather “tendencies” (e.g. the rate of profit to fall).374

In fact, it is argued here, Gramsci harboured a much more structured (i.e. materialist)
reading of hegemony than Neo-Gramscians have credited him with. In spite of Cox’s
373
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reluctance, it is clear that Gramsci considered the formation of a given hegemonic or
HB as inseparable from underlying structural processes. The promotion of said ‘social
projects’ was specifically to preserve, reproduce or transform social relations in the
wake of fundamental changes in production.

Such an interpretation of the HB is evident in Gramsci’s assertion that: “incurable
structural conditions have revealed themselves (reached maturity), and that, despite this,
the political forces which are struggling to conserve and defend the existing structure
itself are making every effort to cure them, within certain limits, and to overcome
them”.375 Importantly, this is not to claim that a given hegemonic project is a mere
functional extension of the structure: each one has its own particular features and
internal dynamic and affected by other emergent causal mechanisms in unpredictable
ways, in keeping with the aforementioned critical realist model.

The result of this for Cox is that though he constantly reiterated he was working within
a historical materialist paradigm, his analysis constantly drifted, however intentionally,
into pluralist/idealist terrain.

Cox’s conceptualisation of historical structures for example, was based on a triple
schematic model which itself relied on Weberian ‘ideal types’ (“material capabilities”,
“ideas” and “institutions”). Although the intention was laudable – to try and show the
dynamic interface between materialism and ideas over time, and with it the possibilities
for social change – Cox’s dreaded fear of economism led him to grant relative authority
and equal importance to each of the above ‘capacities’. Uncovering the causal
mechanism behind a particular historical process, for Cox, would be a matter of
empirical study, on a case-by-case basis (again committing the epistemic fallacy). The
construction of hegemony could begin at the material level but as confirmed in Cox’s
aforementioned definition – “Hegemony derives from the way of doing and thinking of
the dominant strata of the dominant state or states”376 – it equally could be initiated at
the ideological/intersubjective or institutional level (albeit within the capitalist mode of
production).
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Undoubtedly, ideas are important. Even decidedly ‘non-idealist’ thinkers, such as Karl
Marx, recognised that ideas could be a material force in history, hence why he bothered
to lay down his thoughts in the Communist Manifesto, Das Capital etc. As noted above,
Gramsci’s views on ideas were influenced by Croce and Sorel but most of all Vico and
Marx and Engels: ideas were considered vital but they had to reflect underlying reality;
once acted upon and social change brought about, they were then converted into real
historical facts. There could be no hegemony without an hegemonic apparatus, and no
hegemonic apparatus without ideas. Gramsci’s work on “intellectual” had the specific
objective to challenge bourgeois “common sense” and mobilise the proletariat as a class
‘for itself’ (and not just of itself”).

Nevertheless, although it may be an over-simplification to dismiss Neo-Gramscians as
forwarding an ‘idealist’ perspective of society – Bieler and Morton, for example, claim
their conceptualisation of is perfectly consistent with the Theses on Feuerbach –it is still
evident that their prior ontological and epistemological positions generates an
ambiguous theoretical framework which does lend itself to misinterpretations. It is also
undeniable that Cox did emphasise the importance of ideas, and grant them far more
autonomy, than did either Marx or Gramsci. The latter, as shown, remained adamant
that hegemony had to have a material basis.

With regards the functioning of capitalism, Cox effectively avoided addressing the
mode of production, flying in the face of many of the basic tenets of Marxian thought
and method. Cox dismissed as metaphysical speculation any idea that superstructure
was being determined by the mode of production “in the last analysis” or that capitalism
itself was driven by an underlying “logic” or set of “tendencies”, independent of an
agents’ proper conception of it, despite Gramsci having acknowledged it (“a universal
homo oeconomicus”).377

According to Cox Structural Marxists such as Althusser and Poulantzas were simply
unable to step outside the structural limits of the capitalist mode of production and
therefore were at a loss to explain “the concrete historical constituted nature of society”.
Conceptualising historical structures as being shaped either by an “inner essence” or by
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a particular “logic” – be it ‘capital’ (Structural Marxism) or ‘power-seeking’
(Neorealism) – Cox insisted, was simply not helpful.378

For Cox the best solution to this particular structure-agency debate was to understand
the HB as a “dialectical concept”: a “juxtaposition and reciprocal relationships”
between the structure (“economic sphere”) and the superstructures (“political, ethical
and ideological spheres of activity”). “Fundamental changes have to be grasped as a
whole” he held, with the ‘whole’ referring to the “the configuration of social forces, its
economic basis, its ideological expression, and its form of political authority as an
interactive whole”, collectively referred to as the “historic bloc”. 379 In this manner Cox
hoped to avoid reducing everything to either economics or ideas. The interests of class
factions were inseparable from structural changes in production and reconfiguration of
political power.

Doubtless, Cox’s work on HBs constitutes a major contribution to social theory.
Nevertheless, Cox’s sophisticated analytical models are undermined by their
unsatisfactory conceptualisation of the capitalism. Rather than assuming a single mode
of production –– Cox identified twelve different modes of production, conceptualised as
“monads” i.e. “self-contained structures” each with its own “developmental
potential”.380 Cox explains that “the capitalist mode of development has spawned
several distinctive modes of SROP”, thus to “bracket these altogether as a single mode
of production confuses things that are considerably different. He therefore considered it
more useful to analyse capitalism as encompassing several distinct modes of SROP.381

What Cox was offering as an alternative to the Marxist theory of capitalism was poststructuralist historicist conception of the economy, claiming “categories are always
situated within historical circumstances and assessed within the particular context from
which they derived.”382 Social structures, therein, derived from the HB, rather than the
capitalist system per se. In other words, it was not the capitalist mode of production
378
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which determined what and how things were produced but the “social context of
production”.383 The focus thus shifted from analysing how surplus was generated
(Marxist) to how it was distributed (Weber).

In summary, Cox’s historicism ascribes primacy to the conjunctural level (historical
structures) – or ‘shallow structure’ – at the expense of the level of structure – or ‘deep
structure’. In his drive to avoid structural determinism, Cox largely side-steps the
structure-agency problem by ignoring the existence of a dominant mode of production
and therein removing the necessity to hypothesis on its associated structural tendencies
or causal laws.

By liberating social forces from reproducing some underlying structural invariant, Cox
claimed, he had radicalised social change.

But this would prove a false dawn. In fact even on first reading it is clear that Cox’s
approach overlooks those structural aspects of the world order which function to
condition, delimit and reproduce power relations and hence nurture certain habits,
expectations and behaviour patterns within a global capitalist economy.

When Cox’s method is subjected to even deeper analysis, however, it becomes quite
evident that he cannot achieve his proposed aim of conceptualising fundamental social
change (i.e. the shift from one historical structure to another). Since Cox conceptualises
capitalism as being made up of a heterogeneous collection of HBs, each reliant on its
own unique mode of SROP and structure of accumulation, he is unable to offer a global
vision of structural change.

Furthermore, whether Cox chooses to acknowledge it or not, it is the capitalist mode of
production which constitutes the deeper causal mechanism responsible for the
reproduction of class relations within the different modes of SROP found in the
respective HBs (in which Cox himself identifies as ultimately propagating processes of
social transformation). By eschewing the Marxist methodology Cox reduced capitalism
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to a structure of accumulation or mode of development, which in effect removes
relations of production i.e. social class from the equation.

Marx understood capitalism as a socio-economic system based upon the alienation of
labour (incorporating exploitation and market compulsion) resulting in the kind of
social struggle that drove history. Though on a rhetorical level Cox does often reiterate
the importance of social class in his work – noticeably as underpinning “social forces”
(and hence historical structures) – he tends to define it in subjective terms (i.e. the class
people ‘occupied’ depended on their own intersubjective class consciousness). As a
result Cox largely ignores the implicit social antagonism existent between capital and
labour under capitalism.

Despite important work on the construction of HBs, the failure to systematize their
inter-relationship within an over-arching mode of production, together with the virtual
practical elimination of the subaltern class from the historical process, means social
class effectively loses all its real significance as an instigator of social change (further
elaborated below).

Thus, while Cox’s historicist methodology could be considered useful to analyse
historical concreteness and at best the dynamics of a particular HB and associated
hegemonic apparatus, it offered no tools to theorise on how systemic transformation
occurred across such a wide-ranging group of discrete HBs – all be them capitalist – let
alone offer a convincing account of the crisis-prone nature of capitalist accumulation
and what possibilities existed for fundamental structural change (i.e. the replacement of
capitalism by another mode of production).

In other words, by focusing on particular HBs within the capitalist paradigm Cox was
spared the difficult task of conceptualising the structural properties and dynamics of
capitalism per se. Capitalism was omnipresent at the empirical level in Cox’s
framework but remained largely undetectable at the theoretical level. Surely, for
example, it is at least worth posing the question as to why, if individual HBs have their
own particular accumulation model, based on their own particular SROP, none have
been able to adopt a non-capitalist mode of production.
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The conclusion arrived at is that Cox’s ontological and epistemological positions
delimited his theoretical framework to such an extent that it left him ultimately unable
to explain the relationship between transformative (and reproductive) agency and
prevailing social structures. In his drive to avoid structuralism Cox either assumed or
conversely, simply ignored the existence of ‘deeper social structures’ (i.e. the capitalist
mode of production and associated innate tendencies). The key objective his critical
theory was specifically designed to address – to offer a convincing theory on
fundamental social change – proved therefore unattainable.

As indicated above, given their ontological and epistemological positions – in particular
down-grading the relevance of the “mode of production” and effectively extracted class
dynamics from the HB – Cox and other Neo-Gramscians were left little option but to
locate the source of fundamental structural change at the voluntaristic intersubjective
level, specifically focusing on the ideas and ideology promoted by the dominant social
groups and associated elite factions i.e. the hegemonic apparatus.

Cox’s conceptualisation, or rather misconceptualisation, of hegemony is critical here.
This “dominant ideology thesis” was very similar to that promoted by liberal pluralists:
that political change is a result of an elite-led ideological battle to establish hegemony
and consolidate a particular HB via consensual coalition building. Such analysis
underpinned Neo-Gramscian’s account of the IOS, the IOP and advent of globalisation.
By reducing hegemony to ‘consent’ Neo-Gramscian idealism tends to focus on ruling
class ideology, thereby omitting any vertical pressure and resistance from subordinate
classes that may limit the exercising of hegemony. Although some of the interests of the
subordinate classes may be incorporated into the HB, therefore, fundamentally this
remained a “too ‘top down’ approach in its expression of power relations”.384 Albeit
unintentionally, most Neo-Gramscians adopt a rather conservative, pluralistic view of
society.

Since Cox does not fully grasp Gramsci’s aforementioned dialectical approach he
inevitably strays into methodological dualism. The result is that Cox interprets Gramsci
through the lens of Machiavelli and Lenin in which ‘domination’ and ‘force’ were
384
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largely reserved for the enemy classes, and ‘hegemony’ – when “the consensual aspect
of power is to the forefront” – was reserved for friends and allies.385 ‘Many NeoGramscians (e.g. Gill and Law) have since repeated this erroneous dualist division
between domination (coercion) and hegemony (consensus). Consent’, Cox maintained,
was precisely what mainstream IR theory conceptualisation (in its hegemonic stability
theory version) had forgotten.

In keeping with their idealist underpinnings, therefore many Neo-Gramscians tend to
downplay coercion and overplay the importance of shared values, ideas and identity as
part of ‘cultural hegemony’ and expressed via the “intellectual and moral leadership” of
leading state and ruling classes as noted in the above quote. For while, as asserted, Cox
would argue that international hegemony was based on the penetration of the dominant
mode of production, at the same time he would claim that international hegemony
“derives from the ways of doing and thinking of the dominant strata of the dominant
state or states” which was “inscribed in the mind…an intersubjective sharing of
behavioural expectations” and whose manifestation was where a “leading nation’s
conception of the world becomes universalized”.386

As indicated above, Gramsci’s conceptualisation of hegemony emphasized the
dialectical unity between state and civil society; leadership and domination; and consent
and coercion. Gramsci was quite clear that consensus and coercion operated right across
the integral state (the state-civil society complex).387 Indeed, such a vision was shared
by the vast majority of thinkers within the Marxian framework. Power relations in a
capitalist society were necessarily underpinned by ‘coercion’, be it by overt means (e.g.
state institutions guaranteeing on-going surplus value extraction) or by more subtle
‘market’ means (Marx referred to the “dull compulsion of economic relations”), and
may include fraud, bribery, corruption and even recourse to ‘militarism’.

Moreover, Cox’s overly consensual approach manifests itself in his historical analysis.
The post-war hegemonic world order (Pax Americana) is portrayed as one based on
consensus, despite widespread opposition in the 1940s and 1960s. Cox makes little
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mention of Washington’s massive military establishment, worldwide military base
network and or large number of international defence agreements signed, which are
surely as much an integral part of American hegemony as the setting up of the Bretton
Woods intuitions. Indeed, it is impossible to understand the Cold War without coercion
and militarism.

This consensual, overly intersubjective reading of hegemony (and silence on deeper
economic structure) is also prevalent in Cox’s explanation of the demise of
Keynesianism/embedded liberalism and replacement by neoliberalism thanks to the IOP
process. While Cox does gives an overview of some of the contributory external and
internal factors involved in the conflict for a large slice of surplus capital he manages to
do so without demonstrating a clear understanding of the deeper structural causes.
Instead his explanation tends to rely heavily on the instrumental role of a global
bourgeoisie, who managed to impose a new set of economic, political and world order
structures on the rest in the world supported as it was by a transnational intellectual
stratum organised around the Trilateral Commission, Mont Pelerin Society, Bilderberg
etc.

A few key reflections regarding this line of argument are pertinent here:

1) it defines ‘hegemonic instability’ in politico-ideological terms: the incapacity of
the historical elites to lead subordinate groups to the next stage. “The crisis of
hegemony” Cox elucidates, “is a crisis of representation: one historic bloc is
dissolving, another has not taken its place”. “Its symptoms”, he continues, “are
an uncertainty of direction among the dominant groups and a fragmentation and
absence of cohesion among the subordinate groups. 388

2) it adopts a Weberian perspective by defining this new “transnational managerial
class” in terms of power relations emerging out of relations of distribution rather
than production; and
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3) it never explicitly explains just what motivation actually drove the transnational
elite to ‘go global’; once again by simply ignoring or alternatively presuming the
“logic” of capital and its inherent drive to spatially expand and accumulate he is
spared having to deal with deeper structures

Cox inevitably inspired much futile speculation on the existence, or not, of a new classconscious transnational ruling elites, the nature of their shared ideology and material
interests, and the possible new dawning of a new transnational hegemony and implicit
weakening of the nation-state.

Such a perspective is problematic in that it departs from the Gramscian (and with it
Marxist) tradition where class formation is territorially rooted at the national level,
emanating from the SROP, but shaped and reproduced by the state within the context of
global capitalism. Hegemony, Gramsci insisted, necessarily began at the national
level.389
Instead, the transnational ruling class thesis adopts a vertical ‘top down’ vision of class
formation, beginning at the global level downwards.

Given his misconceptualisation of the social world Cox inevitably miscues with regards
the conceptualisation of the state. Invariably, once again, this results in his flirting with
Weberian pluralism.

In actual fact Cox himself does not develop a ‘general theory’ of the state. What he does
do, as noted, is denounce the ahistoric, reified conceptualisation of the state
(“statolatry”) promoted by mainstream IR theorists and Scientific Marxists. Instead, he
insists, the state is a social relation, albeit with its material basis located in production,
and therefore the particular forms of states are never static and constantly subject to
transformation. Indeed, Neo-Gramscians Bieler and Morton even go as far as to classify
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states as “intersubjective categories”, since they only “become part of the ‘objective’
world by virtue of their existence in the intersubjectivity of various people”.390

It is precisely this understanding of the state as a ‘social relation’ rather than a ‘thing’,
critical theorists argue, that enables them to posit social change.

Consistent with his chosen epistemological perspective the state had to be historicized.
It is in this context that Cox argued that the IOP has led to new transnational social
forces of capital and labour and ultimately a modification of the inter-state system.

Yet Cox appears to hold two contradictory positions on the state.

On one hand, as indicated, Cox fervently rejects the conventional liberal tendency to
divide the social world into economic, political, and social spheres: the forms of states
are based upon HB configurations of social forces and class relations expressed in the
SROP. It was, after all, the dynamics of “the configurations of social forces upon which
state power ultimately rests” which made it possible to contemplate change and
transformation in the world order.391 Cox’s insistence that there was no separation
between state (politics) and civil society (economy), it will be noted, was manifested in
his conceptualisation of the modern state as a “state-society complex”, itself an
extension of Gramsci’s integral State model.

On the other hand, elsewhere, Cox’s conceptualisation of the relation between the
‘economic’ and the ‘political’ is more ambiguous, appearing to grant the state autonomy
from production relations, social forces and world order, albeit “conditioned by both
external and internal constraints” i.e. “a structure created by the state’s own history”.
“States”, he argues, “determine the whole complex structure of production from which
the state then extracts sufficient resources to continue to exercise its power”. It is with
certain irony that the writer whose critical theory was designed to critique the statecentricism of mainstream IR theory would fall into the same trap himself.392
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Empirically, Cox’s conceptualisation of the state as an autonomous actor is most clearly
revealed in his account of the IOS and of which two examples are evident.

The first example clear is shown with the distinction Cox makes between the Keynesian
FOS and its contemporary ‘internationalised’ (neoliberal) version. The post-war
Keynesian FOS is depicted as being in some ways ‘external’ to, and enjoying political
autonomy over, its national economy. Due to this supposed ‘independence’ from the
accumulation process the Keynesian welfare state was able to promote non-capitalist
interests. Thanks to the IOP (globalisation), conversely, Cox proceeds to portray the
nation state as a largely powerless agent at the whim of global capital and accountable,
at best, to something invisible: a global nébuleuse.393

A second example of Cox’s granting of state autonomy – and associated adoption of a
dualist conceptualization of the social world – is with his formal separation between the
‘national’ and ‘international’ spheres.394 According to Cox one of the state’s
fundamental roles is to adjust the domestic economy to the requirements of the world
economy, thus: “The world can be represented as a pattern of interacting social forces in
which states play an intermediate though autonomous role between the global structure
of social forces and local configurations social forces within particular countries”.395
Similarly elsewhere he affirms: “the state acts as a buffer between the external
economic environment and the domestic economy”.396 In this sense, Jessop observes,
the ‘national’ level could be conceived as ‘nodal’: playing an intermediate, though
autonomous role, between the global structures of social forces and local configurations
within particular countries.397

Undoubtedly, Cox’s work on the distinct political and economic forms the capitalist
state can take (i.e. the nature of particular HBs) has much to commend it. Yet once
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again it is what he does not say that is the problem. By focusing on the variance
between capitalist states Cox fails to underscore the essential similarities between them.

For writers in the Marxian tradition, including Gramsci, the state was not just another
institution. What Cox lacks is a more comprehensive theorisation of the modern state
and its associated position within the global capitalist system. At this juncture, thus, it is
fitting to reiterate some of the key characteristics of the capitalist state.

First and foremost, all Marxian thinkers agreed that it is not possible to characterise the
state and market/social forces as separate and distinct forms of social organisation.
States themselves are an aspect of the SROP: forms of states are implicitly connected to
the SROP. As Nico Poulantzas affirms, “The state is the condensation of the
relationship of forces between classes and class fractions…within the state itself”. 398

Nevertheless, as Poulantzas maintains, the state does not constitute a simple class
instrument in the hands of the dominant classes since the latter is made up of many class
fractions, and as a result the state does comes to enjoy a degree of autonomy from the
classes and fractions of classes that support it, without ever disconnecting from the
underlying SROP.399 The capitalist state, Hannes Lacher explains, “is not capitalist
because it responds to the demands of the bourgeoisie but because its very form of
existence, as the locus of the abstractly political relations of domination, marks it out as
part and parcel of a society in which exploitative powers have been separated from the
political sphere. The capitalist state is thus the political form of existence of capitalist
class relations”.400

Marx famously depicting the state as ‘capital-in-general’: in charge of overseeing the
entire capitalist system and it therefore absolutely imperative that it enjoyed relative
autonomy from any one particular faction of the capitalist class (albeit inseparable from
capitalist classes en masse).
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Indeed, without this relative autonomy the capitalist state would be unable to perform
its critical function for capitalism: promote, orchestrate and guarantee capital
accumulation and the reproduction of capitalist SROP (involving the re-organisation of
labour-capital relations). Fundamentally, of course, this involved: i) enforcing the
discipline of the market by establishing and overseeing a legally binding (and
coercively enforced) juridical-politico framework to protect private property, enforce
contracts and encourage competition; and ii) actively participating in the formation of
social relations and therein the undermining of subaltern collective class identity and its
possible consolidation into a counter-hegemonic political force. Traditionally this
involved channelling popular dissent into acceptable liberal non-class expressions such
human rights discourse. In essence, as Leo Panitch stresses, the state carries out the
fundamental task of “organising, sanctioning and legitimizing class domination within
capitalism”.401

The state’s role in reproducing capitalism had many manifestations. Capital
accumulation, for example, was beset by numerous internal contradictions that only the
state (acting individually or collectively) could resolve. In contemporary times this
required frequent state intervention in the markets via large-scale publicly funded bailouts etc. Also, with regards accumulation Poulantzas draws attention to the state’s
special spatial role: “It both marks out frontiers and unifies national space, the State also
turns beyond those frontiers towards an irreversible, clearly demarcated space which yet
has no end or final horizon”.402

In short, although Cox is correct to grant the state a degree of autonomy he tends to
overstate the state-market separation, especially when engaging in historical research.
Post-war Keynesian forms of state were always capitalist in nature and set within a
global division of labour. Marx, Lenin, Luxembourg, Gramsci et al were all adamant
that capitalism was implicitly global in its scope: there could be no simple separation
between domestic and foreign markets. Cox was guilty of reducing the state to a
“transmission belt”, from “the global to the national economy”, and in introducing a
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separation that is “too formal in its distinction between global and national
economy”.403

Critically, once ‘state autonomy’ is accepted Cox is then inadvertently aligning himself
with the revisionist social democrats perspective which considered it possible for leftwing parties to gain political power via the liberal democratic electoral system and
introduce a set of radically progressive policies. As shown in the earlier section Gramsci
dedicated his whole political and intellectual life to refuting such Weberian utopianism.
Undoubtedly prior to the seizure of power the Modern Prince would have to engage in a
“war of position”, nevertheless, the final coup de grâce necessarily would involve the
dismantling of the capitalist state.

To avoid falling into the trap of portraying the state as a “transmission belt” from the
global to the national level – external (global) forces impinging on passive internal
(national) level – Neo-Gramscians such have Bieler and Morton have also drawn on
Poulantzas’ view of the state.404 According to Bieler and Morton’s reading of
Poulantzas, globalization has favoured and helped reproduce new configurations of
social forces within different forms of states. There has been a dialectical relationship
between transnational and national social forces with class interests being restructured
from within; a process of internalization or induced reproduction of capital. “Capital”,
they held, “is not simply represented as an autonomous force, beyond the power of the
state, but is represented by classes or fractions of classes within the very constitution of
the state”.405

In a nutshell the internationalisation of production/finance was not about the expansion
of different capitals outside the state, but process of internalization amongst different
classes and fractions of classes. The restructuring of a FOS, therefore, is pushed by, and
based upon, domestic social groups forming a majority alliance around a particular
hegemonic project capable of bringing these groups together in a coherent programme
consisting of economic interests as well as cultural ideas, values, morals etc.
403
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Critics of Neo-Gramscian line, Morton argues also neglect the important role passive
revolutions play in maintaining the “political rule of capital”; the “theory of passive
revolution”, he explains, “encapsulates the process of capital accumulation shaping state
forms that are embedded in the geopolitical patterning of world order.”406 ‘Foreign
capital’ in essence, had to be represented and championed by certain classes or factions
of classes embedded within the ‘national’ state apparatus. Such a strategic restructuring
takes place when there is no dominant alliance of social forces at the national level
behind the transformation. It is an elite driven process heavily reliant on ‘outside’
support (e.g. international organisations) for its implementation. Globalization involved
the internalization within states of the transnational organisation of production relations.

No doubt by drawing on Poulantzas Neo-Gramscians Bieler and Morton offer a more
convincing explanation of the globalisation process than the one offered by Cox and
actually closer to Gramsci’s argument that “‘relations within society’…that constitute
‘hegemonic system within the state’ were inextricably linked to ‘relations between
international forces’…that constitute ‘the combination of states in hegemonic
systems’”. It is of course with certain irony that to rescue Cox from pluralism Bieler and
Morton are forced to relocate his thought within the structural framework of one the
former dismissed as a “Theological Marxist”.

Furthermore, even Bieler and Morton have to disagree with those fellow NeoGramscians who claim the restructuring of the state and the advent of globalisation has
led to the withering away of the nation- state. Poulantzas had famously denounced such
a possibility thus:

the current internationalisation of capital neither suppresses nor by-passes the
national states, either in a peaceful integration of capitals ‘above’ the state level
(since every process of internationalisation is effected under the dominance of
capital of a definite country, or in the direction of their extinction by the
American super-state)…These states themselves take charge of the interest of the
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dominant imperialist capital in its development within the “national” social
formation407

As reiterated throughout this chapter, the state plays a vital role in the reproduction of
capitalism. Indeed, Panitch criticises Cox for paying insufficient attention to the way
globalisation has actually been authored by the states. The idea that transnational
corporations desire to dismantle the inter-state system is simply false since capital can
best maximise its profitability within an international division of labour supported by a
hierarchical structured system of nation states.408

In short, by way of summary, it is argued here that one must understand the Coxian (and
Neo-Gramscian) critique as an attempt to revitalise political agency amidst a general
academic shift (especially amongst the left) towards post-structuralism. This was to be
done by freeing agency from its traditional structural constraints; it would be now
possible to develop a more convincing conceptualisation of fundamental social change
as befitted a critical theory. Structure was thus now ‘historicised’ and referred to as
“historical structures”. More similar to Anthony Gidden’s structuration theory than they
would have liked Neo-Gramscians were depicting structure and agency as mutually
exclusive. Unfortunately, the ontological and associated historicist epistemological
positions they adopted meant Cox and most Neo-Gramscians were condemned to:

1) commit the epistemic fallacy and adopt a weak empiricist methodology,
inferring reality from observable historical patterns of conduct

2) not only downplay materialism but actually to deny that a single mode of
production (capitalism) actually existed

3) turn both Marx and Gramsci on their heads – the base was now dependent on
the superstructure; ideas, intersubjectivity and identity politics
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constituted the cornerstones of HBs, signalling a clear
drift into Hegelianism and Weberian pluralism

4) to neglect dialectics and hence and fall into the trap of methodological
dualism, differentiating between: state-civil society; coercion-consensus;
national-international; hegemony-domination

6) to reduce hegemony to consensually-based cultural hegemony

The result of 1) to 6) is that Neo-Gramscians fail in their endeavour to convincingly
conceptualise conceptualize social change since:

1) they have no coherent theory of the capitalist system nor the state;

2) absolute historicism relies on a vague methodology of analogy comparing
dissimilar entities: unique historically situated HBs, each one
dependent on its own particular social structure

3) social class, the motor driving history for Marxian thinkers, including
Gramsci, is understood in subjective/ideological or at best Weberian
terms which focuses on elite groups and effectively removes the
subaltern class from history

Consequently Neo-Gramscians are unable to set out a very precise vision of world order
and specifically to elaborate even a theory on the dynamics of hegemonic transition; the
how and why it occurs. Given these ontological, epistemological, methodological and
theoretical failings it is unsurprising, therefore, that Neo-Gramscians are quick to
misread history and see in the emergence of this so-called “transnational class” the
seeds of “transnational hegemony” and eventual “transnational HB”, despite evidence to
the contrary.
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Before the nuances of a Neo-Neo-Gramscian can be set out it is vital first to consider
some key ideas not covered in the above analysis. The following section is addressed to
that purpose.

2.3.3 Spatial Fixes, Imperialist Logic & Hegemonic Transitions
Capitalism as a historical social system is “driven by its perpetual thirst for endless
capital accumulation”.409 According to Marx this cycle necessary involves two stages: i)
extracting surplus value from labour (in the form of commodities or debt securities)
generated in the production process; and ii) able to sell said products (i.e. convert the
surplus value into money) at a profit and thus restart the circuit of capital formulation
(M-C-M1).410 A break down in either of these stages – i.e. the inability either to extract
sufficient surplus value or to sell it profitably, the so-called realization crisis – would
prevent the accumulation of capital and hence provoke a systemic crisis.

Indeed, Marx observed, capitalism as an economic system was inherently instable and
prone to crisis. Drawing on Adam Smith, Marx noted that the competitive drive to
accumulate capital would result in many businesses turning their hand to the same thing
and seeking to out-produce each other by investing in “constant capital” (e.g.
introducing new machinery or advanced technology). This, in addition to the perennial
lack of effective demand in the economy – workers wages always falling way short of
the total capital in circulation (e.g. the underconsumption problem411) – inevitably
translated into systemic “overproduction” (or “overcapacity”), reflected in undersold or
unsold commodities a befitted a realization crisis. The exploitative nature of the
productive process together with the dynamic of inter-capitalist competition therefore
falsified Say’s Law: supply did not create its own demand. Marx had hit on, he
409
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believed, one of the most important historically-determined laws of capitalism: the
tendency for the rate of profit to decline which Gramsci would refer to later.412

Furthermore, to make matters worse, the low rate of profit would discourage businesses
from making further investments in said sector, many preferring to hoard their capital or
use it to speculate in financial markets. While industrial decline occurred in one sector,
capital would increasingly use its “idle money” to generate “fictitious money”,
consistent with Marx’s formulation M-M’. While successful at devaluing of “constant
capital”413 and appropriating the assets of the lower classes, this new financial
aristocracy did not manage to return the economy to its earlier productiveness.

And, according to Arrighi, the ‘fall in the rate of profit’ was not just due to
overproduction and underconsumption; “too low” levels of labour exploitation, he
maintained, would have the same effect.414 Unpredicted by Marx, but arguably
prevalent in the West under institutionalised Keynesian arrangements (see Chapter 3),
workers could in principle, and within the context of inter-capitalist competition,
demand a larger share of surplus value (via higher wages). Though higher wages might
increase effective demand capitalists would see the return on their investments diminish
and with it the process of capital accumulation. Capital’s reaction to this crisis will be
the same as the previously cited one i.e. pull their investments out of the sector.

The key difference between the two examples of the ‘fall in the rate of profit’, according
to Arrighi, was that in the first (“too high” exploitation) it was the working classes that
suffered most; in the second case (“too low” exploitation) capital and the unproductive
strata would bear the costs.

In a later work Marx did recognise that the ‘tendency for the rate of profit to decline’
was “a law whose absolute enforcement is checked, retarded, weakened, by
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counteracting forces”.415 Amongst the “counteracting forces at work which annul the
effect of the general law” he identified “increasing intensity of exploitation” (getting
labour to work harder and longer days); “depression of wages below the value of labour
power”; “cheapening of elements of constant capital” (e.g. technological innovation in
production process, increased bankruptcies and idle factories); “relative over
population” (e.g. “the cheapness and abundance of disposable or unemployed wagelabourers”); “increase of stock capital” (converting surplus into financial assets),
“foreign trade” (exploiting foreign markets and lowering of domestic production costs),
and the “centralization and concentration of capital” into fewer, larger firms.416 In other
writings Marx would also mention the importance of military and “waste spending”.417
The importance played by the state in increasing effective demand, especially via
military and arms expenditure, was an area of particular interest to Rosa
Luxembourg.418

At the systemic level a more permanent solution to counter falling profit rates and ongoing competition has always been for capital to keep on the move. Continuing the
work carried out by Marx, Lenin, Trotsky, Luxemburg and Gramsci (amongst others),
David Harvey linked the reproduction of capitalism historically to uneven development
and the creation of space. The demands of accumulation drove capital to seek out new
ever-larger, geographic space into which it could bury its surplus. This geographic
restructuring Harvey termed a spatio-temporal fix,419 with the word ‘fix’ carrying a
double meaning as follows.

On one hand, invested capital was ‘fixed’ in the land: physically embedded in
infrastructure and capital goods in a given territory/temporal setting. Capital
accumulation, after all could not take place without the establishment of certain
facilities (e.g. ports, railways, telecommunication cables).420 The circulation of capital
was thus “imprisoned within immobile and social infrastructures which are crafted to
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support certain kinds of production…labour processes, distributional arrangements,
consumption patterns, and so on.”421

On the other hand, and in order to ‘fix’ (i.e. resolve) its need to guarantee continual
accumulation/restore profitability amid competition, capital was driven to not only to
upgrade technology but importantly, in the words of Marx “strive to tear down every
spatial barrier…to exchange and conqueror the whole world for its market” and
“annihilate this space with time” to turn over capital in the “twinkling of an eye” and
create a new “geographical landscape …only to destroy it and rebuild a wholly different
landscape at a later point in time” in a geographical variant of Joseph Schumpeter’s
process of “creative destruction”.422

There was therefore a ‘Catch 22’ dilemma implicit in the double meaning of ‘fix’. If
capital did move to new spatial configuration elsewhere it would undermine the value
and associated monopolistic privileges embedded within the ‘old’ spatial fix and leave
behind “a trail of devastation and devaluation” in the region. But if it did not, then the
accumulated capital would start to “be devalued directly through the onset of
deflationary recession or depression”.423

The relocation process was not inevitable and could meet resistance from the deeply
entrenched “territorial alliances” within given social infrastructures who could be
expected to “conserve privileges already won, to sustain investments already made, to
keep a local compromise intact, and to protect itself from the chill wind of spatial
competition”, coinciding with Gramsci’s HBs. Furthermore, the richer the states
(understood in an integral State sense), the powerful they were and the more stable their
HBs. At the same time, drawing on Max Weber, states were locked in constant
competition to attract international mobile capital.
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There was therefore an impasse between these two ‘fixes’, between the ‘immobile’ and
the ‘mobile’. And yet, Harvey maintained, blocking off investment opportunities to
bury surplus capital only risked future internally generated devaluation. There was
accordingly the perennial threat of a switching crisis: a large flow of capital investment
heading off to the latest economic boom area, leaving destruction in its wake.424

Giovanni Arrighi has incorporated Harvey’s spatial theory into his world-systems
analysis at the inter-state level, claiming that Marx’s M-C-M1 did not just illustrate “the
logic of individual capitalist investment, but also a recurrent pattern of historical
capitalism as a world system”.425
Drawing on the work of Gramsci, Marx and Annales School leader, Fernand Braudel,426
Arrighi concluded that the historical stages of material expansion coincided with “the
emergence of a particular bloc of governmental and business agencies…capable of
leading the system towards wider or deeper divisions of labour”427, increasing returns to
capital invested in trade and production and thereby the restoration of profit rates.

This was the role of the hegemon; a dominant state who, by nurturing consent with the
‘system of states’ (though without ever abandoning the option of coercion) was able to
get the core countries to cooperate, knowingly or unknowingly, in a mutually beneficial
development programme (á la Kautsky), but which above all favoured itself.

Due to the demands of capital each period of material expansion had to find a new
spatial fix – the hegemon – of ever-greater scale and scope (i.e. a larger territorial
“container”428 for capital accumulation), running from 13th century Italian city states,
Britain nation-state colonialism or to the continent-sized US.429 Thus, the hegemonic
capitalist state, in an attempt to better take advantage of said spatial fixes entailed is
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inevitably driven to extend, expand and intensify their powers militarily and politically.
This coincided with Hannah Arendt’s observation that “a never ending accumulation of
property must be based on a never-ending accumulation of power…The limitless
process of accumulation needs the political structure of so “unlimited a Power” that it
can protect growing property by constantly growing more powerful;”430 a conclusion
which chimes with Paul Kennedy’s ‘imperial-overstretch’ paradigm.431

For Harvey, like Rosa Luxemburg, “imperialism” was implicit in the capitalist system.
But this is not imperialism in the traditional sense but rather “imperialism of the
capitalist sort”, or “capitalist imperialism”, made up of a “contradictory fusion” of two
components: i) “the politics of state and empire”, and ii) “the molecular processes of
capital accumulation in space and time”, each driven by a particular logic of power.432

The former was driven by a territorial logic of power and refers to the “political
diplomatic and military strategies invoked and used by a state or some collection of
states operating as a political power bloc as it struggles to assert its interests and achieve
its goals in the world at large”.

The latter, on the hand, was driven by the capitalist logic of power, and involved
extracting resources by “exploiting the uneven geographical conditions under which
capital accumulation occurs” (“the ‘asymmetries’ that inevitably arise out of spatial
exchange relations”)…“across and through continuous space, towards and away from
territorial entities through the daily practises of production, trade, commerce, capital
flows, money transfers, labour migration, technology transfer, currency speculation,
flows of information, cultural impulses and the like”. This exploitation was “expressed
through unfair and unequal exchanges, spatially articulated monopoly powers,
extortionate practises attached to restricted capital flows and the extraction of monopoly
rents”.433
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The interaction between the two components was always complex and dialectical. The
territorial and capitalistic logics of power could not be reduced to the other although
Harvey asserts that the latter was dominant, something that differentiates capitalist
imperialism from ‘classic’ imperialism. Interestingly Harvey identifies one point where
the two logics did come together, what he refers to as the “state-finance nexus”, now
represented by the core countries central banks and treasury departments, which
functioned as the “central nervous system” for global capital accumulation.

Consistent with Arendt’s “Hobbesian Commonwealth” observations, Harvey’s own
spatio-temporal theory and Arrighi’s systemic cycle of accumulation, all capitalist states
(especially hegemonic ones) have sought to manipulate spatial shifts entailed in the
endless accumulation of capital and power to their advantage by extending and
expanding their political and military reach.434

This recourse to “the politics of state and empire” became especially acute once capital
began to accumulate over and above what could be profitably reinvested in the
purchase/sale of commodities. At this point capitalist agencies tended to invade one
another’s sphere of operation in the old ‘agreed’ international division of labour and
inter-state competition became increasingly vicious (á la Lenin). It was in this context
of declining profitability of the productive sector, and against the backdrop of inter-state
competition for mobile capital, that the “leading agencies of the preceding material
expansion” (the incumbent centre/ hegemon) began to prefer to hold their capital in
liquid form (money capital) and generate profits purely from financial operations
(acquiring assets, lending, borrowing or speculating), as articulated in Marx’s shortened
capital circuit M-M1, rather than investing in production/commodities.435

This new financial expansion phase (M-M’) represented the second and final stage of
Arrighi’s systemic cycle of accumulation (M-C-M’). “The money market” in the words
of Schumpeter, was “the headquarters of the capitalist system” from which emerge the
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“plans for future development”.436 Critically, however such financial expansion –
financialisation437 – announced “a sign of autumn”438 of both a regime of accumulation
and its accompanying hegemonic system. During this belle époque period “politics and
empire” did increase and the hegemon did see its wealth and power increase but only
temporary since the process of financialisation tended to deepen rather than resolve the
underlying over-accumulation crisis.

Financialisation primarily involved using financial means “to rid the system of
overaccumulation by the visitation of crises of devaluation upon vulnerable territories”,
which Harvey qualified as the “sinister and destructive side of spatio-temporal fixes to
the over accumulation problem”. The state entered into “an unholy alliance” with
financial capital to form “the cutting edge of ‘vulture capitalism’”, involving
“cannibalistic practices” and “forced devaluations.”439 Marx emphasized the crucial role
that finance and state institutions played in linking what he called ‘primitive’ or
‘original’ accumulation440 in different locales with the expanded production of historical
capitalism. Harvey’s financialisation represented an updated/amended version of
Marx’s model, preferring to use the concept accumulation by dispossession, understood
here as the seizure of a set of devalued valuable assets (including labour power) at
minimal costs.

But financial expansions were notoriously unstable, drawing in far more capital than
could be profitably managed (i.e. over-liquidity) leading to speculative bubbles and
crashes. Accordingly, to contain the possibility of global economic melt-down (or quell
anti-systemic voices), it was essential that the hegemonic power be prepared to
intervene by organising ‘bail-outs’ for local/region crises, paid for either by itself or
indirectly via associated institutions such as the IMF.

Coercion was not absent from the system, especially given the fact that financialisation
involved a massive redistribution of wealth to dominant from subordinate groups,
436
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raising the possibility that the latter could offer some resistance. But in true Gramscian
terms the new accumulation system had to be constructed with sufficient consent
amongst the leading capitalist agencies.

Though Marx’s aforementioned “counteracting forces” (e.g. raising the rate of worker
exploitation, increased economies of scale or large military expenditure) could
temporarily help to boost profitability under financialisation but the system was entering
into its “terminal crisis”: there could be no eternal belle époque. The overaccumulation
of capital in the incumbent hegemon led to the transfer of surpluses to the emergent
centres of capitalist development in return for claims on assets or future incomes paid in
the form of interest, profits and rents. In the short term these payments reinforced the
mature hegemon’s dominance over global finance but eventually the tables would turn
with the endless accumulation of capital and power pushing for a new spatial fix of even
greater scale and scope.

The transition from one hegemon to another could be smooth but was often
characterised by inter-state conflict and even war, as countries fought to prevent the
devaluation of their capital. This period of rising international tension could even act as
a fillip for the incumbent hegemony by augmenting the demand for mobile capital.
However, once war starts (the ultimate form of capital devaluation), historical
experience shows that the debtor-creditor relationship is forcibly reversed and it is the
new larger container of power that emerges as the “headquarters” of the leading
capitalist agencies and launches a new period of material expansion, thereby initiating
another of Arrighi’s systemic cycle of accumulation.

2.3.4 Towards a Neo-Neo Gramscian Approach
In setting out the Neo-Gramscian perspective it has been considered paramount to return
to the originator of this line of enquiry, Antonio Gramsci. The ‘Historicising Antonio
Gramsci’ section aimed to recover the essential leitmotiv of his thinking by tease out the
key biographical details of his intellectual and political life, crucially how his political
participation in Italian class struggles in the 1920s/30s (e.g. in the Factory Councils, the
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PCI and the Ordine) affected the theoretical concepts he subsequently developed in his
Prison Notebooks,

Amongst his many achievements it has been argued that perhaps Gramsci’s greatest
contribution to Western social theory has been his highly innovative ethico-political
conceptualisation of hegemony which, uniquely, sought to introduce intersubjective
ideas (e.g. ideology and culture) back into left political discourse. The construction and
maintenance of a particular FOS – with state understood in its broadest integral State
version – depended largely upon a dominant social class being able to manufacture the
consent of subordinate classes. This required not only the transcended particular
corporatist interests but also the nurturing of intersubjective consciousness among a
variety of social-class forces articulated in a universal culture and associated values and
norms promoted by ‘intellectuals’ and supported by a sturdy institutional framework
(e.g. the parliamentary system itself).

Nevertheless, as has been stressed throughout the chapter, and despite misreadings by
Neo-Gramscians Gramsci’s own reading of hegemony necessarily included coercion;
i.e. Hegemony = Domination + Hegemony (intellectual and moral leadership). Even
within a particular HB consent was always accompanied by coercion. As a Marxist
Gramsci was well aware that the capitalist system relied heavily on the use of coercion
for its reproduction, not only through subtle ‘dull compulsion’ of the market (not to
mention fraud and corruption), but more explicitly via state intervention to reproduce
social relations, protect private property and quell periodic opposition arising from a
system based upon exploitation.

Indeed, once a new hegemonic historic bloc had been consolidated at the national level
its long term stability would depend on it being able to deal with ‘external’ social forces
acting upon on it from within the global capitalist system (or “world market”). The
bourgeoisie was, after all, a “concrete world class”, so intervention by foreign powers,
possibly via the relations of military forces, always remained a possibility.441
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Though Gramsci developed the concept of hegemony at the national level, it has been
demonstrated that it was dialectically inter-related with social forces at the international
level and that none of his key concepts – hegemony, the integral State, HB, philosophy
of praxis, organic intellectuals, common sense, the Modern Prince and passive
revolution – make any sense outside a world historical capitalist system of uneven
development as revealed in his study of the affect of “Americanism and Fordism” on
Italy. Gramsci remained a revolutionary internationalist, aware that capitalism was a
truly global phenomenon and that though analysis of hegemony had to begin at the
national level it remained implicitly international in its perspective.

The cosmopolitan uneven development character of capitalism meant that social forces
emanating out of the SROP were not limited to the national arena. There was, Gramsci
held, a complex interplay between “the relation of internal forces, international forces
and the country’s geo-political position” and class relations within a hegemonic system
at the national level were engaged in a dialectical interaction with relations between
international social forces that “constitute the combinations of States in hegemonic
systems”.442

The inter-state system was thus hierarchically organised with the ‘great powers’
enjoying greater autonomy and exercising hegemony over peripheral non-hegemonic
states. “Just as, in a certain sense, in a given state history is the history of the ruling
classes”, he explained, “so, on a world scale, history is the history of the hegemonic
states”. Indeed, extending his analysis of Italy to the international level, Gramsci held,
poorer states were locked in a stage of underdevelopment precisely due to their
relationship with the richer ones (“The history of the subaltern states is explained by the
history of hegemonic states”) – a perspective dependency and world systems theorists
would build upon. 443

Finally, with regards international relations it was shown that Gramsci did envisage the
possibility a country become a “world hegemonic state” if the latter was able “to imprint
upon its activities an absolutely autonomous direction which all other powers, great and
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minor, have to feel the influence”.444 The “global politico-economic system” of “AngloSaxon world hegemony”, Gramsci observed, was bringing about the “colonial
subjection of the whole world to Anglo-Saxon capitalism”. Indeed, “colonial
populations become the foundations on which the whole edifice of capitalist
exploitation is erected”.445

It was noted how Robert W. Cox attempted to update Gramsci’s analytical framework
and concepts and apply them to the world order. Cox’s ontological and epistemological
positions – expressed as a critical theory – were designed to challenge traditional IR,
revitalize political agency, conceptualise fundamental social change and contribute
towards social emancipation. No doubt Cox and fellow Neo-Gramscians have made
some important contributions to expanding traditional IR theory, amongst them:

1) alerting the wider academic public to the concepts and theoretical framework
of Antonio Gramsci

2) demystifying and broadening the definition of the state (adopting Gramsci’s
integral State version), which allowed him to theorize on its changing nature;
his work on the IOS is of particular relevance here

3) stressing the importance of the intersubjective realm within a theory of
hegemony

4) setting out a sophisticated model for understanding the dialectical interaction
between socio-economic and ideological-political factors at the national level
with the formation HB and expressed in the particular FOS

5) offering an ambitious schematic depiction of how social forces dialectically
interact across different spheres of activity which contributes to a better
comprehension of the development of world hegemony, world order and
possibilities of counter-hegemony.
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6) reiterating the hierarchical nature of the inter-state system

Nevertheless, for all the fine work carried out by Cox and the Neo-Gramscians the
ontological and epistemological positions they adopted led to them misreading Gramsci,
stripping him of his Marxist vestiges and inadvertently dressing both him and them up
in liberal clothing expressed in their ontological dualism.

Yet after years of imprisonment in a fascist cell Gramsci would die an unrepentant
communist, committed to the replacement of capitalism with a far more social equitable
social system. This required revitalising left-wing thought, developing Marxism as a
philosophy of praxis and hence paying attention to the importance of ideas,
intersubjectivity and the superstructure. But as his life and works show he remained an
historical materialist, encouraged the masses to return to Marx’s critique of political
economy (“critical economics”) which studied capital as a class-based social relation,
rather than concentrating on the forms in which capitalist power is practised and the
strategic choices of the ruling classes (favoured by liberals and Neo-Gramscians).
Gramsci was no harbinger of a post-Marxist social democracy and less still Weberian
pluralism.

A Neo-Neo-Gramscian approach therefore proposes relocating Gramsci within the
broad Marxian school where he belongs; no doubt the concepts and theoretical
framework he developed need updating but, it is argued here, they still retain their
utility once their structural underpinnings are acknowledged. A Neo-Neo-Gramscian
perspective, for example, does recognise the ‘relative’ autonomy of the contemporary
state but, unlike Cox, explicitly stresses its capitalist nature (as it is set within a single
global capitalist mode of production) and sees it has playing a crucial institutional role
in the reproduction of capitalism. Though no doubt the IOS has altered the regulatory
responsibilities of the state it is highly unlikely, at least in the medium term, that the
transnationalisation process will signify an end to the international state system.

One of the big areas the Neo-Neo-Gramscian perspective differs from that of the vast
majority of Neo-Gramscians (with the possible exception of Gill and Law) is its
recognition of the capitalist logic (an emergent property of its mode of production). As
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argued in the previous section capitalism is taken to be necessarily unstable, on a
perpetual quest for capital accumulation and subject to internal contradictions and
systemic crises. As such capitalism is unable to reproduce itself without modes of
regulation and regimes of accumulation. The role of the state, of course, is considered
key by all Marxist thinkers, Gramsci included.

But the global nature of capitalism complicates matters. All states seek to reproduce
themselves but they are subject to the dynamics of global capital accumulation and its
endless search for a spatio-temporal fixes and occupy a particular position within a
hierarchically structured inter-state system, with the great powers able to place heavier
burdens of the capitalist accumulation process on the weaker ones and guarantee the
upward flow of surplus value. Nevertheless, periodically, a great power may achieve
what Gramsci termed “world-hegemony”, when, according to Arrighi, it can “credibly
claim to be the motor force of general expansion” or “because it can credibly claim that
the expansion of its power relative to some or even all other states is in the general
interest of the subjects of all states.”446

The hegemon, therefore, underwrites a new global regime of accumulation, establishing
a new set of international institutions to embed ‘universal rules’, as Cox envisaged, and
absorb the costs of maintaining system. The Neo-Neo-Gramscian approach forwarded
here, nonetheless, stresses that unlike some Neo-Gramscian notions this “world
hegemony” is not neither established nor maintained purely by consensus. Hegemony
necessarily involves coercion.

Finally, for the arguments forwarded in the previous section by Harvey, Arrighi and
Arendt, it has been noted that historically each successive hegemonic regime of
accumulation has proved itself larger in “size, scope and complexity” than the previous
one.447 One of the main principal debates amongst the Neo-Gramscian schools was the
degree to which the US still enjoys hegemony or whether it has been fundamentally
undermined by globalisation process and we are now in the midst of a post-hegemonic
or new transnational hegemonic stage of history.
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The remaining chapters of this thesis will seek to shed some light on this debate
beginning with an analysing the evolution, consolidation and nature of US hegemony.
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SECTION 2:

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
3: CONSTRUCTION & GLOBALISING OF AMERICAN
HEGEMONY
Introduction
As the previous chapter stressed, the conceptualisation of hegemony adopted here
should not be confused with that used in mainstream realist/neorealist/neoliberal IR
literature, where the term is generally considered synonymous with dominance and
refers to a static relationship between a hegemon and subordinate states. Rather,
following Gramsci, hegemony is seen as an on-going, necessarily contested, social
process between dominant and subordinate social classes, in which the former seeks to
assert its will, not just by coercion, but by galvanising broad-base consent amongst the
latter manifested in the acceptance of “common sense” practices and ideas compatible
with the material interests of the would-be hegemonic class. This is best achieved at the
international level, Cox indicated in Chapter II, by the establishment of international
institutions, which serve as vital conduits to facilitate the redistribution of benefits to the
elites of subordinate states and thereby guarantee the dominant state’s hegemonic status.
Hegemony, according to the Neo-Neo-Gramscian perspective forwarded here, therefore,
is defined as domination (coercion) plus moral and intellectual leadership (consensus).

Class interests necessarily express themselves not just at the national but at the
international level as well. World hegemony originates in the outward expansion of
social forces emanating from the SROP within a particular national HB. Any
understanding of the dynamics of contemporary American hegemony must begin by
study the evolving nature of the American state-civil society complex, manifested in
changes in its SROP and FOS, respectively.
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The analysis commences, therefore, with a study of early state formation and associated
political debates surrounding the kind of constitution required to guarantee capital
accumulation and expand the “empire of liberty”; and how the on-going dialectic on one
hand,

between respective internal social forces, and on the other hand, between

‘internal and ‘external’ social forces, conspired to consolidate liberal hegemony from
the 1860s onwards (albeit only partial with a sizeable proportion of the population
denied equal participation in it.)

Acknowledging the distinct nature of American historical development, does not, as
becomes clear throughout this chapter, imply accepting the whole ‘American
Exceptionalism’ myth448; rather, it merely follows Gramsci in insisting that hegemony is
always spatially and temporally contingent and therefore perpetually in a process of
change. But myths, especially foundational myths, are very important, given that they
do have a direct effect on intersubjectivity and hence political organisation and
mobilisation, as Gramsci (amongst many) has noted. Nowhere, arguably, is that more
pertinent than in the US. The first part of this chapter, therefore, studies the validity (i.e.
material basis) for American Exceptionalism and connected myths such as Manifest
Destiny, the American Dream, and the frontier and the role they have played in the
dynamics of hegemony and state construction in recent American history.

The objective of this Chapter is two-fold: i) to study the evolution and consolidation of
liberal hegemony within the United States up until the 1940s; and ii) to analyse how,
following the context of the Second World War, social forces emanating from the
SROP from within this HB sought consciously to assert American (and therein their
own) hegemony internationally (or at least over the capitalist world). At the same time,
as explained in Chapter II, such developments cannot be understood as purely ‘national’
phenomenon, taking place as they do in the context of an hierarchically structured
global capitalist system.

The chapter thus begins by considering early state formation in the republic and how,
due to unique circumstances, the American elite were able to institutionalise arguably
448
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the most unrestrained capitalist society in the world, reflected in its new Constitution (in
which private property was sacred and market expansion compatible with
republicanism) and quasi-liberal politics and celebrated in popular culture (“common
sense” national myths).

From its outset the US formed part (albeit as Britain’s junior partner) of a Eurocentric
trading system and was subject to the same complex set of social forces. Thanks to the
uneven development of capitalism the American society would be divided in two during
the Civil War. The subsequent establishment of liberal hegemony represented both a
break and continuance in this narrative. On one side the political culture remained
overwhelmingly liberal, respectful of private property/enterprise and market
expansionism; on the other side it ushered in the modern American capitalist model
comprising of large industrial companies and lightly regulated, ‘share-holder’
corporations. These radically new forms of SROP generated new class-based counterhegemonic forces.

The paper then analyses the importance of the different strategies adopted by American
capital to restore profitability in the late 19th century in the light of systemic
overproduction and increased subaltern class militancy.

At the international level, as shown below, Washington would play a decisive role both
at the diplomatic and military level to establish an Open Door policy in which its large
corporations could acquire foreign assets and set up shop. Such methods, of course, did
not rely purely on the market (capitalist logic of power) but, and in contrast to the
exceptionalist line, old-style colonial (territorial logic of power). At the domestic level,
on the other hand, the capital sought to resolve the aforementioned problems by
increasing economy of scale (forming larger vertically integrated corporations) and
adopting a Fordist accumulation strategy (and specific SROP) which would underpin
both the national ‘historic bloc’ and post-war American hegemony.

But capitalism is notoriously unstable and just when it appeared capital had established
its hegemony over labour, global over-production struck again sparking the Great
Depression. The chapter discusses how Roosevelt, to save capitalism, both from itself
and its ‘discontents’, was forced to preside over a radical overhaul of the state and
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establish a capital-labour class compromise under his New Deal Coalition
arrangements. This Keynesian welfare-state, in a modified form would constitute the
FOS underpinning both the national historic bloc and post-war American hegemony.

Establishing hegemony does not happen by itself but needs to be consciously and
continually worked for. The chapter analyses how the Second World War radically
altered the American state-civil society complex, and how policy/corporate heads alike
coincided on the need to restructure the WO to make it conducive to America economic
and geo-political interests. It is here, according to Cox (coinciding with Gramsci’s
critical “second moment”) that hegemony is founded, with the establishment of
international institutions under the umbrella of the United Nations to promote the
“universal” good. This would involve leading the world to a new stage of capital
accumulation: simultaneously guaranteeing the distribution of benefits to subordinate
states (and their respective dominant classes) while at the same time furthering
American hegemony (e.g. the Bretton Wood’s triad).

Chapter III then considers how conservative social forces emanating from within the
American integral state sought to refashion the original Rooseveltian new WO plans in
order to: i) facilitate the reconstitution of its own national HB; and ii) more successfully
embed American hegemony abroad. It was with the advent of the Cold War, and the
establishment of the national security state (NSS) that the true importance of Cox’s
‘ideas’ comes into play, for it was anti-communism (rather than liberal
internationalism) which really hold together both the Fordist SROP at home – the basis
of the historic bloc – and which helped manufacture consent for American leadership
amongst the other advanced capitalist countries’ elite.

The final part of the chapter considers, in this context, how the US successfully
embedding its hegemony in the WO, using multilateral institutions to engineer a radical
reconstruction in SROP and forms of states of its allies, to nurture the formation of
historic blocs similar to (though not the same as) that in the US. It would be a costly
affair for the US – having to resort to international Keynesianism and above all military
Keynesianism (which would itself provoke a modification of its own FOS) – but
American society reaped huge rewards for being the centre of the hegemonic
‘heartland’. But elsewhere in the core too, Pax Americana represented high economic
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growth and political stability for over twenty years not least thanks to access to the
colossal US internal market, the necessary spatio-temporal fix capital was looking for.

3.1 The Evolution of American Liberalism
3.1.1 Early State Formation in the New Republic: Myth & Reality
Myths, as Sorel, Croce and Gramsci emphasized, always performed vital functions
mobilising and helping consolidate political forces. The birth of all modern nation-states
drew on their own particular mix of myth and legend – but perhaps none more so than
the establishment and evolution of the United States.

According to John Winthrop’s sermon in 1620, the new Colonies represented a “City
upon the Hill” and that “the eyes of all people are upon us”. This famous announcement
became one of the sacred texts of “American Exceptionalism”: a powerfully enduring
myth claiming that the United States was different from other countries, with a superior
set of cultural and moral values, led by their own Holy Trinity of Father (George
Washington), Holy Spirit (Thomas Jefferson) and Martyred Son (Abraham Lincoln).

Travelling around the country in the 1830s Tocqueville lauded over the new country’s
political stability and dynamism, due to the fact that Americans were “born equal”.449 A
key assertion of American Exceptionalism is that thanks to certain unique providential
factors – extraordinary abundance of raw materials, plentiful agricultural land, absence
of a feudal tradition, wide scope for free individuals, relative social equality, broad
individual empowerment among the free population and weak restrictive institutions –
prevented European conflictual class relations from developing.

One vital corollary of the American Exceptionalism was the belief that the US behaved
differently to other countries; that it drew on its own intellectual sources to outline a
domestic and foreign policy very different from its European contemporaries, designed
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specifically to guarantee the promotion of life, liberty and property.450 Like most myths
exceptionalism did have its seeds of truth, at least for a particular limited historical
period. Nevertheless for the most part it remained, along with the others outlined below,
largely fictitious. The importance of this specific example of inter-subjectivity,
however, as Gramsci observed, lay not so much in its veracity, but whether people
actually believed it to be true and acted accordingly.

Contrary to the exceptionalist position, of course the Colonies formed an integral part of
the wider world. American politico-cultural and socio-economic development was
inseparable from the largely European geopolitical and trading system into which it was
born.

Nowhere was this most clearly revealed than in the Colonies’ social structure in the
mid-18th century. At the top of the class pyramid sat the planter class who had most
benefited from the massive expansion of transatlantic trade/production, supplying
tobacco, timber, rice and indigo to Europe and the Caribbean. Below these colonial elite
a growing middle class of merchants, farmers, artisans, manufacturers and shop-keepers
(not to mention urban professions such as lawyers, doctors, teachers), many of which
supplied services or produced finished goods for the planter class. The middle classes
were soon co-opted into the system as junior partners under planter hegemony around a
programme of private property defence and cross-class white solidarity which
manifested itself in the concession of political rights (e.g. voting rights) to prosperous
small landowners and farmers.451

Implicit in this defence of private property was the right to hold slaves. Indeed, the very
base of this pyramid of prosperity was built on the systemic exploitation of millions of
African slaves (not to mention poor whites) and seizure of Native Indian land – a fact
seldom recognised by adherents to the exceptionalist myth. Without endless land
acquisition there was a risk that anger over rising inequality and wealth concentration
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amongst this white subaltern class – their numbers constantly swollen by incoming
European immigrants – could threaten social stability.

The very existence of the Colonies, therefore depended on British coercive forces
(notably the Royal Navy) not only defending the present borders against the French and
the Native Indians but actually facilitating their expansion. Again a European-centred
conflict - the Seven Year War – fundamentally altered the Britain-Colonies relationship.

Initially the outbreak of the Seven Year War (1756-63) – between Britain on one side
and the French and Spanish on the other – proved a well-needed fillip to the Colonies’
economy, especially in the northern commercial centres, with the middle classes making
a lot of money servicing British troops with arms, raw materials, food/drink, uniforms
and other goods and services. Eventually, however the costs of the war would lead to an
intra-Transatlantic elite split.

Post-war the colonies entered an economic depression, as military supply contracts
dried up, credit was restricted at the same time financial speculation ran riot. There was
a growing social polarisation which disproportionately hit the middle and lower classes.
To make matters worse, London was determined to recuperate some of the costs of the
war by making the Colonies contribute towards their own security, introducing the
Stamp Tax (1765) and the Tea Act (1773) which angered lawyers, merchants, distillers,
ship owners and master craftsmen alike.

But the critical tipping point came when London, keen to tackle the rising costs of
border control and Indian suppression, decided to put a fixed limit on the expansion of
the Colonies. The Royal Proclamation of 1763 established that all land west of the
Appalachians was not to be colonised. Of the British policies it was this Proclamation
that most aggrieved the planter-banker class and threatened to upset social cohesion
amongst white settlers in the Colonies.

Yet even with these grievances it is possible that the settlers would not have had the
confidence to force a renegotiation of the Colonial-Metropolis relationship if it were not
for a key unforeseen effect of the Seven Year War. Ironically, by so completely
crushing the French, the British had unintentionally undermined their own importance
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as essential providers of security to the Colonists. Why pay protection money to the
British, the settlers wondered, when there was no real foreign threat? Furthermore, the
war had served to strengthen the political unity of the hitherto fragmented Colonies,
giving them new confidence in the potential of their collective power base.

Even before a ‘rebel’ programme was firmly established, there were a few points the
upper classes did agree upon:

a) opposition to the new British laws – the planters, rich farmers and land
speculators were angered at limits put on their territorial expansion, while the
affluent merchants and lawyers complained the new taxes were arbitrary and
‘undemocratic’

b) belief in the legitimacy of the institution of slavery

c) the realisation that any conflict with London would require the formation of a
broad-based coalition necessarily taking in the lower class of artisans and
labourers

d) fear that rising domestic hostility amongst poor whites towards wealth could
get out of hand and undermine their hegemony

When hostilities did eventually break out the settler elite made sure the American
Revolution’s call for freedom remained framed within certain narrow ideological
parameters. Radicalism was to be solely focused exclusively on attacking the British
and their supporters rather than against capitalism, social inequality or promoting slave
emancipation.452 It was strictly an all-white coalition set on private property
preservation and the right to unlimited capital accumulation. And as the settler elite
turned their attention to state formation, they were adamant on the need to
constitutionalise a suitably pro-capital political system.
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Amongst the Philadelphia delegates Thomas Paine’s democratic republicanism was
widely understood not only the ideological inspiration and legitimising force behind the
American Revolution, but also provided the Colonies with a model for the optimum
form of government. In his widely-read pamphlet Common Sense (10 January 1776),
Paine denounced all unaccountable power structures derived from either inherited rule
(e.g. such as monarchy or aristocracy) or based on any form of dependency or
paternalism as illegitimate. Instead, Paine insisted, government should be based on
liberty, equality, rule of law and popular sovereignty. This entire republican edifice
would be buttressed by was civic virtue (á la Montesquieu). Public virtue could be
corrupted by private interests thus it was necessary to subordinate individual selfish
interests to the common good. Paine spoke for the middle and working classes when he
attacked wealth concentration, greed, and empire, considering them wholly
incompatible with a stable, ethical, accountable, self-governing republic.453

But the delegates that gathered together in Philadelphia were the wealthiest men in the
Colonies, be they slave-holding planters (Washington and Madison), land-speculators
(Blount and Williamson), lawyers (Wilson and King), merchants (Jay and Gerry),
financiers (Morris and Fitzsimmons) or publishers (Franklin); in addition the vast
majority were bond-holders (see below). Consequently, despite highly provocative and
far-reaching republican-democratic rhetoric, the 1787 Constitution and its subsequent
interpretation and amendments would owe more to John Locke and the Glorious
Revolution of 1688 than it would to the English-born pamphleteer.

Wealthy slave-owning planter Thomas Jefferson lifted his “self-evident truths”,
enshrined in the Declaration of Independence, straight from Locke’s Two Treatise of
Government. Equally, Locke would have found the key republican principles – liberties,
the rule of law, right of revolution – wholly consistent with his own doctrine.

And so it was that the Colonies developed a radically new individual view of private
property compared to that in mainland Europe, legitimised by John Locke.454 Private
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property, Locke had explained, was created by Man by mixing his own labour with
Nature; the resultant product remained exclusively his own to do with as he saw fit.455
Here, with millions of acres of ‘virgin’ lands – not limited by European traditions or
legal norms – surely the industrious God-fearing settlers who had fashioned plantations
and farms out of the wilderness had the right of ownership. “In the beginning all the
world was America” Locke had proclaimed.456 People abandoned the State of Nature
and entered into Civil Society, Locke asserted, for greater security and to enjoy their
property, and that government was only legitimate to the extent that it guaranteed that
end.457 Equality was not the prime objective.

For all its republican rhetoric, therefore, the principal cause of the War of Independence
as far as American capital was concerned was the failure of the British elite to defend
the liberal programme: the sanctity of private property and unbounded wealth
accumulation. In a very real sense the Revolution represented a limited split within the
imperial system, driven by the American elites’ desires to expand the boundaries of
individual economic liberty further than those permitted by the Mother country. The
resultant American whiggery, accordingly, sought to abolish status inequality while
leaving the wealth of the local elite unscathed. It was, in the words of Desai Meghnad:
“just another version of British liberty without a feudal aristocracy”.458

Hence it was the fusion of Locke with Protestant notions of ‘providence’ and hard work
which legitimised the settlers’ expansive primitive accumulation across the ‘new’
continent, albeit at the expense of republican civil virtue. Nevertheless, the colonial elite
were determined to squeeze the round peg of Locke’s liberalism into the square hole of
Paine’s republicanism (and associated concern for public interests), which would
occupy the higher moral immediately after the Declaration of Independence.

Accordingly, eight of the thirteen Colonies which signed the Articles of Confederation
(1781) proclaimed their own constitution and established democratic republican systems
based on (albeit narrow) popular sovereignty (“for the people by the people”) and a
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weak executive. The Americans were, according to John Jay in 1777 “the first people
whom Heaven has favoured with the opportunity of deliberating upon, and choosing,
the form of government under which they still live”.459

The Articles of Confederation permitted each state the right to print its own money and
erect its own customs barriers and tax each other’s trade. But internal and external
social forces conspired to bury the decentralised republican experiment and promote a
passive revolution in the Colonies. Though adherents to the American Exceptionalism
myth often forget, new republic was born into a particular WO: a Eurocentric
mercantilist system of strong proto-capitalist states competing for markets and
internationally mobile capital. It was a WO, furthermore, in which Britain and France
were engaged in an on-going dispute, not just for European, but also for world
hegemony: a dispute which directly affected the political, economic and cultural
evolution of the new republic.

The War and aftermath reconstruction left the states deeply in debt both to foreign
(notably French, Dutch and Spanish bankers) and domestic creditors.460 Jefferson,
Adams and Franklin were repeatedly told by international financiers as they travelled
around Europe to negotiate trade deals that in order to receive further loans the republic
would have to restore its national credit worthiness by re-establishing monetary and
fiscal stability (i.e. controlling inflation) and settling outstanding debts with gold and
silver. This would mean, respectively, removing the rights of states to print money and
the derogation of stay laws (the postponing, often indefinitely, of debt repayment). This
policy dovetailed perfectly with the interests of the American financial elite. According
to Charles A. Beard 40, of the 55 Convention delegates held “personality” – traded
stock, money-at-interest, western land held for speculation, and most importantly,
government war bonds – and were eager that the state honour its debts in gold and
necessarily eradicate paper money.461
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Such austere measures were extremely unpopular with the small farmers who were
reliant on paper money to finance their businesses. When the government introduced a
whiskey tax in 1786 former Continental Officer Captain Daniel Shay headed a New
England farmers rebellion (armed only with pitch-forks) against the merchant and
banking class demanding common ownership of land, a fairer division of property, the
abolishment of debts, and the printing of paper money. Though finally quashed by
Massachusetts militia in February 1787, the Shay Rebellion was a terrible shock to the
America elite. Such an uprising, if it extended to the poor and propertyless, could
manifest itself in radical demands for wealth distribution, posing a serious threat to the
rich and privileged.

More than anything else it was the Shay Rebellion that convinced the Colonies’ richest
man – George Washington – to act on Alexander Hamilton and James Madison’s
urgings to amend the Articles of the Constitution. The states agreed, sending delegates
to the second Convention in May 1787, dedicated to discussing a permanent framework
for a national government. This would be no easy task given that given that all the states
– large and small – had to ratify the agreement.

Nevertheless there was one point the Founding Fathers could agree on: the need to
preserve the sanctity of private property from the rabble. Despite the many
disagreements between delegates Philadelphia, the Constitution and its subsequent
amendments all remained within a liberal (as opposed to republican) paradigm.

A key point of reference here would be Adam Smith’s opus An Inquiry into the Nature
and Causes of the Wealth of Nations462 – published the same year as the Declaration of
Independence (1776) – in which the Scottish Enlightenment thinker set out a blue-print
for the establishment of a modern commercial society based upon division of labour,
rational ‘voluntary exchange’ and the maximisation of consumer welfare. Indeed, the
example he used to illustrate his proposed economic growth model was the Colonies’
amazing productivity (see his Chapter IV).
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Though when addressing the ‘real world’ Smith was well aware of the important of
social classes and the exploitative unfair nature of capitalism463 his abstract growth
model stressed, like Locke, that it was the individual that drove the economy, motivated
by innate self-interest and desire to “truck, barter and exchange”464. Capital
accumulation, resource allocation and therefore human progress could be guaranteed if
the “hidden hand”465 was allowed to do its magic free of state interference. While
recognising and denouncing the innate monopolising tendencies of business and their
propensities to conspire against public good (not least in sponsoring harmful
legislative)466 Smith held the state’s primary function – defence aside was, like the
Lockean ‘nightwatchman state’, to protect private property from the poor and arbitrate
between rival private property claims.467 Smith’s insistence on the benefits of
international free trade, was, however, taken with a rather large dose of salt, not just by
the Founding Fathers but US policy-makers throughout the 19th Century.468

Though at this stage political parties did not exist as such, factions did appear at the
Philadelphia Convention. By far the most hotly debated issue was with regards to the
nature of the future state: between those favouring greater centralisation – the
Federalists led by Alexander Hamilton, John Jay, and John Adams and those defending
a looser affiliation – the so-called Anti-Federalist line – which found at least at first
included Thomas Jefferson, George Mason and Samuel Adams. These were not just
abstract philosophical musings amongst the elites – these debates were very much
related to the real economy.
463
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The Federalists reflected the interests of large capital. To further their cause James
Madison and Alexander Hamilton – the principal architects of the Constitution – along
with John Jay, wrote a series of essays (ninety in all) entitled The Federalist (under the
pseudonym Publius Valerius). Only a strong state, they argued, would be sufficiently
strong to protect private property and privilege from the poor masses who most likely to
seek to use the public sphere to readdress social inequality, as both John Locke and
Adam Smith had warned, and as the Shay Rebellion shown.469

In democratic system of government, Madison noted in his famous Federalist No.10
(1787), there always existed the possibility that a “factions”, “whether amounting to a
majority or a minority of the whole” could act in a way “adversed [sic] to the rights of
other citizens”; and “the most common and durable source of factions has been the
various and unequal distribution of property. Those who hold and those who are without
property have ever formed distinct interest in society.”470

Apart from this general class interest of avoiding popular uprisings, amongst the
Federalists each faction had its own particular motives for supporting a strong
centralised state: planters, to suppress slave rebellions; land-speculators, to protect
acquired land (and future seizures) from Indian attacks; bankers and financiers, to
restore national credit-worthiness, secure monetary and fiscal stability and make sure
war bonds were honoured; manufacturers, to protect infant industries behind a national
tariff regime; and merchants, to introduce laws to facilitate/regulate inter-state trade. In
short, a powerful centralised state was vital to guarantee on-going capitalist
accumulation and hence the republic’s survival; be it suppressing internal or external
threats (be they Indians or European countries) or underwriting future ‘continental’
expansion.

The best way to guard against the “majority tyranny” with its “rage for money, for the
abolition of debts, for equal division of property, or for any other improper or wicked
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project” was to establish elite political system.471 The Federalists, supported by large
capital most reliant on transatlantic trade, were nicknamed the “British Party” for their
ideological affinity to and admiration for the British political model. Adams, for
example, favoured an elected representative parliament combined with a hereditary
monarchy, while Hamilton supported a non-elected Upper House and a life-long serving
executive, considering the Westminster model “with all its supposed defects” (i.e. nondemocratic and corrupt), “the most perfect government which ever existed.”472

Federalist Paper no.63, written by Madison or Hamilton, argued a “well-constructed
Senate” was necessary “as a defense to the people against their own temporary areas of
disillusion”. Since men were driven by “irregular passions”, “misled by artful
representations of interested men” they could resort to violent or aggressive means to
quench desires, so there was a need for intervention by “some temperate and respectable
body of citizens” to ”check this misguided career” and “suspend the blow”…“until
reason, justice and truth prevailed”.473

The Anti-Federalists – subsequently referred to as “the French Party” – led by Thomas
Jefferson and George Mason denounced the Federalists as Bourbon aristocrats and
monarchists.474 Such power concentration and European raison d’état pretensions
smacked of ‘empire’ and the ancient régime. Jefferson lamented that Hamilton was “so
bewitched and perverted by the British example as to be under thoro’ conviction that
corruption was essential for the government of a nation” . Jefferson accused Hamilton of
instituting a monarchical financial system designed to “exclude popular understanding
and inquiry”, being as it was “a machine for the corruption of the legislature.”475
471
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Later forming their own political party in 1792 – the Republican-Democrats – the AntiFederalists claimed that only by preserving states could a virtuous republic (i.e. an
ethical, democratically elected government, responsible to a particular delimited
territory) be safeguarded. Not by coincidence, the strong-holds of the Anti-Federalists
were the very regions that backed the sort of debtor and taxpayer relief legislation (such
as paper money) the Constitution would ban. Small capital, especially the large
yeomanry class (non-slave landowning small family farmers) and shop-keepers, would
become the power-base of the Republican-Democrat Party. These exceptionalists
therefore favoured maintaining a certain isolation from the ‘old’ decadent world.

From the outset Jefferson believed the tension between republican democracy (bounded,
territorial, accountable, sovereign, isolated from a decadent world) – the exceptionalists
– and economic liberty (unbounded, geographically expansive, decentralised) – the
universalists position – could be resolved by linking them together i.e. expanding both
the territory and the electorate at the same rate. Fortunately there seemed an
inexhaustible supply of ‘virgin land’ to the West, South and North. In 1785 Congress
passed his Land Ordinance where public land was to be surveyed and divided into
townships and subdivided into ‘sections’ and sold to speculators and hopefully on to
farmers for development. Similarly Jefferson’s proposed 1787 North West Ordinance,
following the settlement of the Ohio River, could help keep peace both amongst the
states and between the social classes.

Nevertheless, the challenge the Philadelphia delegates faced was how to establish a
political system which, on one hand, formerly respected republican values of liberty,
democracy and popular sovereignty, while on the other hand, guarded against the
“majority tyranny”. The Constitutional compromise Madison proposed, supported by
the majority of Founding Fathers, was to set up a unique kind of representative
republican government. The new democratic system would be purposely constructed to
prevent the public from direct involvement in the affairs of government (i.e. the
Rousseauian direct democracy), or their formation into factions likely to threaten private
property. Furthermore, the Constitution would limit the franchise to white propertyowners of 50 acres of land.
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Madison, drawing on Locke and Montesquieu, thought he could help keep both sides
relatively happy and to create a uniquely American democratic capitalist political
system. On one hand the Constitution would reduce the capacity of the central
government to regulate and limit economic liberty per se via a complex separation of
political power, at all levels (e.g. federal government and the states), and between all
branches (e.g. the executive and the legislative). The Fifth Amendment (1790)
furthermore extend constitutional rights to individuals property rights, preventing
government from depriving an individual of “life, liberty and property without due
process of law; nor shall property be taken for public use without just compensation”,
without reciprocal rights.

On the other hand Article 1, section 8 of the 1787 Constitution recognised Congress’
exclusive competence to regulate foreign and inter-state trade, print money, issue
copyright and patents, establish armed forces and the right to declare war. (The Tenth
Amendment – known as the “Doctrine of Enumerated Powers” – later clarified that
those powers not delegated to Congress under said Article were “reserved for the state
or to the persons”.)

Regarding representation at the federal level Madison furthermore managed to cement
the Great Compromise between the large and small states: the lower house (House of
Representatives) would be elected on a popular basis via the envisaged Electoral
College, while the upper house (Senate) granted all states equal representation. This, in
additions to Jefferson’s aforementioned Land Ordinance promises and a deal between
the northern states (granting them Navigation Laws) and southern states (protecting the
slave-trade for a further 20 years), was enough to get all the states on board.

With this Madison made two key contributions to securing the stability of the new
republic.

Firstly, Madison he had managed to reduce the likelihood of a despotic public seizing
government and challenging private property (á la Shay Rebellion). By codifying basic
law and putting it beyond the representative political institutions he had effectively
depoliticised politics. Sovereignty no longer lay in the people, it lay in the law.
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The establishment of a decentralised system of weak and limited government rendered
any modification in the distribution of power between the respective levels and branches
of administration impossible without judicial review and a highly complex process of
Constitutional amendment, which in turn required widespread support amongst the
states. The more states that were admitted into the Union, as Madison had admitted in
The Federalist No.10, the less likely any amendment was, especially given the fact that
under the Electoral College system smaller, mainly Southern states, enjoyed
disproportional powers in the House of Representatives via the so-called “three-fifths
clause”.476 Thus, the much criticised Washington institutional ‘deadlock’ between the
executive, legislative and judiciary was specifically designed by Madison as a way to
prevent radical public intrusion on private interests.477

Even without constitutional change the Supreme Court could always be relied upon to
assert its conservative agenda. The Chief Justice John Marshall in the case Marbury v.
Madison (1803) laid down the principle of judicial review and judicial supremacy
which effectively granted the Supreme Court the competence to undo the ‘errors’ of the
legislature or executive branch. ‘Errors’ identified and overturned by the Supreme
Court in the 19th Century would include the banning of slavery, the recognition of
labour rights, the illegality of racial segregation and federal income tax.

The Constitution, in short, and its subsequent amendments managed to guarantee that
‘those who owned the country should control it’, while simultaneously paying lipservice to the classic republican promise that government was ‘of the people, for the
people and by the people’.

Secondly, Madison constitutionalised Jefferson’s expansionist programme; giving free
reign to the central government to expand markets and specifically to acquire territory
within the continent to meet the demands of speculators and a growing, potentially
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rebellious multitude. By increasing the electorate Madison, like Jefferson and John
Adams, believed there was no intrinsic clash between ‘virtue’ and ‘fortune’.478

On the contrary, the Constitution and amendments actually confirmed that the
acquisition and holding of private property was a necessary expression of republican
virtue. Furthermore, ‘empire’, even had its justification in classic liberalism. Wasn’t the
essential role of the state to maximise the well-being of its citizens? Since individual
economic liberty – the freedom to own property and to “truck and barter”– was the
foundation of freedom per se, state supported market expansion was morally justifiable.
As Locke, a century earlier had claimed, those that sought to use the land productively
had a better to claim to ownership than those natives. In the US a large section of the
moneyed classes – capitalist farmers, plantation owners, land speculators and banks –
demanded their right to be able to become rich.

And the interests of the latter groups would be particularly attended to. Hamilton told
Washington that Article 1, Section 10, which prohibited states from impairing the
obligations of contracts (i.e. the relieving of debtors), “was not one of the least
recommendations of the Constitution. The too frequent intermeddlings of the state
legislature in relation to private contracts were extensively felt and seriously
lamented”.479 Congress backed Hamilton in agreeing to fund the national debt and
assume all debts incurred by the individual states during the revolution. Speculators
who had busily bought up depreciated securities for pennies redeemed all this paper at
par.

Jefferson criticized Hamilton’s debt redemption plans – “immense sums were thus
filched from the poor and ignorant – and lamented how now, sadly “the whole action of
the legislature was now under the direction of treasury.”480 The general sanctity of
contracts and powerlessness of states (or federal government) to interfere in corporate
affairs was confirmed by the US Supreme Court in Dartmouth College v. Woodward
478
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(1819), which in turn became the legal touchstone for the Supreme Court in its
judgements throughout the 19th and early 20th Century.

Despite his distrust of bankers and doubts expressed over the democratic legitimacy of a
powerful imperial centralised government Thomas Jefferson endorsed the Philadelphia
Convention: “I am persuaded no constitution was ever before so well calculated as ours
for extensive empire and self-government”.481 As far as Michael Hardt and Antonio
Negri are concerned the “American Revolution”, (and therein its new Constitution)
“represented a moment of great innovation and rupture in the genealogy of modern
sovereignty”.482 The Founding Fathers, with the help of subsequent amendments and
Supreme Court interpretations, had constitutionalised expansionism and established the
most advanced capital-friendly political and social system in the world.

This is not to claim that there was no political debate, the Constitution would undergo
26 amendments and a Civil War. The Federalists, dominant in government until 1801,
came under constant attack from Anti-Federalists for overstepping constitutional limits
such as the chartering of First Bank of the United States in 1792,483 high federal tax
policy responsible for the 1794 Whiskey Rebellion and tax revolt Maryland, Georgia and
the Carolinas, and Adams’ polemic Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798.484 Indeed,
arguments over federal-state competence, most famously with respects to the
Nullification Resolutions (granting states the right to nullify central government
tyrannical acts or leave the union) would continue until the late 19th Century.

However, the ideological and politico-legal underpinnings of the Constitution
guaranteed that mainstream political debates from the early 19th Century onwards,
would always stay within the narrow constraints of liberalism – and associated faith in
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the market-place society – albeit ‘left’ and ‘right’ wings. Movements for progressive
social change – be they for workers’, women’s or civil rights – would tend to come
from outside the mainstream political parties and risked being dubbed subversive or
“un-American”. It was in this context that Tocqueville referred to the American
society’s “living intellectual unity” – a shared belief in the divine and widespread social
consensus

over

values

–contrasting

with

the

heterogeneity

and

vibrant

“oppositionalism” of European politics.485

Political consensus amongst the American elites was reflected in the adoption of the
British ‘winner-takes-all’ electoral format with its bias towards a two-party system. For
much of American history, as Hamilton envisaged, political debate would take place
amongst the well-born gentlemen that make up the respective Houses and judiciary,
with the latter entrusted to engage in technical and legalistic deliberations over the
meaning and scope of the various sections of the Constitution and amendments.486 The
enormous powers conceded to the Supreme Court are merely proof of that fact.

In addition, faith in the wisdom and legitimacy of Smith’s market paradigm and
prototype commercial society would remain far more extended throughout American
popular discourse – tantamount to Gramsci’s “common sense” – than it would in other
highly developed countries. Superimposed onto Locke’s private property and
governmental conceptualisations, Smith’s ideas would come to form the basis, not just
of economic relations, but arguably of all social and political relations in America.

Thanks to independence and the work of the Founding Fathers the new United States
was profoundly capitalist in focus (albeit reliant on slave-based mode of production)
and the America bourgeoisie, as Gramsci later noted,487 was far freer to pursue wealth
accumulation than their European counter-parts, hemmed in by remnants of feudal
institutions and customs. In this new market-based society, and contrary to the original
thinking of Smith, value was separated from price. Here everything had a price,
including the ‘land’ originally so fiercely defended by the early settlers and republicans
485
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alike.488 Contrary to Benjamin Franklin’s earlier insistence that a constitution fashioned
to further republic-empire private interests would corrupt the people and thus require
despotic government, the 1787 Constitution became reified in American cultural, and,
together with the flag and national anthem underpinned the common identity and civic
nationalism that constituted American citizenship.

Nevertheless, on an ideological level, the republican tradition occupied prime position
in American political discourse for centuries. According to this myth the US would not
engage in empire-building. The raison d’état, participation in international alliances, the
erection of a large state bureaucracy or military force, was still considered by
republicans as a threat to political liberty and economic prosperity both at home and
abroad. Jefferson’s principal ideological bequest to US foreign policy – and at the heart
of American hegemony – was his insistence that the state “conquer without war” i.e.
pursue objectives by economic means other than other coercive means. Thus, while
primitive accumulation and capitalism’s continual continental expansion to the west and
south necessarily involved violent, coercive, fraudulent or other means (under-written
by the US cavalry), pushing back the frontier was sold to the general public, as Gramsci
would have imagined, as ‘self-defence’, ‘consensual’ or for the ‘promotion of liberty’.

Fittingly, once President, it was Jefferson himself who proved one of the most ardent
supporters of the logic of empire,489 using the federal state to acquire land and extend
markets beyond the jurisdictional limits of the US itself most notably via the Louisiana
Purchase (1803);490 the Lewis and Clark expedition (1804-6); and even entertaining the
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annexation of Canada and Cuba, as part of what he hoped would be “an Empire for
Liberty as [the world] has never surveyed since the Creation”.491 To maintain inter-state
peace Jefferson honoured the ‘two-systems-in-one’ compromise: any land seized in the
North would be turned into family farms, while that in the South was to be used for
slave-holding plantations, with each honouring the other’s mode of production.492

Similarly Republican-Democrat Presidents proved to be the most enthusiastic
proponents of extending Jefferson’s “empire for liberty”, either by purchase, theft,
bribery or swindling. Since the state must guarantee freedom, and freedom was
inseparable from geographical expansion, it was the state’s specific job to extend the
national border. The frontier (see below) was interpreted as a boundary to overcome, to
go beyond, rather than representing a definitive fixed limit.

Hence, James Madison declared war on Britain in 1812 so the southern and western
farmers could gain access to Indian land and tap into world markets; James Monroe
forced Spain to cede Florida under the “Florida Purchase” (1819) and subsequently
extended the Union to Mississippi, Illinois, Alabama, Maine and Missouri, before
declaring American domination – albeit under British direction493 – over the Western
hemisphere under the Monroe Doctrine (1823); Andrew Jackson ‘swapped’ thousands
of square miles of rich Indian tribal lands for poor land west of the Mississippi under
the 1830 Indian Removal Act and encouraged Texas to separate from Texas in 1836;494
while James Polk acquired the Pacific North West – Oregon, Washington and Idaho –
by treaty with Britain in 1846 and provoked war with Mexico to seize California,
Arizona and Utah under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848.495 Suffice to say that
491
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all of the above ‘transactions’ and ‘agreements’, as always, were made possible by
Washington exploiting European inter-state rivalry.

Initially, American elites justified such expansionism in terms of national security: an
act of self-defence against an aggressive enemy. Jefferson, for example, blamed the
English for the Indian ‘removal’, claiming it was they who had “seduced” these
“unfortunate peoples” to “take up the hatchet against us” and “who oblige us now to
pursue them to extermination, or drive them to new seats beyond our reach”.496 John
Quincy Adams, likewise justified General Andrew Jackson’s genocide in Florida during
the 1812 war as an attempt to suppress the rag-tag group of runaway slaves, “savage
Indians”, “pirates” and “traitors” the British had gathered to “wage an exterminating
war” against the US. Quincy Adams summarised thus “from the period of our
established independence to this day, all the Indian wars with which we have been
afflicted have been distinctly traceable to the instigation of English traders or agents.”497

To the untrained eye and one not familiar with American Exceptionalism this looked
familiarly like the same type of imperialism ‘old’ European countries were engaging in
around the world.

Indeed, despite a slavery-based economic system together with a process of on-going
primitive accumulation the idea that coercion was largely absent in American society,
compared to their European counter-parts, remained a powerful myth and a crucial
element in the nationalist-popularist culture, creating a favourable setting for the
emergence of a hegemony orientated to the marketplace, where participation was
voluntary, not compulsory.

As American territory reached continental proportions, such expansionism came to be
legitimised in deeper, metaphysical terms, giving birth to another key American myth:
Manifest Destiny.

farmers, speculators, bankers, merchants and industrialists eager for land for new farms, cities, railroad
and canals, speculation, or just as a way to dilute class conflict and absorb the rising flow of European
immigrants.
496
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Manifest Destiny, the belief that the US was pre-destined to colonise the ‘empty land’
from the Atlantic to the Pacific and so to complete the process begun by the Pilgrims
(“City on the Hill”), validated by Locke and Smith and constitutionalised by the
Founding Fathers – became the American “foundational myth”; a national narrative,
tantamount to Gramsci’s “common sense”, which underpinned US society’s collective
political consciousness as an “imagined community”, and which perpetuates to this
day.498

The term “Manifest Destiny” is commonly believed to derive from Benjamin Franklin’s
1767 assertions that America “must become a great country, populous and mighty” and
“shake off the shackles” imposed on it”499 but became popularised by “organic
intellectuals” allied to Jacksonian Democrats such as Walt Whitman and especially John
L. O’ Sullivan who, during the said annexation of Texas and Oregon border dispute
with Britain, urged Washington to take over their neighbours lands for the good of
mankind (and their expanding domestic population). In an Editorial in The New York
Morning News (27th December 1845) Sullivan famously declared “the right of our
manifest destiny to overspread and to possess the whole of the continent which
Providence has given us for the development of the great experiment of Liberty and
federated self-government entrusted in us”.500

Manifest Destiny was therefore described as a “noble mission”, a God-endorsed project
to bringing liberty, democracy and civilisation to the world. Such a ‘progress’ was
legitimised by Darwinian natural selection theory. Indeed, Darwin himself had referred
specifically to America in his Descent of Man, noting the “immorality” of the Indian
“savages” most of whom “are utterly indifferent to the sufferings of strangers, or even
delight in witnessing them.” “It is well known”, he observed, “that the women and
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children of the North American Indians aided in torturing their enemies”; a society
where “humanity is an unknown virtue.”501
This racial version of the aforementioned frontier myth502

with its implicit

demonisation of the ‘other’ – a variation of the Hobbesian friend-foe discourse – was
used to legitimise white American territorial expansion under the flag of republicanism,
both inside and outside North America throughout the 19th/early 20th Century. Manifest
Destiny would be perpetually recycled up to the present day (e.g. the classic cowboy
loner) via a variety of cultural forms such as the media, entertainment industry and the
education system.503 It formed part of a key shared American cultural reference,
legitimising (and sanitizing) “continentalism” (and implicit genocide) but importantly
underpinning the American market-place society itself, especially in lauding
individualism and labour mobility.
Accompanying this narrative, though more overtly stressed towards the end of the 19th
Century, was another key foundation myth: the American Dream. Perhaps A classic
dominant liberal ideology which maintained that opportunities were available to all
independent of social origins: any poor immigrant settler could, through hard work,
diligence, creativity could become wealthy.504 American society was the ultimate
meritocracy. Everybody had the same possibility to achieve that ultimate expression of
the American Dream: a self-made man. In a market-economy economic failure was a
matter of choice, slothfulness or vice, and deserved little compassion nor aid. The
hyper-liberal stress on ‘self’ meant that political struggle would frequently be reduced to
an individualist, belief-based, ideology.

Given the American Dream’s historical endurance within elite discourse, albeit with
periods of disuse, a couple of observations are necessary:
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1) It sought to counter-act the revolutionary and reactionary tradition so
prevalent in Europe which recognised as legitimate a greater role for the state
and social collectivities – indeed, the individual had to be protected from
such intrusion on his/her liberty – to redistribute wealth.

2) Alongside the ‘self-made man’ and the ‘frontier myth’, it promised almost
limitless possibilities for individual social mobility and acquisition of goods
and services. It was this promise, liberals claimed, which would underpin the
future US support for ‘globalisation’, tied as it is to a key cultural image: the
ethos of the consumer-citizen.505

The American Dream myth had its basis in an even deeper entrenched national narrative
and implicit expression of exceptionalism: classlessness.

Often referred to as, this view is an essentially liberal reading of US history and
coincides with Tocqueville’s assertion in the 1830s that American society did not suffer
the kind of inequality witnessed in Europe. 506 It claims that the unique circumstances
in the US – extraordinary abundance of raw materials, plentiful agricultural land,
absence of a feudal tradition, wide scope for free individuals, relative social equality
(amongst whites), broad individual empowerment among the free population and weak
restrictive institutions – prevented European conflictual class relations from developing.

This idea chimes with Weberian pluralism, which as discussed in Chapter II, holds that
society is made up not of social classes per se, but rather individuals who occupy
positions within a social grid – stratification – depending on their profession or status.
Pluralists do not share the traditional Marxist belief that social conflict is inevitable
under capitalism, but see real possibility for cooperation, compromise and consensus.

Yet as shown throughout this section the development of the new republic from its very
outset was marked by class conflict, beginning with the aforementioned Shay Rebellion
(1787), Whiskey Rebellion (1791) and the Alien and Sedition Acts (1798). All
505
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agricultural sectors in the states west of the Appalachians (e.g. New York,
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Virginia, the Carolinas) were affected by class conflict.

Up until the Civil War around half of the American population still lived on farms.
Debt, high rents along with fluctuating crop process were perennial problems, and
popular anger was frequently voiced against those considered responsible: East coast
politicians, bankers, merchants and lawyers. Early industrialisation spawned the
creation in the 1820s of the Working Men’s Parties and the Mechanics’ Union of Trade
Association to fight for working class rights. Following the 1833 banking crisis Whig
politician Edward Everett complained to a British banker that “The present contest is
nothing less than a war of Numbers against property”.507

Jackson’s aggressive westward push was, for example, was principally motivated by
demands from Southern plantation owners, small western farmers and East-based small
merchants, artisans and workers – the class alliance backing the Democratic Party – that
the state intervene to counter the rising power of Eastern banking, merchant and
manufacturing classes.508 Similarly in vetoing the renewal of the Second Bank charter in
1832509 Jackson sought to defend agricultural and small capital class interests in the
light of the merchant/finance class’ attempt to assert tight money and high interest rates
as they did under Hamilton.

In short, economic growth in the new republic depended upon: a) large-scale statesponsored primitive accumulation (land-seizure) and accompanying genocide of the
indigenous native population; b) a thriving slave-labour economy; c) on-going
exploitation of a poor white, often immigrant, subaltern class; d) a vertically structured
society to extract surplus value; in addition to e) access to the European, especially
British, market.510
507
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Nonetheless, it is not necessary to adhere to Tocqueville’s liberal view to recognise the
grain of truth in the American Dream myth, at least as far as white settlers are concerned
from 1776 up until the Civil War.
Due to the unique context of the republic’s founding both Adam Smith511 and Karl
Marx observed, that a significant number of this particular section of the population did
enjoy control over the means of production, private property ownership, higher wages
and thus a higher level of consumption than their European counter-parts. Writing in the
last Chapter of Capital, Vol.1 “The Modern Theory of Colonization” Marx noted that at
least up until the 1860s the American (white) worker did quite well for him/herself as a
result of the many Land Ordinances and the Homestead Acts (see below).512 In the New
World, Marx noted the “labour market is understocked” and [t]he law of the supply and
demand of labour falls to pieces”; there is a “constant transformation of the wage
labourers into independent producers, who work for themselves instead of for capital,
and enrich themselves instead of the Capitalist gentry”, such that “the degree of
exploitation of wage labourer remain indecently low”.513

It was this material basis which would help to legitimise national myths and bolster the
standing of a ‘market-place society’ amongst a geographically ‘rootless’ immigrant
population. Such partial or limited exceptionalism would not last, however. As repeated
throughout this section the United States from the outset formed part of a single world
economy. The Civil War and subsequent industrialisation, urbanisation and mass
immigration (all within the context of an evermore competitive global capitalist
economy) would radically alter American society and, with the frontier ‘closed’,
provoke the same kind of class-based social conflict found in other advanced capitalist
countries (see below).

But like Manifest Destiny, the American Dream and other national myths connected to
American Exceptionalism actually reflected the reality or not was not the real issue. Its
511
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true importance lay in its potent ideological/cultural value, as with Gramsci’s “common
sense”, in conditioning inter-subjectivity and limiting the bounds of what was
considered political possible (tantamount to Fukuyama’s “end of history”), and thus
working to undermine class formation and counter-hegemonic social forces right up
until the present day, as shown below.
Louis Hartz in his polemic The Liberal Tradition in America514 claimed that the storybook truth of American history had been enormously influential, and that the cultural
hegemonic shadow of John Locke (and Smith), was more than an intellectual construct,
and remained deeply embedded into the fabric of American life, and constantly
reinforced within civil society. Accordingly, Hartz claimed, each American citizen was
fervently individualistic (though mass-culturally conformist) defining themselves as an
“independent entrepreneur,”515 a participant in the “American Dream” where the market
generally functioned well and huge wealth disparity accepted as a normal outcome of
natural inequality.

3.1.2 Liberal Hegemony & its Corollaries (1860-1910)
3.1.2.1 From Sprawling Empire to Single National Economy
Prior to 1850 American society was still overwhelmingly agrarian516 dominated by a
Southern slave-based mode of production – centred on Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia,
Kentucky, Alabama and Mississippi – locked into British-centred world trading system
(see Chapter II). Rapid industrialisation in the European economies in the 19th Century
dramatically increased the demand for imported raw materials such as cotton, wool,
wheat and rice (along with sugar and tobacco) sparking a global expansion of capitalist
agricultural production orientated to export markets which directly benefited the US.
Furthermore, large parts of agricultural production moved to the US (along with
Canada, Australia and Argentina) where land was cheap.517 Unsurprisingly, it was the
514
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planter’s mouthpiece, the Democratic Party, which determined political life both at the
state and federal level where ‘farm states’ enjoyed disproportional power.

Nevertheless, identifiable changes were underway. As industrialisation increased in
Europe social forces within the US urged Washington to respond. High tariffs had been
around since introduced by Alexander Hamilton but it was in the wake of the
Napoleonic Wars that Henry Clay and fellow Whig Party members/sympathisers such
as John Quincy Adams and John C. Calhoun made it the basis of a new economic
development model. The American System they endorsed was an ambitious
government-sponsored mercantilist plan using high tariffs both to nurture national
infant industry but also to generate federal revenue for the financing of internal
infrastructure projects (e.g. canals and roads) and the setting up of a national central
bank to stabilise currency and state debts.

Strong opposition from the Democrat Party meant that for the short-term Clay’s plans
came to nothing. Nevertheless, by the mid-19th Century support for the American
System amongst North capitalists, especially in the face of rising international
competition. The Crimean War (1853-56) had stimulated a massive expansion of
railway and steamship construction across the continent which both drove
industrialisation/production but also helped deliver more goods/agricultural produce to
market resulting in massive overproduction, the Great Depression of 1873 and
ultimately imperialism, according to Karl Polanyi.518 In parallel in the US, more and
more corporations clamoured for exclusive charters while the numbers of workers
heading for the cities to work in manufacturing spiked.

For Jeffersonian republicans and liberal idealists the cause Civil War was to honour the
Constitutional promise “that all men are created equal, and Endowed by their Creator
with certain inalienable rights” (i.e. slavery). The real reason, as Charles A. Beard
famously noted, however, was that the existing two contending modes of production

cotton production in the South in 1790 stood at a thousand tons, by 1860 it was a million, corresponding
with an increase of the slave population from 500,000 to 4 million. Zinn, H.: A People’s History of the
United States, Harper Perennial, Modern Classics, New York, 2005, p.171
518
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remained incompatible within a unified federal state structure. What Beard termed the
“Second American Revolution” was simply unavoidable.519

A modern capitalist economy depended on sustained capital accumulation, and therein
agricultural and industrial expansion on the basis of a free markets (notably in land and
labour), which was clearly impossible under a slave-based plantation model. Equally
irreconcilable were the two regions’ stance on external trade policy, with the South’s
free trade agenda clashing with the North’s support for a high tariff regime to protect its
burgeoning textile/iron manufacturing industries symbolised in President James
Buchanan’s Morrill Tariff of 1861. The Civil War was thus fundamentally about
establishing which specific economic development model the federal government would
favour.520

With the triumph of the North the Republican Party, backed by the rising
industrial/financial bourgeoisie class (noticeably those connected to war material
production, finance or railroad interests), was eager to consolidate the liberal
revolution521and unleash the forces of modern capitalism in order to reconstitute SROP.
The new powerful centralised state would remove all internal spatial and legal barriers
to inter-state trade and oversee the construction of a truly nationwide single market. To
that end it was vital that the federal government subsidize the construction of transport
and communication networks to connect the country’s economic core – the city-regions
in the North-East such as New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Boston – with the raw
material supplied by the peripheral hinterlands.

Indeed, this process was already underway before the Civil War ended.

With the secession of the Southern states the modernizers in Republican Party
controlled the Congress. The single most important national project was the
constructing of transcontinental railway route in which the state would play a
determinant role.
519
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Apart from infinite engineering and logistic difficulties, railway construction obviously
required an enormous amount of initial capital outlay. To reduce investment risks the
rising industrial/financial class successfully lobbied the Washington D.C. to subject the
banks to federal supervision, award national (as opposed to state) charter and regulate
currency under the National Bank Acts of 1863/4.522

To attract European capital – largely British – the federal government handed out vast
tracts of public land for free, acquired from on-going US Cavalry Indian-removal
activities (i.e. primitive accumulation), which investors could either sell or use as
collateral to raise more money. Between 1850 and 1870 this amounted to some 131
million acres, with another 50 million acres coming from the states themselves.523 This,
together with fraudulent exploitation of the Homestead Act of 1862, generated massive
profits for national and international (especially British) bankers/speculators.524

The Railway Act of 1862 established launched what would be the first of five
transcontinental railways, linking the Union Pacific with the Central Pacific, followed
by the Northern Pacific, the Southern Pacific, the Northern Pacific and Santa Fe.
Thanks to the US Cavalry’s ongoing annihilation of the Native Indian population
seizure of their tribal lands – legitimised under the Dawes Act (1887) – the US railway
system (regional routes included) went from around 9,021 miles of track in 1850 to
52,914 in 1870 and 229,774 in 1890.525
Yet transcontinental railway construction526 was not just about linking up markets, it
proved to be the very basis of American industrialisation, driving demand for the
extraction and process of raw materials, the building of machinery and carriages and the
522
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employment of hundreds of thousands of people (largely foreign immigrants), requiring
new forms of financial and industrial organisation. The American System could now
finally take hold. Apart from federal money the government introduced/maintained the
highest industrial tariffs (and strictly enforced patent system) amongst advanced
capitalist countries right up to 1913, to nurture national industries and help them form
the necessary economies of scale to finance, and meet the material needs (e.g. coal, iron,
steel and machinery) of the huge infrastructural projects (e.g. railways, canals, roads,
and ports).527

But while the Northern bourgeoisie was hurtling forward on its industrialisation
programme the exact FOS the new federal union would take and its relationship with its
citizens (e.g. the nature of citizenship) was still far from decided. It was only at the end
of a long arduous political process of elite-driven state-building during the so-called
Reconstruction (1865-1877) period that it became clear, and is worth analysing.

Throughout the Civil War a major split remained within the Republican elite on how to
deal with the Confederate States. The moderate and conservative (or Liberal)
Republicans favoured a conciliatory stance, set out in Lincoln’s Ten Percent Plan
(1863), which was willing to respect the southern elite’s political autonomy with
regards race issues – in return for their swore commitment to, and reinsertion into, the
union, and introduction of the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863 (later converted into
the Thirteenth Amendment to the US Constitution outlawing slavery and involuntary
servitude).

This minimalist position, on the other hand, was rejected by the Radical Republicans
who feared Lincoln’s aim was to re-install both the planter aristocracy and with it the
institution of slavery. Thanks to their power in the Congress these maximalists were
able to pass their own hardline reconstruction programme (despite Lincoln’s veto) – the
Wade-Davis Bill (1864) – which proposed stripping the Confederate elite of both their
property and any possibility of occupying political office and the abolition of slavery,
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without any compensation. The Radicals were unyielding in their demands that the
former slaves (Freedmen) have their civil rights protected in the post-war period.

These debates only augmented during the Reconstruction phase.

Following Lincoln’s assassination his Vice-President Andrew Johnson took his place.
Johnson was a Southern Jacksonian Democrat and had been named as Lincoln’s
running partner by the National Union Party as a conciliatory figure to broaden
Republican appeal in the South. Johnson’s own Reconstruction plans were getting the
union back together as soon as possible, even if it meant granting self-government to the
southern states. And, there was to be no vengeance reaped on the vanquished. All that
was demanded was that the succeeding states draw up new constitutions, recognise
black emancipation and that the planter class write to Johnson, begging for pardon and
declaring their allegiance to the union for them to be granted a full amnesty and their
property duly returned.

It was time, President Johnson argued, for reconciliation between North and South
whites, albeit at the cost to the blacks who, under the various “Black Codes” would be
denied even the most basic human rights and expected to accept their second-class,
landless, labouring status.

When Congress met for the first time six months later in December 1865 hundreds of
ex-Confederate elite had been granted their pardons, state constitutions re-written and
Johnson solemnly declared the Reconstruction process competed. Such lenience and
superficial reform greatly angered even mainstream Republicans who feared Southern
delegates would soon challenge their domination of the House and Senate. Johnson’s
appeasement therefore pushed moderate Republicans into the Radical camp, who led by
Thaddeus Stevens and Andrew Sumner, insisted the South be completely re-made in the
Northern image, eradicating the planter elite, circumventing state powers and extending
black suffrage and civil rights.

Accordingly, Congress passed a series of Bills designed to impose tougher rules on the
South. Of these the most significant the Civil Rights Act of 1866 aimed at extending
American citizenship to all men irrespective of race, skin colour or ex-slave status,
207

prohibiting discrimination and thereby granting blacks the same property rights as
whites which Johnson dutifully over-ruled. Nevertheless, Congress successfully
overrode the President – the first time a US Congress had done so on an important Bill –
which then went on to form the basis of the Fourteenth Amendment to the US
Constitution.

All in all, Johnson would over-rule 21 Congress Bills, more than double the figure held
by the previous record-holder, his mentor Andrew Jackson, but the Radicals were able
to garner the sufficient two-thirds support in both the Senate and House to over-ride 15
of them including the Reconstruction Acts of 1867-8 which protected the constitutional
rights of blacks, including the right to vote, while disenfranchising southern white
Confederates.528

In the subsequent state elections there was only going to be one winner. A minority
Republican coalition, formed by black Freedmen, carpet-baggers (political appointees
or Yankee opportunists who had headed south) and scalawags (Southern whites who
supported Reconstruction), was able to take control of every ex-Confederate state
barring Virginia, raising taxes to pay for new railways and fund public schools.

To help consolidate the system the Military Reconstruction Act of 1867 divided the
South into five military districts; each one governed by a US army general who was
charged with supervising and overseeing elections. In the same line the Enforcement
Acts of 1870-1 were introduced to ensure states adhered to the Fourteenth Amendment
making it illegal and establishing federal sanctions for anyone or group (noticeable the
Ku Klux Klan) using intimidation/violence to prevent a Freedman from exercising their
right to vote.

But this period of so-called Radical Reconstruction (1866-1872), and with it the
recognition of black rights, was short-lived. Little by little the Redeemers – the white
Southern wing of the Bourbon Democrats529 – backed by terrorist paramilitary groups
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such as the White League and the Red Shirts who sought, and were successful at,
ousting the aforementioned Republican coalition and regain the ex-Confederate states.

The final blow to Radical hopes came with the onset of a world-wide economic
depression: the Panic of 1873 (see below). The Democrats, campaigning on a
Jacksonian ‘anti-big business’, blamed the crisis on Republican corporate corruption
and railway overspending, and managed to achieve a majority of seats in the House of
Representatives in the 1874 Congressional elections. There was now a bi-partisan
agreement between them and the Liberal Republicans on the need for reconciliation and
to bury the Radical agenda, reflected in the repeal of the Southern Homestead Act in
1876, allowing Southern lumber companies and land speculators access to previously
out-of-bounds terrain.530

Under the historic Compromise of 1877 the Bourbon Democrats agreed to accept
Liberal Republican nominee Rutherford B. Hayes as the next President in return for the
South receiving its part of the spoils in the new capitalist economy – especially
Washington’s financial support for railway (re-)construction and other public works –
and critically, the removal of federal troops from the South, which effectively handing
over the states to the Redeemers and turning a blind eye to activities of Ku Klux Klan.
Southern politicians, thus were able to reassert their brutal political and social control
over the southern blacks who saw their dreams of being granted full American
citizenship evaporate, while the Supreme Court even did its utmost to curtail the limited
the civil rights they did enjoy.531 The Northern liberal press mobilised support for the
Compromise, blaming the Freedmen’s idleness, ignorance and vice for their lack of
social progression since the end of the Civil War.

And so it was, that the almost universal vilified president, Andrew Johnson – generally
depicted as a racist, uneducated bigot whose stubbornness, prejudice and shortsightedness prevented the US from recognising and honouring the Constitutional
promise made to blacks – would see the essence of his plans for Reconstruction –
530
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pardoning the Confederate elite, political autonomy for the South, establishing a
coalition between Liberal Republicans and Bourbon Democrats, and effectively
returning the blacks to their pre-Civil War status (minus slavery) – become the very
basis not just of the Compromise of 1877, but of American society up to the mid 20th
Century.

This is in no way to claim the South returned to the pre-Civil War days – there was a
radical restructuring of the SROP – but the Compromise of 1877 did guarantee that the
Southern white elites could maintain their relative class position and was even permitted
a degree of political and monetary autonomy from Washington, as junior partners in the
new liberal hegemonic order.

The South, thus, was now integrated into the Northern capitalist system – the American
System of state-sponsored industrialisation, protection of infant industries and federal
grants – the very antithesis of their hitherto Jacksonian line. The South not only had raw
materials (cotton, timber and limestone) it had burgeoning iron, coal and railway
industries, not to mention an abundant supply of cheap, in which Northern (and foreign)
capitalists were eager to invest in.

Once again, and contrary to the American exceptionalist myth, the differences between
American and European empire-building was not so great. Just instead of having its
colonial hinterland abroad, the US core maintained a relationship its periphery within
its borders.

As for Southern agricultural society, it remained strictly hierarchical. The dominant
class – ex-planters, landlords, large farmers, merchants and bankers – still extracted
surplus value from the down-trodden, but now they were not slaves, but poor tenant
farmers and share-croppers, be they black or white, but united in peonage. Indeed, what
the Southern elite most feared was the establishment a poor black/white coalition. It was
for that very reason that Jim Crow segregation laws were introduced to prevent poor
whites and blacks sharing public space, be it at school, at work, in residential areas, or
in restaurants, bars, theatres and hotels. Needless to say, and despite continuing
segregation, the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution were at least
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nominally taken seriously in the North; in the South, on the other hand, they were
completely disregarded.

Superficially, the onset of the Panic of 1873 appeared to be driven by national social
forces: over-speculation connected to the railway boom which provoked the collapse of
the huge Jay Cooke & Company banking house provoking the US’s first financial crisis.
But by the 1870s the US was firmly integrated into international trade, finance, shipping
and migration networks. Its national financial woes predicament were symptomatic of a
world-wide economic depression – the Great or Long Depression (1873-1896) –
brought on by global over-production which in turn as a result of fierce competition
amongst the major capitalist countries during the post-Crimean War Second Industrial
Revolution and intensified further with the unification/modernisation of the Germany,
Italy, Japan and the US itself.532

Indeed, the advent of the Great Depression – constituting the first era of globalisation –
signalled the beginning of the end for British hegemony. Against the backdrop of such
fierce global competition there was widespread scepticism amongst the great power
elites over the desirability of free trade, as confirmed at the 1878 Conference of Berlin,
favouring instead neo-mercantilist imperialism. In keeping with the Arrighi-inspired
theoretical model set out in Chapter II Britain was no longer the ‘workshop of the
world’; its internal market insufficient to soak up global surplus production, and the
Royal Navy/British Army too weak to coerce junior partners to adhere to its preferred
line.

Nevertheless, Britain still had a last card to play. Thanks to its pivotal role in world
finance – helped by massive accumulated capital in possession of the international
trading currency (the pound sterling) which it backed in gold – London, as Arrighi
noted, would live out its final days of glory as the ‘world banker’, running the money
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markets (the “headquarters of the capitalist system” for Schumpeter533), lending funds,
trading assets and providing financial services to every corner of the globe. Given the
global demand for mobile capital this was a highly lucrative business, and one which
the US would repeat almost a century later when its global hegemony was on the wane.

In this context of falling profits capitalist countries everywhere favoured consolidation
in the industrial and financial sector with fewer and fewer companies controlling a
greater share of the national economy. And nowhere were trusts and monopolies more
tolerated in the 1870s/80s than Washington.

Colossal corporations such as New York Central Railroad, Union Pacific, Standard Oil,
the Carnegie Steel Company, General Electric, Eastman Kodak, T. Mellon & Sons and
J.P. Morgan helped turned the US into a world leading industrial nation as well as
creating huge personal fortunes for the likes of Cornelius Vanderbilt, John D.
Rockefeller, Thomas Mellon, Jay Gould, Jim Fisk, Andrew Carnegie and J.P. Morgan.
These became the iconic figures of the “Gilded Age” (the so-called “robber barons”),
legitimised in Horatio Alger Jr.’s novels, especially the popular “Ragged Dick”(1868),
with their shameless promotion of the American Dream and the self-made man, “rags to
riches” social mobility stories, even as monopolies conspired against competition and
the likelihood of such a dream becoming a reality.

Meanwhile, the robber barons became the effective king (or president)-makers, assuring
whoever was in the White House the legislature would remain, as Adam Smith expected
“peculiarly attentive” to the interests of “the masters of mankind”.534 The Republican
Party became the political party of big business, but the Democrats saw things largely
the same way.

Business ownership also changed. As the competition got bigger family companies, the
hitherto dominant form of business organisation, were increasingly forced to finance
their capital investment plans by issuing shares on the new Dow Jones index. Shareholders in turn demanded that the running of the corporation be handed over to third
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persons, a new class of business experts, ushering in the age of managerial
capitalism.535

Nowhere was this managerial capitalism most pronounced than in the new corporate
structure pioneered in the US. Like elsewhere, noticeably Germany, the domination of a
company in a particular sector was due horizontal integration (merger at the same
production level so as to increase market share) but increasingly American capital
combined this with vertical integration, where firms seek to reduce risk and lower
transaction costs by controlling all states of the production process from the extraction
of raw materials, their transportation, manufacturing, distribution and sales.536

These new corporations would be run by a new hierarchical bureaucratic management
structure enabling more efficient use of resources and faster, more predictable
production. The 1880s and 1890s would see a massive increase in these vertical
corporations in anything from steel, machinery, transport vehicles, and armaments to
cigarettes, canned meat and soap. The power exercised by these industrial
conglomerates/corporations was not confined merely to the economy but deeply
engrained in national politics and popular culture.
And in late 19th Century America nothing was allowed to stand in the way of these
modern corporations from accumulating capital – be it fair competition or democracy.

In 1886 the notoriously conservative Supreme Court (see above) in the case Santa Clara
County v. Southern Pacific asserted that large business corporations should granted the
same legal status as individual persons under the Constitution. Reinterpreting the 14th
Amendment to the Constitution (1868) which was introduced to guarantee full
personhood (i.e. property rights) to freed slaves, the Supreme Court bizarrely concluded
that the corporation was now a legal person, and as henceforth enjoyed infringeable
property rights, the right of political speech (1st Amendment), immunity warrantless
regulatory searches (4th Amendment), double jeopardy protection (5th Amendment) and
right to trial by jury (6th Amendment).
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Critics complained that corporations, despite lacking moral conscience, would now be
granted even greater rights than individual persons, effectively freed from federal
government oversight or judicial control except when overtly abusing the market. In
Lawton v. Steel (1894) Supreme Court decided that “the legislature may not, under the
guise of protecting the public interest, arbitrarily interfere with private business, or
impose unusual and unnecessary restrictions upon lawful occupations.”537

The sanctity of ownership and the rights of property as asserted by the Founding Fathers
was being taken to its logical conclusion and expressed in corporate form. Battles would
rage between the Congress and Supreme Court on this issue (as Madison had
planned)538 up until the New Deal when the latter institution was forced to moderate its
ultraconservative position. Yet arguably in no other major country in the world was
capital accumulation so constitutionally protected and the fictitious liberal separation of
the political and economic spheres laid bare (despite the popular discourse). This would
be later justified by President Calvin Coolidge who confirmed that “the chief business
of the American people is business”.539
The late 19th/early 20th Century saw another wave of major mergers which required new
forms of financing, empowering banks and the stock market in general. This merger
between industrial capital and banking capital would be baptised finance capital by
economist Rudolph Hilferding in 1910, which, he claimed, represented a new phase of
non-competitive cartel-dominated capitalism.540

At the epicentre of American capitalism during this time were John D. Rockefeller and
J.P. Morgan who together controlled the majority of the country’s railroad lines. These
two together with First National Bank of New York House chief, financier George F. B.
Baker, and their financial associates, occupied 341 directorships in 112 great
corporations by the early 20th century, with total assets of around $22,245,000,000 in
1912 (greater than the estimated value of all accumulated property west of the
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Mississippi River).541 While Rockefeller’s Standard Oil dominated national petroleum,
iron, copper, coal and shipping industries and banking (National City Bank), J.P.
Morgan

effectively

was

Wall

Street,

underwriting

colossal

mergers

in

telecommunications (American Bell Telephone Company); agricultural equipment and
machinery (International Harvester); electricity (General Electric); railroad (Northern
Pacific); and steel sectors/industries (including the first “billion-dollar trust” in 1901,
built around Carnegie Steel) for which the investment bank received not only a
generous commission but also a seat on the respective companies boards.542

This American vertical-integrated corporate model would later become the dominant
business model of the 20th Century and it exportation central to the spreading of US
hegemony.
Depressions and crisis aside American economic growth in the second half of the 19th
Century was spectacular. The US grew at a rate of 4.5% p.a. between 1820 and 1870
and 3.9% in 1870-1913, while the average for the top fifteen industrialised countries
(including the US itself) was 2.4% and 2.5% respectively.543 The aforementioned high
rate of capital investment started to pay off. In 1870 American productivity – measured
in GDP per man hour – was already well ahead of all the other leading industrial
countries, barring Britain who led.544 By 1913 the difference between the US and the
rest of the world had increased dramatically. Taking the US GDP per hour rate as the
base – 100 – the average for the fifteen was 54, with Germany at 50, France 48 and
Britain 78.545

This industrialisation period was reflected in massive urbanisation. By 1910 the number
of residents registered in the largest US cities was New York (4,766,883), Chicago
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(2,185,283) and Philadelphia (1,549,008), but just fifty years earlier, in 1860, they had
stood at 813,669, 112,172 and 565,529, respectively.546

Furthermore, although the American population increased almost ten-fold between 1820
and 1910 (from 9,638,453 to 92,228,496),547 during more or less the same period the
national GDP per capita rose (at 1990 prices) from $1,257 in 1820 (Britain $1,707,
Germany $1058, France $1,230 and Japan $669) to $5,301 by 1913 (UK $ 4,921,
Germany $3,648, France $3,485 and Japan $1,387).548

With factory production booming the American corporations needed to drum up internal
demand amongst the growing middle classes. Pioneering advertising, marketing and
sales techniques broke down cultural and geographic barriers, creating the first mass
markets for manufacturing and processed foodstuffs. The single internal market finally
became a reality

Once again it was left to organic intellectuals, be they writers, popular commentators
or politicians, to extol the virtues of the American Dream, the ‘self-made man’, and the
pursuit of the ‘good life’ and self-realisation via material consumption, which was
attainable for all those prepared to work for it. ‘Freedom’ meant ‘choice’. But it was
choice between goods, not alternative political programmes of which few were
available.

Still, not everyone redefined their status as middle class nor shared equally in this new
wealth.

3.1.2.2 Counter-hegemonic Forces
But not everyone basked in the glow of the Gilded Age. Contradiction arising from the
uneven development of capitalism meant that United States in the 1880s was a very
different place to that witnessed by Tocqueville in the 1830s. From the Civil War
onwards, especially after the Great Depression, whatever ‘exceptionalist’ position
546
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American society enjoyed, dramatically disappeared. Two particular class-based mass
movements did mobilise to challenge liberal hegemony and are worthy of analysis.

In the Pre-Civil War South, alongside the planter class there was the small independent
white landowning class (yeoman). This yeoman class in many ways epitomised
Jefferson’s ideal world of hard-working, debt-free, self-sufficient farmers scraping an
honest living off the land. But once the War was over, as noted, North-East merchants,
bankers and industrialists began to reconstitute the South’s SROP, commodifying
agriculture and exposing farmers to the discipline of the market. With the arrival of
modern industrial agriculture small farmers in the “New South” were getting squeezed
from all sides, their numbers greatly boosted by the arrival of new immigrant farmers
from Europe, eager to pick acquire land offered under the Homestead Acts.

The rising costs of manufacturing goods forced farmers to take on bank loans to buy the
necessary farm machinery, railroads charged abusive tariffs to transport their products,
while grain merchants took a sizeable cut to for use of their storage facilities. While
prices of crops were farmers could keep their heads above water, but when prices
dropped due to national and world-wide over production (culminating in the
aforementioned Panic of 1873),549 they faced ruin, leaving many little choice than to
sell their plots and become tenant farmers or worse still feudal-style share-croppers
(representing 80% of all blacks and 40% of all whites).550

Social unrest in rural areas in the form of sporadic, ad hoc strikes and tenant struggles
was nothing new. But now, for the first time, land-owners, farmers, tenant farmers and
share-croppers came to consciously organise to defend their collective interests since
both major political parties were run by urban capitalist. Significantly coinciding with
the Compromise of 1877, the Farmers’ Alliance was born the same year in Lampasas
County, Texas.
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As the number of farmers reduced to renting rapidly increased, so did the popularity of
the movement, spread across Texas and the South – which remained its core – and into
the West (notably Kansas).

In 1886 the Farmers’ Alliance held its first formal convention in Cleburne, 1886, from
which sprung the Cleburne Demands, the movement’s first official document, attacking
the power capitalist/industrialist class for its exploitative practises and “shameful
abuses”.551 It called for governmental regulation of the railways, banking and currency
reforms (i.e. greater availability of paper money), taxation on land bought for
speculative purposes, fairer income distribution, and federal support for crop
diversification.

Yet the key objective of the Cleburne Demands, enthusiastically promoted by the
Alliance’s first leader, Charles W. Macune, was to ‘fight monopoly with monopoly’,
using collective farmer action to sustain high commodity prices. The ideas was to set up
a state-wide cooperative farmers exchange where farmers could collectively store their
crops in a co-op run by the Alliance instead of having to take the low price offered by
merchants.

By 1890 the Alliance movement had well over a million members drawn from virtually
all the states, though predominate in South and West, able to win 38 seats in the
Congress from the South and representing the greatest movement of agrarian labour in
US history. Yet it would prove to be a false dawn. The movement’s central economic
objective – to establish fair prices for farm commodities – was never achieved, broken
on the back of monopoly capitalism. Faced with rising prices, the commodity brokers
and the railroads simply decided to boycott the cooperatives, while banks refused to
offer credit. The crushing of the cooperatives meant the end for the Farmers’ Alliance.

Nevertheless, the essence of Alliance’s radical agrarianism would live on a little while
longer as the main ideological inspiration (along with the Greenback Party) behind the
launching of a new political party –the Populist Party or People’s Party.
551
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In its programme – known as the Omaha Platform after its first national convention –
the Populist Party denounced the mainstream political system as corrupt and mere
puppets of big capital; attacked rising inequality; rallied vehemently against trusts (be
they the powerful east coast financial institutions552 who controlled access to credit or
the large rail and processing corporations who brought the agricultural goods to
market); urged monetary reform, including the abolition of the central bank and
replacing the gold standard with a silver standard; and pushed a programme of
nationalisation (e.g. railways and telegraphs) and land redistribution.

The Popularists did enjoy considerable support amongst farmers and farm workers in
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Kansas and Nebraska, running a third candidate in the
1892 Presidential elections. Nevertheless, the party remained largely an agrarian party
unable to reach out to urban subaltern classes to form a coherent counter-hegemonic
movement, especially since it held a strong anti-immigration line. Furthermore, it
remained beset by internal political differences often along class/race lines. Low
agricultural wages favoured by white farm owners, for example, were hardly popular
with black farm workers.

When the main political parties (especially the Democrat Party) integrated key
Popularist demands into their programme it meant the effective end of the agrarian
movement, a victim of its leaders’ lack of ambition to seek serious societal change, but
rather stay within the parameters of liberal capitalism and participants in the American
Dream.553

The other challenge to liberal hegemony came from another group largely excluded
from American Dream: the urban working class. From the 1820s this new class had
already started organise itself founding of the US’s first trade unions, represented by the
Mechanic’s Union of Trade Association and the various Working Men’s Party. It was
552
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with the construction of the railways and the rapid industrialisation process in the postCivil War, however, that the demand for a large number of skilled and unskilled
workers needed to man the giant foundries, factories, mines and railways dramatically
increased. The low-wage landless “reserve army” required to do these tasks was created
via a mixture of state-sponsored primitive accumulation (e.g. agrarian reform), the logic
of capital (e.g. competition driving out small businesses and the artisan class) and above
all a virtual tripling of the national population.554

Some 35 million immigrants moved to the US following the Battle of Waterloo, largely
from Europe. Many of these headed for the cities. But apart from their few belongings
this new proletariat class brought with them European ideologies such as syndicalism,
socialism and anarchism. When economic depression augmented working hours and
unemployment while reducing wages and working conditions, sectors of the working
classes began to develop class consciousness and organise themselves politically into a
heterogeneous counter-hegemonic social force, attracting sympathy from other
subaltern groups who denounced commodification, savage capitalism and large
corporation dominance of the market.
In fact contrary to exceptionalist thesis late 19th Century America appeared very similar
to other advanced capitalist countries where primitive accumulation, industrialisation,
urbanisation and immigration had created great inequality and poverty. Slums in New
York, Washington Boston and Chicago rivalled their counterparts in London,
Manchester, Paris and Berlin. In the US as in the rest of Europe, the “social question”
was omnipresent in political discourse. Authors such as William D. Howell (“Hazard of
New Fortunes”) and Jacob Piis (“How the Other Half Live”) denounced poverty, misery
and injustice as Dickens had done in Britain decades before. Small wonder, therefore,
that American too saw its fair share of class conflict

The first large-scale industrial action in the US came in the wake of the Panic of 1873.
Of these the most important without doubt was the Great Railroad Strike of 1877 –
effectively the country’s first general strike – driven by workers angered by continuous
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severe wage cuts and dangerous and difficult working conditions. The strike began in
Martinsburg, West Virginia, but soon spread to a dozen cities from New York to San
Francisco. Industrial action effectively paralysed the nation’s economy. Governors in
ten states (including Pennsylvania, Maryland, Illinois, New York, New Jersey and
Missouri) mobilised the state militiaman, backed by federal troops, to suppress strikers
and reopen the rail traffic. Much blood was shed. The “common sense” editorials in the
newspapers at the time blamed foreign agitators or communists, for stirring up all the
trouble.

Though important unions had been set up in the 1860s – namely the National Labour
Union and the liberal union Knights of the Labour – it was the Panic and the Great
Railroad Strike which help consolidate class consciousness amongst the working
classes and impress on them the need to unionise and better coordinate their collective
action. Union membership increased fourfold between 1880 and 1890. Now the US had
its first mass unions, consolidated under the American Federation of Labour (AFL) in
1886. Though the rise of the labour movement did manifest itself in an increase of strike
activity in the latter 19th and early 20th Century, often led by craft workers resisting deskilling, it is fair to say that mainstream American trade unionism was rather far more
moderate that its European equivalent in this period (the Knights of Labor being
notoriously reticent to endorse industrial action).

Apart from the eight-hour day, banning of child labour, the main demands of the
American Federation of Labour (AFL) and American trade unionism in general,
revolved around improving workers’ standards of living and working conditions within
the framework of liberal capitalist. The AFL remained largely a “business union”,
content to extract concessions from employers in return for their disciplining the
workforce. There was no real socialist agenda or implication of class-consciousness – at
the most social democracy – the aim was simply to get a larger slice of the American
dream.

To this extent the labour movement coincided with the Popularist Party with whom it
also shared the fear of immigration and ambiguous position towards non-whites.
Despite speeches stressing the importance of equal opportunity, long-serving AFL chief
Samuel Gompers continually reiterated that the union federation should not interfere
221

with the South’s internal affairs on race issues. Furthermore, AFL membership was
confined to skilled workers. As a result most blacks, along with most women and
immigrants remained excluded from the union movement, feeling little in common with
the ‘labour aristocracy’.
Nevertheless, labour militancy did increase in the late 19th century, driven in part by
external social forces. As geostrategic tensions increased in the inter-state capitalist
system countries began to engage in an ever-more expensive debt-financed arms race,
which may have benefited national heavy industry and finance sectors but the inflation
it generated seriously reduced real wages and sparked an unprecedented degree of
labour insurrection between 1886 and 1894. Between 1881 and 1885, for example there
were around 500 strikes per annum, involving 150,000 workers; in 1886 alone there
were some 1,400 strikes involving 500,000 workers.555

Despite the moderate nature of union demands, American capital reacted aggressively to
such affronts of its hegemony. The full weight of the federal/state coercive forces (e.g.
army, state militias and courts) together with the corporations’ own private security
forces (e.g. Pinkerton National Detective Agency) were mobilised to suppress strikes,
often by extremely violent means, as in the Haymarket Massacre (1886), the
Homestead Strike (1892) and the Pullman Strike (1894).

The ferocity of such attacks, combined with the aforementioned split within working
class (skilled vs. unskilled labour; white vs. blacks; men vs. women; nationals vs.
immigrants), together with a general lack of public sympathy for the strikers led to the
virtual elimination of American unionism in the great industries (a notable exception
being in the coal-miners) until its reappearance in the 1930s.556 Not for the first or last
time, a large section of the American population, despite occupying the ranks of wage
workers, would buckle under the bourgeois hegemony and profess their loyalty to (or, at
least, their tolerance of) the mainstream middle-class political parties, who claimed to
represent their aspirations, if not actual class interests.
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Granted, there was a minority of the population – a collection of workers, AFL
members, immigrants, farmers and social reformers – that did seek to form a nominally
socialist political party to challenge the political status quo. The Socialist Party of
America (SPA) was a social democratic coalition formed in 1901 by the unification of
the Social Democratic Party and the Socialist Labor Party.557 The SPA reached the
high-point of its electoral success in the 1912 Presidential elections when its leader,
Eugene V. Debs, polled 6%, and some twelve hundred Socialists were elected to public
office, including seventy-nine mayors. The party’s strong opposition to WWI, however,
led to defections and more state oppression which, when added to internal ideological
divisions with the regards how to respond to the Russian Revolution would lead to the
demise of any left-wing alternative to the bipartisan hegemony.

Nevertheless, the rise of these two counter-hegemonic forces –the Farmers’
Union/Popularist Party and the national labour movement– and support for the popular
dissent they expressed did have an effect on American mainstream politics.

Firstly, thanks to widespread support amongst Southern and Western states, Washington
introduced its first ever anti-trust legislation – the Sherman Act in 1890 – designed to
curtail the power of North-East oligopolies. Secondly, and to co-opt elements of the
radical left, the Congress passed social legislation (albeit quite modest compared to
other advanced capitalist countries) to protect workers from onerous factory and living
conditions and finally grant pensions to all war veterans under the Sherwood Act of
1912.

But these measures did little to undermine American bourgeois hegemony; if anything it
was actually reinforced. The Sherman Act, for example, was primarily aimed at
horizontal rather than vertical integration – which continued to increase – while the
Supreme Court meanwhile did its utmost to water down the statute’s effects, refusing
point-blank to break up Standard Oil and American Tobacco. And just three months
later after its passing, the bill’s sponsor, Republican Senator John Sherman, was one of
the main proponents behind the McKinley Tariff, effectively protecting American
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businesses – and especially trusts – from foreign competition, subsequently facilitating
another major wave of Wall Street-sponsored massive mergers and acquisitions and
formation of cartels in new powerful industries such as oil refining, steel, automobiles,
fruit, electronic manufacturing and chemicals when the economy picked up after 1896.

Indeed, the McKinley Tariff proved generally quite popular amongst industrial workers
since it was specifically designed to shelter them (along with the agricultural sector in
general) from the ill-winds of global competition and reinforce the popular legitimacy
of the national hegemonic project and associated HB. This was shown with the advent
of First World War (WWI) where American workers (as in other advanced capitalist
countries) wasted no time in rallying behind the elites, signing tripartite agreements
with the government and employers, banning war-time industrial action in return for
union recognition and the establishment of collective bargaining practises.

All in all, despite the exceptionalist myth, the position the US within a competitive
globally integrated capitalist WO meant the American bourgeoisie would have to adopt
similar measures to their foreign elite counterparts, including quasi-colonisation,
militarism and state-sponsored expansionism, as the following indicates. Furthermore,
and once again to reiterate a central point, any exceptionalism the American society
displayed with regards class structure soon disappeared after the Civil War. Reviewing
American history from 1870 to 1920 Princeton professor, Sean Wilentz, concludes the
“history of class consciousness in the United States” was “comparable to that of
working class movements in Britain and on the Continent”, acknowledging that this
usually took a social democratic as opposed to socialist form, but countering that was
largely the case in Europe and especially Britain.558

3.1.2.3 “Open Door” Policy & International Expansionism
Celebrations following the final defeat of the Native Americans at Wounded Knee
(1890) did not last long before “organic intellectual” Frederick Jackson Turner
published his seminal essay “The Significance of the Frontier in American History”
(1893) in which he mused on the grim implications of “the closing of the American
558
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frontier”. Indeed, in that very same year the US was hit by an economic depression,
reflected in falling agricultural prices, shrinking industrial markets, high unemployment
and augmented class conflict. Writing in August 1893 the Commercial and Financial
Chronicle lamented that “Never before has there been such a sudden and striking
cessation of industrial activity…Mills, factories, furnaces, mines, nearly everywhere
shut down in large numbers…and hundreds of thousands of men thrown out of
employment”.559

There developed a broad consensus amongst US elites, both in corporate boardrooms
and on Capitol Hill, on the need to penetrate foreign markets to sell off surplus steel, oil,
farm goods and machinery, manufacturers and consumer goods, and not to mention
finding profitable ventures in which to bury accumulated financial capital. The
corporate sector had even more of a vested interest in ‘going global’ in the light of the
aforementioned augmentation of domestic class-based political activism and ongoing
talk of stricter trust regulation.

Especially concerned about American market access to China, US Secretary of State,
John Hay circulated the famous “Open Door Note” to Europe, the Russian Empire and
Japan in 1899, demanding that all countries be allowed to trade openly, on an equal and
free of spheres of influence.
It was in this context in the late 19th century that American corporations pioneered the
use of foreign direct investment (FDI) which involved establishing subsidiary
branches/factories abroad (principally Britain and Canada at first). FDI had the
advantage of engendering greater market control than traditional trade or foreign
portfolio investment (traditionally favoured by Europeans).

These modern multinational corporations (MNCs) not only minimised expensive
import tariffs and transport costs, but crucially help to pre-empt foreign competition in
markets where their national patents were not protected. Companies such as Standard
Oil, US Steel, J.P. Morgan, General Electric, Eastman Kodak, American Bell Telephone
Company Singer, Edison, Otis Elevator, Westinghouse and International Harvester
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would become truly international players. Such was the extent/rapidity of this MNC
expansion that by 1902 European businesses began to complain about the “American
invasion”. Significantly, it was also by the end First World War (WWI) the American
vertically-integrated corporate model finally replaced the British system of business
enterprise, based on the family firm, as the dominant form of capitalist organisation.560

But reliance on the capitalist logic of power (e.g. FDI) was never going to be enough to
penetrate markets by itself. With European colonial expansion continuing unabated
American manufacturers became to fear that unless immediate measures were taken
they could be shut out of the highly lucrative Chinese and South East Asia markets.
Pressure increased on Washington to open up American access to foreign markets. It
was time to engage in what seemed a very un-American activity – colonialism – which,
under closer inspection, as observed, was actually perfectly in tune with the American
notion of liberty.

The reality was, of course, that the very formation of the US as a continental-sized
country was compliant with territorial logic of power561 engaging in a series of
‘foreign’ interventions the late 18th onwards. Further afield Washington was quick to
take advantage of the First Opium War to impose the first of its own “unequal treaty”
on the Chinese Qing dynasty in the Treaty of Wangxia (Wang Hiya) (1844) to guarantee
market access. Capitol Hill sanctioned similar commercially motivated military
interventions throughout the 19th century in Japan, Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and
Nicaragua.562 “Territorial expansion”, a US State Department spokesman acknowledged
in 1900, “is but the by-product of the expansion of commerce”.563
By the late 19th century the temptations of empire would prove too great, with a large
section of American economic, political and military elites favouring a more expansive
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foreign policy. The military annexation of Hawaii in 1893 not only guaranteed
American capital a monopoly over the national pineapple industry – granted to the Dole
family, who soon to play a dominate role in global fruit production/distribution,564 it
also represented a key set closer to the lucrative Chinese market.

War and the arrival of an external enemy had an added benefit increasing social
solidarity. The friend-foe device, used by American political elites throughout history
and famously resurrected at the advent of the Cold War (see below), would, it was
hoped, help re-direct the subaltern class’ energy away from strikes and protests. Soonto-be president, Theodore (Teddy) Roosevelt summed up the mood in a letter to a friend
in 1897: “In strict confidence…I should welcome almost any war, for I think this
country needs one”.565 Roosevelt would soon get his wish.
In a strategy Washington would soon come to perfect throughout the 20th and into the
and 21st century, the mainstream press, with William Randolph Hearst (Journal) and
Joseph Pulitzer (World) at the helm, launched a major propaganda campaign
denouncing Spanish human rights atrocities in Cuba and ‘barbaric’ sinking of US
Maine, stirring up public anger and hence tacit support for the 1898 Spanish American
War and effective control of Cuba, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Philippines.

With the acquisition of Guam, and especially the Philippines, the US finally achieved its
objective of becoming an Asian power and gaining better access to the continent’s – and
above all China’s – markets. It was in this context that John Hay issued his “Open
Door” with regards to the colonisation of China.

The other reason for fighting the war on two fronts was to extend American domination
over the Western Hemisphere in general.

Even before the war US FDI in Cuba was large, dwarfing that of Spain; post-1898 it just
flooded in, with sugar, tobacco, lumber and real estate considered the biggest prizes.
The colonial coup de grâce came with the forced incorporation of the Platt Amendment
564
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(1901) into Havana’s constitution, giving US the right to intervene “for the preservation
of Cuban independence, the maintenance of a government adequate for the protection of
life, property and individual liberty” – which meant of course the guarantee of
American private property rights – and granting Washington land for a permanent naval
base at Guantánamo Bay under the Cuban-American Treaty (1903).566

But the Platt Amendment and the Foraker Act (1900) – which established the limited
political independence of Puerto Rico – was not just about asserting US hegemony over
the Caribbean, it was the first crucial step towards Washington finally being able to
impose Monroe Doctrine on the Western Hemisphere (but this time without British
interference). This became a top priority following the Venezuela Crisis of 1902-3 when
the British, Germany and Italian navies blockaded the South American country for three
months in response to President Cipriano Castro’s refusal to pay foreign debts and
damages suffered by European citizens in its civil war (see below).
Writing in the 1890s, highly influential geostrategist Alfred T. Mahan567 asserted that
possessing a large and powerful fleet was the key determinant to whether a country
could exercise global power. Teddy Roosevelt was convinced of the veracity of
Mahane’s theory and once in office sought to complete re-modernise the navy.

Top priority for both Mahan and Roosevelt was the construction of a canal connecting
the Caribbean with the Pacific Ocean to better connect up American interests.568 When
Columbia refused to sell the US the necessary 50-mile strip across the isthmus
Washington organised a local revolution, led by the chief engineer of the New Panama
Canal Company and backed up by the USS Nashville and marines forces, helping set up
a new independent Panama whose new government keenly took the $10 million offered
(and $250,000 annual rental) handing the US exclusive sovereignty of the 10-mile wide
canal zone in perpetuity (Treaty of Hay-Brunau-Varilla of 1903).569
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To avoid a repetition of the aforementioned Venezuela Crisis President Theodore
Roosevelt used his state of the union address of 1904 to assert the right of Washington
to act as intermediary between Europe and Latin American over international dispute
without the former pursuing their claims directly. Known as the Roosevelt Corollary to
the Monroe Doctrine, this effectively meant any “chronic wrongdoing” in the Western
hemisphere (e.g. being unable to pay international debts) would be dealt with by
Washington, and Washington alone. Roosevelt explains:

All that this country desires is to see the neighboring countries stable, orderly,
and prosperous. Any country whose people conduct themselves well can count
upon our hearty friendship. If a nation shows that it knows how to act with
reasonable efficiency and decency in social and political matters, if it keeps
order and pays its obligations, it need fear no interference from the United
States. Chronic wrongdoing, or an impotence which results in a general
loosening of the ties of civilized society, may in America, as elsewhere,
ultimately require intervention by some civilized nation, and in the Western
Hemisphere the adherence of the United States to the Monroe Doctrine may
force the United States, however reluctantly, in flagrant cases of such
wrongdoing or impotence, to the exercise of an international police power.570

Subsequent US Presidents would cite the Roosevelt Corollary and need to check
“chronic wrongdoing” – and thereby keep European companies out – as justification for
interventions in/control of, Nicaragua (1909-33); Haiti (1915-34); Dominican Republic
(1916-24); and Honduras (1903-25). The direct beneficiaries of such actions, according
to US Marine Corps Major General Smedley Butler, the highest decorated military
officer, who personally led the said military operations, were Brown Brothers Banking
House, National City Bank, Standard Oil (amongst other oil companies) American
sugar interests, and American fruits companies571

This clearly was just old-style colonialism. But since the Jeffersonian republican
tradition still dominated public discourse, American elites took great pains to stress the
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liberal/humanitarian/defensive nature of such interventions and subsequently preferring
to set up quasi-independent governments rather than formal occupying the country.
Wilson, for example, insisted that the US would not commit “the same blunders of
selfishness that other nations have made”, reassuring the public that “[w]e are not the
owners of the Philippine Islands. We hold them in trust for the people who live in
them”.572

Thus while Washington was certainly not averse to resorting to coercion and corruption
to prise open markets in Central America and the Caribbean (Harvey’s logic of empire),
wherever possible, it preferred ‘market mechanisms’ or “dollar diplomacy”
(guaranteeing loans) – the logic of capital – as a better method of promoting economic
expansion throughout the region. This was the largely the strategy adopted when
dealing with Argentina, Brazil and Mexico. The result was that little by little the dollar
became the trading currency in Latin America.

The US’s heightened political, economic and military profile in the Western hemisphere
was inversely proportionate to that of Britain. The First World War (WWI) had
provoked a gigantic redistribution of wealth from the declining to the rising hegemon,
with Britain having little option but to sell off its vast foreign assets to purchase arms,
machinery and raw materials from the latter. By the end of the war the US had gone
from being Britain’s largest debtor nation to being its largest creditor.

Indeed, one of the two primarily motivations for US entrance into WWI was the
concern that Britain’s defeat would lead to its defaulting on its massive war-time
incurred debt, thus provoking huge financial losses on Wall Street. And, as more and
more international mobile capital headed for Wall Street, the US was converted into
“the supreme arbiter of world finance.”573

The other principal reason for US entrance into WWI was their need to direct the Peace
Settlement, to trying and recast the WO; a practise that would be repeated by Franklin
Delano Roosevelt in the Second World War (WWII). The United States, President
572
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Woodrow Wilson announced, had “the infinite privilege of fulfilling her destiny and
saving the world”574; an opportunity which the latter would use to try and
institutionalise what Gramsci termed “Anglo-Saxon world hegemony.”575
Wilson envisaged the League of Nation (which he signed on the 10th January 1920) as a
mechanism to once again ‘open up the frontiers’ to capital accumulation and spread
American-friendly commercial society (i.e. Manifest Destiny dressed up in liberal
idealist clothing). His Fourteen Points set as key objectives the removal of all economic
barriers, granting equality of trade conditions and freedom of navigation of the seas
therein institutionalising the Open Door policy. Indeed Open Door – Washington’s
right to prise open foreign markets to American industrial and financial interests, by
either diplomatic or military means – would remain a durable feature of US external
policy throughout the 19th and 20th centuries.

Gramsci, we are reminded, considered Wilsonian cosmopolitanism (i.e. “Open Door”)
and the League of Nations as “the proper ideology of modern capitalism.” Since “the
bourgeois class is international”, he asserted, it is only natural that it elaborates a class
doctrine that is “liberalism in politics and free trade in economics” which “seeks to
liberate the individual from all collective authoritarian shackles dependent on precapitalist economic structures, in order to establish the bourgeois cosmopolis and allow
a more restrained race for individual enrichment, possible only with the fall of national
monopolies in the world’s markets”.576

There is a tendency to overstate Wilson’s liberal internationalist credentials. Certainly
there were never any plans to extend the “Open Door” policy to the US itself, which
continued to shelter its industry and agriculture behind high tariff barriers. “Selfdetermination”, furthermore, appears nowhere in the Fourteen Points and Wilson sent
troops into more Caribbean and Central American states (see above) than any of his
predecessors. Nevertheless, and despite being unable to win over critical republican
voices in the Congress, one should not dismiss the historical significance of Wilson’s
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liberal internationalist project (albeit on a rhetorical level), as it would later be
resuscitated in a reinvigorated format following WWII.

3.1.3 Consolidating the Historic Bloc (1910-1940s)
3.1.3.1 The Significance of the Fordist Accumulation Strategy
But a quasi-imperial foreign policy and increased foreign direct invest abroad was not
sufficient to allay class conflict at home. Indeed, the consolidation of American
bourgeois hegemony at home – in a consolidated HB – arose out a period of intense
capital-labour confrontation and class formation in the first half of the 20th Century. It
was the social forces emanating out from this conflict which would alter the SROP and
in turn the FOS.

The First World War experience coupled with the Bolshevik Revolution sparked leftwing militancy throughout Europe, especially in Italy, Germany and Hungary. Indeed,
apart from institutionalising “Anglo-Saxon world hegemony”, Wilson’s international
reformist agenda plan was purposely designed to appeal to the common man with the
promise of peace, progress and self-determination and prevent their slide into
communism.

Despite (or rather because of) the relative weakness of unions, labour unrest intensified
in the US between 1917 and 1920 provoking the so-called First Red Scare. The
unprecedented scale of industrial action, notably in the textile (Massachusetts) and steel
industry (General Steel Strike), together with widespread left-wing agitation, frightened
employers and political elites like.

It was left to the American state to coercively reassert capital’s hegemony. Wilson
repeatedly authorised military action to quell working class disquiet and anarchist
violence, resulting in the 1919 Centralia Massacre (Washington) and the so-called
Palmer Raids, to round up and deport leftists and radical immigrants. Congress passed a
series of laws to crack down on anti-war subversives (Espionage Act of 1917 and its
amended Sedition Act of 1918) and immigrants (the Immigration Act of 1924). Where
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the state coercive forces could not be relied upon to repress dissidence the corporate
sector took matters into its own hands. As with the earlier use of the Pinkerton National
Detectives in the Homestead Strike (1892), large private companies organised their own
armed forces and private detective agencies to infiltrate and smash strike action (e.g. the
Pennsylvania steel strike).
A wide cross-section of the US economic and political elite expressed admiration for
Mussolini’s strong-arm tactics to suppress unions and quash social unrest in Italy,
eulogising the Il Duce’s ability to slash bureaucracy and short-cut the democratic
processes. The US government itself not only gave Rome substantial aid (granted the
best post-war debt settlement of any country) but actively encouraged American
corporations to set up there. Conspicuously even AFL president Samuel Gompers
openly praised Fascism’s corporatism for helping to restore social order by
undermining communism and radical industrial trade unions.577

By the early 1920s the bourgeoisie had (re)gained political and ideological hegemony in
most advanced capital countries. American workers struggled to maintain even a
remnant of war-time organisational and wage gains, and radicals tried to form a united
front with moderate labour unions to resist the concerted employer assault on labour
ranks. Labour activists though absorbed by the German Social Democrats were strongly
rejected by rejected by the British TUC and American AFL. By 1922 most leading AFL
unions had enacted constitutional amendments barring communists from holding union
office and including an exclusion from membership

The American Plan, introduced by large corporations in the 1920s, represented a further
powerful blow to labour. Independent unions were banned replaced by ‘employee
representation’ programmes (i.e. company unions) to resolve disputes and worker
grievances. The right to strike was not recognised, nor protection offered against unfair
discharge or blacklisting. The fragmented nature of the labour movement (revealed in
the 1922 nation-wide shop-workers strike) and bosses’ refusal to negotiate with unions
led to a dramatic drop in union membership, leading to a further dismantling of many of
the war-time and post-war social gains.
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Though defensive strikes against wage cuts and work intensification plans did continue
throughout the 1920s, especially in mining – Alabama (1920), West Virginia (1920-1),
Illinois (1922) and Colorado (1927) – and the textile industry – New Jersey (1926)
Massachusetts (1928) and North Carolina (1929) – they were violently suppressed by
the state. When socialist and communist parties got involved in organising a textile
strike in North Carolina in 1929 it was used as an excuse by bosses – supported by the
local and state police – to clamp down on unions. Court injunctions, sackings and
jailings followed. The labour movement seemed dead.578

But capital flight (or the threat of it) and coercion (both private and state-sponsored) and
were not the only methods capital used to suppress labour militancy and guarantee
corporate profits; it was also vital to restructure the SROP.

Since the 1820s, but increasingly after the liberal revolution, the increasingly high costs
of labour (and relative shortage of skilled labour) led business to invest heavily in
capital and new production processes. Mechanisation was also vital for mass
production. Goods could now be standardised, parts made interchangeable and
tools/parts more precise, which in turn would facilitate greater mechanisation of the
production process and a heightened division of labour. First applied in mass rifle
production during the Civil War, it would soon become the standard industrial model:
commonly referred to as the American system of manufacturing.

Large corporations also began to adopt new ‘scientific management’ techniques as
promoted by Frederick Winslow Taylor.579 Drawing on his experiences as a steel-mill
foreman in the 1880s Taylor emphasized the importance of time-and-motion studies,
reports and analyses in order for companies to achieve a more efficient allocation of
resources. The vertical corporation which most successfully forged Taylorism on to the
American system of manufactures was the Ford Motor Company, described by Gramsci
as the “most advanced” in the early 20th Century.580
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Fordism revolutionised capitalism, pioneering modern mass production techniques and
fundamentally altering power relations in the workplace and with it the SROP. The
company institutionalised a multidivisional organisational structure which permitting a
maximum Taylorist-style managerial control over the organisation and performance of
work. Perhaps Ford’s most effective method to discipline labour was the moving
assembly line at Highland Park, Michigan which he had perfected by 1913-14.

Now, the labour force no longer controlled the pace of the production process; that was
dictated by self-moving sovereign conveyor belt. Workers were reorganised into a
scientific division of labour to perform tedious, repetitive, minutely detailed tasks
within huge and complex mechanised manufacturing processes. The objective,
according to Henry Ford (written by ghost writer Samuel Crowther) was the “reduction
of the necessity for thought on the part of the worker and the reduction of his
movements to a minimum”.581 There was, therefore, no need for skilled workers
anymore,

more

abundant

(and

cheaper)

semi-skilled

“trained

gorillas”582–

interchangeable cogs in a machine as depicted in Chaplin’s “Modern Times” – would
suffice. Fordism effectively institutionalised the scientific exploitation of labour.

In addition, working for Ford also meant accepting the company’s strict paternalism. In
such a highly specialised system workers were expected to do exactly what they were
told and without complaint. Vehemently anti-unionist (and anti-Semitic),583 the firm
employed its own inspectors and spies to monitor its workers political activities and
scrutinise their private life or to investigate lateness or absenteeism. Gramsci classified
this “Americanism” as a new form of capitalism, a socio-political regime: a set of
institutionalised relationships between the social organisation of production on one
hand, and social self-understandings and political organisations on the other.

Gramsci noted how these “new methods of work are inseparable from a specific mode
of living, thinking and feeling” that became internalised by the worker rather than
581
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“imposed from the outside”. Boosting production required “a new type of worker and
man”: a non-drinking, moral individual, willing to submit to a “rigorous discipline of
the sexual instincts” and “a strengthening of the “Family” in the widest sense” (i.e.
monogamous). Crucially, for Gramsci, this Fordist puritan culture did not stay limited to
the workplace, it became “state ideology”, finding its ideological legitimation embodied
in cultural practices and social relations and constituting the essence of “true
America”.584

As a result Ford productivity shot up; the production of an automobile was dramatically
reduced from 10 working hours in the autumn of 1913 to 3.75 working hours in spring
1914. Lower production costs led to competitive prices: a Model T Ford touring car was
sold for $850 in 1908; by 1916 it was priced at $360.585

What made Fordism truly unique as an accumulation strategy was its response to two
key challenges. Firstly, workers understandably, were not too keen on carrying out
mind-numbingly boring tasks all day or having their lives regimented by the company.
How could the workers be prevented from rebelling or quitting? Secondly, as Marx
noted in the 19th Century, the capitalist system had a tendency to undergo perennial
crisis due to over-production. What good was scientific production without customers?

Ford was one of the first to realise that mass production (supply) would need mass
consumption (demand) to survive: symbolised in his drive to produce a “universal car”
which anyone could afford. As indicated, American corporations had been pioneering
modern advertising techniques, desperate to foment mass consumption from the
mid/late-19thcentury. But apart from overcoming certain cultural barriers (e.g. “puritan
thriftiness”) the underlying problem still remained that working class wages were
simply too low to maintain effective demand.

Ford hit on a ground-breaking solution. He announced he would pay his employers
twice the market rate (i.e. $5 a day): i) to compensate for tedious work and company
intrusiveness; and ii) to give the worker enough money to become a consumer of the
standardised products they made. In this way corporations could “manufacture” their
584
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own consumers. It was a master stroke. Vehicle sales from 6,398 vehicles sold in 19078 to 472,350 by 1915-16, (representing almost 50% of the American market).586

Gramsci referred to the role of high wages within the “Fordian ideology” as an
ingenious ploy – “tempering of compulsion (self-discipline) with persuasion”587 – “new
coating” painted over fundamental class relations.588 Furthermore, the promise of
greater access to consumer goods and the accumulation of private property dove-tailed
perfectly with the American Dream. Rather than selfish profit maximisers, vertical
corporations could now claim they were but concerned with wealth distribution and
promoting the common good. Similarly, rather than occupying implicitly antagonistic
positions, capital and labour were united in a common goal: boosting production and
therefore purchasing power.

Fordism’s ultimate political success was, therefore, in depoliticising the working class.
Aside from a fervent anti-union policy and exercising quasi-military control over its
employees’ personal lives, Ford’s heightened division of labour drove a wedge between
unskilled, semi-skilled and privileged skilled workers (see Gramsci’s experience at
FIAT, Chapter II). Moreover, and vitally, high wages and high consumption meant that
many workers could ‘enter’ the middle class world of private pensions, saving plans,
home ownership: in summary they had become stakeholders (albeit minor) in the
capitalist system. In this respect Fordism represented a truly hegemonic project,
although industrially-based class struggle, especially regarding the issue of unionisation,
would continue in US for a further 40 years or so.

Throughout the 1920/30s Ford’s production regime was copied by all the most
important sectors of US industry and with it the advent of the first ‘mass consumerism
society’. There was a dramatic expansion of the credit system, once reserved solely for
business and professional people who could put up property as collateral to secure a
loan. Now, those with a steady job could “buy now, pay later”. New ‘white collar’
occupations such as industrial managers, engineers, financial advisers, administrative
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and clerical workers sprang up both to oversee the scientific production and distribution
technologies and to expand credit facilities.

A new management class pioneered revolutionary marketing techniques to nurture the
first modern capitalist consumer culture. New technologies, invented in Europe – the
internal combustion engine, machinery, electricity, wireless telegraphic system, the
cathode ray tube and photography – were improved upon and commercially developed
to produce an array of consumer items – cars, electric cookers, sewing machines, radios,
televisions and cameras. Self-fulfilment and personal happiness depended on individual
hedonism and the acquisition of such goods from an ever larger retail sector.589

Though the Fordist model of mass production and mass consumption developed out of
the US’s particular social history as described above, it would become a global
phenomenon. US corporations, by ‘going global’, not only secured markets, they also
exported the SROP embedded in the Fordist vertically integrated corporate form and
mass production/consumption model (most markedly to the UK, Canada and Australia).
But even elsewhere, competition compelled foreign firms to follow suit or be run out of
business. Set against the backdrop of the uneven development of capitalism
“Americanism” provoked numerous passive revolutions abroad (e.g. Italy), as foreign
elites sought, in Gramsci’s words, to overturn (Europe’s) “antiquated economic and
social basis”590 and radically restructure the FOSs.

As a result, the 1920s merely reinforced the geopolitical shift taking place in the global
capitalist system’s centre of gravity. Accompanying huge industrial growth, mass
consumption, and the creation of vast internal market, the financial sector similarly hit
new heights. War debts paid by Britain, France, Germany and Italy were recycled back
to Europe through American banks, consolidating Wall Street as the new centre of
global finance. For the first time American middle classes contemplated the stock
market as a viable place to invest their savings encouraged by banks and brokers.
Escalating share prices attracted even more capital from Europe and Asia.
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Like the construction of hegemony at home, the consolidation of “Anglo-Saxon world
hegemony”591 was a highly political and cultural process. From the McKinley
Administration (1897-1901) onwards, the US state-civil society nexus consciously
sought to universalise its market-based society and liberal tradition; namely, to
refashion the world in its own image. A crucial part of the US foreign policy “mission”
to make the world safe for expanding markets and foreign investment opportunities was
to shape intersubjective forms of consciousness within ‘civil society’.592 “American
mass culture, bringing entertainment and information to the masses…would break down
class and geographical barriers”593 which would, in turn, generate demand for products,
services and finance. It was in this context, Gramsci observed, that the US was seeking
to “impose a network of organisations and movements under its leadership”594 such as
the Rotary Club, the Freemasons and the YMCA etc.

Perhaps the most successful vehicle to promote US cultural hegemony was cinema.
Hollywood brought the American societal model to the masses in the most glamorous
manner imaginable, turning itself into the global centre of a highly lucrative cultural
factory. For there were no European romantic/artistic cultural notions here, ‘motion
pictures’ remained first and foremost an industry – the first industrialised cultural
medium – and as such had to conform to the logic of capitalist profit-making.

3.1.3.2 New Deal Coalition & the National Welfare State
But hegemony is notoriously unstable. Just when capital seemed to have won over
labour to its cause, or at least subdued it, the Wall Street Crash and subsequent
Depression shook the foundations of “common sense” regarding the legitimacy and
wisdom of the market as a mechanism for allocating resources. In time, the most
advanced capitalist countries would turn to state-centred national development
programmes (ironically pioneered by Stalin’s Five Year Plans) such a New Deals-type
Keynesianism, Fascism or Nazism, as necessary measures to overcome crises.
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Global over-production and associated financial speculation (especially in the US) had
led to economic catastrophe. The collapsing of over 10,000 American banks sent
thousands of businesses to the wall, pushing unemployment up to 14 million.595
Widespread social unrest broke out, with large vertical financial and industrial
corporations especially feeling the wrath from workers and bankrupted small
businesses. The wave of protest which took place between 1933 and 1937 would alter
capital-labour relations for the next two generations.

Once again, as a testimony to the narrow constitutionalised constraints of the political
system, social forces pursuing change had to operate outside the mainstream political
parties. In March 1930, with some two dozen cities under radical leadership more than a
million jobless protected demanding poverty relief, unemployment benefit and
increased public expenditure to create jobs and allay the hardship in the their respective
Hoovervilles. Many skirmishes with the authorities followed. In June 1932 a 50,000
army of the ex-servicemen league and sympathisers – the “Bonus Arm” – marched on
Washington and demand the federal government make good on its pledge to pay
veteran’s bonus deferred since 1918. Hoover sent in the army under General Douglas
McArthur who, convinced it was part of a communist plot to take over the state,
resorted to brutal oppression.

Against this backdrop of failed liberalism and growing social unrest, Fascist Italy once
again attracted the attention of American corporate elite who were envious of the way
Mussolini was cracking down on the Left (see Chapter II), guaranteeing on-going
capitalist accumulation and protected private property rights (noticeably American
FDI). The American media likewise was ceaseless in its praise of the new Italy.
Politicians from across the spectrum concurred. Franklin Delano Roosevelt declared
himself an admirer of Il Duce’s, referring to him as “that admirable Italian
gentleman”.596 Even when the Fascist Party recorded ninety-nine per cent of the seats in
the March 1934 elections, the regime’s democratic credentials were never really
questioned in the US.
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Nevertheless, and despite rising political activism, the Hoover Administration generally
held faith in the market. True, the 1930 Hawley-Smoot Tariff did close off the
American economy from imports, but the solution to the problem involved was a matter
of ‘trickle-down’: setting up Reconstruction Finance Corporation, an agency through
which government loans to state/local businesses would be funnelled to stimulate
capital investment.

The Democrat candidate for the 1932 presidential elections, Franklin D. Roosevelt
(FDR), showed the consensual nature of mainstream American politics by running an
almost identical conservative campaign. Any suggestion of a drift into European
collectivism was rejected. “Let me emphasize”, FDR asserted, “that serious as have
been the errors of unrestrained individualism, I do not believe in abandoning the system
of individual enterprise.”597 Roosevelt would win the elections, defeating not just the
Republican Herbert Hoover but also the reinvigorated Socialist Party of America’s
candidate Norman Thomas and Communist Party USA candidate William Z. Foster.
Yet as the size and militancy of the unemployed increased and ruined farmers grew
more vocal FDR (like George Washington and the Shay Rebellion before him) was
forced to re-evaluate government policy and announced a “New Deal for the American
people”.

During the fabled “first hundred days” the President passed a huge amount of legislation
through Congress in record time, largely addressed at financial capital, which took
much of the blame for provoking the crash. FDR got Congress to pass a series of laws
to tighten up the regulation of the securities and banking industries in order to prevent
market manipulation and wild speculation. The most important were: the Hooverdrafted Emergency Banking Act of 1933 (or Glass-Steagall Act)598 which separated
commercial banking (loans and deposits) from investment banking (securities
underwriting and dealing) and insured depositors’ funds against bank failure amongst
other measures; the 1933 Securities Act to guarantee investors access to true information
regarding securities on the market and prohibition of fraud; and the Securities and
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Exchange Act of 1934 which established the “Securities and Exchange Commission” to
regulate the stock market and prevent corporate abuses in the issuing of securities.

Significantly, Roosevelt announced he was turning his back on international monetary
coordination (the “old fetishes of so-called international bankers”),599 refusing to attend
the 1933 World Economic Conference and subsequently taking the dollar off the gold
standard (and later devaluing it), much to the horror of Wall Street. Though never
attempting to dismantle trusts, FDR managed to alienate him from a sufficient large
section of corporate America to provoke a planned “White House Putsch” to establish a
proto-fascist regime in Washington.600

And yet, financial sector reform aside, the first New Deal (1933-4) was more consistent
with 1920s ‘Coolidge’ conservativism than social democracy. It was aimed primarily at
achieving the short-term recovery of the economy, introducing measures to balance the
federal budget (e.g. slashing veterans’ pensions) and reforming the credit system, while
remaining generally content to tinker with Hoover’s poverty alleviation programmes
under the newly entitled Federal Emergency Relief Administration.

Meanwhile, and again in direct contradiction of the exceptionalist thesis, militant labour
action dramatically increased throughout 1934. The working class demanded workers
rights, greater economic redistribution (both higher wages and social wage) state
benefits (pensions, insurance and health care) and union membership. High profile
strikes included: a Teamsters-supported General Strike in Minneapolis (called by the
Communist League of America); the International Longshoreman Association shutting
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down of San Francisco during the West Coast Waterfront Strike; and a strike at the
Electric Auto-Lite plant strike in Toledo, Ohio (organised by the American Workers
Party, an independent group of labour radicals). But arguably the most significant
industrial action taken in 1934 was by textile workers – the largest strike in American
history at the time – supported by some 400,000 employees predominantly from the
South but also from the North East and Mid-Atlantic states.

In addition, left-wing political parties began to gain big influence in the unions. The
Socialist Party of America lent its support to the Arkansas Farmers Union as thousands
of farmers faced eviction and fought for a decent price for their crops. The American
Communist Party infiltrated the electrical, transportation, auto and retail unions – where
it helped organise high profile strikes, mass demonstration and factory occupations
throughout the 1930s – and even galvanising unions support amongst the middle-class
professions such as book-keepers, architects, engineers and chemists. Industrial
rebellions in the forms of strikes, mass demonstrations and factory occupations – most
in the rubber, auto and electrical industries in 1936-7 – would continue throughout the
1930s.

Again, although many strikes were organised under the umbrella union federation
Congress of Industrial Organisations (CIO), set up in 1932, the most militant, effective
and far-reaching demonstrations of labour power in the period 1933-7 had to take place
outside the framework of the law.

The Supreme Court, for its part, continued to strictly adhere to its original mandate to
protect private property from the ‘mob’, rejecting key New Deal legislation as
‘unconstitutional’ until FDR threatened to pack it with liberals after his re-election in
1936. The Supreme Court’s subsequent back-down along with rising working
class/popular insurgency allowed, (or rather, forced), the Roosevelt Administration to
adopt more drastic measures to save capitalism.

As a result the second New Deal introduced an industrial policy that represented a
serious break from the traditional American economic/political model. It required not
only the restructuring of capital-labour relations but a radical reconstitution of the state
itself. For the first time in US history the federal government would impose strict
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controls over the behaviour and accountability of corporations, in its role as capital-ingeneral, to save capitalism form itself. The stock-market crash had demonstrated, it was
argued, that liberal capitalism could not be relied upon to run a modern industrial
economy. State planning of the economy was required. Furthermore, and again breaking
from its classic liberal model, a revolutionary (for the US) Social Security Act (1935)
was introduced to offer limited aid to the unemployed, sick and disabled, though
stopping short of a national pension or national health scheme.

Roosevelt assembled a group of technocrats and economists with the specific task of
designing and managing giant new industrial projects for national rejuvenation. The
federal government’s powers were expanded enormously as it now took on the
responsibility not just of directing the national economy but also controlling its money
supply. A section of big business was horrified. Though the New Deal never
nationalised infrastructure services as other states did – seeking to stimulate demand in
the economy by encouraging the private sector to participate in extensive public works
projects – there is no doubt that the freedom of large capital was curtailed.

Under the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA), a National Recovery
Administration was established to institute tripartite negotiating forums (capital, labour
and the government) and industrial boards (to set minimum prices and minimum
wages). It was supported by some sections of the corporate world (e.g. General Electric)
though proved far too radical for others (noticeably Ford).

What Ford and other corporations most hated about the NIRA was section 7 (a) which
recognised the workers’ rights to organise unions of their own choosing and engage in
collective bargaining discussions with employers. Though its effects were quite limited
amongst AFL unions, company unions, and in southern textile mills, it seized the
imagination of coal-miners, manufacturing workers, and northern textile employees,
causing a dramatic increase in national union membership and associated industrial
action.

When the NIRA was declared unconstitutional in 1935 by the Supreme Court
(Schechter Poultry Corp. v. US) it was replaced by the National Labor Relations Act –
or as it is commonly termed, the Wagner Act – which reproduced the essence of the
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NIRA’s section 7 (a) (e.g. right to strike, free unions, collective bargaining, unfair
dismissal etc). Thanks to FDR’s re-election in 1936 and pressure exerted by his 1937
“court-packing bill” the Supreme Court finally upheld the Wagner Act via two cases:
NLRB v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Corporation (1937) and NLRB v. Friedman-Harry
Marks Clothing Co. (1937).

The Wagner Act effectively split the working class. Union leaders hailed it as major
class victory, delighted with the fact that union membership had shot up.601 AFL
President, William Green announced he was “confident” that the act, “will prove itself
the Magna Carta of Labor of the United States”, ridiculing communists for their
intransigence. Even erstwhile left-wing radicals Norman Thomas and William Z. Foster
were turned overnight into fervent New Dealers as were many socialist and communist
activists affiliated to the CIO.

But for other radical unions, non-affiliated workers and the unemployed – the groups
that had forced Roosevelt’s hand in the first place – the Wagner Act offered insufficient
social protection and was denounced as an attempt to suppress class antagonism by
institutionalising class-labour relations.602 Wide scale strikes and social unrest would
continue through 1936-7, much to the horror of Green et al.

Predictably large capital needed convincing of the benefits these corporatist
arrangements would incur. While some firms remained vehemently anti-union and
fearful of the Left (e.g. IBM) other companies did sign the union agreements (e.g. US
Steel), seeing them as a more moderate option to potentially worse radicalisation.
Accordingly, Roosevelt was able to generate sufficient support amongst the business
world to form a New Deal Coalition in which both progressives and conservatives were
housed, and with it establish a new FOS.

The New Deal thus sponsored the rebirth of the mass unions and moderate centre-left
idealism causing a dramatic change in the concept of the state: from a liberal ‘hands-off’
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state to a ‘regulatory state’;603 one which considered it necessary to force capital to yield
and redistribute social justice.

But despite the new social reforms and corporatist relationship liberalism’s ideological
and cultural hegemony remained deeply ingrain in American society. All too easily
workers were, in the words of Mike Davis, “reabsorbed into a capitalist two-party
system that brilliantly manipulated and accentuated cultural schisms in the working
class.”604 Despite the many strikes and demonstrations, no genuine mass socialist
movement emerged as an independent national force. Economic institutions were
rehabilitated but remained firmly rooted in the Lockean/Smithian world of private
property and capital accumulation reflected in the hybrid FOS.

For the unions 1936-7 marked the high-watermark of radical political activism. Under
the New Deal their role as junior partners in a ‘cooperative’ industrial project was
institutionalised. Thus, the argument can be made that it was the unions acceptance of
the original National Labor Relations Act (the Wagner Act), rather than its amended
version, the oft-cited Taft-Hartley Act (see below), which actually signalled the final
capitulation of labour and its incorporation into prevailing structures of corporate and
political power; indeed to form part of the integral State.

Union rights had been won, but at a price of becoming contractual partners with
responsibilities. The good life was to be located within not outside the prevailing
capitalist system. The Wagner Act, for good or bad, marked the beginning of the end for
the unions as a class movement – an event long foretold by Gramsci605 – and their
becoming, in the words of Althusser, “an ideological state apparatus”.606 Labour
radicalism was also dealt a further major blow when FDR launched the Federal
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National Mortgage Association (or “Fannie Mae”) in 1938 to guarantee workers easier
mortgage financing.

By the late 1930s the Supreme Court, pressurised by Republican conservatives, had
struck down many of Roosevelt’s programmes as unconstitutional, but the corporatist
relations of production model linked to the New Deal welfare-state, in an overt
Keynesian form, would live on and be exported abroad wholesale in the post-war years.
And far from undermining the Fordist accumulation strategy/mass consumption model,
in the long-run, the New Deal Keynesianism would expand it.

Social forces emanating out of the US SROP (in the context of a competitive global
capitalist economy) would expand abroad in the pre-WWII period, encouraged the
establishment of Fordist accumulation strategies involving vertical integrated
companies and corporatist capital-labour relations. Nevertheless, it would take the
Second World War and its aftermath to convince the US integral State on the need to
launch a full blown attempt at global hegemony.

3.2 Globalising American Hegemony
3.2.1 Creating a New World Order
3.2.1.1 The War as a Social Process
The fundamental characteristics of American hegemony – the most powerful capitalist
state underpinned by a particular SROP (modified Fordist accumulation model) and
expressed in a particular FOS (Keynesian welfare state) – were all in place by the late
1930s. But whether the US would achieve world hegemony and if so the exact form it
would take were by no means pre-determined. This only became clear in the course of,
and as a result of, social processes unleashed during Second World War (WWII). Only
then did the US state (itself connected to the underlying social relation of production)
consciously sought to reconstitute a new WO by dramatically reconstituting the forms of
states of the advanced countries before leading the capitalist world through a new period
of economic growth.
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Like Wilson beforehand (and Britain with regards to the Napoleonic Wars) the US
would only join WWII at the latter stages, and then specifically to be involved in the
construction of a post-war WO favourable to them. Planning for the post-war world
began early in the war.607 But apart from seeking to dismantle ‘imperial preference’
trade arrangements, Washington had yet to elaborate a clear blueprint for global
hegemony.

Classic realist IR theories which deal with static balance of power arrangements or other
similar reified geopolitical theories are of little utility to explain how the US shifted
from isolationism (before the war), to liberal internationalism (during the war), and to
global hegemony (mid-1945 onwards). The following section briefly examines how
participation in the war – understood as a social process – actually refashioned US
policy elite’s world view and laid the basis for the coming new WO.

Despite its evident economic and military prowess the United States refrained from
exercising any international political role in the pre-WWII WO, outside, that is its
enlarged ‘sphere of influence’. Foreign trade, significantly, occupied a much smaller
percentage of its GDP than Britain, for example, who was firmly ensconced in the
global economy. The State Department and even the powerful pro-international
business lobby, the Council of Foreign Relations, conceived of US foreign and
economic policy in terms of a US-dominated Grand Area encompassing the Western
Hemisphere, East Asia and the Pacific, as expressed in 1914 by then Assistant Secretary
of the Navy, Franklin D. Roosevelt: “Our national defence must extend all over the
western hemisphere, must go out a thousand miles into the sea, must embrace the
Philippines and over the seas wherever our commerce may be.”608

Participation in the WWII, however, caused a radical re-think in the US world view.
Voices in Washington considered it high time to adopt a more ambitious foreign policy.
First and foremost, the US was the only country in WWII which could truly claim to
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have fought on a global scale. Protected by the Atlantic Ocean on one side and the
Pacific on the other, the US was both spared expensive war damage but could base its
entire military strategy on an offensive tactics. Furthermore, the US possessed the
capabilities to projecting its power at great distances, both to the West (Europe) and
East (Asia), facilitated by a global system of communication and the establishment of a
whole plethora of foreign military bases.

The logistics involved in planning such a global war were immense. All departments of
the state were involved in planning and coordination activities, though the key ones
were the White House, the State Department and the War Department. Undoubtedly,
what set WWII apart from previous periods (with the possible exception of the
American Revolution) was that now the heads of the armed forces – the Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS) – occupied the upper echelons of the formal state structure and enjoyed a
pivotal role in forming US foreign policy. This represented an unprecedented and
enduring transformation in American civil-military relations.

When it came to planning for the post-war period the scale and complexity of military
mobilisation together with the institutional presence of JCS within the state structure
deeply affected the US’s world view. During the war the US had helped secure a global
military-economic-political infrastructure, incorporating a worldwide network of
overseas bases, which the American elite were reluctant to relinquish. Thanks to the
military the US was able to gain access otherwise inaccessible resources (e.g. oil,
metals, minerals and rubber) which, in such a period, are defined as matters of “national
security”.

Army chief and Truman’s future secretary of state, George C. Marshall, announced that
“It no longer appears practical to continue…hemispheric defence as a satisfactory basis
for our security. We are now concerned with the peace of the entire world”.609
Significantly, from 1945 onwards, US policy-makers refrained from using the term
‘foreign policy’ in favour of broader, more militarised, national security policy which
now was defined in global as opposed to “hemispherical” terms. The State Department
now prioritised “strategic” conditions and geopolitics alongside its traditional concerns
609
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for economics and diplomacy. Proposed by Truman in December 1945, the National
Security Act of July 1947 (in operation September), represented a major reconstruction
of the military and intelligence agencies, creating a new Department of Defense (under
the Secretary of Defense), the Joints Chief of Staff, the National Security Council and
the CIA.

With the National Security Act of 1947 the Joint Chiefs of Staff structure (along with
the newly created CIA) was formally recognised and institutionalised within the
National Security Council (replacing the State-War-Navy Coordinating Committee) and
as such became a vital and permanent part of the US foreign policy establishment.

The National Security Act of 1947, importantly, also created the US Air Force as a
separate branch of the military (previously part of the US Army). Despite the usual
bureaucratic struggle amongst the armed services for predominance, strategic air power
proved itself superior with regards to its speed, range and destructiveness (e.g. bombing
campaigns destroying large cities in a few hours) during WWII. This was confirmed
with the publication the US Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS) in 1944 and later
successful atom bomb testing. It was specifically the great potential of air-power which
enabled Washington to contemplate a global ‘national security policy’ (see below).

The benefit of air-power is that it would require neither a large standing army nor
foreign occupation – which as shown above, clashed with Jeffersonian republican ideal
and tended to provoke certain domestic opposition – just a well-equipped air force
stationed at a nearby military base. By the end of the war the US had establish a global
system of overseas air bases housing long-ranger bombers capable of reaching all key
cities in Europe and Asia. Though this policy was sold as a defensive military
arrangement, based on deterrence, it nevertheless required the militarization of both
state and society in peacetime, which, Washington was eager to do.

Fighting WWII clearly required a huge mobilisation of resources which was debtfinanced by the state. All in all, the US spent more than $300 billion to equip its military
forces; producing 300,000 airplanes, 71,000 naval vessels, 86,000 tanks, 16,000
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armoured cars, and 2.5 million trucks.610 This massive military spending represented a
boon for the economy. Between 1939 and 1945 the US saw its GNP increase by twothirds,611 suffered no infrastructural damage and ended the war with two thirds of the
world’s industrial production and almost ¾ of world’s gold.

612

Indeed, it was this

Keynesian-style state-led expansion which finally dragged the US out of the Great
Depression.

The state was now universally recognised as a key economic actor, not just in
mobilising resources but even substituting for market processes via strategically
planned industrial policies. All American capital benefited but perhaps no group more
than industrial sector which saw profits soar with its corporate heads developed very
close relationships with military chiefs they had dealings.

In a speech delivered to the Army Ordinance Association in January 1944 Charles E.
Wilson, president of General Electric and the vice executive chairman of the War
Production Board, had called for an institutionalised war economy and that every
corporation should have a “liaison” representative with the military, binding businesses
and the military together in single military-industrial-complex.613 This semi-command
command economy was to be directed by corporate executives in liaison with military
chiefs and paid for by the government. Similarly Truman’s Secretary of Commerce,
Averell Harriman announced in 1946: “People in this country are no longer scared of
such words as ‘planning’…people have accepted the fact that the government has got to
plan as well as individuals in this country”.614 This Keynesian/quasi-Soviet turn of
course represented a significant shift away from traditional liberal capitalism.
But with 50% of the world’s accumulated wealth615 and a position of power and
security unparalleled in history, the single most important challenge facing State
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Department planners and corporate leaders alike, one that would underpin all
aforementioned geopolitical objectives, was how to sustain/increase present output
levels. The winding down of war production, declining sales, and rising inflation could
drag the US back into a depression: the nightmare scenario which haunted Washington.
As early as 1943 a future Nobel Prize economist warned of the possibility that the US
could experience “the greatest period of unemployment and industrial dislocation which
any economy had ever faced”.616 The New Deal capital-labour compromise would
simply collapse under the strain of class conflict.

Maintaining demand in the post-war period would require, at minimum, a continued
large export surplus and improved access to foreign markets (notably Britain, USSR and
China) as guaranteed under the Lend-Lease programme (1941-1945).617 There was
almost unanimous agreement amongst American capital on this.

Republican and Democrat politicians alike struggled to assure business of their
determination to facilitate international expansion – to institutionalise the Open Door.
As Undersecretary of State Dean Acheson (later Truman’s Secretary of State) put it in
1944 Congressional testimony: “The United States has unlimited creative energy. The
important thing is markets. We have got to see that what the country produces is used
and is sold under financial arrangements, which make its production possible…You
must look to foreign markets”.618

The future health of the international capitalist economy was intricately connected to the
on-going stability and continuing expansion of the global economy.

The war, as indicated above, had alerted American elites to the geo-strategic importance
of a permanent military presence and the building of political alliances to guarantee
access to global resources and open up markets. The Grand Area of American economic
activity, before limited to the Western Hemisphere and South East Asia, now, in the
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post-war period, would be expanded to take in Western Europe, the Middle East and the
former British Empire.

As the heartland of the global capitalist economy the US might claim that reintroducing
a liberal WO might would bring benefits to all but getting the other national elites to
agree to such a plan would be no easy task. The US productive model, with its vast
financial, industrial and agricultural economies of scale, lay in direct contrast to the
crushed/radically transformed economies of Europe and Asia. Furthermore, as national
welfare states, the latters’ developmental programmes – also heavily reliant on state
planning and Keynesian macroeconomic management policies – were more concerned
with domestic commitments to full employment, economic stability and protectionism
than any far-fetched ideas of opening up their economies to the whims of the world
economy.

Accordingly, the fundamental objective of US state planners, especially from 1947
onwards, became the rehabilitation of other advanced capitalist states’ economies. US
national economic policy was now seen as international policy: a radical shift from the
New Deal self-sufficiency era.619

In summary, the objective of the US state planners after the war, reacting to pressure
from social forces from within its internal SROP, was to establish a new WO, which
would, in turn, alter the FOSs of the main capitalist powers, making them compatible
with it own market-place society and lead the world to a new period of economic
stability, growth and profitability. The US arguably had the sufficient economic and
military resources to carry this out largely by coercive means. Yet both the exorbitant
political and economic costs, together with the ideological incompatibility of such overt
imperialism with the country’s avowed republican principals, meant exercising
hegemony, with its emphasis on consensus, although underpinned by consensus,
represented a far better strategic option. Furthermore, the acute post-war economic and
political malaise meant that most European economic and political elites were
enthusiastic about the US, as the most powerful (and legitimised) capitalist state,
playing a leading role in reconstructing and regulating the post-war economic order, if
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that meant leading the capitalist world to a new stage of economic growth and
profitability.

3.2.1.2 From “One-World” to a “Free-World”
As Cox has indicated (see Chapter II), a new hegemonic WO does not just happen, it
has to be consciously constructed. Decisively, this would require the formation of
international institutions and agencies to help embed those SROP, practises and values
most conducive to American hegemony, and implicitly the American capitalist model.
Yet for that to take place there had to exist an ideological framework to legitimise the
exercising of such power and therein guarantee class consent both abroad and at home.

It was in the latter sphere that the Roosevelt Administration faced a serious problem. It
was well aware that, international resistance aside, the greatest threat posed to US
hegemonic aspirations came from opposition from within its own domestic arena. FDR
was faced with a dilemma. On one hand, he was, and had always been, committed to
economic expansionism, despite his criticisms of unregulated corporate power.620 On
the other hand, however, the New Deal coalition he had help set up harboured strong
isolationist/republican tendencies. There remained, for example, widespread scepticism
amongst domestic groups, notably the unions, towards any arrangement which might
commit the US to international entanglements or jeopardise Keynesian demand
management programmes to maintain full employment.

State Department officials realised they had to sell US participation in new international
institutions to policy-makers and public alike as forming part of an ethical and moral
crusade towards the founding of a new and peaceful WO. Importantly, the values
promoted had to inspire actors, both at the national and international level, but without
undermining the interests of US hegemony.

As early as the spring of 1943 Council of Foreign Relations directors, Hamilton
Armstrong and Normal H. Davis proposed a plan for a “supranational organisation”
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based on Wilson’s “one world” international liberalism to staunch free trader Secretary
of State Cordell Hull.621 In July 1943 the US State Department released the first draft of
its “Constitution of International Organisation”; paying special attention to classic
liberal ideals of ‘peace’, ‘freedom’, ‘equality’ and ‘opportunities accessible to all’. In
the following months US officials worked to flesh out the composition of this ‘United
Nations’622 adhering to two basic Wilsonian tenets: i) a universally accessible
organisation, composed of ‘equal’ sovereign states; and ii) a renewed dedication to
peace and security for the resolution of armed conflicts, though this time, crucially, with
an enforcer remit. In addition, the proposed organisation would recognise ‘selfdetermination’ as a guiding principle of international law, and include a general
commitment to human rights protection.

Unlike the League of Nations, the UN would be hierarchically structured. At the lower
level there would be a general assembly containing of sovereign states, including many
formal colonies, which would constitute an institutionalised forum for dialogue and
problem-solving and, it was hoped, facilitate countries’ economic integration into an
open international economy and draw them away from pre-war ideas of spheres of
influence or autarky. Real authority in the UN, however, would lie at the upper level –
the directorate – built upon the wartime political-military “Grand Alliance” coalition of
the ‘big three’ (the US, Britain and the Soviet Union).623 Roosevelt’s idealism was
always tempered with a fair degree of realism when it comes to power politics.
Though the UN order was set officially set up in a two month period (25th April to 25th
June 1945) culminating in its Charter launched at the San Francisco Conference, the
fundamental decisions were taken at the Dumbarton Oaks Conference in September
1944 and at Yalta, February 1945.624 In his classic study of the negotiations at
Dumbarton Oaks, Robert Hilderbrand625 reveals that the main diplomatic challenge for
the US was to try and convince the Allies of the benefits of the UN’s universal structure
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when both Britain and the USSR were more interested in maintaining regional
arrangements.

Britain, under Churchill, was suspicious of the US’s internationalist ambitions,
considering the UN’s dual principle of self-determination/sovereign equality of states,
like the Lend-Lease before it (see below), as directly aimed at dismantling the British
Empire (and especially the British Free Trade Area) and thus undermining her
leadership in Europe.626 Instead, Churchill had proposed dividing the UN into regional
Councils (Council of the Americas, a Council of Europe and a Council of East Asia)
thus leaving South Asia, the Middle East and Africa (i.e. most of the British Empire)
unregulated.627 After certain deliberation,628 FDR rejected Churchill’s regionalist
‘sphere of influence’ suggestion as being incompatible with US long-term objectives of
opening up global markets.

The Soviet Union, on the other hand, was more concerned with its own regional
security given its huge military and civilian deaths at the hands of the Germans and the
Allies’ reticence to open up a second front until 1944. Any post-war institutional
arrangement, Stalin held, would have to buttress the geopolitical security of the Soviet
state. This involved recognising its 1939 frontiers and establishing friendly states in
Eastern Europe (apart from extracting reparations from a neutralised and de-militarised
Germany)629 to offset what was imagined would be a US dominated Europe.630

At the Yalta Conference in February 1945 basic outlines of the post-war period were
laid out and the limits of US globalism were most clearly revealed. The UN would
comprise of a Security Council, based on the ‘Grand Alliance’ but the Soviets would
be granted regional security arrangement it demanded in Eastern Europe and receive
reparations from defeated Germany. Not only had the Red Army liberated all of Eastern
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Europe from fascism, but most importantly, the US believed it still needed Soviet
cooperation and power to defeat the Japanese and subsequently prevent the reemergence of Germany or Japan in the post-war world. To clarify any possible doubts
new President, future anti-communist warrior, Harry Truman, dispatched his aid Harry
Hopkins to Moscow in spring 1945 with the message that: “Poland, Romania. Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Austria (sic), Yugoslavia, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia etc al (re-sic),
makes no difference to US interests”.631

Not all the State Department shared Roosevelt’s liberal internationalist vision of a postwar WO. Anti-Soviet elements resented the incorporation of the USSR into the global
community of states, and even more so as a key component of the Grand Alliance.
Roosevelt was well aware of such voices but had rejected anti-communism as a
mobilising ideology given the need for Soviet support during the war/post-war period.
Moreover, many of American business elites remained unconvinced that Roosevelt’s
liberal internationalism could actually serve as an instrument to project US hegemony
and assure its interests in the post-war capitalist WO.

Their argument was that the principle of absolute sovereignty, a central tenet both of the
League of Nations and the United Nations, openly clashed with American hegemonic
desires to penetrate advanced capitalist states, reorganise their internal arrangements,
and eradicate alternative development models. Clearly, the US now was a superpower.
The wartime social processes mentioned above (section 3.1.1) meant that now it had
both the resources and capabilities intervene unilaterally wherever it desired. American
strategic objectives would be better served, the conservatives maintained, by sidestepping the UN politico-legal order and playing guardian angel/manager to the entire
core (see geostrategist Nicholas J. Spykman’s “Rimland Theory” below)

Furthermore, as shown above, the “friend-foe” paradigm had proven successful
throughout American history and had been recently utilised in Latin America by the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs since 1940, Nelson Rockefeller. Rockefeller had
constructed co-ordinating committees in Latin American countries “composed of the
biggest businessmen” from companies such as Standard Oil, Guggenheim, General
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Electric and United Fruit with “very definite ideas” about the kind of business
environment they favoured creating.632 The objective, as Rockefeller explained in an
official memo, was to “to lessen the dependence of Latin America upon Europe as a
market for raw materials and a source of manufactured articles”, noting in a separate
memo that were “good properties in the British portfolio” and that the US “might as
well pick them up now”.633

Promoted to Assistant Secretary of State for Latin American Affairs in November 1944,
Rockefeller, backed by the most reactionary American corporate heads, signed a
military-security alliance with Latin American countries – the Chapultepec Pact –
which committed the US to defend the states of the region (run by pro-Washington
regimes) from external aggression (or internal subversion) in return for US corporate
access to resources and markets.634 Rockefeller’s Chapultepec Pact effectively
formalised US dominance in the region but was met with opposition from within the US
State Department who argued that it contravened the Dumbarton Oaks principles (i.e.
that all international conflicts should be handled by the UN).635

Nevertheless, fears of depression and declining profits led to influential corporate,
leaders joining with General Electric’s Charles E. Wilson to urge Washington to further
militarise the state and push ahead with what Seymour Melman termed a permanent
war economy636 in peacetime, arguing that the civilian economy by itself would be
incapable of generating sufficient national growth by itself. Furthermore, the benefits of
military rather than classic Keynesianism (e.g. civilian government spending) as far as
large American capital was concerned, was that it did not “crowd out” the private
sector. This vision chimed perfectly with hawkish Republicans, military chiefs, the FBI
and Latin American dictators. In the end the conservative ‘regionalist’ faction would
prove too strong for the liberal internationalists.
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Thus, when forty-six countries sent delegates to San Francisco in April 1945 for the
establishment of the UN, it was FDR’s last Secretary of State, former Director of US
Steel and Ford Vice-President, Edward Stettinius who banged out a final agreement
with the other Great Powers at his penthouse in the Fairmont Hotel, which effectively
superimposed Rockefeller’s UN model onto Roosevelt’s.637 Article 51 of the UN
Charter on self-defence kept purposefully vague, the General Assembly would be
stripped of any real significant policy-making competence, and power would remain
squarely with the Security Council. It was tacitly agreed that the US would exercise
hegemony over the Western Hemisphere and Western Europe, while the Soviets would
be granted their security belt in Eastern Europe.638 The liberal idealists’ dreams of a
world government were shattered. But worse was to follow as the conservative forces
gathered momentum.

Another historical landmark made possible by wartime conditions was the Manhattan
Engineer District or ‘Manhattan Project’ to develop the atomic bomb. It represented the
largest and most costly scientific-industrial project to date, unthinkable in peacetime,
where such high public expenditure on new, extremely risky, military technology could
be hardly justified. Despite its vast size it was to remain outside congressional control
and shrouded in secrecy for all but a tiny section of the State Department (e.g. Secretary
of War, Henry L. Stimson) connected to the President.

As early as 1943, according to the project’s official historian, “Stimson already believed
that atomic energy had created a new order in international relations”,639 relegating
Roosevelt’s “one-world” vision to a pre-atomic age. Once Truman was notified of the
bomb’s successful testing in New Mexico he sought to renegotiate the terms of Yalta
and even the San Francisco Conference with Stalin at Potsdam in July 1945. Churchill
noted that Truman was “a changed man” at Potsdam and that “[h]e told the Russians
just where they got on and got off and generally bossed the whole meeting”.640 The
bomb, Churchill acknowledged, dramatically shifted the global balance of power, and
introduced a new world view: “From that moment, our outlook on the future was
637
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transformed” he explained “…we were in the presence of a new factor in human affairs,
and possessed of powers which were irresistible”.641 The Truman Administration would
retain the same essential objectives as its predecessor, but with strategic modifications
manifested in a more assertive role both within the UN and global affairs in general.642

Potsdam therefore represented a turning point in US-USSR relations. Soviet entry into
the war against Japan – for so long a key US demand – now became not only
unnecessary but actually undesirable. Rather than adhering to any coherent military
strategy, the decision to drop the bomb at Hiroshima and Nagasaki – opposed by most
top US military chiefs at the time – must be understood as a calculated move to reshape
the post-war geo-political WO. On one level, it would keep the Russians out of Japan
leaving the US as the sole occupying power and afforded absolute freedom in the
country’s reconstruction and key base to further American hegemony throughout East
Asian. On another level, such a show of strength was designed as a backdrop for
Washington to reverse the provisions agreed in Yalta with regards to Germany.643

Very quickly Roosevelt’s inclusive liberal internationalist “one world” vision and its
accompanying emphasis on self-determination, equality of states and human rights, was
replaced by Truman’s free world paradigm with its stark choice between “good” (the
emancipated) against “evil” (the enslaved). While 19th century continental expansion
was justified as a fight against a national enemy – the Native American Indians –
international expansion was now to be justified to US citizens and foreigner alike as a
struggle against a global enemy – communism. It was just Manifest Destiny on a
worldwide scale.

With the war over in East Asia and Soviet cooperation no longer required either to
pacify post-war Germany or to maintain larger UN WO objectives of the Truman
Administration was now able to promote the US as the leader of the “free world” and
adopt a strong anti-communist line, incorporating George F. Kennan (and his associated
641
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‘containment policy’)644 into the State Department, despite the fact that the USSR was
financially bankrupt and therefore undergoing a rapid mass demobilisation of the Red
Army, hardly indicative of plans for world dominance.645

Schlesinger is surely correct in asserting that the creation of the UN was “from the
beginning, a project of the United States, devised by the State Department, expertly
guided by two hands-on Presidents, and propelled by US power.”646 But, as shown
above, this power was ultimately driven by the social forces emanating from its
particular internal SROP within the context of a changing WO, notably during WWII
and its aftermath. The evolution and subsequent establishment of American hegemony,
for so long cast in economic terms, was, as shown above intricately connected to
dominant military technology constructed during the war which enabled it to transcend
the realm of geo-politics. For Gramsci military force, after all, constituted the lynch-pin
on which the coercive state apparatus – and thus hegemony – rested.

Indeed, from the aforementioned National Security Act (1947) and associated
militarization of the state onwards it was security, rather than free trade, which became
the ideological touchstone of American hegemony. In true Orwellian style, and in
keeping with its Manifest Destiny, Washington would be able to justify all manner of
intrusive and coercive exercises at home but a whole array of military and covert
operations abroad, all in the name of “national security”. The conceptualisation of
national security was, in effect, global – limitless, and necessarily expansionist – just
like the frontier-inspired myth it drew up. As early as 1944 FDR had informed Stalin
that Stalin that there is no question, military or political, in which the United States was
not interested.
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And one area of the world that was particularly worrying the US in 1947 was the
Balkans, where the British-backed conservative forces were losing ground to the leftist
Democratic Army of Greece in the Greek Civil War. Not only did the Balkans occupy a
key geostrategic point, not least close to Middle East oil, Washington was also
concerned of the precedent the falling of Greece could set, constituting a serious blow
for the kind of free market world it was trying to construct. Eager to justify intervention
President Truman acted on Dean Acheson’s advice to “scare the hell out of the
country”647 and gave his famously doom-laden speech to Congress on the 12th March
1947, warning of the immanent dangers of the spread of communism through the
Mediterranean and pledging American support for “free people” everywhere. The
Truman Doctrine effectively launched the Cold War.

Ideologically the Cold War left societies with a stark choice. Inside the American-led
‘free world’ there was liberty and democracy; outside there was nothing but
totalitarianism and poverty. Thus, though US hegemony was fundamentally expansive,
concerned with promoting market access (Open Door) and guaranteeing on-going
capital accumulation, it was always justified in narrow security terms as a defensive
arrangement to protect national democracies.

3.2.2 Reconstituting the National Historical Bloc
On an ideological level anti-communism, set within the Cold War political/military
framework, was far superior to liberal internationalism not just for the global projection
of American hegemony but crucially in helping reconstitute the domestic HB.

Since the Wagner Act, sections of corporate America had launched a counter offensive
to claw back some of the New Deal gains won by the unions. Between 1937 and 1945
they fought and won a long series of legal battles in the Supreme Court to reduce the
scope of permitted industrial action. Furthermore, wartime was also used by companies
to impose draconian wage freezes and extract voluntary no-strike pledges from union
heads while they recorded unprecedented profits.
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But the workers themselves were less compliant. Unhappy with stagnating wages, the
no-strike pledges and management-labour relations in general, around 6,770,000
industrial workers took matters into their own hands participating in a record-breaking
14,000 strikes during WWII.648 But things were to get even worse in 1946, by which
time union membership had hit its all-time high, more than double its pre-WWII rate,
representing around a third of all workers.649

Pressed by their members, the unions staged a virtual general strike in 1946, demanding
large wage increases to compensate for lost wartime earnings and the end to the nostrike clauses. The whole country was brought to a halt as workers in the industrial
sector (e.g. miners, foundry men, meat-packers, machinists, auto and electrical
appliance workers etc.) were joined by those in transport, communication and public
sectors (e.g. sailors, railroad workers, the teamsters, the longshoremen, telegraph
workers and teachers etc.). The US Bureau of Labor Statistics qualified the first six
months of 1946 as “the most concentrated period of labor-management strife in the
country’s history”, estimating the number of strikers at around 3 million, rising to 4.6
million for the whole year.650 Of particular concern to both corporate and union bosses
was the increase in wild-cat (unauthorised) industrial action.

As far as capital was concerned the labour movement was getting out of hand. Writing
in his memoirs Truman explained, “it was clear to me that the time had come for action
on the part of the government”. After fact-finding boards set up to negotiate with
strikers failed, Truman authorised the direct seizure of the industries including the
railways and the mines, and seeking injunctions against the unions. “We used the
weapons that we had at hand in order to fight a rebellion against the government”,
Truman clarified. Apart from the United Mine Workers – who were fined $3.5 million –
all the workers in the major industries returned to their jobs once their industries were
seized, though not without securing an average 18% pay increase. 651
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Such labour militancy obviously horrified capital. Though such wage rises would
actually help guarantee maximum aggregate demand as part of institutionalised Fordism
– mass production requiring mass consumption – American corporate leaders just
thought in terms of rising production costs. Already they had successfully lobbied the
conservative coalition (made up of Republicans and Southern Democrats) which
dominated Congress to make sure that Truman’s Employment Act (signed 20th February
1946) only set full employment as an objective rather than a formal commitment, as
originally planned, which represented yet another blow for classic Keynesianism.

With the Congressional elections in November 1946 an alliance between conservative
groups launched a backlash against the working class, reviving Wilson’s Red Scare
propaganda to denounce unions, workers and independents as ‘communists’; accusing
them of the worst crime imaginable for a public brought up on Manifest Destiny: being
un-American.652 The Republicans decided to run their entire campaign on an antistrike/anti-communist line. “Had enough?” the Republican campaign slogan asked,
referring to both the scale of nationwide industrial action as well as Truman’s
considered inept handling of it, warning the public that they were now in the midst of a
war: “Communism vs. Republicanism”. The campaign message and the Republican’s
pledge to cut organised labour’s growing political and industrial power struck a chord
with the public. The Democrats lost control of both the House of Representatives and
the Senate to the Republicans; their biggest defeat since 1928.
On the 12th March 1947, acting on the advice of Dean Acheson to “scare the hell out of
the country”, Truman gave a apocalyptic speech effectively launched the Cold War,
with his eponymous Doctrine, pledging American support for “free people” everywhere.
This shift to the Right was replicated at the domestic level nine days later with Truman
signing Executive Order 9835. Said Federal Employees Loyalty Act aimed at
uncovering “disloyal persons” amongst Federal Government employees, authorising the
firing of anyone collaborating with the Soviet Union or even for being “Un-American”.
Truman’s Justice Department also instigated a series of prosecutions against supposed
communist collaborators, including the famous Rosenberg trials.
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Still the Executive Order 9835 did not go far enough for capital. Arch-conservative
Senator Robert A. Taft drafted a bill, the Labor-Management Act – universally referred
to as the Taft-Hartley Act – which represented a major revision of the 1935 National
Labour Relations Act (the Wagner Act) and the most serious attempt (of around 250
bills circulating Congress in 1947) to undermine labour militancy.

The key aspects of the Taft-Hartley Act, dubbed the “slave labor” bill by union leaders,
included: prohibiting jurisdictional strikes, secondary boycotts, closed-shops and mass
picketing; authorising injunctions for national emergency disputes; preventing unions
from directly financing federal candidates in elections and empowering the President
with the right to declare a 80-day “cooling-off period” before strike action could take
place. Critically, and what would be one of the opening shots of the Cold War,
communists or other radicals were barred from holding union office. Though Truman
publicly opposed the bill, the Congress having to over-ride his veto, he invoked it
twelve times during his presidency to discipline unions/resolve labour disputes.

One of the hidden objectives of the act was to strengthen the position of union leaders –
who were generally conservative – relative to their members. The act made union
leaders liable for not restraining/disciplining radical elements in their midst giving them
had a vested interest in filtering out trouble-makers. By the end of 1947, thanks to the
Taft-Hartley Act and a flood of other such legislation enacted by Congress, most unions
had adopted a far more conservative position.

Worker’s rights were further undermined with the outbreak of the Cold War –
especially the Soviet acquisition of the bomb and the Chinese Revolution – which
strengthened still further the position of the hawks within the State Department, not to
mention the national security establishment (e.g. Department of Defense, the CIA etc).
What is now considered to be the official US Cold War statement – the Nation Security
Council official planning document, NSC 68, in April 1950 (just prior to the Korean
War) – the new “roll-back” strategy was announced. According to NSC 68, “the cold
war is in effect a real war in which the survival of the free world is at stake,” and the US
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had the “responsibility of world leadership” and the need to assert itself everywhere
around the world.653

At home the American people were to expect “a large measure of sacrifice and
discipline” and “will be asked to give up some of the benefits they have come to
associate with their freedoms”, notably cutbacks in social programmes. Preserving
national security involved applying the “friend-foe” device at home. Communism was
not just an external threat, it operated within American society. There was a need for
“just suppression” over institutions within civil society, notably the unions, NSC 68
declared.654 The CIO655 underwent a de-radicalisation, beginning with the dismissal of
any leaders suspected of harbouring communist sympathies and involving the complete
ejection of militant left-wing unions from its federation or those who vigorously
opposed US global hegemony and associated granting of Marshall Aid (see below).656

To appeal to voters ahead of the 1948 elections Truman announced a series of
progressive New Deal-type measures including the repeal of the Taft-Hartley Act, the
introduction of national health insurance, a public housing provision and a civil rights
programme which collectively would become known as the “Fair Deal” (set out in his
January 1949 State of Union address). Sadly, for reformers within the Truman
Administration the conservative coalition made sure the “Fair Deal” remained at the
purely rhetorical level, except for the Housing Act of 1949.

With the imposition/acceptation of the Taft-Hartley amendments and adherence to US
Cold War foreign policy objectives the American trade union tradition finally laid to
rest any fleeting pretensions it might have harboured of constituting a genuine class
movement. Fordist tripartism, begun with the New Deal (Wagner Act), continued
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through WWII was now fully institutionalised in the early 1950. It was the Cold War, in
essence, that finally stabilised Fordist SROP.

Under this modified Fordist regime there was a general agreement that capital and
labour had mutual interests in: i) increasing productivity and increasing the standard of
living of the workers; and ii) the state should regulate labour and industrial relations.
Thus unions and their right to engage in collective bargaining arrangements would be
recognised as long as they accepted labour subordinate position within a system geared
towards private profit. By the late 1940s most mainstream unions had signed binding
contracts, including clauses which limited their right to strike, in return for guaranteed
employment and tangible improvements in their standard of living. By the early 1950s
over ninety-five percent of industrial union contracts stipulated severe penalties for
strikes undertaken during the lifetime of the agreement, leaving only corporatist
arbitration and mediation methods.

In parallel, unions underwent increasingly bureaucratisation and their leaders
assimilated into elite economic and political circles, enjoying the perks of travel, high
wages and expense accounts. Union leaders became, indeed, little more than CEOs of
‘business unions’: selling labour at the highest price and disciplining unruly rank and
file. Furthermore, given the narrow bipartisan nature of American mainstream politics,
the Democratic Party knew it could count on the union vote regardless; hence there was
little incentive to adopt a more left-leaning programme.

And so it was that industrial unions took their place as subordinate members of the postwar American HB and willing supporters of Washington’s declared anti-communist
foreign policy agenda. Though it did not mean the end of sporadic incidents of labour
unrest, as in the early 1930s, such industrial action would be most effective when
unofficial and outside the recognised institutional framework.

Apart from de-radicalising the unions and hence reconstituting the SROP, anticommunism was vital in galvanising general public support for American hegemony,
and overcoming dangerous isolationist and protectionist preferences.
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As indicated above, the global projection of American hegemony necessitated the
militarization of the state. This would be a costly business and required extracting taxdollars from a notoriously fiscally-conservative citizenry. Only by the existence of an
external threat, as WWII had showed, would force the US to adopting a global role. As
Hobsbawn noted: “[i]f America was not safe, then there could be no withdrawal from
responsibilities – and rewards – of world leadership, as after the First World War”.657

Yet ultimately the American post-war national historic bloc could not be constructed
solely on coercion or communist scapegoating. The key here was the promise of access
to an unprecedented affluence: “[t]he promise of democracy was that of plenitude”.658
Under trilateral corporatism unionised industrial workers would be able to bargain for,
and get, rising ‘real’ wages, linked to productivity growth and/or the cost of living, in
addition to New Deal instituted social insurance, pensions and state aid. The Cold War
pledge to labour was that only liberal capitalism could deliver individual rights,
prosperity and a better quality of life. Even Ford, that notoriously vehement anti-union
company, accepted collective bargaining as an integral part of the Cold War American
business model:

Right now the peoples of many nations are faced with a choice between
Communism and Democracy…And they are looking to us for help and
leadership. They are looking at the promise of individual reward that has
stimulated American invention and business enterprise; at American technical
progress which has performed miracles of mass production; at American
workers free to organize, to bargain collectively with their employers…and
constantly increasing real wages for shorter working hours.659

Institutionalised Fordism of mass production/mass consumption ushered in a genuine
consumer society which was ultimately what held disparate social classes together in the
American historic bloc. Despite the fact that 20th Century business concentration had
squeezed out many small businesses, reducing many capitalists to salaried employees,
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these could still be considered middle class, liberal argued, if the category was defined
in terms of consumption (rather than production).

What defined class now was ownership of property, per se – access to a wide range of
until recently inaccessible consumer goods and services – not ownership of productive
property. Mass consumption represented the drive to ‘democratise desire’: a ‘good life’
based on material abundance available to all. It was in essence, the fulfilment of the
American Dream, a promise that would remain one of the key elements underpinning
American post-war hegemony.

So by the late 1940s, the fundamental elements of a true historic bloc were in place.
Productive capital and moderate labour were institutionalised in corporatist structures
within a Fordist accumulation strategy (SROP) and particular FOS – a welfare-warfare
state. Holding the historic bloc together was a unique American hegemonic culture
based on liberalism, consumerism and anti-communism. Its continual reproduction
required access to foreign markets, (close to) full employment and sustainable high
growth which in turn depended on the US exporting its socio-economic model abroad.

Thus, American post-war hegemony was essentially about a coalition of globally
orientated social forces emanating out of this historic bloc attempting to rebuild the
“free world”, if not exactly in its own image, then at least conducive to its interests and
leading the capitalist powers to a invigorated period of sustained capital accumulation.

3.2.3 Embedding American Hegemony Globally
3.2.3.1 Establishing a New International Economic
According to Paul Nitze, assistant to Truman’s Secretary of State, Dean Acheson,
American foreign policy in the late 1940s was dominated by the belief that US interests
and security had become “directly dependent on the creation and maintenance of some
form of WO compatible with our continued development as the kind of nation we
are.”660 In other words establishing American global hegemony necessarily required the
660
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setting up of international institutions – compatible with Gramsci’s second moment – to
help promote a new liberal economic order (the Open Door) and restructure other
capitalist countries’ SROP and FOS. The construction of this new, American-centred
WO was completed, according to Nitze, by 1953.

Nominally this process of international institution-building was carried out within the
context of the newly created UN. Washington’s blueprint for a global trading and
financial system was presented at Bretton Woods in July 1944661 out of which were
born: i) the ill-fated International Trade Organisation (ITO) – a multilateral free trade
regime; ii) the International Monetary Fund (IMF) – promoting monetary policy and
currency convertibility; and iii) International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(IBRD) – offering aid for reconstruction and balance of payment (BOP) problems.

US elite remained divided regarding the exact nature of the post-war trade and monetary
system, however. On one hand, the State Department backed by Wall Street prioritised
trade liberalisation, capital movement and greater international monetary/fiscal
discipline (i.e. a return to the gold standard). On the other hand, the Treasury
Department and the New Deal coalition – the ‘planners’ – insisted on preserving a
directing role for the state in the economy. Furthermore, there were many powerful
voices in the Congress and even in the executive that remained wary of substantial
financial commitments by the US to an institution over which it would not have full
discretionary control.

J.M. Keynes believed that a compromise was possible between these two positions. He
proposed a Clearing Union which held to preserve national autonomy in economic
policy (favoured by Europe and the Treasury Department) but where states were
committed to international cooperation both in the creation of credit and in the
avoidance of measures that would export deflation (reflecting the interests of Wall
Street and the City of London). Moreover, Keynes’ Clearing Union offered a solution to
the perennial problem of balance of payments (BOP) disequilibria by obliging not just
the deficit country to adjust their exchange rate, but also the surplus countries. In
addition countries could settle outstanding balances or conduct international trade with a
661
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new supranational currency – bancor – whose value would be based on a basket of the
major currencies.

Keynes’ plans were backed by Britain, Europe, the Commonwealth and Latin America.
Anticipating major trade surpluses, any forced revaluation of the dollar was
unacceptable to Washington, however. US Treasury Department negotiator Dexter
White rejected Keynes’ proposal out of hand “we have been perfectly adamant on that
point. We have taken the position of no, on that.662

When the IMF was finally put into place in March 1946 it was not Keynes’s
‘internationalist’ scheme that prevailed but White’s ‘hegemonic’ version in which: i)
exchange rates were to be fixed onto the dollar (rather than bancor), convertible into
gold at a fixed price ($35 per ounce); and ii) loans from the Fund were made conditional
upon the adjustment of national economic policies to favour a return to payments
equilibrium. Again, White dismissed out of hand Keynes’ defence of the principle of
unconditionality in drawing rights (which allowed governments too much leeway over
managing domestic demand). Keynes, for his part, suspected White’s plan was designed
to force debtor countries to abandon expansionary measures for full employment.
Despite ‘winning the argument’ White found it necessary to make concessions both to
the Keynesians and Wall Street/the City.

Firstly, aware that countries had low reserves of gold and foreign exchange and the
currency convertibility was still a while off, the US agreed to introduce capital controls
without which the Keynesian welfare-states were unsustainable. Keynesian economic
theory, after, was all based on a relatively closed economy, where trade was considered
a ‘leakage’ and free capital movement disruptive of governmental control of savings,
investment, interest rates and ultimately full employment.663
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Secondly, though Wall Street and the City favoured returning to the gold standard,
hegemonic ambitions and practicalities664 induced the Treasury to adopt the more
flexible (and as it turned out highly profitable) dollar-gold standard, which would, in
principal, prevent excessive dollar printing while at the same time allow deficit
countries to settle international balances in ‘greenbacks’. Obviously this meant that
despite aforementioned restrictions on general capital flow, the US itself would have to
allow a sufficient flow of dollars abroad to supply global liquidity in order to function as
the global reserve currency, but not too much liquidity which would undermine
confidence in the greenback. (See Triffin’s Dilemma in Chapter IV).

Agreement on global free trade was an even more complex issue. The US supported the
setting up of the ITO to regulate and reduce restrictions on international trade, and
proposed establishing rules to govern global commerce regarding tariffs, trade
preferences, quantative restrictions, subsidies and raw material price agreements.665 The
ITO drew upon two sources: the 1934 Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act and its famed
“most-favoured nation” clause; and Article VII of the wartime Lend-Lease agreements
(1941-45) with the Allies, which stipulated that any state receiving aid had to agreed “to
the elimination of all forms of discriminatory treatment in international commerce, and
to the reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers”.666

With regards the rest of the world, the main concern centred on the timing, extent and
preconditions for liberalisation given the massive productive capacity of American
manufacturing and agricultural sectors.667 The US government accepted European
arguments that trade liberalisation had to be postponed in the short term in favour of
domestic reconstruction programmes.668 In addition, and to the annoyance of
Washington many European countries, notably Britain and France still maintained
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preferential trade arrangements with their soon to be ex-colonies. Less developed
countries for their part, particularly South American demanded trade concessions to aid
development programmes.

Ironically, despite so much international and national lobbying by their government
American businesses were far from convinced of the benefits of full trade liberalisation.
Apart from high profile internationally-orientated corporations, most US firms were
domestically based and opposed to opening themselves up to foreign competition.
Furthermore, even those firms that were export-driven remained sceptical that the ITO
could guarantee foreign market access during the reconstruction period.669 Domestic
political concerns over the loss of national sovereignty and tensions between the
executive and the Congress over who executed political competence in the area meant a
comprehensive multilateral trade agreement was doomed.

Nevertheless, the American elite did agree that reciprocity and non-discrimination in
trade relations could form a foundation for mutual benefits from international trade in a
climate of on-going liberalization.670 These basic principles were generally acceptable
to the rest of the world provided they were permitted certain opt-outs and a reasonable
transition period to introduce liberalisation compatible with domestically objectives and
national sovereignty. Thus, the trade pillar of Bretton Woods was abandoned to be
replaced by a watered down, derivative version – the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) – a set of rules and a sufficient basis for intergovernmental cooperation
on trade.671 The first multilateral round under GATT took place in Geneva 1947.

But these trade debates were largely academic, at least in the short term. The extent of
war-damage, the state of public finances, negative trade balances and the desperate need
for dollars, meant that no industrial country could seriously contemplate making their
currencies freely convertible, let alone liberalising trade.
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With the US committed to high levels of exports there seemed little possibility that the
so-called “dollar shortage” would be solved any time soon. British Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Hugh Dalton complained in 1947: “The Americans have half the total
income of the world, but won’t spend it in buying other people’s goods or lending it or
giving it away on any sufficient scale. The Fund and the Bank still do nothing. How
soon will this dollar shortage become a general crisis?672

One other problem concerning the post-war European elite bore more of a political
nature. When Churchill gave his famous “Iron Curtain” speech at Fulton, Missouri,
March 1946, he was not just warning of supposed Soviet continental expansionism or
trying to up the ante to secure Britain a huge post-war loan from Washington (which
was no doubt true),673 but expressing genuine class concern over the rising power of the
European far-left.

With their countries in ruins defeated powers West Germany and Italy, along with
France, became the focus of large home-grown communist parties, and even in Japan
the popular classes became more attracted to Marxist thought. Social conditions
worsened in Europe following the terrible harvest and appalling winter of 1946/7. All
Western European governments – ranging from the social democrat Left to the
moderate non-nationalist (often Christian Democratic) Right – were vehemently anticommunist, and urged Washington to forward aid to help economic recovery and help
counter rising domestic support for far-left parties. Indeed the Truman Doctrine itself
had stated: “[t[he seeds of totalitarian regimes are nurtured by misery and want. They
spread and grow in the evil soil of poverty and strife. They reach their full growth when
the hope of people for a better life has died. We must keep that hope alive”.674

It was in this context that the Marshall Aid (or officially, the European Recovery
Program) was announced.
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In his speech at Harvard University, June 5th 1947, US Secretary of State, George
Marshall, declared that “the US should do whatever is able to do to assist in the return
of normal economic health to the world without which there can be no political stability
and no assured peace”, and while stressing that it was “not directed against any country,
but against hunger and poverty, desperation and chaos” he set as its aim the
establishment of “free institutions”.675 Drawing on a Council for Foreign Relations
study entitled “Reconstruction in Western Europe”, co-written by New York Lawyer
Charles Spofford and Chase Manhattan’s David Rockefeller, the Marshall Plan, on a
basic level, was an example of international Keynesian stimulation, designed to prevent
the leftward shift in European politics.

When addressing American business Marshall was more candid, justifying the foreign
“prime pumping” programme in more national self-interested terms, either as a way for
the US to get rid of its present surplus production or the need to build up future markets
for its exports. Marshall told US News: “The real idea behind the program, thus, is that
the United States, to prevent depression at home, must put up the dollars that it will take
to prevent a collapse abroad”.676

In summary, if the Bretton Woods system was going to be a success, and the
‘greenback’ converted into the global currency and main form of global liquidity, it was
vital that the US redistribute funds to resolve the “dollar shortage”, to which British
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Hugh Dalton, had referred to. Not only would this help
European capital avert social and political unrest which could be exploited by
indigenous communist/socialist movements, it would also help offset over-production
by creating stable guaranteed markets abroad.

3.2.3.2 Reconstituting the Core’s Historical Blocs
Apart from helping European reconstruction, stemming the rise of communism, closing
the “dollar-gap”, and establishing markets for US surplus, there was one other key
objective, absolutely critical for establishing US hegemony: the reconstituting the core
countries’ HBs.
675
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The Truman Administration had the very real worry that European countries could, at
any time, actually eschew American hegemonic multilateralism, restrict international
trade and investment and opt instead for national/autarkic capitalism. Speaking in
January 1948 Marshall urged decisive action: “it is idle to think that a Europe left to its
own efforts in these serious problems of recovery would remain open to American
business in the same way that we have known it in the past.”677

In Europe, as in the US, the 1930s Depression had undermined policy-makers’ faith in
laissez-faire economics to guarantee sustained growth and full employment, and less
still, to help post-war reconstruction. Except for the liberals (some sectors of large
capital and high finance) the majority of business leaders, politicians, state officials and
public in general, favoured national economic autonomy (in Britain this also implied the
maintenance of imperial preference) and mixed economies. As in the US, the war-effort
production boom vindicated the role of the state in the economy. It even began playing
a direct role in the accumulation process by undertaking tasks not profitable for private
industry and by coming to the financial aid of private industries in various ways
(subsidies, price support, tax reductions etc) even to the extent of nationalising key
sectors (coal, steel, automobiles) as in Britain, France, Italy.

The New Deal FOS in the US had its parallel in the European national welfare state.
Here too a tripartite class compromise would be reached between capital and labour
whereby the state, especially in its post-war Keynesian version, could use fiscal and
monetary policy to dampen business cycles and to ensure reasonably full employment
and a high level of growth. The European post-war welfare states were also far more
socially responsible than the New Deal version, protecting vulnerable social groups
from the market where necessary. In Britain the Labour Government introduced the first
universal welfare system including the National Health Service, unemployment benefit,
public pensions and public education paid for by an institutionalised progressive
taxation and redistributive policies. Similar to the US, the trade unions were conceded
collective bargaining rights and invited to share the table with government and business
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and engage in tripartite corporatist consultation in return for acquiescence in income
policies, wage restraint as a quid pro quo for full employment.

But in Europe the market was kept on a far shorter leash. Consistent with Karl
Polanyi’s678 notion of embedded liberalism, “market processes and entrepreneurial and
corporate activities were surrounded by a web of social and political constraints and
regulatory environment”.679 Under this new politico-economic arrangement the state
could lead the way in economic and industrial strategy, but it could also restrain it. The
welfare nationalist states were originally designed to protect the national economy from
the outside influences and to enhance national power in relations to rivals. The
challenge for American hegemony was, as Marshall recognised, to re-orientate
European countries towards the ‘international’.

The Marshall Plan was the principal instrument through which the US sought to embed
the new international economic order. Washington would provide the incentives and
sufficient funds (a total of $13billion) to enable countries to make the necessary
adjustments to their SROP and ultimately recast their FOS to make them compatible
with the Bretton Woods framework. It was, in essence, a Europe-wide passive
revolution.

The US had already a template to follow. Under the terms of Lend-Lease (1941-45) and
Anglo-American Loan Agreement Washington had tied aid to London meeting a series
of tough conditions: high interest rates, scrapping of import controls, the dismantling its
imperial preference system and full convertibility of sterling, which would leave Britain
with ballooning balance of payments problems, a weakened economy, and signal the
definitive end of the pound as the world’s reserve currency. Similarly, Marshall Aid
would only be given to countries that adhered to American conditions and committed to
an open and expanding capitalist world economy.

Consistent with the US approach at Bretton Woods, the first stage was to incorporate
countries into a multilateral institutional framework.680 Hence, to receive funds for
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reconstruction countries had to first integrate into the Organisation of European
Economic Cooperation (OEEC) set up for their distribution.681 It was via this agency,
and only through this agency that the US would engage in negotiation with Western
Europe. Washington would use the OEEC norms to shape national economic policies
both to create an environment conducive to American FDI and to guide recipient
countries progressively towards the trade liberalization and monetary policy objectives
of Bretton Woods.682 The Marshall Aid, in effect, was designed to delimit European
political choices.

Furthermore, and replicating the aforementioned industrial relations arrangements it had
brokered at home level under the New Deal and posterior legislation, the US included
clauses in the European Recovery Plan which stipulated that only the moderate trade
unions would form part of tripartite negotiations – thereby eliminating communists and
socialists from government (notably Italy). Finally, the Marshall Plan also sought to
down-grade welfare programmes and to establish a tight monetary policy (e.g. control
inflation by limiting wage increases).

But growth in the major capitalist economies was slow. The European Recovery Plan,
for all its utility, did not resolve the “dollar shortage” since so few dollars actually
changed hands.683 As Keynes had warned any country printing the global reserve
currency would have to run a large BOP deficit to meet global demand and assure
international liquidity, but the US trade surplus with rest of the world showed little sign
of relenting. It was only with the advent of the Cold War, when the US institutionalised
massive deficit (arms) spending that economic development in Europe and Japan really
took off and the situation reversed. This switch in US strategy from international
Keynesianism (Marshall Plan) to international military Keynesianism (Cold War
security structure) also reflected in modifications to the US’ own FOS, adopting a
warfare-welfare structure from 1950 (i.e. the NSC 68) onwards.
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Washington purposely exaggerated the threat of Soviet expansion to justify such
unprecedented military expenditure. Taking the aforementioned Chapultepec Pact as its
prototype (and associated ‘friend-foe’ paradigm),684 President Truman reiterated the
familiar discourse, stressing governments had to make a stark choice between two very
different worlds: Soviet dictatorship, coercion, war and poverty (communism) or
American democracy, freedom, individual rights, peace and prosperity (liberal
capitalism).

Like the Chapultepec Pact the US offered to set up a system of regional political
alliances to underwrite political stability and national security. This time it would be
with the two main centres of capitalism in Eurasia, Western Europe and Japan, via
NATO and the Mutual Security Treaties, respectively. This regionalist strategy
represented a mortal blow for the authority of the UN and Rooseveltian liberal
internationalism.685

As a result, military Keynesianism became an important factor in the US economy,
developing into a full military-industrial complex,686 which even out-going President
Eisenhower saw fit to censure. Following the announcement of NSC 68, and coinciding
with the Korean War, the US launched a massive rearmament programme, seeing its
military budget nearly quadruple, from $12.2bn in the 1951 fiscal year to $46.3bn in
1954, representing an astounding 70% of total federal expenditure.687 Domestically such
huge expenditure would encourage capital investment in new production/technology
and enriching a dozen well-connected weapon contractors; internationally it would
finally help solve the “dollar shortage” by stimulate advanced capitalist countries’
industrial production, purchasing strategic raw materials from less developed countries
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and strengthening trading partner’s currency. As a result, not just because of increased
military spending, US started to run significant BOP deficits from the 1950s onwards.
Access to US markets, technology, and capital dramatically further affected the balance
of social forces within states. Fordist mass production extended into new manufacturing
industries and associated corporatist business, and labour-management relations were
exported to Europe in a drive to raise productivity and undermine class formation. The
bi-polar world limited the possibilities for independent politics or labour/popular
activism within states. The term ‘communist’ was liberally applied to any political or
religious groups who opposed US hegemony, the penetration of its corporations or the
adherence to Washington development plans. SROP were thus altered, new historic
blocs formed producing a FOS which was to conducive investment and ultimately
compatible with US hegemony.

Once these military umbrellas were established, and institutions of Bretton Woods
beginning to take root, the basic institutional elements of American hegemony over the
post-war capitalist world were in place. The US government had assured its
corporations access to foreign markets and resources throughout Western Europe, Latin
America and East Asia,688 not to mention the Middle East, which Eisenhower described
as the richest and most “strategically important area in the world.” 689

The final and definitive push in reconstitutions the core countries’ SROP and
accompanying forms of state would come in the 1950s/60s with large-scale global
expansion of the American Fordist-multi-divisional corporation. The establishment of
these modern multinational corporations (MNCs) abroad did not occur in an ad hoc
manner, however, but required strategic intervention by the US government.

Washington did this by guaranteeing the corporations political and military protection
(e.g. NATO) and offering generous tax breaks. But before this could happen, as John
Foster Dulles corroborated in 1948, the State Department had to push Europe towards
integration to form an economy of scale sufficiently large and lucrative enough to
688
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support American FDI and associated corporate mass consumption/production models
in the first place.

As corporate American repeatedly told the State Department, unless Germany was reindustrialised and reincorporated back into the international system it was hardly worth
their while moving to Europe. Indeed, this had been one of the main reasons the US
demanding Marshall Plan be redistributed multilaterally through the OEEC was to push
reconciliation between Western European on the way to a pan-European single market.
Early movements by private individuals to promote European integration based on
economic liberalism and support of the Atlantic alliance – most famously Monnet’s
Action Committee for the United States of Europe – though not formally initiated by the
US, dove-tailed with Washington’s desire to revoke Yalta and rebuild and rearm
Germany.

The launching of the European Coal and Steel Community (Treaty of Paris) and the
European Economic Community (Treaty of Rome) in 1951 and 1957, respectively, were
given Washington’s blessing690 as useful mechanisms to re-insert a re-industrialised
Germany back into Europe, on the condition that the European integration project
erected no barriers to US FDI (although even on this a blind eye would later be turned).

This strategy proved to be a big success. According to Chandler, US FDI in Europe rose
from $1.7bn in 1950 to $24.5bn in 1970.691 The arrival of American MNC not only
drew Europe further into American circuits of capital (causing other indigenous
companies to adopt the classic Fordist model) but helped definitively the consolidate of
American hegemony.

In addition, as economic growth increased, the post-war leftward thrust in European
was stemmed. The great boom of the 1950s was presided over, almost everywhere, by
governments of moderate conservatives.692
690

Within the US state structure the State and Defense Departments, respectively, favoured plans for
European integration, while the Commerce Department voiced its opposition
691
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US hegemony over the West did not just rely on market forces and ‘soft power’. The defeated Axis
powers – Japan, West Germany and Italy – had had their constitutions written and political systems
purposefully designed by the US to favour permanent one-party/coalition rule to keep the communists out
(with the inevitable institutionalised corruption) under threat of military intervention.
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The centre-right shift in Western European domestic politics reflected the internal
restructuring of countries’ FOS: moving away from inward looking welfare-nationalist
states towards internationally-orientated liberal states. This did not mean state planning
or Keynesian demand management were abandoned in the West, but states now formed
part of regional security alliances and their economies were more dependent on
international trade and access to foreign resources.

All the main social actors shared the same industrial paradigm: rising production,
growing foreign trade, full employment, industrialisation and modernisation involving
government control and management of mixed economies. Capital accepted high wages
while profits were high; labour got rising wages and fringe benefits such as a welfare
state; and the government got political stability a weakened left/moderate unions and
was able to carry out macro-economic demand management programmes, working
within the constraints of the new world economy. Even union leaders were now well
versed in the importance of BOP considerations and the need to keep export industries
internationally competitive.

Likewise, at least in the early years, the Bretton Woods institutions (including GATT)
sought to strike a balance between market liberalisation and respecting the domestic
responsibilities of the OECD countries. Trade liberalisation, exchange rate stability and
balance of payment correction was adhered to only to the extent that it was compatible
with the Keynesian-welfare states’ domestic commitments and active macroeconomic
management programmes designed to promote full employment (e.g. capital controls
under the IMF). This balanced compromise between defence of welfare and a liberal
international order was conceptualised, by John Ruggie, as an example of embedded
liberalism, albeit at the international level.693

Once China fell to Mao and the Korea War started Washington’s view on Japan
changed dramatically. As its key ally in East Asia Washington permitted Tokyo a
higher degree of protectionism and state intervention than would be tolerated elsewhere.
Backtracking on their previous commitment, Washington allowed Japan to resuscitate
the “zaibatu” – the large vertically structured industrial and financial business
693
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conglomerates that had dominated imperial Japan – in order to reindustrialise the
country in the wake of the communist threat. This mix of protectionism and preferential
trade access to the US market would prove hugely successful (see Chapter IV) and
constitute a prototype developmental model to follow for other East Asian countries
(notably South Korea).

Only in the late 1950s, when Europe and Japan were back on their feet, and the
American corporate form had been internationally embedded, did the Bretton Woods
institutions start to become more intrusive on sovereignty (e.g. demanding trade be
gradually liberalised and currencies be made convertible) as part of an international
Open Door policy. By then pressure for liberalisation was also starting to be felt with
the emergence of transnational economic structures (especially US multinational
corporation presence in Europe), increased international trade, and a web of growing
international economic interdependence amongst domestic firms.

Eventually, as Cox noted in Chapter II, this IOS would further modify European forms
of state, undermining national planning and associated agencies and ministries (e.g.
industry and labour) in favour of those connected to the world economy such as finance
ministries, treasuries, foreign trade and investment agencies, as well as the offices of
presidents and prime ministers.

Under US hegemony and embedded liberalism arrangements advanced capitalist
countries experienced a huge post-war boom between 1950 and 1970 (the so-called
“Golden Age of Capitalism”, reflected in rapid industrialisation, record high rates of
economic growth (with average annual increases in GDP standing at 4.9% in the 1950s
and 1960s, compared to 2.6% for 1870-1913 and 1.9% for 1913-1950) and soaring
global trade (increasing on average, by 6% p.a. between 1948 and 1960, and by 8% p.a.
between 1960 and 1973). 694

Pax Americana promised core countries in the “free world” security, political stability,
increased prosperity, high profits, near full employment and mass consumption. This,
set against the coercive Cold War framework, was the basis of US hegemony. It
694
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involved the exportation of the American market-place society, social and political
organisation and above all cultural values. Images of Eisenhower’s “Consumer’s
Republic” depicted a middle class world of material opulence for all. Europe too wanted
the American Dream and relished in the prospect of acquiring cars, refrigerators, TVs,
telephones and other consumer durables.

The reality was, of course, very different. American hegemony did not: a) resolve the
internal contradictions of capitalism; b) signify the end of class conflict; nor c) go
unchallenged. Furthermore, not all capitalist countries fell under the spell of US
hegemony. At the Bandung Conference a group of newly decolonised “Third World”
countries opted-out of the Cold War framework, adopting a different FOS (neomercantilist developmental state) to lead a state-driven national economic policies
(import substitution industrialisation) to “catch up” with the West and liberate
themselves from ‘free trade imperialism’ and ‘colonial oppression’.695

These issues will be addressed in Chapter IV as the dynamics of American of hegemony
are analysed.

695

Lacking any established bourgeois hegemony these peripheral economies initiate capitalist
development as a passive revolution within an authoritarian framework reminiscent of pre-war Italian
fascism (see Chapter II).
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SECTION 3:
CHANGING DYNAMICS OF
AMERICAN HEGEMONY

4. THE CRISIS, RESTRUCTURING &
RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF AMERICAN
HEGEMONY

Introduction
Chapter III asserted that the principal motive for the US to finally enter the WWII was
to “create the geopolitical basis for a post-war world order that they would both build
and lead”.696 In conformity with Giovanni Arrighi’s model (see Chapter II) the US
would assume world hegemonic status and lead the capitalist world to a new regime of
accumulation as part of what David Harvey a global spatial-temporal fix to guarantee
on-going capital accumulation requirements.697

The refashioning and on-going management of Pax Americana would be a complex and
expensive business; advanced capitalist countries had to be reconstructed and their
SROP, HB and FOS adjusted to the demands of the new economic WO,
institutionalised under embedded liberalism arrangements.698
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Exercising global hegemony would necessarily require the America bearing huge
economic and political costs, including sacrificing short-term domestic interests (e.g.
granting the allies access to its internal market). But these would always be outweighed
by the long-term benefits it was hoped.

According to Arrighi there were two inter-related scenarios in which a state could
become ‘world hegemonic’. It needed to offer a convincing claim either a) “to be the
motor force of general expansion of the collective power of rules vis-à-vis subjects”; or
b) “that the expansion of its power relative to some or even all other states is in the
general interests of the subjects of all states”.699 It was vital, in other words, that
“sufficient benefits flowed to the propertied classes in enough countries to make US
claims to be acting in the universal (read ‘propertied’) interest credible and to keep
subaltern groups (and client states) gratefully in line.”700

Washington’s medium to long-term aim was to establish an “Open Door” free trade
system, building on the pledges made at Bretton Woods (e.g. lowering import tariffs,
making currencies convertible, adhering to monetary orthodoxy and consolidating the
dollar as the global reserve currency). Just how achieve this; to get the other countries’
elites to want what the America wants, in line with Joseph Nye’s ‘soft power’ analysis,
was quite another question.701

The original Rooseveltian idealist vision of an institutionalised post-war WO was truly
universal in its appeal: offering the promise of global peace, sovereign equality of all
states and self-determination for all peoples. Nevertheless, such a Chapter III showed
such a “one world” perspective was soon replaced by Truman’s hawkish “free world”
version – based on the Jacksonian/Hobbesian national security state (NSS), or what
Harold Lasswell termed a “garrison state”702 – was far more suited to the expansion,
both nationally and internationally, of American power (and therein hegemony).
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The Second World War had shown Washington the spectacular results of large scale
deficit spending (“prime pumping”) – reflected in a “permanent war economy” – and
believed that a global New Deal could help kick-start the post-war world and hence
guarantee capital accumulation too. Despite the Marshall Plan’s real and symbolic
importance (see Chapter III), it was only really with the huge increase of global
liquidity supplied by American military spending (military Keynesianism) following
Mao’s victory in the Chinese Civil War that Western Europe and Japan recorded started
to record significant economic growth and were able to withstand a complete
restructuring of their pre-1945 respective, SROP, HB and FOS and be integrated into a
US-led interrelated market system.

Indeed, the period often referred to as the “Golden Age of Capitalism” – 1950-1973 –
coincides almost perfectly with the beginning and end of the Korean War and Vietnam
War, respectively.703 Arrighi summarises, thus:

With the US government acting as a permissive world central bank, American
military aid to foreign governments and direct military expenditure abroad –
both of which rose constantly between 1950 and 1958 and again 1964 and 1973
– pumped liquidity back into world trade and production, which both grew at
unprecedented rates.704

Indeed, anti-communism, as originally expressed in Truman’s National Security
Council Report (NSC-68) of April 1950, was the ideological glue that kept Pax
Americana together. Consistent with Gramsci’s conceptualisation of hegemony, the US
would never actually abandon recourse to coercion in order to persuade or subjugate
both allied and antagonistic groups alike, be it at home or abroad (especially in the
periphery).

And as Chapter III affirmed, nowhere was this anti-communist position taken more
seriously than in the US itself, where it was used to eradicate radical elements from the
union movement and thereby consolidate the Keynesian/Fordist HB. Yet it was not just
703
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the unions that were targeted. The Senate Select-Committee’s Report of 1976 – the socalled Church Committee Report705 – reveals the extent to which the NSS, via the
various intelligence agencies, used the ideological smokescreen to undermine civil
liberties of a wide cross-section of political and social groups. ‘Subversive’ domestic
elements, including civil rights/black activists (notably Martin Luther King, Malcolm X,
the Black Panthers), leftists, ‘rebel rousers’, anti-war demonstrators or feminists were
all subjected to heavy surveillance operations and multiple ‘dirty trick’ campaigns to
soil their public image.706

The Church Committee Report also details how, throughout the Cold War, hundreds of
academics, faculty members and graduate students from scores of colleges, universities
and related educational institutions all across the US were recruited to spread anticommunist/Soviet propaganda, publishing hundreds of “red scare” journal articles and
books in order to shape the American public’s “common sense”, gain Congress
approval for arms expenditure, the maintenance of a NSS, and therein US hegemony.
After all, maintaining sufficient military power to be able to defend the capitalist allies
from communist incursions, reflected in the numerous defense agreements (e.g. NATO)
formed the very basis of Pax Americana.

The benefits of American hegemony for Western European and Japan capitalist classes
did not end with “prime pumping”, a stable monetary system, moral and intellectual
leadership, or having their defense costs subsidised by the American tax-payer. In its
role as underwriter of this new regime of accumulation the US would grant the latter
privileged and non-reciprocal access to both its vast and highly lucrative domestic
market and war-time technology (e.g. electronics, jet aircrafts).
705
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One other important consensual component of American hegemony – the very heart of
the aforementioned embedded liberal arrangements – was recognising other advanced
capitalist countries’ a degree of autonomy over the management of their economy. In
the West this largely took the form of Keynesian-style demand-management policies
designed to promote growth, rising incomes, full employment and social welfare
programmes, with governments playing a supportive role to the private sector, be it via
subsidies, bail-outs or providing important services which the latter considered
unprofitable.

Nevertheless, as noted in Chapter III, such flexibility was confined to the limits set out
at Bretton Woods which was specifically designed to help restructure FOSs. This ongoing IOS, Cox explains, should be understood as a hierarchically structured process of
interstate consensus formation (within a common ideological framework) through
which national policy and practises are “adjusted to the exigencies of the world
economy of international production” and thus “the nation state becomes part of a larger
and more complex political structure that is the counterpart to international
production”707. For Panitch and Gindin this involved “a state’s acceptance of
responsibility for managing its own domestic capitalist order in [sic] that contributes to
managing the international capitalist order”.708

GATT, the IMF and the World Bank played a key role in this process of harmonising
national policies. Beginning with the OEEC (to oversee the Marshall Plan) but
institutionalised in the 1960s, the advanced capitalist economies were also expected to
engage in mutual consultation and criticism of national monetary and trade policies; a
process reinforced by NATO’s annual review procedures on the sharing of defence
burdens, with the US granting more generous aid packages etc to those countries
adhering to policies favoured by Washington.

Of key importance here in this IOS process was the role of American foreign direct
investment (FDI). Chapter III noted how Washington encouraged American businesses
to set up abroad for two principal reasons. Firstly, it served as a method to profitably
707
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invest their surplus capital and thus avoid over-production at home (i.e. avoid Marx’s
tendency of the rate of profit to fall). Secondly, the scale and form this FDI took –
Fordist multidivisional administrative corporations – as Gramsci noted during the ‘first
America invasion’ up until the 1920s, was key in the projection and embedding of US
hegemony. The arrival of these large vertically integrated capital-intensive industries
forced advanced capitalist states to restructure their SROP along similar lines or face
oblivion. Along with the emulating of Fordist SROP went an altering of countries’
respective HBs and FOS. American hegemony, in a nutshell, was inseparable from the
exportation of its companies and their associated business model (with banks and
business consultancies playing a vital role here).

Adopting Fordist SROP primarily meant inviting moderate unions to participate as
junior partners in institutionalised tripartite corporatist industrial relations negotiations
along with the government and business chiefs in order to agree production and wage
targets in this new age of mass production/consumption.709 Accordingly, privileged
institutionalised industrial labour in the core enjoyed unprecedented affluence via
collective bargaining, linking of wages to productivity growth, Cost of Living
Adjustments (COLAs), public insurance and pension plans etc. Indeed, the legitimacy
of embedded liberalism as far as workers were concerned rested in its ability secure an
unprecedented rise in their real incomes and stable, almost full, employment from the
mid-1950s till the mid-1970s.

Chapter III noted that while the institutionalising of workers interests into the state
structure did undoubtedly represent a real historical victory for the unions, such
economic gains came at a huge political cost for the radical Left, constraining any hopes
it might have of genuine class transformation (i.e. Gramsci’s counter-hegemony).

Collective bargaining was, as Mark Rupert has noted, “premised upon an acceptance of
capitalistic control of the labour process (in the form of ‘workplace rule of law’) and the
prioritization of private profits as the primary social value”.710 The ‘unionism’ Fordism
recognised was of a hierarchical bureaucratised ‘business unionist’ nature, dramatically
709
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delimiting political discourse, less still permitting anything akin to a transformative
progressive agenda. For the most part unions would accept their submissive position
within a coalition of globally-orientated social forces as long as they gained access to a
larger share of the social surplus and saw their productivity-linked wages rise
steadily.711

Reiterating a key point made in Chapter II, Keynesianism should not be interpreted as in
any way ‘putting the brakes on capitalism’ as implied by some social democrats and
even Neo-Gramscians. It merely constituted a different, historically-specific, capitalist
accumulation strategy. Keynesianism’s entire credibility depended primarily on it
delivering sustained economic growth and guarantee capital accumulation and profits
for business. Wealth distribution towards the subaltern classes remained only a
secondary objective, and was considered necessary largely because it contributed to the
former by boosting aggregate demand (Fordist mass production/consumption), in
addition to promoting social peace by assimilating the demands of a relatively powerful
working class. In was in this context that capital, though reluctant at first, would come
to accept the Fordist-Keynesian tripartite arrangements.

Fordism, as Gramsci observed in Chapter II, was more than just mass production for
mass consumption; it was a highly regimented socio-political regime involving
heightened managerial control over the organisation and performance of work. It
intensified the exploitation of labour and thereby promised to counter, at least in the
short-term, what Marx has identified as capitalism’s endemic tendency towards a falling
rate of profit. By guaranteeing (near) full employment and high public spending,
advocates maintained, Keynesian demand management programmes would help the
system reproduce itself, generating high wages, high demand, high investment, high
growth and, ultimately, large profits.

Leaving aside the debates regarding the direct contribution made by Fordist-Keynesian
regimes it is incontrovertible that all advanced capitalist countries did record
unprecedented growth during this post-war “belle époque”. Thanks to a partial
“socialisation” of wealth accumulation the general publics in North America, Europe
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and Japan, could, for the first time, purchase cars, refrigerators, televisions, cameras,
telephones, transistor radios; products which hitherto were only accessible to a small
minority. The role Keynesian/tripartite corporatism played in guaranteeing both
economic development and class harmony was celebrated in key “common-sense” texts
such as Anthony Crosland’s The Future of Socialism; J.K. Galbraith’s The Affluent
Society; Gunnar Myrdal’s Beyond the Welfare State; and Daniel Bell’s The End of
Ideology.

Though it would be an over-statement to claim that American capital penetration
“disarticulated” domestic capital and associated independent political activity,712 the
integration of the ‘West’ into a single, hierarchically structured, geopolitical and
ideological bloc under American hegemony did help to nurture consensus-building and
prevent inter-capitalist tensions from bubbling over into military confrontations, as in
earlier eras. For neo-realists working within the international political economists (IPE),
such as Charles P. Kindleberger, Stephen Krasner and Robert Gilpin, not to mention
neoliberal institutionalists including Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye, Pax Americana
did appear to bear out the validity of their hegemonic stability theory (see Chapter II).

As Chapter III showed, American post-war hegemony was expressed, legitimised and
institutionalised via the many economic, political and military international
organisations (and associated universal norms) it founded (Gramsci’s “second moment”
of hegemony). Nevertheless, the material basis of US hegemony – Gramsci’s “first
moment”, and consistent with Arrighi’s “world hegemonic model” – was its capacity to
lead the capitalist world to a new regime of accumulation (i.e. stimulating growth,
absorbing surplus capital restoring systemic profit rates). The US’s ability to underwrite
said global regime of accumulation, however, necessarily depended upon the US
maintaining its economic superiority which, for reasons explained below, was by no
means certain by the late 1960s.

The first part of this chapter seeks to analyse the profound internal contradictions
afflicting both American hegemony and the post-war socio-economic system it
established. It is argued that it forms part of a deeper structural problem, ontologically-
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speaking, that is of a systemic crisis of capital accumulation: a tendency that forms part
of the capitalist logic, itself understood as an emergent property of said mode of
production. Since both this and the following chapter address this issue it is worth at
this juncture to remind ourselves of the various perspectives with regards capitalism’s
tendency towards economic crisis.

As Chapter II asserted, there are broadly-speaking three contrasting visions on the Left:

1) the tendency for the rate of profit to decline, first identified by Adam Smith
and considered by both Marx and Gramsci (see Chapter II) as one of the
fundamental “laws” of the modern political economy. It argues that periodic
heightened inter-capitalist competition forces capitalists into improving
production/management processes and investing in labour-saving productive
technology resulting in the lowering of prices and unsold goods (i.e. overproduction) and declining profit rates.
2) the underconsumptionist tradition, first forwarded by Rosa Luxemburg

(building on Hobson’s 1903 Imperialism: A Study) though generally rejected by
traditional Marxists due to its Keynesian overtones. It claims that the huge
productive capacities of the moderate corporate form together with the systemic
inequality implicit in the production process (since capital appropriates the
surplus value generated by the workers) mean that effective demand in the
economy will always be insufficient to absorb said surplus. This tendency is
only worsened with the formation of monopolies. The problem here is an
over-exploitation of labour.

3) profit squeeze from below (or wage-squeeze) a Marxist-inspired perspective
(although Marx himself never envisaged such a scenario since contradicts his
‘immiseration of the proletariat’ thesis), which focuses on the redistribution of
the surplus generated. Recognising an implicit class conflict exists between
capital and labour exists, this theory holds that a systemic rise in the latter’s real
wages – facilitated by the political strength of the working class – will cause a
decline in the former’s profit rates. The problem, in contrast here, is an underexploitation of labour.
293

As the following chapter reveals, the crisis of American hegemony and the global
capitalist system did signal the end of the post-war system of accumulation, Fordist
SROP, Keynesian FOS and associated unravelling of embedded liberal arrangements.
Contrary to Neo-Gramscian assertions, however, it did not lead to the end of American
hegemony, which went through a period of reconstruction and reinforcement.

The second and third sections of this chapter will analyse just exactly how American
hegemony was relaunched and internationally consolidated, albeit in a different form, as
part of general project to restore profitability and class power not just in core capitalist
countries but crucially throughout the emerging economies.

4.1 Pax Americana under Threat
4.1.1 Declining American Hegemony
4.1.1.1 The Significance of the Vietnam Debacle
The post-war conversion of the United States into a NSS (or “welfare-warfare state”),
was unique in American history but, as argued in Chapter III, structural to Pax
Americana. Throughout the Cold War Washington spent billions of dollars of public
money – an estimated $15trn between 1948 and 1991713 – on fighting communism.
Apart from arming and developing new weaponry for its huge air force, navy and
conscript army – many of which were stationed at the hundreds of military bases the US
possessed around the world – periodic foreign military invasions, and the ongoing
clandestine activities of the intelligence agencies (notable the CIA and the NSA), the
NSS involved financed a massive bureaucratic security apparatus at home. As asserted
above, the NSS served American hegemony in many interconnected ways:
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1) underwriting a defense shield for a capitalist world ‘under threat’ of
Soviet/communist incursion (i.e. military hegemony);
2) consolidating the US as the principal guarantor of international private
property rights and on-going process of capital accumulation
3) supplying the sufficient liquidity in order to underwrite: i) a workable Bretton
Woods; and ii) reconstruction and growth in other advanced
capitalist en route to an international Open Door
4) guaranteeing US military and hopefully industrial superiority via heavy public
subsidies;714
5) eradicating dangerous left-wing elements both at home and abroad (see
Church Committee above)

According to David Harvey “capitalist imperialism” or “imperialism of a capitalist sort”
was constituted by a “contradictory fusion of two components”:

a) “the politics of state and empire” (“imperialism as a distinctly political
project on the part of the actors whose power is based in command of
territory and a capacity to mobilize its human and natural resources towards
political, economic and military ends”); the stress here is placed on “the
political, diplomatic, and military strategies invoked and used by a state (or
some collection of states operating as a political power bloc) as it struggles
to assert its interests and achieve its goals in the world at large”; and

b) “the molecular process of capital accumulation in space and time”
(“imperialism as a diffuse political-economic process in space and time in
which command over and use of capital takes primacy”); the focusing being
“on the ways in which economic power flows across and through continuous
space, towards or away from territorial entities (such as states or regional
power blocs) through the daily practices of production, trade, commerce,
capital flows,

money transfers, labour migration, technology transfer,

currency speculation, flows of information, cultural impulses, and the like”
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Both a) and b) are driven by their respective “logics of power”: the former by a
territorial logic of power; the latter by a capitalist logic of power. Yet although these
two logics must be considered as distinct form one another, they do “intertwine in
complex and sometimes contradictory ways”, enjoying a dialectical relationship.715

Officially the US followed the Jeffersonian republican tradition and shunned the
territorial logic of power as favoured by their European counter-parts (i.e. colonialism
or direct/indirect intervention into over sovereign states). Market expansion would
solely rely on the capitalist logic of power. The reality was, as shown in Chapter III,
that the territorial logic of power was inseparable from the very founding, expansion
and conversion of the twelve colonies into an “empire of liberty”. Once the ‘continental’
expansion to the Pacific was complete it was the turn of the Caribbean and Latin
America to succumb to American expansive power, military interventions included.

Post WWII the US exerted huge political pressure on European countries to decolonise
and open up key areas in the periphery and semi-periphery such as East Asia (e.g.
Malaysia, Indonesia, Indochina), all in the name of republicanism, self-determination
and the safeguarding of universal civil and political rights. Yet Washington’s official
liberal democratic discourse was often at odds with its Cold War foreign policy. Formal
empire-building might be off limits but this did not prevent Washington from reverting
to the territorial logic of power, employing a wide variety of techniques to directly
intervene in other countries political affairs in order to further its economic and political
interests.

The “war against communism” justified numerous such interventions in the semiperiphery/periphery throughout the 1950s and 1960s. The State Department, the
Pentagon, and the Treasury working together with the various intelligence agencies
(most notably the CIA) to install or bolster the position of pro-Western
authoritarian/dictatorial regimes, quell national independence movements, and
overthrow (or at least fatally undermine) so-called ‘dangerous’ governments. Amongst
the regimes who enjoyed economic, political and military support in return for their
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subservience to Washington included: South Korea (SyngmanRhee/Park Chung-hee);
Iran

(the

Shah);

Thailand

(Plaek

Phibunsongkhram/Sarit

Thanarat/Thanom

Kittikachorn); Taiwan (Chang Kai-shek); Indonesia (Suharto); Laos (the Royal Lao
Government); Congo (Mobutu); Nicaragua (the Somoza family); Guatemala (various
from Castillo Armas onwards); Paraguay (Alfredo Stroessner); the Philippines
(Ferdinand Marcos); and Brazil (Castelo Branco). Central and Southern American came
in for particular attention.716

The US’s largest ‘officially recognised’ military interventions during this period were
during the Korean War (1950-53) and the Vietnam War (or Second Indochina war)
(1954-1975). Indeed, it was difficulties provoked by engagement in the latter, some
academics ascertain, that precipitated the beginning of what Arrighi has termed the
“signal crisis” of American hegemony.717

Undoubtedly, the Vietnam War did constitute a political, ideological, military and
economic disaster for the US.

At the national level, for example, for the first time sections of the American public
began to openly denounce Washington’s foreign policy and, implicitly, US hegemony.
Demonstrations began as early as 1964 but shot up from 1968 Tet Offensive onwards,
when an increasingly critical media began to relay the real horrors of war, emitting
gruesome images of death and destruction on national TV. This, together with: i) the
scale of human damage (over 58,000 Americans killed and 300,000 wounded718); ii) US
Army General William Childs Westmoreland’s attrition tactics; iii) news of the Mai Lai
Massacre; and iv) plans to extend the draft to the middle classes; was sufficient to
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mobilise widespread discontent amongst the public and sections of the political elite
alike.

Domestic social forces began to mobilise around the anti-war banner. Peace activists
liberals, civil/black rights campaigners, and high profile cultural figures joined together
with the New Left, feminists, workers associations and student groups – unsurprisingly
the very same groups targeted by the NSS, according to the Church Committee Report –
to protest against militarism, imperialism and foreign interventions per se. Apart from
“coercive” measures, Washington was forced to adopt some “consensual” initiatives to
prevent this ‘bottom up’ social unrest manifest itself in a coherent counter-hegemonic
force sufficiently serious to destabilise the HB.

Perhaps the most famous of these were Lyndon B. Johnson’s “Great Society”
programmes. Between 1964 and 1969 the federal government effectively doubled
public social expenditure with the specific aim of pacifying an increasingly politically
active Afro-American population who, backed by the anti-Vietnam sections of the
middle classes, demanded Washington to address the underlying contradictions of
American society: poverty, inequality and systemic racial discrimination/ghetto-isation.
Yet, as shown below, the high costs of these welfare state transfer payments would be
an important contributory factor towards the fiscal crisis which would subsequently
beset the American state and with it the undermining of US hegemony.

Of equal, if not greater importance in undermining American hegemony, was the
damage the South East Asia campaign did at the international level (always dialectically
related to the domestic level).

Firstly, the US’s twenty year engagement in such a dubious bloody war, resulting in the
slaying of some 3.8 million people719 (not to mention the cruelty of CIA “interrogation”
techniques), dealt a serious ideological blow to Washington’s prestige – the
“intellectual and moral leadership” part of Gramsci’s reading of hegemony.

719
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Secondly, the US’s effective defeat shattered the myth of American military
invincibility – another fundamental pillar of Pax Americana. Despite dropping more
tonnage of high explosives on Indochina than during WWII (equivalent to 200
Hiroshima-type bombs) the Viet Cong could not be defeated.720 For the first time
serious doubts over Washington’s military hegemony began to arise, specifically its
ability to protect advanced capitalist allies against Soviet attack and impose order in the
periphery.

By 1969 the USSR had reached nuclear parity with the US, with around 1,000
intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM): a state of MAD (mutually assured
destruction) now existed.721 Worse still, Moscow was determined to push ahead with an
anti-ballistic missile (ABM) system programme which would undermine Washington’s
strike capabilities and force them to embark on a new highly expensive arms race. It
was against the backdrop of this military malaise Nixon was forced to extend the olive
branch to Moscow, proposing the superpowers engage in Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks, which began in November 1969 and concluding May 1972 with the SALT-1
Treaty on limiting AMB systems.

Thirdly, and connected to the later point, once the superpowers relations entered a
period of détente and the threat of immanent nuclear war subsided so did the allies need
for a defensive shield. Freed from the “friend-foe” Cold War dynamic hitherto
subordinate states Japan and West Germany (FRG) were afforded a degree of foreign
policy autonomy from Washington they had not experienced since WWII.

Throughout the 1960s Japan (like the FRG) had amassed a huge trade surplus, and
become a world leader in high-tech goods, thanks in no small part to its aforementioned
role as chief US supplier during the Vietnam War itself. Indeed, it was exactly the
country’s burgeoning economic might and associated rise in national confidence that led
to some domestic social forces demanding Tokyo adopt more of an independent foreign
720
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policy stance, especially given the changing international scenario (i.e. the US’s military
and political humiliation in Indochina and improving Sino-American relations under
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger’s rapprochement initiatives).

Top of the list for Tokyo was expanding bilateral trade relations with Moscow, namely
gaining access to the latter’s huge stockpile of natural resources, chief amongst them oil
and gas (and thereby reduce its reliance on US-controlled Middle East oil), along with
minerals and wheat. In exchange Japan would supply Russia with capital, technology
and capital-rich manufacturing/consumer goods. Numerous high levels Japanese-Soviet
talks were held from 1972 to 1976, although outstanding territorial disputes prevented
formal treaties being signed. Regardless, by 1979 Japan was the USSR’s largest
‘Western’ trading partner (measured in terms of total volume of trade) after West
Germany.722

Détente for Bonn likewise represented a golden opportunity to re-establish diplomatic
links with its estranged Eastern bloc neighbours, especially the GDR. For his Ostpolitik
initiative to be successful West German Chancellor Willy Brandt realised that the first
diplomatic visit had to be to the Kremlin. The result was the ground-breaking Treaty of
Moscow (1970) in which the FRG formally recognised as legitimate the existing borders
in Eastern Europe and abandoned its demands for German reunification, at least in the
short term. With the green light from Moscow, Bonn then embarked on a series of
diplomatic talks with a number of its Eastern neighbours to ‘normalise’ relations,
signing mutual recognition agreements with Poland (the Treaty of Warsaw, 1970) and
Czechoslovakia (the Treaty of Prague, 1973) before sealing its most controversial pact
– the pinnacle of Brandt’s Ostpolitik – was the ratification of the Basic Treaty (1972),
wherein the FRG, for the first time, and in direct contradiction of the US-endorsed
Hallstein Doctrine, formally recognised the GDR’s sovereignty claim, and established
obligations on all parties to seek non-violent means to resolve problems.

As far as Washington was concerned such agreements and on-going dialogue
represented a direct threat to American continental interests and challenged the
established Cold War balance of power in Eurasia.
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Bonn’s foreign policy independence by itself would have dismayed Washington, but
when this was added to further transatlantic tensions (over Vietnam, the demise of
Bretton Woods, the on-going Middle East crisis723 and the EEC’s rejection of GATT
proposal), US-European relations reached a post-war low in the early 1970s. To try to
repair the rift, the Nixon Administration felt it necessary to designate 1973 the “Year of
Europe”. In April of that year Kissinger called for a “new Atlantic Charter setting the
goals for the future” and offering to update and refurnish NATO, while at the same time
warning the continent to keep European integration within an overall framework of
order managed by the US and to avoid any temptation to consolidate a protectionist
trading bloc.724

The full extent of US relative decline became apparent in 1975. Not only did
Washington face a serious foreign policy debacle in South East Asia – abandoning
Laos, South Vietnam and Cambodia to radical nationalists/communists and the Khmer
Rouge respectively – it also signed the “Helsinki Agreement”, at the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe which formally recognised the legitimacy of the
USSR’s hegemony over East Europe 30 years after Yalta and therein reinforced
Brandt’s Ostpolitik agreements. Nixon’s aforementioned rapprochement strategy with
regards China may have helped boost US credibility amongst it allies (and drive a
further wedge between Moscow and Beijing) but at home it provoked much anger
amongst the Pentagon ‘hawks’ and the MIC in general.

To make matters worse Third World countries took advantage of this period of détente
(and associated perceived decline of the US) to assert their economic and political
sovereignty.

Beginning at the Bandung Conference in April 1955, a group of developing countries
states led by India, Indonesia, Burma, Egypt and Ghana, sought to steer a political
723
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course independent of Cold War bipolarity, formally expressed in the establishment of
the “Non-Aligned Movement” in 1961.725 Since many of these peripheral countries had
just gained independence from their colonial masters the top political priority, apart
from promoting peaceful cooperation, was the recognition of the sovereign equality of
states and the non-interference in domestic affairs.

The developmental strategies they favoured reflected a ‘third way’ between the Eastern
and Western economic models. Drawing inspiration on work of Dependency Theorists
Raul Prebisch and Hans Singer, they began collectively to question the legitimacy of the
hierarchically-structured international trading system. Thanks to the limited range and
low value-added nature of their exports developing countries suffered a perennial
worsening in their terms of trade (the ratio of the index of export prices to the index of
import prices) which would in turn keep them in a permanent state of economic
dependence on the rich North.726 Free trade, contrary to neo-classical economic theory,
hence, only impoverished them.

With the aim of achieving a fairer distribution of global wealth the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) was launched in Geneva in 1964,
culminating in its final session on the 15th June with the signing of the “Joint
Declaration of the Seventy-Seven Developing Countries”. A number of policies were
proposed by the so-called G77 countries as ways to break out of this worsening ‘terms
of trade’ trap, most notably: a) the formation of commodity cartels in raw materials such
as coffee, cocoa, sugar, rubber and tin; and b) an endogenous economic growth model
based upon import-substitution industrialisation (ISI). Yet the G77 demands did not end
there. Throughout the 1960s more and more developing countries adhered to economic
nationalist policies, including the right to expropriate (i.e. nationalise) foreign-owned
national assets on their soil.
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Third World economic militancy reached it zenith in 1974 with the call by UNCTAD
for a radical reconstruction of international trade via its Declaration for the
Establishment of a New International Economic Order, approved by UN General
Assembly on 1st May, aimed at: improving their ‘terms of trade’ (by raising and
stabilising commodity prices); reducing rich countries’ tariffs; regulating and
supervising the activities of transnational corporations; recognising both countries’
rights to choose own developmental model and sovereignty over resources; and the
increasing.727 This was followed in the same year in December by the Charter of
Economic Rights and Duties of States, passed by the General Assembly 120 votes to 6
in December of the same year which specifically spelled out states’ rights to nationalise
foreign property.

Though nothing legally binding would come of these specific initiatives – vetoed by
both the UK and the US – their boldness did worry State Department officials. Such
economic nationalism not only hurt American corporate interests it placed in grave
danger the whole functioning of the multilateral liberal order (i.e. en route to the Open
Door) which Washington had so lovingly nurtured. This was a direct affront to the US’s
hegemonic role as the global guarantor of international private property.

It appeared to ‘hawks’ in Washington that the US was losing control over the Third
World. Such a perspective was only reinforced during the 1970s by the rise of radical
nationalist movements throughout Africa, Central America and Middle East,
overthrowing incumbent US-maintained regimes and demanding self-determination
most notably in Ethiopia (1974), Angola (1975), Nicaragua (1979) and Iran (1979).

Maintaining a substantial global military presence was a prerequisite for the exercising
of world hegemony. But by the late 1960s such costs, thanks to the Vietnam War, were
reaching unsustainable levels, which Washington increasingly financed by dollar
printing resulting in a ballooning balance of payments (BOP) deficit. According to the
Congressional Research Service the total military cost of fighting the Vietnam War
between 1965 and 1975 (i.e. without taking into US military pensions, direct aid to
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foreign regimes etc) was $111bn, some $738bn in 2011 prices.728 The 1968 US budget
deficit of $24.2bn, David Painter, observed, coincided very closely with the amount
spent on the Vietnam War that year.729

The huge BOP deficit not only increased global stagflation/inflation and therein
reducing profit rates, it gravely undermined the functioning of the Bretton Woods
system (see below) – the pivot of embedded liberalism and American economic
hegemony in general. Large military expenditure, taken together with declining
economic returns appeared to bear out Paul Kennedy’s “imperial overstretch” thesis.730

4.1.1.2 Uneven Development & the Demise of Bretton Woods
Sadly for the US, the debacle in Indochina was only one, albeit a fundamental,
contributory factor to its relative economic decline. Another cause closely connected to
the Vietnam War, and a direct corollary of the exercising of American hegemony in
general, was heightened inter-capitalist competition.
As noted in Chapter III, thanks to uneven and combined development the post-war
capitalist world was faced by a huge economic disparity: a booming US contrasting
with the rest of decimated core. The very legitimacy of American hegemony (and its
long-term welfare) lay in its capacity to act as an engine for post-war economic growth
and lead the capitalist world to a new regime for accumulation. Furthermore, a dollarcentred, American business-led Open Door system would be simply impossible without
the reconstruction and re-industrialisation of Western Europe and Japan.

The previous chapter also studied how the advent of the Cold War helped Washington
overcome domestic opposition to such foreign state-building projects, enabling it to
offer its competitors large grants, low interest loans and technological assistance: in
effect the New Deal on a global level. As argued above, a pivotal factor in this global
reconstruction mission (and subsequent IOS) was the setting up of the Fordist
multidivisional administrative corporation abroad.
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In the case of Western Europe, as Chapter III noted, this “new American invasion” was
greatly facilitated by the formation of the European Community in 1957 (the Treaty of
Rome) and the granting of full currency convertibility in 1958. Now these multinational
corporations (MNCs) would be able to avoid external tariffs, have access to the
European-wide market, benefit from more benign corporate tax regimes, and not be
subject to exchange-rate difficulties should they decide to repatriate profits. And,
importantly, rather than trying to limit the penetration of American capital, European
governments competed for it.

Thus, despite formal capital controls under Bretton Woods there was a spectacular
increase in dollar-denominated capital flows from the mid-1950s connected to US FDI
(largely manufacturing) in Western Europe and the Western Hemisphere, rising from
$11.8bn in 1950 to $25.4bn in 1957, and doubling again between 1957 and 1966 (to
$51.8bn).731 Key here, at the US’s insistence, was the OECD’s adoption of the Code of
Liberalisation of Capital Movements (CLCM) in 1961.732 In 1950 American companies
operated through 7,500 foreign branches; by 1966 the figure had reached around
23,000,733 setting up a web of foreign subsidies, outsourcing operations and
subcontracting arrangements. And with the exportation of American capital went
American technology and the American corporate form too.

As indicated, this process involved more than just the exportation of American capital
and technology. Competing companies were forced to adopt the US corporate form – or
at least one which assumed a comparable economy of scale – or face oblivion. By the
mid-1960s Paul Baran and Paul Sweezy considered that the world had entered a new
age of “monopoly capitalism”; one in which the large corporations would no longer
tend to compete with each other on price – tantamount to mutually-assured destruction
– but on reducing costs, market/resource access and product differentiation: competition
between workers replaced competition between companies.734 To meet their “endless
accumulation” needs – and in line with Harvey’s spatio-temporal fix framework (see
731
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Chapter II) –core capitalist corporate sectors were eventually forced to imitate the
American template and state to decentralise production processes outside their ‘home
state’.735

These new MNCs engaged in transnational transactions – frequently carried out within
the same corporation – and were embedded in a global system of production, exchange
and accumulation; an interpenetration of capital that coincided closely with Robert
Cox’s internationalization of production (IOP) thesis (see Chapter II and III).736
Although unevenly distributed, a network of trading operations began to be established
throughout the Western Hemisphere, Europe, Asia and Africa. Concurrently, capitalist
states became increasingly eager to attract FDI, building on the OECD’s aforecited
CLCM (governments granting MNCs equal levels of protection, regardless of their
nationality).

The state, as asserted above, was being internationalised, “coming to take on more and
more responsibility for creating and strengthening the conditions for non-discriminatory
accumulation within their borders”.737 Thanks to this IOS process the US’s objective of
establishing an Open Door was becoming a reality. What would later be termed
globalisation was, therefore, already taking root in the 1960s.

Nonetheless, what was good for US global hegemony and corporate profits rates was
not necessarily good for its national economy. Since these American MNCs were no
longer exporting from the US corporate profits accumulated in extraterritorial markets
did not show up on the national BOP statistics, unless they were repatriated. The IOP
therefore only served to worsen American BOP figures which, as shown below, would
have dire consequences.

This was closely connected to another contradiction of the exercising of US hegemony;
once again, in effect, a testimony to its very success. Thanks to American largesse
(economic aid, military expenditure, technology transfer, FDI, Bretton Woods and
735
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access to the American internal market) the core capitalist countries enjoyed a virtuous
cycle of high productivity, high consumption, high investment and high profits
throughout the 1950s and 1960s.738 Predictably, however, by the mid-1960s the global
centre of economic gravity had started to shift significantly. Thanks to the uneven (and
combined) character of capitalist development many advanced countries were
accumulating capital at a far quicker rate than the US.
Paralleling Pax Britannica in the late 19th century (see Chapter III), the very process of
exporting surplus capital and technology to other advanced capitalist countries (in
Britain’s case to the US, Germany, Japan and France) inevitably resulted in the
hegemon losing its absolute economic supremacy in the manufacturing sector to rival
“catch up” states. Despite business-friendly tax cuts, the American economy
experienced slower growth between 1950 and 1973 than any other industrial economy
except Britain.739

Leading the pack were Japan and Germany, both blessed with an ample, well-trained,
productive, inexpensive and largely compliant work-force,740 high levels of state
intervention and associated endogenous industrial development models741 which helped
to nurture efficient export-orientated oligopolistic corporate sector and benefited from
privileged access to the American market. By the late 1960s these oligopolies had
seized a large market share in key industrial sectors, such as automobiles, steel, textiles,
electronics, consumer durables and machine tools; areas hitherto dominated by their
American counterparts.742 German and Japan trade surpluses rose inversely
proportionally to the US743 where rate of profits in manufacturing and business in
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general started to drop dramatically from 1966 onwards.744 Global capitalism was
entering into a period of crisis due to systemic overproduction/overcapacity, consistent
with the Marxist conceptualisation of the tendency for the rate of profit to decline, as
explained in the Introduction.

The immediate outward signs were manifested in a worsening American economy.
Credit restrictions at home led many American MNCs to use their European branches to
take on high interest dollar loans in the Eurodollar markets;745 rising private sector
debt746 only further weakened the dollar and aggrieved the ongoing BOP problems,
driving up inflation.747 As a result by 1971 the US was running a BOP deficit of
$29bn.748

American economic woes did not end with its growing BOP deficit, there was also a
ballooning federal budget deficit to consider.

On one side of the ledger there were low receipts, due to: Kennedy tax cuts; declining
taxes revenues from uncompetitive domestic businesses; American MNCs based abroad
not repatriating their profits; and the Congress’s reluctance to liquidate national assets
or raise domestic taxes. On the other side were rising costs: establishment and
maintenance of a global military network; fighting expensive foreign wars, especially in
South East; and the aforementioned “Great Society” programmes.

As far as Washington was concerned the above were the necessary costs of maintaining
Pax Americana. One option could have been to place a greater economic burden on
American society via higher import tariffs, increased taxation, steeper interest rates, or
reduced social expenditure. But the White House repeatedly eschewed such measures,
considering them likely to provoke too great a domestic backlash. Far better, it was
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thought, to offload the expenses onto the rest of the world; after all that was the key
benefit of dollar-seigniorage. Thus, while the Federal Reserve set about printing more
dollars foreign, companies and governments were pressured to accept them under threat
of the US abandoning the gold standard. Washington, in effect, was exporting inflation:
converting national debt into world debt. 749

By the late 1960s the 1940s “dollar shortage” had turned into “dollar glut”, large
amounts of greenbacks accumulated in foreign central banks began to flow back into the
US increasing demand-pull inflation still further. Since 1962 Paris had been periodically
been requiring Washington honour its Bretton Woods’ commitment to exchange gold
for surplus dollars; by 1967 these purchases augmented dramatically after France
withdrew from the London Gold Pool in June 1967.750 The on-going pound sterling
crisis (culminating in its 14.3% devaluation in November 1967) only increased pressure
on the dollar. With gold pouring out of Fort Knox Washington temporary suspended the
London Gold Pool in March 1968. Between 1949 and 1971 official gold stocks dropped
from $25bn to $10bn mean while US liabilities totalled $68bn; Germany alone held
enough dollars to exhaust Fort Knox (at $35 an ounce rate).751

Inevitably, Bretton Woods came under attack. The on-going IOP, the ballooning size of
the Eurodollar market752 and associated increase in short-term transnational capital
flows, blurred the distinction between ‘productive’ (i.e. for trade or productive
investment) and ‘speculative’ financial flows: a separation which Keynes had
considered vital for the survival of the gold-dollar standard. As a result the scale of the
cross-border flows of private capital seriously undermined the ability of governments
and central banks to maintain their IMF sanctioned fixed exchange rates.753

As noted in Chapter III, Keynes had remained rather sceptical about the functioning of
this dollar-based international monetary system from the outset. In a similar vein
prestigious Belgium economist Robert Triffin explained in 1947 that once the US
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became the global currency emitter it would require that Washington maintain,
simultaneously, both a BOP deficit (to guarantee international liquidity) and a BOP
surplus (to maintain confidence in the dollar).754 There was no solution to “Triffin’s
Dilemma”, but now the pendulum had swung so far in the liquidity direction that even
Europe and Japan began openly criticising Washington for its selfishness in exporting
inflation.

One of the responsibilities of seigniorage, the latter argued (following Triffin’s
analysis), was the need to maintain a healthy BOP and adopt sufficiently tight domestic
monetary and fiscal policies at home. Washington countered that the principal cause of
its BOP deficit was not the failing competitiveness of its companies but Germany and
Japan’s undervalued currencies and adherence to neo-mercantilist policies.755

The reality was that the establishment of Bretton Woods system had never been
universally popular, most markedly amongst conservatives and factions of financial
capital based in Wall Street and the City (of London), who vehemently opposed the
limits it placed on the international movement of capital (“financial repression”756).757

Little surprise, then, that these social forces sought to undermine its functioning from
the outset. New York bankers exercised considerable influence in the Treasury under
Truman and managed to dilute Dexter White’s original scheme for financial repression.
Supreme Court Judge Harold Medina’s 1953 ruling – throwing out the Justice
Department’s anti-trust case against seventeen leading investment banks for anticompetitive behaviour – represented a “watershed in the history of Wall Street”,758
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effectively signalling an end to the interventionist approach to financial markets that had
prevailed since the New Deal. It was American finance, after all, which actually
underwrote Western Europe and Japan’s economic reconstruction, stability and growth,
first via the Marshall Plan and later via vast on-going Cold War military expenditure.

So the large-scale internationalization of American finance (IOAF) actually began in
the 1950s under the Eisenhower Administration: Wall Street was finally unleashed and
permitted to enjoy the fruits of Pax Americana. Commercial banks financed industrial
growth and promoted consumerism amongst the working classes through consumer
loans and state-backed mortgage securities, while investment banks grew fat on the
1960s conglomerate merger wave and state bond issue.759 Consequently, financial
firms’ profits grew a lot faster than non-financial firms’ profits throughout the 1950s
and 1960s.760

To avoid restrictions on international capital movement New York commercial and
investment banks, along with consulting companies and law firms, began setting up
branches in Europe from the late 1950s, becoming key actors in facilitating the
aforementioned explosion of US FDI on the continent. Soon foreign corporations began
to contract their services too. US capital in essence was acting as a class force. The
result was a growing Americanisation of the business world with firms adopting similar
banking, management and accounting practises. This would inevitably express itself in
an increasing homogenisation of social and cultural values/norms and hence consumer
habits. Over the long-term this process would further embed US capital as a class force
inside European social formations.

Meanwhile, in London merchant bankers also rallied against financial repression,
successfully lobbying Whitehall to weaken exchange rate control regulations and allow
the City to set itself up as an off-shore dollar-based capital market centre for both
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socialist states (e.g. the USSR and China) and Arab countries which, for political
reasons, were reluctant to bank in New York.761

With the further loosening of capital controls in Japan and Europe at the end of the
1950s/early 1960s the City became an unregulated international repository for dollars,
the home of the so-called Eurodollar and Eurobond markets, lending to governments
and businesses world-wide. The emergence of the Eurodollar market would make
London a key centre of global finance but at the cost of making it more susceptible to
the whims of American hegemony, since at any time Washington could choose to clamp
down on its offshore banking sector.

Far from disapproving of the IOAF the US Treasury tacitly supported US banks setting
up in the Eurodollar market as a useful way to: i) sustain the value of the dollar; ii)
reinforce the international prominence of its international banks; and iii) provide
European-based funds for the expansion of its MNCs (as part of the IOP process).

This growing IOAF (and with it the weakening of Bretton Woods) was manifested in
the founding of the International Center for the Settlement of Investment Disputes
(ICSID) in New York in 1966. A member of the World Bank Group, the ICSID was a
multilateral specialised arbitration institution charged with the specific task of
reconciling investor-state disputes and to stimulate increased flows of private capital
into countries.

The power of financial (or money) capital, in short, was on the rise. By 1971
Washington had drawn a line in the sand with regards Bretton Woods, determined that
the rest of the world should take the burden for currency re-adjustment. Even talk of
revaluing the other currencies by 10% across revaluation and the subsequent floating of
the Deutsche Mark was insufficient to stop the Nixon Administration formally
abandoning the dollar-gold standard in August 1971 before imposing price controls and
a 10% import charge on goods from countries it considered guilty of exchange rate
manipulation.
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Following this Nixon Shock there was another lukewarm attempt to rebuild Bretton
Woods via the Smithsonian Agreement in December 1971 – involving a devaluation of
the dollar by 7.9% and an increase of in the dollar price of gold to $38. But by then
financial capital had won the argument. White House decided to follow Wall Street’s
advice and formally float the dollar in March 1973. This greatly angered Western
Europe and Japan, but as Treasury Secretary John Connolly famously quipped during
the Smithsonian meetings: “The dollar may be our currency, but it’s your problem”.762

All in all, by the mid 1970s US economic, political, military and cultural hegemony
appeared in crisis: the post-war Pax Americana system was being undermined by its
own success and many internal contradictions. The responsibilities of maintaining
American hegemony – rebuilding, restructuring and sponsoring sustainable growth in
the core; upholding the primacy of the dollar within an institutionalised Bretton Woods
system; engendering the international expansion of its corporations; opening up its
internal market to foreign exporters; and underwriting Western/Asian security
arrangements – had ended up actually weakening American hegemony. For the first
time Washington was forced to acknowledge that tensions did exist between the US’s
‘global’ role and certain domestic interests.

Yet it was not just US hegemony that was in crisis. The roots of the problem in fact lay
much deeper, ontologically-speaking: global capitalism was once again entering into a
period of systemic crisis.

One of the principal causes, as alluded to above, connected to the uneven development
of capitalism was heightened inter-capitalist competition (e.g. the rise of Japan and
Germany and relative decline of the US) which was an inevitable side-effect of
American hegemony, manifested in over-production/over accumulation and expressed
in declining profit rates in the productive/manufacturing sector worldwide (Marx’s
tendency for the rate of profit to decline); a situation, of course, which was not helped
by Washington’s erroneous policy decisions.
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But there was a further cause of declining profit rates, intricately connected to those
cited. Contradictions at the heart of the Keynesian developmental model – the basis of
embedded liberalism arrangements (and associated HBs) – were also seriously
undermining on-going capitalist accumulation process. In this case, however, the cause
of profit squeeze, came from below.

4.1.2 The Keynesian Crisis
As indicated in Chapter III, under embedded liberalism arrangements Western
(including Japan) capitalist states were afforded a degree of policy autonomy to achieve
domestic goals, albeit working with important external constraints established under
Bretton Woods and en route to the Open Door.

For roughly thirty years policy-makers, business and academics alike had largely shared
the same Keynesian industrial paradigm. Drawing on the American New Deal example
this recognised that the state should assume a major managerial, entrepreneurial and
financial role in the direction of the economy in order to counter the markets’ tendency
towards disequilibrium while promoting industrialisation, improving productivity,
nurturing economies of scale and achieving full employment goals.

According to Fordist/Keynesian “common sense” mass production required mass
consumption so demand had to be kept high. But demand management was a delicate
balance: increases in real and nominal wages had to be offset by an increase in levels of
production, consumption and contingent investment strategies otherwise inflation would
ensue.

The state’s key hegemonic role within Fordist/Keynesian HBs (see Chapter III), was to
broker a corporatist ‘social contract’ – or class compromise – between capital and
industrial labour analogous to Gramsci’s first and second hegemonic “moments” – see
Chapter II) with the latter offered fair wages (usually indexed linked), union
recognition, guaranteed full employment, access to a welfare state and participation in
tripartite corporatist bargaining arrangements. In return organised labour had to reject
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left-wing radicalism, accept its subservient role within said HB and above all recognise
capital’s legitimate right to make sustainable profits.

Embedded liberalism is sometimes erroneously interpreted, even by Neo-Gramscians,
as ‘putting a brake’ on capitalism. Such a conceptualisation is essentially liberal in
character since it assumes a dualist separation between economic and politics; as if the
state were in some ways ‘neutral’ with regards capital accumulation. The thesis
forwarded here, set out in the earlier chapters, rejects such a view. In fact “social
welfare reforms”, as Leo Panitch and Sam Gindin have argued, “were structured so as to
be

embedded

in

capitalist

social

relations”

which

facilitated

“increasing

commodification through full employment in the labor market and through the
consumer demand that the welfare states made possible.”763

Moderate levels of cost-push inflation were always tolerated under the Keynesian
development model, considered indicative of economic growth and as an almost
inevitable consequence of tripartite corporatism. Nevertheless, if inflation were to
threaten to drive the country into a BOP deficit and thereby undermine its stable
exchange rate within the Bretton Woods systems, it was understood that the state would
then apply suitably austere fiscal and monetary policies and, together with capital, seek
to impose stricter incomes policies on unions and promote measures to increase
productivity.

In the short term inflation was not a problem. During the 1950s and early 1960s,
labour’s share of income in the core stayed constant: wages prevented from rising too
much by high post-war unemployment, rural exodus, the baby boom and increased
immigration (except Japan which preferred to outsource production to neighbouring
low-cost countries). Yet by the mid-1960s the cheap surplus labour had started to dry
up.
With profit rates hitting historically unprecedented rates764 the key industrial unions did
enjoy reasonable success in having their wage demands met. The Keynesian
commitment to full employment had somewhat strengthened the working class’
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political position, who now no longer feared dismissal and a return to Marx’s “reserve
army”.

Sections of the working class even criticised the conservative nature of income policies.
By linking wage rises to productivity, they complained, these policies tended to
maintain the existing distribution of surplus between capital and labour. Even when the
economy was doing well and labour markets ‘tight’ (i.e. low unemployment) workers
were expected to act responsibly and exercise wage restraint. Not all workers accepted
such ‘business unionism’.

As US-generated demand-pull inflation (derived from dollar-printing) started to spillover abroad, capital everywhere sought to augment labour exploitation by reorganising
work practises (e.g. speeding up production lines), provoking clashes with more
militant.765 Following the May 1968 protests in France – where formal union
membership was quite low (and communist party support relatively high) – workers
staged the first ever wildcat general strike. Industrial action exploded in the US and UK,
with a marked increase in non-official strikes, walk-outs and absenteeism.

Throughout much of its history (see Chapter III) the US has suffered a perennial labour
shortage but as long as high wages were compensated by high labour productivity the
problem was surmountable. Now, however, it appeared that wages were rising faster
than productivity.766 It was not long before other countries were also beset by cost-push
(i.e. wage-push) inflation to add to the demand-pull variant. 767

In short, by early 1970s the capitalist world was suffering from a systemic inflationary
cycle arising from a complex interplay between excessive dollar printing, “monopoly
capitalism”, inter-capitalist competition, and the “pay explosion”. Thus, workers
demanded higher wages to compensate for rising costs of living (resulting from
national/international demand-pull factors), oligopolistic corporations then sought to
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pass these wage settlement costs onto consumers in the form of higher prices which in
turn caused the unions to seek new wage agreements, ad infinitum.

Whether wage demands were a prime cause or merely an effect of inflation, and what
that rate of inflation would be, depended on each country’s historical experience (within
a hierarchically-structured global economy) and the class dynamics of each respective
HB. National governments were used to dealing with cost-push inflation, derived from
rising wages; handling this corporate market-fixing variant, on the other hand, would
prove more complicated, unless, that is, they were prepared to dismantle monopoly
capitalism (i.e. break up large corporations) and/or contain American largesse, neither
of which was very likely.

The danger with rising inflation was it reduced productivity growth and ultimately
diminished profitability: the driving force behind the capitalist mode of production. This
profit squeeze from below had serious systemic consequences. Though most advanced
capitalist countries’ companies experienced were recording declining profit rates in the
early 1970s relative to their peak in 1960-65,768 Anglo-Saxon corporations were
particularly badly affected. For not only were they losing valuable market share to their
emerging competitors (horizontal pressure), a result of the aforementioned uneven
development, they were subject to the most pronounced increase in wage bills (vertical
pressure); itself a direct result of the conflictual nature of their industrial relations
model.769

The post-war class compromise between capital and labour now came under even
greater strain.

Corporations adopted a number of strategies to restore profitability, consistent with
Marx’s aforecited “increasing intensity of exploitation” (see Chapter II): raising
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productivity (introducing new technology, speeding up production and augmenting the
working day); lowering costs (reducing wages and staff); outsourcing processes abroad
and even engaging in its own industrial action in the form of investments strikes and
lock-outs.

In the context of worldwide over-production and high systemic inflation, however, such
tactics failed to improve profitability rates, while infuriating unions, who accused
capital of breaking with established trilateral corporatist arrangements. With declining
real wages, worsening working conditions and rising unemployment, workers began to
lose faith in official channels, participating more frequently in non-official industrial
action and nominating more class conscious shop-stewards to speak on their behalf.770

Conversely, and to compensate for the perceived weakness of the private sector, the
state took on an even more prominent role in the economy. Given rising unemployment
and the scale of social conflict Western governments tended to opt for an inflationary
strategy (demand-pull) involving increased public spending and the extension of the
welfare state while simultaneously calling for wage and price controls.

Successive US governments right up to the mid-1970s considered full employment,
(moderate) income redistribution and anti-poverty measures, for example, as key
domestic objectives. At this time even Nixon adhered to Keynesian orthodoxy.771
Indeed, another benefit of abandoning Bretton Woods, it was hoped, was that it would
grant Washington more influence over the economy and industrial relations (i.e. freer
to pursue Keynesian-style policies) without having to worry about international
adjustment costs.

Nixon’s ‘temporary’ suspension of Bretton Woods in August 1971 formed part of a
broad set of restructuring measures designed to kick-start the American economy
including the introduction of wage and price controls. Yet far from saving
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Keynesianism, the sol-called Nixon Shock effectively finished it off, not least by
encouraging countries to remove capital controls.

As asserted, the restriction of international capital flows (“financial repression) was vital
to the functioning of the Keynesianism developmental. Without said controls
governments would be unable to execute counter-cyclical demand management policies.
Moderate union leaders had been prepared to endorse periodic wage-freezes provided
the accumulated surplus was reinvested in the production process and the business more
competitive resulting in higher future earnings for workers. Now, however, against the
backdrop of the on-going IOP process, the end of Bretton Woods, and expected rise of
international capital flows, unions were left with little guarantee that their sacrifices
would result in accumulated surplus capital actually being reinvested in the national
economy.

Furthermore, it was the end of Bretton which inadvertently provoked the mother of all
cost-push inflation crises – the 1973-4 OPEC price hike – which hammered the final
nail in the coffin of Keynesianism. Although discrepancies do exist (examined below),
many analysts consider that the principal economic objective behind said initiative was
an attempt by dollar-dependent oil producers to restore profitability in light of high
systemic inflation and a plummeting dollar post-Nixon Shock.

Quadrupling oil prices now drove the international economy in a deep crisis with
countries experiencing record inflation figures.772 Most states now faced serious fiscal
problems as high unemployment and low growth simultaneously reduced tax revenues
and spiked social expenditure.773 Worse still, traditional Keynesian ‘stop-go’ tools no
longer served. The arrival of stagflation774 appeared to disprove the hitherto revered
Phillip’s curve. There simply was no unemployment-inflation trade off, Keynes’s critics
insisted. In fact, it was argued, deficit spending would only aggravate the problem,
augmenting unemployment and inflation still further.
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The post-war industrial relations consensus began to evaporate. For capital it was clear
where the problem lay. Business elites openly denounced corporatist wage-bargaining
arrangements, blaming greedy unions labour and the ‘bloated’ Keynesian welfare-state
for causing stagflation in the first place.

Amongst the most critical voices of Keynesianism and associated commitments to full
employment were sections of financial capital who suffered low corporate profits,
negative real interest rates, diminishing asset values, and thanks to state monetary and
fiscal policies, reduced returns to equity. But the Keynesian welfare-state also came
under political attack from the so-called ‘net contributors’ to state expenditure – small
capital, private sector workers and the middle class – who resented ‘their taxes’ being
wasted on the ‘undeserving’ (soon to convert itself into a popular scapegoat for the
right-wing media).

In this general malaise all Western governments, whatever their political affiliations,
acted to help capital regain profitability. Inflation had to be defeated. “Common sense”
held this meant abandoning traditional commitments to both full employment and
indexed-linked salaries. Though the rhythm would vary across the core countries
mainstream unions found themselves increasingly left without a political voice, as their
traditional allies – the social democratic parties – all began to eschew Keynesianism in
favour of austere monetarist and fiscal policies once in government.

Although more acute in Anglo-Saxon countries than elsewhere, from 1975 onwards the
‘social contract’ – the unwritten constitution of the Keynesian-welfare state’s HB –
came under attack against the backdrop of widespread industrial action and social
unrest. It was not just the legitimacy of state welfare and the moderate labour movement
per se that was at stake but the entire post-war social democratic project. Key
transnational business pressure groups such as the Bilderberg Conference and the
Trilateral Commission (see below) urged a return to pre-1945 liberal economic
orthodoxy in order to raise profits. It represented a turning point in class struggle.

Keynesianism’s coup de grâce, rather aptly, was delivered in the famous economist’s
birth-place. Amidst high levels of stagflation, unemployment and industrial action the
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incoming Labour Party admitted that Britain was bordering on a fiscal crisis in 1975.775
When the value of the pound started sliding and The Wall Street Journal advised
investors to ditch sterling under the headline “Good-bye Great Britain”, the City of
London, the UK Treasury and the Bank of England – supported by the US Treasury, the
Federal Reserve and Wall Street – urged the British Chancellor of the Exchequer, Denis
Healey, to go to the IMF solicit a bank-bail out the following year.

The austere structural adjustment programme the US Treasury (via the IMF) imposed
on the UK was a re-run of the Lend Lease and Marshall Plan (see Chapter III) and
constituted the first time a major country had been subject to such conditionality since
the late 1940s. Britain was being forced to completely restructure its economic
developmental model (and thereby FOS). Strict fiscal, monetary and social conditions
would require, amongst other things, an end to the full employment commitment, a
dramatic cut-back on the welfare state, a removal of capital controls and the tackling of
working class militancy.776

Britain’s humiliation in 1976 represented a defining moment in the politics of
globalisation. Industrial capitalism had effectively accepted the argument that a financeled accumulation strategy was the only way to beat inflation and restore their profits.
Hence it was not just the university economics departments around the world that were
set for a major paradigm shift; once Keynesianism was officially pronounced dead
major societal change was launched across the advanced capitalist world. With certain
irony, therefore, the first steps towards the neoliberal revolution in Britain – so closely
associated with the figure of Margaret Thatcher – were actually taken by the Labour
party.

On reflection one can conclude that the very success of Keynesianism did contribute to
its demise.

The fundamental problem for Fordist/corporatist industrial relations (and social
democracy in general) was that it was based on an ontological falsehood. Contrary to
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Keynesianism’s assertions there clearly was an implicit class conflict between capital
and labour.

Under embedded liberalism arrangements almost all social classes in the West
experienced real income growth between 1947 and 1973. Significantly, and despite the
conservative nature of incomes policies, there was a partial “socialisation” of wealth
accumulation, with the richest top 20% of earners seeing their relative share of national
income dropping in proportion to the rise of the poorest 20%.777 Such a dramatic
decrease in inequality was the very anathema of capitalism. Increased distribution of
wealth towards the subaltern classes – the profit squeeze (i.e. Arrighi’s underexploitation of labour) – necessarily undermined capital’s profits rates.

By way of summary, therefore, one has to understand the demise of the post-war system
primarily as resulting from the many internal contradictions of American hegemony and
the system it established in the post-war period. The Vietnam War in many ways did
represent the “signal crisis” of American hegemony, causing untold economic, political,
military and ideological damage. Washington, it appeared, was unable to guarantee ongoing capital accumulation and which was expressed systemically in high inflation and
declining profit rates; the latter being subject to both horizontal (over-production arising
from heightened inter-capitalist competition) and vertical (increasing capital-labour
tensions and a relative redistribution of the surplus in favour of the latter) pressures.
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4.2 Financialization, Neoliberalism & the Restoration of Class
Power
4.2.1 The New Dollar-Wall Street Regime
Washington’s decision to abandon Bretton Woods had both short and long-term aims.
In the short-term, it was hoped, currency devaluation would help American industry
regain its global competitiveness with regards to the Japanese and Germans.
Furthermore, freed from fixed exchange rates constraints, the US state would now be
afforded greater control over its monetary policy (see Mundell-Fleming) since the dollar
was no longer backed by gold. Long-term, however, the Nixon Shock was driven by
deeper long term objectives: restructure the entire international monetary system. The
American state sought to drag the capitalist system out of recession, restore profitability
and implicitly, the reassertion of American hegemony.

To understand how this was to be done it is worth first reiterating the complex
interdependent relationship between the two “poles” of capitalism: “productive sector”
and the “financial sector” within Marxian economics.

According to Peter Gowan the former is determinant “because it produces the stream of
value out of which the money-capitalists in the financial sector ultimately gain their
royalties directly or indirectly”. The financial sector, however, is dominant, since “it
decides where it will channel the savings from the past and the new fictitious creditmoney – who will get the streams of finance and who will not”. Gowan maintains that
the exact balance between productive and financial capital depends on two factors. On
one hand, there is the SROP, in which the state “can and does tilt the balance between
the money capital pole and the productive capital pole”. On the other hand, there is the
business cycle. In a period of boom, Gowan explains, productive capital “dictates terms
to the money-capitalists”; during a crisis, however, this relationship is reversed.778
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Gowan’s thesis coincides with that of Ernest Mandel who held that during periods of
over-production/accumulation (realization crises), faced with limited investment
possibilities, productive capital will seek to regain profitability by fleeing into the realm
of finance, becoming rentiers concerned with extracting royalties from future
production (e.g. portfolio investment, licences) although increasing engaging in
speculative activities involving exotic financial assets and instruments (e.g. derivatives)
which begin to acquiring a life of their own (i.e. distanced from use values), albeit in the
short term.779 Marx famously summarised this periodic tendency to use idle money to
generate fictitious money as a move from M-C-M1 to M-M1 (see Chapter II).

Indeed, both Gowan and Mandel are referring to the emergent properties of a process
occurring at an even deeper ontological level first identified by Marx in his
conceptualisation of money-capital (or financial capital) its role as capital-in-general
(or the “headquarters of the capitalist system for Schumpeter”780) for the management
and resolution of systemic crises. Here money capital’s fundamental function, according
to Henk Overbeek, is to “restructure both the spatial and the technical aspects of
production and the SROP, in order to adjust production to consumption, and restore
profitability by raising the rate of exploitation and the mass of surplus value.”781

Historically, and drawing on the Braudelian/world systems theory-inspired analytical
framework of Giovanni Arrighi set forth in Chapter II, each time a capitalist empire (or
hegemon) expands its power it does so on the basis of their dominant industrial
productive sector (M-C-M1). Increased inter-capitalist competition, however, eventually
not only undermines the position of the hegemony but also global profit rates in general.
It is in this context that the hegemon underwrites said restructuring process, shifting
from productive to money capitalism, with the promise of restoring systemic
profitability for all capital. The hegemon would live out its last few glory days
(Braudel’s “autumn”) as a rentier economy extract global surplus value via its financial
and banking system. Nevertheless, this “financialization of the capital accumulation
779
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process”782 based on the M-M1 growth model would ultimately prove unsustainable.
The route the US took was very much adhering to Arrighi’s hegemonic pattern.

The Nixon Shock and Washington’s refusal to establish a new international fixed
exchange rate scheme based on Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) was predictably greeted
with great enthusiasm from Wall Street. The problem remained, nonetheless, that with
such huge dollar balances held abroad the future stability of the greenback remained in
doubt. A partial solution would come from an unsuspected source.

Traditionally IR scholars tend to interpret the onset of the aforementioned OPEC crisis
as an indication of declining American power in the face of increased political
mobilisation of the Third World. As a response to Washington’s military support for
Israel in the Yom Kippur war, the argument runs, the Arab members of OPEC – the
Organisation of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAPEC) – placed an embargo on
crude exportation to the US which was later extended to other Western countries.
Furthermore and as already observed, OPEC’s coordinated price hike was driven by a
desire to restore profitability in the sector after years of market manipulation by
Western oil companies, high systemic inflation and a dramatic drop in the price of the
dollar following the end of Bretton Woods.

An alternative reading of events, however, does exist; one which rather than depicting
the US as a powerless victim identifies Washington as directly involved in orchestrating
said response. Citing Nixon’s then Ambassador to Saudi Arabia, Peter Gowan claims
Washington engaged in a classic piece of financial statecraft, using its political
influence over conservative Middle Eastern countries (Saudi Arabia, Iran, Kuwait,
Libya etc.) to elaborate a plan to rise oil prices rise a full two years before the outbreak
of the Arab-Israeli war (Oct 1973).

The scheme was specifically designed to damage its main industrial rivals, Gulf Oildependent Western Europe (especially the FRG) and Japan, to the benefit of American
exporters, energy corporations, but critically Wall Street.783 In a similar vein William
Engdahl, citing confidential documents, reveal how the banking elite of the Bilderberg
782
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Group met in Sweden in May 1973 to discuss the benefits for the financial (and oil)
sector of a projected rise of 400% in the price of petroleum, six months before OPEC
actually took the decision. A decision which he maintains was actively encouraged by
Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, albeit in a covert fashion.784

Whether or not Gowan and Engdahl are correct in their thesis that it was actually
Washington (or the Bilderberg elite) which engineered the price hike, what it is beyond
doubt that the US wasted no time in exploiting the OPEC crisis to the advantage of its
financial sector. Washington negotiated a deal with Saudi Arabia offering them cut
price Treasury Bonds, arms sales and protection of oil fields (notably from Israel) in
return for their insisting OPEC oil be purchased exclusively in US dollars.

The exact nature of this arrangement would overseen by US-Saudi Arabia Joint
Commission on Economic Cooperation – set up by Kissinger in 1974 – and placed in
charge of stabilizing oil supplies and price. What the Nixon Administration realised was
that oil-producing countries, with Saudi Arabia at the lead, would never be able to
profitably invest all the dollars they would receive within their economies. What better
than investing their dollars in safe American assets (public debt, real estate, industrial
expansion, infrastructure, company shares etc) or its Eurodollar partner, Britain? The
beauty of this arrangement was that it not only would refinance American current
account deficit it but it would maintain high demand for the dollar internationally.785

Almost immediately in 1974 Nixon’s Treasury Secretary, University of Chicago
economist (see below) and Bilderberg/Trilateral Commission member, George p.
Shultz, took the lead in abolishing capital controls to ensure that these lucrative
petrodollars would be recycled through Wall Street and their Eurodollar affiliates in
London.786 Aware that this would make them even more reliant on the dollar,
continental Europe and Japan lobbied to get these petrodollars funnelled through the
IMF and other similar multilateral institutions. Washington refused point blank.
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For Jonathan Nitzan and Shimshon Bichler, restoring global confidence in, and demand
for, the dollar did not end with the politicization of the oil industry. Washington sought
to link its currency to another key commodity. According to their thesis from the Six
Day War (1967) onwards Washington embarked on an increasing commercialisation of
its arms industry. Thanks to privatisation, a permissive policy on mergers and
acquisitions and increased internationalisation, a sector hitherto considered out of reach
of commodification was converted into a highly competitive dollar-based global
business.787
Crucial here, according to Nitzan and Bichler, were increased regional tensions
surrounding the Arab-Israeli conflict post 1967. The Middle East took over South East
Asia as the world’s chief importer of arms from the 1970s onwards. These petroleum
producers would then recycle the dollars earned back into the US via weapon
procurement. The dramatic rise in Saudi Arabian arms imports from the US and its
offshore dollar centre, the UK, dollar only reinforces this thesis.788

According to Nitzan and Bichler three very powerful American sectors now had a
vested interest in on-going political instability in the Middle East: finance (the Treasury,
Wall Street); military/defense (represented by the military industrial complex); and
energy (oil companies) – which they baptized the “Weapondollar-Petrodollar
Coalition.”789 It was in this context that Israel came to resemble Harold Lasswell’s
definition of a “garrison-prison state.”790

A third import way these petrodollars would be recycled through the US was via
infrastructure projects. According to John Perkins, Washington pressured the House of
Saud to use the interest received on its Treasury Bonds to launch a national multi-billion
dollar industrialisation, modernisation and urbanisation programme (including military
installations, port, power plants, airports, sewage works, desalination plants, waste
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management systems etc) right across the Arabian Peninsula. The key condition was
that they exclusively hire American engineering, construction and servicing companies,
hand-picked by the US Treasury Department, such as Bechtel and Halliburton, and pay
in dollars.791
The decision to underpin the value of the dollar on demand for oil – and to a lesser
extent arms and infrastructure spending – in the post-Bretton Woods was a masterstroke
permitting Washington enormous autonomy with regards monetary policy not to
mention

granting

them

political

and

military

hegemony

over

Riyadh.

Petrodollarization, hence, came to underpin American hegemony. Saudi Arabia was
granted privileged ally status by Washington; its elite free to enrich themselves and
have their national security guaranteed (in the light of threats posed by Israel, Iran, Iran
and Syria). In return Saudi Arabia, as the critical OPEC swing state, would be expected
to raise or reduce global oil supplies (and thus the dollar price) according to its
benefactor’s wishes and to recycle the dollars earned in American securities, goods and
services.

Nevertheless, whether this dollar-based international monetary system continued to
function over the long-term would depend on the robustness and ‘depth’ of the US
financial sector. The US was on the verge of a financial revolution.

In 1975 following Shultz’s abolition of currency controls the US embarked on what has
been erroneously termed a “deregulation” of its financial sector.792 Wall Street’s socalled “Big Bang” involved a number of key changes. Under its original 1934 remit the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) was empowered with overseeing the
activities of stockbrokers and security trading and tended to favour a ‘managed’ cartellike relationship between the industrial players. Following fierce lobbying from Merrill
Lynch, amongst others, a liberalisation of brokerage fees was announced: the ensuing
heightened competition rendering the hitherto cosy world untenable.
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Simultaneously the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTS) was set up not
just to regulate but also to actively promote a new market in highly lucrative financial
instruments, collectively known as derivatives793 (futures, swaps, options, credit default
swaps etc), which were specifically designed by Wall Street to help international
investors and traders reduce risk (or hedge) in this new age of volatile commodity
prices, floating exchange rates and political uncertainty. This served again to lock
foreign capital onto the American financial system.

In short, this deregulation/derivative revolution was considered fundamental to
guarantee internal monetary stability in a post-Bretton Woods world and, together with
the removal of capital controls, pivotal for the subsequent internationalisation of the
American bonds market and development of “Yankee Bond” (a dollar-denominated
issued in the US by foreign companies and governments).

Moreover, and again contrary to popular myth, this deregulation would actually require
more

state

intervention

and

cooperation,

reflected

in

greater

international

institutionalisation. In 1974 the central bank governors of the ten richest capitalist
economies set up the “Basel Committee on Banking Supervision” extending the
regulatory role of the state first expressed in the 1975 “Concordant”. This recognised
that supervisory responsibility for bank’s foreign branches, subsidiaries and joint
ventures should be shared between host and parent (home) supervisory authorities.794
The US Treasury called for regular meetings between central bankers and finance
ministers of the advanced capitalist countries – the so-called G7 (later extended to the
G20).

But perhaps the most significant step in this direction, again under the auspices of the
US Treasury, was a re-writing of the IMF’s Articles of Agreement post-Bretton Woods
(1976) which legitimised the floating exchange rate system while obliging the members
to adhere to strict monetary discipline. The IMF was specifically charged with: i)
overseeing the international system; and ii) monitoring that each member complied with
said policy obligations.
793
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Peter Gowan describes the relationship between the dollar and Wall Street as both
symbiotic and mutual reinforcing. What he refers to as the Dollar-Wall Street-Regime
(DWSR) was a largely self-reproducing process. It functioned thus. Firstly, the dollar’s
prestige as the world currency – thanks to the lack of any serious alternative and the
sheer quantity of greenbacks circulating the global system (a function of the US’s trade
deficit) – meant the majority of countries still held the bulk of their foreign currency
reserves in dollars, usually placing them within the American (or its subsidy, London’s)
financial system. Secondly, as noted, key commodities (e.g. oil and arms) were
priced/traded in dollars, thereby boosting the size and turnover in the Anglo-American
markets. Thirdly, and finally, the resultant size, depth turnover and reach of Wall Street
as a financial centre (not least with its thriving derivative markets post Bretton Woods)
increased investors/lenders confidence (believing they could always find a buyer for
their assets) and thus the scale of financial transactions, which in turn reinforced the
prestige of the dollar as an international currency.795

The US was effectively launching a new stage in the history of international
monetary/financial relations; one which integrated other countries onto its own financial
system – a DWSR – thereby granting enormous leverage over the entire global capitalist
system.

In the absence of a formal fixed-exchange rate mechanism, the entire international
monetary system was based on a floating or fiat dollar, permitting the US to obtain all
the benefits of possessing the world currency – i.e. seigniorage – while offloading the
adjustment costs on to the rest of the world. Under this pure dollar standard the US
Treasury Department could unilaterally decide the price of the greenback simply by
raising the interest rate or printing money. Devaluing the dollar, for example, would
simultaneously reduce foreign debt owed and boost export sales. Since the currency was
not backed by gold running a balance of payment deficit was no longer a problem. This
meant, in essence, that the US could enjoy an interest free loan from the other countries.
Given the aforementioned general economic malaise in the early 1970s, and especially
the US’s relative decline in industrial competitiveness with respect to the other core
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countries (especially Japan and Germany), such a powerful monetary lever was a vital
asset for Washington.

“[T]he basis of American hegemony was being shifted”, Eric Helleiner opined, “from
one of direct power over other states to a more market-based or ‘structural’ form of
power.”796 New York would be the epicentre of this new financial system aided by its
trusty servant, the City of London, recently rejuvenated thanks to the aforementioned
1976 IMF restructuring. Significantly, now it was Anglo-American private transnational
banks and money-markets which controlled international financial movements and
become the chief source of international credit rather than public central banks or
Bretton Wood institutions.

Unsurprisingly, OECD governments would rarely stray from the line dictated by the
IMF and World Bank. Although the IMF’s mandate was extended in the mid-1970s,
directed by the newly assembled Committee of 20 – the financial ministers and central
bankers of the 20 largest states – the post-Bretton Woods governance system
significantly included no measures to institutionalise intergovernmental cooperation for
the supervision of international financial operators. As a result, even minor shifts in
American financial markets would now dramatically affect the rest of the world’s
financial systems and exchange rates. Once again the result was to further bolster the
US government’s leverage over international financial markets.797 A self-reproducing
model had been established.

Concurrent with the work of Marx, Braudel, Mandel and Gowan a new stage of
economic history had begun: financial (or money) capital was institutionalising its
hegemony over productive capital.
From the outset advanced capitalist countries with powerful financial sectors such as
ex-hegemons Britain and the Netherlands, were on the whole, supportive of the setting
up of the DWSR. For those countries traditionally more dependent on productive
capital, such as Germany and Japan, however, the replacement of Bretton Woods by the
DWSR was greeted rather more cautiously. While Bonn would push ahead with a
796
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regional monetary regime – the European Monetary System and later the Euro – to help
stabilise its export markets, Tokyo was forced to endure wild swings of the dollar before
opting for regionalization – followed by tentative regional integration – in East and
South East Asia, and inadvertently creating a new dynamic growth centre in its wake
(see below).

But whether the DWSR was successful or not, to restate an earlier point, would
ultimately depend on the US being continually able to attract foreign capital. For this to
occur it was vital that Washington restored the dollar as a stable standard of value and
maintain a low inflation rate: something which had proven highly elusive for the Nixon,
Ford and Carter Administrations, respectively.

By the late 1970s Wall Street began to demand action was taken in this area. Carter
brought in former Chase Manhattan Bank vice-President, and president of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, Paul Volcker, to head the Federal Reserve.798 The mission
he was set was simple: slash inflation and restore the dollar’s prestige as the
international currency.

Drawing on the “common sense” ideas of the Mont Pelerin Society (see below) Volcker
adhered to a strict monetary policy: limiting the growth in the money supply and
allowing the interest rate to rise to whatever level necessary to break inflation.799 Over
the next eighteen months the Fed continuously raised the nominal interest rate, from a
base rate of 8% in 1978 to a peak of 21% in 1981, and remaining high throughout the
mid-eighties. Known as the Volcker Shock this represented a dramatic about-face in US
monetary policy, constituting, into the bargain, a major assault on the Keynesian HB.800

The US Treasury and Wall Street were unanimous in their support for the Volcker
Shock. Renewed confidence in a strong dollar, together with the opening of global
capital markets and on-going financial deregulation would help attract mobile capital.
798
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This in turn would:
1) boost the power of Wall Street;
2) consolidate the US at the apex of global surplus value extraction;
3) increase demand for US Treasury Bonds and thus help solve the nation’s
perennial BOP problems and low savings rate, and, indirectly;
4) reassert American hegemony, by lending Washington the sufficient funds to
launch the Second Cold War, itself pivotal for restoring its politico-military
hegemony (see below).

The domestic benefits of the Volcker Shock extended beyond the financial sector.
Productive capital also recognised its utility as a necessary class instrument to
undermine labour militancy, which as argued, was widely considered the principal
cause of the double-digit inflation rates. Likewise American exporters – the potential
losers under high interest rates and a high dollar – applauded the slashing of inflation
and reduction of domestic economic and social costs. In short, all factions of capital
tacitly acknowledged the legitimacy of financial capital’s hegemonic role in reviving
accumulation.801

The Volcker Shock met a similar positive response at the international level. The size of
the US economy, its corporate penetration of other advanced capitalist states (IOP), not
to mention the latters’ increasing integration into the American financial system (thanks
to the aforementioned ‘dollar overhang’, petrodollar recycling and purchase of
American securities, derivatives and Treasury Bonds) meant that the stability of the
‘greenback’ was not merely a national problem but pivotal to the well-being of the
entire global capitalist system. Core countries’ political elite, corporate heads, investors
and central bankers – reflected in international organisations such as the IMF –
welcomed the restoration of monetary discipline to the international financial sector.802
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Significantly, even German and Japanese productive capital in Germany and Japan
supported the Volcker Shock and the associated bolstering of financial capital in its
capacity as capital-in-general to impose the necessary discipline and hence restore
profit rates. The establishment of a downgraded Bretton Woods exchange system based
upon a strong, albeit free-floating, dollar was better than nothing, they acknowledged,
offering as it did some form of stable reference point for long-term investment
decisions.

But before financial capital could fulfil this historical purpose, all constraints had to be
removed on capital mobility. The biggest remaining obstacle remained the Keynesianwelfare FOS and associated Fordist tripartite corporatism. It was crucial to downgrade
the hitherto privileged position of industrial labour within the HB. Financialization was
indeed the subsequent neoliberal revolution: understood as a drive to restore class
power, and create conditions for further class formation.

The significance of the Volcker Shock, therefore, was more than a technical mechanism
to strengthen money capital and help reassert American financial hegemony. It was a
highly political gesture, sending out a clear signal that US government was committed
to tackling what elites deemed as lying at the root of the inflation/dollar crisis – the
entire New Deal socio-economic model – and restore capital accumulation and
profitability.

The war on inflation would mean a long recession, businesses allowed to go bankrupt,
high unemployment, mortgage defaults, house repossessions and, it was hoped, the
weakening of organised labour.803 Fortunately, there did exist bipartisan political
agreement in the US on the need to administer such strong medicine. Little surprise,
then, that Reagan would dutifully reappoint Volcker at the Fed in 1983.
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4.2.2 “Second Moment”: the Consolidation of Neoliberal “Common
Sense”
As shown in Chapter II, Antonio Gramsci stood in contrast to many orthodox Marxists
by stressing the importance of ideas (albeit never separated from their material basis) in
underpinning hegemony. The dominant social groups always disguised their true class
interests by “posing all the questions around which the struggle rages not on a corporate
but on a ‘universal’ plane”. Indeed, the promotion of shared cultural values and ideas
was vital to incorporate subordinate groups into the domination ‘coalition’, representing
as it did “the decisive passage from the structure to the sphere of the complex
superstructures”: the “second moment” in Gramsci’s conceptualisation of hegemony.804
The battle over ideas, therefore, was critical for Gramsci. “One of the most important
characteristics of any group that is developing towards dominance”, Gramsci noted, “is
to struggle to assimilate and to conquer ideologically’ the traditional intellectuals.” 805

In the words of Robert Cox: “The building of a new counter-hegemonic historic bloc is
a long-term task for organic intellectuals working in constant interaction with the
groups whose dissent from the established order makes them candidates for
inclusion”.806 Though Cox’s “organic intellectuals” (like Gramsci) were progressive
social forces, the above quote does chime somewhat with the political struggle waged
by the bourgeois anti-Keynesian forces from within the global hegemon from the 1950s
onwards; desperate as they were to win over traditional intellectuals, oversee a shift in
the underlying production model and SROP and establish a new, in this case, neoliberal,
HB.

The Wall Street Crash and Great Depression, as indicated in Chapter III had produced a
paradigm shift in the various university faculties and policy-makers centres towards
state interventionary theories, most notably the Keynesian variety. Nevertheless a small
but influential group of renegade economists liberals, led by Austrian philosopher
Friedrich von Hayek and including Ludwig von Mises, Karl Popper and Milton
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Friedman, still retained faith in the fundamental virtues of the free market, forming the
Mont Pelerin Society in 1947.

A bastion of classic liberalism, the Society drew heavily on the work of late nineteenth
century neo-classical writers such as Marshall, Jevons, Walras and Menger, though its
ideological lodestone remained political economist Adam Smith, especially his
(somewhat misrepresented) views on human nature, the ‘hidden hand’ and laissez-faire.
The economy, if left to its own devices, these argued, would function perfectly, supply
would create its own demand (Say’s Law) and the market had a natural tendency
towards equilibrium (the Pareto-optimal).807

Government intervention in free markets was not just highly inefficient and politically
corrupt, von Hayek explained in his Road to Serfdom (1944), it represented the greatest
menace to private property and the competitive market and thus individual freedom
itself.808 Most Mont Pelerin members subscribed to Friedman monetarist theory that
government/central bank had to keep a close control on money supply – in effect
making it scarce – to avoid demand-pull inflation. Consequently government deficit
financing of the welfare state and corporatist industrial relations were counterproductive, guaranteeing neither economic growth nor stability. Labour had to be
flexible and managers should be afforded greater control over the production process:
granted the freedom to restructure production, adopt technological processes and shape
the labour force to requirements. Hidden behind Friedman’s pseudo-scientific and
mathematical models, however, lay clear class objectives. Market deregulation, low
taxes, free markets, privatisation and dismantling of the welfare (though not the
‘warfare’) state would benefit capital and the upper classes in general.

In the 1950s the Mont Pelerin Society established its base at the University of Chicago –
the so-called ‘Chicago School’ – where both Milton Friedman and von Hayek gave
classes. Nevertheless, during the Keynesian golden age this reduced circle of
neoliberals remained fairly isolated from the mainstream academia and policy-makers
in general. Its principal source of financial and political support was from wealthy
807
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conservatives, Wall Street and anti-New Deal corporate heads who denounced
Keynesian welfarism in the core (especially its commitment to full employment) and
watched with horror as Dependency Theory-inspired ISI programmes (complete with
nationalisation of lucrative natural resources, import restrictions and the extension of
mass unionisation) were being adopted throughout the developing world, most notably
in Latin America, and to the direct detriment of American investors.

And so it was that the University of Chicago along with other academic/quasi-academic,
right-wing think tanks and certain key sectors of the media became the focal point for
the neoliberal intellectual counter-revolution.

Though in the 1950s and 1960s the Chicago School doctrine had little political
application at home, its ideas did coincide with the State Department’s objectives
abroad, markedly to extend the Open Door through Latin America and counter
Dependency Theory-inspired developmentalist economists’ influence there. Under the
umbrella of the Cold War the US government financed a series of public/private
initiatives dedicated to destabilise those ‘insular’ national developmental programmes
considered ‘detrimental’ to corporate America.809 Meanwhile, at the level of ‘civil
society’, private foundations such as USAID and the Ford Foundation bankrolled large
numbers of South American students’ post-graduate courses at the University of
Chicago. The hope was the latter would return to their home countries to form a new
intellectual elite and, supported by more USAID money, set up Chicago-style
universities throughout the continent in order to spread the new “common sense”.810

Evidently, ideological means alone were insufficient to guarantee the success of
neoliberalism in Latin America. When a powerful group of US corporations failed in
their coordinated action under Washington’s leadership to provoke economic collapse
and hence regime change in Chile, Kissinger authorised the CIA to take more concerted
action, backing Pinochet’s coup d’etat on September 11, 1973.811 Not only did this to
809
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send a clear signal to other Latin American governments tempted to take the
developmentalist route and nationalise key resources, it finally gave the Chicago Boys a
chance to put their abstract economic models into practise, albeit at gunpoint.

Pinochet dutifully implemented the neoliberal programme handed to him, replacing
Keynesian developmental policies with a far more corporate friendly agenda:
privatisation, deregulation, removal of trade barriers, reduction of government spending
(except military), elimination of price controls, facilitation of FDI, and the right to
repatriate profits.812

The Chicago School experiment, nevertheless, was an unmitigated disaster: recession,
debt, massive unemployment, financial speculation and sky high inflation. But in just
one area the Chilean neoliberal programme was successful: redistributing wealth from
the middle and working classes to the rich industrial, financial and landowning classes,
leaving the country to suffer chronic inequality for decades to come.813 The Chilean
model for regime change and subsequent neoliberal ‘shock therapy’ was repeated in
other countries in Latin America in the 1970s, notably Uruguay, Argentina, Bolivia and
Brazil, relying on similar brutality and producing similarly poor results.814

Clearly such an overt coup d’etat “war of movement” to install neoliberalism in
Western democracies was out of the question. There, only a Gramscian “war of
position” would suffice. This involved a long-term strategy of cultural socialisation to
nurture political consent (“common sense”) amongst the various classes would suffice.

In the US Nixon’s entrance into the White House in 1969 was enthusiastically endorsed
by neoliberals such as Milton Friedman, especially once a few of his former Chicago
Boys, notably George Shultz and Donald Rumsfeld, were elected to cabinet posts. But
given the dire economic climate Nixon refused to take the political gamble of
dismantling Keynesianism, opting, as shown above, for familiar corporatist wage and
812
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price controls, provoking the wrath of Friedman, who dismissed him as “the most
socialist of the presidents of the United States in the 20th Century”.815 But neoliberalism
was attracting attention where it really mattered. From the late 1960s onwards,
consolidating in the early 1970s, Friedman’s ideas began to garner support from a large
section of the corporate and business world which blamed Keynesianism for their
declining profit rates.

Furthermore, it was not just the state of the economy which concerned capital in the late
1960s and early 1970s; they complained society was afflicted by a broader ideological
malaise.

While moral conservatives lamented the loss of traditional family values (undermined
by late 1960s decadence) and worried about the repercussions of a general public everdistrustful of mainstream politics/institutions (in the wake of Vietnam, Watergate and
the OPEC crisis), what really angered corporate elites was the broad business
environment in the US and what they perceived to be a society-wide entrenched
scepticism towards private enterprise and the profit motive – the very essence of
“Americanism”.

According to a Harris poll conducted in 1975 only 15% of Americans had “a great deal
of confidence” in corporate leaders, a drop of 40% from its mid-1960s level.816 Elites
became increasingly perturbed at the rising tide of class-based anti-capitalist sentiment,
fearful it was undermining American values and with it the very essence of American
society. Against such a backdrop – together with concerns over the increase of workers
rights, environmental regulations, consumer protection laws and social policies – the
cover of Time magazine, on the 14th July 1975, depicted of Adam Smith posing behind
the big bold headlines, “Can Capitalism Survive?”817

In was in this context that American private capital began to organise, to act consciously
as a class, and promote the ‘positive’ side of capitalism. In 1972 the CEOs of the largest
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US corporations formed the Business Roundtable and together with the United States
Chamber of Commerce (USCC) and the National Association of Manufacturers
launched a well-financed political lobbying campaign, mobilising a huge amount of
campaign funds to pressure Congress, the media and academia to promote neoliberalism
and adopt a more pro-capital agenda. In 1974, for example, the USCC set up its
“Economics for Young Americans” programme to teach the national youth the
importance of “preserving and advancing the free enterprise system”; in 1976 the
USFCC produced “Enterprise” a weekly programme on local cable and financed the
short film “The American Album”, narrated by Hollywood star James Stewart,
celebrating the pivotal role free enterprise had played in constructing the US during the
first 200 hundred years of its history.818

Meanwhile vast amounts of corporate cash was also funnelled into right-wing thinktanks, be they well-established ones, such as the aforementioned Ford Foundation, the
Hoover Institution, American Enterprise Institute, Center for Strategic and International
Studies, National Bureau of Economic Research and the Pew Charitable Trust, or new
ones such as the Heritage Foundation, the Center for the Study of American Business
and the Cato Institute.

The huge quantity of empirical work carried out by these business lobbies, think tanks,
and foundations, and the impact it had on shaping “common sense” in civil society
institutions – especially the media and key university economics departments and
business schools – was incalculable. A testament to the paradigm shift underway was
the granting of the Nobel Prize for Economics819 to both Friedrich Hayek (shared with
Gunnar Myrdal) in 1974 and Milton Friedman in 1976 for their work on monetarist
theories, despite their disastrous application in Chile.

The aforementioned process of internationalisation meant that it was not just the
domestic arena that worried American capital. By the early 1970s 300 American
corporations, including its 7 largest banks, generated 40% of their annual profit from
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business operations abroad.820 The scale of accumulated assets controlled by foreignbased US multinationals meant any serious deterioration of trade relations with the
advanced capitalist countries could have seriously economic consequences.

In 1973 key American economic and political elites led by Chase Manhattan Bank’s
David Rockefeller and Columbia University professor and State Department consultant,
Zbigniew Brzezinski, set up the Trilateral Commission in 1973 with the specific
objective of:

1) improving US-European-Japanese business environment;
2) acting as a forum for large industrial, financial and service-based
corporations from the respective regions to debate; and
3) help facilitate greater transnational business links; for Neo-Gramscian
Stephen Gill the launching of the Trilateral Commission represented a
crucial moment in the transnational managerial class formation.821

The true ideological vision and associated class interests of the Trilateral Commission
were made apparent by the publishing of its 1975 Task Force Report, entitled “The
Crisis of Democracy”, specifically Chapter 3 on the “United States” written by
renowned academic and Democratic Party defense consultant, Samuel Huntington. The
cause of society’s ills in the 1970s went deeper than Keynesianism.

Fifteen years before he would warn the West of the imminent “clash of civilisation”
following the fall of the Berlin Wall, Huntington blamed the 1970s political and
economic malaise on the “dramatic upsurge of democratic fervour in America” during
the 1960s, expressed in the huge growth of citizens participation “in the form of
marches, demonstrations, protest movements and ‘cause’ organisations”, and “markedly
higher levels of self consciousness” amongst the racial minorities, students, unions
demanding equality.822 This “excess of democracy” had two major negative corollaries,
according to Huntington. On a basic level, it had forced Washington to allocate more
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and more of the federal budget to social spending instead of foreign and security policy.
On a deeper level, it had fuelled a lack of respect for authority amongst the public
thereby producing problems of “governability”. The antidote, according to Huntington,
was to place “desirable limits to the extension of political democracy”.823

In parallel to the launching a “war of position” in civil society it was vital that capital
developed a political class instrument and a popular base to fundamentally reconstruct
capital-labour relations.

Interim president, Gerald R. Ford, a Hoover/Taft Republican, did go some way to
ameliorate conservative factions when, acting on the Treasury’s advice, he introduced
severe austerity measures and refused to bail out New York City once it declared
bankruptcy in 1975. Indeed, to all intents and purposes, the New York stand-off
represented the first serious neoliberal experiment in the West and served as a template
for future administrations.824 The state of the economy and the Watergate debacle,
however, dramatically reduced the possibilities that a Republican candidate would win
the presidential election in 1976.

Instead, the smart money had shifted behind the Trilateral Commission’s Democratic
candidate, Governor of Georgia, Jimmy Carter. Carter’s campaign ‘catch-all’ promises
of full employment, equal opportunities, tax reform, urban development, fiscal
moderation, anti-inflation and balanced budgets, combined with an affable ‘down-toearth Christian’ image and upbeat popularist civil rights rhetoric, it was hoped, would
appeal to a cross-section of disillusioned American voters (liberals, moderates,
businesses, labour groups, minorities, Southerners, the religious) eager for progressive
“common sense” change.
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Once sworn in as President, Carter dutifully named fellow Trilateral Commission
members to the posts of Vice President (Walter Mondale), Secretary of State (Cyrus
Vance), Treasury Secretary (W. Michael Blumenthal), Secretary of Defense (Harold
Brown), National Security Adviser (Zbigniew Brzezinski) and Energy Secretary (James
Schelinger).

Despite the progressive rhetoric, the Carter Administration sided with the growing
deregulation/‘supply-side’ consensus in Washington: i) amending the Internal Revenue
Code via the Revenue Act of 1978 resulting in a slashing of income, corporate and
capital gains tax rates (disproportionately benefiting the very wealthy); ii) vetoing plans
to increase public spending; effectively abandoning the commitment to full employment
under the Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of 1978; and iii) embarking on
business deregulation, reflected in the Airline Deregulation Act (removing price
controls and slashing workers’ salaries/benefits), and the Motor Carrier Act of 1980
(deregulation of the trucking industry).

Yet the neoliberal reforms were neither able to pull the US out of the recession nor went
far enough for Corporate America, especially with the onset of the Second Oil Shock in
the light of the Iranian Revolution.

In July 1979 Carter sought to ‘rally the troops’ in his famous “Crisis of Confidence”
speech, lamenting the political, economic and cultural malaise the country found itself
in. Fellow Trilateral Commission member Paul Volcker was named as Federal Reserve
chief the following August to execute the aforementioned inflationary “shock” and thus
regain the confidence of the business sector. Augmented international tensions with the
consolidation of the Iranian Revolution and subsequent hostage crisis only deepened the
general malaise, leaving Carter with little hope of achieving a second term of office. By
that time, anyway, conservative social forces and capital-in-general had rallied behind
the Republican Party as the most appropriate vehicle to carry out wholesale economic
structural change – the neoliberal “Modern Prince”.

In reality little ideological difference lay between the mainstream parties: capital, as
Gramsci insisted, being eager to play one political group off against the other, without
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committing.825 Historically, however, as Chapter III showed, large capital and the
dominant classes in general had always enjoyed a particular close relationship with the
Republican Party, which also happened to attract the greatest critics of Keynesianism.
The Supreme Court’s 1976 decision to remove restrictions limiting corporations’
contributions to political parties and political action committees (PACs) in the name of
free speech826 only served to further blur the traditional liberal theory separation
between the political and economic spheres. Now, more than ever, American politics
was a game for the very wealthy. The number of PACs shot up, from 89 in 1974 to
1,467 in 1982.827

Governor of California, Ronald Reagan, was just one of many high profile right-wing
Republicans whose political career had been sponsored by PAC funding and
contributions from rich individuals. The wealthy hardly needed reminding of the horrors
of Keynesianism, blaming the welfare-state for high taxes and organised labour for high
inflation, and hence the devaluation of their financial assets. No, the real challenge
facing the ‘New’ Republican Party was how to galvanise sufficient popular support for
what was in effect a rather narrow class agenda. Controlling Congress and the White
House would require the construction of a new neoliberal HB.

As Gramsci had indicated (see Chapter II), political problems can be more easily solved
when they are disguised as cultural ones. It was time to appeal to cultural nationalism –
American exceptionalism – those age-old “common sense” ‘American values’ which
underpinned the country’s foundational myths and were deeply imbedded in the
national popular discourse (e.g. Manifest Destiny, the Divine Plan, the Frontier Myth,
the American Dream etc – see Chapter III). Reagan projected hope and optimism;
promising to return the US to its glorious (i.e. pre-Vietnam) past.828
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Fittingly, the ideological inspiration behind this conservative shift would be yet another
University of Chicago professor, Leo Strauss,829 whose ideas were first popularly
espoused by far-right GOP Senator Barry Goldwater830 in the early/mid 1960s, but
which bore uncanny similarity to the aforementioned “excessive democracy” thesis set
out by Samuel Huntington in the 1970s. Traditional ‘American values’ – religion,
nation, family and individual responsibility – argued Republican neoconservative
followers of Strauss, such as Irving Kristol and Norman Podhoretz, had been soiled by
Keynesian-inspired ‘dependency culture’, immorality, feminism, atheism, ‘liberalism’
and excessive tolerance of lefties and foreigners.

Financed by PACs and aided and abetted by sympathetic right-wing media outlets (e.g.
Fox News) the Republican Party launched a moral crusade against decadent ‘antiAmericanism’, paying particular attention to the unfairness of affirmative action
(reflected in the Supreme Court’s 1978 decision in Regents of the University of
California v. Bakke, 1978) and the cruelty of the pro-abortionists (following Roe versus
Wade).831

As envisioned, these “common sense” messages were like manna from heaven to social
conservatives, especially the Southern and Western white lower classes, traditionally
considered Democrat voters, which Reaganite campaigners had targeted as vital to their

ended his speech reminding his audience of the moral weight that lay on America’s shoulders: “We
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electoral success. In parallel the Republican Party started to officially endorse the
growing protestant evangelical movement. This mutually reinforcing relationship
resulted in the formation of the Moral Majority, a New Christian Right political
organisation which would constitute the ideological touchstone for Reagan’s
neoconservative revolution.832

Winning over the educated middle class, however, required a more sophisticated
approach. Corporate money now flowed into university economics departments and
business schools – many of them erstwhile Keynesian establishments, such as Harvard
and Stanford – in order to indoctrinate future national and foreign elites in the new
economic “common sense”’. The business press, including the Wall Street Journal,
Business Week and Time Magazine, all adopted a neoliberal editorial line, denouncing
the New Deal arrangements for stifling traditional American virtues such as individual
freedom, entrepreneurism and commercialisation. Friedman himself even got the chance
to extol the beauty of free markets an expensive ten-part Public Broadcasting Service
(PBS) television series of his book – “Free to Choose”.

And so it was that the Republican Party acquired the reputation as the best guarantor of
both commercial and American/Christian values. A new neoliberal HB was formed. A
wide section of the middle and working classes mobilised behind a big business
programme to enrich the wealthy. Not for the first time in American history, as Chapter
III testified, social groups would be persuaded to vote on the basis of identity politics
(e.g. culture, race, nationalism or religion) rather than on their ‘objective’ material
interests.

4.2.3 Restructuring Anglo-Saxon Social Relations of Production
As explained above, Reagan’s electoral victory in 1980833 represented just another step
in a long process of consolidating the political project of neoliberalism i.e. re-establish
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the conditions for capital accumulation necessary to restore class power begun by Carter
and manifested in Volcker’s monetarist turn.834
Characteristically, Reagan’s Inaugural Address, on January 20th 1981, once again drew
on classic exceptionalist rhetoric, setting out his administration’s proposals for “an era
of national renewal”; a “new beginning” for this “nation under God”. There was no
“inevitable decline”; it was time American regained belief in the nation’s greatness, to
“dream heroic dreams” (making reference to fallen American soldiers, quite pertinently
those in Vietnam) aspire once again to be “a beacon of hope” for the world’s repressed.
But for this to occur it was vital that the US returned to its pre-New Deal socioeconomic model. The nation’s ills – inflation, unemployment, low growth/productivity,
high taxes and debt – could only be resolved if the market was once again allowed to
work its magic as before (when “we unleashed the energy and the individual genius of
man”) and governmental intervention and red tape reduced. Invoking classic liberal
“common sense” Reagan insisted the federal government was not the solution to the
problem; the federal government was the problem.835

Neoliberalism’s promise to restore capital’s profitability, as asserted above, was based
around transforming of domestic SROP “in favour of creditor and rentier interests” (the
“the subordination of productive sectors to financial sectors”): “a drive to shift wealth
and power and security away from the bulk of the population.”836 As both the Volcker
Shock and Reagan’s Inaugural Address indicated the top policy priority remained
tackling inflation, not least since it dramatically reduced the profitability of financial
assets and thus undermined foreign capital inflows and therein American hegemony.

It was “common sense” amongst American capital that the single most important cause
of inflation was cost-push pressure from tripartite corporatist industrial relations. In this
thinly disguised class war it was not enough to dismantle the New Deal, open capital
markets and restore the dollar’s prowess. It was absolutely imperative to disenfranchise
one of the central pillars of the Keynesian/Fordist HB: organised labour, just as the
Encyclopaedia of US Campaigns, Elections and Electoral Behaviour, edited by Kenneth F. Warren, Sage
Publication Inc. Thousand Oak, California, p.651
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Chicago Boys had attempted in Latin America. Indeed, a direct confrontation was not
just inevitable, but actually politically necessary. Symbolism was important in politics
and examples had to be set. The American state would be the leading agency in this
global project to restore class power. The reconstruction of global hegemony began at
home.

The Reagan Administration launched its exemplary class war against rather an
improbable target, the middle class Professional Air-Traffic Controllers Organisation
(PATCO) union, which had gone on strike in August 1981. Declaring the industrial
action both illegal and a “peril to national security”, Reagan demanded they return to
work within forty-eight hours or face immediate dismissal, resulting in the firing of
11,345 workers (of 13,000 total) who failed to meet the deadline.837

The defeat of PATCO was an overwhelming success for Washington. It had its desired
effect of refashioning capital-labour relations, signalling both the government’s formal
rejection of corporatist arrangements and warning other unions of the likely
consequences of not accepting their subservience. Paul Volcker himself classified the
PATCO as: “the most important single action of the administration in helping the antiinflation fight.”838 Reviewing the Reagan legacy former Federal Reserve Chief, Alan
Greenspan concurred with Volcker one hundred per cent, adding that “his action gave
weight to the legal right of private employers, previously nor exercised, to use their own
discretion to both hire and discharge workers”.839

Unsurprisingly, the news was received with great enthusiasm by Wall Street and global
financial markets in general. Massive deindustrialisation of the unionised north-east and
mid-west soon followed with capital establishing new industrial plants in the
Republican-voting non-unionised south and western states. Union membership and
industrial sector real wages entered a long-term decline from which they would never
recover.
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In short, the Volcker Shock together with Reagan’s defeat of organised labour must be
considered the pivotal events in the reconstructing of American hegemony. Firstly, on a
basic level, they helped the US gain legitimacy amongst Western business elites by
claiming to have led the capitalist world out of the 1970s Keynesian malaise.
Washington now occupied the high moral ground, criticising other capitalist states for
their lax fiscal and monetary policies. But secondly, and on a deeper level, these
policies formed part of a broader neoliberal revolution promising to boost profit levels
and lead the capitalism out of its systemic crisis by reconstructing the SROP, HB and
FOS.

Neoliberal logic claimed any barriers to the Open Door had to be torn down. Areas
hitherto largely insulated from commodification under Keynesian arrangements, such as
health, education and pensions, now constituted markets to be accessed and public
resources ransacked. An age of new imperialism had dawned, David Harvey confirmed,
one based upon “accumulation by dispossession”.840

To that end Reagan launched his own Chicago School-inspired programme –
Reaganomics – with the objective of freeing markets and dismantling the ‘welfare’ part
of the Keynesian warfare-welfare state. This involved maintaining strict control (at least
in principal) of the monetary supply; cutting social spending (e.g. Medicaid, Medicare
and food stamps); privatising public assets;841 allowing the Federal minimum wage to
fall; and, citing the Laffer curve,842 amending the tax code so as to be more favourable
to the corporations and the wealthy – notably the Economic Recovery Tax Act (ERTA)
and the Tax Reform Act (TRA), of 1981 and 1986, respectively – thereby continuing
the process began under the Carter administration.843
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Reagan’s on-going political discourse – a contradictory cocktail of heightened
nationalism, militarism and anti-statist liberalism (private property, free markets,
liberty, individualism and entrepreneurialism) – struck a “common sense” nerve with a
sufficiently sizeable section of American society to permit him to press ahead with the
radical overhaul of the SROP. Nevertheless, and to avoid any programme hitches (as
well as appeasing social conservatives within the neoliberal HB) the Reagan
administration instigated a widespread restructuring of the judiciary, appointing a record
number of judges (376) to the various federal counts, including obviously the Supreme
Court. The reforms ensured, amongst other things, that previous ‘liberal’ decisions on
abortion, death penalty and affirmative action etc were overturned.

But although ‘deregulation’ was the ‘buzz-word’, applied to all sectors, be it agriculture,
industry, services or finance, there was one market which would be subject to even
stricter controls: the labour market.844 Furthermore, and again contrary to the free
market discourse, Reaganomics actually sponsored less competition and the
consolidation of capital and monopoly power.

Between 1980 and 1989, for example, there were just over 31,000 mergers worth some
$1.34trn; with the FIRE (finance, insurance and real estate) sectors seeing their share of
total private investment double during the 1980s 25-26%.845 Indeed, thanks to
government policies, fraud and the socially regressive nature of supply-side economics,
it was not long before the real estate bubble burst, expressed in the Savings and Loan
Crisis (S&L Crisis) from 1986-1995, just one of what would be an ever-increasing
number of financial crises during this new financialization age.

Here it is pertinent to make a clear distinction between neoliberalism the “project” and
neoliberalism the “process”. The Reagan Revolution was never as doctrinaire as, for
example its British counter-part (see below). Not all Keynesianism was to be rejected.
While the welfare part of the US welfare-warfare state was dismissed as ‘old thinking’,
military Keynesianism as part of an increase NSS, it appeared, was very contemporary.
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With domestic demand flat (thanks to the austerity measures) the Reagan
Administration sought to stimulate domestic business and technological advances via a
massive deficit-funded arms race and foreign military adventures, justified by Soviet
aggressive policies (see below). Cuts to social spending, therefore, found their counterpart in proportional rise in defense expenditure.

Building upon the work of earlier Marxian thinkers such as Rosa Luxemburg, Baran
and Sweezy noted that military spending was a good way to absorb the surplus value
(and hence restore profitability) without ‘crowding out’ the private sector (i.e.
worsening the over-production tendencies) at least in the short term.846 Furthermore,
and unlike welfare spending, military spending redistributed state funds to the right
people (e.g. the upper classes). Once again it was not the free market but it was in
keeping with neoliberalism understood as a class project to promote capital
accumulation.

In many ways the launching of the so-called Second Cold War had very similar aims to
that of the First Cold War one. There were clear national and international objectives.
Since the latter will be discusses in the following section, suffice here to summarise
three domestic objectives:

1) Absorb surplus value and restore profitability in American industry
(especially in the area of high-tech) via public subsidise. More money would be
given to the “Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency” (DARPA), the
Pentagon-based agency established by Eisenhower in 1958, and bringing
together elite university research centres and private laboratories and
corporations in order to development new capital-intensive technologies for the
military (e.g. missile technology, electronics, semi-conductors, materials
science, information technology and nuclear physics) but whose discoveries
would also have important commercial application and help to compete with the
Japanese (e.g. computers, high definition TVs etc). Defense contractors such as
Boeing, Northrop, Martin Marietta, Grumman, Lockheed and General Electric
846
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obviously welcomed military spending being restored to levels not witnessed
since the Korean and Vietnam Wars. And, closely connected to this,

2) Help consolidate the New Right HB, and therein marginalise left-leaning
liberals, as occurred with the First Cold War. Not only were conservatives,
especially the religious Right, innately anti-communist, but by setting up hightech industries and military installations in the southern and western States – the
traditional home of Republican voters – they would now develop a vested
material interest in (not just ideological identification with) the MIC and NSS.
And finally,

3) High deficit spending would inevitably raise the national budget deficit. This
provided a convenient fiscal excuse for the government to drastically cut back
on the welfare part of the Keynesian welfare-warfare state, slashing social
benefits and attacking those ‘work-shy’ unemployed (according Friedman
unemployment was always voluntary) and ‘welfare queens’.

Meanwhile on the other side of the Atlantic similar social processes were already
underway.

In line with Wallerstein/Arrighi’s theory on declining hegemons (see Chapter II)
financial/money capital had long enjoyed dominance over productive capital in Britain.

As Arrighi noted (see Chapter II), almost a century before the US, British elites took the
decision to exploit London’s comparative advantage in finance and turn the City into
the world’s banking centre just as US, Germany, France and Japan were beginning to
take an ever larger share of its manufacturing export markets (as would occur to the US
in the late 1960s). During this financial “belle époque” successive British governments
prioritised the interests of commerce and high finance (i.e. maintaining a strong pound)
often to the detriment of British industry.847
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Chapter III revealed the reality of Britain’s much touted “special relationship” with the
US was, in fact, a euphemistic term for “consensual subservience” and conforming to
the established pattern of behaviour of a declining hegemon for world-system theorist
Christopher Chase-Dunn.848 Once Britain accepted client-statehood status under
American hegemony, however,849 Washington did recognise London as its principal
military ally in Western Europe, reflected in the privileged position the latter occupied
within NATO and the sale of key military arms and equipment, most notably, their
nuclear deterrents (i.e. Polaris, Trident I & II). Furthermore, London was allowed to
operate as Wall Street’s offshore banking sector, in charge of running the unregulated
Eurodollar market from the late 1950s onwards.

The City’s integration into the American financial system, as argued above, only
strengthened their support for favoured free market liberalism and monetarism, and
heightened their long-standing animosity towards embedded liberalism, blaming
Keynesian capital controls and commitment to full employment for undermining
London’s world’s financial centre status. As in the US the “common sense” supply-side
ideas of Hayek and Friedman started to gain popularity within banking circles by the
late 1960s, filtered through elite universities, and promoted by right-wing think-tanks
such as the Institute of Economic Affairs, the Centre for Policy Studies and the Adam
Smith Institute.

The degree of Anglo-American financial integration became evident in the 1976 with
the aforementioned close collaboration between the Bank of England and the City on
one hand and the US Treasury and Wall Street on the other to force the British
government to adopt the IMF bail-out package and associated structural adjustment
package. No doubt, the fact the Labour government chose to prioritise the defense of
sterling and the City’s interest above long-term commitments to the welfare state did
represent a significant class victory for the financial elite and capital in general and dealt
848
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a serious blow to Keynesianism. Nevertheless, these initiatives by themselves failed to
dismantle corporatist industrial relations let alone break organised labour. More drastic
measures were required.

Post-IMF bail-out the mainstream media stepped up its war on the unions which were
depicted as all-powerful, greedy and militant and blamed not just for causing the 1978
“winter of discontent” but also for he dire state of the national economy in general. Such
a “common sense” view was perpetuated through the various conduits of ‘civil society’
(e.g. TV, press, radio, theatre, literature, clubs and societies). The British likewise drew
on the nation’s liberal tradition (older, but less extreme than its American counterpart)
to eulogise private property, individualism and the key liberties/freedoms (e.g. choice,
expression and association) as a way to undermine the solidarity of the Keynesian HB.
Once again Gramsci’s observation about the importance of converting political
problems into cultural ones proved relevant.

The Thatcher-led Conservative Party won the general elections on a clear mandate from
the upper and middle classes, together with a considerable section of the working class,
to shrink the public sector and discipline unions and with it, breach inflation. Margaret
Thatcher wasted no time in empowering money capitalism (i.e. the City) in this
disciplining task. Tellingly, the very first policy initiative she introduced on entering
Downing Street in May 1979 was to end British controls over foreign exchange flows.
This was followed in June 1980 by the abolition of bank lending restrictions,850
potentially enabling the City to tap into billions of previously inaccessible funds.

But this would not be possible without a major overhaul of the existing SROP and
associated HB. Only once organised labour had been defeated could the neoliberal
revolution be launched, encompassing the ‘rolling back’ of the state, slashing of public
expenditure, privatisation of the public sector, and a reduction of the tax burden for the
rich. Such a ‘favourable business climate’, it was argued, would find it a lot easier to
attract foreign direct and portfolio investment. The new Prime Minister chastised those
Keynesian dinosaurs who opposed neoliberal reform; “There Is No Alternative”
(TINA), Thatcher would repeat on numerous occasions.
850
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But although Thatcher would replicate the Volcker Shock and adhere to the Friedmanite
monetarist and associated supply-side line, Britain’s macroeconomic figures were no
more successful than they had been in Chile under Pinochet’s “Chicago Boys”. With the
economy in crisis, inflation around 22%, unemployment hitting record figures (2
million), and the government’s popularity in the doldrums, sections of the media called
for a policy u-turn to which Margaret Thatcher famously responded, “You turn if you
want to. The lady’s not for turning”.851

In fact, as Alan Budd, Margaret Thatcher’s economic adviser, and founding member of
the Bank of England’s Monetary Policy Committee, later openly admitted, Whitehall
had not only foreseen the likely macroeconomic effects of its austere monetary and
fiscal policies but actually worked towards them highly political in nature. The Thatcher
government, he acknowledged:

never believed for a moment that [monetarism] was the correct way to bring
down inflation. They did however see that this would be a very good way of
raising unemployment. And raising unemployment was an extremely desirable
way of reducing the strength of the working class…What was engineered – in
Marxist terms – was a crisis of capitalism which re-created the reserve army of
labour, and had allowed the capitalist to make higher profit ever since.852

The reason Thatcher was able to win the June 1983 election and relaunch the neoliberal
revolution with added vigour would be, rather ironically, thanks to the failure of the
‘Chicago Boys’ to turn the Argentinean economy around. Argentina’s invasion of the
Falklands in April 1982 under President Leopoldo Fortunato Galtieri Castelli presented
the Iron Lady a golden opportunity to mobilise nationalism and play the jingoistic
“friend-foe” card, reversing the Tory’s party’s flagging popularity by launching the
Falklands War (May-June 1982).
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Indeed, despite her insistence that Britain was a classless society, Margaret Thatcher
was never more class-conscious than when it came to reconstructing SROP. The
“enemy within”, Thatcher insisted, referring to the union movement, was “much more
difficult to fight and much more dangerous to liberty” than “the enemy without”
(Argentina).853 But this open class war required more than just a general squeezing of
the economy; again symbolism was highly important. As in the US it was necessary to
have a public showdown with, and defeat, a key union, in order to appease capital.

Thatcher chose the Tory Party’s bête noir, the National Union of Mineworkers
(NUM).854 But the time had to be right, with the necessary legal instruments (notably
anti-trade union measures) in place and coal stocks high.855 On March 28th 1983 the
government named arch union-buster industrialist Ian MacGregor as the new head of
the National Coal Board with specific aim of ‘restructuring’ (i.e. down-sizing) the
mining industry as he had previously done at British Steel. A wave of redundancies and
pit closures was soon announced and the year-long strike began on the 12th March 1984.

The political significance of the eventual defeat of the NUM in March 1985 cannot be
overstated.856 Thatcher had smashed the central pillar of the British labour movement,
and with it cleared the way to reconstruct British SROP and dismantle all Keynesianstyle social solidarity that hindered competitive flexibility. Similar industrial clashes
with public sector workers, such as the two year stand-off with the National Union of
Teachers (NUT) from 1984-86, were part of the same process as was Westminster’s
decision to open up the UK to foreign competition and foreign investment. Militant
labour might have been crushed but at the loss of the last remnants of the British
industrial base.

Through the lens of Thatcherite liberalism the Keynesian ‘class compromise’ simply
made no sense now, since Britain was declared officially ‘classless’. Predating Francis
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Fukuyama’s analysis (see below) the Prime Minister asserted that collective identities
were obsolete. Indeed, there was “no such thing as society” (my italics), only
“individual men and women” and “families.”857 Rational, self-interested, individuals
should be allowed to maximise their utility; free to profit in a radical share-holder
revolution.

The crucial groundwork for such an initiative – akin to Gramsci’s first “moment” of
hegemony (the economic) – had been already laid in 1980 with the Right To Buy Act.
Under this act the government would sell off public housing stock – the Council houses
– at hugely discounted rates to their tenants. As hoped, this not only successfully
encouraged house ownership amongst the working classes (people who would not
normally vote Conservative), it had a positive knock-on effect for the middle classes,
who witnessed how the ensuing real estate boom drove up the value of their houses.

Now With the unions seriously weakened the government sought to consolidate the
neoliberal project (and with it restore profit rates) by engaging in accumulation by
dispossession, launching the first massive privatisation of public utilities and state-run
industries in a Western democracy.858 Here the City, like its Wall Street counterpart,
was to be the principal beneficiary of the privatisation and mergers wave and on-going
financialization process859

Expensive publicity campaigns sought to tempt the lower and middle classes into the
‘share-holder class’ and buy, what in principal was already theirs. That the majority of
these shares would eventually end up in the hands of large institutions seemed of little
importance. The aim was to change the political culture; to promote the idea (if not the
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reality) of ‘popular capitalism’ where both individuals and corporations took on greater
responsibility for their well-being and actions. 860

In the context of deindustrialisation/de-unionisation such hegemonic discourse was vital
as a way to integrate part of the ex-industrial working classes into the nascent neoliberal
HB – akin to Gramsci’s “second” moment of hegemony – and who would be willing
participants in the new institutionalised debt-financed ownership/consumer society.
Certainly Thatcher’s pact with the middle classes was indispensable, yet without the
support of a significant share of the working class it would have been impossible to
dismantle Keynesian social structures.

With regards Britain’s process of financialization, the definitive would come via its Big
Bang – a rapid wholesale ‘deregulation’ of financial markets – on the 27th October
1986. As occurred in Wall Street a decade earlier these reforms dramatically altered the
functioning of stock market (in this case the London Stock Exchange), facilitating
transaction, removing the strict segregation between jobbers and brokers, abolishing
fixed commissions on securities, purchases and sales, and opening up the finance
service market to foreign investors. Old investment banks were soon swallowed up by
larger domestic or foreign firms, predominantly American,861 marking the end of
“gentlemanly capitalism”.862

Now, more than ever, the City operated as a branch of Wall Street, with the British
system of governance remoulded to better defend the interests of the financial and
associated service sector. The Treasury acquired supremacy over all other spending
departments (e.g. industry or labour), closely coordinated with a revamped Bank of
England to oversee monetary policy.863 As Andrew Baker observed, a very clear parallel
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could be drawn between the Bank of England-Treasury-City complex and the Federal
Reserve-Treasury-Wall Street axis in the US.864

Given its different history and cultural/political traditions, Britain’s route to
neoliberalism was at the same time more moderate and yet more ideologically driven
than America’s; a reflection of their different HBs and FOSs.

Firstly, corporate sponsorship of political parties and programmes in the UK was never
as overt in the US. In Britain, economic elites could rely on long-established class
networks which connected capital, government, academia, the judiciary and the
permanent civil service to exercise their influence. Secondly, key areas of the Keynesian
state structure and public sector generally held in greater esteem (e.g. the National
Health Service, further education, the Post Office and the BBC) by a wider section of
the population (including many Tory upper-middle class voters) than in the US, so the
Thatcherite neoliberal reform programme had to tread carefully here, at least in the short
to medium term.

On reflection, and by way of summary, it is evident that the Reagan and Thatcher
governments shared the mission: to launch a popular movement to restore class power
(and profit rates) reflected in a massive shift of surplus-value from the bottom 20% to
the top 20% of the population. To do so they first had to win the ideological war, to
challenge and defeat Keynesian “common sense” and replace it with a socially
conservative pre-New Deal liberalism. In both cases, thus, the state – understood in its
broader Gramscian conceptualisation –helped to engineer the replacement of one set of
SROP by another, and with it, restructure the “dominant-subordinate linkages of the
accumulation process.”865 The formation of new alliances of social forces was reflected
in new HBs who in turn helped consolidate a new neoliberal FOS which, looped back
once gain to refashion SROP in a self-reinforcing process.

Importantly no subsequent American or British government, be it Republican or
Democrat, or Conservative of Labour, respectively, would question the basic tenets of
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neoliberalism; in fact privatisation, liberalisation, deregulation, commodification and
regressive fiscal policies were greatly augmented.

Notwithstanding the aforementioned Savings and Loan Crisis, financialization
continued unabated. Banking ‘deregulation’ facilitated a dramatic expansion of overthe-counter (OTC) trading and the shadow-banking system (occupied by non-bank
financial intermediaries) both of which were intimately connected to the explosion of
hedge and derivative markets.

A reciprocal, mutually reinforcing relationship developed between banking sector
‘innovation’ and on-going globalisation and neoliberal policies: the latter served to
bolster stocks and security markets and extend the process of financialization further
(i.e. consolidate the dominance of financial and speculative capital over productive and
industrial capital) which in turn augmented pressure on governments to remove trade
barriers, facilitate market access and downgrade the public sector. A major contribution
to this process came with the passing of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (or the
Financialization Services Modernization Act) in 1999 which removed the remaining
limits on speculative finance with the repeal of FDR’s Glass-Steagall Act of 1933.866

Thus by the late 1990s the world had been transformed into a fully integrated
speculative financial system, and at its most intense within the OECD. What had been
established was a financial Open Door, with Anglo-American dollar-denoted paper
assets freely penetrating Asian and European markets. It consolidated Wall Street and
London as the epicentre of this global rentier system, international investors attracted by
the depth and liquidity of their financial markets; a huge wide range of financial
investment instruments and services were on offer, designed to appropriate profits
generated in the real economy. This DWSR granted the US Treasury huge influence not
just over the OECD economies but throughout the entire global economy, exercised via
international institutions such as the IMF, the World Bank and BIS, amongst others.

Aided by a revolution in the telecommunications industry, American capital enjoyed a
period of high productivity/growth and low wages, hence increased profitability rates
866
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throughout most of the 1990s. The highest profits were to be found in the
aforementioned FIRE complex which encompassed self-reproducing intricately
interconnected circuits of cross-sectoral capital. Nevertheless, and to reiterate an earlier
point, the ‘real’ economy did benefit too. The American state had been particularly
proactive in stimulating domestic technological innovation in the 1980s and 1990s
which stared to pay off. Sectors such as aviation, engineering, chemistry, biotech, IT,
civil nuclear energy and optics were all direct beneficiaries of public financing of the
MIC and public-private research arrangements involving a commercially orientated
university community.

4.3 Re-establishing American Hegemony
4.3.1 Third “Moment”: the “Relation of Military Forces”
A theme reiterated throughout this thesis is that both hegemony and capitalism (as a
mode of production) were never merely consensual: coercion was always present; a
point often forgotten, or at least not stressed, by Neo-Gramscian scholars. This dynamic
finds its parallels in David Harvey’s aforecited conceptualisation of “imperialism of a
capitalist sort” which recognises that however dominant the capitalist logic of power,
states periodically resort to the territorial logic of power, which may involve military
action (or at least the threat of it) to further their interests.867 As Chapter II the “relations
of military forces” for Gramsci’s constituted the third and finally “moment” in the
establishment of hegemony.

American hegemony and thus Pax Americana, it has been argued, itself was built upon
confidence in US military prowess. That is, only Washington possessed the capacity
and will to project power from its network of global military installations (in line with
Nicholas Spykman’s aforementioned “heartland” theory) in order to guarantee systemic
stability within the Cold War framework. The tacit bargain was that the US would
establish and maintain the respective anti-communist security umbrellas in Europe
(NATO), Latin America (Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, or Rio
867
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Treaty) or Asia (Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security/Southeast Asia Treaty
Organisation etc) and in return the foreign dominant capitalist classes would accept
American leadership on trade and financial matters within the context of the post-war
accumulation model.868

Needles to say, such military understandings depended on the continuing belief amongst
foreign leaders that the communist threat was indeed genuine and that the US alone
possessed the resources to keep it at bay. As indicated in Chapter III, thanks to the
existence of powerful home-grown leftist movements in the immediate post-war period
most Western European and Japanese elites needed little coaxing to accept
Washington’s offer.

Yet, as shown above, the Vietnam War seriously undermined American military
hegemony. Firstly, by revealing Washington’s strategic-military shortcomings; and
secondly, by leaving the US so economically and politically exhausted that it felt
obliged to engage in East-West peace talks (détente and SALT I), which in turn
lessened the allies’ need for Washington’s protection. The perceived waning of
American power, as noted earlier, manifested itself in numerous and important ways,
which one can summarise thus:

1) The escalation of transatlantic tensions augmented (e.g. over South East
Asian, the Arab-Israeli conflict, the dismantling of Bretton Woods,
GATT, European integration);

2) The defeated Axis powers, West German and Japan, both demanded greater
economic and political independence, manifested in improved relations with
Moscow (contravening the clear US-demarcated geopolitical rules of the Cold
War); and finally,

3) The Third World appeared to slipping out of control: firstly, beginning with
the Bandung Declaration, G77’s dependency theory-inspired economic
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nationalism (i.e. ISI) and expressed in numerous UNCTAD initiatives,
constituted a direct threat to Washington’s post-war Open Door policy; and
secondly, being bogged down in South East Asia US military and intelligence
forces were unable to prevent domestic forces overthrowing authoritarian
regimes it had supported around the world.

In short, by the mid-to late 1970s there was a wide-ranging consensus on Capitol Hill
on the need to reassert US dominance over its superpower counterpart, capitalist
allies/rivals and third world antagonists. Indeed, despite Jimmy Carter’s much praised
‘peace initiatives’869 and ‘ethical’ post-Vietnam pledge to place ethics and human rights
at the heart of American foreign policy, his presidency retained familiar ‘hawkish’
aspects: the domestic defense budget was augmented; client state dictators continued to
be bankrolled (e.g. El Salvador, the Philippines, Nicaragua, Haiti and Indonesia); the
Islamic fundamental Mujahideen militants in Afghanistan received an estimated
$3.5bn870 large financial aid and advanced weaponry from Washington and Riyadh via
the Zia dictatorship in Pakistan to fight the USSR;871 and Iraq was encouraged and
supported in its war against Iran (following the latter’s Islamic Revolution).

The chosen strategy was to revert to the Hobbesian ‘friend-foe’ strategy which had
proven so effective throughout American history as set out in Rockefeller’s Chapultec
Pact (see Chapter III): the original template for the whole Cold War politico-military
framework. Heightened militarism and overt interventionism, which worked so well
under Truman, could equally serve to overcome the challenges of the present era.
Launching a new Cold War, the ‘hawks’ opined, would help to restore American
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hegemony. Political overhang from Vietnam and Watergate, meant, however, that this
was largely out of bounds during the 1970s.

Successful right-wing domestic lobbying and coalition building, especially via the
revived Committee on the Present Danger (CPD), helped turn the tide. SALT talks were
savagely criticised for giving the USSR time to recover its military force. The Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan was cited as proof of the US’s relative weakness. The CPD
became Reagan’s chief political advisers in strategic foreign policy planning. Its
membership included many of the Cold War old guard such as Paul Nitze, author of the
infamous NSC-68 (the official Cold War statement of military containment).

With Reagan in the White House and the Volcker Shock guaranteeing Washington
access to global savings, the communist threat was greatly exaggerated and a Second
Cold War officially launched. 872

As asserted in the previous section this Second Cold War bore strikingly similar features
to the First one, and dovetailed perfectly with neoliberal objectives to further class
power and restore corporate profitability. In perhaps his greatest role ex-B-film actor
Reagan would play the honest macho cowboy, determined to ‘do the right thing’ to
stand up to the “Evil Empire.

The international (see above for the domestic) objectives of the Second Cold War were
broadly two-fold.

Firstly, the rising of East-West hostilities gave the Reagan Administration the perfect
alibi to expand military and covert operations in the Third World. Under the Reagan
Doctrine Washington pledged to “rollback” supposed Moscow-backed ‘communist
regimes’ – i.e. those nationalist/left-leaning governments who refused to open up their
markets to American corporations and opted instead to pursue their own independent
economic development models (ISI) – in Africa, Asia Latin and America.
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Reagan’s favourite conservative think-tank, the Heritage Foundation, took it upon itself
to uncover ‘threats to national security’. It identified nine ‘anti-democratic states’ ready
for “rollback” – Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Iran, Laos, Libya, Vietnam,
Nicaragua.873 In his 1985 State of Union Address Reagan urged Congress to continue to
finance anti-communist struggles abroad since “support for freedom fighters is selfdefense”.874 Throughout the 1980s the Pentagon worked with the relevant intelligence
agencies (most notably the CIA under its hawkish Director, William Casey) adopted a
wide-range of strategies to topple such as undesirable regimes involving training and
equipping domestic terrorist/opposition forces – e.g. the aforementioned mujahideen
(Afghanistan), the Contras (Nicaragua), UNITA (Angola), the CGDK/KPNLF
(Cambodia), the “death squads” (Columbia and El Salvador) – without ruling out
financing proxy wars (Iran-Iraq War); direct military strikes (Libya); or full invasions
(Grenada).875

Secondly, a new nuclear arms race, in fitting with the ‘friend-foe’ logic, would increase
tensions with the USSR and help the US reassert its military hegemony over the
Western capitalist alliance by dragging West Germany and Japan back into the fold.

Indeed, even before Reagan came into power, the Carter Administration announced
plans to upgrade its nuclear strike force in Europe to close the “Soviet military spending
gap”, the late-1970s version of the “bomber gap” (1950s) and the “missiles gap”
(1960s). Despite mass demonstrations throughout Europe – most notably in the FRG – a
total of 572 Tomahawk Cruise and Pershing II Missiles would be deployed in Britain,
Italy, Netherlands, Belgium and West Germany (the latter being the recipient of all of
the 108 Pershing II Missiles) to “restore the balance” following the Soviet
establishment of ‘theatre nuclear forces’ (SS-20s, SS-5s and SS-4s) in the region (East
Germany and Czechoslovakia).876
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Claiming Moscow was outlining plans for a new generation of missiles – which was
later proved to be false877 – the US hiked up military spending, rising from $171bn to
$376bn between 1981 and 1986,878 placing a mass order for expensive airplanes such as
the B-1 and B-2 bombers and F-15 and F-16 fighters and rebuilding the navy
commissioning Trident missile-carrying nuclear submarines, Iowa-class battleships and
Nimitz-class supercarriers.

Though the project had been circulating policy circles since the late 1960s it was
Reagan who finally launched what is perhaps his most famous defense programme,
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) or Star Wars in 1983 – earmarking $26 billion for
research purposes over the next five years – which threatened to make Soviet nuclear
missiles redundant.879 Taking the arms race to outer space was universally denounced
by friends and enemies alike in the UN General Assembly. The launching of a Second
Cold War, on the other hand, was well received in some quarters.

Britain, for example, welcomed the freezing of East-West relations since it meant
reinforcing the transatlantic (nuclear) “special relationship” and by proxy to the
hegemon, to reassert her world-power status: to “punch above her weight”, in the words
of former Foreign Secretary, Douglas Hurd.880 London authorised the deployment of
more American nuclear missiles on national soil and duly granted permission for the
Americans to use British Royal Air Force bases to bomb Libya in April 1986.881 And
even NATO-sceptic France recognised the benefits of increased military tensions to
discipline West Germany and forestall its possible reunification; François Mitterrand
winning warm praise from Reagan by urging Bonn to take Pershing II missiles.882
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The unintended consequence of Star Wars, together with a dramatic reduction in global
oil prices, so pivotal to its economy, dealt a deadly blow to the USSR, who was forced
to sue for peace. Yet Gorbachev’s unexpected push for wide-scale nuclear disarmament,
nuclear test-bans and removal of American and Soviet fleets from the Mediterranean, in
addition to public announcements of plans to dramatically reduce the size of the Red
Army, was greeted with dismay by Western conservatives.

On hearing of Gorbachev’s offer at Reykjavik to scrap all nuclear weapons Thatcher
took the first flight to Camp David to urge the President not to dismantle the Western
defense system. She did not have to worry. Despite official peace rhetoric Washington
was hardly ready to see an end to Cold War security arrangements and its
accompanying NSS which was so pivotal to US hegemony.

Unsurprisingly, therefore, the subsequent fall of the Berlin Wall did not provoke the
kind of unadulterated enthusiasm amongst the Western political elite that one might
have expected.

No doubt the collapse of the Soviet Union brought with it many economic, political,
military and cultural advantages.

On an ideological level, for example, the US could claim to have won the Cold War.
Contrary to Khrushchev’s prediction it had been American-led capitalism that had
‘buried’ ‘known socialism’. Right-wing Hegelians such as Francis Fukuyama felt free
to announce “the end of history”883 – the definitive victory of Western liberal
democracy and free market capitalism over all other social models: the global
equivalent of Thatcher’s aforementioned TINA.
Importantly, it left Washington as the lone super-power with sufficient “capabilities”884
(notably military-technological) to impose its will on ‘uncooperative states’ and reshape
the world order to its will, especially consolidating neoliberalism abroad.885 FDR’s
original pre-Cold War dream of establishing a liberal international world order headed
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by the US seemed attainable. NATO soon sucked up East Germany and began its
eastward expansion, contravening, Moscow has always insisted, the terms and spirit of
the 1990 Gorbachev-Bush Administration agreement.886

But if consolidating a US-centred liberal international world order remained
Washington’s long-term objective it was still necessary to identify an over-arching
ideological framework – a Single Grand Strategy – to replace the moribund Cold War
version in order to justify, legitimise, and consolidate American global hegemony.

Granted, even before the Berlin Wall came down incumbent president, ex-CIA chief,
George H. W. Bush (Bush I) had resurrected Nixon/Reagan’s War on Drugs – widely
considered as a smokescreen to demonise ethnic minorities887 – as a short term focus to
justify continuing intervention in Latin America.
Nonetheless, it was the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait on 2nd August 1990 that supplied Bush
with the perfect excuse to:
1) reassert American hegemony over the allies in the post-Cold War era;
2) establish dominance over the crumbling Soviet empire;
3) demonstrate American military supremacy;
4) salvage the MIC from its engulfing gloom with talk of post-Cold War
budgetary cuts;
5) stimulate the domestic economy amidst a recession with rising fiscal and
trade deficits following the Savings and Loan crisis and bursting of real
estate bubble; and
6) connected to 5) boost his flagging popularity in the polls, not least to
counter his portrayal as a foreign policy ‘wimp’

Though clear evidence has yet to come to light to show the Bush Administration did
actually encourage said invasion, it certainly maintained, at best, a rather ambiguous
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position on the issue.888 Speaking to Congress on the 11th September 1990 Bush I
acknowledged “the crisis in the Persian Gulf, as grave as it is, also offers a rare
opportunity to move toward an historic period of cooperation. Out of these troubled
times, our fifth objective – a new world order – can emerge.”889

Though the nature of this new world order (NWO) remained purposely vague the Bush
Administration followed the classic Wilsonian/Rooseveltian idealist line, calling for
more cooperation amongst the world powers , strengthening of the UN890 and a greater
respect for international law and humanitarian causes (e.g. launching Operation Restore
Hope in Somalia). The US military invasion of client-state Panama and bloody removal
of hitherto CIA-bankrolled General Manuel Noriega in December 1989, represented,
one can only assume, the last gasp of moribund ‘old-thinking’.891

Such was the Bush Administration’s impatience to launch the NWO that it refused to
allow UN-imposed economic sanctions take their full effect (under UN Security
Council Resolution 661) – despite insistence by numerous experts before US
Congressional Committees in 1990 – or to engage in negotiations with Baghdad over
the terms of the latter’s proposed withdrawal from Kuwait.892 American PR firm,
Holmes & Knowlton, contracted by Kuwaiti elites, circulated invented stories of grave
human rights abuses multiple by the Iraqis leading Bush to denounce former US agent,
888
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Saddam Hussein, as the “Butcher of Baghdad” as a “tyrant worse than Hitler”. One
particular false story about Iraqi troops amassing on the Saudi border was cited by the
President as one of the principal justifications for intervention. 893 The only solution to
this problem, and with it the reassertion of American politico-military hegemony, was a
US-led multilateral invasion.894

In fact, even the run up to invasion constituted a successful exercising of US hegemony
with Washington able to garner almost universal support for the UN Security Council
Resolution 678 authorising Operation Desert Storm, with just Cuba and Yemen voting
against it (China abstaining). Even France abandoned its traditional neo-Gaullist
independence to participate in the US-led 34 country coalition force.

With regards the execution of Operation Desert Storm itself Washington strategists also
had cause for celebration.

The (First) Gulf War once again enabled the revival of the ‘friend-foe’ device,
considered structural to American Cold War politico-military hegemony over capitalist
core countries. The message was clear, Washington remained the unchallenged
guarantor of the global capitalist system – the world policeman – and that it had the
military might and political will to discipline any renegade state that opposed the
expansion of American sponsored financialized market-place society (Open Door) or
threatened to upset the established international balance of power.895 But this was not
just directed towards rival capitalist countries, such as especially Japan and Germany.
Washington sought to assert dominance over both the Second World – an everincreasingly fragmented Soviet Bloc and ex-socialist countries like Yugoslavia and
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China embarking on their economic and political transitions – and the supposed
‘problematic’ areas of the Third World. 896

The Gulf War, therefore, was as much about symbolism as it was dealing with a
genuine security threat. It was, above all, an important military media event: the first
carefully stage-managed “TV war”.

On a daily basis the Pentagon would release images showing sanitised ‘video-game’
style footage of pin-point accurate bombing and the avoidance of bloody images of
death and destruction. A high-tech ‘remote control’ war, it was held, made large scale
indiscriminate bombing unnecessary. Crucially, for the national public, precision
bombing from high altitude promised to dramatically reduce, if not eliminate, the
number of American war casualties.

At last the horrors of past campaigns in South East Asia, and with it the “Vietnam
syndrome”, could be remove from the collective American public memory. This was
confirmed by the President himself in a radio address delivered to US armed forces
stationed in the Gulf on 2nd March 1991: “The spectre of Vietnam has been buried
forever in the desert sands of the Arabia peninsula”.897 And the beauty was that 90% of
the bill for the Gulf War was picked up by Germany, Japan and the Gulf States.898

The Gulf War, in effect, represented the first demonstration of what posterior American
authors would classify as a Revolution in Military Affairs (RMA). The Pentagon, it was
claimed, had altered the whole character of war. By combining together the latest space
and computing technology the US military was now able to wage war from air, sea or
land with unparalleled rapidity, precision and selective destructiveness (e.g. the use of
laser-guided “smart” bombs). Advanced IT and satellite technology also improved the
sharing
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reconnaissance, early warning and intelligence gathering systems (e.g. AWACs, RC135 River Joint electronic intelligence-gathering aircraft and JSTARS).899

The conflict was used to justify not only the perpetuation of Cold War security
arrangements and defense budgets, but also the NSS itself. The defeat of communism
meant it was no time for the US to drop its guard, Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
insisted, the world was full of new dangers such as “rogue states”, “similar future
regional threats” and “ethnic conflicts”.900 There was broad bipartisan agreement in
Congress on the need to boost defense spending to “defend” Europe (i.e. strengthen
NATO).

Furthermore, Washington would take advantage of the benign Post-Gulf War
international environment to convert the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear
Weapons into a key instrument of American military hegemony. By successfully
convincing fellow Security Council members China and France to sign it in 1992 – later
to be joined by a further 45 states, including ex-Soviet and ex-Yugoslavian republics901
– Washington was now effectively delimiting the nuclear oligarchy to the Security
Council. Any countries failing to ratify said treaty were denounced as irresponsible,
unless they were Washington allies such as Israel, India and Pakistan.

Not all American realist scholars approved Bush’s NWO strategy. For the ‘father of
containment’, George F. Kennan902 the fall of the Berlin Wall represented a real
opportunity to promote world peace. Writing in an Opinion column of the New York
Times in March 1994, Kennan expressed certain remorse regarding his “life of sin as a
participant in the public discussion of Soviet-American relations”, criticizing the huge
costs of the Cold War for the American people: the “40 years of enormous and
otherwise unnecessary military expenditures… the cultivation of nuclear weaponry to
the point where the vast and useless nuclear arsenals had become (and remain today) a
danger to the very environment of the planet”.
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With the Cold War over Kennan recognized the challenge it posed for the American
political class and population, “unaccustomed to reacting to a world situation that offers
no such great and all-absorbing focal points for American policy”. While expressing
little surprise that “we should now be hearing demands for some sort of a single grand
strategy of foreign policy, to replace our fixation on the Soviet Union, and to serve as a
guide for our responses to all those troublesome situations”, Kennan urged Washington
to rethink its “single grand strategy”. In his transformation from Jacksonian security
hawk to a Jeffersonian republican Kennan quoted John Quincy Adams’ “Fourth of July
speech” of 1821: “there are limits to what any one sovereign country can do to help
another, and that unless we preserve the quality, the vigor and the morale of our own
society, we will be of little use to anyone at all.”903
A change of personnel aside, there would be only superficial stylistic variation of US
global strategy under the Clinton Administration, during which the neoliberal class
project would reach its zenith.

Apart from reappointing Wall Street veteran, director of the Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR) and former chairman of President Ford’s “Council of Economic
Advisers”, Alan Greenspan, at the Federal Reserve, the Clinton launched a concerted
campaign against “Big Government” (disproportionately falling on social spending) and
extended a regressive tax system to reward the richest 1% of the population.

Nonetheless, at the rhetorical level, at least, US foreign policy strategy under the
Clinton Administration did acquire even more of an enlightened ‘consensual’ Wilsonian
idealist sheen than Bush I. The White House enthusiastically supported the setting up of
multilateral organisations and regimes, both at the regional (e.g. NAFTA) and global
(e.g. the WTO) level to promote the universal adoption of neoliberalism, engineering
reconstruction programmes in the second (post-communist) and third worlds via passive
revolutions (see below). Clinton even nurtured the image of a peace-maker, sponsoring
the ill-fated 1993 Oslo Accords between the Israelis and the Palestinians in 1993;
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apologising for US campaigns of repression in Guatemala;904 and, at least during his
first term of office, playing certain lip-service to the UN.

For many mainstream IR scholars the Clinton Doctrine is synonymous with the reliance
on “low politics”, the promotion of a global free trade order and financial liberalisation
in order expressed in multilateral institutions (Gramsci’s “second moment”) to boost
American wealth, power and influence, rather than a reliance on traditional security
“high politics” and the MIC (Gramsci’s “third moment”).905 No doubt this greater
emphasis on the capitalist logic of power than the territorial logic of power did
constitute a sophisticated instrument of hegemonic governance, affording the US (but
also the other advanced capitalist countries) enormous power to discipline the
developing world (as seen below) via the opaque operations of globalized markets.906

On closer inspection, however, the Clinton Doctrine bore striking similarities to the
foreign policy strategies adhered to by his predecessors. During the presidential election
campaign, for example, Clinton had heavily criticised the Bush Administration for its
‘dovish’ foreign policy and failure to adopt a tougher position with regards nondemocratic regimes (e.g. China and Cuba) or other systemic abusers of human rights.
Tellingly, renown Jacksonian ‘hawks’ such as Paul Nitze, Zbigniew Brzezinski and
Robert Kagan all publicly endorsed Clinton’s candidacy over Bush I during presidential
elections.

Just six months after is arrival at the White House sent the United States Air Force to
bomb Baghdad in response to a supposed plot to assassinate ex-President Bush.
Similarly, client-states such as Israel, Egypt, Columbia, Turkey, Pakistan and Indonesia
continued on the pay-roll, receiving generous economic and military aid – much of
which was used to suppress internal pro-democratic opposition forces and human rights
campaigners – in return for executing Washington’s will in their respective regions.907
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The Clinton Administration’s ‘hawkish’ foreign policy outlook was further bolstered
once the Republican Party seized the Congress in 1994, itself a reflection of the
aforementioned on-going restructuring of American industrial capitalism underway
since the mid-1970s.908 Conservative social forces, many with vested interests in the
MIC (e.g. the weapon-petrodollar coalition), urged ‘anti-Vietnam President’ to adopt
more of an aggressive unilateral foreign policy stance – reflected in the tougher trade
sanctions against the three of the six rogue states, notably Cuba (Helm-Burton Act) and
Libya and Iran (D’Amato Act)909 – as well as increasing the military budget.910

Perhaps the clearest example of the Clinton Administration exercising military and
political hegemony (and the territorial logic of power) was with regards the former
Yugoslavia. Though the underlying causes of the break of Yugoslavia were complex
(see below), it was Washington’s refusal to sanction the EU-sponsored three-way
power-sharing arrangement in Bosnia-Herzegovina (the Lisbon Agreement) between
Bosniaks (Muslims), Serbs and Croats in Spring 1992 – American ambassador to
Yugoslavia, William Zimmerman, conveying his disapproval to Bosniak leader Alija
Izetbegovic, who subsequently renounced the agreement and declared an independent
Bosnia state – which finally tipped the country into a bloody civil war.911

Press reports of Serbian ethnic cleansing led to the Clinton Administration to arm and
train Croat counter-attack in 1995, largely eradicating all Serbs in Krajina, and directing
NATO-endorsed aerial bombing of Serbian forces in Bosnia (1995). Justified as an act
of “humanitarian intervention”, the latter event represented another milestone in the
exercise of American hegemony: the first occasion when the Security Council subcontracted a military operation to NATO.
908
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American military primacy was further demonstrated in March 1999 when NATO
stepped up its Yugoslavian military offensive under Operation Allied Force. During the
78 day campaign, described in RMA terms as “the most precise application of air power
in history”, the allied pilots flew around 37,000 sorties (including 14,000 strike
missions); 400 Tomahawk cruise missiles were launched and 20,000 ‘smart’ and 5,000
conventional bombs were dropped on the Serbs in the name of protecting the Albanian
population in Kosovo and expelling the Serbian military and security forces from
Kosovo.912 Apart from the devastating human costs (deaths, injuries and mass
international/international migration), the political results was the division of Bosnia
into three smaller states and under Euro-American tutelage.

The Yugoslavian Wars constituted a paradigm shift for the subsequent exercise of
American power, for the following reasons:

1) NATO had had its constitution completely re-written: it was no longer
merely a defensive alliance, committing members to mobilise resources
to collectively defend any member attacked, it now could be used for
pro-active attacks on third state regardless of whether they had directly
threatened a member state or not;

2) The Security Council could sub-contract military operations to NATO

3) NATO no longer required prior Security Council authorisation to act.

4) Respect of state sovereignty was only partial; a new doctrine of human
rights protection meant the US was legitimised into carrying out
“benevolent” humanitarian intervention when governments were riding
roughshod over the well-being of their population.
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American intervention in the Balkan conflict was almost universally praised in the West
for its altruistic motives913 despite its dubious legality under international law, confused
evidence on the exact nature of the Serbian genocide, and absolute silence about the
number of civilians NATO killed.914

As far as Peter Gowan was concerned the Yugoslavian Wars were primarily about the
projection of American power: the Washington taking advantage of Moscow’s
vulnerability to expand the “US protectorate system” i.e. extend NATO deep into
Central and Eastern Europe. Not only did such a move contravene the original
agreements made by Bush and Gorbachev, at the expense of Russia, it represented, as
far as Gowan was concerned, a clear attempt to de-stabilise the EU project.915

Significantly, NATO expansion did not enjoy universal support, even amongst the
American foreign policy elite. A group of some fifty former senators, cabinet ministers,
ambassadors, military officers and renown foreign policy analysts – including Robert
McNamara (Secretary of Defense), Paul Nitze (Deputy Secretary for Defense/Special
Adviser), Admiral Stansfield Turner (Director of CIA) and Phil Merril (NATO
Assistant Secretary General) – signed an open letter to President Clinton warning him
that such a policy was “ill-conceived” and likely to both destabilise the region and
unnecessarily provoking Russia.916 Nevertheless NATO expansion did continue and
predictably tensions did arise (witness the present Ukraine crisis).917

The late 1990s ended with the Clinton Administration turning its back on its earlier
purported liberal internationalist vision. It refused to sign the 1997 Ottawa Treaty
banning anti-personnel landmines; voted against the Rome Statute of the International
913
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Criminal Court in 1998; and, in a final demonstration of military hegemony, ending
where it started, attacking Iraq. The country was subjected to a UN Security Councilsanctioned economic blockade which National Security adviser Sandy Berger described
as “unprecedented for its severity in the whole of world history”, and denounced as
being responsible for an estimated half a million deaths.918 When these measures failed
to provoke the desired effect Clinton signed the Iraq Liberation Act (October 1998)
which overtly called for “regime change” in Baghdad, authorising a four-day bombing
campaign of the country the following December as part of operation Desert Fox.
Overall then, one should consider the Clinton Administration’s selective multilateralist
foreign policy position as a sign of the strength of US hegemony: managing to skilfully
manoeuvre between consensus and coercion.

The mid 1990s represented the hiatus of Post Cold-War US hegemony. Thanks to the
New Economy – the financial/telecommunications/IT revolution symbolised in the
dot.com boom – over-production and hence declining profit rates was now a thing of the
past, and Wall Street and even Main Street were sitting in the top of the world (see
below). The US once again felt vindicated in lecturing other countries’ elites on suitable
policy options.

For much of the 1990s a sizeable chunk of American foreign policy could be skilfully
handled by the “consensual” low politics of the Wall Street/Treasury/IMF complex (see
below), using financialization to export neoliberalism (and with it the American
capitalist model) globally. Although coercion was of course always latent, as witnessed
above, the extent of the Pentagon’s unrivalled military might and Washington’s
unquestioned political and ideological leadership meant there was no formal attempt by
the Clinton Administration to replace the Cold War framework with a similar binary
‘friend-foe’ logic. In fact Clinton’s Secretary of State, Madeleine Albright, even
officially downgraded “rogue states” to “states of concern”, while the ‘war on drugs’
had limited application outside the Western Hemisphere.

By the time G.W. Bush (Bush II) arrived in the White House, however, talk of US
crisis, declining relative power and unravelling hegemony returned to political,
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academic and popular discourse. But whether this hawkish NSC68-style NSS position
did indeed constitute a qualitative break from the traditional US form of hegemonic
governance, as some maintain, will be addressed in Chapter V.

4.3.2 Adoption of Neoliberalism in the Non-Anglo-Saxon Core
So by the early 1980s monetarism and neoliberalism had become the new orthodoxy
both in the US and its effective client state, Britain. Corporate elites, key state
institutions (notably the Treasury/Exchequer and the Federal Reserve/Bank of England),
the mass media and the most influential research universities (responsible for training
most of the world’s economists) all adhered to this new “common sense”, with Wall
Street (and the City) restored to its pre-New Deal prominence. But if the US were going
to lead the world to a new successful stage of capital accumulation – and into the
bargain set itself up as the rentier economy par excellence, living off the surplus value
extracting elsewhere – it was vital that neoliberalism and financialization were adopted
right across the globe.

Capital’s capacity to act as a class can be exercised in number of ways: from
‘economic’ processes (e.g. market behaviour, capital strikes, capital flights and use of
financial institutions); indirect ‘political’ methods (e.g. affecting elections, lobbying,
bribery and corruption); or ‘ideological’ means (e.g. using civil society institutions to
manufacture consent around the new economic “common sense”). The following
section reveals all these strategies were employed to a lesser or greater effect, in the
international adoption of neoliberalism.

With international monetary governance increasing in the hands of ‘market forces’
following the collapse of Bretton Woods, the DWSR (headed by the US and British
Treasury departments and associated financial sectors), began lobbying other OECD
states to open up domestic finance and banking systems so as to: i) gain access to their
funds; ii) link up with ‘domestic’ private operators; and ultimately, iii) help shape said
financial systems to make them compatible with American business interests and
practises.
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An important side effect of this IOAF would be to intensify the aforementioned IOP,
greatly facilitating the further global expansion of American MNCs in the finance,
retail, insurance and service sectors. This in turn would reinforce the process of cultural
homogenisation and contributed to the socialisation of global economic and political
leaders in the liberal values, lifestyles, language and efficient business practises of
American capitalism.

The social forces these generated would have a huge impact on the dynamic of core
countries’ internal social structures (HBs) and FOS. The more businesses were locked
into transnational structures the more capital extolled the virtues of the Open Door –
open capital markets, deregulated finance and capital mobility – and pushed for the
adjustment of domestic policies to the requisites of the world economy.919

Predictably, the principal actors engaged in nurturing the necessary society-wide
“common sense” with regards the virtues of neoliberalism were not limited to ‘political
society’. Within Gramsci’s integral State conceptualisation, highly influential elements
of ‘civil society’ – represented by Anglo-Saxon elite media (Wall Street Journal, Time
and Business Week Magazines, the Financial Times, the Economist, the BBC), the
prestigious business schools and international management training programmes
(Harvard, Yale, Stanford) – all overtly endorsed the merits of financial deregulation; not
only in delivering high returns for foreign investors but in restore profitability for the
entire capitalist system. Financialization promised to augment the rates of exploitation
and subordination of labour to capital and limit domestic policy options, not least with
regards welfare state expenditure.

Accordingly it was not long before Western European states began to liberalise their
capital markets. Britain had been first off the mark in 1979 but was soon followed by
the Netherlands and West Germany in 1981, France partially in 1984 (after Mitterrand’s
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humiliating ‘turnaround’),920 Sweden in 1985, and Italy and Denmark in 1988. This
push to remove capital controls was institutionalised in the 1989 OECD Capital
Movements Code, while the Anglo-American sponsored Basle Accord (1988)
established regulatory guidelines for the international banking system, as well as giving
banks the incentive to privilege the buying of government (especially US) bonds.

The route to neoliberalism in Europe was not simply a matter of copying Thatcherism,
however. The process would prove slow, complex and uneven, involving a dynamic
interplay of internal and external social forces. Social transformation was affected by
the internal balance of class forces within a particular state (i.e. the HB) and the degree
of its integration into/dependence on, circuits of global capital, notably Anglo-American
finance. The greater the relative power, autonomy and cohesion of capital to act as a
class, the greater its success at pressurizing state power to dismantle Keynesian or
developmentalist SROP.

Relevant here is Neo-Gramscian Stephen Gill’s concept of disciplinary neoliberalism,
which he classifies as “a concrete form of structural and behavioural power”, combining
“the structural power of capital with ‘capillary power’ and ‘panopticism’”. According to
Gill, “neoliberal forms of discipline are not necessarily universal nor consistent, but
they bureaucratised and institutionalised, and they operate with different degrees of
intensity across a range of ‘public’ and ‘private’ spheres”. Gill held that disciplinary
neoliberalism was “institutionalised at the macro-level of power in the restructuring of
state and international political forms” via “new constitutionalism”921 which he defined
elsewhere as a “move towards construction of legal or constitutional devices to remove
or insulate substantially the new economic institutions from popular scrutiny or
democratic accountability”.922. The idea was to limit fiscal and monetary policy options
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by transferring competence over these areas to external institutions staffed by
‘apolitical’ experts and technocrats

The aim was not only to advance transnational interests but to embed both neoliberal
practises and implicitly, the neoliberal FOS domestically.

The principal manner neoliberal hegemony was asserted in Europe was via international
organisations, and specifically regional integration. These multilateral institutions
aimed not just to promote a new system of accumulation but, as Gramsci might have
expected (see Chapter II), to both consolidate and legitimise class hegemony, which
included the neutralising or assimilating of opposition groups, via a process of passive
revolution or trasformismo.

But the trajectory of this 1980s neoliberal European integration process was
complicated by the co-existence of other elite level projects. According to Amsterdam
School Neo-Gramscian, Bastiaan Van Apeldoorn, large capital was split into two
factions: on one side globally-orientated capital (i.e. American and European
transnational financial, industrial and service companies, with bases in Europe); on the
other side, regional-focused European multinational industrial firms, whose primary
concern was boosting their competitiveness with regards their American and Japanese
counterparts. These perspectives, unsurprisingly, were expressed in different European
integration programmes: ‘global capital’ pushed neoliberalism; ‘regional-based’ capital
favoured neo-mercantilism; and, bringing up the rear, was a third structurally weaker
vision, social democracy, promoted by social democrats, transnational unions and
identified with Commission President Jacques Delores.923

Neoliberalism would reveal itself as a truly hegemonic project engaging in an elite
version of trasformismo (see Chapter II), appropriating much of the political discourse
of the two rival political projects in order to: i) assimilate the latter into its fold as junior
partners; and ii) effectively neutralise them as threats.
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Van Apeldoorn denominated this arrangement embedded neoliberalism, to contrast with
its post-war equivalent. For in this system of capital accumulation all countries had to
confirm to common neoliberal policy prescriptions (e.g. privatisation and deregulation,
trade and financial liberalisation, reduction of the role of the state in the economy and
encouraging FDI), therein purposefully delimiting national policy options.924

The struggle between these neoliberalism and neo-mercantilism coalitions was
conducted within the European Round Table of Industrialists (ERT). The formation of
the ERT in 1983, like the aforesaid American version, was an example of large
European industrial capital (e.g. Volvo, Fiat, Siemens, Nestlé, Philips, Thyssen, ICI,
Unilever, Shell etc) collectively organising itself as a class with a view to restoring
profit rates.

The influence of the ERT on the process of European integration was significant. In
January 1985, future ERT chairman and Philips CEO Wisse Dekker published the
report “Europe 1990: An Agenda for Action”. Both Commission President Jacques
Delores’ speech to the European Parliament three days later and the Commission’s
White Paper on Completing the Internal Market, published in June 1985, were virtual
replicas of Dekker’s report.925

The subsequent Single European Act (SEA), signed by the twelve European Economic
Community (EEC) member states in February 1986, represented an early victory for the
neo-mercantilists, opening up the internal market, neoliberal-style – expressed in the
four freedoms (goods, services, capital and labour) – but giving clear preference to
European producers over foreign competitors. Indeed, the main objective was to nurture
sufficient economy of scale in order for European industries to compete with the US
and Japan (i.e. to bridge the ‘technology gap’). As a result of this so-called “fortress
Europe” position a number of “global” corporations, such as ICI, Shell and Unilever
abandoned the ERT.
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Yet the SEA would prove to be the high water margin for pan-European neomercantilism. Post-SEA, when a number of these corporations became more globallyorientated, the ERT became a platform for organic intellectuals to elaborate a more
coherent hegemonic project. Through a process of elite trasformismo transnational
capital was able to absorb the neo-mercantilist and social democratic factions into its
programme.926 Accordingly from the Treaty of the European Union (Treaty of
Maastricht) onwards the EU treaties gave pride of place to free trade, competitiveness,
self-regulating markets, and supply-side solutions (neoliberalism), with ever decreasing
importance for the protection and promotion of European capital (neo-mercantilism) or
the actually guaranteeing social rights and cohesion (social democracy), despite the
inclusion of a “Social Chapter” and future “Third Way” discourse predicated by leaders
such as Tony Blair, Gerhard Schroeder and Lionel Jospin.927

Indeed, the Treaty of Maastricht constituted a clear example of new constitutionalism:
laying out tight convergence criteria for euro membership and provided, “a
supranational anchor for the purpose of a politics of austerity.”928 Once a country joined
the euro it also had to abide by the norms governing Economic and Monetary Union
(EMU) and associated instruments designed to guarantee fiscal austerity (e.g. the
Stability and Growth Pact, the Euro-Plus Pact, and the European Fiscal Pact). Member
states’ governments were agreeing to formally ‘cede economic sovereignty’ to Brussels
and Frankfurt and be bound by the norms of disciplinary neoliberalism.

The launching of the Lisbon Strategy by the European Council in March 2000 – later
replaced by Europe 2020, in 2010 – provides perhaps the best illustration of just how
neoliberalism exercised ideological hegemony over its neo-mercantilist and social
democratic rivals.

The strategic goal was to convert the EU into “the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world by 2010, capable of sustaining economic
926
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growth with more and better jobs ad greater social cohesion”. But while special
emphasis was placed on Europe (for the neo-mercantilists), the Strategy was adamant
that such objectives could only achieved by adhering to neoliberal tenets and within the
context of an open global economy. Likewise, lip-service was paid to social democracy
by stressing that said growth must be “sustainable” and “inclusive”, bestowing benefits
on subaltern groups, but once again, returning to neoliberal prescriptions, that this
required “modernising” European labour markets (i.e. making more flexible) and
improving the “performance” of the educational systems. Such catch-all optimistic
rhetoric, plus the lack of any serious transnational alternative, was enough to guarantee
European-focused business and the European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC)
support for what, beneath the veneer, was in essence a neoliberal agenda.929

As intended, the process of integration dramatically redrew SROP right across Europe.
According to Amsterdam School Neo-Gramscian Kees Van der Pijl, the ultimate
objective of embedded liberalism was to organise the EU along the lines of the Lockean
heartland: “a free space for capita, with separate state jurisdictions keeping political
sovereignty and democracy away from the larger structure”.930
No doubt the greatest benefits were accrued to mobile transnational capital, which was
granted absolute liberty to invest wherever business conditions (e.g. low inflation and
low wages) were the most conducive. Other fortunate ones included the small group of
finance-scientific-technical-managerial workers employed in the oligopolistic sector
who could enjoy high wages, job security and career plans. For the vast majority,
however, neoliberalism would mean increasingly instable, ‘flexible’ low-skill, low
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wage employment, as part of purposely system designed to augment the rate of
exploitation of labour.931

Before moving on, it is useful to illustrate exactly how embedded neoliberalism was
assimilated at the national level. To reiterate the earlier point, new constitutionalism was
never ‘imposed from the outside’ – which would mean falling into the classic liberal
inside/outside, national/international dichotomy, of which Neo-Gramscians were also
guilty (witness Cox’s aforementioned reference to the state as a “transmission belt”) –
but actually championed by social forces at the domestic level engaging in a dialectic
interaction with global social forces.

West Germany’s adoption of neoliberalism serves as a good example.

Strictly speaking the FRG had never adopted the classic Keynesian development model
per se. On one side its social market economy model stressed ‘free markets’ and strict
control of inflation/monetary supply via the Bundesbank. On the other side, the West
German state sponsored social partnerships in which the unions – as stake-holders,
rather than just share-holders – continued to enjoy collective bargaining rights, gaining
high wages, stable employment and far better working conditions for their members
(not to mention access to generous social welfare systems) compared to their AngloSaxon counterparts.

But when full employment reached in the late 1960s/early 1970s West German capital
grew more vocal criticising the high labour costs. The severity of the situation was
countered, however, by high labour productivity. Since corporations enjoyed a
privileged relationship with their associated stake-holding banks (executives from the
latter sitting on their boards), they were therefore able to make long-term investment
decisions with regards the introduction of capital intensive/labour-saving technology.932
Indeed, propaganda aside, the macroeconomic performance of those countries who most
eagerly adopted neoliberal tenets in the 1980s (e.g. the US and the UK) contrasted
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poorly with their more neo-mercantilist rivals (e.g. FRG, Japan and East Asian
Tigers933).934

The highly complex nature of its HB meant the shift to neoliberalism in Germany would
be a more gradual process.

Nonetheless, by the early-1980s, substantial pressure from dialectically interrelated
external and internal social forces did start to break apart the close institutional ties
between the banks, corporations and labour.

An important step had already been taken in this direction in 1981 with the
aforementioned relaxation of capital controls. Initially, the Bundesbank considered this
measure as a short-term solution to address an atypical current account deficit arising in
the wake of the second oil crisis (1979). Significantly, however, the Bundesbank chose
not to restore capital controls even when the economy returned to it usual current
account surplus in 1982 or even after the DM was subject to a dramatic revaluation
following the Plaza Accord in September 1985.935

John B. Goodman and Louis W. Pauly identified three interconnected reasons for said
decision: i) by 1983 the Bundesbank had finally accepted the inevitability of the mark
becoming a global reserve currency; ii) the increasing international role of West
German banks who urged Bonn to drop capital controls so they could compete with
their Anglo-Saxon counterparts, not least with regards the latter’s newly negotiated
access to Japan’s hitherto closed capital markets; and iii) the IOP process, begun in the
1960s, started to really gain steam amongst affect corporate Germany, who dramatically
increased their investment abroad throughout the 1970s and early 1980s.936 One must
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also add a fourth factor, likewise connected to the increased IOP: the lobbying power of
German-based American transnationals (see above).

Powerful internal social forces, therefore, had come to see the benefits of greater
financial deregulation as a way gain access to cheaper foreign credit, seek a more
optimum business environment abroad, while simultaneously undermining corporatist
industrial relations thus increasing the rate of exploitation of domestic labour. Neither
financial nor productive capital wished to see capital controls introduced again and,
given the pivotal financial, managerial and institutional role the large national banks
such as Deutsche Bank played in the functioning of the German corporate sector, Bonn
was determined to take all measures necessary to prevent them relocating their
operations to London, as they had threatened to do.937

European integration was particularly attractive to FRG’s productive sector who had
seen its market share in its core classic core industries (e.g. autos, chemicals, industrial
machinery and electronics) suffer post-Plaza Accords. This not only affected the large
corporations but the Mittelstand: the medium-sized firms which represented the heart of
the national economy. The only way to compete with the more technically advanced US
and Japan, it was held, would be to allow businesses to outsource/off-shore to cheaper
production areas across the region (and subsequently Eastern Europe).

German capital, as indicated above, had become increasingly critical of the expensive
nature of domestic industrial relations and the social market economy model per se.
Business leaders looked on enviously at their American and British counterparts, not
just for ease with which they could fire workers but at the large remuneration packages
they could command, especially corporate chiefs. Reunification and the high pecuniary
burden of reconstructing East Germany provided Bonn with the perfect alibi for
introducing tougher domestic measures. Thanks to Reunification and new
constitutionalism (especially from the Maastricht Treaty onwards) German capital
would be able to alter the SROP, increasing labour flexibility and weaken the welfare
state.
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Similar motives lay behind Sweden’s accession to the EU in 1995. As in Germany, the
small but potent capitalist class was eager to dismantle the social democratic model,
angry at the rates of corporate tax and wealth distribution it endorsed. From the mid1970s the employers began to organise themselves as a class via the Swedish
Employers’ Federation and Chamber of Commerce, extolling the virtues of market
liberalisation, lower taxes and reduced welfare state. Unfortunately, at least in the short
term the strength of the social democratic HB was so powerful that no government was
able to execute a radical social overhaul, although significant neoliberal reform was
carried out between 1982 and 1990 under the Social Democrat Finance Minister, KjellOlof Feldt (notably banking deregulation, opening up capital markets and regressive tax
reform).

Indeed, the recession in 1991 following the bursting of the speculative bubble, itself
generated by the latter financial reforms, was seized upon by the conservative media
and associated think tanks (e.g. the Center for Business and Policy Studies) as proof of
the degeneracy of the welfare state. The relative strength of the unions and subaltern
groups in general, however, convinced the Swedish capitalist class that the best way to
embed neoliberalism nationally was via regional integration. A large (successful)
propaganda campaign was then launched extolling the virtues of EU membership. As
with Germany, the Maastricht convergence criteria (without actually adopting the euro)
was used by Swedish conservatives to bind the country to neoliberal reform, reduce the
welfare state and, vitally, undermine the power of the unions – all of which would have
been politically impossible if attempted unilaterally by a national government.938

In short, European integration (and globalisation in general) offered large capital –
exemplified by the German and Swedish cases – a vital way to refashion the SROP,
reconstruct domestic HBs along embedded neoliberal lines and hence consolidate a
different FOS.

European integration, and its associated new constitutionalism arrangements, inspired a
genuine explosion of Regional Trade Agreements (RTA) around the world, be they in
North American (NAFTA), Latin American (MERCOSUR), Asia (ASEAN), Africa
938
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(ECOWAS) or the Middle East (PAFTA) etc. Indeed, as of the 7th April 2015 the WTO
had received notification of 612 RTA with 406 actually in force.939

Apart from the usual binding agreements one particular aspect of RTAs deserves
attention, indicative of the way the new neoliberal state prioritised investors’ rights and
capital accumulation above formal national sovereignty concerns and the domestic
population’s well-being. Chapter 11 “Investment”) of NAFTA, for example, apart from
insisting on non-discrimination and equal standards of protection for non-national firms,
insists that any enterprise that “seeks to make, is making or has made an investment” in
any of the member states can sue any of the latter for losses deemed to be incurred by an
alleged breach of NAFTA norms.940

One core country which has traditionally tended to favour more regionalisation rather
than formal regionalism agreement was Japan, whose path towards neoliberalism was
particularly complicated, again a reflection of the complexity of its HB.

As noted in Chapter III Japan’s post-war growth strategy was to adhere to neomercantilist developmentalist state941 (specifically the Asian developmental state) in
order to ‘catch-up’ with the West (echoes of the Meiji Restoration here). Japan
benefited enormously from its status as the US’s chief Cold War ally in East Asia:
firstly, with Washington taking much of the costs for its defense; secondly, by the
American military spending in the Korean and Vietnam Wars; thirdly, by being granted
access to the huge American internal market without having to reciprocate. Washington,
thus, turned a blind eye as the Japanese state – famously run by its bureaucracies, the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) and the Ministry of Finance (MOF)
– established a neo-mercantilist growth model; nurturing a modern industrial exportorientated economy based encompassing long-term planning and business-friendly
fiscal and monetary polices.
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Since the government controlled internal and external capital flows, the role of MITI
and MOF was to recycle high national savings to targeted industries and businesses who
also enjoyed access to artificially low interest rate, not to mention an abundant welleducated and largely politically docile (i.e. non-unionised) workforce. This ensured
close financial/institutional ties between corporations and banks. The result was the
creation of vertically and horizontally integrated business networks, in the form of the
aforementioned keiretsu (a cartelised capitalist model, not unlike the finance capital
blocks analysed by Hilferding and Lenin, representing the Japanese version of the
Fordist corporation).

A degree of social equality was guaranteed by redistributing some of the wealth
generated by these global players to other less efficient sectors of Japan’s ‘dual
economy’ (e.g. small-scale manufacturing and agriculture). Furthermore, to keep costs
down and preserve the country’s international competitive advantage the government
offered companies financial aid to set up subsidiaries or outsource certain operations to
East Asia.942

The economic growth rates Japan recorded from the mid 1950s to the mid 1980s, as
stated above, were truly astounding, and it was exactly the competitiveness of Japanese
(along with German and other countries’) exports which significantly contributed to the
decline of US economic hegemony, systemic over-production and declining profit rates.

From the early 1970s onwards, however, Tokyo had been subject to increasing pressure
from Washington to adhere to a more of an Open Door trade policy and reduce state
intervention in the economy, which the US claimed was responsible for the excessively
low price of the yen and hence its rising BOP deficit. Despite various forced yen
revaluations American companies still failed to compete with their Japanese
counterparts in key industries such as the automobile industry, where the latter’s
cheaper, more fuel efficient cars were proving very popular with consumers. In 1981
Washington resorted to coercion, making Tokyo introduce so-called “voluntary export
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restrictions” (VET) – i.e. setting a quantative limit – on its own car exports (a measure
which was retained till 1994).

Nonetheless, as with Germany, from the 1970s onwards powerful domestic social forces
had begun to call for changes to the economic system and shift to greater financial
internationalisation. The end of Bretton Woods seriously affected Japanese business,
not least the structure of the Keiretsu, with more and more heavy industry processes
being off-shored to East Asia. Given the enforced currency evaluations more and more
corporations and banks began to import and export capital from Taiwan and South
Korea.

But as capital flows increased, so too did currency fluctuations. Japanese

corporations, thus, began to pressure Tokyo to liberalise capital flows to permit them
greater access to international capital markets not least in order to hedge against said
risk.

Furthermore, thanks to the huge surpluses generated the large manufacturing firms
within the Keiretsu were becoming financially less dependent on their associated
domestic banks, who, in turn, lobbied Tokyo to be allowed to engage in investment
banking operations: practises hitherto prohibited under national law. As a result in 1980
capital controls were officially loosened following amendments to the Foreign
Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law. Unsurprisingly, Japanese banks were major
purchases of high-yield US Treasury Bonds and American securities following the
Volcker Shock.

Ironically, it was Japanese hunger for American financial assets that pushed up the price
of the dollar and increased pressure within the US manufacturing sector for a further
forced revaluation of the yen. Fearful of protectionist measures applied on its imports
and other veiled threats by the US Treasury, the MOF ceded to domestic/foreign
reformers alike and signed the Yen-Dollar Agreement in 1984. Under the terms of the
agreements Tokyo was committed to liberalising its financial markets, encouraging its
banks to issue more bonds overseas, and putting an end the limit on currency swaps
agreements. Japanese corporate heads favoured severing old institutional arrangements
not only for the greater investment opportunities it permitted but, like their German
counterparts, the freedom to access the kind of remuneration packages enjoyed in the
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Anglo-Saxon world. Just over a year later Japan (along with Germany) effectively
agreed to a huge currency revaluation under the Plaza Accord.

Once its capital markets were opened, international capital flooded into Japan, attracted
by its profit rates, large trade surplus, high yen and lucrative financial assets. The
results, perhaps predictable for a country already suffering surplus capital, was a rising
yen (further damaging exports),943 mounting inflation, dubious bank lending practises
and ultimately wild speculation in real estate and equity markets, worsened by the
arrival of American derivative traders.944 The bubble burst in the early 1990s945 creating
huge amounts of non-performing loans in the banking sector and sending Japan into a
prolonged period of low growth and stagnation.

In the years following the Yen-Dollar Agreement and Plaza Accord and associated
rising exchange and inflation rates Japanese corporations dramatically increased their
investments abroad. Japanese FDI in the US, for example, rocketed between 1985 and
1989, rising from $2.6bn to $21.2bn, constituting 50% of its total FDI; building car
factories in the non-unionised South, which dealt another serious blow to the American
labour movement.946 Japan’s dependence on and subservience to the US economy
became clearly evident, with Tokyo regularly increasing its already vast dollar and
Treasury bond purchases whenever Washington required it (e.g. in the wake of the
Black Monday stock market crash of 1987).

But while Japan supported American hegemony it simultaneously sought to establish
itself as a regional hegemon, at least in economic terms. Increased FDI in the US and
Europe was largely driven by the need to guarantee market access (above all circumvent
national/regional trade barriers) but investment in East Asia, on the other hand, was
primarily aimed at setting up a new vertical division of labour in the latter region with
Japan situated at the pinnacle of a production chain.
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Emulating a “flying geese” format Japan relocated uncompetitive industries (e.g.
consumer electronics, automobiles, chemicals and textiles) to lower value-added
echelons of production – the four richer ‘newly industrialised economies’ (NIE-4) of
Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore – which in turn imported lower
valued-added goods and materials from poorer countries occupying the next level –
Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines (ASEAN-4), with China, occupying
the base. To that extent Tokyo was replicating at the regional level the kind of
arrangements Washington had engineered under Pax Americana: granting East Asian
countries access to its internal market with the promise that by exporting to Japan they
would slowly be able to move up the value-added chain.

Japan’s regional hegemonic ambitions, however, would flounder on the rocks of the
East Asia Crisis (see below). Not only did the crash hit the nation’s economy, insult
was added to injury when Japan’s proposal for regional reconstruction – a $100bn Asian
Monetary Fund (AMF) – was turned down flat both by Washington (since it would
constitute a direct threat to the IMF) and Beijing (determined to undermine its
neighbour’s regional hegemonic aspirations). Tokyo’s response was two-fold:

1) increase bilateral aid to the region’s nations under the New Miyazawa
Initiative: a $30bn fund guaranteeing the sovereignty bonds issued by the
latter on conditions less austere and requiring less structural reform than
those offered by the IMF;

2) take its first tentative steps towards regionalism: signing formal agreements
to augment financial and monetary cooperation with its ASEAN trade
neighbours in order, it hoped, to delimit the disruption wrought by the tide of
speculative “hot money” into the region (and thus avoid a repeat East Asia
Crisis) in this new financialization age. This proposal would be later
manifest itself in 2001 with the launching of the Chiang Mai Initiative
which, against the IMF’s wishes, would establish a region-wide bilateral
currency swap scheme within the ASEAN Plus Three framework.947 The
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significance of this, and other subsequent free-trade initiatives with East
Asian countries, will be addressed in the following chapter.948

In short, although Germany and Japan’s respective routes to neoliberal were different
some similarities can be identified. In both countries considerable pressure from
dialectically interrelated external and internal social forces started to break apart the
close institutional ties between the banks and corporations by the early 1990s, resulting
in a dramatic restructuring of their post-war HBs. The more their economies were
globalised and integrated into the US-led financial system the more untenable the neomercantilist features of their respective developmental models, and hence FOS.949 But
whereas Bonn/Berlin opted for regionalism, Tokyo initially preferred regionalisation,
and only after the East Asia crisis did it commit seek to formally institutionalise such
relations via regional free-trade agreements.

It is important to emphasize that although many countries would undergo neoliberal
restructuring via regionalization/regionalism, latter arrangements always took place
within, and had to be compatible with, an on-going global “new constitutionalism”
process.

Once again, the key actors in this “second” moment of hegemony were the revitalised
Bretton Woods institutions. Their function role was to provide the necessary global
regulatory and juridical framework to guarantee access to foreign markets (Open Door)
and ensure compatibility of international business practises to those of the Anglo-Saxon
model, although it was argued, this would benefit the entire global capital system. Like
their regional counter-parts these world-wide international organisations were also
therefore designed to reinforce and legitimise class hegemony, reflected in a new
hegemonic discourse: the “Washington Consensus”.950
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The Washington Consensus, first coined by economist John Williamson in 1989,
referred to the identikit set of neoliberal policy reforms recommended by the IMF,
World Bank and US Treasury Department to those countries, largely in the periphery,
who were suffering economic difficulties. Of course it was no mere accident that these
institutions all just happened to be based in Washington and share the same vision.

In contrast to the argument forwarded by most Neo-Gramscians (and all liberals) which
tends to interpret the Washington Consensus in ideological terms – as an elite
transnational discourse – it was underpinned, as Robert Wade and Frank Veneroso have
explained, by real material power and of a decidedly American nature: the Wall StreetTreasury-IMF (WSTI) Complex.951 The WSTI Complex constituted a vital tool to
promote Open Door financialization and neoliberal orthodoxy – and associated
American hegemony – throughout the 1980s and 1990s, and not always reliant acting
consensually. The coercive character of the WSTI Complex would be most graphically
demonstrated in their design and imposition of Structural Adjustment Programmes
(SAPs) in the periphery (see next section).

But perhaps the zenith of this “new constitutionalism” at the global level came with the
restructuring/expanding of the third Bretton Woods, GATT, with the launching of the
World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 1995. Consisting of 60 accords, set out in over
26,000 pages, the final WTO document institutionalised global accumulation by
dispossession, binding members to:

1) extend GATT into agriculture – albeit with the maintenance of high US,
European and Japan subsidies – textiles and clothing, while banning placing
stricter criteria on the use of non-tariff barriers (NTBs), such as health
regulations for farm products

2) open up service markets in areas such as finance, insurance, transport,
construction, shipping, telecommunications, tourism, distribution and

951
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education via the new General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS).952
In addition to giving the green light to unhindered capital flows, states were
also being bound to adopt a ‘favourable business climate’, within a
competitive global economy;

3) harmonise national systems for the protection of intellectual rights with the
establishment of Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
accord (TRIPS),953 extending monopoly rights, limiting states’ ability to
deny patents on living organisms and enabling core countries businesses –
especially American – to extract tribute from the rest of the world;

4) desist from placing conditions on foreign investors with regards “local
content requirements” (i.e. just how much local produce or labour they
employ) under the Trade Related Aspects of Investment Measures (TRIMS)
agreement, and

5) establish a legally binding multilateral mechanism for trade dispute
resolution – the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) – whose decisions
are taken behind closed door by a three-man panel, albeit with an option of
recourse to an Appellate Body (instituted at the behest of the Europeans and
Canadians).954

Despite certain opposition from sectors of the developing world (especially with regards
intellectual property955) the establishment of the WTO achieved its objective of severely
952

Prime movers in pushing GATS were the Anglo-American Financial Leaders Group and the British
Invisibles.
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limiting the scope of state intervention in the market (Western and Japanese agriculture
aside). The system legally bound states to prioritise the interests of exporters and
producers over those of consumers, workers or the environment.

Nowhere was this more evident than with regards non-tariff barriers (NTBs), set out in
the Agreements on Technical Barriers to Trade, regarding standards and labelling and
the Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures, addressing health standards in
agriculture (both built on the ‘environmental charter’ of GATT, Art. XX). Under these
agreements governments had to make sure that any trade restrictions they introduced to
protect public health or the environment had to meet the ‘necessity test’ which required
them to seek out “least trade-restrictive” alternative measures with regards imported
goods (e.g. labelling and augmenting of domestic safety measures) rather than a
maintaining “discriminatory” import ban (Art. 5.6).

Following the huge anti-globalization protests that disrupted its 1999 Ministerial
Conference in Seattle the WTO has moved stealthily to repackage itself through a
process of trasformismo. As such the language and discourse of the anti-globalization
forces has been cleverly adopted by the Geneva-based institution. Scattered throughout
subsequent WTO press releases and policy initiatives were constant references on the
need to guarantee fair trade, social justice, institutional transparency, labour rights,
health safeguards and environment protection. Such a “common sense” line was
publicly endorsed by most of the political elite, amongst them the then WTO DirectorGeneral, Michael Moore, World Bank President , James Wolfensohn,

EU Trade

Minister, Pascal Lamy, and key “Third Way” leaders such as Billy Clinton and Tony
Blair. The next WTO round launched November 2001 was entitled the “Doha
Development Agenda”, and was aimed specifically to extend the benefits of the
globalization to less developed countries.956 Notwithstanding the adoption of antiglobalization rhetoric, however, the underlying constitution of the WTO did not
undergo substantial change. There would be no respite in the on-going Open Door
process, as the Doha Development Round negotiations would prove.
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4.3.3 Restructuring “Emerging Markets”
As indicated above, the rejuvenated versions of the Bretton Woods institutions were key
in pushing the neoliberal agenda globally. And where the IMF and World Bank were
especially pertinent, however, was in supporting state-led passive revolutions, often of a
decidedly coercive nature, in the so-called “emerging markets” from the early 1980s
onwards. It was there that the WSTI Complex, with the consent of the countries’ elites,
used the levers of neoliberal conditionality (the aforementioned SAPs) to impose
austere fiscal and monetary policies, supply-side economics, privatisations and labour
discipline on countries in order to change their underlying SROP, HB and economic
growth model including the removal of external trade barriers and the facilitation of
market access.

The key mechanism to unlock the Open Door and trigger the associated accumulation
by dispossession process was external debt, which, pointedly, dramatically expanded in
the wake of the Volcker Shock.957 Just exactly how the Volcker Shock contributed to
the developing world’s debt problems requires a brief explanation; not least given the
latter’s enduring significance.

For much of the 1950s and 1960s most of the capital flowing from the North to the
South was public in origin. Under the framework of the Cold War, the Washington
actively encouraged the IMF and World Bank loans to pro-Western authoritarian
regimes in order to suppress internal (supposedly ‘communist’) opposition
movements.958 This started to change in the late 1960s when, flooded with the
aforementioned Eurodollars, Western banks did increase private loans to developing
countries.

Nevertheless, it was with the aforementioned OPEC crisis that opened the floodgates to
the entrance of foreign capital into the periphery. Developing countries throughout Latin
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American, Asia and Africa welcomed large (dollar-denominated) loans at low interest
rates as a way to pay for rising oil prices, domestic industrialisation and in some cases
military forces to counter internal dissent.959 As far as Western finance was concerned
these countries represented far more profitable alternatives for their huge sums of
accumulated petrodollars than the advanced capitalist economies, beset as they were, by
stagflation. Once again the separation between the public and private sphere remained
unclear with Washington exerting huge pressure on US banks to recycle petrodollars to
despotic regimes in Latin America for strategic political motives (e.g. Pinochet in
Chile).

Until the late 1970s countries in the semi-periphery/periphery still held out hope that
they could achieve “catch up” with the West via ISI, as noted in section 1. But when
Volcker hiked up the interest rate in 1979 it sucked the world’s surplus into the US and
simultaneously drove emerging economies deep into the red thanks to a combination of:
i) ballooning outstanding dollar-denominated debt960; and ii) a decline in the price of
raw material and energy export markets, i.e. “price shocks”, a result of the US entering
recession.961

The first big country to default on its debt payments was Mexico in August 1982, hit by
a run on the peso and capital flight. Investors, fearing for regional stability and the
threat of nationalisations, headed for the door en masse, producing a domino effect
throughout South America.962 The ‘debt dollarization’ of Latin America simultaneously
dealt a deadly blow for ISI while integrating the region more fully into US-led
financialization. 963
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The “blowback” effects of the Volcker Shock, however, now threatened to incur heavy
losses on Wall Street. With another forty countries in arrears American policy-makers
were aware that widespread debt default posed a serious systemic threat not just to its
banking sector but to the global financial system in general. It was in this context that
US Treasury Secretary, James Baker, announced plans to resurrect the moribund
Bretton Woods institutions,964 charging the IMF with the responsibility of rescheduling
Third World debt, i.e. overseeing the introduction and implementation of austere SAP
on developing countries. The SAP imposed on Mexico, approved by the US Federal
Reserve and Treasury Department, would be the template for future SAPs; engendering
passive revolutions: helping local elites restructure their internal SROP and hence
FOSs.
According to the IMF and World Bank, the principal cause of the debt crisis in Latin
American was the region’s adherence to ‘out-dated’ ISI strategies965 rather than the
hierarchically structure of the global capitalist system and increasingly instable nature
of the financial system. Mexican President, Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado, launched
Latin America’s first wholesale neoliberal programme, privatising many of its most
lucrative industries, utilities and services, to the benefit of international investors and a
small section of the national elite (witness the emergence of Mexican billionaires such
as Carlos Slim heading Forbes’ rich list); the opening up to financial capital; and
locking its peso onto the dollar.

Given the considered universal applicability of neoliberal tenets the SAPs prescribed for
debtor countries throughout Latin America, Asia and Africa would be virtually
identical, irrespective of their economic situation or geographic location. All were
recommended to convert themselves into low-price export zones. Now not only did this
mean adopting the traditional budget austerity measures but, for the first time, adhering
to over a hundred neoliberal “conditionalities” consisting of market liberalisation and
tariff reduction, tight monetary policy, a devalued fixed exchange rate, labour
flexibility, privatisation of national industries, the facilitating of foreign direct
debt. Duménil, G. & Lévy, D.: “the Neoliberal (Counter-) Revolution” in Saad-Filho, A. & Johnston, D.
Neoliberalism: A Critical Reader, Pluto Press, London, 2005, p.17.
964
Significantly by 1982 the both the IMF and the World Bank had been purged of Keynesians.
965
Advocators countered that ISI had been very successful in pushing a high growth in the South,
including Latin America, right up until the mid-1970s. See for example Roderick, D. “Globalization,
Social Conflict and Economic Growth”, at Prebisch Lecture, UNCTAD, Geneva, 24th October, 1997
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investment (FDI), and the opening up of capital markets.966 Furthermore, given the
degree instability in this post-Bretton Woods financialised world more and more foreign
businesses were forced to buy ‘insurance’ against possible exchange rate fluctuations in
the form of derivatives (e.g. CDS), which again was great for Wall Street and London.

Like the adherence to “new constitutionalism” in the core, it would be erroneous to
depict the introduction of these SAPs in the semi-periphery/periphery as solely
‘externally imposed’. Again, to reiterate an earlier point, the perspective adopted here
rejects the traditional IR dualist distinction between the ‘national’ and the ‘international’
as constituting separate and distinct spheres of activity when, noted in Chapter II, they
enjoy an interconnected and dialectically-related existence. The application of these
SAPs, would be impossible without the tacit support and collaboration from key social
classes within the ‘receiving’ state. As the aforecited case of Mexico reveals (continuing
the classic imperial template), the local capitalist class were usually more than happy to
carry out such passive revolutions as long as they remained the chief domestic
beneficiaries of the West’s patronage and able to gain access to a lucrative slice of the
pie in this new neoliberal global order.967

Unfortunately, by the late 1980s the situation of debtor countries was no better than it
was in 1982, despite years of SAPS and debt rescheduling. Needles to say Washingtonsupported pro-neoliberal regimes throughout Latin America during this “lost decade”
came under huge pressure from domestic opposition forces. Fearing for the future
stability of these governments, and with it huge losses for American investors, the State
and Treasury Departments hit upon a plan they hoped would: i) better coordinate debt
restructuring programmes in the region; ii) help American commercial banks get debt
off

their

books

(and

thus

their

‘exposure’);

and

iii)

promote

on-going

neoliberalism/accumulation by dispossession.

The Brady Plan, launched in March 1989 by US Treasury Secretary, Nicholas Brady,
was promoted as a market-based solution to the debt crisis but it also illustrated just
how inseparable the WSTI Complex was from American hegemony. Under the scheme
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US commercial banks would voluntarily pardon developing countries sovereign debt in
return for: i) tradeable equity claims (Brady Bonds) – backed by zero-coupon Treasury
Bonds – on real cut-price Latin American assets; and ii) getting those countries to
commit to further neoliberal reform (i.e. market liberalisation): a win-win situation.
One-by-one Latin American countries took up the debt/equity swap option beginning in
1989 with Mexico and Costa Rica, followed by Venezuela, Argentina, Brazil, Peru,
Dominican Republic, Uruguay and Ecuador. The American conservative Cato Institute,
for one, could not praise the Brady Plan enough.968

The problem was that for the great majority of Latin Americans neoliberal restructuring
had brought few tangible benefits. In Mexico, for example, the collapse of ISI and
domestic industrial base and privatisation programmes had led to poverty,
unemployment, loss of labour rights and urban decay resulting in widespread social
unrest. Increasingly the PRI (Partido Revolucionario Institutional) government had to
resort to more coercive means to retain its hegemony.

Nevertheless, large Mexican capital via the CCE (el Consejo Coordinador Empresarial)
coincided with Washington and urged President Carlos Salinas de Gortari to push a
head with the neoliberal reforms. It was the need to legitimise further market
liberalisation/deregulation and privatisations, against the backdrop of huge domestic
opposition (most notably from the peasantry and indigenous who stood to lose most
with the privatisation of the ejido lands), that Salinas took Mexico into NAFTA.

As their German counterparts had done (and the Swedish would do) the Mexican elite
was engaging in regional integration to constitutionalise the neoliberal project. (The
same motives underpinned Brazil and Argentina’s decision to set up MERCOSUR).
Once again external and internal social forces colluded to engineer a passive revolution.
It was, after all, the very wealthy and well-connected Mexican elites and associated
institutions (e.g. private banks) – represented in the CCE – who stood to gain the most
from the impending privatisations and improved/more institutionalised market access to
the US.
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Mexico was just one of the Latin American countries (also Brazil, Argentina, and
Columbia) along with other emerging economies in Asia (e.g. South Korea, Thailand,
Indonesia, India and China) and Europe (Poland and Turkey), which the Clinton
Administration had specifically targeted for deeper market penetration 1990s.969 What
they all had in common was an adherence to ISI or other neo-mercantilist development
variant which the US was eager to dismantle. That dream would become reality from
1995 onwards as the new regime of highly mobile capital it helped promote predictably
provoked liberal financial turmoil.

Unsurprisingly, the first country hit was Mexico, fresh from its Washington-advised
neoliberal reforms – conspicuously opening up capital markets and pegging the peso
onto the dollar (to attract FDI) – and NAFTA entrance. Indeed, membership of
NAFTA had augmented the size and volatility of cross-border capital flows. By 1995 it
had started to suffer that perennial malady of financialised economies: a debt-financed
speculative bubble. In a re-run of 1982 crisis, it was the Federal Reserve’s decision to
raise its interest rate which created speculation on the peso. Running out of dollars to
maintain the peso exchange rate, or dollar-denominated debt (tesobonos), the
government was forced to let the peso float. Sensing a crisis hot money – short-term
foreign portfolio investment (FPI) – flew out of Mexico and back to the US, causing the
former’s banking sector to crash. Foreign investors, fearing “contagion”, then proceeded
to pull their money out of the region. 970

Inevitably, the self-fulfilling prophecy came true. Contagion spread the so-called
Tequila Crisis throughout Latin America extending into Carlos Menem’s Argentina
(which had also dutifully followed Mexico’s neoliberal line), Chile and Brazil.
Conscious of the negative effects Mexico’s slump could have on US exports and
investments in the region (not to mention legitimacy of NAFTA and neoliberalism in
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general971), Clinton pressured the IMF to put together an assistance package worth
around $40 billion – the largest approved for a member state.972

Importantly, however, and flying in the face of neoliberal tenets and the original idea of
Bretton Woods, the WSTI Complex insisted that burden of debt repayment would fall
squarely on the borrowing countries (Mexico) and not on the lenders (Western banks),
who would be the recipients of IMF bail-outs. Even Chicago School veterans such as
Milton Friedman denounced this arrangement for its moral hazard implications. For
investors it was a win-win situation since subsequent but IMF conditionalities forced
Mexico to sell off more of its national assets, including for the first time, the private
banking sector.973

Then Tequila Crisis established a template for accumulation by dispossession via a
sovereign debt crisis. Neoliberal reform, complete with the opening of capital markets,
implicitly heightened the possibility of economic crises. Once countries did declare
bankruptcy the only solution was to request a IMF bail-out package (much of which
would flow abroad) the acceptance of which obliged them to follow even stricter SAPs,
since the WSTI Complex’s diagnoses for the cause of the original illness was,
inescapably, an insufficiently open market economy. The irony of having the virus
purporting to cure the patient by prescribing an even larger dose of the virus was not
lost on the vigilant.

Meanwhile, in another part of the world, and in very different set of circumstances, the
WSTI Complex had taken advantage of the fall of the Berlin Wall to pioneer a dramatic
neoliberal restructuring programme of a transition economy. Indeed, the way this was
carried out would serve as a model for further passive revolutions programme
throughout ex-communist states in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and later Russia.
The key organic intellectual behind this movement was high profile Harvard professor,
971
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Jeffrey D. Sachs, fresh from his social engineering experiments in Latin American, most
notably Bolivia.

Sachs arrived in Warsaw in April 1989 along with IMF free-marketeer colleague, David
Lipton. The private mission, financed by billionaire financier and currency trader
George Soros, was to advise the Solidarity movement (prior to its entrance into
government) on how to make the transition from socialism to capitalism. Sachs
promised Warsaw that he would use his contacts with the IMF to suspend debt servicing
(and partial debt cancellation), grant a substantial loan and guarantee BOP support and
$1bn fund to stabilise the zloty. The key condition was that they subject the Polish
economy to his and Lipton’s Chicago School-inspired shock therapy programme, which
he assured, would successfully turn it into a market economy. The Polish programme
was launched 1st January 1990.974

The basic tenets of Sach’s shock therapy paradigm for Poland and the rest of CEE,
including Russia, was set out in an article in the Economist on 13th January 1990
entitled “What is to be done?”975, later fleshed out in the 1991 Lionel Robbins Lectures
at the London School of Economics (LSE).976 Sach’s recommendations were
universally praised by Anglo-Saxon financiers and neoliberals, representing the
“common sense” roadmap for former socialist countries seeking to make the transition
to market economies. His prescriptions for rapid market transformation in the region
can be summarised thus:

1) market-based pricing system: removing of price controls; push free trade;
open up to international trade; make currency convertible
2) remove legal obstacles on private enterprise: creation of new commercial
law and business-friendly tax codes
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3) weaken nationalised industries: increased privatisation; close loss-makers;
prevent government subsidies, credits and tax concessions to state
companies; strict anti-trust polices to break up monopolies
4) tackle inflation: austere monetary and fiscal policies; balanced budgets; no
cheap credits for state firms; direct controls on wage-setting

Sachs stressed that this transition programme had to be applied in its entirety in a
decisive and rapid manner: This was necessary for the following reasons:

1) all parts of the economy were connected;
2) it was beneficial to use market forces to sidestep large intransigent state
bureaucracies;
3) once aware political opposition groups will seek to halt the process; and
4) hyperinflation could not be solved by ‘gradualism’.

Pre-empting possible criticisms from “Western observers”, Sachs cautioned that they
“should not over-dramatise lay-offs and bankruptcies”. Reinforcing Marx’s observation
about the importance of a “reserve army” for capitalism Sachs continued; “Poland, like
the rest of Eastern Europe, now has too little unemployment not too much…much of the
wage-pressure is the result of economies running at unsustainably low rates of
unemployment.977 Once again the class project at the heart of neoliberalism was made
evident.

Poland aside, Sachs was also named ‘official transition consultant’ of Yugoslavia which
had been suffering from foreign debt problems since the mid-1970s, but becoming acute
in the 1980s.

It clearly would be unfair to saddle the blame for the country’s slide into anarchy solely
on the shoulders of the Harvard scholar; nevertheless, the strict neoliberal IMF SAP he
helped impose on Yugoslavia undoubtedly greatly aggravated the situation. The nature
of the IMF’s reforms and its drive to establish a single free market directly undermined
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the intra-regional economic and political balance of power that the Tito regime had been
so careful to preserve.

The policies advocated dramatically increased wealth disparity and hence animosities
between the richer northern republics – Slovenia and Croatia – and their poor southern
counterparts – Serbia and Macedonia – each of which claimed they were bearing
disproportionate socio-economic and political costs of said neoliberal transition once
the whole country entered a recession. It was this context of uneven regional
development, exacerbated by IMF policies, which led political elites to mobilise their
publics along national and ethnic lines, with such disastrous consequences; a situation
not helped by Germany’s formal recognition of Slovenia and Croatia.978

Sach’s fundamental premise was that the transformation of CEE’s respective SROPs,
HBs and FOS could only be carried out by a rapid, top-down, elite-led passive
revolution, since recourse to true democratic processes evidently risked holding up
progress. With regards to relations between Western and CEE, Sachs recommended the
European Community engage in bilateral negotiations with each of the former Soviet
bloc countries on an individual basis, not as a collective unit. These were consolidated
in a series of European Agreements. The clear advantage of establishing this hub-andspokes structure was in breaking up Comecon, severing CEE ties with Moscow and
facilitating accumulation by dispossession by the West. Needles to say the “Sachs Plan”
was vigorously supported by Washington, the WSTI Complex, the European
Community and indeed the G7.

Thanks to shock therapy and IMF austerity measures – and the European Community’s
divide-and-conquer tactics – CEE would suffer a decade of severe economic hardship.

With regards the Soviet Union itself, leader Mikhail Gorbachev still remained
optimistic his glasnost and perestroika reforms could be successful at replacing “real
socialism” with a Scandinavian social democracy-type “market socialism” provided the
West grant them some breathing space on external debt. Invited to attend the G7
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Summit in London, July 1991, Gorbachev hopes were dashed when George H.W. Bush
(backed by his British, Canadian and Japanese counterparts) told him point blank that
the Soviet Union had to copy Poland and adopt Sach’s shock therapy recommendations
immediately. Gorbachev got the same response with regards debt pardoning from the
both the IMF and the World Bank. Once again the London-based Economist was
amongst the biggest cheerleaders for reform. In a famous editorial in December 1990 it
urged Gorbachev to adopt “strong-man rule”, to drive through a “Pinochet approach to
liberal economics”, despite the “possible blood-letting”.979

That man finally arrived in the form of Russian leader, Boris Yeltsin, following an
abortive coup in August 1991. Acting on IMF advice (with the carrot of debt
forgiveness and development aid) Yeltsin named Chicago School disciple Yegor Gaidar
as deputy prime minister, entrusting him with the specific mission of subjecting Russia
to a severe bout of shock therapy, to rid the country of the evils of central planning.
The cure for such ailments involved essentially executing the “Sachs Plan” of austere
fiscal and monetary policies, currency reform, removal of price controls, privatisation,
market liberalisation and removal of trade barriers.

As Robert Cox noted as early as 1992, those that would gain during Russia’s the
neoliberal passive revolution would be “predominantly well-placed members of the
former nomenklatura, speculators, and gangsters”980 It was thanks to Gaidar’s ability to
link up foreign financial operators with ex-nomenklaturas elite and mafia groups (the
future ‘oligarchs’) that Moscow was able to privatise over 200,000 state-owned
companies. This translated into: a) a sell off of Russia’s most lucrative national assets
(e.g. oil, natural gas and minerals) at a fraction of their real worth to nationals and
foreigners alike; b) a massive outflow of capital to Anglo-American and European
finance markets; and c) the majority of domestic trading taking place within the
“shadow economy” (or as traditionally termed, the black market). This represented
perhaps the purest contemporary example of accumulation by dispossession.981
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The results for the national economy were catastrophic. In the following decade Russia
saw its industrial production and GDP slashed in half. Rising inflation worsened already
sky-high unemployment, slashing savings and pensions. Predictably, wealth
accumulated by the new oligarchs found its counterpoint in declining standards of living
amongst the middle and working classes, who were the most affected by a dramatically
reduced public sector and associated welfare state provisions. The hardest hit were those
at the lower rungs, no longer recipients of vital state support, which came to constitute a
newly created underclass, occupying around 20-40% of the population. Alcoholism,
drug addiction and AIDS soured. Seemingly impervious to social turmoil, the IMF
continued to insist Moscow maintain high interest rates and a high rouble to fight
inflation. When the aforementioned hit East Asia financial crisis hit the subsequent
decline in demand for Russia raw materials plummeted sending the economy into a
tailspin, provoking the 1998 rouble crisis and subsequent $22.6 billion bail-out by the
IMF, World Bank and Japanese government.982

And it was in this context, with Russia on a life-support machine, that Washington
reneged on the 1990 Gorbachev-Bush Administration by extending NATO (and with it
American hegemony) deep into Eastern Europe, beginning with Poland, Czech
Republic and Hungary in 1999. It was the Clinton Administration which set the
template for subsequent American presidents, racing to suck Eastern European countries
into NATO before they were admitted into the EU.

The market transition route adhered to by the other key Second World economy, China,
could not have been more different. Beginning with reforms launched by Deng
Xiaoping in 1978 Beijing was determined to avoid the errors committed by Moscow,
indicated by its severe handling of the Tiananmen Square protests in the spring of 1989.
As shown in the following and final chapter (Chapter V) China’s adoption of
neoliberalism would be a very gradual and partial process (thanks to closed nature of its
capital markets, for example, it was one of the few countries in the region not to be hit
by “contagion” following the aforementioned South East Asia crisis).
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This is not to claim that this passive revolution was in any way less exploitative than
other transitions. Actually, as the following chapter argues, the very opposite was true:
the scale of the accumulation by dispossession in China was wholly unprecedented, in
both qualitative and quantative terms. Moreover, it was exactly this ability to
accumulate capital and drive global economic growth while apparently able to isolate
itself from the speculative ills of US financialization process which many academics
seized upon as proof that Asian giant could compete with the US as future global
hegemon.

Such assertions are the subject of Chapter V. To judge their validity requires a deeper
historical materialist analysis of the complex dynamics of its internal class structure
(reflected in its HB and FOS) and how these powerful domestic social forces have
dialectically interacted with their regional and global counterparts within the framework
of a constantly shifting hierarchically-structured global capitalist system. Suffice here to
simply acknowledge that: i) the financialization/neoliberal process dramatically altered
the structure of Chinese society; and ii) the entrance of three billion more workers into
the world labour market (China and India) was vital to the success of neoliberalism by
dramatically driving down average labour costs which helped undermine Keynesian
corporatist arrangements.

By the late 1990s the financialization project was truly global. Global daily trading in
the foreign exchange markets, for example, rose from $15bn in 1973, reaching $1.4tn
by 1998, which was around 60 to 100 times the average turn-over of trade in physical
goods.983 According to neoclassical economic theory the market was supposed to be an
efficient coordinating device for allocating resources. Yet throughout the 1990s
increased financial ‘deregulation’ measures to remove spatio-temporal limits on global
flows of “hot money” only increased the likelihood of speculative bubbles and
subsequent financial crises: a result predicted by Keynesian-inspired economists such as
Charles P. Kindleberger and Hyman Minsky.984
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Currency speculators, such as George Soros, would made billions by betting against
exchange rates driving Britain and Italy out of the EU’s ERM in 1993. Even Robert
Rubin, US Treasury Secretary (1995-99) was forced to admit that “financial crises of
one sort or another are virtually inevitable;” but what mattered, he claimed was that the
US State (encompassing the WSTI complex) act as “chief of the fire department” and
show itself be able to manage domestic and international crises.985

Nowhere better illustrates how financialization and the WSTI Complex helped magnify
crisis tendencies within global capitalism than the 1997/8 East Asia Crisis – arguably
the most serious economic crisis since the Great Depression.

Countries in the region – consisting of South Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the
Philippines, Hong Kong and Taiwan – started to record higher growth/industrialisation
from the mid-1960s onwards by emulating and locking themselves into Japan’s Asian
developmental state model (see above). As noted, by the mid-1980s a Japan-headed
hierarchically-structured regional division of labour (i.e. the flying geese format) with
itself as ‘head goose’. Thanks to state policies (e.g. export-friendly fiscal and monetary
policies and control of labour force), high investment and crucially access to foreign
markets, the East Asia economies enjoyed a decade of high growth, high exports, a
degree of income redistribution and progressive land reform.

East Asia represented a massive pool of labour and markets which, due to its high
domestic savings rate and huge trade surpluses, was afforded a degree of independence
from western financial capital markets. As noted earlier, opening emerging markets in
Asia was considered a top priority by the Clinton Administration. In the case of East
Asia this was even more acute given the high growth rates being recorded in contrast to
those in the rest of the core (especially Europe and Japan). Western financial interests,
headed by the DWSR, urged Washington to exercise its hegemony in the area. Indeed,
the very future of American hegemony was tied up with extending the Open Door to the
region.986
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Disagreement existed, however, on just how this was to be done however. Nobel Prize
Economist, Joseph Stiglitz, for example, explains how the White House’s own Council
of Economic Advisers (of which he formed part) strongly opposed a rapid liberalisation
of the regions’ financial and capital markets, especially fearful of the effect of
speculative capital on the South Korean economy.987

Like Japan before it, external social forces – pressure from the WSTI Complex and the
Clinton Administration’s mixture of coercion (threat trade sanctions) and consensus (the
promise of OECD membership) – found allies amongst Korea domestic social forces.
Here some of the chaebols – the Korean corporate version of the keiretsu – had acquired
such economic strength and had increasingly become embedded into global capital
circuits that they no longer depended upon, and in fact constrained by, the tradition
state-regulated growth model. Citing the need to maintain competitiveness powerful
companies such as Samsung, Hyundai and Daewoo urged Seoul to let them to gain
access to cheaper global credit and labour markets (wage costs having risen
significantly during the 1980s in proportion to growing unionisation) much the same as
their Japanese counter-parts had done in the mid-1980s. The rise of competition from
China, both as a production centre and a FDI recipient, is especially pertinent here.

It was in this context that the Korean capitalist class – in a process that was repeated to a
greater or lesser extent throughout East Asian in the mid-1990s – pushed for the
introduction of neoliberal reforms, notably deregulating labour markets, removing
international trade barriers and most significantly, opening up of capital markets and
financial deregulation, despite it has to be said, the countries’ obvious lack of pertinent
institutions.

Predictably these countries were soon engulfed in a massive inflow of capital – both
FDI and FPI (including foreign bank loans) – with foreign investors eager to flee low
growth in US, Europe and Japan. Given the rising intra-regional competition –
heightened by the heavy devaluations of the yuan and yen between 1994 and 1996, and
augmented Japanese corporate presence there – East Asian businesses were grateful to
gain access to cheaper credit. Nonetheless, the sheer scale of this influx ended up
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driving up share prices, currency parities and domestic inflation, resulting in the
blowing of an enormous speculative bubble in the hitherto highly regulated real estate
sector and foreign debt exposure.988

Intra-regional competition slashed market shares and profit rates. The richer NIE-4
(Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore), for example, came under
competitive pressure not just from the ASEAN-4 (Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia and
the Philippines), but also from relocated Japanese corporations relocated in the region
and of course the meteoric rise of China. To finance their respective corporations’
investment plans financial institutions across East Asia were forced to take on even
more short-term foreign bank loans (FPI).989

Eventually the internal economic contradictions of the region would prove
unsustainable, manifested in low exports, trade deficits, non-performing loans and
empty office space. The fuse was lit in South Korea when Seoul was unable to prevent
the bankruptcy of numerous chaebols such as Sammi Steel, Hanbo Steel and Hansin.
Eager not to be left holding devalued assets, FPI exited the region as quickly and
dramatically as it entered it.

Unable to maintain the fixed parity of the baht against the dollar due to massive
speculative attacks the Thai government was forced to float the currency on July 2nd
1997, which not only broke the national economy, but provoked further speculation
throughout East Asia.990 Quoting contemporary Financial Times and Economist reports
Peter Gowan, amongst others, identifies the key role played by a few well-connected,
heavily leveraged, American hedge funds, such as George Soros’ Quantam Group, for
engaging in coordinated collective action to purposely break regional currencies –
beginning with the baht – make substantial profits and, into the bargain, further US
hegemony. Washington, according to Gowan “sought to use panic in the private
markets dealing with the Korean currency and debt as political lever to further its
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political objectives within Korea”.991 In an unprecedented speech before the IMF-World
Bank in September 1997, Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir bin Mohammad
denounced the destabilising effects American hedge fund speculation was having on the
region’s economies.992

Like the previous Tequila Crisis ‘deregulated’ but highly integrated financial markets
guaranteed that contagion spread the original Thai crisis across the region, dragging in
Indonesia before, crucially, South Korea hit the rocks, which then opened the floodgates
for a regional melt down with banks and investors racing with each other to pull out
their capital the quickest.

Once again history repeated itself. Having contributed to provoking the crisis in the first
place, however unintentionally, the IMF part of the WSTI Complex now began drawing
up Washington Consensus SAPs to remedy the situation. As noted, it was in this
context, as a last ditch attempt to inject liquidity in the region without subjecting the
countries to such avoid such harsh conditionalities (and into the bargain preserve its
regional hegemony), that Japan’s Ministry of Finance attending the G7-IMF meetings in
Hong Kong in September 1997, proposed the setting up of the aforementioned $100bn
Asian Monetary Fund (AMF). All East Asian countries warmly received the AMF
option but the US Treasury under Robert Rubin and Larry Summers rejected it point
blank (along with the Chinese), angry that Tokyo would contemplate the idea of
launching of alternative system of financial governance in the area, and thereby
undermine WSTI primacy in Asia.993

Thus, with the AMF ditched and Japanese financial institutions under severe economic
strain South Korea had little choice but to turn to bite the bullet and accept the rescue
package. The WSTI Complex, guided by Rubin and Summers, set out on a clear
political programme for a passive revolution aimed at restructuring the region’s (and
especially South Korea’s) SROP, HB and FOS while at the same time protecting the
interests of creditors – who under the established moral hazard procedure, would get
991
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their money back paid for by the citizens of the countries they had destroyed – and the
stability of the international financial system.994

In return for the bail-out loans the IMF forced East Asian countries to adopt major
economic reforms involving removing trade barriers, further capital market
liberalisation (i.e. restrictions on the movement of hot money), the introduction of
austere fiscal and monetary policies (i.e. cut public spending, currency devaluation and
high interest rates) and ‘corporate restructuring’ (i.e. selling/splitting up the companies),
ironically, often carried out by the same foreign banks that had helped cause the crisis in
the first place by pulling their money out of the region). The latter in the case of South
Korea would involving turning chaebols such as Samsung, Daewoo and Hyundai into
privatised Anglo-Saxon share-holder companies by cutting them off from state bank
support (i.e. having to raise capital from the international capital markets with the shortterm profit motive ‘disciplining’ that entails) and making them sell off ‘excess capacity’
to foreigners (who supposedly would be able to do a better job).

The corollaries of the IMF austere SAP measures were evident:

1) For well-positioned global investors (largely American, but also including
their British, German and Dutch counter-parts) and the wealthy national elite
the IMF bail-outs not only gave them their money back, it ushered in a
welcome period of accumulation by dispossession, allowing them to either:
a) acquire lucrative Japanese, Korean and Thai corporate assets at fire-sale
prices995 or, b) convert their fortunes into dollars and transfer them abroad.
For those foreign banks that decided not to hold on to the East Asian assets
there were at large commissions for said ‘corporate restructuring’ work.

2) For the losers, the lower and middle classes, on the other hand, the SAP and
associated dispossession meant debt (burdened with the IMF bail-outs),
994
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bankruptcies, mass unemployment, failing public services, rising poverty and
increasing social unrest.996

3) It spelled the end of Asian developmental state, Tokyo’s aforecited ambitions
to establish a Japan-centres East Asian economy, and hence the bolstering of
American hegemony in the area.

It is difficult to place the blame for the East Asia crisis solely on the WSTI Complex.
Certainly, as indicated above, these economies were beset by their own internal
contradictions and subject to rising intra-regional competition, so typical in a capitalist
world marked by uneven and combined development. The region’s neoliberal shift,
understood as a class project, came as much from ‘inside’ as it did from ‘outside’ the
countries.

Notwithstanding, the effects of opening up the region’s capital markets to large scale
foreign investments, especially in its hot money form, based upon prior experiences in
Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe, as Clinton’s Council of Economic
Advisers had warned, were surely predictable. And, as Gowan has insisted, at the very
least the Federal Reserve, and hence US Treasury, must have been well aware that the
big American banks were bankrolling hedge funds operating in East Asian.997 And
when the crisis did hit there was massive capital flight from Asia into New York
“boosting stock prices at a time when internal savings rates in the US were plunging”.998

In conclusion, providing clear proof that the WSTI Complex acted intentionally to bring
down East Asia is very difficult. Nonetheless, and at the very least, one can identify
both a motive and attribute a certain responsibility for the ‘crime’. Furthermore, as in all
good detective stories one begins by asking who are the beneficiaries. As noted above,
the ‘winners’, at least in the short-least, were the DSWR, global finance, the wealthy
rentier class (both foreign and local) and American hegemony in general: exactly what
the neoliberal regime of accumulation was designed to benefit.
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Nevertheless, capitalism is notoriously unpredictable and the knock-on effects of the
East Asia Crisis were multitude.

A dramatic collapse in the oil and commodity markets took place between 1997-1998
hitting Canada, Venezuela and Russia particularly hard. After six years of neoliberal
shock therapy the base of the Russian economy was shaky, and a series of speculative
attacks on its currency began in November 1997 worsened by capital fleeing the
country. Given the narrow fiscal base of its economy (not helped by the oligarchs
holding their money in Anglo-American financial centres) Russia was then forced to
default on its government bonds and float/devalue the rouble, which, apart from
encouraging more capital flight drove the international financial system into a panic,
fearful that other debt-ridden countries would follow suit, amongst them Argentina,
Brazil, Estonia, Turkey and even Australia and New Zealand.

Amidst such financial anarchy only Wall Street appeared immune. But that too was an
illusion – financial globalisation had a “blow back”.

The Long Term Capital Management Fund (LTCM), set up in 1994, seemed safe as
houses. It was a colossal speculative hedge fund specialising in computerised over-thecounter arbitrage trading in government bonds and derivatives, notably CDOs
(collateralised debt obligations) and CDS (credit default swaps) based in the Cayman
Islands, ran by a cartel of the biggest US investment banks (e.g. Merrill Lynch and
Bears Stearns) and one European one (UBS) and advised by a couple of Nobel Prize
winners (Myron Scholes and Robert C. Merton) and a former deputy chairman of the
Fed (David W. Mullins Jr.). Unsurprisingly, the LTCM enjoyed excellent access to
government, hence inside information, and ran a large PR management programme
employing journalists and academics to preach the neo-classical gospel.

Considered “too big too fail” (another example of moral hazard) the LTCM used
leverage to mobilise enormous sums of money. With just $4.8bn in capital it was able to
borrow around $125bn from banks and securities firms leverage of 25:1 to engage in
‘highly aggressive’ (i.e. speculative) derivate trading strategies involving an estimated
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$1.4trn (290 times their material base).999 The apex of the entire US financial system,
therefore, consisted of a handful of tax-avoiding highly speculative hedge funds
supplied with almost limitless credit by the American money-centre banks.

When Moscow defaulted on government bonds global investors fled Asian (especially
Japanese), Latin American and Europe sovereign debt and security markets in general to
buy US Treasury bonds. Accordingly, profits on US Treasury bonds – one of the
LTCM’s main investments – dropped dramatically causing the Fund to incur huge
losses ($4.3bn in three months) and to sell off many of its key assets just as the financial
markets were entering a particularly bearish period. When the Fund’s equity dropped to
25% of its original the Federal Reserve was organised a $3.6bn bail-out by the major
creditors – amongst them Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch, J.P. Morgan, Deutsche Bank,
Credit Suisse and UBS – to avoid the collapse of the financial system.1000 Nevertheless,
the shaky foundations of the American financialization project would once again be
uncovered with devastating effects (see Chapter V).1001
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SECTION 4:

AMERICAN HEGEMONY
IN THE 21st CENTURY
CHAPTER 5: THE INDESPENSABLE POWER
Introduction
According to much of the mainstream media, scholars and quite a few Neo-Gramscians
American hegemony has recently suffered two mortal blows in recent years: the Iraqi
War and the 2008 Financial Crisis. This chapter is dedicated to analysing such claims:
to what extent said crises mark the beginning of the end if Pax Americana or whether,
on the contrary, they reinforced the role of Washington within the present WO. The
chapter is divided in two sections

The first section examines the significance of the War on Terror (WOT).

In the 1990s, following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the discourse of empire
resurfaced for the first time in fifty years. This time, however, the defenders of empire
were not European but American. The “organic intellectuals” of American empire drew
on long-standing national exceptionalism myths to encourage and legitimise a more
aggressive foreign policy stance by Washington. For mainstream critics the unilateral
imperialist policies executed under the presidency of George W. Bush were an
aberration: not only questionable from the perspective of international law but a betrayal
of long-standing multilateral arrangements which had successfully underpinned
American hegemony and hence the stability of the global political system per se. As
such most mainstream IR literature, together with the vast majority of Neo-Gramscian
interpretations, predicted that the WO was entering a new stage of American
unilateralism and domination, and therein marking the demise of American hegemony.
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Indeed, the entrance of Bush’s supposed antithesis, Barack Obama, in the White House
in 2009, the argument ran, had one of its prime objectives to restore international
confidence in American hegemony by adopting a far more consensual/multilateral
position on world governance. This thesis is based on some core assumptions:

1) Bush’s “New Imperialism” was due to an ideological shift resulting from a
neoconservative take-over, first of the Republican Party and then the
American State

2) The policies promoted by these neoconservatives:
a) represented a radical departure from those promoted by previous
occupants in the White House; and
b) undermined the long-standing tradition foundations of American
hegemony

2) Due to the failure of the above policies, and as a reflection of a very different
ideological orientation, the new incoming Obama Administration would seek
to rectify the damage done to American hegemony by relaunching a
complete volte-face on foreign policy and attempt to rebuild a new
consensual multilateral WO.

The following section assesses the validity of these first assumptions.

The term concept of hegemony has been favoured over imperialism as a more accurate
description of power relations throughout this thesis. Nonetheless, these terms are not
mutually exclusive. To avoid unnecessary confusion, and to reiterate a point made
earlier, the form of imperialism referred to in this thesis will be that of a capitalist
nature, defined by David Harvey in Chapter II.

The second section analyses the effect the 2008 financial crisis has had on American
hegemony.
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As reiterated throughout this thesis, Marxian thinkers have always viewed capitalism as
inherently unstable, anarchic and subject to periodic crises; a reflection of the internal
contradictions afflicting the process of capital accumulation on which it is based.
Writing in the Communist Manifesto Marx and Engels likened “modern bourgeois
society” to a “sorcerer” who has “conjured up such gigantic means of production and
exchange” but “is no longer able to control the powers of the nether world who he has
called up by his spells”.1002 Furthermore, when such crises do occur they “carry the
most frightful devastations in their train, and like and earthquake, cause bourgeois
society to shake to its very foundations” leading to struggles between the classes and
shattering the “operating fraternity of the capitalist class.”1003

It has been argued throughout this thesis that the underlying cause of a capitalist
economic crisis is a falling rates of profit which, as has been asserted in previous
chapters, is usually due to one, often in combination with another, of the following
tendencies: i) overproduction; ii) underconsumption; and iii) profit squeeze from below.

Nevertheless, as Arrighi observed – very much working within a Gramscian historical
materialist perspective – crises are necessarily historically contingent, occurring within
particular periods of capitalist development and must therefore must be theorised within
the class and institutional matrices of that period (being of special importance the
capital-labour relation) within a given HB.1004

Chapter IV revealled the capitalist world faced a severe structural crisis in the late 1960s
and early 1970s as profitability dropped as a result of a combination of two of the
aforecited tendencies: a) inter-capitalist competition (manifested in overproduction) and
b) the unsustainability of Keynesianism (profit squeeze from below), which contributed
to, and enjoyed a dialectical relationship with, a decline of American hegemony.

Importantly, and contrary to arguments forwarded by teleological Marxists, the advent
of a crisis did not signal the end of capitalism as a mode of production; as Marx asserted
1002
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in the late 1850s, “permanent crises do not exist.”1005 Crises, Marx affirmed, could be
“checked, retarded, weakened, by counteracting forces”; such measures to restore profit
rates (set out in Chapter II) included augmenting labour exploitation, reducing wages,
technological innovation, increasing unemployment, financialization, expanding foreign
trade, formation of monopolies and even military spending.1006

One area arguably insufficiently conceptualised in classic Marxist thought is the ‘crisismanagement’ role of the state: firstly in containing, and subsequently helping resolve
periodic structural crises by setting up appropriate institutional infrastructure to restore
capital accumulation.

Indeed, the very exercising of world hegemony, in the framework forwarded in this
thesis, necessarily depended on the would-be hegemonic state being able to do just that
at an international level. Chapter III and IV showed the critical role of Washington in
setting up global institutions – also consistent with Gramsci’s “second moment” of
hegemony – firstly in the 1940s, with the launching of the Bretton Woods trio, and
secondly in the 1970s, with, amongst other changes, the reorganizing and revitalising of
the latter. Washington’s fundamental objective in both historically contingent
institution-building processes, as shown, was to facilitate restructuring of SROP, HB
and hence FOS, in order to launch a new WO – be it one based on embedded liberalism
or neoliberalism/globalization. By leading the capitalist world to a new stage of capital
accumulation, it was hoped, profit levels would be increased and, into the bargain,
American hegemony strengthened.

As Chapter IV showed, neoliberal restructuring would have been impossible without the
state, not least since it would require the periodic recourse to its coercive apparatus to
pacify the subaltern classes.

The decision to engage in regional integration

arrangements (i.e. new constitutionalism), for example, was a conscious decision by
‘national’ bourgeois to restructure their respective HBs by devolving power to
“independent” international bodies (e.g. central banks, trade dispute mechanisms, etc),
who were entrusted with imposing commercial, monetary and fiscal budgetary
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standards on their populations (i.e. disciplinary neoliberalism) without any democratic
control. This did not in any way signify the state’s withdrawal from markets as
globalization “common sense” rhetoric implied. The state was constantly required to
restructure and reproduce SROP, stabilise crises and guarantee capital accumulation.

Perhaps where the centrality of the state was most clearly demonstrated was with
regards

the

core

of

the

neoliberal/globalization

project:

financialization.

Financialization, as asserted in Chapter IV, involved a shift in the economy from
“productive capital” to “money” or “financial capital” – the two interconnected poles of
capitalism – and manifested in a dramatic increase in:

a) financial profits, as a share of total profits;
b) the importance of FIRE (finance, insurance and real estate), as a
percentage of GDP;
c) debt relative to GDP;
d) the use of new highly complex financial instruments; and
e) the number and scale of financial bubbles

It will be remembered that according to the classic Marxist model the former was
responsible for creating value in the ‘real sector’, producing savings which were then
channelled by the latter to generate funds for future production (and connected risk
management) reflected in his formula M-C-M’. Nevertheless, in addition to this ‘real’
money, Marx noted that much of financial capital circulating the economy was
“interest-bearing” or “fictitious capital” 1007 entitling the holder to some kind of future
royalty or right to trade financial assets (reflected in his formula to M-M’). 1008

In this respect said financial asset represented more of tribute extracted from the
productive sector than a mechanism to channel capital to productive investment
opportunities. True, the issuance of shares or bonds was a way of raising funds that
could be used for productive capitalist investment, but the lion’s share of trading on
secondary securities markets, Marx observed, was based around speculative arbitrage
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(buying low and selling high), contributing little to wealth creation.1009 All such stock
speculation, Marx continued, consolidated the position of a “new financial aristocracy, a
new variety of parasites in the shape of promoters, speculators and simply nominal
directors; a whole system of swindling and cheating by means of corporation
promotion, stock issuance and stock speculation.”1010

Nonetheless, despite these parasitic and rentier attributes of financial capital, and
returning to the original affirmation, it would be equally erroneous to fall into the
ontological dualist trap of conceptualising production and finance as occupying two
separate economic universes, as Keynesians and quite a few Neo-Gramscians assert.
They poles of capitalism were at once distinct, but intricately linked. Indeed, as argued
in Chapter IV, financial capital was able to enjoy hegemony over the productive capital
from the early 1980s onwards – including the following real estate bubble – precisely
because it promised to restore and maintain capital’s profitability.

As Chapter IV also affirmed, contrary to neoliberal dogma, the launching and on-going
management of financialization was simply unimaginable without extensive state
intervention. The global financial volatility it engendered from the 1980s, it was noted,
led to a series of crises (e.g. Mexico, East Asia, Russia etc) which could only be
resolved by Washington mobilising G7 central bankers and financial ministers in order
to inject the necessary liquidity into the financial system and bail-out key institutions.

Indeed, the American state – with the Treasury and the quasi-“Global Central Bank”,
the Federal Reserve, at the helm – openly assumed the role of chief fire-fighter in this
new financialized age. The continual blowing of investment bubbles, it appeared, was
endemic to this new financialization age, and in fact necessary to meet the demands of
the liquidity-driven American economy.1011

Neoliberal purists might recoil at the persistent recourse to bail-outs to stabilise the
system, denouncing its moral hazard implications, but between neoliberalism as an
ideology and neoliberalism as a practice, there was a huge ontological difference.
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Furthermore, the hierarchical nature of the global capitalist system would assure that the
“prime pumping” would be largely reserved for the richer countries while the
developing world would be forced to subject their populations to the cold wind of fiscal
and monetary austerity.
Although the creation and subsequent bursting of speculative bubbles were accepted as
unavoidable side-effects of financialization by the US Treasury, Federal Reserve and
Wall Street alike, the 2008 Financial Crisis was different. Not only did it have truly
global effects, importantly it took place in the very heart of the capitalist system. This
section of the chapter analyses the significance of the 2008 Financial Crisis and in do so
seeks to shed some light on the following key questions:

1) What did it reveal about the nature of the financialization project,
underpinning as it does the present WO?

2) Did herald the end of American economic hegemony as some scholars,
including many Neo-Gramscians, foretold?

In order to tackle the final point it is important first to understand the full causes of the
crisis.

5.1 Continuity & Change of the War on Terror
5.1.1. Global Leviathan, Endless War & Launching the War on Terror
Drawing on Hobbes (and indirectly Marx, Lenin and Luxemburg), Hannah Arendt
observed that power and accumulation were implicitly linked in a capitalist society:

Hobbes insistence on power as the motor of all things human […] sprang from
the theoretically indisputable proposition that a never-ending accumulation of
property must be based on a never-ending accumulation of power […] The
limitless process of capital accumulation needs the political structure of so
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“unlimited a Power” that it can protect growing property by constantly growing
more powerful.1012

This reading coincides with Arrighi’s historical research on the rise and fall of world
hegemons: each subsequent hegemon necessarily is both the wealthiest capitalist
economy and in possession of the world’s most potent military force.1013

It was in this context that Washington assumed the role as the principal guarantor of: a)
international private property rights; and b) global market expansion and on-going
process of capital accumulation, with priority given to American corporations, but then
also extended to their foreign counterparts as part of an extended Open Door policy.
Washington, therefore, had to possess the capacity to project its power globally, not
least in order to help restructure SROP and FOS abroad, resulting in the establishment
of a worldwide security network encompassing hundreds of foreign military
instalments, all under American sovereignty. For Chalmers Johnson this was a new type
of empire: and “empire of bases.”1014

Arendt also stressed that ‘empire-building’ and militarization abroad inevitable went
hand in hand with a process of militarization domestically.1015 This assertion was very
much borne out with regards the modification of the American FOS in the post-WWII,
as argued in Chapter III and IV. The launching of the permanently militarized NSS1016 –
replacing its Keynesian welfare-warfare state equivalent – consolidated under the
aforementioned National Security Act of 1947.

The estimated total running costs for the NSS during the Cold War stood at around
$15trn public money– an average annual expenditure of around $342bn in constant
dollars.1017 As Chapter IV noted, not only did such expenditure play a vital role in
revitalizing the post-war global economy, domestically it created a colossal bureaucratic
security apparatus – the MIC – whose tentacles penetrated virtually all areas of
1012
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American life, be it via lucrative industrial contracts, academia (the Department of
Defense being the single largest funder of university research), the media or the
entertainment industry (e.g. television, films, video games etc).1018 As a consequence
the permanent war economy enjoyed great legitimacy amongst the American public; the
belief that war brought prosperity, Seymour Melman claimed, had become a truism in
American national culture.1019

Indeed, has shown throughout this thesis, and despite the official republican rhetoric,
militarism has always played pivotal role in American history, omnipresent at the very
birth, consolidation and on-going expansion of the new republic.
Numerous US presidents, such as George Washington1020 and Woodrow Wilson1021
have all expressed concern on how to square such militarism with the nation’s professed
adherence to democratic republican principles, way before Dwight Eisenhower’s
famous denouncement of the MIC.1022 One of those, Founding Father, James Madison,
went even further, identifying a tendency later developed by Arendt: “The means of
defense against foreign danger historically have become the instruments of tyranny at
home”.1023 Chapter III observed that the National Security Act of 1947 – passed amid
the Second Red Scare – bore a stroking resemblance to the Espionage Act of 1917 –
launched during First Red Scare – both pieces of legislation used to justify the
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surveillance, monitoring and eradication of leftists, radical unionists or other target
groups (be it opponents of the Marshall Plan or WWI).

Security threats, Hobbes observed, greatly augmented the state’s legitimacy and
authority: a frightened citizen, like a small child, had little choice but to obey their
protector when their safety was at risk.1024 Similarly, while also drawing on Karl
Polanyi’s analysis regarding the social fragmentation proclivities of capitalism (see
Chapter III), Arendt claimed the state, as “a vacillating structure”, constantly had to
“provide itself with new props from outside; otherwise it would collapse overnight into
the aimless, senseless chaos of the private interests from which it springs”.1025

As continual theme of this thesis, has been how this the need for “the other”, expressed
in “friend-foe” rhetoric, has perpetuated, albeit unevenly, throughout American history.
It was in this context of a hyper-individualistic capitalist society set on ‘imperial’
expansion that one can understand Richard J. Hofstadter’s reference to “the paranoid
style in American politics.”1026 Fear of the other, in short, constituted a vital tool of
dominant classes to legitimate their supremacy, reinforce national identity and maintain
social solidarities (i.e. weaken working class political organisation), and project power
abroad.

Nevertheless, despite the important functional role American military hegemony
fulfilled in helping reproduce capital relations both on a domestic and global level, it
still had to be justified, to appear consensual, be portrayed as protecting the capitalist
core countries from external threats, clashing as it periodically would with the interests
of foreign bourgeois classes. The “foe” component of the “friend-foe” mechanism, in
other words, had to be credible. In this regards it is useful to bear in mind Charles
Tilly’s differentiation between legitimate protection (against a real external threat) and
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racketeering (protection being offered at a price against an imagery threat or danger
created by the state itself).1027

As witnessed in Chapter III the very basis of the US’s post-war hegemony over the core
capitalist countries – and the cornerstone of its Grand Strategy (understood as a
sufficiently coherent unifying ideological doctrine to assure long term American
leadership) – was its military guarantee to guard them against Soviet/communist
encroachment. Since those countries considered said external threat as genuine and not
one created by Washington, American military hegemony over the capitalist world
during the Cold War could be feasibly justified as an act of legitimate protection.

The downside of collapse of the USSR, as argued Chapter IV, was that while the US
remained the “indispensable nation” – the sole military superpower, with the capacity to
reap irreparable damage – it was left with no plausible enemy to justify such a huge
MIC, global military network and actually military hegemony per se. As Gorbachev’s
advisor Georgi Arbatov famously quipped, contemplating the USSR’s demise: “We are
going to do the worst thing we can do to you. We are going to take your enemy
away”.1028

The end of the Cold War could spell either a serious reduction in the military budget
and associated undermining of the MIC or if not, and in lieu of a tangible threat to
replace communism, exercising American military hegemony was at risk of appearing
less like legitimate protection more like a protection racket.1029 For the first time in over
forty years, it appeared, Western Europe and Japan could finally enjoy a degree of
foreign policy independence free from Washington’s military leverage. Chapter IV
noted that despite references to a “new world order”, “peace dividends” and possible
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demilitarization, the Bush I was quick to launch the First Gulf War (1990-1) to justify
its MIC and assert/maintain its politico-military hegemony over core countries amid a
desperately search for another Grand Strategy. Sadly, none of the respective
international campaigns Washington launched by the Bush I and Clinton
Administrations – be it Operation Desert Storm, the War on Drugs, alerting to the
dangers of rogue states – could able to replace the Cold War framework,1030 justify the
American “empire of bases” or prevent international security arrangements appear at
best, unnecessary, or at worst, racketeering.1031

Years later Deputy Defense Secretary under George W. Bush (Bush II), Paul
Wolfowitz, would sum up the mood of pessimism at the Pentagon after the fall of the
Berlin Wall: “What we were afraid of was people who would say, ‘Let’s bring all the
troops home, and let’s abandon our position in Europe”.1032 By the time Bush II entered
the White House the Grand Strategy was at crisis point; his Joint Chief of Staff, Colin
Powell lamented: “I’m running out of demons, I’m running out of villains…I’m down
to Castro and Kim II Sung.1033

Since the early 1990s the ‘hawkish’ wing of the Republican Party – made up of
economic neoliberals, the MIC and the Christian/Jewish Right – had been imploring
Washington to launch a new more assertive Grand Strategy position. This was
originally articulated in doctrinal form in 1992 (leaked to the New York Times in the
spring) in the still classified first draft of the Pentagon’s Defense Planning Guidance
1992-1994 (DPG 1992), written by the then Undersecretary of Defense for Policy Paul
Wolfowitz and his Deputy Undersecretary, I. Lewis “Scooter” Libby, and rubber
stamped by Defense Secretary Dick Cheney.
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The DPG 1992 – which bore uncanny resemblance to US Secretary of State, Dean
Acheson’s testimony during 1963 ASIL Proceedings on the quarantine of Cuba in
19631034 – urged the government to “prevent any hostile power from dominating regions
whose resources would allow it to attain great power status”, to account “for the
interests of the advanced industrial nations to discourage them from challenging our
leadership of seeking to overturn the established political and economic order”, to
“prevent the emergence of European-only security arrangements which would
undermine NATO”, and to “preclude the emergence of any potential future competitor”.
In this venture the DPG 1992, insisted Washington should not shy from adopting a more
aggressive unilateralist foreign policy position (e.g. pre-emption); resorting to the one
area the US still reigned supreme and which its European and Asian allies still remained
as dependent as ever: hard power (i.e. militarism).1035

In the short term, however, these neo-conservatives (neocons) were forced to watch on
despairingly as the DPG 1992, resurrected in a watered-down form (“Defense Strategy
for the 1990s”), was largely ignored by the Clinton Administration.1036 Right-wing think
tanks mobilised to counter what they denounced as Clinton’s ‘dovish’ approach.1037 Of
these, the most high profile was the Project for a New American Century (PNAC), set
up by Robert Kagan and William Kristol in 1997 “to make the case and rally support for
American global leadership” based on “a Reaganite policy of military strength and
moral clarity”.1038 Its members were made up of many policy wonks from the previous
Bush Administration (Bush I) which apart from Dick Cheney, Paul Wolfowitz, Scooter
Libby included Donald Rumsfeld, Richard Perle, Norman Podhoretz, and Richard
1034
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Armitage, as well as other neocon luminaries such as Francis Fukuyama, William
Bennett, Eliot Cohen and John Bolton.1039
Influenced by Huntington’s Clash of Civilisations thesis1040, these Reaganite neocons
held that the new post-Cold War order would be a period of international instability
awash with civil wars, rogue/failed states and terrorist activities thanks to the reemergence of historical, ethnical and cultural animosities which the classic bipolar
system had managed to suppress.1041 Washington had not only the moral obligation, but
thanks to its huge military prowess, the actual capacity to underwrite global security.
Furthermore, thanks to the demise of the USSR and Russian economic and political
weakness Washington has its hands freer than ever before.

Top of the list for PNAC and key fellow right-wing think-tanks – the American
Enterprise Institute, the National Institute for Public Policy and the missile defense
lobby, Center for Security Policy – was regime change in the Middle East. This view
was shared by powerful militant Zionist think-tanks such as the American Israel Public
Affairs Committee (AIPAC), the Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs
(JINSA),1042 the Washington Institute for Near East Policy,1043 the Middle East Media
Research Institute, the National Institute for Public Policy, the Institute for Advanced
Strategic and Political Studies, and the Middle East Forum.

All coincided in their support for a “greater Israel” (maintaining its post-1967 borders)
and hence opposition to the Palestine Peace Process, support for increased US military
1039
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presence in the Middle East, and the removal of Saddam Hussein’s regime from power
(considered a threat to Saudi Arabia and Kuwait). Indeed, it is customary to attribute
Clinton’s launching of Operation Desert Fox against Iraq – executed without support
from the UN Security Council – as coming in part as a result of heavy lobby pressure
from these groups, expressed in a series of ‘open letters’ to the White House and
Congress in early 1998.1044

The entrance of George W. Bush (Bush II) into the White House in January 2000 no
doubt represented a coup for the hawks.1045 Ten of eighteen PNAC members that signed
the aforementioned letters to Clinton/Congress in 1998 would became members of his
cabinet,1046 while the anti-Islamic military lobby CSP could boast around two dozen of
its former advisory board members within said administration.1047 In total, according to
William Hartung and Michelle Ciarrocca, 32 major appointees in the first Bush II
Administration were either “former executives with, consultants for, or significant
shareholders of top defense contractors”.1048
The primary topic on the first National Security Council meeting on the 30th January
2001 (and also the second meeting, two days later) was a potential war on Iraq.1049
Bush’s then Treasury Secretary, Paul O’Neill later explained: “We were building the
case against Hussein and looking at how we could take him out and change Iraq into a
new country…It was all about finding a way to do it. That was the tone of it…The
President saying, ‘Fine. Go find me a way to do this”.1050
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The problem, as Richard Perle had lamented in the spring of 1997, was that the majority
of US citizens “were not eager to project American power”, lamenting that it was
“tough to get budgets out of Congress for that purpose” and that “[t]he isolationist
tendency is very strong.”1051 Such as concern was expressed in an influential and
comprehensive PNAC report, published in September 2000, sponsored by Cheney,
Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, Libby, Kristol et al entitled “Rebuilding America’s Defenses:
Strategy, Forces, and Resources for a New Century”. While urging Washington to
pursue its imperial destiny, extend and strengthen its military capacity, and carrying out
a more permanent role in Gulf security beyond the solving of the ‘Iraqi problem’, the
document bewailed the fact that national support for such a project would be lacking
unless a “catastrophic and catalyzing event – like a new Pearl Harbor” were to
transpire.1052

Apart from galvanizing public opinion a “new Pearl Harbor” – a state of national
emergency – would also bolster unaccountable executive power at the cost of the
legislature. What this meant was consolidating the shift from a Lockean to a Hobbesian
state. This point is important and worth clarifying.

Thomas Hobbes, it will be remembered, depicted the ‘state of nature’ as anarchic,
lawless and violent, where life was “nasty, brutish and short”. People could only enjoy
peace, stability and security by relinquishing their freedom and ceding their sovereignty
to an all-powerful sovereign (Leviathan) who not only decided but was always was
above the law. Within Hobbes’ account of sovereignty, therefore, authoritarianism
remained latent. Officially, of course the American political system professed adherence
to the Lockean model of a division of power with a democratically elected government
who was forever accountable to a sovereign people in possession of inalienable rights
and to whom government was forever accountable.

These two worlds of “might” (Hobbes) and “right” (Locke) – ‘power’ and ‘rule of law’
– appeared therefore, mutually exclusive. There was, however, a point of contact where
the two philosophers did coincide. At his most Hobbesian, Locke did contemplate the
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possibility of law being temporarily suspended under executive prerogative when it
came to guaranteeing public security, albeit sparingly, and in a very particular set of
circumstances.1053

This overlap between Hobbes and Locke led to an interesting legal paradox. Citing an
immanent and grave danger to public security the executive may find justification for
temporary suspending the rule of the law (i.e. by-passing Congress) in the name of
restoring order, placing itself to all intents and purposes, beyond accountability, i.e.
outside the law, while simultaneously reserving for itself the exclusive right to decide
what constituted acceptable behaviour inside the law.

Yet this Hobbesian scenario of unlimited and unaccountable power (i.e. Leviathan) was
exactly what liberal thinkers such as Locke had sought to prevent. Nevertheless, and
unsurprisingly, reliance on executive orders and Presidential decrees rose dramatically
from Teddy Roosevelt onwards, most notably during times of conflict or social
unrest.1054

This executive prerogative was not just limited to democracy within the US but also
manifested with regards the role of the American state within the WO. As noted in
Chapters III and IV – and in keeping with the NNG perspective forwarded in this thesis
– the exercising of American hegemony from 1945 onwards always harboured a latent
Hobbesianism (unaccountable coercive power) within the professed Lockean
(consensual) paradigm. The global threat posed to public security by communism, rogue
states or dictators had been continually used to justify the waging of war and numerous
interventions in sovereign countries during and after the Cold War, often without
Congress authorisation and outside the norms of international law.

The reality was that Bush II Administration differed from its predecessors only in
regards the degree and overt style to which the global Leviathan (see below) exercised
this executive prerogative. The return to a permanent war scenario and associated ‘state
of emergency’ would prioritise executive power, authoritarianism, the NSS, patriotism
1053
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and ideological conformity over liberty, democracy and freedom of expression. This
authoritarian shift would help advance the ruling class’ neoliberal agenda and associated
process of accumulation albeit while undermining the very basis of the American
constitution.

The aforementioned “new Pearl Harbor”, in the end, of course, would come in the form
of the Twin Tower/Pentagon terrorist attacks on 11th September 2001 (9/11):
constituting the clearest example of Chalmers Johnson’s “blowback”1055 with regards
Afghanistan.1056 PNAC wasted no time in exploiting the window of opportunity offered.
On September 20th 2001 it sent an open letter to Bush insisting that the eradication of
terrorism required the toppling of Saddam “even if evidence does not link Iraq directly
to the attack”.1057 Yet they need not have worried, the Bush cabinet had already started
to draw up plans for attacking Iraq1058 and ordered the security services ordered to try
and trace the attacks back to Saddam’s regime.1059

With the 9/11 attacks the US recovered its Grand Strategy. The Cold War ‘friend-foe’
military framework would be revived, replacing one tangible enemy (communism) with
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another (terror/extremism). Now Washington could claim it was offering legitimate
protection from an external threat rather than just engaging in racketeering.

But unlike the classic consensual multilateral Cold War model, the route to promote the
international public good favoured by the radical right-wingers in the White House
involved the US exercising unlimited, unaccountable and arbitrary power amidst a
Hobbesian bellum omnium contra omnes. This was illustrated with the announcement of
a global WOT – “terror” permitting even wider scope for action than “terrorism” – in
which Washington claimed a carte blanche to assess the legitimacy and morality of
political actions right across the globe and, where necessary, intervene to help
restructure foreign SROP and FOS.
Much to the chagrin of Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld,1060 Washington announced
that said global WOT would begin in Afghanistan where Al Qaeda training camps were
said to be located.1061 Nevertheless, Rumsfeld would not have to wait long. Roughly a
month after the UN sanctioned1062 Operation Enduring Freedom began on 7th October
2001 retired General Wesley Clark was told during a visit to the Pentagon that said
strike against Kabul would be the first shot of a five year campaign to restructure
Middle Eastern and targeted African states, taking in not just Iraq but also Syria,
Lebanon, Libya, Iran, Somalia and Sudan.1063 Such a view was perpetuated by
prominent PNAC member Eliot Cohen who interpreted the forthcoming invasion of Iraq
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as the opening volley of a broader World War IV (World War III being the Cold War);
an argument which was later popularised by fellow neocon Norman Podhoretz.1064

Endless accumulation, as Arendt asserted above, required an endless accumulation of
power and therefore infinite, never-ending war.

From the very outset Bush made the expansive nature of the task ahead patently clear
declaring on the 14th September 2001 that the US’s “responsibility to history” was to
“rid the world of evil”;1065 informing the Congress that the forthcoming global war on
terrorism would extend to “any nation that continues to harbour support for
terrorism”.1066
The war, admitted Vice President Dick Cheney, “in a sense it may never end. At least
not in my lifetime.”1067 Indeed, the Orwellian world of perpetual conflict directed by
Big Brother appeared to have arrived in November 2001 when Cheney ordered the
intelligence agencies to treat a one percent possibility of a terrorist group threatening the
security of the US (in this case Pakistani scientists helping strengthen Al Qaeda’s
nuclear capacity) as if it were a certainty: the so-called “One Percent Doctrine.”1068 The
Bush Administration was thus reducing the burden of proof required to justify military
intervention to such low levels as to be irrelevant.

Added to that, and in keeping with the Hobbesian/Arendt model established, the
Pentagon was claiming an endless accumulation of power in order to be able to deal
with an infinite list of potential dangers. This was famously expressed in a media
briefing speech by Donald Rumsfeld who explained: “we know there are some things
that we do not know. But there are also unknown unknowns – the ones we don’t know
we don’t know”.1069 The US, Rumsfeld concluded, had to adopt a new “capability-based
approach” build the necessary military capacity to defend the nation “against the
1064
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unknown, the uncertain, the unseen and the unexpected” and prepare its forces “to deter
and defeat adversaries that have not yet emerged to challenge us”.1070

On the first anniversary of 9/11, in an interview in the New York Times, Bush set out his
Administration’s imperial mission statement: “We will use our position of unparalleled
strength and influence to build an atmosphere of international order and openness in
which progress and liberty can flourish in many nations. A peaceful world of growing
freedom serves American long-term interests, reflects enduring American ideals and
unites American allies”. The US sought a “just peace” where “repression, resentment and poverty
are replaced with the hope of democracy, development, free markets and trade”.
Humanity had the opportunity, Bush concluded, “to offer freedom’s triumph over all its
age-old foes”; a “great mission” that Washington was more than willing to lead.1071 The
White House fleshed out these objectives in clearer policy format in the official White
House’s National Security Strategy 2002 (NSS2002) document.

In effect the NSS2002 was a re-write of the aforementioned DPG 1992 report with
Rumsfeld’s signature replacing that of Cheney. Like DPG (and Acheson’s Cold War
strategy) the NSS2002 sought to guarantee American primacy, reiterating the idea that
the US enjoyed “unprecedented - and unequalled – strength and influence in the world”
sustained “by principles of liberty, and the value of a free society”. Unfortunately, such
American liberties and values, not to mention a global free trade system itself, were
threatened by global terrorists, weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and rogue states.
“It is time”, the NSS2002 stressed, “to reaffirm the essential role of American military
strength. We must build and maintain our defenses beyond challenge …The US must
and will maintain the capability to defeat any attempt by an enemy to impose its will on
the US, our allies, or our friends…Our forces will be strong enough to dissuade
potential adversaries from pursuing a military build-up in hopes of surpassing, or
equalling, the power of the United States.”1072
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Regarding rogue states1073 the NSS2002 made it clear that it retained the option of
carrying out “preemptive” strikes (including with nuclear weapons) “to counter a
sufficient threat to our national security”.1074 But while a “pre-emptive war – carrying
out a first strike when an attack is imminent” – was considered a legitimate act of selfdefence under international law – the Bush Doctrine1075 actually appeared to sanction
“preventative war”.
“Preventative war” – not recognised in international law – insisted countries had the
right to strike a potentially belligerent rogue state or terrorist group even before the
latter posed a threat, let alone had drawn up concrete plans for attack.1076 Such was the
logic underpinning Cheney’s speech in August 2002 in which he demanded Iraq be
attacked even before it acquired nuclear weapons. Baghdad, Washington assured,
constituted a major threat to international peace and harboured WMD, despite the fact
that neither the UN weapons inspectors, nor the US’s own military under General
Tommy Franks – who had spent a decade searching for them – had been able to
locate.1077 Although the Bush Administration claimed to have proof of uranium
purchases and other WMD – set out by the President in his January 2003 Joint State of
Union Address and Secretary of State Colin Powell in an appearance for the UN on
February 5th 2003– Washington made it crystal clear to friends and foe alike that a
preemptive (i.e. preventative) strike against Baghdad was imminent, with or without
UN support.

Such overt unilateralism did generate considerable opposition from within mainstream
American academic circles.

Realist IR thinkers were amongst the most critical. Zbigniew Brzezinski, for example,
denounced as “meaningless” the declaration of a war against a “technique of warfare”
(terrorism) rather than against an enemy (concrete political group) or ideology
1073
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(communism);1078 John Mearsheimer, criticised the Iraqi War from a more pragmatic
position, considering it both unnecessary and potentially disastrous, both in terms of the
military and civilian casualties, and with regards the stability of the Middle East and
American long-term interests there.1079 What worried Henry Kissinger, on the other
hand, was the doctrine of “pre-emption”. “It cannot be either in American national
interest or the world’s interest”, he argued, “to develop principles that grant every
nation an unfettered pre-emption against its own definition of threats to its security.”1080

Liberal institutionalists IR scholars, such as Joseph Nye, on the other hand, feared the
damage this use of hard military power instead of soft power,1081 could reap on the
liberal international order. G. John Ikenberry, for his part, denounced this “new imperial
grand strategy” with the US appearing as “a revisionist state seeking to parlay its
momentary power advantage into a world order in which it runs the show”.1082
American contempt for international law, they argued, undermined its prestige,
legitimacy and hence hegemony; the crisis of authority this engendered could the world
into a period of Hobbesian anarchy (in line with classical Realist theory).1083 Liberal
institutionalists also worried about the unforeseen unintentional consequences of
promoting freedom and democracy. Michael Mann likened American action to “a
disturbed, misshapen monster stumbling clumsily across the world. It means well. It
intends to spread order and benevolence, but instead it creates disorder and
violence.”1084
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Despite working within different paradigms these mainstream academics coincided that
Bush’s policies represented a radial break from the successful Cold War Pax Americana
model of hegemonic governance and which risked being counter-productive,
destabilising the entire international system to the detriment of its greatest beneficiary:
the US.

5.1.2 Empire & American Exceptionalism
While countdown for war was well on its way, the principal challenge for the White
House was to manufacture the necessary consent amongst the public.
In reality said indoctrination of public opinion had been underway from the 12th
September. For the next eighteen months the White House skilfully exploited the
climate of hate and fear post 9/11 and aforementioned “paranoid style in American
politics” by issuing Hobbesian-inspired “strategic communications”, depicting the
homeland as a nation under siege from ‘evil-doers’.1085 Bush’s speech-writers were
particularly careful to follow pronouncements on the threats posed by international
terrorism with a reference to Iraq and its supposed possession of WMD.1086 Over
seventy Pentagon approved retired generals (many military contractor employees) were
employed as so-called “message force multipliers”, appearing before compliant media
outlets such as Fox, CNN and NBC, to reiterate key “themes and messages.”1087

Such messages fell on fertile ground. Since the launching of the NSS in 1940s, as noted
above, national security had long constituted what Gramsci would recognise as an
hegemonic discourse in American public life, effectively trumping all others. No
1085
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mainstream politician, media pundit nor academic dared to question militarist “common
sense” and risk being classified as ‘un-American’ or ‘unpatriotic’. Presidential elections
candidates, be they Democrat and Republican, would eagerly compete with each other
to assert their hawkish foreign policy and defense credentials; those politicians brave (or
foolish) enough to adopt a dovish/anti-militarist line (e.g. the 1972 Democrat candidate,
George McGovern) would find themselves ostracized.

Moreover, and in an attempt to narrow political debate even further, voting on the
“Authorization for Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution of 2002” was
carefully timed to coincide with the mid-term Congressional elections. In fact Bush’s
chief political strategist, Karl Rove could claim a double victory. Not only was the
resolution passed with a resounding majority1088 but heightened national security
concerns (true to the Hobbesian model) helped distract the public from other serious
national problems1089 (and questions over the President himself1090), delivering the
House of Representatives to the Republicans a month later in November 2002. By the
time 2003 Operation Iraqi Freedom was launched almost three-quarters of all
Americans supported the Iraqi invasion in addition to widespread support amongst the
countries political and economic elite.1091

It is vital to recognise, however, that the deliberation over Iraq was set within an even
broader public discourse – concurring with the aims of NSS2002 with regards the US’s
position in the world at large. Although it began to emerge in the second term of the
Clinton Administration1092 it was with Bush II’s entrance into the White House that
1088
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American empire entered mainstream political and popular discourse for the first time
since Teddy Roosevelt. While this genre attracted attention from across the political
spectrum1093 the vast majority of publications came from the Right (be they Neocons,
Jacksonian unilateralist or Wilsonian internationalism), reiterating the absolute
necessity that Washington adopt a more interventionary foreign policy in order to
stabilise and rebuild ‘failed states’, overthrow rogue states, face up to international
terrorism and promote liberal democracy and respect for human rights.

These organic intellectuals of American empire came largely from academia (e.g. Niall
Ferguson, Michael Ignatieff and Jean Bethke Elshtain) and the written press (e.g. Robert
D. Kaplan, Charles Krauthammer1094, Thomas Friedman and Max Boot).1095 The
commonly held view here, first expressed by Senior Fellow at the US State
Department’s mouthpiece, the Council on Foreign Relations, Max Boot, was that the
9/11 attacks could have been avoided had Washington been far more globally assertive
beforehand.1096

Most neocons had no problems in recognising their overt imperial aspirations. Speaking
following the Iraqi invasion William Kristol affirmed: “We err on the side of being
strong. And if the people want to say we’re an imperialist power, fine”.1097 The key to
squaring liberalism (equity and self-rule) with empire (vertical imposition) was to
depict the latter as a necessary evil to promote justice during a state of emergency. It
amounted to dressing up Hobbes in Locke’s clothing. Such benign imperialism, in
reality, amounted to little more than a progressive twist on European 19th century
colonial theory about the need “civilise” the “barbarians”.
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Indeed, Max Boot did actually cite the “White Man’s Burden”1098 when lamenting over
the often thankless task of imperial rule.1099 Conservative empire-enthusiast Niall
Ferguson, for his part, doubted whether national independence constituted a
“universally viable model” posing the question as to whether “for some countries some
form of imperial governance, meaning a partial or complete suspension of their national
sovereignty, might be better than full independence”.1100 In a similar vein Michael
Ignatieff held there was no intrinsic contradiction between self-determination and
imperialism: by submitting themselves to imperial rule, poor countries will access skills,
knowledge and technology etc which will help them to be free in the long-term.1101
“[B]efore the names of just and unjust can have meaning” Robert Kaplan remarked in
1994, “some coercive power must exist.”1102 and it just so happened, he later lamented,
following the launching of the 2003 Iraq invasion, that “it is American power, and
American power only, that can serve as an organizing principle for the worldwide
expansion of a liberal civil society.”1103

If Kaplan had replaced “liberal civil society” with “capital accumulation” it would have
been more appropriate. Only the expansion of American power via the NSS, in other
words, could help expand the reproduction of capital on a global scale and implicitly
help restructure foreign SROP and FOS.

Globalization, in fact, went hand in hand with both empire and militarization. As
Ferguson openly recognised, “political globalisation is just a fancy word for
imperialism, imposing you values and institutions on other. However you dress it up,
whatever rhetoric you may use, it is not very different in practice to what Britain did in
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the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries”.1104 Coinciding closer with world-system
theorists Wallerstein and Arrighi than he would like to admit, Ferguson therein accepted
the inseparable nature of extending the Open Door and empire, drawing a direct parallel
between Britain’s hegemonic role in prising open international markets in the 19th
century with the contemporary status of the US during the present age of
“Anglobalisation”.1105

The influential neoliberal editorialist of The New York Times, globalization guru,
Thomas L. Friedman arrived at a similar conclusion in the late 1990s. Now matter how
‘consensual’ it might appear, an efficient globalised market-driven society had to be
backed up by military coercion: “The hidden hand of the market will never work
without the hidden fist – MacDonald’s cannot flourish without McDonnell Douglas, the
builder of the F-15. And the hidden fist that keeps the world safe for Silicon Valley’s
technologies to flourish is called the US Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps.”
Such reflections were later reproduced in his famous “The Lexus and the Olive Tree”.
“With all due respect to Silicon Valley”, Friedman explained, “ideas and technology
don’t just win and spread on their own”, quoting Robert Kagan, he continues, “Good
ideas and technology also need a strong power that promotes those ideas by example
and protects those ideas by winning on the battlefield”.1106

Indeed, the views of Ferguson and Friedman were born out in American history. As
argued in Chapter III, the very formation of the US itself, and further market expansion
on a hemispherical and then global scale, would have been impossible without statesponsored coercion. The inherent contradiction between the Paine-inspired democratic
republicanism espoused by the “Founding Father” (territorially defined, political
community, represented by a small accountable government) and the pressing needs of
empire (unlimited, borderless accumulation) was resolved by fusing these two traditions
together.
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Chapter III noted how the projection of American power was legitimised as an attempt
to export traditional “common sense” republican principals and the “good life” to the
foreigners, to help other nations become more like the US (Jefferson’s “empire of
liberty”) since “inside every foreigner there is the potential, even the desire, to be an
American”.1107 “American imperialism”, Harold Innis observed in 1956; “has been
made plausible and attractive in part by its insistence that is not imperialistic.”1108 One
could modify this assertion with the affirmation rather that it was American hegemony
that had been internalised by foreign state’s upper classes (appearing “plausible and
attractive”) who did appear to share certain “common sense” beliefs in the legitimacy of
the American liberal democratic institutions, allowing them to blind eye to
Washington’s many militarist adventures abroad throughout the Cold War (the Vietnam
War aside).

It is of course of no coincidence, as shown in Chapters III and IV, that said periods of
US exceptionalist discourse (e.g. “City upon a hill”, the “chosen people”,1109 the frontier
myth, Manifest Destiny) have always coincided with certain periods of projection of
American power and geopolitical concerns, beginning with first (continental expansion
from the 1780 till the 1850s1110) and second waves (late 19th and early 20th century
conquest, annex or installation of protectorates throughout the Caribbean and Pacific
Ocean. Militarism and political violence, according to Rosa Luxemburg, played a vital
historical role in facilitating capital accumulation.1111

President Woodrow Wilson, for example, classified himself as “American
exceptionalism personified”,1112 and never missed an opportunity to emphasise the
nation’s unique cultural heritage as set out in the Principles of the Declaration of
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Independence 1917 “The American’s Creed”.1113 It was this American exceptionalism,
Wilson held, which constituted the greatest guarantee against misuse of power and
granted the US the legitimacy to “make the world safe for democracy”. 1114

But again, underpinning Wilson’s idealism and associated progressive liberal
internationalist discourse1115 was a very material basis. As Chapter III noted, the very
crux of Wilson’s foreign policy was access to hitherto closed colonial markets:
recognition of the Open Door (effectively John Locke on an international scale). As
Wilson would bluntly put it: “If America is not to have free enterprise, then she can
have freedom of no sort whatsoever”.1116

Again neocons call for a “New American Century” also found its parallel in Henry
Luce’s call for the “first great American Century in 1941.1117 Both urged their
governments to shun isolationism and assume nation’s missionary role of spread
democracy in the world, which amounted to establishing hegemony over the advanced
capitalist countries (including restructuring their FOS) and incorporation into an
American-led liberal WO. American public discourse in the post-WWII period was
awash with US exceptionalism myths, claiming the country served as a beacon for
Western civilisation due either to the messianic mission it was embarking on
(Winthrope’s “City on upon the Hill”) or its unbroken commitment to liberty,
democracy and individual freedoms, and thus represented a genuine emancipator force
in international politics.1118

There were also powerful parallel between the respective Reagan and Bush II
administrations (aside from the fact that many conservative apparatchiks served in both
1113
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governments). Bearing in mind Gramsci’s observations with regards the imperatives of
disguising political problems as cultural ones, both administrations sought to
consolidate their respective conservative HBs by recourse to popularist non-class-based
identity politics1119 and revival of American exceptionist myths, to either consolidate
their respective New Right HB (Winthrope’s aforementioned1630 sermon and
references to Manifest Destiny and the nation’s “divine plan” mission being especially
appealing to the Religious Right1120), legitimate the neoliberal policy shift, or to justify
a more interventionary/imperialist foreign policy (including the right to restructure
FOS) as part of the Second Cold War or WOT, respectively.

The neocons, many of them having served in, or sympathised with, the Reagan
Administrations, were largely resurrected his exceptionalist mythology discourse,
stimulated greatly by Anders Stephanson’s 1995 book Manifest Destiny: American
Expansionism and the Empire of the Right. With a HB even more reliant on the
Religious Right and the Southern and Mid-Western subaltern classes than Reagan, Bush
II’s campaign strategist, Karl Rove, went out of his way to stress the leader’s born-again
credentials, the divine nature of his mission,1121 and his unpretentious down-to-earth
Southern values.1122

In short, despite its explicit form, therefore, the Bush Doctrine was not new, but had be
situated within a long, albeit discontinuous and historically contingent, trajectory of
American exceptionalism, which, to a large extent, constituted an updating of
Jefferson’s “empire of liberty” and Wilson’s “democratic imperialist" theses.
While a critic might accuse Washington of drifting into an Hobbesian world of
unaccountable power, organic intellectuals of American empire stressed the country’s
egalitarianism, commitment to universal liberal values and “unusually high degree of
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morality.”1123 It was part of the US’s progressive Manifest Destiny not just to check the
emergence of hostile authoritarian regimes but to extend free market capitalism,
liberalism and democracy around the globe.1124 When the US engaged in conflict it was
by definition a just war against evil-doers. No negotiated political solution was possible
with such criminals; only unilateral police action would suffice apprehend the
delinquents.1125 The US had both the material power and the suitable moral fibre, to act
as the appropriate judge and enforcer of the WO.

Extending Max Weber’s model to the international level, therefore, the global
Leviathan could legitimately claim the right to the monopoly of the legitimate use of
violence (the “bully on the block”, according to Colin Powell) for the common good.
“Freedom is the Almighty’s gift to every man and woman in this world”, Bush
announced in 2004, and “as the greatest power on earth we have an obligation to help
the spread of freedom.”1126 In a peculiar twist on Immanuel Kant’s “Perpetual Peace”,
massive US militarism and unaccountable unilateralism was done in the name of
democracy, liberty and promoting world peace.

It was Washington’s executive prerogative as the underwriter of global security, the
organic intellectuals of American empire insisted, which gave it the right to arbitrary
decide:
1) what constituted international law, which states were/were not working
within its framework, and when it considered itself bound by international
law

2) whether or not to recognise the legitimacy of foreign governments
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3) when to use violence to intervene and restructure states all around the world
(e.g. Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya and Syria)

4) whether to suspend the respect of human rights, both at home and abroad;

From the outset the Bush Administration made it clear that its room for manoeuvre
would not be restricted by multilateralism or by the “illusory international community”,
as National Security Adviser, Condoleezza Rice referred to the UN during the
presidential 2000 campaign1127. Most international organisations, White House
complained lacked democratic accountability: The solution proposed, somewhat
incongruently, was for the US to act unilaterally outside existing norms of international
practice and law.

Evidently, the Bush Administration vehemently denied the projection of American
power was driven by selfish colonial ambitions, despite the evidence to the contrary.1128
“America has no empire to extend or utopia to establish”, the President explained, “We
wish for others only what we wish for ourselves – safety from violence, the rewards of
liberty, and the hope for a better life.”1129 “We exercise power without conquest, and we
sacrifice for the liberty of strangers”, Bush explained in his January 2003 “State of the
Union Address”, again appealing to God, Divine Will and Providence to justify the
possible loss American lives.1130
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This promised to be an endless war. In his second inaugural speech (January 20th 2005)
Bush insisted his administration was committed to the “ultimate goal of ending tyranny
in our world” since “[t]he survival of liberty in our land increasingly depends on the
success of liberty in other lands” and, indeed, that “[a]dvancing these ideals is the
mission that created our Nation”.1131

The Bush Doctrine, at the end of the day, bore a striking resemblance to similar to the
Truman Doctrine in its open-endedness and basic objective of remaking the world in the
US’s own image. As Truman announced in a speech at Baylor University given over 50
years earlier, in 1947: “the American system can survive in America only it becomes a
world system”.1132

5.1.3. Further Reflection on the Significance of Bush’s War on Terror
Building on the ideas of Hobbes, Madison, Polanyi and Arendt, Michael Mann observed
that new imperialism/militarism abroad coincided with militarism/authoritarianism at
home:1133 Its most obvious expression came in the form of the expansion of the NSS.

No doubt in the wake of 9/11, the bursting of the dot.com bubble (see below), and
embroiled in corporate scandals (e.g. Enron) the American economy, and profit margins
in general, was in poor shape and in need of some economic stimulus, the fact that this
would come via military Keynesianism was unsurprising given PNAC’s close links to
the MIC and long-term political goals of asserting American primacy (NSS2002). After
the dip in the 1990s, the WOT finally returned the Department of Defense budget to
(and even surpassing) Korean and Vietnam War levels.1134
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Rumsfeld’s “capacity-based approach” and need to prepare to defend the country from a
limitless list of “unknown unknowns” from threats yet to emerge, meant a blank check
for the Pentagon. Within its first year in office the Bush Administration doubled
military spending to $700bn. In 2003, around about 50% of all federal discretional
spending (and 50% of the world’s military spending) went to pay for its weapon
programmes, reserve and defense-related personnel employed at its 6,000 domestic and
725+ foreign military bases, 30,000 nuclear weapons, 16,000 aircraft and more than
8,000 heavy tanks.1135 Nor was expenditure limited to traditional hardware. Thanks to
advances RMA, modern warfare was particularly capital intensive and increasingly
reliant on cyber, laser, robotics, biotechnology and advanced electronic technologies.

As the largest federal sponsor of R & D, the Department of Defense guaranteed hugely
profitable contracts for American high tech industries, especially once war-making
activities increased.1136 As such US military suppliers such as Boeing, Lockheed
Martin, Northrop Grumman, General Dynamics, Raytheon, and United Technologies
were being pushed to the brink of their manufacturing capacity trying to equip the warmachine, and all paid for by US tax payer (or treasury bond purchasers), which,
according to Joseph Stiglitz and Linda Bilmes have estimated as costing around
$3trn.1137

Nevertheless, this was not to be the MIC of old. In keeping with neocon objectives the
even military establishment would commodified: subject to Chicago School neoliberal
discipline under Milton Friedman’s own protégé, Donald Rumsfeld.1138
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In a speech made on the 10th September, 2001, Rumsfeld launched a vitriolic attack on
the Pentagon “bloated” bureaucracy, denouncing it as “one of the world’s last bastions
of five-year plans” and “an adversary that poses a threat, a serious threat, to the security
of the United States of America” since [w]ith brutal consistency it, it stifles free thought
and crushed new ideas”, declaring, “today we declare war on bureaucracy”.1139

The Pentagon was going to be turned into a modern corporation: retaining control over
key responsibilities such as providing soldiers and arms and ‘fighting wars’, while
outsourcing non-essential production, “logistical support” and high risk duties to ‘more
efficient’ private contractors who, it was claimed, could supply the latest, more
advanced military and satellite technology at a lower cost.1140 A new defense paradigm
was established: the state no longer provided security itself; it merely guaranteed it via
private sector subcontracting.

Those that did the best were those companies who nurtured friends in high places, such
as Halliburton, who were granted most lucrative contracts, assuming responsibility for
creating and running the entire infrastructure of a US military operation overseas (e.g.
cinemas, restaurants, supermarkets and gymnasiums) and charging at the lucrative “cost
plus” rate (e.g. profits are calculated as a percentage of the amount spent).1141 The state
was being outsourced. Increasingly, traditional defense contractors, such as Lockheed
Martin, turned their hand to service suppliers to the government, gaining exclusive
lucrative contracts not just in data management but in its role as mailman, tax-collector,
air traffic controller and social security manager.1142
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But this new authoritarianism remained uniquely American in its heavy dependence on
the private sector. A wide range of whole surveillance, telecommunications, IT, and.

But the militarism at home, to which Arendt, Polanyi, Mann et al had referred, was
evidently not just limited to military Keynesianism, it also involved an increase in
authoritarianism, considered inevitable in order to maintain social control over everunruly domestic elements.

The White House took advantage of the state of emergency ushered in by 9/11 to
exercise executive prerogative beyond the constitutional limits, but in line with
Rumsfeld’s drive to defend the nation from the “unknown unknowns”. Once again
Hobbes (security) trumped Locke (liberty) and Paine (democratic process), this time in
the form of the USA Patriot Act and Homeland Security Acts, signed into law on 26th
October 2001 and 25th November 2002, respectively.

With the establishment of the Homeland Security Department in 2003 it was back to the
First Cold War under Truman, with a huge expansion of the NSS, including an
augmentation of investigative and police powers, arbitrary arrest, immigration controls,
limits on press freedom and the setting up of a massive institutionalised surveillance
bureaucracy. The security agencies, with the NSA at the helm, were given an effective
cart blanche to carry out the same kind of warrantless wire-tapping and control of
private communications (this time including e-mails and phone messaging) and access
to personal records (be they medical financial, criminal or consumer) which the Church
Committee had denounced in 1975 (see Chapter IV).

Writing in 2011, John Charles Barry summed up the scale of the new NSS:

Today, some author quotes 1,271 government organisations and 1,931 private
companies work on programmes related to counter-terrorism, homeland
security and intelligence in about 10,000 locations across the United States.
The Nation Security Agency (NSA) alone intercepts and stores every day 1.7bn
e-mails, bulletin postings, instant messages, IP addresses, phone number
telephone calls and mobile phone conversations in collection systems that
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employ the largest number of mathematicians in the world, and a legion of
linguists, technology experts and cryptologist, all joining the ranks of a
nationwide surveillance “army” that totals close to 1 million people,
holding top-secret national security clearance.1143

To justify such incursions on civil liberties and freedoms (Locke) the White House kept
the public in a permanent state of hysteria (Hobbes), constantly issuing colour-coded
security alerts on the likelihood of an immanent attack, on what became an almost
infinite number of potential targets: such “fear-mongering” and which even Cold War
veteran Zbigniew Brzezinski felt obliged to publicly denounce.1144

And just who were these measures aimed against? Surely the number of potential
Islamic terrorists had to be limited? Well, the definition of “enemy” was left purposely
vague to extend to virtually any critic of neoliberalism or similar counter-hegemonic
elements, in the same way the First and Second Red Scares were used to eradicate
“radicals” following the respective World Wars (see Chapter III)

But yet again this new security-industrial complex (SIC) had to conform to neoliberal
logic (i.e. the need for endless capital accumulation and market deregulation) – it was a
for-profit business after all, albeit one with one major customer: the government.
Companies competed amongst themselves to pioneer new technologies to better
monitor, collect and process date on the public. Naomi Klein compared this fusion as “a
bizarre merger of security and shopping cultures”, noting:

Many technologies in use today as part of the War on Terror – biometric
identification, video surveillance, Web tracking, data mining, sold by companies
like Verint Systems and Seisint, Accenture and ChoicePoint – had been
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developed by the private sector before September 11 as a way to build a detailed
customer profiles, opening up new vistas for micromarketing1145

This “unprecedented convergence of unchecked police powers and unchecked
capitalism market, a merger of the shopping mall and the secret prison” would prove the
ultimate corporate-welfare scheme: costs being incurred by the public sector, profits
going to the private sector; and constituted an important stimulus to growth in the early
2000s.1146

Indeed it is important to set this new SIC within a broader domestic process of
accumulation by dispossession. Thanks to 9/11 the Bush administration was been able
to dismantle some of the last remnants of the New Deal settlement. Barry Goldwater’s
aggressive pro-business agenda in the 1960s business now hit mainstream. Virtually all
state responsibilities – be they military/security-related functions, border controls,
emergency services or public education – could now be subject privatisation (in fact, the
more essential the service, the more lucrative the market for the corporate sector).

State-led market creation was also taking place at the international level.

The Iraqi War permitted the US, as the world hegemon, to use coercive means to
restructure foreign SROP and FOS in those parts of the world yet to adopt
neoliberalism, and thus resolve Harvey’s spatio-temporal fix dilemma (i.e. capital’s
perpetual need for accumulation within an unpredictable global economy). Once again,
and at risk of repetition, as Bush recognised in his aforementioned inaugural speech, the
success of the domestic neoliberalism depended on its successful exportation abroad
(and Truman’s insistence on the need for the US to remake the world in its own image).

With the ex-Soviet bloc and most of Asia and Latin America now under neoliberal
discipline the Arab world represented the ‘final frontier’ to be overcome. By
establishing a neoliberal state apparatus in Iraq, therefore, the US was nurturing
optimum conditions for the launching of a new project of accumulation by
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dispossession in the heart of the Middle East. Having been bombed into the Stone Age,
Iraq would now be rebuilt and converted into one of the most open markets in the world
to the benefit largely of foreign multinationals. Obviously American companies would
be the best situated to take advantage of the resultant regime change, Washington
promised, in its role as global hegemon, that there would be an Open Door to all.

The chosen instruments to achieve this were the so-called Bremer’s Orders issued on
September 19th 2003 by Paul Bremer who had replaced JINSA member Lieutenant
General Jay Garner as “Director of the Office for Reconstruction and Humanitarian
Assistance for Iraq” (retitled the Coalition Provisional Authority) in previous May.
These plans – drawn up before the invasion by the US Agency of International
Development – were based upon the US Treasury Departments plans the reorganisation,
restructuring and subsequent privatization of around 200 state-owned enterprises which
Joseph Stiglitz denounced as an “even more radical form of shock therapy than pursued
in the former Soviet world”.1147

The four orders required: a flat tax rate of 15% and dramatic reduction of corporate tax
(Order 37); privatisation of state companies, including full ownership and lease rights
(up to 40 years) by foreign firms and their rights to repatriation profits (Order 39); the
opening of Iraq’s banks to foreign control (Order 40); the elimination of nearly all trade
barriers.”1148 Strict copyright laws and intellectual property rights were also introduced.
All sectors of the Iraqi economy would subject to these directives on deregulation,
except for oil – which was to be kept under state control due to its geopolitical
importance for the US (see below) and in order to raise foreign currency to pay of
ballooning debts – and the labour market – where strikes in key economic sectors were
prohibited and the right to unionise curtailed.

Furthermore, when power was handed over to an Iraqi government in June 2004 it was
made clear that the ultra pro-corporate agenda could not be reversed. Bush even
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promised “the establishment of a US-Middle East free trade area within a decade”.1149
All of this flew in the face of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 and the Hague
Convention of 1907 but proved a huge boon for those politically well-connected
businesses involved in the MSIC, who participated (often via no-bid contracts) in the
occupation, organisation and reconstruction of Iraq: Lockheed Martin, Kellogg, Brown
& Root (Halliburton), Bechtel, Carlyle, Northrope Grumman, AT & T, General Electric
etc. With the Iraqi military and police dismantled, security was handed over to private
contractors, such as Blackwater and Halliburton, and guaranteed immunity by the newly
assembled (non Ba´athist) Iraqi government.

That these American companies wildly overcharged the Pentagon for their services
appeared of little concern.

There appeared no democratic limits set to the outsourcing of hitherto public
responsibilities: arrest, incarceration and interrogation (and often torture) of
‘combatants’ could now be carried out by SIC, leading to the imprisonment hundreds of
largely innocent Afghans and Pakistanis in Guantánamo Bay.

One of the key debates leading up to the Iraqi invasion was the extent to which it was
largely motivated by oil.

Certainly, the importance of Middle Eastern oil for the American hegemony has been
reiterated throughout this thesis. Since Iraqi boasted the second largest proven reserves
(and both inexpensive to produce and of high quality) the seizure of these resources was
widely held as one of the US’s prime incentives for launching the war. American ‘Big
Oil’, undoubtedly, had long been a huge political and economic sponsor of the
Republican Party,1150 enjoying particular close relations with both the Bush family and
members of his cabinet such as Dick Cheney, Donald Evans, Condoleeza Rice.1151
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Chevron CEO Kenneth T. Derr, in a Commonwealth Club speech in San Francisco, in
November 1998, for example, had urged the US to heighten sanctions against Saddam,
recognising that Iraq possessed “huge reserves of oil and gas- reserves I’d love Chevron
to gain access to.”1152 There was talk of global demand outstripping supply, inspired by
Hubbert’s peak oil” thesis.1153 Western energy corporations, it was claimed, were
particularly concerned about increasing access to global oil reserves, with AngloAmerican firms suffering the largest drop in market share.1154 Furthermore, neither the
American nor the British energy companies were very happy when TotalFinaElf,
Russia’s Lukoil, and China’s National Petroleum Corporation held talks with Baghdad
to develop Iraqi fields once sanctions were lifted.

In March 2001, the National Energy Policy Development Group, created by Executive
Order on 29th January 2001, chaired by Dick Cheney’s (known as Cheney Energy Task
Force), and made up of executives from America’ largest energy companies,
recommended that Washington support initiatives by Middle Eastern countries “to open
up areas of their energy sectors to foreign investment”.1155 Questioned at the Asian
Security Summit in Singapore, June 2003, on why the US had invaded Iraq and not
North Korea Wolfowitz responded that economically-speaking it had no choice since
“the country swims on a sea of oil.”1156

The Bush Administration for its part vehemently denied oil was the motivation – despite
the White House originally inadvertently terming the campaign for regime change in
1152

Chevron Corporation Kenneth T. Derr, CEO, Speech “Engagement – A Better Alternative”,
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percentage of known reserves fully open to international companies has dropped dramatically from 85%
to 16%, the rest being under state control. Furthermore, in 1979 US and British companies accounted for
27.8% of world gas and oil production, but by 2004 this was just 14%. See BusinessWeek, 15th March
2006, “Why We Should Worry About Big Oil”
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Baghdad as Operation Iraqi Liberation (which spelt out O.I.L.) before changing it to
Operation Iraqi Freedom. When questioned about it in a radio interview in 2002
Rumsfeld dismissed such allegations as “Nonsense…It has nothing to do with oil,
literally nothing to do with oil”.1157

The reality was that while Big Oil may have supported regime change in Baghdad it
vehemently opposed Wolfowitz’s plan, devised shortly before the invasion in March
2003, to privatise Iraq oil fields.

The neocon objective, in keeping with their broader neoliberal agenda, was to use such
privatisation to drive down energy prices, producing above the long-established OPEC
quotas, and hence ultimately the destruction of the OPEC monopoly. Yet as noted above
the maintenance of OPEC was structural to American hegemony – supported not just by
Big Oil but also the State and Treasury Departments and Wall Street (for its link to the
dollar).

The neocons now found themselves increasingly isolated within the weapon-petrodollar
coalition (Paul Wolfowitz, for example, would soon be shifted to the World Bank and
John Bolton to the UN). In May 2003 the Bush Administration appointed former CEO
of Shell, Philip Carroll, as chief of the Iraqi Oil Ministry advisory board who
immediately made it crystal clear to Paul Brenner that their would be no privatisation of
oil resources or installations under his watch. The James Baker Institute – who was the
legal representative of the Saudi Arabian government Exxon Mobil – was then
delegated the task of drawing up plans for a pro-OPEC state-owned company to oversee
Iraqi oil.1158

In June 2008 The New York Times reported that 36 years after losing their oil
concessions to Saddam Hussein’s nationalisations Exxon-Mobil, Shell, BP and Total –
the original partners in the Iraqi Petroleum Company – along with Chevron and others
(to the noticeable exclusion of Chinese, Russian and Indian companies, at that time)
1157
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were holding “confidential” talks with the Iraqi Oil Ministry about being granted
contracts to develop (though not to own) the country’s largest fields.1159
So was the US invasion of Iraq motivated by oil? It is argued here that it was; but it was
more about having control over oil rather than straight ownership of oil per se. The
Chairman of PFC Energy, one of the main advisory companies to the industry observed,
“The main reason was to consolidate our position as superpower.”1160 David Harvey
summarised oil’s broader geopolitical significance thus: “whoever controls the Middle
East controls the global oil spigot and whoever controls the global oil spigot can control
the global economy, at least for the near future”1161

Not only does [the US invasion of Iraq] constitute an attempt to control the
global oil spigot and hence the global economy through domination of the
Middle East. It also constitutes a powerful military bridgehead on the Eurasian
land mass which, when taken together with its gathering alliances from Poland
down through the Balkans, yields it a powerful geostrategic position in
Eurasia with at least the potentiality to disrupt any consolidation of a
Eurasian power that could indeed be the next step in that endless accumulation
of political power that must always accompany the equally endless accumulation
of capital.1162

According to Michael Klare the Bush Doctrine was merely extending the so-called
Carter Doctrine – that considered defense of Gulf region oil as a primary national
interest – to the Caspian Sea, the Andean region of Latin America and West Coast of
Africa, which as such, have been identified as future US military bases.1163 “Slowly but
surely”, Klare affirms, “the US military is being converted into a global oil-protection
racket”.1164 Even Canadian liberal scholar and apologist for the Iraq invasion, Michael
Ignatieff, admitted that the US was not in Afghanistan and Balkans to create free and
1159
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equal states, but rather “to maintain imperial order in zones essential to the interests of
the United States”.1165

One such interest pursued by the State Department and Pentagon in the post-Cold War
was to prise Russia away from both the Middle East and the Central Asian ‘stans’
(Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan etc). Under cover of the WOT the Bush Administration
authorised counter-terrorist military interventions (often of a covert, nature) in dozens of
countries throughout Africa, the Middle East, West and Central Asia and on to the
Pacific Ocean.1166 The result was the most comprehensive restructuring of US military
bases since 1953 US, with the Pentagon able to open new facilities in hitherto
inaccessible countries such as Uzbekistan, Pakistan, Qatar, Djibouti and of course Iraq.
These new military installations were called lily pads: strategic points from which the
US could launch its preventative war. Having military bases in 130 of the 193 UN
member states – including Saudi Arabia – placed the US in a major power position.

The Iraq War was an attempt to reassert hegemony over advanced capitalist countries
(Western Europe and Japan) – bring them back under US moral leadership – while
sending out a clear political message to potential rivals (China and Russia) and ‘rogue
states’ threats (Iran and North Korea): the US was, and sought to remain, the
“indispensable nation”, as NSS2002 had insisted.

Indeed, the Iraq War like the Gulf War had an important psychological: to impress
friend and foe alike about the risks of falling foul to the full technologic strategic and
military supremacy of the US (the RMA) exemplified in Rumsfeld’s shock and awe
doctrine. Washington went even further to claimed it had redefined modern warfare.
The “new powers of technology”, explained Bush in the wake of the “Battle of
Baghdad” (April 2003), allowed the America “to strike an enemy force with speed and
incredible precision”. “By a combination of creative strategies and advanced
technologies”, he continued, “we are redefining war in our terms.”1167
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As asserted above, the global Leviathan, Washington now reserved for itself the
exclusive right to enter into and restructure other countries FOS and SROP.
Furthermore, in paralleling the social forces released under economic globalisation
which had helped restructure foreign FOS along neoliberal lines, social forces emitted
out of American politico-military hegemony pushed all states to restructure their
coercive apparatus to fit its strategic concerns.

Sadly, things did not work out the way Washington planned.

The “international community” remained skeptical. Unlike the First Gulf War, there
was no widespread support from advanced capital countries for toppling Saddam.
Transatlantic relations, for example, entered its lowest period since WWII with “Old
Europe” countries such as Germany and France not refusing to condone the invasion
and but publically denouncing Washington’s aggressive unilateralism in the Middle
East. China and Russia, for their part, sympathetic over 9/11 and while originally
enthusiastic supporters of the WOT – legitimating as it did state repression of domestic
groups or separatists e.g. the Uyghurs and Chechnya – quickly realised it involved the
US’s increasing stranglehold over Middle East and Central Asia (and NATO expansion
to Eastern Europe1168) . Hence, when the US came around with the collection plate at
the Madrid International Donors’ Conference for Iraqi Reconstruction, held on 23-24th
October 2003, the sums raised were embarrassingly low.1169 Increasingly, Washington
appeared to be less offering legitimate protector (i.e. Cold War model) and more
engaging in a protection racket (i.e. offering safety from a danger it itself had created).

There was also serious discomfort amongst the “transnational elite”. Even before the
invasion the Wall Street Journal referred to the “ugly” mood present at the annual
World Economic Forum (entitled “Building Trust”) held on January 23rd-28th in Davos,
Switzerland, and how “a chorus of international complaints about the American march
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toward war with Iraq was reaching a crescendo at this gathering of some 2,000
corporate executives, politicians and academics”.1170

Furthermore it was not just at the elite political and economic level that damage was
afflicted on American hegemony.
Hegemony, as Gramsci and Cox asserted, had a vital ideological component. The
hegemonic class/state must inspire and enjoy legitimacy amongst subordinate
groups/states through the values they expound. The formation of the “Coalition of the
Willing”1171 and imminent planned attack on Baghdad mobilised the world’s largest
ever coordinated anti-war protests in over 800 cities, while especially concentrated
those countries whose national leaders support the war (e.g. the 3 million in Rome).

The much-vaulted liberalism Washington aspired was shown to be a sham, not just
because of the illegal unjustified “preventative” invasion and needless slaughter of
thousands of Iraqis, but the establishment of parallel military justice systems, unlawful
imprisonment, officially condoned torture techniques and systematic abuses of human
rights.
Within a week Dick Cheney appeared on Meet the Press on 16th September 2001,
recognising that American security services would have to “spend time in the shadows
in the intelligence world”, pass over to the “dark side”, to “use any means at our
disposal, basically, to achieve our objective.”1172 He was not joking. The next day Bush
carried Bush out the most sweeping reform of the CIA since 1947, authorising
extraordinary rendition (government sponsored abduction and extrajudicial transfer to
third countries1173) and use of foreign detention centres outside national jurisdiction
(“black site”) – e.g. Guantánamo, Abu Ghraib, Basra – where physical and
psychological torture and other “enhanced interrogation techniques” (e.g. repetitive
waterboarding) would be employed, therein violating the UN Convention Against
Torture and the Geneva Conventions.
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Since these supposed Al Qaeda members were classified as “unlawful enemy combats”,
as opposed to “prisoners of war”, Washington argued, they had no rights, not even the
basic right to a hearing to determine whether or not they were civilians or
combatants.1174 When criticisms of said activities began to filter out the Bush
Administration’s announced a reform of the intelligence services.1175 More than
anything else it was Guantánamo, Abu Ghraib and clandestine CIA abductions which
best reflected the decadence of the Bush Doctrine and galvanised a global backlash
against Washington.

Finally, the wars and subsequent attempts at ‘nation-building’ in both Afghanistan and
Iraq would be disastrous:

1) lasting longer and proving far more costly in human and economic terms
than expects; a situation worsened by boomerang effect of American arms
sales);1176

2) creating power vacuums which led the countries to be engulfed in civil wars,
increase in Shia-Sunni tensions
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3) stimulated a rise in radical political Islam and terrorist activities in the area
(e.g. Al Qaeda and later the Islamic State)

In short, many Neo-Gramscians and liberal internationalist were quick to interpret the
failure to nurture consent amongst the capitalist classes in both core and developing
states capitalist states together with the overt imperialist discourse, unilateral policy
positions policies and reliance on coercion (military and political) as marking a shift in
the WO away from one under American hegemony to one under American domination.

Giovanni Arrighi, for example, considered the damage done to American military
credibility and moral and political leadership prior, during and post-Iraqi War as
irreparably damaged. When to this there was added relative economic decline – huge
expenses of the war , ongoing twin deficit (trade and budget) and the rapid rise of China
– Arrighi, amongst others, announced the world was witnessing the “terminal crisis” of
American hegemony.1177

5.1.4 “No, We Can’t….Change”: the Obama Administration
Barak Obama entered the White House in January 2009 with a clear mandate with
regards the international area: to rectify the damage done by the previous Bush
administration and reassert American hegemony. Indeed, Obama’s entire campaign was
run on a promise of wide-reaching social change, epitomised by the electoral slogan
(“Yes we can”) and personalised in himself as the first Afro-American US president.

It was time to return to the classic consensual form of global governance (“moderate
multilateralism”) which had served American hegemony so well. Washington sought a
more moral, transparent, benign and cooperative foreign policy – a “new diplomacy” –
based upon recognition of international law, respect for allies and the out-stretching the
hand of peace to hitherto enemies.
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In June 2009 Obama spoke in Cairo of his desire for a new beginning between US and
Muslim world. In September Obama told the UN General Assembly the US was
seeking, “in word and deed, a new era of engagement with the world.”1178 Polices
announced by Obama during his first year in office, in this respect included:

1) end of WOT discourse

2) ordering the withdrawal of all 50,000 remaining combat troops from Iraq by
August 2010 and all remaining troops by December 2011

3) warning Israel to stop building settlements in Palestine

In a drive to recover moral and intellectual leadership within the first week Obama
signed two Executive Orders
1) Executive Order 13491 forbidding state-sponsored torture1179

2) Executive Order 13492 to close down Guantánamo within the year

In the aftermath of the Bush debacle (and amid a global financial crisis – see below)
Obama’s détente1180 diplomatic charm offensive proved popular with foreign
governments and populations alike. Quite extraordinarily, this resulted in him being
granted the 2009 Nobel Peace Prize. Without citing any concrete accomplishments the
prize committee praised “his extraordinary efforts to strengthen international diplomacy
and cooperation between peoples”,

creating “a new climate in international politics”,
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giving the world “hope for a better future” with his diplomacy “founded in the concept
that those who are to lead the world must do so on the basis of values and attitudes that
are shared by the majority of the world’s population”.1181

With regard Russia, Obama promised to press the “reset” button. Washington
announced plans to replace the long-range missile defense system began under Bush US
with shorter range intercepts. In return Moscow would sign of new START treaty;
facilitate the transportation of materials through Central Asia to Afghanistan; and
support or abstain with regards the passing of two US-sponsored Regulations through
the Security Council in 2010-11, with regards the imposition of economic sanctions on
Iran1182 and a “no fly zone” (subsequently used to justify the invasion) of Libya.1183

The official, multilateralist, Obama Doctrine was set out in the National Security
Strategy 2010 (NSS2010)1184 and was a far cry from Bush II’s NSS200, emphasizing
that the US “will continue to underwrite global security through our commitments to
allies, partners, and institutions”, US will purse its interests but as part of an
international society where all countries shave responsibilities and duties, distancing
itself from the previous administration Obama asserts that US engagement must pursue
a rule-based international system, underpinning “a just and sustainable international
order”.

The NSS2010 hinted that we were now living in a multipolar WO, or at least
acknowledged there were “other centres of power”. The corollary of this was that
Washington was to pay greater attention to regional problems (understood as referring
to the political rise of China in South East Asia) and to seek to use diplomatic (rather
than military) means to try to achieve its goals (so-called “smart power”), in which the
State Department would take on a greater responsibility at the expense of the Defense
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Department. Indeed, Budget Control Act of 2011 announced a $487bn cut in defense
spending over the following 10 years, much to the chagrin of the Pentagon.1185

The reality was, of course, that underlying power structures meant there could be no
radical overhaul of US foreign policy under Obama: troops were removed from Iraq but
their numbers greatly augmented in Afghanistan; Israel kept on constructing settlements
in occupied territories unmolested; and Guantánamo remained “open for business”. The
WOT would continue in all but name. As Obama declared in Foreign Affairs article in
2007 he asserted: “Iraq was a diversion from the fight against the terrorists who struck
us on 9/11”, urging the need to “refocus our efforts on Afghanistan and Pakistan – the
central front in out war against Al Qaeda”.1186

Far from introducing a moral, transparent or democratically accountable foreign policy
the Obama administration has sanctioned a massive increase in extra-judicial activities
by its intelligence and security services involving:

1) Establishment of a public-private global surveillance and intelligence
network (as part of its SIC) which not only spies on suspected terrorists
monitors the private communications of world political leaders and the
public at large.1187

2) selective assassination of suspected “enemy combats” (and hundred of
innocent civilians) located all around the Middle East and Central Asia, from
the Pakistan to Yemen and Somalia, carried out remotely-controlled Drones
operated by private contractors (based on information passed to them by
SIC)1188
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Cleary these such actions provoke enormous anger amongst friend and foe alike, and
help to fan the flames of anti-Americans with potential counter-hegemonic
consequence, but which due to limitations of space fall outside the remit of the present
thesis.

Nevertheless, and this is the key point in this section the Bush debacle did not signal the
end of US politico-military hegemony, as some Neo-Gramscian and liberal
institutionalist scholars expected. Obama was generally successful in reengaging the
global elite under American leadership. Furthermore, and one of the central points of
throughout this thesis is that hegemony is a dynamic process in which domination and
coercion always omnipresent (as they are within capitalism itself).

Although Obama claimed he was a problem-solving realist, in the line of “traditional
bipartisan realistic policies of George Bush’s father, of John. F. Kennedy, of, in some
ways, Ronald Reagan”1189 as Jack Goldsmith, head of the Office of Legal Council in
Department of Justice under Bush II: “The new administration has copied most of the
Bush program, expanded some of it, and has narrowed only a bit. Almost all the Obama
changes have been at the level of packaging, argumentation, symbol and rhetoric”. He
classified the “Obama strategy as an attempt to make the core Bush approach to
terrorism politically and legally more palatable, and thus more sustainable”.1190

Nor did Bush’s neocon shift represent a split on Capitol Hill. Most Democrats shared
with their Republican counter-parts an ideological affinity on the desirability of Bush’s
class project reflected in the Congress passing a wise-ranging array of policies on
business deregulation, tax cuts, energy, the environment, consumer protection and
defence policy. The Democrat Party after all was as equally beholden to Corporate
America for campaign financing as GOP was.1191
1189

Quoted in Ryan Lizza, “The Consequentialist: How the Arab Spring Remade Obama’s foreign
policy”, New Yorker, 2nd May 2011, p.46, http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/05/02/theconsequentialist
1190
Goldsmith, J.: “The Cheney Fallacy”, New Republic, May 18th 2009
https://newrepublic.com/article/62742/the-cheney-fallacy
1191
The Democrats received about the same amount of money as the Republicans from the FIRE sectors
(finance, insurance and real estate), and even more from the telecommunications, high tech and
entertainment sectors. The Republicans, for their part, raised more money from big oil, big pharma and
the agribusiness. See Brenner (2007), p.57
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The same bi-party agreement existed with regards the world view. Rhetoric aside, the
world views of Obama and Bush II differed very little because there was an
unquestioned agreement amongst the US elite – embedded in the nation’s HB – on the
absolute necessity of retaining American primacy as the “indispensable nation”.
Exceptionalism transcended party-political differences. According to Michael Cox the
Washington foreign policy establishment “tend to see themselves as masters of the
universe in which the United States has a very special part to play by virtue of its unique
history, it huge capabilities and its accumulated experience of running the world for the
last 50 years”.1192 As US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright observed in February
1998 when seeking to justify the Clinton administration’s intervention in Iraq: “if we
are to use force, it is because we are America; we are the indispensable nation. We stand
tall and we see further into the future”1193

Though critical of Bush II’s aggressive unilateralism (see above) all mainstream
American IR scholars – be they neoliberal institutionalists, such as “soft-power” guru,
Joseph Nye, or hardened realists, such as Henry Kissinger – shared Zbigniew
Brzezinski’s affirmation that: “There is no realistic alternative to the prevailing
American hegemony and the role of U.S. power as the indispensable component of
global security.” (Barry, n.48, p.299)

Again, and as noted throughout this thesis, all US presidents from Wilson onwards,
especially Truman, Reagan and Bush II’s had acknowledged that the survival of “the
American way of life” necessarily depended on on-going capacity of Washington to
defend the model of global capitalism on which it was based. As President elect Obama,
announced during a press conference in December 2008, that: “To ensure prosperity
here and peace abroad, we all share the belief we have to maintain the strongest military
on the planet” (Barry, n.69, p.304).

1192

Cox, M.: “Empire? The Bush Doctrine and the Lessons of History”, pp.39-40 in Held, D & KoenigArchibugi, M.(eds.): American Power in the 21st Century, 2004, Polity Press, Cambridge
1193
U.S. Department of State Archive, Secretary of State Madeleine: Interview on NBC-TV “The Today
Show” with Matt Lauer, February 19th 1998.
http://1997-2001.state.gov/www/statements/1998/980219a.html
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In the recent National Security Strategy 2015 (NSS2015) Washington set out its plan for
future military hegemony. “We embrace our responsibilities for underwriting
international security because it serves our interests, uphold our commitments to our
allies and partners, and addresses threats that are truly global”. Since “[T]here is no
substitute for American leadership”, and “American leadership is a global force for
good”, Washington promised to: “lead with purpose”, “lead with strength”, “lead by
example”, “lead with capable partners”, “lead with all the instruments of US power”,
and “lead with a long-term perspective”. Washington sought “full-spectrum dominance”
to achieve reserved the right to project its massive military power virtually anywhere in
the world – and military dominance over sea, air, land, information, space – and sent out
direct warning to China not to challenge the status quo in East Asia.1194

Nevertheless, and again maintained with Wilson, Obama would repeatedly stress that
Washington’s exercise its status as “system shaper” in a responsible manner and act
accordance with its position as an benign exceptionalist power.

In short, it appears likely as Tim Dunn & Klejda Mulaj have observed, that: “American
will continue to claim exceptional rights to breach others’ sovereignty, as befits the role
of the hegemon with other members of international society will become increasingly
intolerant of unreasonable exceptionalism in the name of national security, while
responses to humanitarian atrocities and the challenge of climate change are marked by
exceptional inaction”.1195

1194

The White House: National Security Strategy 2015, February 2015
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/2015_national_security_strategy_2.pdf
1195
Dunne, T. & Mulaj, K.: American after Iraq, International Affairs 86:6 (2010), p.1298
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5.2 Financialization, Bubbles & American Hegemony
5.2.1 Blowing Bubbles: From Dot.com to Real Estate
Though scholars and media pundits had been talking about it from the mid 1980s it was
not until a decade later that the virtues of the New Economy came to constitute
“common sense”. By then all business schools academics and media pundits agreed that
advances in telecommunications and information technology (IT) – symbolised in the
dot.com revolution – was to transform business practises. Old business models, it was
claimed, were now redundant; IT could help boost productivity, distribution, efficiency
and above all guarantee perfect information, marking the end of business cycles and
recession. The Marxist critique of capitalism as having an innate tendency towards
over-production could now be finally disproved. Instant communication enabled
efficient ‘just-in-time’ production to only meet consumer demand and thereby avoid
warehouses full of unsold stock. The US was about to embark on its “Roaring
Nineties”.1196

Ultimately the dot.com boom rested upon a symbiotic relationship between Wall Street
the Silicon Valley: the former’s large investment banks sold securities to the public to
fund the latter’s investment in telecommunications and high tech goods.1197

A

particular favourite of Wall Street was promoting “new media”, linking up
telecommunications companies with ‘content’ companies to deliver new on-line
services.
All these highly lucrative mergers and acquisitions1198 were only made possible by
further deregulation in the financial sector. When former Goldman Sachs co-Chairman,
Robert Rubin, took over as Treasury Secretary in 1995 he made it clear that in a

1196

Stiglitz, J.: The Roaring Nineties: Why We’re Paying the Price for the Greediest Decade in History,
2005, London, Penguin Books.
1197
According to Stiglitz between 1992 and 2000 the telecommunications industry’s share in the national
economy doubled, providing two-thirds of the new jobs and a third of new investment. Stiglitz (2005),
pp.91-2
1198
As far as investment banks were concerned carrying out mergers and acquisitions were always a
beneficial activity. Whether the resultant company generated more wealth than its constituent parts
(conglomerate premium) or less (conglomerate discount) a large fee was demanded, and in the case of the
latter it could take another slice of pie in breaking up the failed company into pieces.
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globalised world of free flowing capital Wall Street banks had to be allowed to take
advantage of ‘economies of scope’. On the 12th November 1999 Clinton signed the
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) into law, repealing vital parts of the 1933 GlassSteagall Act1199, notably the forced institutional separation between commercial
banking (taking deposits from households/firms and offering loans) investment banking
(issuing bonds and shares) and insurance companies to avoid conflicts of interests (see
below).

Investment banks were therefore given a free rein to pitch for business in all sectors. All
they had to do, according to Rubin, was to construct ‘Chinese walls’ between one area
of banking or insurance activity and another. Wall Street began to offer new forms of
interest-bearing money that could be repackaged (securitised) and sold in a wide variety
of markets, and new services offered (e.g. accounting, payroll information systems,
consulting). As Wall Street’s profits soaring investment bankers acquired a new prestige
in political culture, admired by both Washington and corporate America alike and fêted
in the media.

Nevertheless by the late 1990s the entire American financial system was beset by
conflicts of interest, financial manipulation and creative accounting, a situation
aggravated by linking the compensation packages paid to CEOs and their fellow board
members1200 (“stock options” included) to the companies’ share price, later as revealed
in the Enron debacle.

For Joseph Stiglitz the fact that between 1998 and 2000 accounting companies donated
$15million in ‘campaign contributions’ to 50% of the House and 94% of the Senate
might explain the fact that law-makers repeatedly turned a blind eye to the conflict of
interest issues raised by permitting accountant firms (e.g. Arthur Anderson) being
employed as consultant to a company whose books they are auditing.1201 Similarly,
1199

To avoid contagion spreading through the banking system, as occurred following the 1929 Wall Street
Crash the 1933 Glass Steagall Act prevented commercial banks (involved in managing deposits, offering
personal and business loans, facilitating overdrafts etc) from providing investment or merchant banking
services (e.g. trading financial assets – commodities, currencies, derivatives and securities – underwriting
securities issuance, advising companies on mergers and acquisitions etc) and vice-versa.
1200
Though sold as a ‘share-holder revolution’ neoliberalism in practise resulted in a serious shift of
power away from share-holders towards CEOs, board members and the financial, legal and technical
apparatus.
1201
Stiglitz (2005), p.90
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accounting firms aided and abetted investment banks in their extensive use of
derivatives to disguise accounting fraud, move money off the balance sheet (e.g. loans
disguised as sales) and conceal enormous risks.

Despite, or rather because of this market opacity, the stock markets continue to boom.
Partly this rise in share price was due to massive increase in the amount of money
sloshing around in 401K pension plans (estimated at around $2trillion) looking for
gameful investment.1202 NASDAQ Composite Index, containing mostly technology
shares soared from 500 in April 1991, 1,000 in July 1995, 2,000 in July 1998, reaching
its peak of 5,132 in March 2000 at which time market capitulation of US stock hit
$1.7trillion, or 1.7 times the value of US GDP,1203 with 50% of all households owned
equities.1204

Thus, during the latter years of the Clinton Administration talk of American hegemonic
decline appeared very premature. High growth, high productivity and low wages meant
high corporate profits; high corporate profits meant a booming stock market and rising
real estate prices which both reflected and reinforced public confidence in this ‘shareholder’/’home-owner’ democracy. The resultant high dollar enabled both American
industry and consumers to gain access to cheap foreign imports (low and high-tech
inputs for the former; food, clothing and electronics for the latter) and thus inflation to
be kept low. Middle/working class workers did not seem to notice, or mind, that their
wages were actually declining as long as consumer goods were cheap, property prices
rising and credit easy to come by.

The resurgence of the US and its seemingly miraculous New Economy caused a major
restructuring abroad. With dramatic technological advances, high corporate profits,
relative low rates of pay and full employment, Washington believed that it had earned
the legitimate right to impose a normative global culture of business and social practises
on the rest of the world. Transnational corporate elite and conservative think tanks used
their connections in government, academia and the media to openly criticise the
‘rigidity’ of European, Japanese and East Asian (labour) markets. Globalization and

1202

Augar (2006), p.9
Stiglitz (2005), p.5, p.138.
1204
Augar (2006), p12
1203
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demographic tendencies, it was argued, made generous social welfare programmes both
counter-productive and financially unsustainable.

Any states regions or social systems that refused to succumb to neoliberal
transformations would find themselves shut out from the US and it allied EU market.
Anglo-Saxon share-holder capitalist model penetrated all advanced (and not so
advanced) capitalist states. Credit had to be raised by the offering of government or
corporate bonds. Surplus capital, be it from productive economies such as Japan,
Germany or East Asia (including China), OPEC states, the Russian oligarchs, Latin
America and Africa elites, not to mention local governments and central banks, all
wanted to place their bets on the world casino, buying financial assets offered not just
on Wall Street, Chicago or London but also in the emerging financial centres in Hong
Kong, Paris, Amsterdam, Singapore, Frankfurt and Tokyo.

This process of financialisation meant, ultimately, that the whole system was dependent
on Wall Street and confidence in the dollar, with its material foundations in the
American economy. Capital flowed into the US, after all, not just as an imposed
‘imperial tithe’, or to manipulate exchange rates (i.e. China) but for reasons of
profitability. American financial markets were deep (offering comparative safety,
liquidity and high returns) and thanks to the New Economy, based on a strong
productive economy, or so it seemed.

In March 2000 the dot.com bubble finally burst as investors finally understood that
internet company’s share prices had little or no connection to profits generated.
Investors were desperate to find another bubble quickly. Money had been pouring into
real estate following the East Asia, Russian and LTCM crises, but it was not until the
Federal Reserve lowered interest rates to almost zero following 9/11 (keeping them
around 1-2% for three years), and therein: i) cutting the cost of borrowing; ii) lowering
mortgage rates, and iii) reducing yields on Treasury Bonds (TBs), that housing market
really took, identified as the next potential growth sector, especially considering the lack
of profitable alternatives, and boosted by flows of incoming foreign capital, notably
from China, Japan and the OPEC.1205
1205

The Economist (“Fixing Finance”, January 22nd 2009) estimates that between 2000 and 2008 the US
received $5.7trillion from foreign investors.
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Wall Street, again with governmental approval, spent billions of dollars in advertising
(e.g. Citibank’s ‘Live Richly’ campaign) to persuade Americans to take out expensive
second mortgages and use the money to extend their debts to buy equity and take
advantage of the multiple easy-credit opportunities being offered to them. A real
estate/construction bubble started to develop with rising asset values generating
confidence and encouraging the middle classed to join in the speculation.1206

Home ownership, as noted above, had long enjoyed state support in the US as a way to
integrate the middle and working classes into the financial system. To encourage the
issuing of mortgages to this sector Washington specifically ordered GovernmentSponsored Enterprises (GSE), Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, to purchase these loans
from banks therein reducing risk and encouraging further lending.1207 To increase
liquidity still further from the 1980s onwards these GSE were allowed, with the help of
investment banks, to securitize these loans – aggregating and repacking these assets into
high yield-bearing ‘mortgage-backed securities’ (MBS) and ‘collaterized mortgage
obligation’ (CMO).

These MBS, CMO and other ‘collaterized debt obligations’ (CDOs) – collectively
known as structured ‘asset-backed security’ (ABS), and including hundreds or even
thousands of securitised loans, be they mortgages, credit-card or car loans – would then
split into tranches and graded by the rating agencies as either “safe” (AAA), “OK”
(BBB) or “risky” (unrated) which then and sold to various institutional and private
investors. To further offset risk, ‘insurance’ against price movements in these tranches
could be obtained by purchasing derivative – a ‘credit default swap’ (CDS) –
underwritten by insurance giants, such as American International Group (AIG).1208
Importantly, by securitising and insuring the loans they generated, banks were able to
engage in even more risk-taking.

1206

The total amount of outstanding mortgage debt in the US rose from $1.4trn in 1980 to $3.8trn in 1990
before really taking off in 1999-2000 rising $6.3trn to $13trn at the end of 2006 (Dileo, n.29)
1207
In 1977 the Federal government passed the Community Reinvestment Act, for example, which was
specifically designed to secure financing for low and moderate income families to purchase houses
1208
Financial Times: “The Dream Machine: Invention of Credit Derivatives”, Gillian Tett, 24th March
2006
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In finance, as in any other economic sectors, and despite the extolled virtues of fair
competition, achieving economy-of-scale was paramount, enabling companies to
maximise their assets and minimise liabilities. This meant engaging in ‘leveraging’.1209

Indeed state legislation was designed specifically to facilitate leveraging and the real
estate boom in key ways:

a) the great majority of securitised debt and derivative trading activities
were permitted to take place ‘over-the-counter’ (OTC), i.e. they were
not required to pass through regulated exchanges, subject to external
disclosure rules, be backed by collateral, nor the institutions obliged
to meet Basel I-type reserve requirements.

b) the aforementioned GLBA removed any barrier prohibiting
commercial banks, investment banks, securities companies and
insurance companies from engaging in each other’s sectors. Now
banks were allowed not only to trade securities on behalf of their
clients (classic brokering), but also on their own account –
‘speculative proprietary trading’.1210

c) the GLBA also greatly expanded the ‘shadow banking sector’, made
up by a wide variety of non-bank financial entities – such as hedge
funds, private equity funds, securities broker dealers, insurance
companies,

and

quasi-banking

institutions

called

‘structured

investment vehicles’ (SIVs) – who were allowed both to trade in an
endless variety of complex financial products (e.g. CDS, MBS, CDO
etc), but without being subject to banking laws.

Indeed, on the eve of the financial crash the ‘shadow banking sector’ was now larger
than the ‘regulated’ part and the whole US financial system was now dependent on
securities markets, speculative pressures augmented. Sanctioned by the Treasury and
1209

Leveraging involves a company being able to acquire assets (i.e. take on debts) worth many times
more than the equity it places as collateral to acquire said asset. For example if a bank with equity of
$10million is able to take on a loan to acquire assets worth $200million it is leveraging at 20:1
1210
First pioneered by the Arbitrage Group, and established by the Salomon Brothers in the 1977.
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Federal Reserve, Wall Street (investment banks such as Goldman Sachs, Bank of
America and Northern Rock and hedge funds) were able to off-load (i.e. remove from
their balance sheets) their liabilities onto associated SIV operators freeing them to
engage in heavier leveraging and riskier debt speculative proprietary trading.1211

In principal the investment banks/hedge funds had to hand over collateral to their
lenders to gain funding, but via a carousel purchasing scheme – termed ‘repurchase
agreements’ (or repo) – the security they are about to buy could be used by the prime
broker as collateral for the loan needed to purchase it.1212 Wall Street operators could
now self-finance hugely profitable prime brokerage activities on a vast scale without
any extra commitment of their own capital.

If that was not enough to encourage leverage the Bush II administration pressured the
SEC to effectively sponsor ‘self-regulation’ by relaxing the so-called ‘net capital rule’,
which removed capital-base restrictions for the large investment banks. It was now up
to the banks themselves to decide their own leverage on the basis of rating agencies’
opinions and their own internal risk-assessment models.1213

Driven by demand from equity, mutual, savings and pensions Wall Street investment
banks and hedge funds borrowed billions of dollars to acquire tens of thousands of these
MBS, CDO and CDS, operating with a debt to equity ratio (leverage rates) of around
30-35:1.1214 This drive for banking ‘self regulation’ was replicated at the international
level under the 2007 Basel II replacing Basel I’s stress on the external regulation. It was
an open invitation to careless behaviour and ‘moral hazard’. Why worry about risk, big
banks thought, the Treasury would always bail them out under the “too-big-to-fail”
regime?

1211

According to the The Economist (27th November 2008) the Treasury and Federal Reserve did more
than just give their tacit approval of the leveraging, the actually “conspired against shareholder interest in
favour of Wall Street”
1212
Tobias Adrian and Hyun Song Shin, “Liquidity and Leverage”, Staff Report no.328, Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, May 2008. According to this Federal Bank Report repurchase agreements represented
the largest from of debt on the investment banks’ balance sheet in 2007-8
1213
Financial Times, 17th April 2008, “Misplaced bets on the carry trade”, Gillian Tett. As of the spring
of 2007 there was an estimated $6.5trillion in mortgage debt (about 50% of the total mortgage debt) held
in these kinds of securitization – Dileo n.33
1214
This tendency was reinforced by US General Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP) according to
which listed companies were required to ‘mark to market’ (i.e. to revalue their assets at current market
prices), thereby reinforcing the pro-cyclical tendency of finance.
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Despite record household debts-to-income ratios, rising asset prices meant cash-rich
institutional investors (pension funds, mutual funds, investment banks etc) demanded
ever-greater quantities of the MBS, CDO and CDS. Like an enlarged Ponzi-scheme the
entire real estate bubble sector was dependent on the continual issuing of mortgages but
with said market reaching saturation point Wall Street then stepped up an aggressive
marketing campaign aimed at seducing the one section of American society hitherto
largely excluded from the real estate bubble: poor families (disproportionately nonwhite) often with no/bad credit history. Real estate investment trusts such as New
Century Financial Corporation encouraged low-income householders – the so-called
NINJAS (No Income, No Job or Assets) to take out mortgages by offering a series of
enticements.1215 It was the return of the 1920s loan shark. Though opposition was
mobilised in Congress attempts at safeguarding against mortgage-lending abuses were
shot down.1216

Thanks to advances in modern finance, the propaganda proclaimed, even the very poor
classes could enjoy the fruits of popular capitalism expressed in home-ownership and
therein bear out the 19th Century American exceptionalism claims (see Chapter III).
Social class was irrelevant. The American Dream could now be extended to all citizens:
it was just a technical matter of mathematical calculation. In 2005, at the peak of the
sub-prime boom Greenspan enthused: “information processing technologies had
enabled creditors to achieve significant efficiencies in collecting and assimilating the
data necessary to evaluate risk…Where once more marginal applicants would simply
have been denied credit, lenders are now able to quite efficiently judge the risk posed by
individual applicants and to price that risk appropriately”.1217

1215

Said enticements included low interest payments during the first few years, requiring no downpayment or security on loans, and demanding little or no documentation accrediting family income on
mortgage applications.
1216
According to The Nation, “The Loan Shark Lobby”, Garret Ordower, April 9th 2007, nearly 50% of
the House Financial Services Committee members that had been holding hearings on the sub-prime
market had received money from New Century Financial Corporation (a total of $700,000) since 2004.
The two unsuccessful bills designed to protect mortgage-lenders were the Prohibit Predatory Lending Act
(2005 – H.R.1182) and the Predatory Mortgage Lending Practices Reduction Act (2007 – H.R.2061)
1217
The Federal Reserve Board, “Remarks by Chairman Alan Greenspan: Community Finance”, At the
Federal Reserve System’s Fourth Annual Community Affairs Research Conference, Washington, DC.
April 8th 2005, http://www.federalreserve.gov/BoardDocs/speeches/2005/20050408/default.htm
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Thus began the subprime mortgage market with it a new market for MBS and CDO and
underwritten by CDS. Since, by definition, a greater risk was involved in holding this
debt compared to prime mortgage debt, subprime investors were compensated by
receiving higher rates of return than could be obtained on prime loans or in other
bond/stock markets. Furthermore, this market had its own moral hazard factor: even if
householders did default on their mortgage repayments, financial analysts insisted,
perpetual asset-price inflation would guarantee that the repossessed house could be sold
on for more than it original sale price.

Yet no matter how sophisticated the econometric models there was no avoiding the fact
that MBS, CDOs and CDS remained extremely risky investments. As OTC traded
derivatives their price was dependent on the say-so of rating agencies, buyers simply
had no way of calculating the real underlying value of the assets purchased, nor creditworthiness and likelihood of default of the multitude of anonymous debtors. A task
made doubly difficult once subprime mortgage debt became mixed in with prime
mortgage debt. Moreover, since derivatives by definition linked price movements in one
market with price movements in another, it effectively guaranteed “contagion”
spreading throughout the economy, leaving billionaire investor, William Buffet, to dub
them “financial weapons of mass destruction”.1218
In short, the entire US economy now teetered on a knife-edge: unprecedented high
levels of public and private debt, a deep structural BOP deficit, and a financial system
(and thus business cycle) dependent on asset price bubbles and movements within
highly liquid securities markets. Wall Streets’ ability to maintain a steady flow of funds
from around the world became a matter of national security. If these flows were to be
halted or reversed American structural weakness would be laid bear and global
hegemony ended.

The spark that would finally send the US and consequently the world into financial
crisis, ironically, was provided with exercising of American military hegemony in the
Second Iraq War.

1218

William Buffet, Berkshire Hathway Inc. Annual Report 2002, p. 16
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The regional instability it generated, predictably, led to a spike in oil prices. For a while
the real estate bubble was able to disguise the rise inflation and mounting military costs
of the WOT. Eventually, the Fed was forced to take action and raise interest rates (by
4% between mid 2004 and 2006). Since the majority of the American population was on
adjustable-rate mortgages this inevitably would lead to mortgage defaults amongst the
lower classes (up by 17% by 2007)1219 and a general disquiet started to spread amongst
some suppliers of credit (banks, mutual funds, pension funds) who began to doubt
whether these households would ever be able to generate the income needed to pay off
debts, and sought to reduce their exposure to sub-prime assets. In its June 2007 Annual
Report, the Bank of International Settlements (BIS)1220 questioned the sustainability of
the giant global credit bubble and urged action to avoid another 1930s slump, but the
regulators refused to take any steps. The number of foreclosures mounted.

The coup de grâce came the following August, in two Paribas cases, when investors
grasped that despite their complex mathematical risk evaluation equations they had no
way of knowing just how much of the huge securitized debt mountain they had
accumulated was worthless (i.e. toxic) and fled the market, trying to sell/refusing to buy
any more CDOs and MBS, leaving Wall Street unable to find ‘a greater fool’ to offload
them onto. As debts matured financial operators found it impossible to refinance them.

A multitude of Wall Street-backed sub-prime mortgage companies, such as New
Financial Century applied for bankruptcy. The ultra-sure AAA-rated super senior debt
tranches of MBS and CDO were down-graded to junk status, wiping $100bns off
balance sheets, causing those companies that had insured them CDS swaps, such as
AIG, to hit the rocks.1221 Large institutions and their satellite bodies became liable for
the debts incurred on the thousands of SIVs they had established/acquired causing the
collapse of Bear Stearns and Lehman Bros.

Worse was to come as the credit crunch hit. Banks made money by borrowing shortterm in ‘money markets’ (e.g. from other banks) and lending long term. Given the level
of distrust, and general doubts about balance sheets, however, the inter-bank market
1219
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Bank of International Settlements, 77th Annual Report, June 2007, “Financial Markets”, pp.98-118
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froze, bringing the whole Ponzi-pyramid scheme crashing down, Minsky-style, with the
usual vicious circle of bank runs, credit crunch, bankruptcies and lay-offs. The entire
American economy (and thus the global economy) embarked on de-leveraging, with
banks hoarding liquidity and being forced to pay off debt/cut back on risky loans,
investors choosing a ‘flight to quality’ (e.g. ‘safe’ US Treasury bonds), and households,
many now sitting on negative equity, switching spending for saving, cutting even more
job loses, in line with Keynes’ ‘paradox of thrift’.

By October 2008 around $27tn had been was wiped off American stock markets,
housing devalued by $5trn, pensions funds by $25trn, bank right offs over $700bn1222
and the poverty rates hitting 13.2% (just under 40 million people) the highest since
Eisenhower was in power.1223

5.2.2 The Importance & Unsustainability of Bubbles
Though the thesis forwarded here does coincide with Keynesians, social democrats and
Neo-Gramscians in a number of areas with regards the explanation of 2008 financial
crisis it does digress in two important interconnected ways. Firstly the latter scholars
tend to identify the principal cause of the crisis as an ideological take-over of the
American state by the neoliberals – reflected in a suicidal deregulation drive – to the
benefit of the financial sector. Secondly, it is claimed here, they draw too sharp a
distinction between the interests of productive capital and financial capital.

The view forwarded here, on the other hand, claims: a) the deregulation drive was
always heavily regulated; and b) that financial (or money) capital served productive
capital in a number of key ways.

Firstly, as shown above, regulators in the US not only turned a blind eye but actively
encouraged massive leveraging and systemic speculation by actually underwriting the
securitization of the mortgage sector. The motives were clear: the resulting financial and
1222

Geier, ISR, Nov/Dec 2008
US Census Bureau: “Income, Poverty and Health Insurance Coverage in the United States: 2008”,
Issues, September 2009 p.22
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real estate asset price inflation bubble it blew had positive, dialectically interrelated,
effects throughout the economy.

On the supply side such asset price inflation helped generate investment in the
‘productive’ economy, especially in those well-connected Pentagon-subsidised areas–
IT, telecommunications, aerospace, electronics, automobiles and pharmaceuticals – and
the construction industry.1224 On the demand side it greatly stimulated consumption of
goods and non-financial services which would have otherwise have been impossible
given neoliberalism’s success in driving down salaries for working people. Thus, thanks
to these asset-price bubbles the US could enjoy a virtuous circle of high asset price,
consumer spending, high corporate profits, job creation, and lower default rates hence
easy credit, ad infinitum.

Secondly, with the on-going globalization/financialization process subjecting all
‘national’ firms to heightened competition and the whims of foreign exchange and
interest rates fluctuations in this post-Bretton Woods world, the financial sector offered
large businesses, independent of their industry (e.g. banking, retail, agribusiness or
energy), a wide variety of products for hedging and spreading of risk (e.g. derivatives).
And the more inter-state competition for mobile capital increased, the more
governments, in turn, were forced to deregulate their financial sectors, drawing them
even closer into the American financial system. On-going financialization also had the
effect of obscuring a clear separation between the ‘financial and the ‘productive’
sectors, as was revealed with the demise of energy giant Enron, which had (thanks to
the index-linked remuneration packages offered to its CEOS) dedicated more of its
resources to financial speculation and share-price manipulation than investing in the
‘real’ economy.

Thirdly, financialization was a way to increase productivity per se. By opening capital
markets, deregulating finance and introducing austere monetary and fiscal polices
companies increased worker exploitation and heightened labour flexibility, job
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insecurity and economic uncertainty, and therefore nurtured a more efficient use of
capital and higher profits.

It was, if you will, a market version of Thatcher’s class project: using financial means to
undermine those domestic social forces, most notably organised labour and its various
Fordist/Keynesian institutional arrangements, considered responsible for the 1970s
economic malaise. Rates of workers exploitation and hence productivity were also
raised by the wave of mergers and acquisitions (i.e. notably involving the breaking
down of the Fordist multidivisional structures) which financialization sponsored. The
net result was a greater redistribution of surplus value in favour of share-holders (which
now also included corporate managers) at the expense of the subaltern classes.

Fourthly, periodic financial crises created profit-making opportunities for wellconnected firms. For David Harvey “the management and manipulation of crises” was
just one method for accumulation by dispossession. Debt crises, he claimed, “were
orchestrated, managed and controlled both to rationalize the system and to redistribute
assets”, noting that between 1980 and 2007 $4.6trn (i.e. around fifty Marshall Plans)
had been sent to the core creditors from the Global South.1225
It was shown in Chapter IV how the Wall Street banking cartel1226 time and time again,
led financial operators in flooding emerging regions/countries (such as East Asia, Latin
America, Eastern Europe and Russia) with ‘hot money’, before pulling the plug and
crashing the economy, but not before getting the IMF to bail them out, and on condition
of adopting SAP beneficial to Western business. Indeed, it was even suggested that US
actually had a vested interest in maintaining a volatile, crisis-prone international
financial system since this guaranteed Wall Street a constant inflow of funds, as
international operators sought more secure investments, and hence lower interest rates
from the Fed which in turn helped businesses/house-owners.1227 Hedge funds, from this
1225
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perspective, were not to be viewed as an aberration of the American capitalist model,
involved in dubious speculative activities around the world, but rather as fulfilling a
useful service for the national economy.

These reasons explain why on the eve of the 2008 crisis very few voices in Washington
questioned the legitimacy of this asset-bubble driven capitalist model or financial
hegemony. Both main political parties were heavily dependent on Wall Street campaign
finance and the heads of the key financial institutions – the Treasury and the Federal
Reserve – were usually recruited from the big investment bank.1228 True to the
American tradition, the split between the public and private sectors and the state and
market were especially opaque, reflected in the “revolving-door” system, which only
served to promote financialization still further.1229

But as asserted, the real estate boom was not due to elite level lobbying (as liberal
theory would have it). Chapter III emphasized how the US, as the capitalist society par
excellence, had always placed great importance on integrating the bulk of the American
population into the circuits of financial capital. It was just that by the late 1990s this
financialization process had reached unprecedented levels.

Milton Friedman’s ‘popular capitalist’ dream appeared to have come true. Virtually all
American society – from individual and institutional investors to corporate chiefs (with
their salaries indexed to share/bond prices) all the way down to the subordinate classes
(whose savings, pensions and healthcare arrangements were directly funnelled through
capital markets and bills paid by credit cards)1230 – was now dependent on speculation,
dollar printing, asset-price inflation and the securities markets.1231 Declarations by
brokers, analysts and media pundits constituted the new “common sense”. Leading guru
was former J.P. Morgan director, Federal Reserve chairman, Alan Greenspan,1232 who
1228
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predicted in a Newsweek article (albeit with some irony) that the stock market would
soon “take over just about every aspect of society.”1233

Indeed, this financialization of US society was vital to sustaining both American world
hegemony and, implicitly, the position of American upper classes at the top of the
global surplus-value extraction pyramid. It was precisely financial capital’s links to the
popular classes that made the Wall Street so ‘deep’, ‘liquid’ and ultimately profitable
for foreign investors from China, Japan, Germany, OPEC etc to recycle part of their
huge trade surpluses back into the American economy.

Certainly transnational elites had a vested interest in supporting this new revitalised USled WO; Washington after all:
1) helped maintain a stable international financial and monetary system,
(including a strong dollar);
2) issued TBs which gave investors a safe place of refuge from domestic
political instability or during economic crises
3) facilitated financial products to help manage risk (e.g. derivatives);
4) helped prise open hitherto closed markets, most notably capital markets
(which was especially appreciated by global investors)
5) incurred a large proportion of the military costs of policing the WO;
6) supplied the necessary ideological and political support to suppress those
internal forces opposed to neoliberalism.

But if profitability and the aforecited six motives for supporting American financial
hegemony were insufficient to guarantee foreign capital flows into Wall Street there
remained one further important reason: the US remained the global consumer of last
resort. Simply put, without access the funds from abroad to offset its low domestic
savings rates and finance its tradition twin deficits (trade and federal budget),
Washington would be compelled to raise its interest rate which would ultimately reduce
the consumption of imported goods and services. Any limitation of access to the
American market would be disastrous for the aforementioned export-dependent
economies. In the specific case of China hoarding dollars and purchasing dollars assets
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was considered necessary as a way to maintain a stable and competitive exchange rate
of the renminbi against the dollar, again for its export sector.

A virtual circle was thus created: while the US could guarantee the above “public
goods” American economic leadership seemed assured; and, as long as hegemony was
assured so the US financial institutions would be able to access cheap international
credit to guarantee its ‘consumer as last resort’ role and supply aforementioned public
goods.1234 Indeed, this process was only reinforced by the aforementioned East Asia
Crisis which further encouraged East Asian governments to hoard dollars and buy
dollar-dominated assets to shield against themselves against future currency runs, and
stem rising inflation at home. All exporting countries recognised their common interest
in supporting the continuing dominance of the dollar as the global currency. If it were to
collapse so would their exports, not to mention the entire international monetary system
(based as it was on US Treasury bills).1235

For all these reasons the American economy continued to attract a high level of
incoming investment throughout the 1990s and beyond, albeit at the expense of the
Global South (who faced increased austerity), while simultaneously seeing more and
more of its corporations, real estate and financial assets companies falling under foreign
control.1236

Thus the US was able to repeat, though in a modified form, Britain’s imperial template:
on the trade side, assure cheap inputs for its industry and provide a dumping ground for
its goods; and on the finance side, help Wall Street reap maximum benefits from
liberalised capital markets, providing financial services and advice for mergers and
acquisitions all around the world, while consolidating itself as the centre of global
savings. Thus, the “massive rerouting of global capital flows towards the United States
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and the dollar” reversed, what had appeared in the 1970s, as the US’s precipitous
decline. 1237

Given the above, and the structural importance of financial capital nor just for the
domestic economy but American hegemony and the global capitalist system in general
it comes as little surprise that calls for greater financial regulation in the 1990s –
specifically with regards the trillions of dollars worth of legally ‘uncertain’ OTC traded
credit derivatives contracts –

were repeatedly rejected by US governments and

supervisory bodies such as Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC)1238, the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Federal Reserve in the name of the
efficient markets hypothesis.1239

Wall Street, the financial establishment and connected organic intellectuals in the media
and academia claimed that the new forms of securitized finance had helped disperse risk
widely across a multitude of bodies and thereby assured a more efficient allocation of
credit. “Regulation that serves no useful purpose hinders the efficiency of markets to
enlarge the standards of living”, claimed Alan Greenspan.1240

Exactly the same line, unsurprisingly, was adhered to at Wall Street’s ‘offshore’ shadow
banking sector – the City of London – where ‘Third Way-er’ Tony Blair had set up the
Financial Services Authority (FSA) to operate a ‘light-touch’ regulation over the British
financial sector almost immediately on entering Downing Street in 1997.1241 The
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guiding principle of the FSA was best summarised by its first chairman, Howard
Davies: “The philosophy from when I set it up has been to say, ‘Consenting adults in
private? That’s their problem really.’”1242

Thanks to the FSA Wall Street banks, hedge funds, insurance companies etc were now
able to operate from the City with much less capital, engage in riskier transactions and
be subject to far fewer regulations, than in New York – a financial equivalent of
Guantánamo Bay, if you will.1243 Accordingly, London would now share with Wall
Street the status as the international centre of foreign-exchange and OTC derivative
markets and dominate the issue of new shares and bonds.1244
In the meantime, however, all could bask in the sun of asset price inflation. House
prices had doubled or tripled in value in a decade and construction of new homes and
sales of existing homes hit record figures year on year. Neither the US government nor
other Western governments of countries undergoing similar real estate booms –
noticeably Britain, Ireland and Spain – were willing to spoil the party and question the
sustainability of their debt-driven highly speculative developmental models while their
GDP growth figures looked so healthy. Detractors that did raise their voices were
denounced as doom-mongers, dinosaurs or radicals. The US much-hyped productivity
gains was put down to the dynamic nature of the Anglo-Saxon laissez-faire capitalist
model and the efficiency of its free markets. Neoliberal’s ideological legitimacy (and
thus US hegemony) had reached its zenith.

Having established the structural importance of financialization plays in underpinning
American hegemony, it is likewise vital to recognise its fundamental instability.
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On a basic level it is possible to explain the 2008 crisis in terms of the effects of
financial ‘deregulation’; in concrete, the scale and forms of the debt bubble circulating
the shadow banking system. For Neo-Keynesian economists such as Paul Krugman and
Joseph Stiglitz the cause in the falsehood of the efficient market thesis. Though
originally designed to shift risk, debt securitization was used, in the words of Joseph
Stiglitz, to “disguise the sliding value of assets”.1245 Faced with imperfect knowledge,
uncertainty and the fallibility of their econometric models,1246 and under conditions of
competition, the large financial institutions tended to herd together, all focusing on an
area of high growth (e.g. South East Asia, dot.com companies, real estate etc).

Neo-Keynesians were quick to emphasize that classic supply and demand models did
not apply in finance. Contrary to Friedman’s ‘rational investor’ paradigm, they argued.
finance was pro-cyclical and tended to over/under-liquidity: high asset prices were
taken as a sign of confidence, increasing demand amongst large investors (especially if
market is sufficiently liquid); when share prices drop, on the other hand, pessimism
reigns, with investors racing to offload their devaluing assets onto a ‘greater fool’.1247

Renowned economists Hyman Minsky, Charles P. Kildelberger and Graham Turner
considered speculative investment bubbles and crashes as endemic to financial markets,
usually reflected in cyclical fashion – spanning displacement, enthusiasm, credit
creation, boom, euphoria, mania, panic and eventual crash.1248 Furthermore, the more
efficient the financial systems, the more liquid (i.e. easier to offload) the asset markets
which in turn engendered greater speculation and eventual possible crash.
What also distinguished finance from the real economy was that it worked on different
time-frame. Expansion in ‘real’ production, for example, was a slow business – hiring
staff, renting and equipping new premises, organising production chain etc. In finance,
on the other hand, an unlimited number of financial contracts could be written
instantaneously. A price asset bubble therefore might emerge overnight (be it
1245
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commodities, real estate or tulips), whether or not the value of the financial asset had a
direct connection with the underlying profitability of the economic sector (e.g. the dotcom debacle).

Unsurprisingly, the advent of financialization had been accompanied by an enormous
increase in the number of financial crises. According to Barry Eichengreen and Michael
Bordo between 1945 and 1971 there were 38 financial crises worldwide, but between
1973 and 1997 there were 139 (44 in high-income countries).1249

Without doubt Neo-Keynesians make important contributions to furthering our
understanding of the crisis-prone tendency of a financialized economy. Nonetheless,
due to their narrow focus on the ills of deregulated finance and the anarchic nature of
the shadow banking sector they are often unable to see the fundamental causes of the
crisis which lie at a deeper ontological level.

The Marxian framework adopted in this thesis identifies the instability of the
financialization/globalization project as having deeper ontological roots than the nature
of the financial system but rather due to the glaring class contradictions which underpin
the whole neoliberal project within the context of the global uneven development of
capitalism.

Once again we return to the discrepancies between neoliberalism in theory and
neoliberalism in practice. Neoliberal – in theory – as promoted by Greenspan, claimed
the benefits of capitalism could be universalized. Neoliberal – in practise – was
intended to cause a fundamental shift in the balance of power between capital and
labour (or companies and workers).

Continued US hegemony and the whole American-centred global economy depended
on their domestic consumers maintaining high level of demand but the neoliberal
policies they promoted worked to undermine this possibility. The dismantling of the
Keynesian-welfare state, privatization of the public sector (and loss of social welfare
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provisions), attacks on organized labour/workers and subsequent de-industrialization,
had led to the loss of high-paying, stable jobs and stagnating, or even declining,
incomes for American working and middle classes. Not only had cheap imports lowered
the costs of the reproduction of labour, but transnational capital mobility and the
perennial threat of ‘capital flight’ and job loss successfully disciplined labour, keeping
wage demands to a minimum while raising the rates of exploitation. It was this
combined with the ideologies of ‘global competiveness’ and ‘workplace cooperation’,
which, as Moody has explained, represented the true articulation of coercion and
consent in the post-Fordist workplace.1250

Real wages in the US, which had been more-or less constantly declining since 1973 –
coinciding with increased corporate profits, stock market prices and executive pay –
now nose-dived.1251 In 1973 the GDP per capita stood at around $20,000 increasing to
$38,000 in 2006, a 90% rise while real wages in the same period had dropped from
$330 a week to $279, a 15% decline.1252 Subordinate classes took to working longer
hours, taking a second job and digging into their savings just to keep their heads above
water.1253 It represented a massive redistribution of the wealth away from the working
clases and towards capital, exactly what neoliberalism was and its accumulation by
dispossession techniques were designed to do. Income inequality reached its peak in
2006 thanks to Bush II’s tax reforms. Not since 1928 had the richest 1% of the
population received so much of the national income.1254

Herein lay the Achilles heal of neoliberalism. Neoclassical economics’ over-emphasis
on capital accumulation by export-led growth assumed that demand was unlimited. As
Supply-side obsession with cost-cutting, in the form of wage reductions, undermined
1250
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the very mass consumer-based economy needed to keep the whole accumulation
process functioning. It was not just an American problem. Wherever neoliberalism had
been implemented – be it in China, Russia, Latin America or Eastern (not to mention
Western) Europe – the results were the same: unprecedented concentration of wealth
and power and inequality.1255

It amounted to a global crisis of underconsumption (or over-exploitation): capital was
facing a systemic realization crisis (see Chapters II & IV).1256 Not only did this threaten
domestic political stability – laying bare the classless myth of American exceptionalism
– it threatened one of the central pillars of its global hegemony: the promise to foreign
bourgeois classes that the US would always remain the consumer of last resort for its
surplus production which inevitably would starving Wall Street’ access to global
savings.1257

It was in this context, and in keeping with the traditions of American capitalism (and
especially beneficial to the financial sector and American hegemony in general), that a
solution was hit upon. Instead of receiving and spending high wages subordinate classes
would debt-finance their consumption by borrowing against their house. Growth via
asset-price inflation (neoliberalism) was the preferred class option to consumer-price
inflation (Keynesianism). Being a good American meant being a good consumer, which
meant drawing heavily on credit and taking out a huge mortgage.

Between 2000 and 2008 householders borrowed $5trn on their home equity, amounting
to $9trn since 1997.1258 And yet, the housing bubble was just one part of a much wider
debt problem. According to the Financial Times US aggregate debt as a percentage of
1255
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GDP between 1980 and 2007 more than doubled (163% to 346%); while household
debts doubled (50% to 100%), the financial sector increased more than fivefold ( 21%
to 116%).1259

But eventually the chickens would come home to roost. The blowing of an asset-price
bubble, no matter how large, cannot ultimately offset rising global inequality. And
given the scale and depth of global financial integration when the crisis hit the capitalist
heartland (the US) it dragged down the entire global economy.

For the first time since the OPEC crisis the whole world went into recession. Those
countries which had followed the US’s credit-financed growth strategy of attracting
foreign capital to blow their own speculative (real estate) bubbles, despite declining
average real incomes, were particularly hard hit (e.g. Britain, Ireland and Spain).

With the advent of the 2008 crisis many analysts from across the political spectrum
considered the world was on the verge of dramatic global power-shift. Giovanna
Arrighi, for example, declared we were witnessing the “terminal crisis” of American
hegemony. Yet such claims would prove premature.

5.2 3. Crisis Management & the American State

But if blowing the bubble itself was a manifestation of American hegemony, so too was
the clean-up campaign. Ironically, it was precisely with the advent of the credit crunch
that the leadership role of the US state became most evident.

Given its structural position in making/reproducing global capitalism it would be
equally misleading to portray the Washington’s action here as either: a) motivated by
national interests or b) acting altruistically. Social forces emanating out of the domestic
SROP had, via financialization, deeply embedded the American capitalist model within
the circuits of global capitalism. It was simply impossible for the US state to safeguard
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the welfare of American capitalism without also underwriting the stability of the global
system.

For the Economist the primary challenge was to restore trust, both in the financial
system and capitalism in general. Without trust, the London journal asserted, “no one
would deposit money in banks, invest in business, buy stock, nor even hold on to a
particular currency”. Yet the very means by which people had sought to guarantee their
future economic security – savings, insurance and pensions – had been manipulated by
financiers.1260

Critically faith had to be restored in American governance. It was vital to reassure
foreign investors (especially the Chinese and Japanese Central banks) that the US would
never default on obligations, and therefore hopefully avoid massive capital flight and
accompanying run on the dollar, not to mention the largest bank failure in history. The
Treasury-Fed ‘bail-out boys’ were back. The neoliberal slogan TINA (“There Is No
Alternative”) was now replaced by TINATSI (“There Is No Alternative To State
Intervention”). Again, it might contradict neoliberal theory, but it was in keeping with
established neoliberal practise.
On the 2nd January 2008, for the first time since 9/11 the President’s “Working Group
on Financial Markets” (known on Wall Street as the “Plunge Protection Team”)1261
was convened, “to shower households with rebate cheques to head off a full blown
slump”, in the words of Britain’s conservative newspaper, the Daily Telegraph.1262
Meanwhile the Treasury met with a consortium of international banks and investment
funds, mortgage companies, insurance companies and the like to buy out illiquid assets
on balance sheets (e.g. MBS and CDOs),

Overnight the Federal Reserve assumed the mantle of World Central Bank: the
international lender and spender of last resort, using ‘quantative easing’ (i.e. printing
money and increasing money supply), pumping billions of dollars via foreign central
1260
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banks into the inter-bank markets abroad to provide liquidity to their banking system
(and therefore indirectly to Wall Street too) and avert a systemic collapse. In March
2008 the Fed guaranteed, to the tune of $30bn, JPMorgan’s take-over of former
Fortune’s “Most Admired” securities firm award 2005-2007 (“America’s Most Admired
Companies”, 2005-7), Bear Stearns .

The Fed-Treasury intervention reached unprecedented levels beginning in September
2008 with the nationalisation of the mortgage giants Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
(owners of about half of American mortgage market); granting an initial $85bn credit
facility to key securitised debt underwriter, AIG;1263 the seizure of Washington Mutual
savings bank by the Treasury’ Office of Thrift Supervision and subsequent fire-sale to
JPMorgan Chase; a blanket guarantee on the $3.4trillion mutual funds deposit; the
announcement the Treasury’s $700bn TARP (troubled asset relief program) involving
the over-priced purchasing of toxic securities from troubled banks; and emergency
regulatory measures such as a ban on short-selling of financial stocks.

Washington was hoping such measures would be sufficient to stabilise credit markets,
help rebuild trust in the structure of financial intermediation and overcome Keynes’
liquidity trap. Lenders and equity buyers had to be coaxed back into securities markets.
But with huge amounts of highly inflated unpaid mortgages and loans outstanding and a
run on three of the top five Wall Street broker-dealers the future was looking grim.

The nationalisation, of course was of a very American nature. The public’s taxes were
needed to bail-out failed private speculation but they should not expect any further
participation in deciding how the companies should be run or the money nor the money
spent (e.g. lending to businesses and not used to pay off shareholders and executives or
to lobby Congress to ‘ease’ restrictions). Instead, the same private financial institutions,
who had so fervently pushed for de-regulation and whose irrational bubble-blowing had
helped drag the world into a recession, had to be allowed to operate on a ‘commercial
basis’, albeit on the back of state aid.
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Facing hostile public reaction to his TARP plan the US Treasury Secretary, Hank
Paulson played to the gallery, declaring before the House Financial Services Committee
that: “the American people are angry about executive compensation and rightly so”1264
forgetting to mention that he himself had been one of Wall Street’s highest paid bosses,
receiving around $38million in salary, stock and options in the year before joining the
Treasury, $18.7million bonus on departure and a $200million tax break against the sale
of his almost $500million share holdings in Goldman Sachs.1265

Friedmanite Republicans, such as Ron Paul, denounced the ‘moral hazard’ this
introduced as representing the very antithesis of the free market. The hypocrisy of the
bail-out was evident for all to see. Having for so long preached deregulation, free trade
and rejected as unnecessary calls for stiffer anti-trust laws to tackle unwieldy
oligopolies, those same financiers now expected tax-payers to foot the bill given they
were just “too big to fail”. Some financial institutions were left to fall, however. For
Joseph Stiglitz the determinant of whether a bail-out was carried out or not depended up
on “systemic risk”: to what extent the collapse of an institution jeopardized the financial
system as a whole – investment banks Lehman Brothers and Bear Sterns did not, Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac did.1266

As recession hit, debt piled up, firms went bankrupt, houses were repossessed, incomes
cut and unemployment soared, policy-makers found their traditional fiscal and monetary
were useless in trying to re-direct the economy towards the allusive ‘equilibrium’.

Despite being largely responsible for the economic crash, the centrality of the US
economy and financial sector gave a major boost (albeit short-term) to American
hegemony (indeed, in times of crisis investors tended to head for the dollar and
Treasury bonds). In November 2008 Bush held court in Washington for the heads of
states of a new coalition: the G20, representing around 90% of the world’s GDP. The
main objective was for the capitalist leaders to present a picture of class harmony and
confidence; to ‘appear to agree’, to express good intensions, even if, as was the case,
few concrete measures came out of it.
1264

The New York Times. “Paulson Gives Way on CEO Pay”, 24th September 2008
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/25/business/economy/25cong.html?emc=rss&partner=rssnyt&_r=0
1265
The Guardian, “Wall Street Man”, 26th September 2008
1266
The Guardian, “The Fruits of Hypocrisy”, 16th September 2008
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The Obama-Geithner Plan (laid out in March 2009) and the Bush-Paulson were
essentially the same. Rhetoric aside, it boiled down to a new variety of public-private
partnerships, held so dear by neoliberals. Martin Wolf described how these, what he
termed, “vulture fund relied scheme” functions: “the government provides virtually all
the finance and bears almost all the risk, but it uses the private sector to price the assets.
In return, private investors obtain rewards – perhaps generous rewards – based on their
performance, via equity participation, alongside the Treasury.”1267
Meanwhile in the European Union (EU) anti-trust and state aid rules1268 were side-lined
as mega-mergers such as that between HBOS and Lloyds TSB (creating a bank with a
30% share of the UK retail market) and governments were forced to inject cash into
their respective banking sectors and guarantee savings accounts, as occurred in Spain,
Denmark, Ireland, Greece, Austria and Germany. The latter case of recapitalisation
($670bn in October 2008) 1269 is particularly pertinent in illustrating to what extent the
traditional European socio-economic model had been completely financialised, with
Berlin being forced to pick up the tab for its banks reckless leverage and accumulation
of grossly over-priced financial assets, much of it OTC derivatives. Indeed, of the
estimated $4-6trn tax dollars spent in various bail out operations around the world, by
November 2008, $2.3trn came from Europe.1270

For poorer Eastern European countries such as Hungary, Serbia, Romania, Estonia,
Latvia, Armenia, Belarus and the Ukraine (not to mention former-rich Iceland),
however, without sufficient funds to weather the storm there was no alternative but to
seek help from the IMF. Again hypocrisy reigned. While the wealthy countries, led by
the US, were tackling their problems with bail-outs, stimulus packages, debt forgiveness
and almost zero-interest rates, the IMF recipients would be made to swallow typical
deflationary SAP (see Chapter IV) of tight monetary and fiscal policy and privatisation,
Due the size and of the crisis meant ‘regulation’ once again entered global discourse.

1267

The Financial Times, “Successful Bank Rescue Still far Away”, Martin Wolf, March 24th 2009
Art.81-2 & 87 TEC, now Art.101-2 & 107 TFEU
1269
BBC News, “German Parliament Backs Bail Out” 28th October 2008
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/7676115.stm
1270
Geier, J.: “Capitalism’s Worst Crisis Since the 1930s”, International Socialist Review, Issue 62, NovDec 2008, http://www.isreview.org/issues/62/feat-geier-crisis.shtml
1268
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In an article entitled “Fixing Finance”, The Economist, the long-time voice of “common
sense” for the Anglo-Saxon capitalist model, unsurprisingly favoured minimal reregulation.1271 The London journal recognised that the re-regulation of finance was
highly political, and especially in the US, where it was purposely decentralised: with the
insurance industry controlled by the states; futures the competence of one congressional
committee, and stocks under another. The Economist remained sceptical about the longterm success of re-regulation for two telling reasons.

Firstly, because in its words, “the best brains in America” devoted “their talent to
getting round standards and regulations designed to ensure the efficiency of the
economy and safety of the banking system”. Indeed, one of the central themes of this
paper, first noted in Chapter III, was how the American state structure had been
purposeful designed to encourage the inter-penetration of public and private sectors,
allowing leading corporate lawyers and financiers to move between Wall Street and
Washington and back again, to squeeze through every regulatory loop-hole in the
system they themselves had designed.

Secondly, and while acknowledging the desirability of reforms the journal openly
acknowledged that that would require the overhaul of international financial system in
general, and by implication, the American capitalist model in particular.

Indeed, that was why there was to be little change with the entrance of Barack Obama in
the White House. Much to the disillusionment of progressive liberals Obama failed to
alter the standard American position on financial deregulation. The long awaited Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (commonly known as the Dodd-Frank Act)
of July 2010 bore out the Economist’s thesis. Despite the fanfare the Dodd-Frank Act
did alter to much the functioning of Wall Street. True, new institutions were established
(e.g. the Financial Stability Oversight Council), derivatives to be traded through a
central exchange (with support by the big players)….but the ban on proprietary trading
(the “Volcker rule”) was effectively ditched, while for the ratings agencies it was
‘business as usual’.

1271

The Economist “Fixing Finance”, January 22nd 2009
http://www.economist.com/node/12957769
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Apart from revealing the instability of global finance and the central role of the
American state as “chief fire officer”, putting out the flames, the 2008 financial crisis
also showed just how financial interconnect the PRC and the US were and the extent to
which the former served American hegemony.

Between January 1999 and July 2008 the world’s official reserves rose from $1,625bn
to $7,534bn. When the financial crisis did hit, as expected, the total of global reserves
shrank by $472bn between July 2008 and February 2009, before rising again to
$8,385bn in May 2010, 30% of which ($2,450bn) was owned by China. The Financial
Times’ assistant editor and chief economics correspondent, Martin Wolf, concluded:
“Never in history can the government of one superpower have lent so much to that of
another”.1272

Bucking the classic Braudel/Arrighi model of hegemonic shifts – Italy City State to
Holland; Holland to Britain; Britain to the US – now the world’s biggest and most
successful emerging economy was also its largest net exporter of capital.

The PRC has accumulated such a huge quantity of foreign reserves, the bulk of it in
dollar assets, meant any decline in the greenback relative to the RMB, as far as Beijing
was concerned, amounts to a debt default. Wen Jiabao told a news conference on the
11th March 2009: “We have lent a huge amount of money to the US. Of course we are
concerned about the safety of our assets. To be honest, I am definitely a little worried”,
continuing, “I’d like to take this opportunity here to implore the United States…to
honour its words, stay a credible nation and ensure the safety of Chinese assets”.1273

Standard & Poor’s downgrade of US government debt from risk-free AAA to AA+ on
the 5th August 2011 – the first time for 70 years – greatly angered the PRC. Officially
there was no response from Beijing but the CPC’s official news agency – Xinhua –
blasted the US’s “addiction to debt” and called on Washington to “live within its
means” notably by cutting its “gigantic military expenditure”

1272

and “bloated social

Financial Times: “Currency wars in an era of chronically weak demand” – 29/09/10, Martin Wolf
The Guardian: “China ‘worried’ about safety of US assets” – 14/03/10 – Tania Branigan & Simon
Tidal
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welfare programmes”. State newspapers fell in line denouncing the US decadence and
announcing that the good old days were over. 1274

Yet the PRC and the US were locked in a marriage of inconvenience. Beijing was not
prepared to take the “nuclear option” of dumping part of its massive holdings of
American debt aware that any major sudden diversification would cause the currency to
nosedive thereby devaluing its remaining dollar assets and slash its US-bound exports.
But likewise Washington knew it could not take Beijing’s goodwill for granted, aware
that if the Chinese did begin to sell its dollar assets the Federal Reserve would have
little choice but to hike up interest rates to unsustainable levels given the present
economic and political climate.

Just two weeks after the Standard & Poor’s downgrade US Vice President Joe Biden
made his first five-day trip of China, meeting his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping and
Wen Jiabao, to whom he insisted that country’s investments were safe. John Connally,
Nixon’s secretary of the Treasury, famously once told the Europeans that the dollar “is
our currency, but your problem”. China, however, may not be so pliant.1275

1274
1275

Debt 1/Debt2
Financial Times: “Currency wars in an era of chronically weak demand” – 29/09/10, Martin Wolf
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CHAPTER VI

THE CHINA CHALLENGE
6.1 The Dialectics of China’s Passive Revolution
6.1.1 Stages of Economic Transformation
The proclamation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in October 1949 following
the end of the protracted Chinese Civil War1276 can be seen in some ways as the
legitimate heir to the dynastic tradition of a confident self-sufficient centralised state.
According to academic Wang Gungwu, the new Communist state was a “replacement
for the old emperor-state” and that Mao “effectively restored the idea of a charismatic
founder-emperor.”1277

Ideological differences aside, Mao sought to restore national pride and reverse China’s
battered economic and political fortunes following its “century of humiliation”1278 at the
hands of foreign powers, nurturing internal dissent which resulted in the collapse of its
bi-millennium imperial order in 1911 leaving it reduced to a semi-colonial status,1279

1276

The Chinese Civil War ran from 1927 to 1936, interrupted by the Japanese invasion of Manchuria and
subsequent WWII, which united both opposition sides, and reinitiated from 1946 to 1950.
1277
Quoted in Jacques, M.: When China Rules the World: The End of the Western World and the Birth of
a New Global Order, p.97, The Penguin Press, New York, New York 2009
1278
In 1820, according to Angus Maddison , China had the largest economy in the world, boasting around
32.9% of world GDP (with Western Europe standing around 23% and the US at 1.8%); by 1952 it stood
at 5.2%. (with Western Europe at 25.9% and the US at 27.5%) OECD: Development Centre Studies:
“Chinese Economic Performance in the Long Run”, 960-2030 AD by Angus Maddison, 2007, p.103
1279
China’s demise was sparked by defeat at the hand of foreign powers in the Opium Wars (1839-1842;
1857-1860) and Sino-Japanese War (1894), resulting in their being made to accept the harsh conditions
of the numerous “Unequal Treaties”, including the cession of large tracts of its territories (Hong Kong,
Macao, Southern Manchuria, Indochina, Korea and Taiwan) the payment of pay huge reparations, and its
conversion into a semi-colonial status (forced to made to open up its economy to the victorious foreign
powers who were free to use its ports, navigate its rivers, establish military bases, and even permit
Christian missionary expeditions into its interior). Torn apart by internal rebellions (1855-1873) – the
most serious being the Taiping Uprising (1850-1864) – the unpopularity of the Qing dynasty fuelled the
consolidation of a popular anti-imperialist proto-nationalist movement known as Boxer Rebellion (18981901) which once defeated Eight-Nation Alliance forced even tougher concessions from the imperial
government leading to its eventual demise.
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controlled by foreign powers,1280 politically fragmented and immersed in internal
conflict.1281

From the 1920s onwards the Communist Party of China (CPC) communists had
consistently appealed to nationalism, claimed they were the real patriots: waging
successful guerrilla war against the Japanese in Northern China, denouncing the
Kuomintang for their collaborative actions with enemy forces and promising to
introduce a fairer redistribution of wealth on seizing power (including land
redistribution, rent reduction, nationalisation and debt cancellation).1282
The principal objectives of the Communists were to restore national sovereignty, rebuff
‘foreign imperialist’ intervention (notably the US), reunify the country, carry out fiscal
reform,1283 overhaul the economy along socialist lines, and reverse its terminal
decline.1284 This required a powerful centralised government. The CPC set about
restructuring its FOS, consolidating a hierarchical authoritarian regime (nominally
based on the Stalinist system of governance) in order to execute a Soviet model of state
intervention and central planning.1285

It is worth noting some of the key characteristics of the Maoist economic system
between 1953 and 1977.

1280

By the 1920s, then, large foreign banks controlled the country’s finances, foreign companies owned
all its industries, administered (and kept the revenue from) its energy, transport, customs, tax and postal
services, while foreign warships and merchants ships were free to use its ports, sailed around its coast,
and transport people and goods down its rivers.
1281
Following the collapse of the Qing dynasty China entered a period of internal anarchy, which rival
warlords fighting to establish their dominance. Eventually one of them, Sun Yat-sen, was victorious, but
his Nationalist Party (Kuomintang), even under his successor, dictator, Chiang Kai-shek, was never able
to enjoy exclusive control over the entire country, thanks to on-going foreign ownership and occupation
of its land (notably imperial Japan’s seizure of Manchuria, Jehol and vast tracts of south-western China,
culminating in the 1937 Nanjing Massacre), the governments intermittent collaboration with the enemy
(be it the US or Japan) and an on-going civil war with Mao’s CPC.
1282
The country’s single largest social class in the 1930s-40s – the rural peasantry – would constitute the
CPC’s main political base (contrast here with the urban-based Bolsheviks). Between 1937 and 1945 CPC
membership grew from 40,000 to 1,200,000 and by the civil war broke out in 1947, those numbers had
swelled to some 2,700,000. New Left Review, 61: Perry Anderson, p.64
1283
Although actual expenditure of revenues, as in imperial times, was to remain in the hands of local
governments.
1284
Chinese GDP per capita stood at around $600 in 1850, $540 in 1890 and a pitiful $439 by 1950.
Maddison, A.: The World Economy: A Millennial Perspective, pp.558 & 562, Paris, OECD 2006
1285
Prior to Mao the economy was organised largely around market exchange and based on peasantry
household production with capitalist production representing quite a small part of the economy sector.
Under the new socialist economic model both of these modes of production would be eliminated and
market mechanisms dramatically restrained
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1) Within the first decade almost all private businesses were nationalised and
turned into state-owned enterprises (SOE), which accounted for the vast
majority of the countries non-agricultural (i.e. industrial) production. Many
SOEs were merged to create China’s most strategically important enterprises.

2) All land was appropriated by the state and redistributed to the peasantry who
were organised into producer cooperatives and later government-run collective
units. Land could not be bought or sold as a commodity but leased out to
particular state agencies, local governments, collectives and businesses.

3) Nation-wide industrialisation (focusing on heavy and capital intensive
industries) was to be financed by extracting extract surplus value from the
agricultural sector via peasant.1286

4) All sectors were integrated into a regionally organised state planning system in
which production targets were assigned and inputs allocated, with the First FiveYear Plan launched in 1953.1287

5) The entire population was divided up and registered in ‘work units’, or danwei
which organised production and provided employment. Though workers would
be paid wages (so wage labour did exist), labour was not a freely traded
commodity, so no one could be fired.

6) Each danwei, according to its capacity, was responsible for providing its
members (and families) with a wide-range of essential (and some non-essential)
services such as housing, vocational training, primary and secondary schooling,
healthcare, pensions, shops, post offices, cafeterias and cultural and recreation
facilities – the so called ‘iron rice bowl’.

1286

Given the Cold War context, bitter hostility to the West (and Japan) and autarkic nature of the
policies, accessing foreign capital was ruled out
1287
Soviet equipment and scientific/technical advice enabled the CPC to greatly expand production of
coal, iron and steel, cement and electricity.
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7) In a quasi-feudal style, workers were bound to their danwei for life. They were
not only prohibited from moving residence – under the hukou household
registration system – but official permission was even required before taking
personal decisions such as marriage or child-bearing. Unsurprisingly, it was
through the danwei that CPC chiefly implemented party policy.

Following the disastrous implementation of the Second Five Year Plan (1958-62) –
Great Leap Forward1288 – Mao relinquished his post as PRC Premier (though not CPC
chairman) to pragmatist reformer Liu Shaoqi, though seeking to reassert his primacy via
the “superstructure” (i.e. ideological means), launching a rearguard intellectual crusade
to nurturing “common sense” support amongst the masses for an egalitarian ‘new
socialist revolution’ to purge the CPC of class privilege (i.e. eradicate the State
Council’s leadership of its ‘bourgeois elitist elements’ and ‘revisionists’ such as Liu
Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping), resulting in the CPC’s Central Committee announcing the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in August 1966. The ensuing ideological and
physical clashes left deep wounds in Chinese society, especially despised by the liberal
reformists inside the CPC (see below).

Nevertheless, before moving on to the next transition phase, it is worth to say a few
words on the Maoist legacy.

Without in any way minimizing the huge human costs of certain disastrous policy
initiatives – the Great Leap Forward being the most notorious – the “five-year-plan”
modernization programmes were, on the whole, quite effective in achieving their
development goals, recording an average GDP growth rate of 6.7% between 1953 and
1288

Though the First Five-Year Plan was successful in boosting industrial production, the CPC leadership
became seriously worried about the negative effects of uneven development. A highly centralised
industry-bias may work fine in the USSR but in China it left the agricultural sector far behind and hence
threatened national cohesion and stability. The Second Five Year Plan (1958-62) sought to rectify that
and with it break down the existing social division of labour arrangements (the so-called “three great
differences”): town/country, agriculture/industry and manual worker/intellectual. Under the Great Leap
Forward it was hoped that both industry and agriculture, working in harmony, would experience large
growth and help China ‘catch up’ with the West. The central government reorganised the collectives into
large, supposedly more efficient, self-governing people’s communes to which were attached light
industries (especially iron/steelworks) and construction projects. Surplus rural labour would be employed
in government-financed infrastructure projects (e.g. irrigation plants) and running ‘backyard furnaces’.
Unfortunately, three years of floods and bad harvests, withdrawal of Soviet technical advice (following
the 1959 Kruschev-Mao split over the former’s revisionist policies) in addition to serious systemic
failings conspired to produce horrific famine, and the death of anywhere between 15 and 30 million
people.
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1978, and successfully reversing over a century of economic decline.1289 Indeed, the
quality of life for the Chinese did improve considerably: the scale of industrialisation,
egalitarian land distribution, the construction of rural infrastructure and the provision of
education and health systems was quite impressive and compared very favourably to its
neighbour, India, for example.1290 These factors, together with Mao’s ability to
politically stabilise and unify such a large country after its ‘century of humiliation’, are
often overlooked by Western commentators, yet the fact remains that without this basis
China’s subsequent economic take-off would have been impossible (again the contrast
with India, sharing similar demographic characteristics, remains pertinent).

Nevertheless, once Mao was dead, and the economy in a period of stagnation, the
‘revisionist’ wing of the CPC, with Deng Xiaoping at the helm, staged a glorious comeback, gaining control of the State Council and taking the PRC into hitherto uncharted
water. Both impressed and worried by the huge economic growth being recorded in
neighbouring East Asian countries (e.g. South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Thailand,
Malaysia and Singapore) the Politburo considered it essential that the PRC modernise
its industrial and agricultural sectors and improve the technologic base by: a) attracting
foreign investment, ‘know-how’ and technology; and b) gaining access to foreign
consumer markets.

Given the weakness of the domestic bourgeois class these tentative steps towards a
capitalist system would have to be engineered by the state, in what which Gramsci
classified a passive revolution1291 (or what Morton terms a “revolution from above”1292).
1289

Between 1950 and 1978 the PRC’s saw its GDP almost quadruple and its GDP per capita figure more
than double, no mean feat given its demographic size and the fact that it population increased by 75%
during that period, Maddison, A & Wu, H.X.: “Measuring China’s Economic Performance”, World
Economics, Vol.9, No.2, April-June 2008, p.19 Table
1290
Between 1950 and 1980 China’s Human Development Index – which measures social progress in
areas such as GDP per capita, wealth disparity, health and education, gender equality, literacy etc –
increased by three and a half times, comparing very favourably with most areas of Asia, Africa and Latin
America. Desai, M.: “India and China: An Essay in Comparative Political Economy”, Paper for IMF
Conference on India/China, Delhi, November 2003, p.10
http://www.imf.org/external/np/apd/seminars/2003/newdelhi/desai.pdf
1291
It will be remembered from Chapter II that Gramsci held passive revolutions occurred when an
indigenous bourgeoisie was too weak to restructure SROP by itself (and thus establish hegemony) and
required overt political intervention by the state to prevent the subaltern classes from consolidating itself
into a politically-conscious labour movement. Gramsci also made it clear, from his analysis of the
Risorgimento (see Chapter II), however, Gramsci makes it very clear, that a passive revolution, like all
transformations of state-society configurations, has its origins in the international sphere, set in the
context of a global capitalist accumulation and inter-state rivalry. Gramsci 1971: p.132
1292
Capitalist & Class 2010, Morton 2010
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Such passive revolutions, it will be remembered were not based upon bourgeois
hegemony, therefore the state (in this case Beijing) would be constantly forced to apply
coercive measures to guarantee capital accumulation.

But before this proto-neoliberalism – or ‘economic opening’ (jingji kaifang) – and
foreign capital, technology and markets accessed in the context of the Cold War the
CPC had receive Washington’s blessing. After diplomatic contacts Sino-American
relations were formally ‘normalised’, culminating in Deng Xiaoping’s historic visit to
the US in January 1979, glittering Whitehouse reception and Texas rodeo included. As a
result there was to be an unfreezing of financial assets, settlement of outstanding
property claims, and Washington would grant Beijing most-favoured-nation treatment
(later ‘observer status’ to GATT in 1982). Retrospectively, the US recognition of China
(and de-recognition of Taiwan) would prove turning point in world affairs, despite its
inauspicious beginnings.

A few points are worth stressing with regards Deng Xiaoping’s jingji kaifang reforms:

1) It was to be done only tentatively and in a controlled fashion – the PRC, after
all, was still officially adhering to “Socialism with Chinese Characteristics”.
There certainly was no planned scheme at this stage to base economic
development on an export-drive growth model.

2) The experiment would take place in four purposely built Special Economic
Zones (SEZ) in the Guangdong and Fujian provinces. Beijing invested
heavily in infrastructure along the southern seaboard to entice foreign
investors to come and set up manufacturing operations. They would not only
bring capital but new technologies, the latest production and management
techniques and critically, gain access to global markets.

3) In return foreign companies would enjoy a range of tax and profitrepatriation benefits, suffer little direct political interference in their affairs
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and, most importantly of all, be free to tap into the cheapest, most abundant
and productive labour force in South East Asia.1293

4) Significantly, these ‘foreign’ investors were, and remain so today, largely
Chinese diaspora located in Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan, and to a lesser
extent Singapore and Malaysia.1294 Indeed, Guangdong and Fujian were
chosen, not only because they were on the coast and far from political life
(Beijing), they just happened to be adjacent to Hong Kong, Macau and
Taiwan, respectively.

5) The ‘open door’ policy expanded in 1984 when Deng Xiaoping announced
in the National Congress his intention of granting SEZ status to 14 coastal
cities (in addition to the Hainan Island). It was only in 1987, after the US
agreed to let the PRC join the IMF and the World Bank that Chinese elites
finally agreed to base its development predominantly on an export-driven
model.

Emulating the neo-mercantilist Asian Developmental Model pioneered in Japan and
East Asia (see Chapter IV) the PRC then sought to set itself up as a global exporter of
low-end manufacturing goods. This would require the Chinese central bank, the
People’s Bank of China (PBC), exercising strict control over the monetary and financial
system in order to maintain the renminbi (RMB) at a competitive fixed exchange
against the dollar (see Triffin’s Dilemma in Chapter IV).1295 This export-driven driven
growth model also depended upon: i) a constant supply of cheap labour; ii) the PBC
intervening in international currency markets; and iii) access to foreign markets.

1293

Thanks to the aforementioned Maoist legacy Chinese workers were generally better skilled and
educated, healthier and more industrious than their other low-wage Asian neighbours.
1294
These countries had proved (and Taiwan would continue to be) extremely successful at exporting
low-end, labour intensive manufactures. Given heightened competition, especially for Honk Kong
merchants and manufacturers, it was time relocate, to apply that knowledge and take advantage of global
trade and marketing networks. Taking advantage of their long-established (though often hidden)
connections on the mainland Hong Kong and Taiwanese investors seized on Deng’s offer, pouring a huge
amount of resources into the newly-created TVEs (see below), setting up factories to produce highly
profitable low value-added consumer goods for export.
1295
From 1997 to 2005 the PBC maintained a dollar-peg system, fixing the renminbi onto the dollar at a
rate of around 8.3:1.
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But while the launching of the export-driven growth model would remain the most
visible signs of PRC’s transition, it was only made possible by deep structural reforms
carried out right across the national economy. In lieu of a powerful bourgeois class,
once again it was the state, within Chinese society, using a combination of coercive
means and market forces to restructure SROP and, it was hoped, weaken the position of
Maoist reactionaries within the State Council itself. Deng and the reformers, in essence,
were set on reconstituting the FOS itself.
In Chapter III it was noted that the FOS promoted by the American elites in 19th
Century in order to promote the capitalist mode of production was a liberal federal
union involving:

1) the establishment of a political centre strong enough to create, expand and
consolidate the formation of a large single market (e.g. supplying
infrastructure, establishing a common currency, financing a military to
extend the Western frontier and protect the realm); and

2) an important devolution of power to the states as the best way to favour
regional investment and development and capital accumulation in general.

The PRC followed a similar template. The reformists were aware that while everything
was controlled from Beijing conservative factions within the CPC would block
“modernisation”. Despite fierce opposition, Deng pushed through a policy of political
decentralisation: the central state would retain overall political and economic control –
notably via strategic SOEs and the state banking system (see below) – but an important
degree of fiscal and political autonomy (not to mention competence over property
rights) would be ceded to the provincial, county and local governments. Furthermore,
cadres would be evaluated on the basis of the performance of the economic performance
of their locality. With the slashing of central government revenue/spending local
governments1296 local governments’ revenue therefore became more dependent on local
1296

Central government revenue plummeted from around 34% of GDP in 1978 to just 6% in 1995, with
its expenditure similarly dropping from 31% to 11% of GDP in the same period. Jacques, (2009), pp.1667. Beijing did reverse the fiscal decentralisation process somewhat in the 1990, fearing it was putting at
risk the territorial integrity of the country. The CPC elites were concerned, on one hand, that some of the
provinces were beginning to act like independent states, trading more with foreign countries than with
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taxes, especially business taxes and rents, leases and transaction fees on landed
property. The primitive accumulation this encouraged (see below) marked the beginning
of China’s celebrated property/real estate boom.

The market was also introduced into the one area of the domestic economy Deng
considered most in need of reform: agriculture. Under this new household responsibility
system control of the land and associated surplus was shifted from the communes
towards rural families. Peasant households were given long-term leases on communal
land and encouraged to make their own produce and sell their surpluses at free market
prices, produced a rapid growth in the family-based private sector. Though initiated
amongst the peasantry by 1983 more than 93% of producers were involved1297

With the demise of the communes came the rise of the town and village enterprises
(TVEs): public market-orientated manufacturing enterprises. Under the Constitution of
December 1982 newly created township and village governments were allowed to take
the communes’ industrial assets and turn them into TVEs. These were then expected to
operate for the benefit of village life: supporting agriculture, providing infrastructure
and generating employment.

As Deng had planned, fiscal deregulation would force local governments to adopt a far
more pro-business attitude now that their revenue was almost exclusively dependent on
local taxation and their political promotion on regional growth. Accordingly local
governments encouraged their TVEs to expand, having a vested interest in their
increased profitability. As a consequence from the mid-1980s to the mid-1990s the
TVEs constituted the most dynamic sector of the Chinese economy, creating millions of
non-agricultural jobs for rural workers. They would later reap the benefits of generous
state bank loans and large foreign capital injections, as did the SOEs, to whom the
TVEs enjoyed a symbiotic relationship.1298
each other. Such behaviour was clearly the antithesis of the idea of a single Chinese market. Secondly,
there were worries that uneven development was creating such a level of inequality amongst the regions
there was there was a severe risk of political instability. Accordingly, Beijing announced major fiscal
reform, creating a new national tax and acquired its own tax-collecting capacity. By 2006 state revenue
was back up to 17% of GDP and state expenditure around 22%
1297
China.org .cn: “1983: Household Responsibility System”,
http://www.china.org.cn/features/60years/2009-09/16/content_18534697.htm
1298
As late as 2005 the TVEs still employed around 143 million. China Urban Development Quarter,
Issue 5, 2008, p.9, The World Bank
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Market exchange also began to creep into the central planning system. The SOEs
continued to be owned by the state and run according to broad socialist production
relations but gradually managers now were given greater autonomy on how to run their
firms and allowed to retain a certain proportion of the profits generated and sell any
surplus they produced over their planned targets at free market prices. Though they did
not enjoy property rights, managers were legally liable for the companies’ profits and
losses without enjoying property rights.

In general, however, during this first stage of transition (1978-1992) the Chinese
economy would retain much its non-capitalist nature, reflected in the weakness of the
bourgeois class. In both state-owned and collective enterprises the basic features of the
danwei system (e.g. public property and permanent employment) survived. Nor was
wage labour considered a commodity although changes after the down-turn in the
Chinese economy Beijing did introduce new labour laws in the 1980s which introduced
new flexibility into the proto-labour market (e.g. allowing the easier hiring and firing of
workers, removing wage controls and reducing state benefits). Public-sector enterprises,
for their part, remained ‘social enterprises’; private TVEs had to be owned collectively;
de-collectivised land still belonged to the village, and associated use rights enjoyed by
peasant families.

China’s definitive shift up a gear to become a full (albeit nuanced) capitalist economy
began in spring 1992.

Under harsh attacks from conservative elements within the CPC for the economic
reforms, the country’s increasing “spiritual pollution” by the West, and his handling of
the Tiananmen Square protests, Deng decided it was time to accelerate and expand the
liberalisation process. Following a high profile tour of the Guangdong-based SEZs
Xiaoping publicly praised the great success of market reforms and emphasized the dire
need to press on with deeper structural change in order, again, to “catch up” with the
“four little dragons of Asia” in 20 years (again, as Gramsci noted, the passive revolution
driven by international competition for accumulation associated with inter-state rivalry).

There was nothing wrong in the rich getting richer, Xiaoping explained, as long as
higher taxes were paid and redistribution to poorer areas took place. “One of my one
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biggest mistakes”, he lamented, “was leaving out Shanghai when we launched our
special economic zones.1299 That would be soon rectified by extending to the north and
eastward most crucially to Shanghai, the Yangtze River Delta, the Pearl River Delta,
and Pudong New Area.

At the XIV Congress of the CPC China was officially proclaimed as a “socialist market
economy”: the reformists had won the ideological war. With the confirmation of Zemin
as Secretary General of the Communist Party China embarked on its second and most
profoundly neoliberal stage of transition. The green light was given for a far deeper
interaction with the global economy.1300

Unlike previously successful Asian developmental states – notably Japan, South Korea
and Taiwan – China welcomed FDI, and capital began to flow into the country on a
huge scale: the high profits generated attracting even more FDI. By 2000 almost 30% of
Chinese manufacturing was carried out by joint ventures.1301

This was boosted even further when the PRC was accepted as a member of that very
symbol of neoliberal orthodoxy, the WTO, in September 2001, after 15 years of
negotiations and committing itself to non-discriminatory trade, elimination of price
controls, free trade, honouring intellectual property rights, opening up its markets to
foreign companies, and slashing export tariffs of agricultural goods.1302

By 2003 China had actually overtook the US as the world’s largest FDI recipient, with a
figure of $53.5bn.1303 Here two observations are pertinent:

1) The ‘foreign’ part of FDI can appear misleading; the majority of this
investment came from overseas ethnic Chinese – the so-called bamboo

1299

People Daily: “Excerpts from talks given in Wuchang, Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shanghai (January 18 February 21, 1992)” at http://web.peopledaily.com.cn/english/dengxp/vol3/text/d1200.html
1300
China received more FDI in 1993 than the accumulated total for 1978-1992. Breslin, S.: “China and
the Political Economy of Global Engagement”, in Political Economy and the Changing Global Order, 3rd
Edition, Richard Stubbs and Geoffrey R.D. Underhill (eds.), Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2006,
p.466
1301
NLR 54 n.8, p.130
1302
World Trade Organization Press Releases: “WTO successfully concludes negotiations of China’s
entry”, 17th September 2001, https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/pres01_e/pr243_e.htm
1303
Breslin in Stubbs and Geoffrey R.D. Underhill (eds.)(2006): p.465,
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network – in Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and South East Asia.1304
Furthermore, from the mid-1990s onwards much of the investment that
arrived from Hong Kong originated from Chinese SOEs on the mainland
who used this ‘round tripping’ strategy to take advantage of tax rebates
offered to foreign investors.

2) Though had an important role in boosting China’s exports FDI actually
accounted for less than 10% of total capital formation during the reform era.
As Clyde Prestowitz noted, “if the foreigners were investing it was only
because the Chinese were investing more”1305, not least the huge amount of
money spent by central and local governments on the construction of roads,
railway networks, ports and dams.

Regarding the latter point much of the confusion lies in the short-sightedness of liberal
theory, which typically overstates the importance of international trade while
underestimating the significance of domestic production. China’s fabulously successful
export-driven growth model was only the tip of an exploitative iceberg which had its
origins in the process of primitive accumulation1306 first initiated by Deng Xiaoping’s
aforementioned land and fiscal reforms.1307 Indeed, despite their differing spatiotemporal, socio-economic and politico-cultural contexts there do appear some striking
similarities between the process of primitive accumulation initiated by Xiaoping in
1978, and the transition to capitalism in Western Europe, North America, Latin
American and Asia: all involving, to a greater or lesser extent, the commodification of
land, labour and the natural world in general, together with growing urbanisation.
1304

Unlike their Western counterparts these investors were not so daunted by Chinese bureaucracy or
government regulations covering labour rights or profit repatriation, given that they shared cultural and
linguistic (and often family) ties and frequently enjoyed privileged access to local officials. High FDI
arriving from tax havens such as the Cayman Islands, Bermuda and the British Virgin Islands is also
thought to originate in Hong Kong and Taiwan.
1305
Prestowitz, C.: Three Billion New Capitalists: The Great Shift of Wealth and Power to the East, New
York, Basic Books, 2005, p.61.
1306
According to Marxist theory primitive accumulation necessary pre-dates the establishment of
capitalism. It involves forcibly separating people from their means of production. The new owners of the
means of production – the capitalist class – then use the stock of original capital to employ a new property
(and usually land)-less proletariat, who are forced to sell their labour in the new labour markets to
survive. The resulting surplus-value is then expropriated by the capitalist class. The exact nature of this
process is country-specific, depending on the interplay of a wide variety of agents in different spatiotemporal, socio-economic, politico-cultural contexts.
1307
Yun-Wing Sung, The Emergence of Greater China: The Economic Integration of Mainland China,
Taiwan and Hong Kong, New York 2005, p.36; “Can Pigs Fly?”, The Economist, 24th February 2007
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This process was particularly evident in China post-1992.

The commodification of land took began in 1980s connected to spectacular urban
growth around the SEZs in the South in Shenzhen, Guangzhou and Dongguan and
medium sized TVEs in the Yangtze River and Pearl River Deltas. Beijing then
consciously promoted the large cities/metropolises as a key vehicle of economic
transition. Urban development, other advanced capitalist countries demonstrated, not
only dramatically increased GDP and created employment, but the resultant thriving
real estate market – specifically in private housing – could generate a genuine mass
consumer society.

This commodification of urban land greatly augmented following the decision to let
urban residents purchase their own homes (1995) and with the privatisation of danwei
housing (1999). Once a housing mortgage market was created, home ownership rose
sharply, creating a huge property in the big northern and central coast cities as the
upper-middle classes moved into exclusive gated suburbs and the transient poor into
rented older houses or sub-leased from established tenants.1308

Beijing, Shanghai, Chongqing and Tianjin, particularly were granted considerable
autonomy regarding urban development, permitted to annex nearby territory (including
small cities) and clearing large sectors of their cities for development, displacing
millions of people.1309 At the local level, urban development regulation resembled the
Wild West. It was here that Deng’s decentralisation policy was most apparent.

Local authorities (be they at the municipal, provincial or county level) were converted
into powerful profit-orientated real estate dealers, approving construction projects for
lucrative fees or seizing nominally public land and leasing, renting or selling it the
highest bidders regardless of their effect on residents and the environment. Land was

1308

George Lin, “The Growth and Structural Change of Chinese Cities”, Cities, vol.19, no.5 (2002),
pp.299-316; Ma and Wu, Restructuring the Chinese City, pp.98-116)
1309
By the end of 2004, for example, local authorities in Beijing and Shanghai had authorized the
demolition of around 4.2 million square metres and 22.5 million square metres of buildings in their
respective centres, displacing a total of 2.5 million people. Shen He and Fulong Wu, “Property-Led
Development in Post-Reform China: A Case of Xintilandi Redevelopemnt Project in Shanghai”, Journal
of Urban Affairs, vol.27, no.1 (2005), pp.1-23
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increasingly used by local governments as collateral for banks loans to finance a
multitude of massive industrial, infrastructure and real estate projects.1310

This real estate bonanza did benefit some peasant farmers but needless to say the main
beneficiaries were the very wealthy: large agribusinesses, a new powerful class of
property developers, banks and government administrators and CPC officials.1311 The
size of market was further greatly expanded in the autumn of 2008 when the CPC
Central Committee authorised the sale of land by individual households.1312

Much of the initial commodification of labour occurred following the privatisation of
the majority of the small SOEs from the early 1990s onwards but with further market
reform, deregulation and a second wave of privatisations coinciding with China’s WTO
bid. The PRC, unlike the Asian Tigers before it, was undergoing its economic transition
during the post-Cold War globalisation age. Domestic firms now faced greater
competition from their larger and more advanced Western and Japanese counterparts
and complicated the nurturing of infant industries. Profitability became the bottom line;
any loss-making SOE could be subject to bankruptcy. In the name of efficiency SOEs
were allowed to merge – to form the necessary economy of scale – downsize or rescind
their obligations to provide their workers social welfare benefits.1313

By the early 2000s restructuring had reduced the number of people working for the
SOEs by some 30-40 million people, many of which were left jobless, without
redundancy payment, or health and welfare coverage.1314 But the industrial damage did
1310

According to the Economist – “Survey of China, “The People’s Republic in the Grip of Popular
Capitalism”, 28th April 2007 – total debts of township and village governments by 2007 was somewhere
around $125bn, about 5% of GNP.
1311
According to China’s State Development Research Center from 1996 to 2006 government officials
and their business cronies illegally seized more than 4,000 square miles of land per year. Quoted in
Foreign Affairs, “China’s Dilemma: Social Change and Political Reform”, Gilboy, G.J, & Heginbotham,
J, October 14th 2010, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2010-10-14/chinas-dilemma
1312
Whereas in 1940 there were 69 cities in China by 2007 there were 670 cities (89 with a population of
1 million or more), which together housed around 650 million people (over 50% of the population).
World Bank Report, pp.8, 14.
1313
By 2000 nationally-owned private companies employed over 40 million people in the cities, nationalforeign owned joint ventures another 20 million workers, and foreign-owned subsidiaries around 7
million staff (Hart-Landsberg and Burkett, China and Socialism, p.45, Harvey (NL), p.128).
1314
Shahid Yusuf, Kaoru Nabeshima and Dwight Perkins, Under New Ownership: Privatising China’s
State-Owned Entreprises, Stanford 2006. Between 1991 and 2005, the proportion of the urban work-force
employed in the public sector fell from about 82% to about 27% (NLR 54, figure 1, p.130)
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not end there. The fate of the TVEs was intrinsically linked to that of the SOEs to whom
they became sub-contractors. So when the SOEs hit a rough patch so did the TVEs,
making millions more rural workers unemployed. And the TVEs that did survive, along
with most of the other collective-owned companies, were then privatised, anyway.1315

Despite this major social upheaval Chinese policy-makers learnt from the mistakes
made by other transition economies, notably Eastern Europe, Russia or East Asia. In
what would turn out to be their guiding principle right up until the present day, Beijing
was adamant that the reform process be carried out in a controlled, step-by-step
pragmatic fashion. Here there would be no fool-hardy Washington Consensussanctioned cut-price sell off of the nation’s assets to foreigners, or other such shock
therapy recommendations, let alone an early liberalisation of it current account (see
Chapter IV).

Rather than privatisation Beijing insisted on retaining a controlling interest over largest
and most strategic SOE – representing the commanding heights of Chinese capital
accumulation and considered vital to national development – notably those in
telecommunications, banking and financial services, infrastructure construction, steel,
energy and raw materials, and armament industries. Nonetheless, and although the
directors were hand-picked by the Politburo to ensure political consistency, these SOEs
were restructured to conform to a ‘corporate’ model: the executives answerable to a
board of directors and their assets converted into shares listed on public stock
exchanges. As profitability remained the primary goal, more and more of SOE business
was outsourced to the private sector. A similar arrangement occurred at the regional
level where public sector assets (belonging to the state or to the local/provincial
governments) were invested in otherwise privatised corporate-run enterprises.

In short, on a domestic level this neoliberal had clear winners. By the late 1990s a new
upper-middle class nouveau riche had begun to emerge in China, made up of
former/current CPC officials and their families and well-connected private citizens, all
enriched by aforementioned land seizures, property development, privatisations, export
1315

Guidi Chen and Chuntao Wu, Will the Boat Sink the Water? The Life of China’s Peasants, New York
2006
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industries or serving the burgeoning domestic consumer market.1316 Below these was a
burgeoning middle class who, especially from the turn of the millennium were able to
engage in conspicuous consumption for the first time, acquiring colour televisions,
mobile phones, domestic electrical appliances, computers and even cars. The biggest
supporters of maintaining this communist regime, ironically, would be the capitalists.

Other groups did not do so well; under capitalist logic, these were at the bottom of the
social scale.
An estimated 80 million peasants had their homes commandeered,1317 and some 50
million farmers their communes dissolved and land seized, for little or no
compensation.1318 Unemployed and stripped of their traditional communal rights (e.g.
education, health care etc), though still legally bound to their rural districts under the
hukou residential registration system), these rural workers had little choice but to travel
hundreds of kilometres to the expanding urban industrial centres around the Pearl River
Delta (Guangdong), the Yangtze River Delta (Shanghai region) and the Yellow River
Valley (Beijing-Tiajin) where they would essentially be treated as illegal immigrants.

Paralleling primitive accumulation processes that had taken place in advanced capitalist
countries in the 18th/19th century, neoliberal reforms under Xiaoping and Zemin have to
be considered successful in achieving their aim: the creation of what Marx termed a
“reserve army” of workers, separated from their means of production. Indeed, this was
the ultimate “reserve army”: a 200-300m mass of cheap mobile wage labour, forced to
move from city to city to do the toughest, lowest-paid jobs while being denied the
formal work contracts, education and basic health services enjoyed by their urban
counterparts.

China would become the ‘workshop of the world’ – both in the production of low-end
manufacturing goods or as the global final point of assembly for more advanced ones –
to a highly efficient system of extracting surplus-value from a seemingly limitless
1316

Hui, W.: China’s New Order: Society, Politics and Economy in Transition, Harvard University press,
Cambridge, MA 2003
1317
Quoted in Foreign Affairs, “China’s Dilemma: Social Change and Political Reform”, Gilboy, G.J, &
Heginbotham, J, October 14th 2010, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/china/2010-10-14/chinasdilemma
1318
From 2003 to spring 2006, for example, the sale of farmland for industrial residential purposes raised
$600bn, yet only 10% went to farmers with the vast majority (around $500bn, according to the Asia
Times) being acquired by local governments and connected officials and their cronies. (B)
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inexpensive labour force. Under its urban-biased development model the cities would
rise by bankrupting the countryside. For the twenty years following Deng’s original
reforms the CPC elite would introduce a whole range of policy initiatives and fiscal and
monetary measures designed to transfer resources from the agricultural to the urban
industrial sector.1319

As in earlier transitions to capitalism, the creation of a reserve army in China not only
increased productivity it necessarily boosted domestic demand. Separated from their
means of production (and service-providing danwei) these transient workers had no
choice but to spend a large part of their wages on consumer goods and services.
Domestic industries (at first largely under state or collective ownership) arose to meet
this increased demand.

6.1.2 Internal Stability & the Management of Dissent
Yet although many private entrepreneurs/capitalists had already joined the CPC and its
more powerful councils, their formal integration into the ruling HB still lacked legal
sanction or ideological justification. Although the 3rd amendment to the Chinese
constitution in 1999 represented a major milestone in the consolidation of the private
sector, upgrading it from a “complement to the socialist public sector of the economy”
to constitute “an important component” of the country’s so-called “socialist market
economy” (Article 16), 1320 the official status of the nascent capitalist class within the
CPC was uncertain and many feared (as often occurred) that at any time they could have
their private property confiscated and business activities curtailed.

In order to rectify the situation Premier Jiang Zemin launched his theory of the Three
Represents: an effective re-writing of official state ideology.

1319

See Jikun, H., Rozelle, S., & Honglin, W.: “Fostering or Stripping Rural China: Modernizing
Agriculture and Rural to Urban Capital Flows”, The Developing Economies, vol.44, no.1, 2006, pp.1-26,
shown
1320
China.org.cn: “Amendment to the Constitution of the People’s Republic Of China” (1999), adopted at
the 2nd Session of the 9th National People’s Congress, 15th March 1999
http://www.china.org.cn/china/LegislationsForm2001-2010/2011-02/12/content_21907042.htm
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According to Zemin, the CPC still enjoyed a pivotal role in the modernisation of the
PRC because it represented three key constituencies:
1) “the development of advanced social production forces” (referring to the
new capitalists/entrepreneurs);
2) “the direction of advanced culture” (intellectuals and technical experts); and
3) “the fundamental interests of the greatest majority of people” (the general
public). The decision to extend Party membership to private entrepreneurs
was formerly announced at the CPC’s 16th party Congress in 2002.1321

In this Orwellian “Doublethink” world the restoration of capitalism found its
justification in Marxist theory. References to class and class struggle were removed
from official CPC doctrine; while ‘capitalism’ was no longer analogous to
‘exploitation’. The highly corrupt relationship between “advanced social production
forces” and party cadres was legitimised, reinforced by senior CPC officials being
converted into CEOs and board members of companies they had just privatised. Private
entrepreneurs meanwhile were legitimised by lumping them in with the working class,
classified as “workers who have changed their jobs” or “special type of risk-taking
worker”.

Far from signalling the end of CPC, therefore, the restoration of capitalism and
associated constitutional changes/state policies actually gave its membership a huge
boost. Given that the state party tentacles were everywhere, only by nurturing
connections inside the political establishment, be it at national or local party level, could
the new entrepreneur class cut through the complex bureaucracy, win contracts and gain
access to state controlled credit, resources and markets. Thus, China’s rising business
elite (predominantly male) developed a vested interest in preserving the political status
quo (which continues to today), dedicating much of their time and money to socializing
in certain clubs and associations, bars, coffee shops, saunas etc in order to nurturing
‘friendships’ with state agents who apart from controlling control access to vital

1321

China.org.cn: “Full Text of Jiang Zemin’s Report at the 16th Part Congress”, Reported by Xinhua
News Agency, November 17th 2002; http://www.china.org.cn/archive/2002-11/18/content_1049107.htm
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resources could chose whether or not to enforce existing legislation; in this sense
“relationships are the law”.1322

Evidently this mutual oiling of palms between public and private interests (even in the
form of blatant corruption), was evidently not unique to China (as the chapters on the
US have shown), but inherent to capitalism itself. But the high degree of interpenetration between state bureaucracy, party cadres, entrepreneurs and owners of
private companies which extended to all levels of government and economy, bore more
than a passing resemblance to fascist ‘corporatism’.

Contrary to Arrighi’s assertions the Chinese state – understood in its Gramscian integral
state (or state-civil society complex) manifestation (see Chapter II) – began to resemble
Marx’s “committee for the bourgeoisie”. Capitalist incentives were institutionalised into
the internal workings of the CPC: promotion within the party – be it at the national,
provincial or municipal level – now depended directly on officials increasing the GDP,
employment and FDI. Furthermore, as productivity and profits increased so too did the
salaries of the senior public sector managers and technicians who soon began
abandoning their modest apartments in work-unit complexes to join their capitalist class
counterparts in the suburban gated communities and luxury high-rises that mushroomed
in China’s major cities. Questions arose about the legality of passing on private property
to children.

To clarify this and to speed the accumulation process along a new Private Property Law
was adopted by the National People’s Congress on 16th March 2007 – with 99.1% of the
country’s 2,889 legislators voting in favour – authorising the creation, transfer and
ownership of property (state, collective and private) on the PRC mainland.1323 Rather
than following their parents into government or the military, the children of the Chinese
elite class – the so-called princelings – now moved into the business sector, amassing
huge personal fortunes.

1322

Osburg, J.: Anxious Wealth: Money & Morality among China’s New Rich, Stanford, Stanford
University Press, 2013
1323
See BBC News: “China Passes New Law on Property, 16th March 2007
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/6456959.stm;
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It was only a question of time, before China’s super-wealthy began to appear on the
Forbes rich list. The magazine maintained that by 2011 the PRC (including both
mainland and Hong Kong) had 136 dollar billionaires, the second highest number in the
world, after the US with 410 (of a global total of 1,210).1324 The Hurun Rich List went
even further, estimating the actual number of billionaires in 2011 closer to 271 – up
from 189 the previous year and more than double the 130 in 2009 – although these
statistics would be dwarfed by the 2015 figures.1325 A joint report issued by Capegemini
and Merrill Lynch Global Wealth Management in October 2011 ranked China 4th on the
US-dollar millionaire list (after US, Japan and Germany), identifying 535,000
individuals on the mainland with $1m (total wealth $2.66trn) in 2010, a 12% rise on the
previous year, and 101,300 millionaires on Hong Kong (total wealth $511bn), up 33%
on 2009,1326 constitution a lucrative market for high-end luxury goods and services.1327
(By 2014 China had overtaken both Japan and Germany in total number of millionaires
reaching with 4 million, second only to the US’s 7 million).1328

New professions began to spring up to defend the wealthy’s private property,
exemplified with the dramatic expansion of the legal profession. According to Foreign
Affairs, by 2010 there were around 170,000 lawyers working for some 13,000 law
firms;1329 while the Washington Post drew attention to the emergence of a $1.2bn
private security business employing over 2 million bodyguards nationwide.1330 The
middle classes drawn predominantly from the entrepreneurial class and middle and
high-level civil servants (defined in a broad sense), and all tending to have links with
1324

Forbes.com: “The World’s Billionaires” – accessed 6th November 2011,
http://www.forbes.com/wealth/billionaires#p_121_s_arank_-1__-1
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HuRun Report: “Top 50 of the HunRun Rich List 2015”, 15th September 2015
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1326
Surprisingly quoted on China.org.cn: “Chinese mainland had 535,000 millionaires” – 13th October
2011, http://www.china.org.cn/business/2011-10/13/content_23617783.htm
1327
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Course by any other name”, 17th February 2011
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the CPC1331 grew from 3% of the population in 2001 to 18% in 2011 according to the
Pew Research Center.1332

Unsurprisingly, the rising political/economic prominence of the nascent capitalist class
was reflected in a growing bourgeoisification of Chinese society.

Organic intellectuals at Chinese universities such as Renmin University of China,
Peking University, Fudan University, Nankai University and Nanjing University, for
example, had long towed the official “Doublethink” line, re-working Marxist theory so
it was almost indistinguishable from mainstream neoclassical economics. Turning stateowned companies into ‘efficient’ joint-stock corporations, it was claimed, was in
keeping with Marx and Engel’s insistence on the need to ‘socialise ownership of
production’ (thus, presumably the US was a socialist country!). What was wrong, after
all, in demanding companies, be they public or private, operate to maximise ‘profit’? It
was not the ‘nature of ownership’ (e.g. public or private) that determined whether a
country was capitalist or socialist, the CPC intellectuals argued.
These ideas were dutifully disseminated via the official media1333 as the new “common
sense”, while on the average city street it became far easier to find articles, magazines
and books promoting the free market, privatisation and Western democracy than
mainstream Marxist thought. The cult of personality was one thing, be it Marx, Lenin or
Mao (see below).

Meanwhile, that other classic sign of bourgeois culture, “civil society” – albeit a
restrictive version – also began to emerge, with numerous private clubs and societies
(e.g. chambers of commerce, charity organisations, leisure clubs, property-owners
committees, NGOs, environmentalists protection groups etc) springing up in urban
areas.

1331

Ekman, A.: “China’s Emerging Middle Class: What Political Impact? , IFRI Center for Asian Studies,
June 2015, https://www.ifri.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/av76_ekman_midde_class_complet.pdf
1332
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Pew Research Center, http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/07/15/china-india-middle-class/
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Predictably, the flipside of the restoration of capitalism and Jiang Zemin’s ‘trickledown’ economics was a massive rise in class polarization. In 1980 China’s Gini
coefficient (income inequality measurement) stood at 0.28, one of the lowest in the
world, by 2000 it had hit 0.44 and in 2013 it stood at 0.52, surpassing the US and
approaching Latin America.1334 By 2009 the richest 10% of the population earned 50
times more than the average income of the lowest 10%.1335

And, as shocking as these statistics were, even they failed to tell the whole story.

Firstly, the figures left out a large part of the Chinese economy – the undeclared black
economy – thought to stand around at 30% of the country’s GDP and of which the main
beneficiaries (via bribery and corruption) are the richest 10% of the population.1336
According to the UN Development Programme’s “Human Development Report” for
2011 China ranked at position 101 (out of 187 countries) – medium developed country
– on the HDI Index, measuring life expectancy, literacy, education and standards of
living1337 (although the situation would improve by 2014 1338).

Secondly, since the statistics measured cash incomes not social well-being, they failed
to take into account the loss of goods and services (e.g. subsidized housing, utilities,
foodstuffs, household necessities, health care, pensions and education) workers used to
enjoy free of charge from their danwei (as part of the hukou system) or via their state
employers. With the privatisation of some SOEs and abandonment of the collective
agricultural system, millions of workers and peasants were deprived of their social
security provisions, however basic.
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January 2013
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Once hospitals were privatised in the 1990s, for example, it meant basic healthcare was
beyond the reach of the lower classes, resulting in widespread public unrest at the
exorbitant costs of treatment costs and physical attacks on medical staff by frustrated
patients and their families. In 2000 the World Health Organisation ranked countries
according to the effectiveness and equity of their respective health systems (the last time
it would do so) placing the PRC in position 144 out of 191 (below Kenya, Haiti and the
Sudan),1339 leaving around 40% of sick people to go untreated and with only 10% with
health insurance cover.1340

Herein lay the CPC’s Achilles’ heal. The People’s Republic of China was not just
another capitalist country. How on earth could a country, claiming to be a
Maoist/Marxist-inspired workers’ state and led by a nominally communist party justify
such enormous wealth disparity? Wasn’t the CPC supposed to govern in the interests of
the workers and peasants?

On-going wealth accumulation in advanced capitalist states, both Marx and Gramsci
noted, was not usually carried out by mere naked coercion but consensually, via habit
and custom. Capitalists did get rich by extracting surplus value from their workers, but
under liberal hegemony the exploitative nature of such a process was hidden from view:
mysticised under the euphemistic term ‘market’.

As Gramsci observed, and as stressed throughout this thesis, myths play a vital role in
national political life. The American Dream, as has been noted throughout this thesis
has long constituted common sense within US society, justifying and even legitimising
on-going inequality.

Unfortunately, in the PRC the relative weakness of the new capitalist class meant liberal
capitalism had yet to establish its hegemony over those classes newly exposed to market
forces. As such no similar liberal myth eulogising the innate value of the individual, the
sanctity of private property/profit-making, or the rationality of the free market, existed
there. In fact the very opposite was the case. Decades of state-sponsored propaganda,
1339
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planned economies, rural communes and a nominally communist education system, had
celebrated revolutionary idealism, camaraderie, collectivism, solidarity, egalitarianism
and a deeply engrained sense of social justice.

The means of production, according to official socialist theory, were supposedly under
public/collective control. In the aforementioned Maoist period (markedly during the
Cultural Revolution), workers and peasants were even encouraged to participate in the
running of their factories, farms and local government. Watching Wild-West-style
cowboys/“robber barons” (see Chapter IV) strip the state sector of its assets and acquire
factories built by the sweat of their parents/grandparents provoked widespread anger
amongst the public.

But it was not just the theft of collective property that the subaltern classes resented: it
was their loss of entitlement and effective disenfranchisement. For the majority, the
opportunities, prosperity, freedom and legal protection promised as part of this new
neoliberal age had proved rather illusory. Society remained clearly divided between the
‘winners’ – comprising local/state officials, managers, private entrepreneurs,
professionals and technicians – and the bulk of the population who had ‘lost’ –
noticeably the manufacturing and service sectors workers, farmers and unemployed.

Animosity towards the new capitalist class intensified to such an extent that even the
Chinese media was forced to report it. According to a poll carried out by the Zhejiang
Academy of Social Sciences, published in China Daily in 2009, 96% of the public felt
“resentment to the rich” (known as fen fu) while 70% of respondents perceived a “big
gap” between the rich and poor in contemporary China and most thought it was getting
bigger.1341

Dangerously, whereas in the US the ‘self-made man’ was a mythical national hero, in
China surveys showed that the bulk of the population believed the nouveau-riche had
acquired their assets via political connections (guanxi) or straight-forward corruption.
(see below). The wealth accumulation process, as far as many Chinese were concerned,
remained a ‘zero sum game’ – the rich win the poor lose – not a ‘positive sum gain’ –
1341

China Daily: “Rich getting richer, but poor becoming resentful”, Wu Yiyao, 10th December 2009,
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everybody gains something – as ‘trickle down’ economists purport and as common
sense in the US dictates.

And the more people became subject to ‘market forces’, the more the CPC elites took
seriously the possibility that hitherto sporadic, spontaneous and uncoordinated protests
could consolidate into a genuine working class movement and threaten the whole
developmental model.

To reiterate a prior assertion it was precisely because the elites did not enjoy hegemony
over the subaltern classes, nor had integrated them into their ruling HB, that the state in
a passive revolution had to resort to domination or coercion in order to a) quell social
tensions (e.g. quash political protests) and, and b) avert the emergence of a “collective
will”. The CPC leadership learnt from the demise of the USSR that even long-serving
one-party regimes still needed to legitimise themselves in the eyes of their public.
Where possible in a passive revolution, as with exercising of hegemony, it was far
better to try nurture consent and assimilate basic subaltern demands within the new state
ideology, albeit in a qualified form, and refashioned to be compatible with the interests
of the bourgeoisie. As a result over time Beijing became more reliant on said
trasformismo techniques, often dressed up in liberal democratic rhetoric, to manage
internal political change.

An important example of the execution of this trasformismo process was with regards
the legalisation of labour relations. This was achieved by institutionalising the “rule by
law” – as opposed to “rule of law” – with the objective of appearing to assimilate
workers demands for greater legal transparency while in reality boosting Beijing’s
regulating capacity.1342 Far better to maintain authoritarian rule behind an impersonal
legalistic bureaucratic smokescreen based on ‘universalism’ and abstract legal norms
than by relying on patron-client networks or direct state (often coercive) intervention.
Such codification aimed to depoliticise industrial relations and avert political opposition
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Indeed, linguists note that Mandarin Chinese phrases often lacks prepositions which also complicates
somewhat both the translation and intended meaning of rule of and by law See for example the article
“Why Chinese Is So Damn Hard” by David Moser, Academic Director at CET Chinese Studies at Beijing
Capital Normal University, http://pinyin.info/readings/texts/moser.html
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away from Beijing since the implementation of these law was cleverly delegated to the
local level.1343

The process began in the 1990s, initially with the 1993 “Regulation of the Handling of
Labour Disputes” (regarding the legal procedures for local level arbitration and civil
court litigation) and then more broadly with the introduction of the PRC’s first “Labour
Law”, covering areas such as labour contracts and dispute resolution. In 1999 onwards
the Constitution was specifically amended to reflect this shift in national statecraft,
referring specifically to “ruling the country by law” (yifazhiguo) in its Article 5.

In principal there now existed a legal basis for the mediation of labour-capital relations.
Workers were now free to joining unions but only those within the officially-sanctioned
vertical trade-union group – the All China Federation of Trade Unions (ACFTU).

Such “top-down” state-corporatist industrial relations structure represented a vital
element of the Beijing’s trasformismo strategy towards the subaltern classes. The
ACFTU’s specific task was to enforce the new capitalist regime: to collude with
company managers and local government against workers’ interests to guarantee that
the latter’s demands always remained within the parameters set by the CPC, and prevent
a genuine independent trade union movement developing “from below”.1344

Successive Labour Laws followed official CPC doctrine shunning any reference to
exploitation, class struggle or indeed class per se. Instead, in line with the neoliberal
drive workers were to have their rights codified, but not as a collective group, rather as
individuals. Yet the scale of social unrest and the very fact that such institutional
arrangements were considered necessary in the first place, of course, fundamentally
contradicted the official state ideology that no clash of interests between capital and
labour existed in China.
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See Lee, C.K.: “From the Spectre of Mao to the Spirit of the Law: Labour Insurgency in China”,
Theory & Society, 31 (2), 2002, pp.189-228; Lee C.K.: Against the Law: Labour Protests in China’s
Rustbelt and Sunbelt, University of Berkeley, Berkeley, 2008
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as Wal-Mart has permitted the union group a representation at its stores.
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This “legalistic legitimation”, as shown below, would not guarantee social peace for the
emerging bourgeoisie.

On one hand it did prove reasonably successful at overcoming workers’ resistance and
incorporating them into a contract-based capitalistic labour market system as part of an
ongoing passive revolution. On the other hand, however, by forming the institutional
basis for the defence of labour rights vis-à-vis capital the CPC elites inadvertently
engendered the emergence of a collective working-class consciousness – Marx’s “class
for itself” – albeit in an ad hoc, disorganised manner: the very outcome Beijing had
sought to avoid.

Hence, from the mid-1990s onwards Chinese subaltern class struggles were increasingly
justified in legal terms, demanding that the national/local institutions simply respect the
law. Consequently, there was an astonishing rise in the number of cases brought before
local courts. Since local judges would prove largely reticent to uphold the law –
traditionally drawn from the ranks of the CPC and with strong links to the bourgeoisie
class – this would inadvertently fuel subaltern class militancy even further.1345

Angry over poor working conditions, the widening income gap, working condition,
low/unpaid wages, high taxes, rising costs, environmental degradation, corruption,
forced eviction and land seizures have led to workers, peasants, migrants as well as
sections of the middle classes, to take advantage of the technological advances in
personal communications (e.g. PC, mobile phones and internet usage) to mount some of
the world’s largest mass demonstrations between 1990-2010. It was not just the size but
the frequency of these direct collective actions that worried Beijing. Though reliable
statistics are difficult to come by regarding the actual number of these “bottom up”
mobilizations, what CPC officials term “mass incidents”, it is clear they dramatically
increased during the transition period, rising, some maintain from 8,700 a year in 1993,
74,000 in 2004, 90,000 in 2006 , to around 127,000 in 2008.1346
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For the first time the state media began to show certain empathy for the oppressed,
reporting on the virtual slave labour conditions endured by many workers (many of
them children) – most famously in the brick kilns and coal mines of the Shanxi and
Henan provinces – while exposing the uncovering a child labour ring in Dongguan City
(Guangdong) in the spring of 2008.1347

The scale of the protests and labour scandals forced a strategic rethinking of the Chinese
passive revolution and the question of just how to deal with the subaltern classes. The
political faction around Jiang Zemin and Zeng Qinghong – the so-called Shanghai Gang
– were replaced by the Tuanpai, an informal coalition centred on the Communist Youth
League, whose key leaders Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao were elected the new
President/CPC secretary and Prime Minister, respectively, in November 2002. The
CPC’s discourse shifted to the left to try and head off opposition and guarantee social
stability and establish a truly “harmonious society”.1348

As part of the on-going trasformismo process emphasis was now to be placed on
promoting the interests of the third of Jiang Zemin’s “Represents” – the general public
(i.e. the workers) – and not just the first (the new bourgeoisie). It was not sufficient just
to develop the economy, Beijing now claimed, but to redistribute the wealth more fairly
as well, to reduce the many differences that separated Chinese people as a result of the
uneven development of capitalism. This meant the national economic model would
have to be restructured to redirect capital flows from the rich to the poor, from coastal to
inland regions and critically, from urban to rural areas.

National economic growth had largely been at the cost of rural communities who had
seen their both their livelihoods/rights disappear leading many to head for the cities and
others to engage in thousands of “mass incidents” every year. Wen Jiabao announced at
the annual NPC meeting in March 2006 that the PRC was “building a new socialist
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Here over 150 workers aged 13-15 years had been abducted from the poorer hinterland (Sichuan) and
forced to slave 300 hours a month in factories making electronic and consumer goods for export.
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The aim by the end of the decade was to turn China into a xiaoking society: a term tracing back to the
Confucian “Book of Songs” and suggests a moderately prosperous society that is able to enjoy the fruits
of its labour.
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countryside”, promising new investments for rural areas and cultivated areas and
changes in the tax system to favour rural farmers and peasants.1349

The legalisation industrial relations was further strengthened in January 2008 the
Standing Committee of China’s NPC launched a new Labour Contract Law (LCL),
concerning the establishment, performance, variation, and termination of labour
contracts, despite eighteen months of vociferous lobbying from national interest groups
and foreign corporations and business organisations, with the American Chamber of
Commerce in Shanghai (AmCam) at the forefront.

Under the new Labour Laws employers had to: (with a few exceptions) offer their
workers written contracts (LCL, article 10); pay their workers in full and on time (LCL,
article 30); and refrain from forcing workers to do overtime (LCL, article 31) or
perform dangerous operations (LCL, article 31). The parts that particularly angered
employer groups such as AmCam were articles 4 (LCL), which made the employers
consult with employee representation with regards to variations in working conditions,
and articles 37-47 (LCL), regarding the discharge and termination of labour
contracts.1350

Certainly, the LCL left many loop-holes enabling employers to deny their employees
said benefits. Many of the rights recognised, notably those regarding redundancy
payments, for example, depended on the type of contracts offered – be they ‘fixed’,
‘continuing’ or ‘project’ (articles 13-15). Furthermore, it was not made clear just what
the correlative remedial or penalty provisions were in the case of non-fulfilment of
obligations. The right to strike was again noticeably absent.1351

But regardless of whether employers, local/state officials or the ACFTU actually took
the new LCL seriously or not, again the workers certainly did. Against the backdrop of
the global economic crisis they were determined to defend their newly codified rights.
1349
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In 2008 there was a massive increase in the number of labour disputes going to
arbitration – nearly 700,000, almost double that of 2007 – while the number of labour
cases in civil courts (where workers can appeal arbitration committees’ decisions) stood
at 280,000, a rise of 94% on the previous year.1352

One of the major targets of this labour mobilization were foreign multinational
corporations (MNCs). In the spring of that year a number of high profile strikes hit the
international headlines. The most significant of these took place at Foxconn Electronics
(part of the Taiwanese Hon Hai group), the world’s largest contractor of electronics
manufacturers, employing 800,000 people in China. Media coverage of the Foxconn
case alerted the Western world’s public to the true scale of scientific labour exploitation
in China but also revealed how integral said exploitation was to rich countries’
technology and consumer requirements.1353 The Foxconn labour dispute generated
unprecedented degree of negative media coverage both at home and abroad, where even
the Financial Times adopted Marxist rhetoric, feeling obliged to defend “alienated
Chinese workers" and their right “to fight back”.1354 Within days the founder and
Chairman of the Taiwanese parent company, Terry Gou, flew in to Shenzhen, promising
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to improve working conditions and raise basic monthly pay by 20% amongst other
measures.1355

The Foxconn also encouraged employees at other foreign-owned factories, unhappy
over low pay, long hours and tedious assembly line work, to take matters into their own
hands and engage in non-ACFTU sanctioned collective industrial action, exactly as
American workers did in the 1930s (see Chapter III). This tendency was illustrated by
the much reported strike at Honda in 20101356 which in turn inspired other workers in
auto supply and electronics factories throughout the Pearl River Delta to follow suit
resulting in more than a hundred ‘non-official’ strikes, the most high profile being at the
Toyota related components factory in Tianjin.

Traditionally, Beijing’s stance on worker militancy appeared to vary according to its
scale and geographic location:

1) showing

certain

permissiveness

with

regards

one-off,

small-scale,

spontaneous protests, especially in rural areas;

2) cracking down hard on well-organised urban demonstrations which, due to
their proximity to the centres of power and potentially high media coverage,
could have national repercussions, promoting dissent both within and across
sectors throughout the country.1357
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Other company introduced to reduce suicide rates included hiring 300 security guards, putting up
safety nets around the buildings and getting employees to sign a pledge not to harm themselves.
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spread to Honda’s main assembly plants in Guangzhou and Wuhan in central China, resulting in ACFTUsponsored violence against workers, the national and international media took an interest.
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subsequently privatize massive banking institutions such as the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China
and the Agricultural Bank of China, where tens of thousands of ex-employees have been involved in a
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Nevertheless, Beijing’s relative laissez faire approach to the spring 2010 unrest at the
foreign MNCs – and atypically sympathetic coverage by state-run media – did seem to
suggest that CPC elite did tacitly approve higher wages.

One might be tempted to attribute this to a leftward shift within the State Council in
favour of the Tuanpai faction, centred around Hu Jintao and Wen Jiabao. While there
may be an element of truth in that affirmation it is argued here that such general support
for ‘reasonable’ wage rises did transgress differences between elite factions, remaining
fundamental to the CPC’s on-going trasformismo strategy of co-opting the subaltern
classes.

Beijing held that higher wages for workers would help secure the nation’s long-term
stability (Hu Jintao’s “harmonious society”) and therein the future of the CPC’s regime.
Indeed at the NPC summit in March 2011 the State Council explicitly recognised that
the PRC’s future depended on the abandonment of its “unbalanced, uncoordinated and
unsustainable” economic growth model.

The outward signs of this growth model were over-production, over-investment, rising
domestic inflation, rising inequality, regional disparities, environmentally damaging
resource-intensive production and accumulated foreign currency, but whose deeper
ontological cause was the over-exploitation of labour. By helping switch the economic
growth model to one more based up domestic demand and less on foreign consumers
Beijing hoped not only to allay public unrest but to construct a powerful internal
market, which had been so pivotal to the establishment of American hegemony (see
Chapter 3).

There were two other key initiatives in Beijing’s “top-down” consensus building: low
level democracy and the “war on corruption”.

Wen Jiabao spoke in Shenzhen in August 2010 (significantly from where Deng
Xiaoping launched his reforms) acknowledging that the CPC had to protect rights,
address corruption and make the government more accountable in order to build a fairer,
democratic, law-abiding society where even the most vulnerable citizens were
protected. “If we don’t push forward with reform”, Wen Jiabao insisted in October of
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the same year, “the only road ahead is perdition” quoting Deng Xiaoping’s words to
conservatives in 1992.1358 Similarly, in a CNN interview the Prime Minister proclaimed,
“freedom of speech is indispensable for any country” and “the people’s wishes and
needs for democracy and freedom are irresistible”.1359

Indeed, since the 1980s Beijing’s trasformismo strategy had been seeking to improve
political accountability (or at least bee seen to) by promoting a low level democracy
model. This included granting the citizens certain choice with regards their local
politicians. Under the 1998 Organic Law on Villager’s Committees, for example,
elections had to be ‘competitive’, that is, there had to be more candidates than positions
available and, importantly, candidates could be “independent”, i.e. did not have to
belong to the CPC, although neither could they belong to any other another political
party.

Officially, these village elections were officially about planting the seeds of grass-roots
democracy, with Beijing announcing plans to expand multi-candidate elections to all
local level party committees (e.g. county as well as village level). And, in an effort to
narrow the urban-rural gap, an amendment to the Election Law in March 2010 granted
equal representation in legislative bodies to rural and urban residents, thereby rectifying
a long-established bias in favour of the latter.

Though there has been a sharp increase in independent candidates putting themselves
forward since the late 1990s they seldom manage to get voted in, often subject to
insuperable official impediments and numerous personal attacks. The real purpose of
these village elections, according to Landry, Davis and Wang was to give Beijing a way
to control local leaders and, if need be, wash their hands of inadequate/corrupt officials:
more a clever way to perpetuate top-down authoritarian rule than anything else. 1360

Facing criticism the official Chinese argued that “socialism with Chinese
characteristics” meant paying more attention to “substantial democracy” where all
1358
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areas, ethnic groups and classes were represented together, unlike Western-style
elections/separation of powers or similar multi-party revolving door system, it claimed,
which were little more than “game[s] for the rich”.1361

From this it became clear that the rights recognised in the Chinese Constitution –
freedom of speech, association and demonstration et al – would never be introduced at
the risk of weakening the regime. Any talk of democracy, in addition, was strictly
limited to democracy within the CPC.

Beijing’s other main initiative to try and boost its legitimacy was to try and tackle the
pervasive corruption that riddled the regime.

Indeed, few issues angered the public more. Increasingly, getting on in life – be it
guaranteeing a decent education, job, business deals or just getting rich – depended on
guanxi, or “political connections”. Corruption has grown in direct proportion to the
accumulation of capital, bribery of officials being inherent to the PRC business model.
But what particularly incenses the public is watching crooked state officials, party
members and entrepreneurs remain immune to prosecution.

To gives the masses someone to vent their anger on and to show that no one was above
the law, Beijing exercised its role as “neutral arbiter”, to engage periodically in
ritualised blood-letting. High-profile show-trials were held to eradicate the “isolated”
cases of corruption involving important CPC members, local government officials or
businessmen.1362 Such cases were important to distract from the government’s often
incompetence with regard the handling of, or even complicity in, a series of national
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disasters.1363 Inevitable this led to a lack of public trust in Beijing.1364 The “war on
corruption” would be subsequently taken up with great enthusiasm under the
Premiership of Xi Jinping (see below).

As reiterated throughout this thesis for all the consensual gestures and policy initiatives
a passive revolution necessarily had to rely on coercion to suppress dangerous elements
and transform the FOS into a full-blown capitalist one. In line with Polanyi and
Arendt’s observations (see Chapter V) extension of the market necessarily an increase
in military/authoritarian capacities. This was confirmed by the Hu Jintao/Wen Jiabao
administration in Fourth Plenary Session of the 17th Central Committee in September
2009.

From August 2010 there was a by a dramatic stepping up of the security state to
maintain surveillance of dissident groups and “terrorists”. Along with the military and
the regular police force (both uniformed and plain-clothed), Beijing also greatly
expanded the resources of the paramilitary People’s Armed Police (PAP), setting up 36
units across the country. In addition the CPC mobilised an unarmed civilian militia
(identified by their red-arm bands) to help “keep order” in the cities.

The media represented a key part of this security state. While the national media,
beginning with CCTV, the main state-run broadcaster, had long been subject to heavy
CPC censorship, the Tiananmen Square protests extended restrictions to foreign
journalists. According to Reporters Without Borders “Press Freedom Index of 2010”
China occupied position 171 out of 178 countries, drawing special attention to the “nonstop censorship and repression, notably in Tibet and Xinjiang”.1365
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In July 2011, for example, Beijing came in for criticism even from the normally complicit national
media over its handling and especially its suspected cover up of the real causes of the Wenzhou train
collision in July 2011 which claimed 39 lives.
1364
This was illustrated, almost in comical fashion, in February 2011. Following the Fukushima nuclear
disaster in Japan rumours started to circulate that: i) salt could help prevent the spread of the radiation;
and ii) radiation could contaminate the nation’s sea-water and hence salt production. The lack of reliable
information led to panic buying of both salt and heavy salt laden good (e.g. soy sauce, fermented bean
curd) first in a small village (Zhejiang) before spreading to Beijing where shops had to imposed rationing.
1365
Reporters Without Borders: “2010 World Press Freedom Index”:
http://www.rsf.org/IMG/CLASSEMENT_2011/GB/C_GENERAL_GB.pdf
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Controlling the internet has long been a concern of Beijing. Since 2006 the Public
Security Internet and Security Supervision Bureau has been given a free rein to block
websites and close down any publication and fire/prosecute any journalists. With
around 450 million internet users in 2010 (649 million at the end of 20141366) far more
than any other country, the CPC’s Propaganda Department, had a difficult job trying to
block ‘dangerous’ news/ideas from abroad. Increasingly, Beijing has had to dedicate
more resources to monitoring the plethora of anonymous microblogs. Twitter, for
example has been blocked since 2009 (along with Facebook and YouTube), but national
versions, notably Sina Weibo, are hugely popular, especially amongst the educated
classes, and are heavily monitored by state authorities, as was the leading search engine
Baidu.

Two events in 2010-11 especially tested Beijing’s censorship policies. First was the
announcement in October 2010 that Liu Xiaobo, a jailed dissident (sentenced to 11
years for subversion) had won the Nobel Peace Prize.1367 Secondly, and constituting a
far more threatening development: the outbreak of popular pro-democracy movements
in North Africa and the Middle East December 2010. Though vigorously denying that
any parallel could be drawn with the anti-authoritarian mobilisations in the Arab world,
Beijing’s greatest fear was that such social unrest as seen in Egypt, Tunisia or Syria
could spark a copycat pro-freedom “jasmine revolution” in China. The pending
leadership transition in the PRC increased PCPO elite nervousness leading to the
deployment in the spring of 2100 of a wide array of draconian measures designed to
prevent freedom of expression/information right across the old and new media
platforms incorporating heavy surveillance, censorship, preventative detention, jailing
of dissidents and policing.1368 The official CPC media urged the people not to join the
1366

China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC): “The 35th Statistical Report on Internet
Development in China”, January 2015, p.1
http://www1.cnnic.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/201507/P020150720486421654597.pdf
1367
Beijing went to great lengths to bury the news, putting his wife, Liu Xia under house arrest, detaining
17 pro-democracy activists and imposing a media and internet black out. The official media criticised the
Nobel committee for its “arrogance and prejudice” against a country who, over had made 30 years of “the
most remarkable economic and social progress”, adding that the award was “loaded with Western
ideology” Financial Times: “Enraged China suppresses internet comment” – Patti Waldmeir, 11th October
2011
1368
Apart from requiring that anyone seeking to down-load material from the internet supply ID and a
mobile phone number, the Propaganda Department also instructed the official media to only use the
dispatches sent by the official news agency, Xinhua. Sina Weibo, large news portals and leading search
engines such as Baidu had to limit their coverage on the downfall of Mubarak to focusing on the its destabilising effects for the country and Chinese residents there. On Sundays throughout February and
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protests and wreck China’s prosperity. Similarly, on the 10th March the PRC’s top
legislator, the NPC chairman, Wu Bagguo, warned the country could face an “abyss of
internal disorder” unless it stuck to its “correct political orientation”.1369

Fear regarding national “stability” was reflected in the new annual budget, announced
by the NPC on the 5th March 2011, which saw internal security expenditure increase by
13.8% on the 2010 figure to 624.4 billion yuan ($95bn). Significantly, this meant for the
first time that the PRC would be spending more on police and domestic surveillance
than it would on defense, which was set to increase by 12.7% to 601.1bn ($91.5bn).1370

These new expenses could be justified, Wen Jiabao asserted before the NPC in 2011 in
order to stem “an abundance of threats within”. Indeed the CPC elite had cause for
concern. A recent survey published by the official state media in 2011 claimed only 6%
of Chinese citizens felt happy. These statistics are no doubt worrying for Beijing.
Indeed, the CPC’s new (Twelfth) Five-Year Plan (2011-15) prioritised increased the
Chinese population’s “happiness” above raising the national GDP.

At its annual

conference in March 2011, the National People’s Congress (NPC), identified one of its
key objectives as the need to “solve problems that cause resentment among the masses”
such as stemming the illegal demolition of housing and the forced appropriation of
farmland, while boosting spending on education, healthcare, social security and
subsidized housing.1371

The challenge for the new General Secretary of the Communist Party, President of the
People’s Republic of China and the Chairman of the central Military Commission, Xi
Jinping, voted in November 2012 was to try to resolve the many aforecited
contradictions, beginning with the economic model.

March non-official peaceful rallies (“strolls”) pushing for greater political freedom took place right across
the country before they were broken up by uniformed/plainclothes policemen and red armband-wearing
civilian volunteers, with heavy reporting restrictions placed on foreign/national journalists.
1369
China Daily: “Top legislator warns of chaos unless correct path is taken” – 3rd March 2011
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2011-03/11/content_12152519.htm
1370
Reuters (US Edition): “China internal spending jumps past army budget” – 5th March 2011
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/03/05/us-china-unrest-idUSTRE7222RA20110305
1371
Quoted in The Economist: “Truncheon Budget”, 10th March 2011,
http://www.economist.com/node/18335099
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6.1.3 “Deepening Reforms”
As noted above, since Deng Xiaoping a key element in the PRC’s development has
been reliance on the mass exportation of low-end manufacturing goods which, in turn,
has depended upon:

1) the suppression of national wages;
2) guaranteed access to foreign markets;
3) low stable exchange rate against the dollar; and as a result, as shown below
4) an ever increasing intervention in the international currency markets and
hoarding of large quantities of foreign assets.

When the 2008 financial crisis hit most analysts predicted tough times ahead with a
slump in global demand for its exported goods and a lack of domestic demand. Beijing
reacted however with its own enormous Keynesian “stimulus programme, ordering state
banks to loan out 4 trillion renminbi (then $586bn) to finance massive infrastructure
projects and diverse social programmes in what amounted to a 50% expansion of money
supply (M2) in 2 years. In effect the PRC was shifting from an export-driven to an
investment-led economic growth model. Local governments were encouraged to be
ambitious: China, after all, would need improved infrastructure and transportation
networks if it were to sustain its modernisation/urbanisation project.1372

With the easy access to state-bank credit, dozens of cities competed amongst themselves
to complete the most expensive infrastructure projects such as high speed rail links,
subways and luxurious government complexes. Wuhan, for example, only China’s 9th
largest city built a 140 mile long urban railway system, two new airports, a new
financial district, a cultural district, a riverside promenade in addition to massive office
towers. In 2011 Barclay’s Capital estimated that over 40% of the skyscrapers due for
completion in the next six years would be in China.1373 Yet although infrastructure and
real estate proved very profitable for corporations and surpassed foreign trade as the
1372

Local governments in fact needed little convincing to participate in this fixed-asset investment boom
since they derived the bulk of their revenue from selling land to developers for new factories, offices and
apartment complexes.
1373
Quoted in The Economist: “Building Excitement: Can China Avoid A Bubble?”, March 3rd 2011
http://www.economist.com/node/18250463
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single biggest contributor to the PRC’s, Beijing was well aware that this such a growth
model was fundamentally unsustainable not least due to the inflation1374 and debt1375 it
generated.

Rising prices not only angered the population by devaluing their wages and hard earned
savings adding to the aforementioned worker militancy but it threatened China’s
position as the world’s low-cost production base par excellence. Furthermore, the scale
of local government debt and out-standing non-performing loans (around $540bn) were
such that if the market were crash, according to Moody’s Investment Service, it could
potentially bring down the PRC’s entire banking system according to.1376 The Chinese
had their very own real estate bubble. While official media sources dismissed such
claims as exaggerated,1377 especially given the size of the PRC’s foreign exchange
reserves and population’s accumulated savings, Beijing acknowledged firm action was
required to stem real estate speculation, not least to quell rising widespread public anger
over the wave of enforced evictions1378 and the exorbitant (and effectively unaffordable)
price of housing made worse by especially in the first-tier cities such as Beijing,
Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Shanghai.1379

From January 2010 onwards the State Council did introduce a series of policy initiatives
to deflate the real estate bubble: placing restrictions on overseas speculative investment
in the sector; requiring families wishing to purchase a second home to make a downpayment of at least 40%; preventing mortgages to be granted to families seeking a third

1374

This high systemic inflation was reflected in the rising costs of labour, raw materials, food prices and
consumer goods in general – the Consumer Price Index hit 6.5% in July 2011 which marked a 37 month
high. China.org.cn: “China’s July CPI hits 37-month high of 6.5%”, 10th August 2011
http://www.china.org.cn/video/2011-08/10/content_23178581.htm
1375
Total local government debt in 2010 amounted to $2.2trillion, around one-third of the PRC’s GDP.
The New York Times: “China Is Poised to Raise Rates Again, Bankers Say”, Keith Bradsher, February 1st
2011
1376
The Wall Street Journal: “Moody’s Warn on China Debt”, Martin Vaughan & David Back, July 6th
2011,
1377
See for example: China.org.cn: “Exaggerating China’s local government debt”, 25th July 2011
http://www.china.org.cn/opinion/2011-07/25/content_23060904_2.htm
1378
Indeed forced eviction to make way for urban development projects have caused tens of thousands of
protests and riots (and even suicides) annually, with middle classes increasingly hiring law firms to
denounce the illegality of land appropriation both under Chinese property law and basic human rights.
1379
The official CPC portal quoted a survey carried out by Xiaokang Magazine which claimed 24.8% of
China’s urban youth were postponing marriage and 21% postponing children due to housing pressure
while 70% of respondents said they would not like to get married if they lived in rented accommodation.
China.org.cn: “Young Chinese postpone marriage due to pressure”, 4th June 2011
http://www.china.org.cn/china/2011-06/04/content_22716048.htm
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home; placing tighter restrictions on bank lending; and constantly raising interest rates
and banking reserve requirements. To those at the bottom end of the ladder the
government promised launching of the aforementioned subsidised housing programme
while announcing stricter laws to protect home-owners from eviction.1380

From the summer 2013 the price of property did start to fall.

On the positive side the government could claim that its policies had been successful in
averting financial crash as so many Western analysts predicted. One the negative the
end of the real estate/infrastructure boom left the PRC with an annual GDP growth way
below its traditional 10%. The prospect of mass unemployment and an embittered
politically active middle class greatly concerned the CPC elite. There was desperate
economic and political need for another developmental growth template, if not to
replace, then at least to supplement, the export and investment-driven models hitherto
adopted.

The problem, as seen throughout this chapter, remains the over-exploitative nature of
China’s state capitalist model. The need to rely on a debt-financed real estate bubble
and foreign consumers was merely an outward expression of the chronic inequality at
home.

Firstly, surplus value was extracted from the labour force in the workplace – workers’
share of GDP/corporate profits steadily decline over the years – which manifested itself
in an indirect manner via the billions of dollars worth of foreign bonds and currencies
the Chinese Central Bank accumulated in its vaults.

Secondly, given the rising costs of living, magnified by the lack of a comprehensive
welfare state – hence high health and education costs, especially for those workers

1380

Firstly, any evictions now had to be carried out ‘peacefully’ by the local governments themselves (i.e.
they could not contract out the action to private enforcers); secondly, said evictions were only permitted
to further the “public interest” (e.g. for defense, transport, diplomacy, education, healthcare or housing for
the poor) not for commercial ventures; and thirdly any family whose property was seized had be paid
‘fair’ compensation, that is paid the price of a comparable property.
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outside their hukou – Chinese households have such high propensity to save.1381 It is
this vast pool of household savings which state-run banks are able tap into and to make
low-interest rate loans to SOEs and well-connected private businesses and individuals.
The combination of low wages/declining consumer spending1382 at home, stagnating
exports markets, state limitations on investing abroad and the volatility of the Shanghai
stock market, has meant the bulk of this surplus capital finds its way into speculative
real estate ventures (much as occurred in the US) or is commandeered by the People’s
Bank of China (China’s Central Bank) to intervene in foreign exchange markets to keep
the renminbi artificially low, and hence Chinese goods cheap for foreigners. The net
result of this vertical extraction model is that the rich get richer, while the Chinese
workers get poorer, as their wages and savings are slowly being eaten away by
inflation,1383 unable either to buy a house or purchase the goods they produce.

For a long time now the CPC elite have agreed, at least in principal, that the most
economic and political stable solution would be to move to a more “balanced”
developmental model based upon domestic demand. But such a shift would require
greater redistribution of the surplus value towards the subaltern classes. The need to
reduce better redistribute wealth and empower the consumer in the PRC (along with the
improvements in the welfare state, affordable housing and measures to tackle
environmental degradation) was one of the central objectives the 12th Five-Year Plan
(2011-2015), approved in October 2010 at the annual CPC meeting.1384

Said Five-Year Plan, for example, aimed to increase the disposable income of urban and
rural residents by at least 7% - the same rate as the GDP growth target – and minimum
wage rate by at least 13% over the next 5 years. 1385 Political pressure was applied on

1381

In 2012 China’s household saved 40.7% of their disposable income according to the OECD, which
dwarfed that of the US (7.89%) and the EU (4.88%), OECD Data: “Household Savings”,
https://data.oecd.org/hha/household-savings.htm#indicator-chart
1382
China’s consumer spending has plummeted from 45% to 35% of GDP. This compares with the
present 70% found in the ailing US economy. The New York Times “As the Economy Sprints Ahead,
China’s People Are Left Behind”, David Barboza, 9th October 2011
1383
In September 2011, for example, the interest rate Chinese banks paid on savings was 3% while the
inflation rate was running at 6%.
1384
Xinhua News Agency: “China unveils five year development blueprint as parliament starts annual
session”, 5th March 2011, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2011-03/05/c_13762042_3.htm
1385
Xinhua News Agency: “China unveils five year development blueprint as parliament starts annual
session”, 5th March 2011, http://news.xinhuanet.com/english2010/china/2011-03/05/c_13762042_3.htm,
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cities and provinces (where competence lies) to increase minimum wages. Most
autonomous coastal regions, such as Shanghai, Shenzhen, Guangdong, Zhejiang, Fujian,
Shandong, announced further 20%-plus minimum wage increases in the spring of 2011
(in addition to those announced in 2010); in 2013 a total of 27 regions raised their
minimum wage by an average of 17%, seven provinces (amongst them Shanghai,
Shenzhen, Tianjin and Beijing, announced a further 12.5% increase 2014.1386

Raising Chinese wages could also be beneficial for the world, or so argued that
uncharacteristic champion of labour rights, The Economist in an article published in
July 2010. Alarmed about the lack of global demand post-2008 financial crisis the
London journal openly celebrated that Chinese workers were engaging in the aforecited
widespread industrial action. “Pay and protest are on the rise”, it beamed, stating that
what the world needed now were consumers, not short-term corporate profits and overinvestment. While accepting that wage suppression in China had reduced the average
household bill in the US by $1,000 a year, The Economist remained optimistic that just
a 20% rise in Chinese consumption would translate into an extra $25bn worth of
American exports.1387 Indeed, the need for China to consume more and help stimulate
global demand was one of the key issues reiterated by US Vice-President Joe Biden Jr.
when he met with Vice-President Xi Jinping in August 2011.1388

But the pressure to increase wages in PRC did not just come from ‘top-down’ from
Beijing, Washington or the Anglo-Saxon media or ‘bottom up’ in the form of worker
militancy, demography, it appeared was also playing its part. As incredulous as it may
seem given the country’s population, more and more sources claimed one of the
principal motives for annual wage rises was a shortage of labour1389 (especially skilled

See also: CBI China: cbichina.org.cn/cbichina/upload/fckeditor/Full Translation of the 12th Five-Year
Plan.pdf
1386
The US-China Business Council: “China Raises Monthly Minimum Wages in Shanghai, Shenzhen,
Beijing”, ttps://www.uschina.org/china-raises-monthly-minimum-wages-shanghai-shenzhen-beijing
1387
The Economist: The rising power of the Chinese worker”, July 29th 20101388
The New York Times: “China Faces Obstacles in Bid to rebalance Its Economy”, Wong, E, 24th
August 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/25/world/asia/25china.html
1389
Nomura Securities maintained the proportion of the population aged 10-19, which it termed the
“pipeline workforce”, had fallen steadily over the previous decade, from 19.9% to 13.5% while that of the
age 50-59 bracket had increased from 7.8% to 14%. Quoted in China Daily: “Labor shortage sparks calls
for growth reform”, 2nd February 2011, Hu Yuanyuan http://europe.chinadaily.com.cn/china/201103/31/content_12259166.htm
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in urban areas) after thirty-years of state ‘one-child policy’ and the largely unreformed
hukou household registration1390 hindered labour mobility (and single labour market).

These labour shortages – and hence wages rises – were beginning to be felt along the
East Coast and Pearl River Delta as many rural migrants, tired of highly exploitative
factory work and the 3-day 1,000 mile bus/train rides, returned to their inland villages in
Wuhan, Chengdu, Zhengzhou, Jincheng and Taiyaun, where, thanks to government
fiscal reform and peasant militancy, life had improved somewhat. National and foreign
companies have reinforced this trend by moving their factories into the interior to
counter rising labour costs/militancy on the coast. But even there wages remained high.
Even inland provinces such as Ningxia Hui and Shanxi, for example, had been forced to
increase the minimum wage by 25% to guarantee labour supplies.1391 China’s National
Bureau of Statistics reports that monthly wages in the poorer western and central
regions in 2009 were only 3% and 5% less, respectively, than those in the eastern
regions.1392 Overall between 2005 and 2014 monthly average wages in China have risen
309%, from $187 to $763.1393

It was in this context that new CPC General Secretary Xi Jinping announced perhaps
the biggest single major overhaul of the Chinese FOS since Deng Xiaoping at the
conclusion of the Third Plenary Session of the 18th Communist Party of China’s Central
Committee on November 12th 2013. The reform package, entitled “The Decisions on
Major Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening Reforms,”1394 built up the
aforementioned 12th Five Year Plan and sought to address some of the unresolved
problems cited above. “The general purpose of deepening its all-round reform”, the
1390

From the mid 1990s onwards there has been a certain relaxing of labour laws. This has allowed rural
migrants to acquire hukou citizenship in some small and medium-sized cities (with a population of less
than 500,000), but in the large/super-large cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou – which is just
where the bulk of manufacturing and low-end service jobs are – strict rules over granting permanent
residence remained. Since then Premier Web Jiabao gave an exclusive interview with Xinhua News
Agency in December 2009 and the CPC calling for it in its “No.1 Central Committee Document” at the
end of January 2010 “hukou reform” became a catchphrase in the Chinese media where it has enjoyed
enormous support.
1391
China Daily: “Poor inland region to hike minimum wage by 25%”, 31st March 2011
http://europe.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2011-03/31/content_12259166.htm
1392
China Daily: “Labor shortage sparks calls for growth reform”, 2nd February 2011, Hu Yuanyuan
http://europe.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2011-03/31/content_12259166.htm
1393
Economist Intelligence Unit, data tool average wages for selected countries 2000-14
1394
For a comprehensive, albeit abridged version of the reforms see China Daily: “The Decision on Major
Issues Concerning Comprehensively Deepening Reforms in brief”, November 16th 2013
www.china.org.cn/china/third_plenary_session/2013-11/16/content_30620736.htm
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document explained, “is to develop socialism with Chinese characteristics, to advance
modernization in the State governance system and governance capability”. To dispel
any possible lingering doubts it emphasized that: “Political reform must evolve around
the leadership of the Communist Party of China”.

The main economic measures involved Beijing pledging to:
1) Let the market (notably ‘price’) play a decisive in resource allocation (albeit
under supervision); reduce government intervention in the economy
2) Redistribute wealth more fairly between urban and rural areas and in favour
of workers
3) Relax laws governing hukou and internal immigration in general
4) Shift the economic model from one based upon the export of low-value
added manufacturing goods and investment to one based upon consumption,
services and high tech
5) Grant more freedom to private capital within the market, reduce red tape and
let to set up banks, permit more private capital in the market and reduce
bureaucracy
6) Modernize SOEs and open them up to private capital (e.g. more PublicPrivate partnerships)
7) Respect intellectual property rights
8) Create a single market for land (unified rural and urban areas)

Regarding the social/political sphere, Beijing pledge to:
1) Develop grassroots democracy
2) Improve human rights: abolish the “re-education through labour” (laojiao)
system (i.e. detainment without trial) and reduce capital punishment “stepby-step”
3) Improve access to social services (e.g. health, education and pensions)
4) Relax the “one-child” policy
5) Ensure greater transparency in and effectiveness of the judicial system and
crack down on systemic corruption
6) Reduce environmental degradation
7) Establish a new National Security Commission to guarantee national security
and social stability in general
548

8) Increase vigilance of the internet to assure its content is accurate and ward
against cyber crimes

Fittingly, Xi Jinping cited Deng Xiaoping, added that “only socialism can save China,
and only reform and opening-up can save China, socialism and Marxism.” “Reform and
opening-up will decide the destiny of China”.1395

Just exactly how the above measures are introduced into Chinese society and the social
reaction they provoke will dramatically affect not only the domestic area but the WO as
a whole. Protest and counter-hegemonic cannot be ruled out.

One thing appears from these reforms: there will be no political liberalisation, if
anything the CPC is strengthening authoritarian rule via the National Security
Commission. This is expressed in Xi Jinping using the new stricter anti-corruption laws
to eliminate powerful military and political figures such as Xu Caihou, Guo Boxiong
and Ling Jihua.

It also seems evident that China is entering ever further into further into neoliberalism –
as the US had demonstrated under Bush, appeared authoritarianism and neoliberalism
were combatable after all (as Arendt suspects).

Whether Beijing will be able to successfully move up the international division of
labour ladder away from an ‘labour intensive’ model into a serviced-based,
technologically intensive ‘knowledge economy’, and “enhance national creativity”,
“enrich philosophy” and “arouse innovative spirit” as set out in the 2011-15 Five-Year
Plan remains to be seen.

Furthermore, despite the long-term logic of shifting to a more stable, consumer-based
growth model – not least in order to reduce Beijing’s long term dependency on foreign
markets and accumulation of potentially devaluing – the idea of a least nationwide wage
increases together with a general redistribution of wealth from coastal cities towards the
rural hinterland are clearly not popular with capital, least of all those national and
1395

Xinhua News Agency: “Xi explains China’s reform plan,” 15th November 2013,
http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/china/2013-11/15/c_132891949.htm
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foreign exporters based along the southern seaboard, who have invested in low-end,
low-wage factories and assembling/packaging plants. Between 2005 and 2014, for
example monthly salaries rose form $187 to $763; an increase of rose by 309%1396

Chang Li from the Brookings Institute for example, claims the CPC is divided two
opposing factions: the elitists and the popularists. The former coalition, Li claims, is
made up of high CPC members and their children (the “princelings”) capitalists, foreign
educated Chinese, the emerging middle classes and even the Shanghai Mafia; it has a
powerful political base around the wealthy urban-industrial coastal regions and is the
most integrated into the global economy (i.e. export economy) and thus adverse to
change. It is this group (which includes Premier Xi Jinping) who are inadvertently
serving American hegemony by their dollar accumulation

The popularists, on the other hand, represent the reformists and generally place more
emphasis on national cohesion and sustainability (i.e. harmonious society”) with its
main power base is in the hinterland among rank-and-file CPC members, rural leaders,
left wing academics, workers and the peasantry. 1397

Whether Li is correct in his assertions only time will tell, but is certainly premature to
foresee the PRC developing in anything approaching a bourgeois multiparty system or
that the CPC is about to disintegrate or in any way relinquish its stranglehold over
contemporary Chinese society despite contemporary liberal internationalist discourse
(see Francis Fukuyama and Thomas L. Friedman) that the advent of capitalism and
greater economic freedoms would automatically lead to pressure for democracy and
subsequently the undermining of despotism.

Another challenge But Though the shift is not without risk, the policy-makers hope
rising wages will finally force companies to upgrade production systems and start to
compete with the US, Europe and Japan higher up the value-added chain. Indeed,
sections of the CPC elite have been trying to promote this initiative for years but with

1396

Economist Intelligence Unit, data tool average wages for selected countries 2000-14
Chang, Li: “One Party, Two Coalitions in China’s Politics”, Brookings Institute, 16 August 2009
http://www.brookings.edu/research/opinions/2009/08/16-china-li
1397
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little success given the size of the “reserve army” of workers capital has always had at
its disposal.

One other tendency under way which is worth remark, exactly to avoid having to hold
on to dollars, is the controlled internationalisation of the renminbi (RMB) via Hong
Kong (with London hoping to be its base in Europe). Allowing countries to trade with
the RMB would bring many benefits to the PRC including: a) reducing the volatility
and costs that its exporters face when they are paid in foreign currency; b) enabling
Beijing to borrow cheaply; and c) permitting the RMB to form part of the IMF’s Special
Drawing Rights. If successful, long-term, the RMB could directly challenge the dollar’s
supremacy as the world’s reserve currency and with it the US dominance of the global
monetary system. Indeed, looking back one can assert that no power has ever
established global or even regional hegemony without internationalising their currency.

There are risks in such a strategy, however. The international use of China’s redback
(as opposed to the greenback) would require removing the complex capital controls that
limit foreign inflows and outflows of funds and loosening the state’s tight grip over the
domestic bond market and banking systems. Any reckless opening of the capital
account could lead to a massive hike in the price of the renminbi and hence a slump in
the export industry, or the reverse, with “hot money” flowing out (as occurred in South
East Asia in 1997-8)

The Shanghai stock market crash in the summer of 2015 reminded Beijing of the
unpredictability of finance while reinforcing Western economists’ arguments of the
need for a fully liberalised capital market. Investors will only want to hold renminbi
long-term, The Economist asserts, if they have to have access to safe, stable and easily
sold financial instruments. Yet the most lucrative Chinese assets, the London-based
journal laments, are located on the mainland owned by state enterprises and beyond the
reach to foreigners due to Beijing’s capital controls.1398

1398

The Economist: “The redback abroad: Offshore thing”, 10th September 2011
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6.2 Geopolitical Concerns
6.1 Feeding The Dragon
The speed and scale of China’s economic transformation is one of the most
extraordinary in human history. Between 1979 and 2014 China’s real GDP grew at an
astounding average rate of average rate of 10% p.a. And although the figures have fallen
in recent years – registering 7.8% growth in 2012, 7.4% in 2014 and an expected 5.9%
for 2015 according to the IMF1399 (which the Economist Intelligence Unit revises up to
6.9%1400) – few analysts are predicting any major variation away from strong growth,
despite stock market jitters the past summer (see below).

Measured in purchasing power parity (PPP) the PRC’s GDP passed from one of the
poorest countries in the world to level first with the US.1401 World Bank the PRC has: i)
experienced a rise in per capita gross national income from $339 in 1990, $1,000 in
2003 and $4,260 in 2010; ii) overseen the greatest poverty-reduction programme in
history, with the number of people living on less than $1.25 per day being reduced by
over 670 million between 1981 and 2010; and iii) managed to dramatically reduce child
mortality rate (measured in deaths of under-5s per l,000) from 123.1 deaths in 1968,
48.3 in 1990 to 18.4 in 2010. 1402

The effects on the global economy have been enormous and multifaceted,
simultaneously driving down the international price of manufacturing goods and driving
up the price of raw materials (to the benefit of many developing countries including its
fellow BRIC members). Replacing the US as the “workshop of the world”, by 2005 the
PRC was producing (or at least being the final assembly point) of two-thirds of the
world’s photocopiers, shoes, toes and microwave ovens; half its DVD players, digital
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IMF World Economic Outlook , April 2015,
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1400
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cameras and textiles; one-third of its DVD-ROM drives and desktop computers; and a
quarter of its mobiles, television sets, and car stereos.1403 By the end of 2009 China
assumed Germany’s crown as top global exporter,1404 overtaking the US as the largest
manufacturer in 2010 while running the world’s largest BOP surplus of $257.9bn in
2014.1405

As noted throughout this paper capitalism is necessarily expansive and must push to
break down all limitations to accumulation. The need access markets, both domestic and
foreign, is usually driven by the private sector with the state playing a key supporting
(often military) role. In the case of China that relationship is reversed with the state, via
its SOE leading the private sector into the charge.

The dizzy growth figures set out in then introduction was based upon a massive
importation of raw materials.

In the decade prior to the financial crisis the PRC was growing was 10% a year, with
annual demand for industrial raw materials for steel, aluminium, copper and nickel
increasing by 16%, 20%, 13% and 23%, respectively. In effect this meant the PRC’s
consumption of crude oil doubled, copper and iron ore tripled and aluminium
quadrupled.1406 By 2010 was the world’s largest buyer of copper, iron ore (largest
producer of steel) nickel, cement, cotton and world’s largest producer/consumer of
aluminium, lead, and zinc. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), the
OECD’s energy watchdog, China overtook the US in 2009 to become the world’s
biggest energy user, consuming 2,252m tones of oil equivalent energy from resources
including coal, oil, nuclear power, natural gas and hydropower, about 4% more than the
US (a 100% increase since 2000) though far less per capita (about a third of the
West).1407
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Given the extreme resource-intensity of its growth model, break-neck speed of
urbanisation and relatively poor endowment of raw materials, China had little option but
to enmesh itself deeper into global trade networks. Furthermore, far better to recycle
some of its foreign-reserve holdings – estimate presently to stand at around $3.5trillion
foreign reserves in the developing world1408 – to help its SOEs acquire assets of real
worth (either by buying foreign companies or extend loans in return for long-term
commodities supply) than sit on potential devalued pieces of paper, such as US dollars
and TBs.

China’s prime source of energy remains coal. It is both the world’s largest coal producer
– four times larger than the second country, the US – and importer, despite the fact it
only started to purchase abroad in 2007. Over 70% of China’s energy comes from coal
and the PRC consumes about 46% of all global coal use.1409 According to a recent US
Department of Energy projections China’s consumption of coal would double by 2035,
the environmental and health effects of which would represents a serious challenge for
the PRC and the world in general.1410

But while coal remained the PRC’s principal source of fuel it was access to oil and
natural gas supplies which most concerned Beijing. Though China did have some
domestic production of these resources, especially oil, it fell woefully short of
requirements; by 2015 the PRC had overtaken the US to become the world’s biggest
importer of crude.1411

Not only did its reliance on imported oil and natural gas expensive – China’s own
demand for the fuels and associated equipment (e.g. oil refineries, power plants etc)
pushes up global prices and thus domestic manufacturing costs – it also left the country
1408
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especially vulnerable in the event of a disruption of supply. Given the fact that by 2035
the IEA estimated China would consume 70% more energy than the US,1412 securing
stable long-term energy supplies became one of the single greatest economic/political
challenge facing the CPC leadership.

Thus, over the past decade state-owned companies such as PetroChina/CNPC, Sinopec,
China National Offshore Corp. (CNOOC), Sinochem and China Investment Company
had been encouraged to gain control over foreign sources of energy. Following the
2007-8 oil price hike (reaching $150 a barrel) this policy was stepped up even further.
As the 2008 international financial crash hit, some of the announced $586bn stimulus
package was loaned out to companies via the Chinese Development Bank and other
government agencies, to encourage them to expand abroad, to guarantee access to oil,
gas and mining interests and invest in associated delivery systems (e.g. pipelines and
refineries). As the American economy slumped, PetroChina/CNPC replaced
ExxonMobil as the world’s largest listed energy group by market capitalisation, before
the latter regained its crown in 2011.1413

The emergence of China as a trading colossus and its voracious appetite for resource –
notably fossil fuels – has had a major effects on the WO, as the PRC enters into a whole
plethora of political, military, and economic deals with countries from all continents.
The following section offers a brief assessment of the geopolitical significance of China
drive to guarantee access to expand markets in four regions of the world: the Middle
East, Africa, Latin America and Central Asia.

Top of the list are the Middle Eastern petro-states; for so long subjected to Western
domination. The value of Chinese trade with the Arab world has increased 600% over
the last decade, amounting to $230bn in 2014, pumping 3 million barrels a day from the
region.1414 Furthermore, it is important to recognise that while economic ties in the
1412
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region are predominantly energy-related, Chinese businesses are becoming involved in
an ever-increasing range of sectors such as construction, machinery, automobiles,
railways, steel, plastics, agriculture and retail. Throughout then Middle East Beijing
signed a whole series of deals with their governments to permit its construction
companies to building roads, metros, trains and harbours.

Thanks to King Abdullah’s “Look East” trade policy, launched in 2005, Saudi Arabia
now sells over half its oil there. Significantly, the world’s largest oil exporter and
unofficial American military protectorate since 1945 traded more with China in 2014
than the US, as did all of the other Middle Eastern countries except Israel and Kuwait.
Going in the other direction Saudi Arabia Oil and Saudi Basic Industries were given the
green light to invest in Chinese refinery and petrochemical projects. According to
Khalid A. al-Falih, head of Saudi Aramco, the state-owned oil giant this shift
represented “a long term transition” to shift supply towards Asia. “Demographic and
economic trends are making it clear – the writing is on the wall”, he continued, “China
is the growth market for petroleum”.1415

But Saudi-China trade links are not just limited to oil/gas exploration, production,
exploitation and importation. Exclusive investment deals have allowed Chinese
companies to gain growing stakes in Saudi industry and infrastructure, one of them a
$1.8bn contract to build a high-speed train from Mecca to Medina. Riyadh has also
dramatically increased its imports of Chinese goods (e.g. manufactures, textiles, toys,
plastics and food) while its rich elite are beginning to frequent the shopping mall of
Shanghai instead of New York and London.

The PRC is quick to stress these are straight commercial transactions and deny that this
closer bilateral trading relationship carries any great geopolitical importance. Riyadh, on
the other hand, has welcomed the opportunity to lessen its political dependence on
Washington. There was, as Prince Turki al-Faisal, a former Saudi ambassador to the US
and brother of the Foreign Minister, Prince Saudi al-Faisal, observed “less baggage”
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and “easier routes to mutual benefit” with Beijing than Washington, whose pro-Israeli
stance stirs up such large opposition at home.1416

China’s ‘hands-off’ political approach is also appreciated in hitherto ‘rogue state’ Iran.
Not only is Iran the PRC’s second biggest oil supplier, it has recently been the recipient
of huge FDI from energy companies such as Sinopec and Zhuhai Zhenrong looking to
guarantee exclusive natural gas supply contracts while others Chinese companies have
gained access to Iran’s large quantities of chrome iron and celestine. China overtook the
EU in 2009 to become Iran’s largest trading partner. Despite the UN/US-imposed
sanctions China-Iran trade in 2010 reached $29.3bn, an increase of 38.5% on the
previous year, which in turn represented a 33% rise on the 2008 level.1417

This gave a welcome boost to the Islamic Republic’s economy, supplying it with vital
machinery and parts for its oil production as well as carrying out major infrastructure
projects including a water diversion project and a dam. The PRC has always rejected
continuous calls from the US to impose unilateral sanctions against Tehran regarding
the latter’s controversial nuclear. Speaking a couple of months after the countries
celebrated 40 years of bilateral diplomatic ties Foreign Ministry spokesman, Hong Lei,
insisted China maintained “normal and transparent business transactions with Iran,
which have benefited the people of both countries”.1418

China’s low key strategic economic foreign policy is also paying dividends in Iran’s
neighbour, Iraq. Instead of spending trillions of dollars waging illegal wars and
occupying foreign countries Beijing has gained access to foreign markets by simply
outbidding competitors. In October 2009, for example, a consortium led by CNPC and
BP won a contract to develop the Iraqi Rumaila oilfield, tipped by many to be the
world’s biggest oil reservoir. Celebrating the first visit by an Iraqi Prime Minister to
Beijing in 50 years of diplomatic history, Wen Jiabao told his counterpart, Nuri AlMaliki, that “The Chinese government will encourage companies to establish long term
stable relationship on oil and natural gas supply and demand with the Iraqi side and
1416
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expand cooperation in oil exploration, refinery and equipment trade”. Nuri Al-Maliki,
added he hoped Chinese companies would invest not just on oil and gas but also
electricity, transportation, housing, telecommunications and agriculture.1419

By 2035 the International Energy Agency predicted that 90% of all Middle Eastern oil
would flow to Asia. While it is impossible to predict just what geopolitical effects this
could generate it appears likely that at the very minimum it would constitute a serious
challenge to the primacy of the dollar (and of course the aforementioned weaponpetrodollar coalition) and thus American hegemony itself.1420 Without Washington’s
security guarantee, however, the Saudi state would face oblivion unless it switched to
become a Chinese protectorate.

Nevertheless, and given the Middle East perceived instability and subservience under
American domination, China had to took to diversify its energy suppliers. Nowhere was
that more dramatically witnessed than what the West has for so long termed the ‘failed
continent’ – Africa. China’s proactive strategy there has major geopolitical implications,
reviving the late 19th century ‘Scramble for Africa’.1421

Linked traditionally to its colonial ‘mother-countries’ to the north, sub-Saharan African
economic dependence on Europe (under the respective Yaoundé and Lomé conventions)
has been somewhat modified since the end of the Cold War, with an increased
American military and commercial presence in the continent aimed at supporting
“growth and development” under the auspices of the “African Growth and Opportunity
Act” (AGOA). Speaking in 1995, then US Commerce Secretary, Ron Brown
announced: “the United States would no longer concede the African market to former
colonial powers”.1422
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Surplus-extraction methods sanctioned by the ongoing Washington Consensus
(especially debt re-financing) and a successful challenge of the EU’s preferential trade
arrangements in the WTO (the famous ‘banana case’), further consolidated American
influence in the area.

But while the US’s international prestige was at its lowest ebb in January 2006, bogged
down in the Iraq fiasco, the PRC’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs published an African
Policy Paper setting out Beijing’s objectives in Africa and how to achieve them. Beijing
stressed its anti-colonial credentials and offered Africa the chance to break away from
the traditional North-South dominance-subservience dynamic and to “establish and
develop a new type of strategic partnership” based upon “political equity and mutual
trust” for “mutual benefit, reciprocity and common prosperity”. Beijing urged the
continent to enhance bilateral cooperation in a wide range of political, diplomatic,
economic, social and cultural areas.1423

Later that year in November, the Chinese government invited representatives from
African governments to Beijing to participate in the Summit (and third ministerial
conference) of the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) and formally launch
the “new era” of Sino-African relations. Forty-eight African countries delegations,
including forty-two presidents, attended and listened to President Hu Jintao’s opening
address in which he reiterated the above paper’s contents, declaring the PRC’s longterm commitment to the continent and stressing the “growing mutual need” to forge a
“new type of China-Africa strategic partnership” based on equality and mutual trust and
announcing a series of concrete measures whereby Beijing sought to enhance
cooperation including: providing $5bn worth of preferential loans/buyers credit, setting
up a China-Africa Development Fund to encourage investment in Africa, doubling of
assistance aid by 2009, cancelling debt, and opening up of the Chinese market to tarifffree African exports.1424
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The promise of closer commercial collaboration was backed up by the trade figures.
Sino-African bilateral trade has increased tenfold in the last decade, growing at an
annual rate of 28% and significantly faster than China’s trade with the rest of the world,
reaching a record $126.9bn in 2010 – up from $91.07 in 2009, the year it overtook the
US as the continent’s largest trading partner1425 – by 2013 bilateral trade reached
$230bn with 2,500 Chinese companies operating on the continent.1426

All but a few of Africa’s 54 nations (i.e. Burkina Faso, Sao Tomé and Principe,
Swaziland) maintain formal diplomatic/trade relations with Beijing, over 80% of which
have signed bilateral trade agreements. In descending order the PRC imported the most
from South Africa, Angola, Sudan, Libya and Congo (while exporting to most to South
Africa, Nigeria, Egypt, Libya and Algeria). Indeed, Africa countries figured in the list of
China’s largest suppliers of raw materials, be it oil (Angola), manganese, chromium and
platinum (South Africa) and cobalt (Democratic Republic of Congo).

Unsurprisingly, Chinese FDI into Africa was predominantly centred on three sectors –
fossil fuels, mining and infrastructure – though increasingly telecommunications,
tourism and agriculture (e.g. sale of land for food production and exportation to the
PRC) attracted attention. Although Chinese “greenfield investment” in Africa appeared
small between 2009-21013 – only 3% of total and way behind Europe (41%) and North
America (13%) – the reason was that the PRC chose other methods of financing to
guarantee access to Africa’s raw materials other than the classic FDI model, offering a
wide range of export credits and loans, cash, debt relief, armaments, but above all the
building of infrastructure under the so-called Angola Mode mechanism.

The Angola Mode was named after the landmark “infrastructure for resources”
agreement Beijing signed with Luanda 2004, in which the latter would supply the
former with crude oil in return for a large loan to build infrastructure. Importantly, these
infrastructure contracts had to be with Chinese construction/engineering companies,
1425
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who were approved beforehand by the Ministry of Commerce and the state bank –
usually the China Export-Import Bank (China Eximbank) and to a lesser extent the
China Development Bank – issuing the loan. There was, therefore, little money crossing
borders: construction and engineering SOEs such as China Civil Engineering
Construction Corporation (CCECC) and China State Construction Engineering
Corporation (CSCEC) would be paid in instalments in China for the work being carried
out in Africa.

Beijing signed similar intergovernmental deals with states throughout Africa, building
electricity generators/transmission lines (e.g. Zambia), oil refineries (e.g. Niger), natural
gas infrastructure (e.g. Chad), hydro-electric plants/dams (e.g. Guinea), railway systems
(e.g. Nigeria), roads and bridges (e.g. Ethiopia), international airports (e.g. Chad),
telecommunication networks (e.g. Sudan), hospitals (e.g. Kenya) and water supplies
(e.g. Mozambique) in return for access to oil, gas and minerals (e.g. bauxite, chromium,
cobalt, copper, iron ore, manganese, nickel, platinum, tungsten and uranium).

As a result Africa now supplies about a third of China’s crude oil. CNPC, CNOOC
International and Sinopec have all emerged as big operators in Angola, Sudan and
Nigeria. By April 2010 Angola was China’s largest crude oil provider with Nigeria was
not far behind. The following month Beijing signed a $23bn deal with Abuja allowing
CSCEC to build three oil refineries and other petroleum infrastructure with Nigerian
Petroleum Corporation in exchange for the PRC being able to access around 6bn barrels
of crude reserves.1427

Thus, China’s construction and engineering companies were shaping Africa like no
other country had ever done before, overcoming structural bottlenecks that had hindered
their development for decades, if not centuries. The Angola Mode was especially
popular with war-torn instable countries such as the Sudan, Mozambique, the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Zimbabwe and of course Angola itself who,
while desperately short of infrastructure, hade found it difficult to attract foreign
investment even by the IMF and World Bank, and had grown tired of the empty
promises of Western companies to transfer technology. When China’s Sino-U offered to
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build Niger its first oil refinery and a $700m hydroelectric barrage in exchange for
access to the latter’s uranium supply, for example, the African country’s government
did not hesitate to break French company Areva’s de facto 40 year monopoly convinced
that similar infrastructural promises made by France’s Total and US’s ExxonMobil
were never going to be kept.

Yet the PRC’s relationship with the continent is not just about extracting resources.
With a population of around a billion people, Beijing considered Africa one of the
world’s largest untapped markets and a welcome counter-weight to over-reliance on
American, European and Asian markets and a good base for Chinese companies to
learning the ropes where competition is weak.1428 To boost domestic demand (as well as
to allay local criticism) Beijing encouraged its SOEs to begin to hire more local labour
(rather than relying on imported Chinese workers) and to buy supplies from local
producers.

The aforementioned China-African Development Fund (total fund of $5bn) acting
through the China Development Bank, was set up specifically to help finance Chinese
business expansion in Africa. Other PRC banks set up in Africa to offer collateral-free
loans to Chinese companies facilitate including the Industrial and Commercial Bank of
China (ICBC) which bought a 20% share (worth $5.6bn) in South Africa’s Standard
Bank Group, the continent’s biggest bank by assets.

And there was no shortage of clients. In the slipstream of the SOEs hundreds of
thousands of Chinese entrepreneurs arrived to set up businesses in Africa, largely in the
service sector, retail, and food. For African consumers the explosion of new shops in
their midst, selling cheap Chinese-made clothes and household products was very much
welcomed; for local factory owners/tradesmen be they textile mills in Nigeria, poultry
producers in Zambia or farmers in Tanzania, however, it the effects were nothing short
of disastrous, generating a certain anti-Chinese sentiment in some quarters.

1428
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To counter accusations that it was guilty of neo-colonial exploitation Beijing was swift
to underscore its positive role in raising productivity, guaranteeing demand, enhancing
livelihoods and addressing food security. Official World Banks statistics appeared to
indicate that there had been a marked material improvement in Sub-Saharan Africa
which coincides with the arrival of the Chinese. According to the World Bank’s
“African Development Indicators 2011” between 2000-2009 Saharan Africa (excluding
South Africa) experienced an average GDP growth of almost 6% p.a. (measured in
constant prices) – reflected in an average 3% p.a. increase in GDP per capita – a rate not
witnessed since the 1960s, and far superior to its traditional 1% figure.1429

Chinese increasing business presence in Africa, and the fact that it surpassed the US,
Europe and Japan to become Africa’s most important trade partner, even with South
Africa, ruffled many feathers. Above all, Western corporations complained about the
Angola Mode where access to much of the continent’s mineral rights were being
decided at the inter-governmental level and behind closed doors, instead of via “open
auctions” which they traditionally dominated.1430 Li Ruogu, president of China
Eximbank responded: “Western countries should set an example by making public the
resources they have grabbed in Africa in the past 400 years. Only after that can we
come to the issue of China’s transparency”.1431

The US and the EU have deeply resented the way Chinese capital has undermined their
political leverage in the region. As early as 2006 German Chancellor Angela Merkel
asserted: “[w]e must take a stand in Africa” and that “[w]e Europeans should not leave
the continent of Africa to the People’s Republic of China”.1432

Significantly, that same very year China surpassed Japan and the US in economic
assistance to Africa, becoming a key member of the African Development Bank. Those
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bastions of the Washington Consensus – the IMF and World Bank – complained that
Chinese unrestrained lending had “undermined years of painstaking efforts to arrange
conditional debt relief”.1433 By January 2011 the PRC had lent more money to the
developing world in the previous two years than the World Bank.1434

Understandably, many African states had grown tired of decades of disastrous IMFsanctioned SAP (see Chapter IV) which instead of promoting growth had increased
poverty, inequality and exploitation in Africa,1435 and were eager to try out alternative
routes to development.

In the summer of 2009 a former senior official, Xu Shanda even called for a Chinese
Marshall Plan to lend money for development to Africa and other poorer regions of the
world to the tune of $500bn. Repeating the post-war actions of the US, the objective
here would be to raise the standard of living of Africans (while at the same time
encourage their demand for Chinese goods). Given the importance of the Marshall Plan
in consolidating American hegemony in Europe, such a scheme would have enormous
political implications.
Later that same year, Hu Xiaolian, Deputy Governor of the China’s central bank,
presented a paper at the Mumbai G20 conference in May pushing for a multilateral
“supra-sovereign-wealth investment fund” giving foreign-exchange holders the option
to invest in developing countries (instead of the US) so they could be engines of growth.

The West’s response has been nuanced. At the multilateral the IMF has increased its
pro-Africa rhetoric, announcing its commitment to assisting developing countries,
especially following the appointment of its new chief, Christine Lagarde, while the
World Bank has finally announced plans to finance local agricultural project on the
continent, something the US, EU and Japan had always previously refused to sanction.
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On a bilateral level both the US and the EU have tried to gate-crash the party, urging
Beijing to let them be involved in more inclusive trilateral/multilateral dialogue with
Africa. Yet as US Embassy cables have revealed, many African states were
““uncomfortable” with Western states’ “interference” and suspicious of their underlying
motives, preferring China’s fast, efficient, “no strings attached” bilateral approach to
development, which involves setting out tangible projects (e.g. infrastructure) rather
than the traditional Western “tied aid” development cooperation model and vague
references to “capacity building”.1436

Exactly the same process is going on in Latin America.

Since the PRC joined the WTO in 2001, Chinese officials had been heading to the
region to sign hundreds of commercial (and security) agreements. In 2001 China-Latin
American was worth around $12bn, by 2013 that figure had reached $289bn.1437 With
the US and the EU hit by the 2008 financial crisis Latin American exporters (headed by
Brazil, Chile and Venezuela) were happy to find an alternative market for their raw
materials, while others sought to nurture new markets for its manufacturing goods
(notably in Brazil, Mexico, Chile and Argentina). Mexico, for example, saw its trade
with the PRC increase seven-fold in the decade following the “Strategic Partnership”
signed in 2003, reaching $36bn in 2012; a relationship consolidated with the signing of
a dozen energy, mining, trade, banking and construction agreements by the respective
Presidents in June 2013.1438 Brazil’s trade with China, meanwhile, increased thirteen
times between 2001 and 2013, reaching $83.3bn in 2014 and crowned with the
announcement that Beijing planned to invest a further $53bn in the former’s crumbling
infrastructure (e.g. roads, railways, airports, ports and electric power lines) over the next
10 years and ahead of next years Rio games..1439
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WikiLeaks cables cited in The Guardian: The US embassy cables: “African Countries prefer Chinese
aid to US-China development cooperation – 4th December 2010
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/us-embassy-cables-documents/248299
1437
BBC News: “What Will China’s Investment do for Latin America?”, Katy Watson, July 2015
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-33424532
1438
China Daily: “China, Mexico Boosts Relations”, Zhu Zhe, 5th June 2013
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2013xivisit/2013-06/05/content_16573196.htm
1439
South China Morning Post: “China to invest $50bn in Brazilian infrastructure projects”, 15th Mat
2015,
ww.scmp.com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/1797742/china-invest-us50bn-brazilianinfrastructure-projects
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As with Africa, Chinese strategy in Latin America involved largely buying up/gaining
access to energy sector (oil/gas exploration), mining/mineral industries and the
agribusiness in return for dollars or Angola Mode resource-for infrastructure deals (e.g.
the multibillion dollar Sopladora and Coca Codo Sinclair hydro-electric power plants in
Ecuador). With Beijing’s backing Chinese energy giants Sinopec, CNPC, CNOOC have
entered into numerous joint ventures with state-owned companies such as Petroecuador
and Petróleos de Venezuela S.A. or bought buy assets in private companies such as
Repsol, Bridas Corp. or Pan American Energy LLC, to develop oil and gas fields in
Brazil, Ecuador, Venezuela, and Argentina, respectively. Beijing also extended to credit
to foreign state-owned companies credit loans for them to expand production1440 or lent
directly to governments themselves.1441

At the First Ministerial meeting of the Forum for China and the Community of Latina
American and Caribbean States (China-CELAC) held in Beijing in January 2015 Xi
Jinping made very clear his government’s intentions announced to the 33 countries that
China pledged to invest investment $250bn in the region over the next 10 years and
hoped that in those years the bilateral relation ship would generate $500bn of trade.1442

Evidently this Chinese version of dollar diplomacy in Latin America did not go down
well in Washington, constituting as it did a direct challenge to the long-established
Monroe Doctrine and perennial dominance of US-based MNCs there.

Furthermore the Washington viewed with dismay as Beijing heavily invested (and
therein strengthened) left-leaning/nationalist political regimes in the cone such as
Brazil, Bolivia, Ecuador, Argentina and Venezuela.1443 In fact the electoral success and
1440

Examples here include a $10bn to Brazil’s Petroleo Braseliero SA. for deep sea oil exploration and
debt financing a $330m joint venture between China’s Minmetals and Chile’s Codelco (the world’s
largest copper producer)
1441
Examples of these state-to-state includes the $15bn granted to the Bolivian government to develop the
El Mutun mine, the world largest iron ore deposits, and the $20bn lent to Venezuela in return for
supplying 400,000 barrels of crude a day. The Wall Street Journal: “China’s $20bn Loan Bolsters
Chávez”, 18th April 2010, Dan Molinski & John Lyons
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703594404575191671972897694.html
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1443
Indeed, bilateral trade between China and Venezuela increased 50 times in a decade – from $200 in
1999 to $10bn at the end of 2010 – transforming the Asian country into the latter’s second largest trading
partner (after the US). Agencia Nacional de Venezuela: “China-Venezuela trade has been multiplied [sic]
by 50 times in the last decade” – 16th June 2011, http://www.avn.info.ve/node/63021
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subsequent political survival of the latter was very much bolstered by American
domination, both by the Washington Consensus and increasing aggressive unilateralism
under G.W. Bush (se Chapter V).

Likewise sharing a distrust of Western controlled multilateral institutions African
countries were enthusiastically received Hugo Chavez’s call at the African Union in
July 2006 for the establishment of a Bank of the South (e.g. a new “International Bank
for Reparations and Reconstruction”) to replace the World Bank.

In April 2011 China Eximbank announced it was collaborating with the Inter-American
Development Bank to launch a $1bn renminbi-denominated sovereign fund by the end
of the year which would be used to finance public and private infrastructure projects
across the region.1444 Brazil, Argentina and Peru have all expressed their interest in
trading in RMB.
In July 2015 at the BRICS summit, and after three years of negotiations and
preparations, the New Development Bank came into operation, a new multilateral bank
set up by the BRIC countries themselves (essentially underwritten by China, with
headquarters in Shanghai).

The launch of the New Development Bank arguably constitutes a major challenge to the
Washington Consensus. China has promised to commit $41bn to facilitate loans both to
BRICS and other developing countries who now will be able to by-pass the World Bank
altogether.

As China’s resource supply chains took on global proportions so necessarily did the
security threats it faced, especially around Eurasia.

Worryingly, a large percentage of China’s vital imports from Africa and the Middle
East (e.g. around 80% of its oil imports) passed through the Strait of Malacca, a
1,100km-long shipping channel between the Indian and Pacific Oceans with Singapore

1444

China Daily: “RMB fund planned to aid Latin America” – 29th April 2011, Wang Xiaotian & Chen

Jia
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2011-04/29/content_12418633.htm
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to the North and Indonesia to the South. At just 54km wide at its narrowest point this
stretch of water was extremely vulnerable to piracy, terrorism and worst of all foreign
(e.g. US) naval blockade. Accordingly, Beijing was keen to establish alternative safer
routes.

One strategic option involved docking the tankers in ‘friendly country’ ports in the
Indian Ocean and then transferring the resources overland to its landlocked western
provinces. China’s SOEs were given the task of financing/constructing a series of
deepwater ports around the Indian peninsula – the so-called “string of pearls” strategy.
By far the most strategically important was the huge harbour at Hambantota, Sri Lanka,
just 2km from the world’s busiest east-west shipping lanes. The port cost $1.4bn to
build, with $1.24bn loaned from Beijing who, via the Angola Mode, contracted its
engineering/construction – Chinese Communication Construction Company – to carry
out the work. Similar arrangements have turned the PRC into the ex-British colony’s
largest foreign lender, financing/building a new airport, railway network and power
plants1445 much to the annoyance of India. (The new Sri Lankan president, Maithripala
Siresena suspended Chinese operation at Hambantota in 2015 due to alleged
corruption).

Another of the “pearls” was Burma’s deep sea port on Maday Island. In 2008 the two
governments agreed to build the Sino-Myanmar (Burma) oil and gas pipelines with
construction China’s CNPC beginning in October 2009. The oil and gas pipelines would
run 771km from Maday to Ruili in the south-western Chinese province of Yunnan (with
gas pipeline extending a further 2,000km to Guizhou and Guangxi) with the aim of
transferring an initial 12m tonnes (rising to 22m) of crude oil p.a.1446 Both pipelines
were operable by 2014.

Access to the Pakistan port of Gwadar – one of the other key “pearls” along with the
Bangladeshi port of Chittagong – was also vital for China, lying just 400km from the
Strait of Hormez: the sole entrance/exit to the Persian Gulf. Having being granted
effective sovereign rights over it May 2011 (formally recognised in 2013), Beijing
1445

Reuters News Agency: “Sri Lanka seeks $40mn loan for port rock removal” – 23rd August 2011
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/08/23/srilanka-port-idUSL4E7JN1SY20110823
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The China Post: “China’s CNPC starts work on Myanmar oil pipeline” – 5th November 2009
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invested $1.2bn in refurbishing the port in order to dock its African/Middle Eastern
energy imports. These would then, in principal, be transferred via a specially-designed
pipeline or railway link through the Khunjerab Pass to its western province, Xinjiang.
Beijing thus far has rejected claims it plans to turn it into a naval base (to monitor traffic
in the region) or for Pakistan usage.

Another strategic option, especially with regards to energy, was for the PRC to augment
its overland trade with Eurasia, notably with its hitherto estranged neighbour, though
fell BRIC, member Russia, and other ex-Soviet Central Asian countries, who were all
more than sceptical with regards NATO’s eastern expansion and Washington’s true
motives in the Middles East (e.g. Syria)

After years of planning/construction the Chinese leg of the Eastern Siberia-Pacific
Ocean (ESPO) pipeline was opened in September 2010, running a 1,000km from
Skovorodino in Russia’s Amur region to the north-eastern industrial Chinese city of
Daqing, enabling the PRC to import around 300,000 barrels of Russian crude per day
over the next 20 years. Traditionally Russia’s network of pipelines for export has run
towards Europe but the scale of Chinese domestic demand, backed by a generous $25bn
state loan swung the decision. Head of PetroChina pipeline division called the opening
of the conduit “the start of a new phase in China-Russia energy cooperation”.1447 The
world’s largest oil producer1448 now directly supplied the world’s biggest energy
consumer.

Further south, the energy producers of Central Asia are also realigning their relations
with China.
On the 14th December 2009 Presidents Hu Jintao and Nursultan Nazarbayev formally
opened the 1,833km Kazakh section of the 7,000km-long Central Asia gas pipeline
which, when finished (June 2014), stretched from the Caspian Sea to the Chinese
western province of Xinjiang. Such was the importance of this “grand construction
project”, that it would, according to Kazakh President Nazarbayev “resurrect the ancient
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China.org.cn: “China, Russia oil pipeline starts to operation”, 1st January 2011
http://www.china.org.cn/business/2011-01/01/content_21657410.htm
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Silk Route”.1449 Thanks to a series of huge loan deals struck between CNPC (though
financed by the Chinese Development Bank) and the respective state energy firms of
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan, China was be able to access the latter’s vast
natural gas resources for the foreseeable future. In addition, following a flurry of joint
ventures, acquisitions and loan arrangements carried out by the CNPC and China
Investment Corp. the PRC would soon control over 25% of Kazakhstan oil which it will
also access via the pipeline.1450

Furthermore, the countries entered into a special economic, political and military
regional alliance to guarantee their shared energy interests. The Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO) brought together China, Russia and four Central Asian countries
(Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan) and encompassed some 30 million
km2 (about 60% of Eurasia) – with India and Pakistan having their membership
approved in July 2015 – and Mongolia, Afghanistan, Belarus and Iran being granted
official observer status.1451 To help the ‘integration’ process China announced its
intention, at the SCO Summit, June 2009, to facilitate $10bn worth of loans to the
Central Asian members.1452

While the enduring significance of the SCO alliance remained to be seen it did at least
reflect improved Beijing-Moscow relations thanks to growing trade links, participation
within the BRIC, and agreement over the need to reform the international monetary
system.

Moscow like Beijing (see Chapter V) had been forced to hoard trillions of greenbacks,
which they both claimed, arose from Washington abusing its seigniorage privilege, and
had expressed support for the establishment of a new global currency and, at the very
least, the need to begin to avoid using dollars in their bilateral trade dealings.1453 Such a
1449
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development does not bode well for dollar hegemony. The possibility of a China-Russia
axis being established 50 years after it collapsed under Mao/Khrushchev could not be
ruled out.

Indeed, Beijing and Moscow are well aware that Washington has used the War on
Terror as a pretext to expand its military presence and alliances in Eurasia and East
Asia (often under the guise of NATO) from Russia’s border and the Middle East, right
up to China’s frontier. True the PRC certainly supports short-term operation to quell
Islamic fundamentalism in the region due to the destabilising effect it could have on its
own pro-separatists Muslim population – the Uyghurs – resident in the eastern province
of Xinjiang which is the PRC’s largest suppliers of crude, natural gas and coal. But
what neither of them want is a long-term US presence in Afghanistan or Pakistan which
they suspect would be driven by other geostrategic motives.

In short, China’s bursting onto the global economy, and particularly its huge hunger for
raw materials, has dramatically altered North-South relations.

Following the classic hegemonic pattern the PRC has established new institutions – in
the form of new development banks – to consolidate its position in global markets. Not
only that but said organisations are specifically designed to by-pass those hitherto
bastions of American hegemony, the IMF and the World Bank, offering emerging
countries far more generous terms of credit without imposing the harmful SAPs so
loved by Western finance.

Furthermore, China has lined up with poorer countries in the G20 plus South-South bloc
in the WTO, denouncing the US and EU’s protectionist agricultural programmes, and
aggressive patenting of life forms by US-based bi-tech corporations. On the other hand,
however, it is soon to know whether the signing of exclusive exploitation rights and
construction programmes under Angola Mode-type arrangements will a break from the
classic North-South imperialist surplus extraction in favour of a nuanced EmergingEmerging/South dependency.

What is clear is that China’s emergence has represented a threat to American hegemony
in the developing world.
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One final aspect of geopolitical importance is the effect of the PRC’s trade with regards
East Asia.

Perhaps the greatest irony of China’s rise is that it came about, at least partially, as an
undesired consequence of American hegemony in the Asian-Pacific. As explained in
Chapter IV, the need to counter communism led Washington to take personal
responsibility for the rebuilding and (re-)industrialisation of first Japan, then other East
Asian states. Apart from granting huge financial and military aid and making sure that
American and European markets stayed open to Japanese manufactured goods, the US
crucially turned a blind eye to the latter’s Asian Developmental Model which directly
flaunted the Bretton Woods model by granting state agencies unchallenged authority to
direct key resources towards strategic industrial sectors.

A similar process occurred with the regard to the Four Asian Tigers (South Korea,
Taiwan, Thailand and Singapore). The unprecedented growth they recorded was very
much a side effect of Japan’s ‘economic miracle’ (and Washington’s tacit approval, or
at least not opposition).1454 The ‘Asian Miracle’ involved the creation of a hierarchical
division of labour in Asia – the so-called flying geese model – with Japan at the apex of
the value-chain sub-contracting less advanced production processes to the Asian Tigers
who in turn out-source more labour-intensive production to other East Asian countries,
amongst them China. As the South East Asian surpluses spiked in the 1990s
Washington, as in the Plaza Accords before it, pressurised these countries to revaluate
their currencies and open up their financial markets. The result: the South East Asia
Crisis in 1997 and even more Asian FDI/factories moving to low-cost China.

The rise of the PRC has meant the replacement of the Japanese-centred of Asian
regionalism in favour of a Sinocentric model production network, with the latter slowly
emerged as the final assembler and exporter to the Global North. While traditionally
this has meant China importing machinery and semi-finished goods from South Korea,
Hong Kong and Japan, the biggest fear around Asia is that the PRC will start to move
1454

Firstly, thanks to a large wave of incoming Japanese FDI into the region following the Plaza Accords
(see Chapter IV). Secondly, by copying the Japanese developmental state model and taking advantage of
existing technology, knowledge and experience. Like Japan, the Asian Tigers’ growth model was exportled, dependent on the sale of consumer goods to the First World, but generally of lower quality.
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up the value-added chain (as it wants to do – see below) to producing a whole range of
goods.

Despite serious territorial disputes (see below) Seoul and Beijing have still maintained
regular high-level diplomatic contacts. The reason is that since diplomatic ties were
established in 1992 and especially following the signing of a “Strategic Cooperative
Partnership” in 2008, the South Korean economy has become ever more dependent on
its trade links with its giant to the west. In 2010, for example, China was South Korea’s
largest trading partner for the seventh year running while Seoul remains Beijing’s third
largest trading partner. Bilateral trade in 2010 was worth $207bn (surpassing the
$200bn target for 2012) – more than South Korea’s total trade with the US and Japan –
with a new goal of $300bn set for 2015. Sino-Korean strategic cooperation also extends
into the political, scientific/technological and cultural sphere, with 130 pairs of sister
cities established and around 6 million tourists passing between the two countries taking
advantage of the 800+ flights a week that take place. 1455

Needles to say Seoul’s estranged neighbour, North Korea, is falling even further under
the spell of Beijing’s economic colonisation. China is Pyongyang’s largest trading
partner by far, representing around half of its total external trade, and its principal
supplier of oil, machinery, vehicles and arms, and biggest customer for its coal, iron ore,
copper and fish/seafood, despite US attempts to enforce a trade embargo.

Under Angola Mode arrangements Chinese companies have been granted the right to
extract coal and minerals in return for the building of infrastructure, especially road and
rail links into the PRC to connect up to those being constructed across the border in
China’s now booming North Eastern provinces. Perhaps the most significant
infrastructure project here is Beijing’s building and subsequent 10-year leasing of Rajin
port, thereby gaining its first foothold in the South China Sea for over a century and
easier access to the South Korean and Japanese markets. More and more Chinese songs
can be heard on Pyongyang’s state radio and television channels, while political pundits
extol the multiple virtues of the PRC’s economic miracle.
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Even that erstwhile US client state, Taiwan, is gradually being sucked slowly into
China’s economic orbit. Under current President Ma Ying-jeou (KMT, Nationalist
Party) economic relations with China have blossomed, with bilateral deals signed on
trade, FDI and shipping and permitting direct flights and tourism from the mainland.
Replicating Britain in the 19th century and the US in the 20th century, Beijing is using
the carrot of market access to impose its economic hegemony. On the 29th June 2010
Beijing and Taipei signed the Economic Co-operation Framework Agreement (ECFA),
a landmark trade liberalisation, marking the biggest improvement in cross-strait
relations since the civil war. Under the terms of the agreement China, acting as a true
hegemon, will make the immediate concessions, cutting import tariffs across 539
products and the opening up 11 service areas and 18 farming and fisheries categories
(with no reciprocal liberalisation in Taiwan) together worth $13.8bn in trade. Taipei for
its part agreed committed to cut tariffs on 267 Chinese goods and offer wider access in
7 service areas together worth $3bn.1456

The ECFA was passed with overwhelming support in the Taiwan parliament. Beijing
had recently signed a whole of array of bilateral free trade arrangements with countries
in the region, noticeably with the ASEAN countries, which threatened to freeze Taiwan
out of Asian markets (since the other states are under pressure from Beijing not to
recognise Taipei). Obviously, for the world’s 17th biggest exporter that spelled disaster.

Much of the Taiwan population, however, remain sceptical about the consequences of
the ECFA. Apart from short term job losses, many share concerns voiced by members
of the opposition Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) that moving closer to China will
only increase dependency on the mainland, citing the fact that the opening of financial
services will mean inevitably that Taiwanese businesses will become reliant on Chinese
state banks for their credit (as well as Chinese insurers and brokers). Yet in many ways
a state of dependency already exists. Taiwan’s exports to China have increased from
less than $1bn a year in 1995 to a record $114.78bn in 2010 (a 37% increase on the
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previous year) representing a huge 41.8% of the islands total exports, according to the
Taiwan External Trade Development Council.1457

The DPP’s biggest fear, of course, is that the ECFA is just a Trojan horse on the route to
unification.1458 Calls for a referendum on the ECFA in Taiwan have been rejected by
Beijing for fear that it could set precedence for consulting the population which could
include a future push for a declaration of independence.

The promise of market access is also proving too lucrative for Japan. Until fairly
recently Beijing-Tokyo relations had been marked by distrust, largely resulting from
Japan’s 1931-45 invasion and multiple war crimes committed, which to date the latter
has refused to recognise. Nevertheless, from 2006 till recently bilateral relations have
been improving. China, as indicated above, has long been a destination for Japanese
FDI, but a high yen exchange rate and flat domestic demand has only magnified the
process, encouraging Japanese companies, especially small and medium-sized, to target
China’s growing urban middle class for their high-value goods and services exports.
Indeed, in 2010 China replaced the US as Japan’s biggest export market year.1459
Increased economic interdependence, Japanese FDI (and technology transfer) and the
on-going modernisation of Chinese manufacturing base means the classic Asian flyinggeese production model (with Japan leading and outsourcing low valued added the rest
of East Asia) is being replaced by a more complex, Sino-centred model, reflected in a
shift in the relative balance of power in the region as China surpasses Japan as the
world’s second largest economy.

To promote this integration process in East Asian the PRC had become an enthusiastic
participant in whole series of institutions arrangements to promote free trade, including
the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), the ASEAN Plus Three (APT),1460 and
the Asian Development Bank (ADB). significant recent changes have been the Chiang
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Mai Initiative (CMI) – promoting currency swaps – and the proposed Asian Bond
Market (ABM) – designed to reducing reliance on instable international capital markets
(i.e. dollar dependency) and help mobilise Asian savings for Asian long-term
investments in local currencies are welcomed.

But undoubtedly the most daring institution-building initiative thus far as China is
concerned is the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) it founded in June 2015
in Beijing by 50+ countries, including, significantly, Saudi Arabia, Israel and Iran and
including 13 NATO (including Britain, France and Germany). Its aim is to promote
infrastructure construction right across the Asian-Pacific region with the PRC promising
to lay out 30% of the capital.

Importantly this grant Beijing 26% of the votes and thus and effective veto rights over
the hiring and firing over the bank’s boss, in way amounts to clear attempt by China to
mimic the US’s effective veto at the IMF and World Bank.

6.2.2 Security in Asia-Pacific

Obviously Beijing’s increased global economic role has had serious geopolitical
repercussions.

During most of its transition period (see below) the CPC elites’ believed that the best
way for China to reassert its global status was to become part of the capitalist club,
cooperate with the US on economic issues join all the international institutions (e.g. the
IMF, WTO etc), and adhere to Deng Xiaoping’s advice to “hide our capabilities and
bind our time”, especially given the fact that the rich West were its biggest customers.

As China’s economy grows and becomes increasingly integration and reliance on into
international markets – the capitalist logic of imperialism – and above all energy and
raw materials increases, so the territorial logic of imperialism comes into play.
Just as the US state in the 19th century pushed back the “internal frontier” to the Pacific
and then into Central and South America before declaring its dominion over the entire
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American continent under the Monroe Doctrine (see Chapter III) so, offensive realists
claim, the PRC has been increasing its economic and political leverage over East Asia,
especially since the 1997 South East Asia financial crisis.

According to the Pentagon the struggle for the world’s resources are behind the
dramatic modernisation of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and Beijing’s insistence
that its coastal seas – the East China Sea, the South China Sea, the Yellow Sea, and
even onto the East Indian Ocean – constitute “core” regions of “national interest”.1461

Not only do these seas represent the point of departure/entry for the bulk of China’s
trade, they also boast rich fishing grounds and suspected large supplies of oil and gas
resources. But while other countries denounce what they see as a conscious policy by
the PRC to expand its sphere of influence in the region, likened to an Asian Monroe
Doctrine.

Beijing, for its parts, merely refers to the need to recover its international presence, to
regain territorial rights over islands that were illegally appropriated by the colonial
powers during times its aforementioned “century of humiliation” (see below).

The need to guarantee national security and exercise sovereignty over their rightful
territory has been China’s justification for building up its armed forces, increasing its
annual defense budget by at least 10% year-on-year for nigh on two decades.1462 Beijing
has been at great pains to stress the ‘defensive’ rather than ‘offensive’ nature of it
military force. Washington disagrees. According to National Intelligence Council’s
Global Trends 2015 published in 2000, within 15 years China “will have deployed tens
to several tens of missiles with nuclear warheads targeted against the United States”.1463
Bearing in mind the stated objectives of the 2002 National Security Strategy (NSS 2002
paper – “no state will be allowed to challenge the military supremacy of the United
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States in the 21st century”1464 – the Bush administration took the China geopolitical
threat very seriously.

But being bogged down in Afghanistan and Iraq, Asia-Pacific relations slid down the
order of priorities somewhat, organic intellectuals of American hegemony, such as
neocon Robert D. Kaplan, however, never took their eye off the ball. In an article
entitled “How we would fight China”, published in the Atlantic Monthly, June 2005,
Kaplan warned: “The American military contest in the Pacific will define the twentyfirst century. And China will be a more formidable adversary than Russia ever was.”1465

An excellent guide to American elite thinking and subsequent political action is the
2006 NSS paper National Security, “Forging a world of liberty under law: US national
security in the 21st century”. It stressed the need to “foster and strengthen a regional
order that is trans-Pacific, rather than pan-Asian – that is, one in which the United States
plays a full part”.

This would require “developing a combined political and economic strategy” to “engage
China” and “look for opportunities to strike strategic bargains”, offering Beijing
“greater status and position within the regional and global systems”, while in return
expecting the “to accept and accommodate our core strategic interests, which include
remaining a dominant security provider within East Asia”. The paper advised US
policy-makers to maintain “a strong military capability” to dissuade China “from
regional hegemonic ambitions”, while at the same time forming a closer alliance with
other democratic states, most notably the EU, India and Japan, the US-Japan alliance
considered the “bedrock of American strategy in East Asia”.1466

To support their claims the hawks note the PRCs steady military build up between 2000
and 2010. According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute the PRC’s
expenditure for 2014 stood at around $216bn, the second highest in the world, up 9.7%
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on 2013 and 167% increase on 2005; it spent 2.5 times more than the third place
representing about 12% of global total.

The PRC would counters that the US spends three times more that it does (34% of
global total) and that its military budget only accounts for 2.1% of GDP.1467
Furthermore Beijing has consistently argued the defensive nature of its military.
Justifying its 12.7% military budget increase for 2011 CPC parliamentary spokesman,
Li Zhaoxing, claimed that it was “solely for safeguarding its national sovereignty and
territorial integrity, and will not pose a threat to any country”.1468

The US and its allies were not so sure. From August 2010 onwards Pentagon has
repeatedly warned that China had been expanding/upgrading its nuclear arsenal. Cruise
missiles apart, the PLA is said to have introduced a new generation of land-based longrange Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs), sub-marine launched ballistic
missiles (SLBMs) and Anti-Ship Ballistic Missiles (ASMBs), a medium-range ballistic
missile (MRBM) known as “carrier killer” missile capable of sinking an aircraft carrier
from as far as 2,900km away.1469

The US Navy considers the latter satellite-directed Dongfeng 21 D (DF-21D) missile as
a “game changer” in the Western Pacific. Able to change course in mid-flight and evade
US Aegis anti-missiles interceptors the DF-21D is the central part of Beijing’s
“A2/AD” (Anti-Access/Area Denial) strategy aimed at prevent American aircraft
carriers from deploying to theatre both in China’s coastal seas and beyond.
Furthermore, in December 2010 Beijing finally confirmed what had been rumoured for
many years, that China was building its first aircraft carrier, a refitted Ukrainian vessel,
without even consulting the US. To add insult to injury the People’s Liberation Army
Air Force (PLAAF) chose decide to test its new generation of stealth jet fighter, the J20, the very day (11th January 2011) that US Defense Secretary Robert Gates was in
Beijing to meet Hu Jintao.
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Sceptics would draw attention to the fact that there still remains a major discrepancy in
conventional military capabilities between the countries. While Beijing has not one
aircraft carrier to its name, the US has eleven already in operation; the PRC does
possess 260 nuclear warheads, but this pales into comparison with the US’s estimated
7,100.1470

Nevertheless, hawks insist the PRC is building up large number of relatively
inexpensive but highly accurate non-nuclear ballistic missiles and sea/air launched
missiles able to destroy/disable ports and airfields an undermine US’s position in the
Western Pacific. Furthermore, the Pentagon warns that the PLA is compensating for its
relative inferiority by developing its asymmetric warfare techniques concentrating on
so-called C4ISR (i.e. Command, Control, Communications, Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance) defence system, aimed at gaining the upper hand in
space, cyberspace and information operations and thus to paralyse the US’s military
operations at source. Washington hawks caution that the pace of Beijing’s high-tech
military modernisation has closed the huge military gap, citing the above A2/AD (“antiaccess capability”) strategy, and that the PLA already possesses an ASAT weapons
systems, capable of destroy enemy satellites in space. Such advanced weaponry
contradicts China’s assertion that it is opposed to the militarization of space, the
Pentagon argues.

As noted in Chapter V, presentation aside very little separated the foreign policies of the
Obama and Bush administrations (witness Afghanistan, Guantánamo and IsraelPalestine etc). Quite clearly Obama had not been voted into power to “preside over the
liquidation of the [American] Empire” to quote Winston’s Churchill’s reaction to
proposed Indian independence.1471 Once elected, Obama urged Congress to support him
to make the 21st century “another American century”,1472 reiterating in his 2010 State of
the Union address, “I do not accept second place for the United States”.1473
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Bearing in mind the objectives of NSS 2002, control over Asia-Pacific remained pivotal
to US global power it became evident that it China rising influence constitutes one of
the gravest threats to here that there that China’s threat to US hegemony.

Significantly, one of the first foreign leaders Obama called after his inauguration was
Chinese President Hu Jintao,1474 Secretary of State, Hilary Clinton’s first official trip
abroad was to Asia (notably the PRC). The first step towards the institutionalisation of
this G-2 relationship was taken with the establishment of the US-China Strategic and
Economic Dialogue (involving US Treasury Secretary and Secretary of State).

On his 2009 Asian tour Obama billed himself as “America’s first Pacific president” the
first occupant of the White House to place Asia-Pacific at the top of his geopolitical
agenda, as NSS2006 recommended. In typical hegemonic fashion the Obama line on
China has been to work on consensus, granting them a higher profile in global forums
(e.g. the G20, the IMF, the WTO etc), offering them the opportunity to participate as
junior partners within an American-run system.

On the other hand, less consensually, Obama has repeated the US’s post-war system
(pioneered with the Chapultepec Pact and NATO), signing a series of bilateral military
agreements with China’s nervous neighbours, in return for market access in what
neorealists would recognise a classic balance of power arrangement.

By the end of 2009 Sino-American relations were reaching a head: on-going currency
and trade disputes, failure to agree at the Copenhagen climate change summit; the
alleged cyber attack on Google; and on-going policy difference on Iran meant that the
atmosphere during Obama’s visit to China in November was rather grim. The final
straw came the following January when Washington announced its intention to
conclude a $6.4bn arms deal with Taiwan. Beijing was livid.
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Though the 1979 US Taiwan Relations Act1475 required any US administration “to
provide Taipei with arms of a defensive character”, a subsequent “Sino-American joint
communiqué”, committed Washington to “reduce gradually the sale of arms to
Taiwan”, and to look for a “final resolution”.1476 While the US refused to supply Taiwan
with the 8 submarines and 66 latest F-16 C/D fighters it requested – due to their
‘offensive’ character – the US offered to “retrofit” 150 F-16 A/B fighters (acquired in
1992) in addition to the 114 patriot anti-missile missiles, 12 harpoon anti-ship missiles
and 60 Black Hawk helicopters as part of a $6.4bn.1477

Beijing for its part denounced the proposed arms deal as highly provocative, a threat to
a peaceful resolution strait relations and an illegal intervention into its domestic affairs.
Taiwan, they argued, constituted a non-negotiable “core area” of its national
sovereignty as expressed under its “One China” policy. Beijing declared it was severing
military-to-military relations with Washington and threatened economic sanctions on
American companies implicated in the arms deal. Countering the “arrogant and
“disrespectful” Congressmen’s initiative in August 2011, the CPC’s newspaper
People’s Daily urged “to use its ‘financial weapon’” (e.g. stop buying Treasury bonds)
to “teach the United States a lesson” for violating the joint communiqué.1478

Relations worsened still further a month later (February 2010) when Obama received
Tibet leader-in-exile, the 14th Dalai Lama. Yet again Beijing accused Washington of
interfering in China’s internal politics and seriously undermining bilateral relation by
1475
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wining-and-dining a man they considered a separatist. The event “violated the US’s
government’s repeated acceptance that Tibet is a part of China and it does not support
Tibetan independence”. Washington for its part played down the political significance
of the encounter, justifying Obama’s decision to meet with an “internationally respected
religious leader”.1479

Yet these events turned out to be just the curtain-raisers for the heightened geostrategic
manoeuvring that took place throughout the Asia-Pacific in 2010.

Here the US would follow text-book balance of power arrangements, working with its
Asian allies to contain China’s political presence in the region. This crucially meant its
surrounding seas: the East China Sea, the South China Sea and the Yellow Sea.
Fortunately, the US Navy had enjoyed uninterrupted supremacy of the Asia-Pacific
since WWII, acting on the advice of highly influential Yale geo-strategist, Nicholas J.
Spykman.

In his books America’s Strategy in World Politics (1942) and The Geography of Peace
(1944) (see Chapter IV), Spykman had forwarded the thesis that the main centre of
world power/resources was Eurasia and concluded that if the US wanted to maximise its
global influence it should concentrate on controlling the “supercontinent’s” maritime
Rimland: its effective contact with the outside world.

Similarly, in his recent book “A Contest For Supremacy”, Professor of politics and
international affairs at Princeton’s Woodrow Wilson School, American defensive
realist, Aaron L. Friedberg, warned of the dangers of Washington scaling down its
military presence in the West Pacific. Not only did the US have a moral obligation to
defend Western liberal values against Chinese authoritarianism, “containment” of the
latter threat was vital not only for US economic interests (e.g. ensuring safe passage for
commercial shipping throughout the Western Pacific and into the Indian Ocean) but its
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global hegemony since, in the words of former Singapore Prime Minister, Lee Kuan
Yew: “If you do not hold your ground in the Pacific, you cannot be a world leader”.1480

Now, more than ever, the US Navy had a crucial role in preserving American
hegemony. It was back to the Cold War paradigm. But this time the containment policy
was not officially aimed at the Soviets, but to counter China’s growing influence
throughout the East Rimland as part of its alleged Chinese Monroe Doctrine. Thanks to
this increased tension – whether exaggerated or not by Washington – the latter was able
to use its military hegemony to drive a wedge between China and its Asian neighbours.
In the Asia-Pacific at least that the US would remain the “indispensable power” – in this
case as its role as the benevolent guardian against Chinese – as NSS2006 recommended.

The Yellow Sea was already heavily militarised thanks to the US’s unfinished business
with its particular bête noir – North Korea. The lack of a formal peace treaty at the end
of the Korean War meant that border issues were never settled between Pyongyang and
Seoul.1481

Inter-Korean relations are dictated by the heavy American military presence in South
Korea – with an estimated 28,500 troops stationed there – and the fact that after almost
6o years Washington still enjoys wartime operational control over the latter’s military.
The two forces regularly carry out war-simulation exercises in and around the 38th
parallel and contested waters either side of the NLL. Indeed, left to themselves the two
Koreas might have begun to make progress on the border disagreements and the
demilitarisation the Yellow Sea. This occurred between 1998 and 2008 under South
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Korean Millennium Democratic Party presidents, Kim Dae-jung and Roh Moo-Hyun,
respectively: a period of political conciliation termed the “Sunshine Policy”.

Predictably, given American dominance there, the “Sunshine Policy” had its days
numbered. On the day he took the oath of office (25th February 2008) the new president,
Grand National Party neoconservative hawk Lee Myung-bak, swore to realign Seoul’s
foreign policy: to bolster relations with the US and to “deal with” North Korea. True to
his word Lee Myung-bak adopted an enthusiastically pro-American foreign policy
(making Washington his first official overseas visit) and, in the course of a few months,
scrapped all his predecessor’s agreements with Pyongyang, noticeably the historic
accord of 2000 which provided a framework for reconciliation and eventual
reunification.

Meanwhile, in the US, broad partisan agreement guaranteed that the new resident of the
White House would continue Bush’s “Axis of Evil” crusade against North Korea.
Barack Obama even retained Donald Rumsfeld’s replacement, ex-CIA chief Robert
Gates, as Defense Secretary. The drum beat of war quickened.
On 25th May 2009 the North Korea’s KCNAP news agency announced Pyongyang had
conducted a further underground nuclear test “to bolster up its deterrent for selfdefence”.1482 This led to the US mobilising the UN Security Council and getting it to
pass (unanimously) resolution 1874 on June 12th, which imposed far harsher economic
sanctions on Pyongyang and gave other countries both the right, and responsibility, to
board North Korean ships and planes that landed at ports around the world and inspect
them for weapons. In the autumn of 2009 inter-Korean diplomatic relations worsened
following South Korea’s decision to participate in joint naval operations with the US,
resulting in new naval skirmishes around the NLL, most seriously in November.

But things would come to a head in the spring of 2010, just as Sino-American relations
were worsening. In March 2010 North Korea was accused of torpedoed and sinking the
South Korean warship, the Cheonan, while it was operating neat the NLL, killing 46
sailors. Pyongyang vigorously denied they had anything to do with sinking of the navy
1482
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corvette. Immediately, Lee Myung-bak announced a range of retaliatory measures
against the North, including harsh trade/food aid restrictions, while the US sent a fleet
of American ships headed by the colossal nuclear-powered aircraft carrier USS George
Washington (carrying 75 warplanes and a 6,000-strong crew) to join South Korean
warships in joint naval exercises in (and firing shells and anti-submarine missiles into)
the Sea of Japan.

Though this military manoeuvring was officially aimed at deterring North Korea, “more
subtly”, the Economist noted, it was also “a shot across China’s bows,”1483 for not
denouncing Pyongyang. Then US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton urged Beijing to
“work together” with Washington to deal with the crisis1484 meanwhile permission was
granted for the US navy to engage in joint military exercise with their South Korean
counterparts in the Yellow Sea (but significantly this time without the USS George
Washington).

While all this was going on, Sino-American tension was also on the rise in the East
China Sea – the aforementioned arms sale to Taipei had guaranteed that. Taiwan, as far
as Beijing was concerned, remained a non-negotiable part of Chinese territory and thus
the Taiwan Strait was subject to Chinese laws. Though Washington stopped short of
recognising Taiwan’s independence it considered China’s claim over the Taiwan Strait
as yet another example (see the South China Sea below) of Beijing trying to extend its
territorial claims beyond the 12-nautical-mile limit accepted through customary
international and codified by the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, which
incidentally the US (along with three of its arch enemies North Korea, Iran, Venezuela)
had still not ratified.

But Taiwan was not the only cause of Sino-American strains in the East China Sea.
Further south, the recently re-modelled pro-American government in Japan was making
sure the pressure on China was stepped up.
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When the progressive Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) finally swept the conservative
(pro-US) Liberal Democratic Party from power in August 2009 after almost 55 years of
continuous rule, it did appear change was on the way. The DPJ had run an electoral
campaign on a radically new foreign policy platform based on: i) improving diplomatic
relations with China; ii) re-examining its long-standing subservience to Washington;
and iii) adopting a more independent foreign policy, including negotiating a possible
East Asian Community, to the exclusion of the Americans. Top of the list was to
remove the US Futenma airbase from Okinawa – the symbol of American hegemony –
which remained hugely unpopular with the Japanese public (a similar situation occurred
with bases in South Korea) – and make public any secret agreement which allowed the
US to bring nuclear weapons to the island.

This represented a fundamental challenge to the status of Japan as long-time American
client state. Once in power, however, the DPJ was told point-blank by Washington that
such a policy shift was unacceptable. Forced to backtrack, the DPJ alienated its Social
Democrat coalition partners and the Japanese population in general with Prime Minister
Yukio Hatoyama’s popularity plummeting below 20% in the polls. He dutifully
resigned in shame in June 2010 while his fellow ‘foreign policy radicals’ found
themselves marginalised. Asked about the significance of the political change Pentagon
press secretary, Geoff Morrell, expressed confidence that “whoever is in power will
respect the agreements that have been forged by previous administrations”.1485

A new pro-American DPJ prime minister was duly nominated, Naoto Kan, who wasted
no time in shelving the Okinawa request. The end of Japanese post-war pacifism
appeared at an end with Tokyo reacting to Washington pressure to adopt a more
assertive military stance and expand its defense budget (e.g. increasing its submarine
fleet and buying US F-35s) to ‘send a signal to the Chinese’ in the light of the latter’s
rising power in the Yellow Sea (see below). In September 2010 at the APEC Summit
Kan committed Japan to a Trans-Pacific Partnership aimed at killing the East Asian
Community idea, while Tokyo agreed to collaborate more closely with Washington on
military affairs.
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Washington reciprocated, ordering its ambassador to Japan, John Roos, the US
ambassador to attend the Hiroshima memorial service on the 6th August, the first
representative of the US government to do so in 65 years. The same month a joint USJapan military exercise took place on Okinawa.

As expected Sino-Nippon diplomatic relations now took a turn for the worse. In early
September 2010 the Japanese Coast Guard arrested and jailed a Chinese fishing boat
captain for allegedly ramming two Japanese boats who were trying to drive him out of
disputed waters, although there were reputedly over 100 Chinese boats fishing in the
area at the time. The incident took place off the coast of the inhabited Senkaku islands
(the Diaoyo Islands to the Chinese), which neighbours significant rich oil and gas
deposits (and fishing grounds) off the East coast of Taiwan. China, Japan and Taiwan
all claimed sovereignty over these islands and surrounding territories, Japan having
controlled them since the Manchu emperor ceded them (and Taiwan) to it in 1895.

Beijing has always maintained this was an illegal act and that the Diaoyo Islands are
part of Taiwan province and have constituted China’s “sacred territory” since “ancient
times”.1486 Since Deng Xiaoping there had been a diplomatic agreement to avoid
conflict over the Senkaku Islands. Beijing expressed surprise that Tokyo would risk
worsening bilateral relations over such an issue, a line shared by the normally Sinosceptic Wall Street Journal.1487 The US, for its part, played a double game: declaring its
neutrality on the territorial dispute while at the same time repeatedly affirmed that the
Senkaku islands were protected under the terms of the 1960 Treaty of Mutual
Cooperation and Security. Beijing disagreed.

The PRC took the incident very seriously. It suspended senior-level government
contact; halted discussion on new flights between the new countries; arrested four
Japanese businessmen on spying charges; ordered the 32 official exporters of rare earth
metals to withhold shipments to Japan; suspended the May agreement to allow joint
exploration of gas reserves in the East China Sea and cooperation in the coal industry;
cancelled student exchanges; and permitted/encouraged anti-Japanese demonstrators to
1486
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take to the streets. Apart from the captain’s release the government demanded a full
apology and economic compensation.

For Japan China’s reaction was both illogical and unlawful. Prime Minister Naoto Kan
named pro-US ‘China hawk’ Seiji Maehara as new Foreign Minister while calling on
Beijing to act as a “responsible member of the international community” and expressed
concern about the latter’s military build up and “increasingly ambitious maritime
activities in the area stretching from the Indian Ocean to the East China Sea”.1488

Despite its obvious pro-Tokyo bias, Washington played the role of neutral ‘peacemaker’. On 30th October Hillary Clinton proposed a three-way meeting to discuss the
issue, while making it “very clear to both sides” that they wanted “the temperature to go
down on these issues”.1489 Beijing refused the US’s offer of mediation on what they
consider an area of non-negotiable national sovereignty. In October it was announced
that the US and Japan would begin new joint military operations near the Senkaku
Islands. These exercises were aimed at preventing a Chinese invasion of Taiwan;
something which pleased neither Beijing nor Taipei nor the Taiwanese people.

In July 2014 Japan’s conservative Prime Minster Shinzo Abe announced changes to
article 9 of its constitution which would permit sending national troops to fight oversee
for the first time since WWII: a decision lauded by Washington; Beijing thought
otherwise.
A third area of geostrategic importance was the South China Sea. Here a similar
scenario was being played out. In the last two years the region has been the site of
several incidents involving America ships (e.g. the USS Impeccable and the USS
Victorious) and various types of Chinese vessels (e.g. fishing trawlers and merchant and
government ships).

The South China Sea has become increasingly important. Not only is it considered one
of the world’s chief shipping lanes, linking East Asia to the Middle East, but the Paracel
and Spratly islands – which Beijing claimed as theirs – are thought to sit atop vast
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reserves of hydrocarbon energy resources and minerals and are surrounded by abundant
fishing grounds (especially the much prized blue fin tuna).

Many states in the region had long contested sovereignty over parts of the sea but under
the “Declaration on the Conduct of Parties in the South China Sea”, signed by the
ASEAN states and China in 2002, all signatory countries pledged to resolve their
disputes in a peaceful manner. Tension flared up there in May 2009, however, when the
UN Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf requested all nations fail formal
claims to extend continental shelves beyond those established by the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) (e.g. 200 nautical miles), by the end of
the year.

Beijing announced it exercised indisputable sovereignty rights over the bulk of the
South China Sea, which it considered a “core interest”, (on a par with Taiwan, Tibet and
Xinjiang). This meant China was claiming sovereignty over all the resources (both in
the sea and the seabed) in the region as well as the aforementioned Paracel and Spratly
islands, also contested by Taiwan, Malaysia, Brunei, the Philippines1490 and
Vietnam.1491

Things then started to get ugly. According to the journal Foreign Affairs, China navy
had carried out “unprecedented” aggressive military exercises in the South China Sea
aimed at controlling the regional fishing trade involving firing on Vietnamese
fishermen, confiscating their boats and imposing a unilateral fishing ban to restore
deteriorating fish stocks.1492 In total Vietnamese authorities reported that 63 fishing
boats with 725 crew members had been seized in the disputed waters since 2005.1493
Hanoi also claimed China had harassed many of its boats that were carrying out
legitimate oil exploration activities in the area, even cutting their seismic survey cables,
1490
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and demanding that all such exploration cease. Indeed, China’s energy SOE have
entered into a number of exploration and production joint ventures with foreign energy
companies such as Exxon Mobil, Chevron, Shell, and BP, who Hanoi claims, Beijing
has put pressure on not to sign similar joint ventures with other countries in the region
under threat of having their business opportunities in China curtailed.1494

Against this background the US has also been quick to extend the hand of friendship to
Vietnam and its neighbours. At the annual ASEAN Regional Forum (Asian security
forum) in Hanoi in July 2010 then Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton declared that
“freedom of navigation and unimpeded lawful commerce” in the South China Sea was
part of her country’s “national interest” and “pivotal to regional stability”.1495
Washington offered to act as mediator to resolve the on-going maritime dispute, again
presenting itself as a peaceful counterpart to Chinese aggressiveness.

The US was now engaged in “the most comprehensive burst of diplomatic and military
activity in Asia, particularly South-East Asia in decades”, according to Douglas Paal of
the Washington think-tank, Carnegie Endowment.1496 Similarly, the Financial Times
classified Clinton’s speech as “one of the most striking symbols of the diplomatic battle
that will define Asia for the next few decades – a tussle between the US and China to be
the dominant voice.” 1497

China’s Secretary of State, Yang Jiechi, reacted furiously to such intrusion, accusing the
US of plotting against it and warned Washington of the risks it was running by
“internationalising” what Beijing considered bilateral matters.1498 Beijing was even
more livid when 12 of the 27 countries (including Indonesia, Malaysia, Taiwan,
Vietnam, Brunei and the Philippines) actually vocalised their support for US
intervention.

As a consequence the Washington-Hanoi bilateral relationship was stepped up
dramatically in 2010, reflected in high-level diplomatic dialogue, increased trade and
1494
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investment and regular military contact. Speaking at Vietnam National University on
the eve of the 1st ASEAN Defence Ministers Meeting Plus (ADMM-Plus)1499 on the 11th
October 2010, Robert Gates, US Defense Secretary emphasized that the Obama
administration had made “engagement with our South-eastern partners a priority of our
policy in Asia”. He reassured Hanoi of Washington’s on-going commitment,
underscoring the closeness and robustness of their “real bilateral defense relationship”,
stressing it was time to upgrade their strategic relationship to a new level, while at the
same time urging Vietnam to lock itself into multilateral institutions “in order”, he
asserted “to confront the most important security challenges in the region”.1500

In a show of good faith Vietnamese officials were invited on board the USS George
Washington aircraft carrier to observe naval manoeuvres in August 2011 and the US
finally gave Hanoi permission to enrich their own uranium. At the time of writing Hanoi
continued to assure Beijing that it would form no alliances or authorise any military
base coalitions that threaten China.1501
The following day (12th October), at the 1st ADMM-Plus, with the theme of “Strategic
Cooperation for Peace, Stability and Development in the Region”, the US again played
the role of neutral peace-maker. Washington, according to Gates, “does not take sides
on competing territorial claims, such as those in the South China Sea”, insisting only
that they “be settled peacefully, without force or coercion” and “in keeping with
customary international law” while reiterating that the US had a “national interest in
freedom of navigation; in unimpeded economic development and commerce; and in
respect for international law”1502 without mentioning China as the aggressor.

1499
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Beijing denied it threatened free navigation and open trade in the South China Sea,
citing the fact that over 40,000 vessels passed through one of the world’s busiest
shipping lanes each year. Writing in the CPC funded Global Times, Liu Feitao at the
Chinese Institute of International Studies, accused the US of purposely creating regional
instability, of “beating the drum on an issue that doesn’t really exist” in order to
“maintain its military hegemony in Asia-Pacific region”. For years Washington had
been carrying out military surveillance activities in the South China Sea, Liu Feitao
held, and that the “freedom of navigation” the referred to was merely the “freedom of
the U.S. military to threaten our country”.1503

More diplomatically, Liang Guanglie, the PRC’s Defence Minister, reiterated that
“China pursues a defense policy that is defensive in nature” and that its recent military
build up “was not aimed at challenging or threatening anyone but to ensure its security
and promote international and regional peace and security”. Extending an olive branch
to Vietnam, in particular, Liang called for greater mutual understanding and trust to
guarantee stability, prosperity and enhanced security cooperation in the South China
Sea which, American analysts noted, he did not refer to this time as a region of “core
interest”. 1504

And finally, though not definitively, China growing regional prowess was also started to
awake the sleeping giant to its east – India. On the surface, Sino-Indian political
relations appear quite healthy. In April 2005 they agreed to establish “India-China
Strategic and Cooperative Partnership for Peace and Prosperity” set up a mechanism of
regular exchange visits between the Heads of State/Government and Foreign Ministers
and parliamentary representatives as well as a telephone hotline to improve their
bilateral relations.

Over the next five years the respective heads of state met 11 times culminating in the
joint communiqué (16th December 2010) which sort to “deepen and enrich” the
aforementioned partnership by enhancing economic/functional cooperation, strategic
1503
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communication and broadening cultural, education and civil society level exchanges.
Both sides recognised that as “the two largest developing countries in the world” they
had “important and historical responsibilities” to guarantee “sustainable economic and
social development” and that the bilateral relationship had “acquired global and
strategic significance”. Nevertheless, the communiqué stressed that there was “enough
space in the world for the development of both India and China”. To show good faith
they announced their commitment to “multilateral arms controls, disarmament and nonproliferation processes” and the “complete prohibition and thorough destruction of all
nuclear weapons”.1505

Yet, despite the smooth-sounding diplomatic rhetoric, tensions between the countries
remained. Apart from differences over trade policy (see above), there were some key
political issues remained unresolved.

First and foremost there was “the boundary question”. Like elsewhere in Asia, India has
pending territorial disputes with China, this time over Aksai Chin and Arunachal
Pradesh, which neither the Sino-India War (1962) nor the Sino-India skirmish (1987)
helped to resolve. Under the aforementioned “Strategic and Cooperative Agreement”
New Delhi and Beijing did commitment themselves to resolving the boundary issue
peacefully, with China even formally abandoning its claim to the tiny Himalayan
province of Sikkim, as a gesture. Yet over time attitudes have been hardening.

Aksai Chin is presently under China authority although India considers it part of its
state of Kashmir. Due to the disputed status of said state, Beijing has angered New
Delhi by its insistence that anyone travelling into China from Kashmir will be issued a
special stapled paper visa, instead of the normal one. Furthermore, China later refused
to participate in military exchanges with India unless it omitted the name of a General
based in Kashmir.

In addition, as China’s demand for ever scarce water resources increases control over
Arunachal Pradesh (which Beijing considers southern Tibet) is beginning began to
acquire greater importance since the upper stream of the Brahmaputra River passes
1505
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through it. Despite agreements on water-sharing New Delhi has begun to express
frustration with Beijing for its feverish dam construction and pursuit of various hydro
and irrigation projects carried out higher upstream which they fear could the
downstream flow of the Brahmaputra River. If that were not enough India accuses
China of increased militarization of Tibet while China denounces India’s support for the
exiled 14th Dalai Lama, and allowing him, rather provocatively, to visit Arunachal
Pradesh in 2009 and Sikkim in December 2010.

Another key area of dispute was the scale of China’s rapidly expanding economic and
political ties with, and military support for, West Asian states such as Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, Pakistan, Burma, Nepal and the Maldives – an area New Delhi has long
considered its ‘own back yard’ – involving Beijing building and operating strategically
located ports (the so-called “string of pearls” plan) along the north shore of the Indian
Ocean to control. China’s new ‘strategic partnership’ with its “all-weather” ally, India’s
long term bête noir, Pakistan, is particularly worrying for New Delhi.

In addition to the construction of the deepwater port at Gwadar (which Islamabad has
urged Beijing to turn into a naval base) linked up to Western China by specially
constructed roads and railway lines and increased commercial ties (bilateral trade has
risen tenfold in a decade), Beijing has become Islamabad’s biggest supplier of nuclear
technology, having recently informed the International Atomic Energy Agency of its
plans to export two more nuclear reactors to Pakistan in addition to one already built
and second under construction.1506 According to The Economist New Delhi is starting to
feel hemmed in by China’s “new assertiveness” which is seeking a “foothold in South
Asia”.1507

Yet once gain, be the threats real or imagined, the flames of anti-China policy in the
region are being fanned by the US. Erstwhile Cold War enemies, the US and India saw
their relations improve from the early 1990s as Washington gradually came to
appreciate India’s economic (potential for economic growth/cheap labour supply for its
corporation), ideological (liberal democratic state), military/geostrategic (a decentlyequipped nuclear power and enemy of against Islamic fundamentalism)
1506
1507
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Though Indo-US military cooperation began under Clinton onwards, it was the dramatic
rise of the PRC which convinced Washington to step up collaboration. Significantly,
under the G.W. Bush administration the US signed the so-called “123 agreement” in
October 2008 which involved the Washington granting New Delhi privileged access to
nuclear reactors, fuel and technology. Between the spring of 2009 and the autumn of
2010 President Obama and Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh met nine times to
strengthen the defence partnership – Washington has conducted more military exercises
with New Delhi in recent years than any other country (e.g. 50 exercises in 8 years)1508
– resulting in the landmark arms deal for US military transport aircraft and possible
future sale of jet fighters.

It was this increased Indo-US military cooperation, more than anything else, which
drove Pakistan into the Chinese camp, coming as it did on the back of a general
worsening Washington-Islamabad, with the former angry over the latter’s duplicity in
stemming Islamic fundamentalism in Afghanistan and Pakistan’s annoyance at the US’s
unilateral decision to carry out, unannounced, the assassination of Osama Bin Laden on
its soil.

According to Secretary of State Hilary Clinton, “India and the US have never mattered
more to each other”.1509 Robert O. Blake, US Assistant Secretary for South and Central
Asian Affairs, insisted the US-India relationship as one of Washington’s “defining”
partnership of the 21st century.

Washington has repeatedly called for New Delhi to step up its international profile,
citing its valuable role in anti-piracy, peacekeeping and humanitarian operations and
publicly voicing its support for India’s desire to “play a greater role in the United
Nations”,1510 and be granted a permanent seat on the UN Security Council. But Beijing
is not fooled. It knows what the US really wants is for India to play a “more active” role
in East Asia politics, specifically to counterbalance China, as confirmed by a senior US
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government official interviewed on the eve of Obama’s visit to India on the 5th
November 2010.1511

Significantly, Obama’s trip to India was the first stop of his 10-day, unsubtly titled,
“tour of Asian democracies”, taking in Japan, South Korea and Indonesia. “The primary
purpose” of this journey, according to the White House was to gain access to “some of
the fastest growing markets in the world” which was “an important part of the
President’s National Export Initiative” to double US exports over the next five years.1512
Yet this explanation deliberately obscured the essential geopolitical objectives of the
trip.

The “underlying focus of the grand tour”, this “celebration of Asia’s liberal bastion”,
Time magazine noted, was the “dragon in the room” – China – whose international
image had shifted, the publication claimed, from “global economic saviour into…a
bully”.1513

It was time once again for the US, the champion of liberal democracy, to respond to
demands from its allies to play reluctant global protector against an aggressively
expansive ‘rogue state’. “The most common thing that Asian leaders have said to me in
my travels over the last 20 months”, claimed Hillary Clinton, on the verge of embarking
on her own two-week seven-country tour of the Asia-Pacific Rimland,” was “Thank
you, we’re so glad that you’re playing an active role in Asia again.” Nevertheless as The
New York Times admitted, the swift rise of the PRC had given Washington “an
opportunity to reassert itself”.1514
Apart from pushing multilateralism and guaranteeing maritime military support in the
region the US stepped up bilateral negotiations with countries throughout South East
Asia. Special attention was paid to strengthening military (and even nuclear)
cooperation with the ‘second India’ in the Eurasia Rimland, Indonesia. Covering a huge
1511
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area, rich in natural resources and sitting on the Strait of Malacca, Washington has long
considered control of Indonesia a vital national interest – witness its key role in
maintaining the Suharto regime – but the rise of China increases it geostrategic
importance even further.

In spite of, or maybe because of, heightened US diplomacy in the region, political
tensions in East Asia hit new levels in mid-November of 2010.
Against the backdrop of domestic economic and political instability, and what it
perceived as Western aggressive military activity in its waters, North Korea decided to
play a card of its own: revealing via “stunned” Stanford nuclear scientist, Siegfried S.
Hecher that it had secretly developed a sophisticated “ultramodern” uranium enriching
faculty at Yongbyon. The following week the South Korean and American militaries
embarked on their annual joint war-simulation drill, provocatively dubbed Hoguk
exercise (“Defend the State”), on the South Korean peninsula. Participating in this huge
exercise were the US’s 31st Marine Expeditionary Unit and the 7th Air Force while
Seoul contributed 50 warships, 500 war planes, 90 helicopters 70,000 troops and 600
tanks.1515

Despite Pyongyang’s opposition, South Korea conducted a 4-hour artillery exercise
from its military base on Yeonpyeong Island, situated in disputed coastal waters just
12km from the North Korean shore, firing over 900 live shells per hour into the sea. On
the 23rd November, after repeated calls for the action to be halted, and as heavier
missiles reportedly landed closer to their coastline,1516 Pyongyang gave orders to open
fire on the Yeonpyeong artillery base, resulting in the death of two soldiers and two
civilian contract workers (the number North Korean casualties was not a revealed).

North Korea was widely denounced by the ‘international community’ for its warmongering, most vigorously by the US and its traditional allies, Britain and Japan.
Pyongyang itself blamed Seoul, announcing it regretted the civilian deaths but criticised
South Korea for purposely placing a human shield of civilians around artillery positions
on a military base.
1515
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In light of the “clear armed provocation”, right-wing politicians in South Korea’s
National Assembly urged the government to take tougher military action, criticising
President Lee Myung-bak for being too prudent and not retaliating with full force. Seoul
mobilised the military (entering into “crisis status”) and the Defense Secretary was
replaced by renowned far-right hardliner, former four-star general, Kim Kwan-jin, who
was promptly designated the task of shaking up the military and ridding it of its
“bureaucratic atmosphere”.1517 The White House press secretary, in the meantime,
called on North Korea to “halt its belligerent actions”, while declaring the US “firmly
committed” to South Korea’s defense,1518 dispatching the USS George Washington and
a fleet of warships to participate with Seoul in their largest-ever joint naval exercises in
the Yellow Sea, though this time taking place well south of the NLL.

As for China, the shelling of a South Korea appeared to take it completely by surprise.
Officials in Beijing implied that they had no prior knowledge of the attack while the
Foreign Ministry spokesman at a rapidly organised a press briefing insisted he was still
trying to verify media reports. Clearly perturbed about so much military manoeuvring
on its doorstep drove, Beijing called for “emergency consultations” with the other
powers, preferably as part of Six-Party negotiations (China, US, North Korea, South
Korea, Japan and Russia) to discuss the crisis and North Korea’s nuclear programme.
Keen to take advantage of the situation and engineer a split between Beijing and
Pyongyang, Washington refused the PRC’s six-partite regional peace forum proposal,
saying it was off the agenda until the North Korean government took concrete steps to
change its behaviour.
The US favoured other diplomatic options. On 6th December “a truly historic trilateral
meeting”1519 took place between US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton and the
respective Japanese and South Korean foreign ministers at the State Department.
During a press conference Clinton urged North Korea to “cease its provocative
1517
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behaviour” and “comply with its international obligations and take concrete steps to
implement it denuclearisation commitments”.1520

The White House, meanwhile, constantly reiterated that South Korea was the
cornerstone of US security policy in the Pacific. In a joint statement US chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Mike Mullen assured his South Korean counterpart,
General Han Min-koo, Korea, “we have been on your side for decades and…will be at
your side for many more”, praising the country’s “restraint” in face of the “rapidly
evolving threat” that was North Korea. Mullen also called on China –conspicuously not
invited to Washington – to act responsibly, to take a harder line with Pyongyang, “and
guide the North, and indeed the whole region, to a better future”.1521 That same morning
President Obama telephoned his Chinese counter-part, Hu Jintao urging him to send “a
clear message” to North Korea that their “provocations” were “unacceptable”.1522

South Korea, perhaps spurred on by the vision of a weakening North Korea, with its
poor economy, ailing dictator, and WikiLeaks documents suggesting Beijing was losing
patience with Pyongyang, could now smell blood. On the December 9th Seoul
announced plans to hold more live-fire military exercises, this time in 29 locations near
the NLL (including Yeonpyeong). “[U]nification is drawing near” President Lee
announced to Korean residents in Kuala Lumpur.1523 True to form on the 20th December
South Korean marines once again held live-fire on Yeonpyeong, carrying out a 90minute artillery barrage into the disputed sea, this time backed up by F-15K fighterbombers who circles above.1524

As South Korean troops sported yellow headbands with the word tongil, the Korean
word for ‘reunification’, written on them, Pyongyang’s official news agency issued a
statement saying it was “not worth reacting” to the “despicable military provocation”,
1520
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referring to itself as “the true champion of peace”.1525 Addressing the Security Council a
day earlier the US Permanent Representative to the UN Susan E. Rice explained that it
was “important to recognise that there is nothing unusual about these planned drills”,
they were “exclusively defensive in nature and…have been regularly conducted for
years”.1526

The Korean situation is a classic example of political statecraft. Washington had
deliberately boxed Beijing into a corner, knowing the latter’s relationship with
Pyongyang was far from simple.

On one hand, and despite the Washington’s portrayal, Beijing is no unconditional
supporter of Pyongyang, angry at what it sees as the latter’s brinkmanship, poor
communication and secrecy. North Korea’s decision to go ahead with nuclear testing in
2006 and 2009 (which led to the introduction of US Security Council Resolution 1718
and subsequent sanctions) particular annoyed China.

On the other hand, China refuses to officially condemn North Korea, even after the
shelling incident, preferring to tackle the problem in private or vent its frustration via its
official media channels.

Firstly, this is because Beijing cannot be seen to cave in under US politico-military
pressure. Such a submission would undermine both its prestige abroad, especially
throughout Asia-Pacific, and perhaps more importantly, the unity of the CPC, with
hardline nationalists likely to break from the appeasers.

Secondly, China does not want to risk destabilising Kim Jong-un’s regime at this
delicate transition period. This could unleash a dangerous civil war on its doorstep or
worse still, lead to its collapse and unification with South Korea, a flood of refugees
heading northbound and the US army stationed on its doorstep. Having to choose
between US aircraft carrier-led fleets patrolling its seas or North Korea’s collapse and
1525
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subsequent unification with South Korea leaves China literally trapped, as it were,
‘between the devil and the deep blue sea’.

As Beijing is only too well aware, the more volatile the political situation in East Asia,
the greater the threat to Beijing’s economy growth model and any dreams it might have
of regional hegemony.

The prospects for peace in the Yellow Sea ultimately depend on American political will.
Pyongyang is prepared to cut a deal. It has indicated its readiness to: i) allow UN
nuclear inspectors back in the country (including the Yongbyon nuclear complex, the
site of its new facility) to ensure that it is not producing uranium for military purposes;
ii) sell 12,000 plutonium fuel rods to Seoul; and iii) remove all bomb-making material
from its territory. In return it wants the restoration of diplomatic relations and a formal
peace treaty ending the Korean War (and settling borders). This was confirmed by
former US Ambassador to the UN, Governor of New Mexico, Bill Richardson who
spent five days on an unofficial trip to North Korea meeting with high-ranking officials,
the Vice-President, and members of the Foreign Ministry.1527

Donald P Gregg, former US ambassador to South Korea (1989-1993) and National
Security Advisor to Vice-President George H.W. Bush is also of the same opinion that
“[w]hat Kim wants is sustained serious talks with the US, leading to a comprehensive
peace treaty North Korea”. “We demonize [Kim Jong II] as a ‘nut case’”, Gregg
continued, “but I have talked to Russians, Chinese, South Koreans and Americans who
have met with him at length, and all say he is extremely intelligent”.1528

Former US President, Jimmy Carter, who with Bill Clinton’s approval held bilateral
talks with Kim Jong II in 1994, concurs: “Pyongyang has sent a consistent message that
during direct talks with the United States, it’s ready to conclude an agreement to end its
nuclear programs, put them all under IAEA inspection and conclude a permanent peace
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treaty to replace the temporary cease-fire of 1953. We should consider responding to
this offer”.1529

There does appear a window of opportunity to resolve the ‘North Korean problem’. The
bottom line, of course, is that to sustain American military hegemony in Asia Pacific, it
must remain firmly closed. According to one of China’s official newspapers, the root of
the problem is simply that “[t]he U.S. cannot tolerate the reasonable growth of China’s
national strength and regional influence”1530

Towards the end of 2010 China’s dialogue with the larger Asian countries appeared to
improve somewhat, despite that fact that the essential military/territorial disputes
remained unresolved. Wen Jiabao’s aforementioned state visit to India in midDecember, for example, involved an “in depth exchange of views” with both agreeing
to “go beyond” narrow bilateral interests and make a “vital contribution” to global
peace.1531

High-level Sino-Nippon diplomatic relations were also finally restored, with Tokyo
releasing the aforementioned captain without charges and Beijing resuming its exports
of rare earth export ban on the 19th November.1532 Though they still clash on many
issues – not least what Japan considers the PRC’s destructive interventionism in the area
of international finance1533 – both are keen to avoid open confrontation. Beijing is eager
not to drive Tokyo into the US camp, conscious that any aspiration it may have for a
larger leadership role in Asia (let alone hegemony), will depend on maintaining good
bilateral relations with its neighbour. Japan for its part, like all of Asia, is desperate to
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take advantage of the huge trade opportunities available in China despite its
government’s hardline brinkmanship.

In January 2011, exactly a year after military-to-military relations were severed, SinoUS relations also appeared to somewhat. On the 9th-12th January Defence Secretary
Robert Gates made a confidence-building trip to Beijing meeting, hoping to get
advances on nuclear weapons, missile defence, cyber-warfare with his Chinese
counterpart, Liang Guanglie, ahead of President Hu Jintao’s state visit to the
Washington a week later.1534
When Hu carried out his state visit to Washington on the 18th January the White House
gave a welcome, in the words of The Economist, “full of pomp and pageantry that
American presidents seldom lay on even for their closest friends”.1535 Obama and Hu
held three hours of face-to-face talks before turning to bilateral trade issues, inviting
Chinese and American business leaders in to debate about market access, especially the
PRC opening government procurement contracts and enforcing intellectual property
rights.
In a joint press conference on 19th January Obama urged the two countries to cooperate
together, saying he believed “China’s peaceful rise is good for the world and it’s good
for America”, adding “We want to sell you all kinds of stuff. We want to sell you
planes, we want to sell you software”. Obama urged further economic market-orientated
reforms, including renminbi revaluation and opening up government procurement
businesses, reminding Hu that China’s rapid growth was partly due to US hegemony:
underwriting a global trading system and guaranteeing “decades of stability in Asia” by
its “forward presence in the region”.1536 Thanks to the US Navy, The Economist
1534
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concurred, “China gets a huge free ride in the form of safe sea lanes and vast supplies of
Middle East oil.”1537

Finally Obama pressed Hu on human rights, noting that its constitution included “basic
human rights like freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly, of association and
demonstration, and of religion”.1538 To which Hu responded that the PRC was “always
committed to the promotion and protection of human rights”, saying he respected “the
universality of human rights” although “we also need to take into account the different
national circumstance”.

While admitting “a lot needs to be done” Hu insisted Beijing was “willing to engage in
dialogue and exchanges” with Washington but always on the “basis of mutual respect
and the principle of non-interference in each other’s affairs”. Hu similarly pledged to
work with the US on issues such as “climate change, terrorism, transnational crime,
energy and resource security, food security, public health security and serious natural
disasters”. Hu even agreed to cooperate on security in the Asia Pacific region and to
“maintain stability and peace on the [Korean] peninsula” and throughout North East
Asia. 1539

Yet despite the comforting show of solidarity in Washington, the fundamental issues
remain. Below the surface of contemporary debates about currency evaluation, global
market expansion, rare earth metals1540 or geopolitics in Asia-Pacific, lies a deeper
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structural problem of a global hegemon in demise. Historically, this process is not one
that can be negotiated peacefully for the mutual benefit of all (i.e. a positive sum game)
as liberal theory would suggest.

At present the military threat China poses US geostrategic interests is minimal. The
New York Times insisted in its first editorial of 2011 that “Washington must respond,
carefully but firmly” to Beijing who seems increasingly intent on challenging United
States naval supremacy in Western Pacific.1541 Yet despite claims of China’s
aforementioned “string of pearls” strategy little evidence has been forwarded that China
indeed seeks to turn commercial ports into naval bases (e.g. setting up ‘listening posts’
or ‘monitoring stations’). Instead the US navy continues to dominate the Pacific
operating everywhere with impunity under the guise of protecting commercial shipping.
China, for one, asks whether it is really necessary for the 5th Fleet to carry out their
‘routine military surveys’ in the Yellow Sea so close to China’s exclusive export zones
(EEZ)? (One could imagine the American reaction were China or Russia to hold huge
nuclear aircraft carrier-led naval manoeuvres in the Gulf of Mexico, involving joint
live-fire exercises with Cuba or carrying out amphibious landings in Mexico).

Nevertheless, a growing conservative “anti-Shanghai coalition” in Washington advocate
a more assertive policy towards Beijing’s so-called military expansionism in the region.,
using the Chinese threat as a justification to construct a new US-centred containment
security alliance incorporating a “community of Asian democracies” akin to the NATO
security arrangements in Europe in the Cold War. Thus by fanning the flames of discord
in the region, Washington hopes US hegemony can be perpetuated.

As indicated above, this is starting to happen. Taking Japan as its “cornerstone” the US
is throughout Asia (from South Korea to India, taking in Singapore, Guam, Indonesia,
Thailand and Vietnam), Australia (military base announced November 2011) and across
Central Asia (not to mention across Central Asia and onto Europe). The US is moving
Mark Landler). This tendency looks set to continue in 2011 given Beijing’s determination to reduce its
exports quota each year. According to China’s official government web page the Chinese State Council
has agreed to raise export tariffs on some rare earth metals from January 1st 2011 without specifying
which types and by how much (See Chinese Government’s Official Web Portal: “China to raise tariffs on
certain rare earth exports
in 2011, 14th December 2010, ” http://english.gov.cn/201012/14/content_1765692.htm)
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forward with its Asian Missile System, set to reinforced by a naval base on Jenju Island,
fifty miles south of the Korean peninsula, despite fierce opposition from the locals. The
‘threat’ in the region is supposedly North Korea (its Taepodong ballistic missiles) nut
Beijing knows full well that the new base at Jenju will house long-range ballistic
missiles aimed at in South East China’s batteries which are targeted on Taiwan and
Japan.

The above brief study of US’s balance of power strategy in the Asia-Pacific during the
But at the same time the Washington must be very careful just how far it pushes
Beijing. Following Paul Kennedy’s “imperial overstretch” paradigm, military
dominance not backed up with productive superiority was unsustainable. For 110 years
the US has been the no.1 manufacturing nation by output yet according to figures
published HIS Global Insight, a US-based economics consultancy, it looks to relinquish
that spot to China in 2011.1542

The significance of the US balance of power strategy in the Asia-Pacific region during
its most fraught period, up to date, reveals the extent to which American political and
military hegemony is still intact. So far Washington has skilfully manoeuvred to delimit
China’s military expansion in the region and preserve its own hegemony.

The ultimate irony, of course operations in Afghanistan, and the maintenance of its
global military reach (over 800 military installation worldwide, many in Asia-Pacific),
can only be financed by the Chinese (and others) financing their massive current
account deficit. Long-term, Beijing is hardly going to continue payrolling its gaoler,
especially since China’s trade dependence on the US is declining. The dilemma the US
finds itself in was succinctly put by Hillary Clinton in March 2010 during an official
lunch, when, she reportedly asked the then Australian Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd,
“How do you deal toughly with your banker?”1543
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Conclusion
The central objective of this thesis has been to address the question as to whether the
world order (WO) was entering a new post-hegemonic phase as many scholars had
affirmed. This was not a question of accounting, of listing and then comparing the
“capacities” enjoyed by a particular nation, groups of nations or transnational actors, but
rather seeking to identify deeper running social tendencies and associated social forces
at play.

In order to do so it was considered essential to elaborate a more convincing theoretical
framework from which to analyse the changing dynamics of world order and in concrete
world hegemony.

Thus, and bearing in mind the need to explicitly set out the ontological, epistemological
and methodological assumptions adopted in any research project, the aim of Chapter I
was to develop a materialist critical philosophy of science, which in its under-labouring
role, would underpin the theoretical construction (see Chapter II) and subsequent
historical materialist ‘empirical’ analysis for the rest of the thesis (Chapter III-VIl).

It was noted how, according to critical realists our knowledge of reality (the intransitive
dimension) was only ever perceived transitively reflected in the triple vertically
stratified ontological model they adopted (constituted by the real, the actual and the
empirical). Although committed to methodological monism, critical realists, coinciding
with the ‘interpretists’, accepting that both reflexivity and inter-subjectivity carried out a
vital function in reproducing or transforming the social (as opposed to the natural)
sphere. The critical realist approach forwarded here, in essence, did recognise a ‘real
world’ ‘out there’, independent of the observer (ontological realism) but sadly our
knowledge of that reality was imperfect and filtered through the theory and ideology
which we adopted (epistemic relativism), which helped to socially construct that world.

Evidently, such assertions would have important epistemological and methodological
repercussions for the present thesis.
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Since imperfect knowledge meant absolute objective truth claims or powers of
prediction were rejected (as favoured by positivist), critical realists (as ontological
realists) did maintain that social phenomenon and structure possessed causal powers
which could be discovered and tendential causal statements elaborated. Ultimately the
principal criterion of theory adequacy for critical realist, it was observed, was the depth
of its explanatory power (which in turn depended on a wide-ranging study of the
dialectical interaction of highly complex generative mechanisms in open systems, and
the resultant emergent properties).

In order to explain intricate and often contradictory, ‘deep’ hidden social processes, it
was observed that critical realists proposed a retroduction mode of inference which
involved a constant dialectic between observed ‘objective’ reality and the ‘subjective’
social construction (i.e. theory construction) of that reality, which can be summarised as
going from the Concrete to the Abstract, from the Abstract to the Concrete).

The methodology adhered to in this thesis followed this retroductive mode of inference:
the theoretical framework continuously being altered to better explain the perceived
underlying tendencies of the real world.

Finally, Chapter I sought to shed light on perhaps the central ontological debate within
of Western social theory: the nature of the interaction between structure and agency and
implicitly the conceptualisation of social change.

Here it was held that critical realism’s vertically stratified dialectical ontological model
offered the most convincing account, helping to steer clear of prioritising either agency
or structure, or simply merging them together (e.g. structuration theory).

It was observed that within critical realism the SRA was identified as most closely
resembling the ontological version of social reality/change forwarded by NeoGramscians such as Cox, recognising as it did the relational, inter-subjectivity and
reflexivity of strategically-orientated and conditioned actors as they interacted with
structurally-inscribed selective social systems. The view here was that structures such as
FOS constrained and facilitated rather than determined actions, and could be subject to
reproduction or transformation.
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Nevertheless, and for all its merits it was claimed that SRA was guilty of placing too
much weight on the strategic options available to political actors at the expense of
structure (noticeably the forces and relations of production). Inevitably this tendency
would lead to those working within the SRA, specifically the Neo-Gramscians, of
drifting into idealism, pluralism or revisionism.

Accordingly, and with the aim of offering a more comprehensive theory of social
change, Chapter I concluded by emphasizing the importance of the anti-reductive
dialectical materialist basis of the critical realist stratified ontological model.

Drawing on the work of Bhaskar, Marx, Engels and especially Sean Creaven’s
emergentist Marxism model, the critical realist philosophy adhered to in this thesis
defended the essential materialist nature of reality.

Indeed, only by recognising this key point could the Neo-neo-Gramscian perspective set
out in Chapter II be fully understood and therein differentiated from its Neo-Gramscian
counterpart.

To fully comprehend the Neo-Gramscian perspective (as well as some of its failings), it
was considered crucial to return its principal source – Antonio Gramsci – and to
uncover the essential leitmotiv of his thought.

In accordance with both Gramsci and Neo-Gramscian’s historicist approaches Chapter
II began by contextualising the Marxist scholar, examining how his political ideas
evolved in the context of, and were shaped by, his direct political participation in Italian
class struggles in the 1920s/30s. The ideas, concepts and theoretical tools were then
subsequently developed in his Prison Notebooks, which, as observed, presents certain
challenges to the reader due to its fragmentary and non-systematised style.

Gramsci’s principal concern, it was observed, was in trying to comprehend the
resilience of bourgeois society and its expression via the modern capitalist state.
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It was in this context that Gramsci made perhaps his greatest contribution to Western
social theory: his ethico-political conceptualisation of hegemony; which aimed to
introduce intersubjective ideas (e.g. ideology and culture) back into left political
discourse.

Gramsci state that the creation and preservation of a particular form of state (FOS) –
understood in its broadest integral State version – would depend upon the dominant
social classes being able garner support for their rule amongst subaltern classes.
Reaching such consensus, he observed, was not easy and involved not just certain
economic concessions, but the nurturing of intersubjective consciousness among a
variety of social-class forces articulated in a universal culture and associated values and
norms, promoted by the organic intellectuals, and supported by a sturdy institutional
framework (e.g. the parliamentary system itself).

Nevertheless, as Chapter II insisted, and contrary to Neo-Gramscian interpretations,
Gramsci’s conceptualisation of hegemony necessarily included domination and
coercion. Hegemony, in essence, amounted to Domination + Hegemony (understood as
intellectual and moral leadership). Even within a particular historical bloc (HB), it was
shown, consent was always accompanied by coercion.

Chapter II considered it necessary to guard against his being abducted by liberals, many
of them self-confessed neo-Gramscians – to set out Gramsci’s Marxist credentials.

As a self-confessed historical materialist he knew full well that the coercion was vital
for the functioning and reproduction of the capitalist system whether it be via seemingly
technical ‘market mechanisms’ or more overtly through state action (protecting private
property, disciplining labour, quashing resistance and helping reproduce social
relations). Furthermore, once a new hegemonic HB had been consolidated at the
national level, its long term stability would depend on it being able to deal with
‘external’ social forces acting upon on it from within the global capitalist system (or
“world market”): the bourgeoisie after all, was a “concrete world class.”1544 Intervention
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by foreign powers, possibly via the relations of military forces, always remained a
distinct possibility.

It was observed in Chapter II that although Gramsci developed the concept of
hegemony at the national level, paying special attention to his native Italy, as a Marxist
he was fully aware just how dialectically inter-related the national and international
social spheres were. Indeed, as argued throughout the chapter, none of his key concepts
and theoretical tools made any sense outside a world historical capitalist system of
uneven development (e.g. the affect of “Americanism and Fordism” on Italy). As an
unreformed Marxist and committed internationalist, Gramsci never doubted that
capitalism was a truly global phenomenon and that although analysis of hegemony had
to begin at the national level it remained implicitly international in its perspective.

Indeed, since Gramsci formed the basis of the Neo-Neo Gramscian theory (NNG) of IR
developed here it was considered absolutely vital to vindicate his internationalist
credentials.

Chapter II note how Gramsci acknowledged the validity of Trotsky’s theory on the
uneven development character of capitalism and how social forces emanating out of the
social relation of production (SROP) were never limited to the national arena. There
was, Gramsci recognised, a complex interplay between “the relation of internal forces,
international forces and the country’s geo-political position” and class relations within a
hegemonic system at the national level were engaged in a dialectical interaction with
relations between international social forces that “constitute the combinations of States
in hegemonic systems”.1545

Gramsci in his capacity as IR thinker, therefore, largely coincided with Lenin in
considering the inter-state system as hierarchically organised with the ‘great powers’
enjoying greater autonomy and exercising hegemony over peripheral non-hegemonic
states. “Just as, in a certain sense, in a given state history is the history of the ruling
classes”, he explained, “so, on a world scale, history is the history of the hegemonic
states”. Indeed, it was observed that by drawing an analogy between the social forces at
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play within Italy and those at the international level, Gramsci (again following Lenin)
was developing a proto-theory of structural exploitative core-periphery relations (“The
history of the subaltern states is explained by the history of hegemonic states”)1546 that
would be later extended by dependency and world systems theorists ones.

Finally, Gramsci did make reference to a “world hegemonic state”. This was a state
which was able “to imprint upon its activities an absolutely autonomous direction which
all other powers, great and minor, have to feel the influence”.1547 Furthermore, Gramsci
lamented on how the “global politico-economic system” of “Anglo-Saxon world
hegemony” was bringing about the “colonial subjection of the whole world to AngloSaxon capitalism”. Moreover, the “colonial populations become the foundations on
which the whole edifice of capitalist exploitation is erected”.1548

The Neo-Gramscian perspective, it was noted, remains greatly indebted to Robert W.
Cox for his attempt to update Gramsci’s analytical framework and concepts and apply
them to the WO. Cox’s critical theory was designed to challenge traditional IR theory,
revitalize political agency, conceptualise fundamental social change and contribute
towards social emancipation. As noted, Cox and fellow Neo-Gramscians have made
some invaluable contributions to expanding traditional IR theory, amongst them:
7) alerting the wider academic public to the concepts and theoretical framework
of Antonio Gramsci
8) stressing the importance of the intersubjective realm within a theory of
hegemony
9) demystifying and broadening the definition of the state which allowed him to
theorize on its changing nature; his work on the internationalization of the
state (IOS) is of particular relevance here
10) setting out a sophisticated model for understanding the dialectical interaction
between socio-economic and ideological-political factors at the national level
with the formation HB and expressed in the particular FOS
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11) shedding light on explaining how social forces dialectically interact across
different spheres of activity, not those connected to the internationalization
of production (IOP) contributed to a better comprehension of the
development of world hegemony, WO and possibilities of counterhegemony.
12) reiterating the hierarchical nature of the inter-state system

Nonetheless, and without for a moment devaluing such major contribution Cox and
fellow Neo-Gramscians were led astray by the erroneous ontological and
epistemological positions they adopted and tended to misread Gramsci, stripping him of
his Marxist vestiges and inadvertently dressing both him and them up in liberal
clothing, expressed in their ontological dualism.

One thing was stress the importance Gramsci placed on ideas, myths and culture; quite
another was to depict him abandoning historical materialism. As Chapter II asserted, he
would die an unrepentant communist, committed to the replacement of capitalism with a
far more social equitable social system. Gramsci’s emphasis on intersubjectivity and the
superstructure was driven by his aim to develop Marx’s philosophy of praxis, urging
militants to Marx’s critique of political economy (“critical economics”) which studied
capital as a class-based social relation. A review of his political life outlined in Chapter
II revealed Gramsci was no social democrat, and less still Weberian pluralist.

The Neo-Neo-Gramscian (NGG) perspective forwarded in thesis, therefore, sought
return Gramsci to the broad Marxian school to which he belonged. While Gramsci’s
concepts and theoretical framework may need updating, it is argued here, they still
retain their utility once their structural underpinnings are acknowledged.

An important discrepancy identified between the present NNG approach and that of
Neo-Gramscians such as Robert Cox and William Robinson – again derived from the
latters’ epistemological failings – was with regards the state. While both perspectives
do recognise the ‘relative’ autonomy of the modern state, the NNG version explicitly
stressed its capitalist nature (as it is set within a single global capitalist mode of
production) and sees it has playing an imperative institutional role in the reproduction of
capitalism. Accordingly, while Cox’s IOS undoubtedly altered the regulatory
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responsibilities of the state Chapter II asserted that it was highly unlikely for the
foreseeable future that the transnationalisation process would signify an end to the
international state system under a transnational elite as Robinson contemplated.

One other connected area of dispute, it was noted, was with regards the recognition of
the capitalist logic, which remained largely unmentioned in Neo-Gramscian literature
but considered fundamental here as an emergent property of its mode of production.
The assumption, borne out by the research carried out in this thesis, was that capitalism
was necessarily unstable, on a perpetual quest for capital accumulation and subject to
internal contradictions and systemic crises. Following Marx, capitalism was considered
as incapable of reproducing itself without adequate modes of regulation and regimes of
accumulation, where the role of the state was considered paramount.

All states, it was noted, sought to reproduce themselves but this process was
complicated by the dynamics of global capital accumulation (and its endless search for a
spatio-temporal fixes). Nevertheless, and thanks to the hierarchically structured nature
of the inter-state system, great powers were able to place heavier burdens of the
capitalist accumulation process on the weaker ones and guarantee the upward flow of
surplus value. Furthermore, periodically, a great power could achieve what Gramsci
termed “world-hegemony” (established by the outward expansion of its domestic HB).
Here, according to Arrighi, the world hegemon can “credibly claim to be the motor
force of general expansion” or “because it can credibly claim that the expansion of its
power relative to some or even all other states is in the general interest of the subjects of
all states.”1549

The hegemon, therefore, underwrote a new global regime of accumulation, creating a
new set of international institutions to embed ‘universal rules’, as Cox envisaged, while
absorbing the costs of maintaining system. The NNG approach forwarded here,
nonetheless, stresses that unlike some Neo-Gramscian notions this “world hegemony”
was neither established nor maintained purely by consensus. The exercising hegemony,
as reiterated throughout this thesis, necessarily involved coercion.
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Chapter II ended by addressing the concept of hegemonic transition.

Building on the work of Harvey, Arrighi and Arendt, it was observed that historically
each successive hegemonic regime of accumulation had proven itself larger in “size,
scope and complexity” than the previous one.1550 One of the central debates amongst
Neo-Gramscians, and indeed with IR theory in general, was the degree to which the US
still enjoyed hegemonic status or whether, on the contrary, the ongoing IOP and IOS
processes had fundamentally weakened it in favour of other state and non-state actors
and that now were entering into a post-hegemonic or new transnational hegemonic stage
of history.

In order to be able to analyse the validity of these assertions it was considered first
essential to examine the historical evolution and changing nature of US hegemony.

Chapter III was dedicated to studying the key aspects of state formation in the US from
its independence in the 18th century till the establishment of its world hegemony in the
1940s.

The chapter revealed how, due to unique historical circumstances and the predominance
of certain class interests, the new republic’s Constitution established the most advanced
capital-friendly political and social system in the world. Despite formally inspired by
Tom Paine’s democratic republicanism it was John Locke’s liberalism, stressing the
sanctity of private property, the legitimacy (and indeed political necessity) of territorial
expansion, which really underpinned the Founding Fathers’ statute. Reflecting the
interests of the dominant classes and their fear of the ‘mob’, the Constitution established
a modern commercial society specifically designed to protect private property and
prevent public participation in the political process. Sovereignty lay not in the people
but in codified law, controlled by a highly complex system of checks and balances and
protected by a deeply conservative Supreme Court.
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It was then observed how the American expansionist model became legitimised by its
liberal “foundational myths”; an ideological framework underpinning American
society’s collective political consciousness as an “imagined community”. Seizing of
Indian and Mexican land, so necessary for national social stability, was justified in
terms of self-defence, voluntary transactions, extending Jefferson’s “empire for liberty”
or merely fulfilling America’s Manifest Destiny to colonise the ‘empty lands’.
According to the American Exceptionalism myth the US was a classless society which
offered limitless possibilities for the enterprising self-made man to realize his American
Dream.

The next section analysed the second revolution: the establishment of liberal hegemony
and its corollaries. Victory in the Civil War confirmed the dominance of the Northeast
manufacturing/banking mode of production who, via its political mouthpiece, the
Republican Party, set about reconstituting the SROP, launching a rapid process of
industrialisation, and reconstructing the FOS. Under the Northern elites liberal
hegemony, it was noted, a genuine nation-wide single market was created which
involved granting a degree of political autonomy to the states (de-centralisation),
expressed in the new federal constitution. In this way it was hoped the accumulation
process would be stimulated (local governments competing with each other to offer a
more pro-business environment) and social peace be guaranteed, by permitting the
junior partners in the elite coalition, the wealthy Southern white to maintain Jim Crow
segregation laws, reducing a sizeable proportion of the population to second class
citizenship.

Despite its unique features, however Chapter III that the US formed part of the global
capitalist system – under British hegemony – and as such was subject to the same social
forces as the other states. The US was not so exceptionalist. Due to global overproduction during the “second industrial revolution” America was engulfed in the Great
Depression as all advanced capitalist countries were and sought to restore its profit rates
by adopting the same measures (e.g. neo-mercantilist development plans and favouring
the formation of large conglomerates). But thanks to its aforementioned embedded
political culture and distinctive FOS, the US was particularly tolerant of
trusts/monopolies.
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Special attention was paid to stressing the importance of changes in SROP in the late
19th century. American companies, it was noted, engaged in novel vertical integration
(controlling all stages of production) models run by new hierarchical bureaucratic
management structure. Following key Supreme Court decisions and Constitutional
amendments these new stock-holder corporations were not only subject to minimal legal
controls but to be considered ‘legal persons’ and thereby granted similar rights to
natural persons including the and their right accumulate huge amounts of capital.

These vast vertical-integrated industrial conglomerates would become the fulcrum of
American capitalism, not only engrained in national politics and culture, but also the
dominant agents of American hegemony and contemporary globalisation through the
20th century.

But as indicated not everyone shared in this new ‘Gilded Age’.

Contrary to the

exceptionalist thesis, class conflict increased considerably during the late 19th century as
the ‘empty lands’ were filled monopoly capitalism in its aforementioned SROP
restructuring. It was noted how two particular counter-hegemonic movements sought to
challenge the North-East based industrial and financial trusts: the Farmers’
Alliance/Populist Party and the national labour movement. Significant as they were
both movements would were unable to achieve their stated objectives, afflicted by either
poor organisation and internal social fragmentation or lack of political ambition.
Consistent with Gramsci’s theories the American integral State relied on a mix of
violence (coercion) and economic-corporative concessions (consensus) to assimilate
them into mainstream politics and reassert liberalism’s hegemony over the bulk of
American society maintained.

Nevertheless, Washington did feel obliged to put some limits on large capital’s
monopolistic tendencies. This, together with falling profits and rising domestic social
conflict, convinced American corporations to ‘go global’ to seize new markets. US
corporations pioneered use of expatriate investment – foreign direct investment – to
gaining market-access (the expansion method of choice under American hegemony).
Secretary of State Hay announced the Open Door policy in 1899 requesting Europe,
Russia and Japan respect free and open commercial practises around the world
(noticeably China). At the same time it became evident that diplomacy and FDI alone
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would be insufficient to guarantee American capital the full access to global markets
they required and therefore began to engage in more overt coercive/colonial activities
throughout Central and South America and into the Pacific and Asia, despite the
exceptionalist myth.

World War I, it was shown, represented a turning point in world affairs. The country’s
productive capacity (and late entrance into the war) turned the US into the other
capitalist countries creditors (including the erstwhile hegemon, Britain). Eager to
promote the Open Door and facilitate American corporate expansionism abroad
Woodrow Wilson made the first attempt stab at formally embedding US hegemony at
the institutional level. Constantly drawing on Americanism exceptionalist myths,
Wilson claimed it was the US’s aim to “make the world safe for democracy”.
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Though the political elite in Washington were not yet ready to sanction the League of
Nations there was little over Wilson’s benign imperialist discourse

In the following section the consolidation of the domestic HB (and associated bourgeois
hegemony) was examined in the light of the rising capital-labour confrontation and
associated class formation following WWI. The basis of this HB it was observed was
the Fordist SROP which introduced ‘scientific management’ techniques to improve
efficiency, resources allocation and above all labour exploitation. The important aspects
of this new socio-political regime were set out, especially its “tempering of compulsion
(self-discipline) with persuasion”1552 which involved paying workers higher wages: a)
to compensate for the monotonous work and succumbing to the company’s control in
and out if the work-place; and b) to enable them to buy the goods they make and
thereby help counter capital’s tendency to overproduce. As a result, and to meet the
growing demand, a large number of vertically integrated corporations emerged offering
a seemingly endless wide array of consumer goods.

This ploy was shown to be a master stroke, helping both to undermine class formation
(consistent with the American Dream) and to launch consumer society. The Fordist
mass production/mass consumption wedded to the scientific exploitation and control of
labour became embedded in American economic and cultural life, and via the hugely
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competitive vertically integrated US corporations that decided to ‘go global’, the cause
of numerous passive revolutions abroad, as Gramsci himself observed.

The HB was expressed in novel FOS – a Keynesian welfare-state structure –
underpinned by the New Deal Coalition. It was noted how huge social unrest and class
conflict following the Great Depression forced a reluctant Roosevelt to engineer a
radical restructuring of the American liberal state (formally recognising the role of the
government as an important economic actor) and introduce hitherto unprecedented
regulations on the financial sector and capital in general. Workers now would receive
social security payments, easier mortgage financing, and most polemically, under the
Wagner Act, gain union rights including collective bargaining rights. Despite fierce
opposition from some sectors of capital and the labour movement, capital-labour
corporatism was institutionalised.

The final part of Chapter III analysed how, and why, American hegemony was
globalised in the post-WWII period. It was seen hoe examined how US interests
emerging during WWII compelled Washington to seek to refashion a new WO
consistent with its own particular market-based society and politico-ideological system.
Fortunately, as shown, fighting the war had bestowed on the US unprecedented
economic, political, military and ideological assets to make that a reality. As Gramsci
would have expected international institutions were set up with the intention of
embedding American hegemony. But this was no easy straightforward matter; not least
because there existed much disagreement both within the American elite (and of course
between capital and labour) about how this should be done or the type of WO to be
created.

The solution would come with the discarding of Roosevelt’s original “one world” vision
of the United Nations in favour of Truman’s far more hegemonic-friendly “free world”
version and associated militarization of the state. Indeed, as argued, Truman’s anticommunism was shown to be superior to Roosevelt’s liberal internationalism in a
number of ways, not least in maintaining domestic demand (permanent war economy)
and justifying the US’s on-going military presence.
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Anti-communism’s utility as a tool to further class interests domestically, was also
analysed, enabling as it did the reconstitution of the national HB by: a) clawing back
some of the power granted to the unions under the Wagner Act; b) ridding the unions
(and society in general) of dangerous left-wing elements so as to consolidate New Deal
corporatist arrangements; and c) crucially to galvanising public support for American
hegemony, which they would have to pay for, (e.g. the Marshall Plan, Cold War
military expenditure) and to counter traditional isolationist/protectionist tendencies.

Exercising American hegemony abroad was not ‘empire’, of course, it was a defensive
measure, an extension of national security. Whereas continental expansionism was
justified as a fight against the Native Indian, it was observed now global expansionism
was depicted as struggle against a global enemy as part of the US’s Manifest Destiny to
exercise international moral and political leadership.

Nevertheless, as Gramsci observed, HBs cannot be built purely on the coercion and fear
of the Hobbesian “friend-foe” device. The ‘carrot’ – and vital part of American
hegemony – came in the form of improved standards of living. Under the Cold War
framework trilateral corporatism promised the workers higher wages and New Deal
negotiated social security benefits and cheap mortgages. The promise of a middle class
‘consumer republic’ was ultimately the US’s greatest PR message in the Cold War.

Chapter III ended by examining how US hegemony was embedded internationally.

It was observed how the US State Department’s institutional blueprint for a new
international economic order – effectively universalising Open Door – was set out at
Bretton Woods. Though the key debates regarding the establishment and functioning of
the IMF and GATT were outlined they were shown to be largely academic at least in the
short term given the dire state of the advanced capitalist states’ economies. It was in this
context that the Marshall Plan was launched. In the short-term it was designed to help
European reconstruction and bridge the “dollar gap” (and getting rid of US surplus
capital). The long-term utility of the Marshall Plan, it was argued, however, was a
strategic tool to alter the balance of social forces within European countries (e.g. to
marginalise left-wingers and strict Keynesianists) and to reconstitute their historical
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blocs (via the OEEC) so as to be compatible with the international Bretton Woods
framework.

Unfortunately, as noted, the Marshall Plan was not successful in solving the “dollar
shortage” and it took a further freezing of the Cold War, with Washington switched
from international Keynesianism (Marshall Plan) to international military Keynesianism
(massive rearmament under NSC 68/Korean War) to guarantee the West’s
reconstruction and subsequent alterations to their SROP and FOS. As dollars poured in
and access to US markets and technology increased so advanced capitalist countries’
came more fully under the spell of American hegemony, beginning to adopt the Fordist
mass consumption/mass production and constitutionalise New Deal-style tripartism.

Though coercion always lurked in the background, emphasis was placed, as Gramsci
would have expected, on the need to reach consensus; American hegemony was sold to
core country elites as being in their fundamental interests. This consent was manifested
in three ways:

1) thanks to the Soviet ‘threat’, the core capitalist countries were indebted to the
US for underwriting their security, set out in a series of bilateral/multilateral
deals (e.g. NATO)
2) the US was actively involved in the reconstruction of Western Europe and
East Asia (e.g. Japan and South Korea) and by permitting their businesses
privileged access to its huge domestic market and new technology, it helped
them achieve unprecedented growth levels and the restoration of profit levels
for business. Ultimately, for advanced capitalist countries the legitimacy of
Pax Americana was based on the fact that embedded liberalism delivered
political stability, increased prosperity, full employment and mass
consumption.
3) under these embedded liberalism arrangements the US did respect the core
countries’ domestic Keynesian commitments during the reconstruction phase
and only demanded they adjust their economies to the demands of the
Bretton Woods system, to install the Open Door, when optimum conditions
prevailed. Only after the Western economies were sufficiently welldeveloped and large enough (e.g. with the launch of European integration)
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did the global expansion of the American Fordist-multi-divisional
corporation in the 1950/60s – the definitive sealing in of American
hegemony – take place.

In summary, Chapter III revealed that American hegemony developed out of a complex
interaction of historical, spatially defined, social forces. Nevertheless, hegemony, like
any social phenomena, is essentially instable and never goes unchallenged. Thanks to
the internal contradictions afflicting the post-war economic system the nature of
American hegemony would be transformed into something quite different beginning in
the 1970s. This nature of this transformation and resultant WO were the subject of
Chapter IV.

Chapter IV began by studying the process of how the US-sponsored post-war WO and
associated regime of accumulation, institutionalised in the core via embedded liberalism
arrangements in the core, started to become undone in the 1960s; in effect a victim of its
own internal contradictions.

It was noted how the very foundations of American world hegemony – economic and
military dominance and moral and intellectual leadership – were undermined by the
exercising said hegemony.

Pax Americana required reconstructing and stimulating growth in the core capitalist
countries (technological transfer included); encouraging its corporations (the new
MNCs) to establish themselves abroad (both to prevent declining profit rates and as part
of an on-going IOP/globalization and associated reshaping of SROP/HB/FOS project);
setting up a powerful NSS with a sufficient global reach to guarantee on-going capital
accumulation and discipline errant forces; and founding and underwriting international
organisations to promote the IOS.

But as Chapter IV indicated, the very success of the above strategies (within a global
capitalist system marked by uneven and combined development) would seriously
threaten American hegemony, expressed in four interconnected “crises”:
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1) its relative economic decline – manifested in large BOP and budget deficits,
global inflation (demand-pull), a weakened dollar (leading to strains in
Bretton Woods) and, arguably the most significant, the loss of market share
to its competitors;
2) bloody military defeat in, and withdrawal from, South East Asia (Arrighi’s
“signal crisis”)
3) a huge loss of confidence in its moral and intellectual leadership, both at
home and abroad;
4) increased organisation and mobilisation of political forces critical of Pax
Americana, both domestically, in the form of nascent counter-hegemonic
force, and internationally, with core and developing countries alike seeking
greater political and economic autonomy from Washington.

With regards the first “crisis”, it was noted how the rise of core capital countries
Germany and Japan, was contributing to a systemic crisis in global capitalism. Worse
still, it was not just excessive American dollar-printing (demand-pull inflation) and this
inter-capitalist competition that was driving down profit rates (horizontal pressure), but
the increasing labour costs (vertical pressure) of the Fordist/Keynesian regime of
accumulation underpinning the embedded liberalism arrangements.

By the late 1960s the Keynesian commitment to full employment and Fordist corporate
industrial relations had resulted in a rise in real wages for the core working classes; and
in the case of the US and Britain the rises were outstripping labour productivity. The
monopolistic nature of the corporate structure made sure these salary increases were
passed onto the public via price rises. The capitalist world in the early 1970s therefore
was subject to both demand-pull inflation and its cost-push counterpart which interacted
to form a systemic inflationary cycle. Traditional Keynesian ‘stop-go’ tools no longer
served. There really was, it appeared, a class conflict between capital and labour, as
Marx maintained.

The Chapter observed how the US began the process of reasserting its hegemony over
core and developing countries elites alike, first and foremost by restoring profitability to
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the capitalist system and helping redistribute the global surplus towards the upper
classes.

The key to ending this systemic crisis was to relaunch a new regime of accumulation
prioritising ‘money capital’ over ‘productive capital’ (.e.g. to shift from Marx’s M-CM1 to M-M1); a strategy typical of maturing hegemons, according to Arrighi. By linking
it to oil (and to a lesser extent military arms sales) and strengthened by the Volcker
Shock, the fiat dollar was to be returned to its former glory. Released from the shackles
placed upon it at Bretton Woods (e.g. capital flows, banking regulations) and allowed to
offer new financial instruments (e.g. derivatives), the DWSR was now encouraged to
reassert its dominance not just over corporate America but global capitalism in general
(i.e. financialization). The increase in monetary discipline, it was hoped, would raise the
rate of exploitation and thus surplus-value accrued.

But would be revealed the war on inflation and the drive to restore system profitability
would require more than the Volcker Shock, austere monetary policy and
financialization. It was necessary to carry out a wholesale restructuring of SROP, to
establish a new neoliberal HB to replace its Fordist-Keynesian counterpart. Certainly, in
both the US and the UK the respective financial complexes – the US Treasury/Fed/Wall
Street and the UK Treasury/Bank of England/City of London – played important roles
in this neoliberal drive. Nevertheless, as noted in Chapter II, the construction of a new
HB must pass through Gramsci’s overtly political “second moment”.
This “war of position” would be a slow process, having its roots in the 1950s but not
coming to fruition in the Anglo-Saxon core until the mid-1970s. Only then did a
concerted mobilisation of capital as a conscious class actor within civil society, as
Gramsci would have predicted, expressed via various influential business clubs and
association (e.g. Chamber of Chambers, the Business Roundtable Table, the Trilateral
Commission etc), political lobbies (e.g. the PACS), newly established think-tanks (e.g.
Institute for Economic Affairs), the media (e.g. News Corporation), and elite academic
institutions (e.g. University of Chicago).

The objective was, the chapter stressed, was to indoctrinate the wider public in the
neoliberal “common sense”; to rid society of the many ills of Keynesianism, notably its
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“anti-free-enterprise”, “inflationary bias”, “dependency culture” and “excess of
democracy”.

The final coup de grâce of the post-war Fordist-Keynesian HB in the Anglo-Saxon
neoliberal heartland, however, had to come with a high profile defeat of organised
labour (the real culprits of the low profits rates). Indeed, neoliberalism as a class project
was openly admitted by Federal Reserve chiefs Paul Volcker and Alan Greenspan and
Alan Budd (Thatcher’s economic adviser, and founding member of the Bank of
England’s Monetary Policy Committee). Only with the effective crushing of the unions
could the aforementioned neoliberal revolution (and associated accumulation by
dispossession) be truly launched.

The final part of Chapter III analysed the re-establishing of American hegemony
abroad.

In this context it was considered vital to reiterate the important role coercion played
both within capitalism (as a mode of production) and hegemony in general; a point
often insufficiently addressed in Neo-Gramscian literature.

The first part specifically focused on the significance of Gramsci’s third “moment” (the
“relations of military forces”) in the establishment of hegemony and US post-war world
hegemony in particular. Pax Americana, it was observed, was constructed on the belief
in: a) US military supremacy and b) Washington’s ability to defend the capitalist world
from communist expansionism; a) and b) manifesting themselves in the numerous
collective security arrangements.

One of the main reasons Reagan launched the Second Cold War, it was argued, was to
reassert its military hegemony following the Vietnam debacle and associated détente
period. By reverting to the Hobbesian ‘friend-foe’ Cold War strategy and associated
military escalation (nuclear missile deployment included) – culminating in Star Wars –
Washington was able to drag Western Europe and Japan back within the fold and
discipline the Third World, intervening to overthrow numerous “threats to national
security” under a policy of “roll back”.
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The end of the Cold War and subsequent collapse of the Soviet Union, it was shown,
brought with it many economic, political, military and ideological advantages which the
US, as the world’s only super-power would exploit. On the negative side it was left
without an over-arching ideological framework – a Grand Strategy – to justify,
legitimise, and consolidate American global hegemony.
The chapter then analysed the foreign policy positions adopted under George H. W.
Bush (Bush I) and Bill Clinton in coming to terms with this new global scenario.

The former reverted to Rooseveltian idealistic discourse, promising a peaceful New
World Order, before seizing on the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait to reassert hegemony over
the First (capitalist core) the Second World (the crumbling Soviet Bloc, Yugoslavia and
emerging China). Domestic objectives aside (salvage the MIC, stimulate the domestic
economy and boost own flagging popularity) Bush I utilised Operation Desert Storm to
mobilise the global elite around a single cause, and demonstrating that the US:
1) solely could claim to be the “world policeman”;
2) had recovered from the “Video Syndrome”; and
3) possessed a vastly superior military thanks to combining together the latest
space, computing and missile technology, capable of afflicting huge
damage at very little cost (RMA).

The Clinton Administration, it was revealed, adopted an even more enlightened
‘consensual’ idealist discourse sheen than that of its predecessor. Indeed, coming as it
did at the height of the globalization process (expressed in the Washington Consensus)
IR scholars tended to consider the Clinton Doctrine as synonymous with the reliance on
“low politics” (Harvey’s capitalist logic of power), involving the promotion of a global
free trade order and financial liberalisation (i.e. globalization) expressed in multilateral
institutions (Gramsci’s “second moment”) rather than a reliance on traditional security
“high politics” (Harvey’s territorial logic of power) and the MIC (Gramsci’s “third
moment”) to enhance American global wealth, power and influence.

On closer inspection, nonetheless, the chapter stressed that the differences between the
respective Bush and Clinton Administrations should not distract from the strategic
continuity which united them. The latter president, it was shown was certainly not
adverse to exercising American “hard” power which he did with special relish during
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the Yugoslavian Wars which were used to dramatically expand the “US protectorate
system” into Central and Eastern Europe and effectively re-writing NATO’s
constitution, turning it into a far more offensive organisation authorised to act in a widerange of security-related areas which could include military interventions in sovereign
states where NATO considered human rights were not being respected.

After reiterating the vital importance of militarism and the territorial logic of power, the
chapter then returned to the capitalist logic of power, and analysed how neoliberalism
was adopted in the non-Anglo-Saxon core.

As affirmed above, the globalization process (and associated shift towards the Open
Door) had been reinitiated in the 1950s, revealed in the IOP and expanding Eurodollar
market, but heightened with the end of Bretton Woods and the subsequent launching of
the Anglo-Saxon financialization project. All countries were becoming on dependent on
access to global finance, not least to finance state budgets (reflected in their decision to
remove capital controls in the early-mid 1980s) and hence obliged to pursue austere
monetary and fiscal policies. There was a mutual self-reinforcing, self-reproducing
relationship between neoliberalism and globalisation, as Peter Gowan observed: “the
shift in domestic social power relations strengthens the constituencies favouring
globalisation, and the forces favouring globalisation will favour these same domestic
transformations”.1553

The adoption of neoliberalism in the non-Anglo-Saxon core, it was noted proved to be
a far slower process due to the complexity of their respective SROP and HBs and
involving an inter-play of ‘internal’ and ‘external’ social forces.

In the case of Western Europe elites generally opted for top-down regional integration –
what Stephen Gill termed new constitutionalism – a process of passive revolution –
specifically trasformismo – not just to impose the necessary disciplinary neoliberalism
(by limiting fiscal and monetary policy options by transferring competence over these
areas to external apolitical ‘expert’ institutions) but to consolidate and legitimise class
hegemony and neutralise or assimilate opposition or rival groups. This was clearly
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illustrated in the setting up of the European Union via the Treaty of Maastricht – and the
subsequent launching of the Lisbon Strategy. The ultimate objective of this embedded
neoliberalism process, according to Van der Pijl was to organise the EU along the lines
of the Lockean heartland. The chapter then chose to the study a concrete example of
how West Germany (and to a lesser extent Sweden) underwent a social transformation
of its post-war SROP and HB in favour of the neoliberal version within this context of
European integration.

It was then noted how European integration triggered a huge increase in RTA) all
around the world; each with its own particular arrangements to attract foreign capital,
prioritise investors needs, open markets, engender economies of scale etc. while at the
same time imposing disciplinary neoliberalism and restructuring SROP and HBs.

Japan’s path towards neoliberalism, on the other hand, a originally took the
regionalization route (which Tokyo easier to control and less compromising of national
sovereignty) It was noted that from late 1960s onwards both Japan and West Germany
– hitherto large economic beneficiaries under Pax Americana, albeit at the cost of
accepting client state status – came under increasing pressure from Washington to
revalue their respective currencies in the wake of declining competitiveness of the US
market manufacturing sector.

Having turned a blind to Tokyo’s neo-mercantilist Asian developmental state model
during its reconstruction and growth as part of its Cold War geopolitical strategy from
the 1970s onwards Washington imposed a series of coercive economic measures on
Japan to force them to modify their growth model. It was as a result this ‘external’
pressure (famously manifested in the Yen-Dollar Agreement and Plaza Accord) and
lobbying form internal social forces (both financial and industrial interests within the
Keiretsu corporate structure) led to more and more of its businesses setting up abroad,
setting up a new vertical division of labour in East Asia (the “flying geese” model) with
itself situated at the pinnacle of a production chain. Tokyo’s regional hegemonic
ambitions, however, as revealed collapsed with the East Asia Crisis, both in a material
sense and in having Washington (and Beijing) veto it plans to establish a Japan-centred
Asian Monetary Fund. It was only at that stage that Japan then began contemplating
regionalism, beginning with financial and monetary cooperation the ASEAN countries.
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The above case studies were offered to reveal that though Germany and Japan took
different paths towards neoliberalism depending on the dynamic of the dialectically
interrelated external and internal social forces both witnessed a breaking apart, not just
of their post-war developmental models (SROP) but their underlying HBs and FOS. It
proved a truism that the more were economies were globalised and integrated into the
US-led financial system the less tenable it was to follow neo-mercantilism. Furthermore
the final part of observed that regardless of whether states underwent the restructuring
of their HB via noted whatever regionalism or regionalization/regionalism these always
took place within, and had to be compatible with, an on-going global “new
constitutionalism” process.

Orchestrating this global “new constitutionalism”, consistent with Gramsci’s “second”
moment of hegemony, were the same (albeit revitalised versions) of the same Bretton
Woods institutions which had underpinned classic post-war American hegemony. Their
specific role, as mentioned, was to provide the necessary global regulatory and juridical
framework to guarantee access to foreign markets (Open Door) and ensure
compatibility of international business practises to those of the Anglo-Saxon model,
while claiming it would facilitate on-going capital accumulation for all.

These global international organisations, like their regional versions, it was noted, were
designed to reinforce and legitimise class hegemony, reflected in a new hegemonic
discourse: the “Washington Consensus”. It was stressed, however, that unlike most
Neo-Gramscians (and all liberals) the Washington Consensus was more than just an
ideology, it was underpinned by real material power – the WSTI Complex – which
would act to promote Open Door financialization and neoliberalism, and with it
American hegemony, be it consensually or with the imposition of SAPs.

The launching of the WTO in 1995 was held to represent the zenith of this global “new
constitutionalism” process, opening up hitherto protected markets (e.g. intellectual
property, services etc ), removing NTBs (often at the cost of reducing environment and
health and safety standards),

protecting investors rights and establishing a legally

binding multilateral mechanism for trade dispute resolution. This opened up the
possibility of accumulation by dispossession on a global scale. Like the EU before it the
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WTO was shown to be able to side-step opposition groups through a process of
trasformismo, incorporating much of the anti-globalization rhetoric in its press releases
and policy initiatives without substantially altering its neoliberal commitments.

The final section of the chapter then focused on the restructuring process in the socalled “emerging markets” from the early 1980s onwards.

It was there that the WSTI Complex, behind the IMF and World Bank façade, and with
the support of a small but powerful local capitalist class, engineered passive revolutions
in order to impose neoliberal SAPs (the aforementioned SAPs) and with it end ISI or
other type of endogenous development model. As noted, the key to unlock the Open
Door and associated accumulation by dispossession process was external debt, which
increased spectacularly following the Volcker Shock, especially in Latin America.

Sadly for Latin America, the more they adopted neoliberal policies (facilitated by the
Brady Plan), opened up capital markets and integrated into American finance, the more
prone they were to financial crisis, as shown with the Mexico debt-default in 1995, the
year after it joined NAFTA. It was exactly the need to salvage NAFTA and bail-out
investors (with the aforementioned moral hazard implications) that Clinton mobilised a
$40bn IMF assistance package with even more strict neoliberal conditionalities. Indeed,
the Tequila Crisis, it was argued, established the template for accumulation by
dispossession via a sovereign debt crisis following neoliberal reform and the opening of
capital markets. The winners would be certain national companies/well-connected
elites, foreign corporations/investors and Wall Street (which inevitably would receive
increased capital flows fleeing troubled country); the losers, the majority of the
population, especially the middle and working classes who would be burdened with the
debt via unemployment, poverty, loss of public services and rising prices.

The WSTI Complex neoliberal restructuring of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
following the end of the Cold War, it was observed, was possibly even more dramatic.
According to organic intellectual, Jeremy Sachs, the transformation of CEE’s
respective SROPs, HBs and FOS required the rapid wholesale application of his
Chicago School-inspired shock therapy programme and necessarily carried out by a topdown, elite-led passive revolution. The results, as shown, was unprecedented
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accumulation by dispossession with the bargain-price sell-off of Russia’s most valuable
national assets and a massive outflow of capital to Anglo-American and European
finance markets.

Sachs made no secret of the class project at the heart of his neoliberalism programme.
Indeed, the devastating social effects for the majority of Poles, Yugoslavs and Russians
were not just predictable but actually considered necessary by shock therapy advocators.
It may be that Western policy-makers regret that many of the spoils in Russia ended up
in the hands of “well-placed members of the former nomenklatura, speculators, and
gangsters”1554 or that IMF SAP would inadvertently contribute to the break-up of
Yugoslavia and ensuing bloody civil war, but at the very least surely such possibilities
should have been envisioned prior to shock therapy experimentation given the socioeconomic and political structure of said states.

The other major second world economy, China, it was noted, underwent a far more topdown passive revolution towards a quasi-market economy, but involving accumulation
by dispossession on a completely unprecedented scale. Beijing, however, demonstrated
the benefits of keeping itself somewhat at the margins of American financialization and
thus was afforded a greater degree of state control over its transition to neoliberalism
and position within the global economy. The dynamics of this transition process, the
significance of the rise China both for the US and the WO in general will be addressed
in Chapter.

The final part of the chapter drew attention to the enormous scale and in-built crisistendency of global finance by the late 1990s; a fact recognised by then US Treasury
Secretary, Robert Rubin. Given the financial crises were “virtually inevitable”, the key
hegemonic role US State (encompassing the WSTI complex), Rubin concluded, was to
act as “chief of the fire department” and try to quash national or international crises
when they arise.1555
The East Asia Crisis was offered as an example of how financialization and the WSTI
Complex helped magnify crisis tendencies within global capitalism.
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East Asia, it was observed, underwent dramatic industrialisation and growth from the
mid-1960s by copying and linking into Japan’s Asian Developmental State (ADS)
model; indeed, by the mid-1980s it formed part of a hierarchically-structured regional
division of labour with the latter at the apex of the value-added chain. The section noted
how the Clinton Administration acting on behalf of global finance, and in alliance with
important East Asian domestic social forces, used a combination of consensual and
coercive tools to open up the region’s economies to hot money with devastating results,
especially once IMF bail-outs were requested and their neoliberal SAPs executed.
Again, this was not to claim that the WSIT Complex was solely responsible for the East
Asia Crisis – the region was beset by chronic uneven development and over-production
– nevertheless, coming so soon after the Latin America and Central and Eastern Europe
melt-downs surely then effects could have been expected, at least Clinton’s Council of
Economic Advisers thought so.

The chapter left open the question as to whether there was any intentionality behind the
East Asia Crisis or whether it was Marx’s “sorcerer” unable to control the forces he had
unleashed. Regardless, of the causes were to enrich well-positioned global investors and
sections of the wealthy national elite and bring an end to the ADS (in favour of its
neoliberal equivalent) and Japan’s regional hegemony (in favour of the US).

One side effect of the East Asia crisis experts certainly did not envision was how it
would hit first Russia and then the very heart of global finance – the US. The chapter
made a brief examination of the LTCM crisis, above all to illustrate both the
interconnected contagious nature of global finance and the innate instability of the
American financial system in the late 1990s: an issue which will be tackled in greater
depth in the following chapter.

The chapter ended noting that at the turn of the Millennium all seemed rosy in America.
For
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globalization/neoliberalism obviously did work. The more states “financialised” the
more money flowed into Wall Street, investors attracted by the depth (offering
comparative safety, liquidity and high returns) and growth potential (the epicentre of the
New Economy, specialising in FIRE, communications and entertainment/media) as well
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for a safe haven (e.g. purchase of TBs) or to maintain stabilise exchange rates (e.g.
China) in such an instable international financial environment.

For middle and upper class Americans this inflow of capital both into Wall Street and
the Treasury allowed them to live way above their means; effectively subsidized by the
rest of the world’s surplus value. Accordingly the US could enjoy a high dollar, cheap
imports, low inflation, rising share-prices and real estate values and increased
investments. Yet the imposition of this globally financialized neoliberalism system did
not just benefit the US. As promised it restored profitability rates and increased the
incomes of the upper factions of the capitalist class around the world, at the same time
as it augmented the exploitation rates of the working classes. Rising inequality and the
impoverishment of those at the lower end of the social scale was the inevitable
consequence of neoliberalism

The objective of Chapter V was to analyse the “common sense” notion that the
administration of G.W. Bush represented a radical break from the past and took the US
away from hegemony and into domination.

The chapter began by with a quote by Hannah Arendt stating that the “endless
accumulation of capital depends on the accumulation of power” and how concurrent con
this idea and that of Arrighi the hegemonic state, in this case the US, necessarily would
have to possess sufficient military might to be able underwrite the global capitalist
system (not least to promote cooperation amongst the capitalist states. The conversion
of the US’s FOS into a militarised NSS had already been set out in Chapter III.

Militarism, although not unique to the US, nor capitalist states in general, had played a
greater important role in the development of America political life from WWII onwards
and served to expand and guarantee market access. Nevertheless, the US had to justify
and legitimate its military hegemony (and“empire of bases”) via a Grand Strategy
which, as Hobbes and Arendt observed, had to involve an “enemy”, which following
the end of the Cold War risked threatened American hegemony.

The chapter then observed how, in this context, the radical right was mobilised around
the Project for the New American Century (PNAC) and thanks to 9/11 was able to
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promote the kind of aggressive unilateral militarism (NSS2002 and the concept of
“preemptive/”preventative war), which firstly pundits claimed had no precedence in
American history, and which secondly, did irreparable damage to American hegemony.

Maintaining the nation (and the world) in a constant state of emergency, it was shown
the White House exercised the Lockean executive prerogative to further the interests of
the capital both domestically (e.g. stepping up privatisation and setting up the security
industrial complex) and or abroad (assuming “fast-track” authority to by-pass Congress
on the WTO Doha Round and launching a huge accumulation by dispossession
programme in Iraq).

Just stark aggression, it was observed, shocked mainstream academics including both
realists (Mearsheimer and Brzezinski) and liberal institutionalists alike (Nye,
Ikenberry), who in the latter case longed for “soft power”.

Chapter V noted that it was in this context that Empire and American exceptionalism reentered public discourse promoted by the organic intellectuals of empire, who like Max
Boot, effectively urged the US to undertake the “White Man’s Burden” impose
democracy on those countries incapable of developing it themselves. The motives for
Bush’s invasión, it was argued, were more in line with globalisation guru Thomas L.
Friedman’s admittance that such markets and military coercion were inseparable: The
hidden hand of the market will never work without the hidden fist – MacDonald’s
cannot flourish without McDonnell Douglas, the builder of the F-15. And the hidden fist
that keeps the world safe for Silicon Valley’s technologies to flourish is called the US
Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps.” ”.1556

Indeed, the chapter referred back to Chapter III, noting that American exceptionalist
discourse had always resurfaced during periods of American expansion (incorporating
both Harvey’ territorial and capitalist logic of power) with special reference made to
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The New York Times Magazine, “A Manifest for a Fast World”, Thomas L. Friedman, March 28,
1999, https://www.nytimes.com/books/99/04/25/reviews/friedman-mag.html See also Friedman, L. T.:
The Lexus and the Olive Tree, Farrar, Straus & Giroux, New York, Revised Edition, 2000, pp.443-4
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“American exceptionalism personified”1557, Woodrow Wilson who promoted his own
brand of “democratic imperialism” to break down the Open Door.

It was observed how the Bush II administration assumed the global Leviathan role with
gusto, the US outside international law yet legitimated to arbitrarily decide who was
working within it and who not, and reserving itself the right to perform that most
essential of hegemonic responsibilities – reconstructing other countries FOS foreign
states.

This chapter then made some further assertions regarding the significance of Bush’s
WOT, namely how:

1) as Arendt observed, militarism abroad went hand-in-hand with militarism at
home (expressed in the Patriot Act and the Homeland Security Acts)
2) it help reinvigorate the military sector, especially in its new commodified
form (the security-industrial-complex), stimulating the growth of a whole
new market for surveillance
3) unaccountable private companies assumed responsibilities normally reserved
for the state.
4) it sponsored a lucrative process of accumulation be dispossession in Iraq,
helping solve capitalism’s perpetual spatio-temporal fix need for new
markets
5) oil was undoubtedly a motive for the invasion, but more with regards
American control than actual ownership
6) American moral and intellectual leadership was damaged due to: the
illegality of the war; its treatment of allied countries; torture and treatment of
prisoners; its post-war state-rebuilding efforts

The chapter then analysed to what extent the entrance into the White House of Obama
represented a shift away back to pre-Bush years.

1557

Hughes n.96
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While some changes were instituted (e.g. announced withdrawal of Iraq, official
banning of torture) and more consensual, cooperative and multilateral rhetoric adopted
(expressed in the NSS2010) the essence of Obama’s foreign policy was best summarise
by Jack Goldsmith, head of the Office of Legal Council in the Department of Justice
under Bush II: “The new administration has copied most of the Bush program,
expanded some of it, and has narrowed only a bit. Almost all the Obama changes have
been at the level of packaging, argumentation, symbol and rhetoric”. He classified the
“Obama strategy as an attempt to make the core Bush approach to terrorism politically
and legally more palatable, and thus more sustainable”1558

The reason forwarded was, contrary to public opinion, that there exited pervasive
support right across the Americana political elite for Bush II’s general policy direction,
and certainly no one questioned the US as the “indispensable power”.

And again, contrary to those scholars, including a good few Neo-Gramscians, who
predicted the end of American hegemony due to Bush’s unilateralism were proved false.
Predominantly that was because they misunderstood hegemony: being as it is process
which periodically depends on coercion not just consensus.

Indeed the on-going relevance of American hegemony was made evident in the next
section of Chapter V with respect to the 2008 financial crisis.

The chapter began by stressing the “bubble-tendency” of financialization, augmented
worse as by Wall Street’s ability, as the global banking centre, to suck in surplus value
from around for investments, security and to stabilise currencies.

Blowing asset-bubbles, it was noted, was an essential part of the American economic
growth model guaranteeing a constant inflow of foreign dollars and therein helping: i)
stimulate domestic consumption; and ii) permit US state expenditure to be subsidised by
the rests of the world. When the dot.com bubble burst in 2000, therefore it was essential
to blow another, the real value of the assets obscure by complex derivates.
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Nevertheless, it was claimed, Keynesians such as Paul Krugman and Joseph Stiglitz,
and Gramscians such Stephen Gill were incorrect in their assumptions that Wall Street
was “unregulated” or neoliberalism was just about an ideological take-over of state
policy by a particular group.

Markets, as Chapter V asserted are always regulated, but in a different way;
financialization/neoliberalism meanwhile served the general interests of capital
including increasing the rate of exploitation in both the financial and the productive
sector and creating further opportunities for accumulation by dispossession.

According to the Marxian framework adopted in this thesis, the instability of the
financialization project had its deeper ontological roots in the glaring class
contradictions underpinning the entire neoliberal project within the context of the global
uneven development of capitalism.

Chapter V noted a key discrepancy between neoliberalism in theory and neoliberalism
in practice: the formed assured that the benefits of capitalism could be universalized;
the latter, meanwhile, was purposely designed to cause a fundamental shift in the
balance of power between capital and labour (or companies and workers). There
resultant

over-exploitation

of

labour

under

neoliberalism

(and

hence

underconsumption), Asset-price bubbles it was noted was the key way the US could
guarantee it maintained its hegemonic promise to maintain itself as the global consumer
of last resort.

The final section considered the fundamental the American state with regards post-crisis
management (the “chief fire-officer”).

When the crisis hit some writers predicted imminent American demise due to its twin
deficit and falling competitively. Yet, when the crisis hit, the price of the dollar rose and
demand for US TBs shot up. The reason, of course, was that in the midst of global
turmoil investors tend to opt for the most dependable means of exchange and store of
wealth (i.e. the dollar and TBs, respectively) and ultimate guarantor of value (i.e.
Washington). The crisis, ironically strengthened both the US and the Federal Reserve
became universally recognised as the global central bank.
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Whatever dreams the eurozone might have harboured of competing with the dollar
disappeared as Europe hit a wall. China, on the other hand, would keep accumulating
more and more dollars despite their periodic devaluation.

Talk of introducing tighter regulation of Wall Street understandably came to noting. The
financial crisis did not lead to the abandonment of the dollar as some foretold.
Financialization was eminently unstable, but it was exactly this instability which made
the American state, ate least for now, the “indespensable power”

The objective of Chapter VI was to shed some light on Giovanni’s Arrighi’s
aforementioned assertions with regards China.

The first part of the chapter was dedicated to analysing the dynamics of the PRC’s
economic transition from Mao to the present and the nature of the multiple deep
contradictions affecting Chinese society.

It was observed how, since 1978, the PRC has been undergoing a “top down” passive
revolution (given the original weakness of the bourgeois class) which in no way
represents a new progressive model of economic organisation which Arrighi claims.
Instead, the phenomenal growth rates recorded have come about by subjecting the
country to neoliberalism “Chinese style”, involving a mass process of accumulations by
dispossession, expressed with the displacement of an estimate 200-300 from their places
of residence to virtually illegal immigrants without social services, thanks the hukou
system.

The state was now little more than a “committee for the bourgeoisie” who had moved to
commodified both land and labour taking advantage of a decentralised political system,
which had been specifically designed to maximise the process of accumulation and
minimise political opposition been mobilised against Beijing.

With gaping inequality, systemic corruption, major environmental problems and the
accumulation of billions of American dollars Beijing, the chapter analyzed the different
trasformismo techniques being applied by the CPC in order to assimilate the subaltern
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classes under its hegemonic wing. Such initiative, it was noted, also have their downside in stimulating possible counter-hegemonic movements.

China was shown to be torn apart by internal contradictions reflected in the fact that
ruling “communist” party’s biggest supporters are billionaires and seeks to promote an
“information-based economy” when it maintains such heavy censorship of
communications.

Whether recent packages will prove successful in completely overhauling the Chinese
FOS, remains to be seen, especially given the strength of vested interests.

Nonetheless, given the Neo-Neo Gramscian perspective adopted here, which considers
the establishments of world hegemony as achieved by the international exportation of
the domestic HB one assert that Chinese hegemony is a while off yet.

The second part of Chapter VI analyzed two aspects of geopolitical importance for the
WO: its global trade network and regional security concerns in the Asia Pacific.

The first section recognised the China’s phenomenal recent economic growth and the
massive effect it has had on the global capitalist system. Focusing primarily on its
relations with developing countries - where arguably its arrival has been most dramatic
– the study analyzed how PRC’s “resource hunger” is shaping both North-South and
South-South relations around the globe, not least due to the various institution it is
establishing, and purposely in direct competition with those controlled by the US (e.g.
the IMF and the World Bank).

Finally Chapter VI analyzed what perhaps constitutes the greatest obstacle to China’s
regional hegemony: US military power. Focusing primarily on the last huge regional
crisis (2010/11) the chapter sough to shed light on how supposed PRC ambitions to
launch a Chinese Monroe Doctrine in the region have been cleverly undermined by
Washington’s old-style balance of power/divide and conquer tactics.

Again, one must conclude that Chinese politico-economic hegemony is a while off.
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One final area worth noting, albeit briefly, is the importance of culture.

As shown throughout this thesis, for a group or country to exercise hegemony they must
enjoy cultural hegemony, incorporating moral and intellectual leadership, over
subordinates, similar to, although no analogous with, as Joseph Nye’s “soft power”.

From the early 1920 onwards, as Gramsci observed, the US has exercised cultural
hegemony, first over the Anglo-Saxon world, then taking in Europe, Latin American to
the present way’s global situation.

Whether it be through clubs and associations (the YMCA, the Business Round Table,
Mont Pelerin), newspapers (The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal),
entertainment (Hollywood, popular music, television), news networks (CNN,
Bloomberg), religion (evangelical groups), education (Ivy League universities,
scholarships, MBAs), foundations (the Ford, Carnegie, Ohlin), or social media
(Facebook, Twitter), American civil society, understood part of the integral state has
promoted the “American way of life”, the “American Dream” and other key nation
myths, which not help consolidate demand for American cultural products but work to
legitimise American political domination.

The big question long term is whether China will be able to reach this level of cultural
penetration. At the moment the PRC is well aware that in this respect it has a long way
to go.

Since 2007 CPC leaders have spoke openly about the need to develop “soft power”,
trying to promote slogan-myths such as the “Chinese Dream”, the “Twenty-FirstCentury Silk Road”, “the Asia Pacific dream”, not least as a way to smooth relations
with neighbouring countries concerned by the PRC’s rapid economic and military rise.
Indeed this drive has increased even greater under President Xi Jinping, who in 2011 at
the 17th Central Committee of the CPC declared that the PRC’s goal was to “build our
country into a socialist cultural superpower”, announcing in 2014 that “We should
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increase China’s soft power, give a good narrative, and better communicate China’s
message to the world.”1559

Beijing has invested much money in said task, setting up hundreds of Confucius
Institutes globally to promote the national culture and language. State run newspapers –
e.g. China Daily and Global Times – and TV channels – CCTV and China Central
television – have also seen their budgets increased as have a whole plethora of
institutions and organization coordinate through the State Council Information Office.

Only tie will tell whether these initiatives will bear fruit. Two questions appear pertinent
in this respect.

Firstly, for cultural hegemony to take root, as Gramsci noted, it generally emanates
from within civil society. How successful will these overtly state-directed efforts? In
order for a genuinely Sino-centric global culture to develop Beijing will have to
relinquish its iron-fist censorship of the internet and permit a genuine civil society to
flourish. Something which, given the above analysis appears most unlikely, at least for
short term.

Secondly, one of the valuable attributes of liberalism as an hegemonic discourse it is its
openness and claims to universality, independent of race, religion, nationality or sexual
orientation. Despite deep structural racism within the American state, multicultural
icons be they musicians, sportsmen and even politicians, help to promote the notion of
social inclusion. How can the “Chinese Dream”, given Beijing’s rather infamous
intolerance of minorities (e.g. the Uyghur and the Tibetans) and predominant Han
culture appeal, hold a universal appeal?

At the time of writing Chinese cultural hegemony appears a long time off, “Kung-Fu
Panda” aside.

1559
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